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PREFACE. ^25"

The original ' District Manual ' of Trichinopoly, written by

the late Mr. Lewis Moore, I.C.S., was published in 1878.

The present volume, which owes much to its predecessor,

follows the plan for the new ' District- Gazetteers ' prescribed

by Government and, under instructions, it treats the taluks

of Kariir and Namakkal, which are to be transferred to the

district from Coimbatore and Salem respectively, as though

they were already part of it. The separate statistical Appendix,

which was compiled in advance, omits these two taluks, but

this defect will be remedied when it is re-issued after the

census of 1911. The history of Trichinopoly is largely* the

history of the Cholas and the Nayakkans, and Chapter II has

consequently indented freely upon the corresponding portions

of the Gazetteers of Tanjore and Madura, in which districts

the chief capitals of those powers were respectively situated.

The facts and references in the section on the early history

of the district have been chiefly supplied by Rai Bahadur

y. Venkayya, m.a., the Government Epigraphist, whom I

cannot sufficiently thank for his ready and courteous assistance.

Having little personal knowledge of Trichinopoly, T have
been obliged to rely largely upon information supplied to me
by others. I have had to apply for help to nearly all the

District Officers in Trichinopoly, Coimbatore and Salem, and

have received most generous and cordial assistance, for which

I tender my best thanks. Mr. E. Thurston has kindly helped

rae with Chapter III and Mr. A. Chatterton with Chapters

rV and VI. Finally I must not omit to record my thanks

to my clerk, K. A^'rasvami Aiyar, foi- the industry and intelli-

gence with which he has conducted many of the necessary

local enquiries.

F, R. H.

1M5684
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CHAP. L
Genkral

Descriptiow.

Position and
boundaries.

Tbichinopoly i8 an inland district in the south of the Presidency,

lying between 10' 16' and 11° 32' N. and 77° 45' and 79° 30' E.

It has an area of 4,959 square miles. It is bounded on the north

by the Salem and South Arcot districts, on the west by Coim-

batore and Madura, and on the south and east by the Native State

of Pudukkottai and the district of Tan j ore. The Collector of

Trichinopoly is Political Agent for Pudukkottai, and some account

of that State will be found in Chapter XVI of this volume.

The district is made up of the five taluks of Trichinopoly, Taluks and

Udaiyarpalaiyam, Perambalur, Musiri, and Kulittalai ; but to

these it is proposed to add the Karur taluk from the Coimbatore

district and the Namakkal taluk from Salem, and this volume

deals with the district as it will be when this change has been

effected. The head-quarters of these taluks (except of Udaiydr-

pAlaiyam, wliich is Jayankonda-Cholapuram) are the towns from

which they are named. Other important places are Srirangam and

L^lgudi in the Trichinopoly taluk; Udaiydrp^laiyam, Ariyal{ir
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tie name.

Natural
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Hills.

The
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and Kilappaluvur in Udaiyarpdlaiyam taluk ; Kurumbalur in

Perambalur taluk ; Turaijur in Musiri ; Paramati and Senda-
mangalam in Namakkal ; Aravakkuriohi in Karur and Mauapp4rai
in Kulittalai. These and other places of interest are referred to

in Chapter XV below.

The district is called after its head-quarter town, the name of

which is a European corruption of the Tamil Tiruchchindppalli

.

This word is fancifully derived from Ttisim (' the three-headed ')

and pal/i (' a town '), the legend being that the place is so-called

from Trisira, the three-headed brother of Edvana, who once held

sway there. He was a devout worshipper of Siva, goes the story,

and one day when that god did not appear to him when invoked,

he struck off, in his mortification, first one of his heads and then

another. Happily^ before he could complete his decapitation,

Siva appeared to him ; and subsequently granted his prayer that

the village and the local deity should bear his name. The place

is called Trisirapalli in the local purdnas. Two other derivations

for the name have been suggested by Mr. C. P. Brown, the

eminent Telugu scholar, who thought it was a corruption of

Chiruta-palli or ' little town,' and by Yule and Burnell in

Hobson-Jobson, who consider that it is really Tiru-ssila-jmlli or

* holy-rock-town. ' The great rock which towers above it is by
far its most prominent feature, and this form of the name is said

to occur in an inscription of the early part of the sixteenth

century. Yet another etymology is Tiru-chinna-palli, ' holy

little town.'

Trichinopoly contains no well-marked natural divisions. Two
small ranges of hills, the Pachaimalais and the Kollaimalais, rise

in the centre of its northern side and run through parts of the

Perambalur, Musiri and Namakkal taluks, and near Ndmakkal
itself are the small Talaimalai hills. In the south and south-west

the country is broken up by scattered rocky heights, covered for

the most part with scrub jungle and rising into some prominent
peaks on the Madura border. Elsewhere the district cousists of

an undulating plain bisected north and south by the valley of the

Cauvery, and dotted here and there with isolated masses of

crystalline rock, of which the great Trichinopoly Eock, the Golden
Uock (near the Central Jail in that town) and the Eatnagiri hill

(near Kulittalai) arc prominent examples.

The Pachaimalais or ' Grreon hills ' are situated partly in the

PerambaKir and Musiri taluks of this district and partly in the

Atttar taluk of Salem. Their greatest length from north to south

is about 20 miles and their total area 177 square miles, of which
105 square miles are in this district and 72 in Salem. They
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seldom reach a greater height than 2,()00 feet, but one or two of CHAP. T.

their peaks rise to about 3,400 feet above the sea. In shape Hills.

the range bears a slight resemblance to an hour-glass,^ being

nearly cut in two in the middle by ravines of great size and depth

opening out to the north-east and south-west. Of the two parts

into which it is thus divided, the north-western is the larger and

reaches a higher average level than the south-eastern. A striking

feature of the range is the great steepness of the western slopes

compared with those on the east. The latter are rarely precipitous,

and are broken by long spurs which project far into the low

country. The Pachaimalais are fairly well covered with trees and

shrubs and a large portion of them (80 square miles in this district)

has been constituted reserved forest.

The part of them which is included in Trichinopoly contains

three villages, each possessing a number of scattered hamlets,

called Vennddu, Tenpai-anadu, and Kombai. The united popula-

tion of these in 1901 amounted to (5,529 souls. They are almost

entirely inhabited by the people called Malaiydlis, who are

mentioned again in Chapter III below and whose peculiar

methods of cultivation arc referred to in Chapter IV. The land

revenue settlement on the range is alluded to in Chapter XI.

The Pachaimalais are very malarious, especially to the dwellers on

the plains.

Westward of the Pachaimalais, and divided from them by a The

broad valley, stand the Kollaimalais, which on their western, Kollaimalaui.

southern and eastern sides rise rather abruptly from the plains,

but on the north descend to the low country by numerous long

and gently-sloping spurs. The total area covered by them is 192

square miles, of which 105 square miles lie in the Ndmakkal taluk

and the rest in the Attur taluk of Salem, From below, their

general appearance ^ is that of a flat-topped mass, and the natives

sometimes call them Sadura-giris, or ' square mountains.' But

in reality their upper surface has been worn into five great

depressions or basins, which are divided from one another by

numerous tolerably deep ravines and valleys formed by spurs

running out from their sides. One of these basins is at the end

of the range, another in the narrower central part, and the three

others (a large one with two smaller ones lying north-west and

south-east of it) are on the southern portion of the range. The

highest point in the Kollaimalais is 4,663 feet above the sea, and

the south-west peak in the portion of them called the Selur Nddu

^ Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, IV, pt. 2, 16, •which gives a desoriptiou

of the range.

* Descriptions of them will be found in Memoirt, Geological Survey of India,

IV, pt. 2, 17-18 and in Bhortt's Eill Sanget of Southern India, pp. 71 ff.
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CHAP. I. rises to 4,200 feet, but the general level of the upper surface of

Hills. the range is not more than about 3,500 feet. Its eastern and

north-eastern flanks drain either into the Turaiyur valley or the

valley of the Periydr.

Only from the outer eastern edge of these hills or from some

of the higher ridges in the interior can any view of the low country

be obtained, but, owing to the diversified character of the upper

surface of the range, the scenery within it is often beautiful.

Numerous little basins of cultivated land communicate with one

another by wooded glens, or in a few cases by small rocky passes,

and in the east, in the neighbourhood of a gorge which opens into

the Turaiyur valley, are some very bold bluffs and precipices over-

looking a great ravine through which the K&ilur torrent reaches

the low country.

At the head of this ravine stands the famous Siva temple called

Arappalisvaran-kovil, which is regarded with very great reverence,

not only by the hill men of this range, but also by the Malaiyalis

of the Pachaimalais and of the Kalrayan hills to the north of them

(in Salem district) as well as by the Hindus of the plains. A
festival lasting three days, from the fifteenth to the eighteenth day

of Adi (July-August), is held there every year, and to this great

numbers of pilgrims throng to perform their vows. The priests

in the temple arc Brahmans, but the water for the god's bath is not

fetched by Brahmans, as in other Brahmanical temples, but by

Malaiyalis. The temple car is a fine one, but it stands uncared

for outside the temple and has only once, it is said, been used.

The natives declare that it ought not to be used without first

offering a human sacrifice ; so in the present state of the law, they

have to do without it. The stream near the temple contains

thousands of fish, which are considered holy and under the protec-

tion of the god, and are fed by pilgrims to the shrine. A common

vow made by devotees is an undertaking to provide a gold nose-

ring for one of them if their prayers are answered. The fish are

extremely tame, and will come and take food from one's hand, and

Mr. LeFanu says that every noon they are summoned to dinner

by the sound of a bell.^ The natives declare that near this

temple lizards do not chirp nor tdlai plants flower. The hill on

which (he building stands is called the Kollairaalai proper, and

the name is supposed to be derived from the fact that any one who
commits a sin there will be killed {I'ol/u). It is also called the

mad/iu vanam (' honey forest ') of the monkey king Sugriva.

Two miles below the temple is a fine waterfall, called the

Akdsa Gangai (' the sky Granges '), in which every pilgrim makes

* SaJem District Manual (Madras, 1883), ii, 112.
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a point of bathing. The Malaiyalis believe that if a sinner bathes CHAP. I.

there the water turns aside and declines to fall upon him. A Hills.

similar superstition exists in the case of other holy cascades.

Like the Pachaimalais, the Kollaimalais are well covered with

jungle ; and 51 square miles in the Namakkal taluk have been

constituted reserved forest. The reserves, the characteristics of

which are referred to in Chapter V below, ai-e for the most part

confined to the outer slopes of the range, as the growth on the top

is much broken up by cultivation. The range is mainly peopled

by the Malaiyalis already mentioned, who live in small hamlets

grouped into seven ikuIhs, each of which now forms a Government
revenue village. They have availed themselves of the basin-like

character of the valleys by surrounding the flanks of these with

innumerable little terraces for the cultivation of paddy. A few

small and scattered communities of Konga Ycllalans and Paraiyans

also exist. The revcnvie settlement in force on the range is

referred to in Chapter XI ; and the recent report on the intro-

duction of this ^ gives an interesting description of the soils,

cultivation, and so on of these hills.

The Talaimalais are a small range of hills lying fourteen miles The Taiai-

south-east of Namakkal. They possess a peculiar jagged outline malais.

and from the south aie decidedly picturesque. One of the peaks

selected as a survey station rises to 2,785 feet above the sea. They
are covered with grass and low brushwood. Trichinopoly oflEicials

used at one time to resort in the hot weather to a bungalow on the

top of them, but their bad charnctor for fever and the scarcity of

water has led to the practice being abandoned. A well-known

Vishnu temple stands on one of their peaks, and is much visited

by pilgrims from the neighbouring plains, especially on Saturdays

in Purattasi (September-October). It is believed that the cobra's

bite is not poisonous on this hill.

Among the scattered hills which face the Madura border in

the south-west corner of the district, are some isolated peaks of

considerable height. Of these, Topimalai (3,382 feet) and Vellimalai

(2,757 feet) in Kulittalai taluk, and Eangamalai (3,101 feet)

in the extreme south of Karur are the most remarkable. On
Topimalai and Eangamalai, shrines have been built ; and a hill

temple also stands en the picturesque and isolated rock at Naina-

malai in the Namakkal taluk, which is 2,468 feet above the sea.

Of the rivers of Trichinopoly, the Cauvery and its branch the Ei^eks.

Coleroon are by far the most important. The former rises in the The Caurery.

Western Ghats in Cocrg, flows eastwards through the Mysore

I Q.O., No. 605, Eevenne, dated 30th June 1906, p. 22.
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CHAP. I. State, forms for many miles the boundary between Salem and
EiTEEs. Coimbatore, and then enters this district at its north-western corner.

After running for a few miles south-eastwards between the Earur
and Namakkal taluks, it passes straight through the middle of the

district from west to east, dividing it into two nearly equal parts.

Nine miles west of Trichinopoly town it splits iuto two branches,

of which the northern takes the name of the Coleroon, while

the southern retains that of the Cauvery. Between these lies the

holy island of Srirangam. About seventeen miles below their

point of bifurcation, at the lower end of this island, they very

nearly reunite but are kept apart by the ' Grand Anient ' refen-ed

to in Chapter IV, an irrigation work which dates from early Hindu
times. From this point the Coleroon takes a north-easterly

direction, skirting the district along its eastern border for many
miles, and finally falls into the sea between South Arcot and

Tanjore with its volume of water but little diminished ; while the

Cauvery enters the Tanjore district, and, splitting up into

numerous branches, covers with a vast net -work of in-igation

channels the delta it has formed.

In ordinary parlance the main river is known as the Cauvery

from its source to Erode ; as the Aganda (' entire ' or ' undivided ')

Cauvery from Erode to the point of bifm-cation above referred to

;

and from that place onwards as the Cauvery once more. The bed

of the river is generally sandy throughout its course in this district,

but here and there large rocks stand out in it. In places (above

Srirangam island, for example) it attains a breadth of over a mile.

Its great importance as a source of irrigation is mentioned in

Chapter IV ; its sanctity in Chapter III ; its use as a waterway in

Chapter VII ; and some of the disasters caused by its floods in

Chapter VIII.

Preliminary freshes come down the Cauvery in May and

June, but the heavy floods due to the south-west monsoon do not

usually appear till July. They continue until September, and the

river then falls rapidly until it is filled again by the north-east

monsoon. The freshes at this period of the year are seldom as

heavy as those due to the south-west rains, nor do they last for

more than a few days ; for they arc caused by local rainfall and not

by the continuous downpour which occurs in the Western Ghats

in the middle of the year. After Christmas the river dwindles

rapidly again and sometimes (as in 1899) it becomes quite dry

before the May freshes once more appear.

The Tamil form of the name of the river is Kdveri^ but the

meaning of this word is obscure. It is given in Ptolemy's

geography as ')(a^r]po<i. According to the legend preserved in the
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Agneya and Skdnda Purdnas, Brahma had a daughter whom he CHAP. I.

permitted to be regarded as the child of a mortal named Kavera- Kivkks.

muni and who, to obtain beatitude for her adoptive father, resolved

to become a river whose waters should cleanse from all sin. A
local purdna makes Kaveri the daughter of a Chola king. Bishop

Caldwell^ derives the word from kdver, turmeric, or kdvi, red

ochre, from its muddy colour during floods, or, in the alternative,

from kd (kdvu), a grove, and eri, a sheet of water.

The Coleroon is called in Tamil Kollidam ('the place of

slaughter '), and this name is popularly derived from the legend

that workmen were drowued in that river while building the

Srirangam temple.- Several other etymologies of the word have
been suggested. The river's function as a 'safeguard' to carry

off the surplus water of the Cauvery has tempted some to derive

the name from ' kol,' ' a hold ' or ' safeguard.' ' Kollayi,' ' a

breach in a bank,' has also been suggested as the origin of the

fii'st part of the name, and some consider that Kollidam is used in

its sense of reccptgcle or reservoir. The river is not mentioned in

Ptolemy's tables, and Dr. Macleane argues from this fact tliat its

origin may be more recent than the times of that author, and
indeed describes it as an artificial div^ersion of the Cauvery. Its

bed is sandy, and when in flood it sometimes reaches the respectable

breadth of one mile. It naturally fills and empties at the same
seasons as its parent the Cauvery, but, as is mentioned in Chapter

IV, the supply in it is artificially regulated by an anient built at

the point where it branches off from the latter to prevent it from

taking more than its due share of the water flowing down tliis.

Thus except in high floods the Coleroon carries less water than

the Cauvery.

The Amaravati river has its source in the confluence of several The Amar&-

jungle streams which run from the north-eastern spurs of the
^^^^'

Anaimalai and Travancore hills, both of which are portions of the

great range of the Western Ghats. After flowing in a north-

easterly direction through Coioibatore district, it enters the Karur
taluk, passes right across it, and falls into the Cauverv on its

border. Its total course is about 140 miles in length. The chief

town on its banks in this district is Karur. The South Indian

Bailway crosses it there on a girder bridge of 21 spans. Its only

tributary in this district is the Nanganji, which rises in the Palni

hills in Madnra and joins it near the southern border of Kardr
taluk. The river is much used for irrigation (see Chapter IV)
and is crossed by one permanent anient, a few semi-permanent

' Qramnutr of the Dravidiun L'tnguages (hondion, ISTJJ), 456,

* Taylor's Oriental MSS., iii, 622.
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CHAP. I.

ElVEKS.

The Aiy&r.

The Karai-
pottan&r.

The
Mdmundiydr.

dams, and several korambus, or temporary dams made of eartli and

brushwood. Its silt is plentiful and very rich, and the fact that it

rises in a zone of heavy rainfall gives it a more constant supply

tha n usual. According to observations taken at the Pallap41aiyam

anient during the last three years, it is generally dry in February,

March and April ; fills for five or six days in May and June ; is

full one day out of every three from July till October, and for

more than half of November and December ; and in January

dwindles again. It does not as a rule remain continuously in flood

for more than a few days at a time except at the height of the

two monsoons. Its bed is often rocky, and its width varies between

200 and 300 yards.

The Aivar river rises in the gorge which separates the Kollai-

malais from the Pachaimalais and, receiving numerous tributaries

from both these ranges of hills, falls into the Cauvery not far

from the head of Srlrangam island after a short course of about

30 miles through the Musiri taluk. The most important of its

tributaries is the Taligai. The Aiyar, unlike most of the smaller

rivers in this district, receives (from the slopes of the Pachaimalais)

a considerable supply during the south-west monsoon. It is much

used for irrigation, being crossed by no less than twelve semi-

permanent anicuts.

The Karaipottanar (sometimes also called the Karuvattar) is

a small stream rising in the Xollaimalais and emptying itself,

after a short course through the Namakkal and Musiri taluks, into

the Cauverv- The name signifies ' the river which marked the

boundary,' and native tradition, which appears to be founded on

fact, says that the stream was once the boundary between the

Pandya, Chola and Chera kingdoms. Beyond the Cauvery, an

embankmect runs southwards across the Kulittalai taluk, and this

is supposed to be the continuation of the boundary.

Like most of the minor rivers in the district, the 'Karaip6ttandr

receives nearly all its water during the north-east monsoon. These

streams generally come down in a good flood once in October, and

bring several smaller freshes during that month. The Karai-

p6ttanar is used a good deal for irrigation and eight semi-permanent)

dams have been constructed across it.

The Mamundiyar rises in the scattered hills in the Kulittalai

taluk already referred to, and, after flowing in a north-easterly

direction through that taluk, empties itself just above the town

of Ti-ichinopoly into the Uyyakondan channel, one of the irrigation

channels which take off from the Cauvery. AVhen in high flood

it is apt to do considerable harm to this. It has several names,
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being known in different parts of its course as the Ariyar, the CHAP. l.

K6raiyar, and the Ponnaiyar. It is very little used for irrigation. Riverb.

The Nandiyar is a little stream which rises near Pcrambalur, The Nandi-

wherc it is known as the Kondakaranpallam, and flows in a south-

easterly direction through the Trichinopoly taluk into the Coleroon.

Its water is taken of¥ for irrigation by three anicuts, but is

impregnated with lime a.nd other matter which renders it somewhat

unsuitable for cultivation purposes. The irrigation project,

recently abandoned, which was connected with the stream is

referred to in Chapter IV below.

The Nandiyar is considered very sacred at Uttatur in the

Pcrambalur taluk ; and people come to throw the bones of their

dead into it, just as they <lo into some parts of the (,'auvery. The

sanctity of the river is supposed to have been revealed to a pilgrim

who was on his way to Benares to put the bones of one of his

relations into the Ganges, and who stopped a night at Uttatur

on the way. In the morning he found the bones had coalesced

into a linyam, but when he continued on his way towards Benares,

they became disunited again, and he realized that the Nandiyar

was holier than the Gauges. The stream is supposed to have

originally flowed from the mouth of the bull-god (Nandi) in the

Siva temple in Uttatur. The local story has it that the Ganges,

the Jamna and the Sarasvati came to Uttatur to decide which of

them was the best, and quarrelled so much about the matter that

the Nandi swallowed them all and vomited them forth again. The

Nandivc'ir is supposed to be the remnant of their waters.

Two rivers named Velldr (' white river ') exist in Trichinopoly. The two

The northern Velldr forms for many miles the boundary between Veilfirs.

the district and South Arcot. This rises in the Salem district and

flows into the sea at Porto Novo after a course of about 135 miles.

The northern parts of the Perambalur and Udaiydrpdlaiyam

taluks drain into it through jungle streams of very fair size.

The southern Velldr rises in the hills in the south of the

Kulittalai taluk on the Madura border, and soon turns and enters

the Pudukkottai State, which it traverses in a south-westerly

direction. It flows thence through the Sivaganga and Eamnad

zamindaris into Palk's Strait. Tradition asserts that this was the

southern boundary of the Ch61a kingdom, and separated it from

the P6ndya realms. An old superstition among the Ndttukkottai

Chettis prohibited their womenkind from crossing this river, it

being considered ill-omened for women to traverse boundaries.*

' yi&Q\QMiQ'^ Manual of AdminidrattoH, iii, 973.
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CHAP. I. The rainfall of the district is referred to in some detail in

Climate. Chapter VIII, and in Chapter IX is mentioned the effect of the

climate on the general health of the people.

Temperature. Temperature is regularly recorded only in Triehinopoly town.

This has almost the highest mean temperature of any place in the

Presidency for which statistics are available, Tinnevelly, Cnddapah

and Nellore alone being slightly more unfortunate. It enjoys,

to quote Mr. Lewis Moore's District Manual^ ' nine months hot

weather and three months hotter.' The annual mean is 84°

Fahrenheit. The lowest monthly mean is 77° in December and

January and the highest 90° in May. The thermometer rarely

rises above 106° or falls below 80° in the day time at any part of the

year, and the night temperatures arc usually from 15" to 20"" lower.

In the hot weather, however, the drop is less and the night gives

little respite before the dawn of another day brings its renewed

burden of heat. The average maxima and minima are of course

less extreme than the figures above, the highest average maximum
being 101°"8, which occurs in May, and the lowest average mini-

mum being 07°, the figure for January. April, May and June

are the hottest months of the year, their average maximum

temperatui-es running from just below to just above 100°. With

the setting in of the south-west monsoon in the latter part of

June, the great heat abates and the average maximum tempera-

ture sinks to 97" and 96°. Little rain falls during this monsoon,

but a very strong wind blows from the south-west, tempering the

heat but raising clouds of dust. September and October are

cooler though still sultry ; but with the setting in of the north-

east monsoon the (so-called) cold weather begins. The average

maximum temperature sinks to 95° in September and 91° in

October, and the figures for November and December are 87° and

85°. They rise again to 92° in February and to nearly 98° in

March ; and from this point the ' hotter ' weather again begins.

Humidity. Trichuiopoly is an unusually dry district, the only drier ones

in the whole Presidency being the arid tracts otBellary, Kurnool,

and Cuddapah, and Madura and Tinnevelly. The mean annual

humidity is 71 "5, the average maximum for a series of years is

81-1. and the average minimum 61- 1. The air is generally

dampest in the latter half of October and driest in the latter half

of June.

WmAn. The south-west monsoon generally sets in at the beginning of

Juno. It is called by the natives the * west wind,' and blows

with great force till the end of August. Its connection with the

rain on the west coast is noticed in the proverb which says that
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when the leaves shake in Avani, the Cauvery will overflow its CHAP. I.

banks. During September tlio ryots expect a northerly breeze Climate.

which they call vadandai, and in October the wind shifts round

to the east and the north-east monsoon sets in. This is called

the sani inulai kdftu^ (north-cast wind), and it is supposed to

continue till the middle of January. It is accompanied by heavy

showers of rain. The ryots believe that a very rainy north-eaist

monsoon is unhealthy, but all are agreed that a dry one is Vjad for

the crops. In January a chilly easterly wind sets in, and this is

followed in March by southerly breezes [lennal) till the south-

west monsoon bursts again. Thus the wind travels all round

the compass in more or less regular stages during the course of

the year.

The soils of the district have been arranged in three main Soils.

classes, namely the alluvial, the regar or black, and the redN This

classification dates from the settlements of Mr. Puckle in the

middle of the last century. In the recent settlements the only

tract in which the soils were reclassified was a part of the rich lace*

watered by some of the rivers. Statistics showing the percentage

of the assessed area in
Alluvial. Regar. Rod. ^^^^ ^aluk covered by

each of these soils are

given in the margin.

It willj:>e seen that the

red predominates in

the western taluks. It

covers the whole of

Karur and very large

areas of Kulittalai,

Ndmakkal and Musiri. IJegar soil is commonest in the north-

easterly taluks of Perambalur and Udaiyarpalai5'am (especially

in the former) and the rest of them is occupied by red earth. In
Trichinopoly taluk there is rather more red than regar soil, and
about a quarter of the taluk is made up of alluvial deposits. There
is also a little alluvium in those parts of Kulittalai, Musiri and
Ndmakkal taluks which lie along the banks of the Cauvery ; but

nowhere else. Taking the district as a whole^ the alluvial series

only occupies 4 per cent, of the total area ; the red, 6-i ; and the

regar, 32. Outside the alluvial class, the quality of the soil is

generally rather poor. The Namakkal taluk, thanks to the

Cauvery silt and the detritus from the Kollaimalais, is in parts

rich enough, and the regar of Perambalur is largely of good quality.

^^Coireotly Isinya mdlai k&ttu. Maoleane, iii, 286.

Kari'ir
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Geology.'

General
distribution

of rook8.

CHAP. I. But the black soil of Udaijdrpdlaiyara is poor, and the red soil

Soils. in nearly all parts is often of a sandy variety. South of the

Oauvery, the upland is generally covered by inferior soils, chiefly

of a gravelly or sandy nature ; and over wide tracts the earth is

so impregnated with soda salts as to he almost entirely bare of

vegetation.

From a geological point of view, the valley of the Cauvery

splits the district into a northern and southern division which

differ considerably. The eastern half of the northern division is

occupied by sedimentary deposits, the western by the older

archaean gneisses and granites. The southern division, to the

south of the Cauvery alluvium, is occupied by archsean rocks,

granites and gneisses, overlaid in the south-east corner of the

Trichinopoly taluk by a thin bed of low-l'evel conglomeratic

laterite, which has been carved by local denudation into a number

of patches forming miniature plateaus.

The gneisees. The archeean rocks north of the Cauvery alluvium are mostly

hornblendic gneiss, and form the southern limit of a vast horse-

shoe band of crystalline formations. The apex of this band and

part of its northern limb lie in Ndmakkal taluk ; while the rest of

the latter stretches across the Kollaimalais into the Salem district

and is appaiently traceable also in the Pachaimalais. The exten-

sions of the gneissic beds east of the south slopes of the last-named

range all begin to trend north-eastward ; and still further north

assume a direction parallel with the present coast line. This lat-

ter in all probability owes its direction to the run of the old crystal-

line rocks, and in any case the parallelism is very remarkable.

Along the southern border of this northern section of the

gneissic rocks, runs a great granite baud (some four to six miles

wide at first and then gradually narrowing) from Irnngalur (ten

miles north-north-east of Trichinopoly) as far as Karur and

perhaps beyond it. Its course follows that of the Cauvery. This

granite is older than the gneissic rock, and has been driven at

some time of upheaval, from beneath, into and through the latter.

It is much intermingled with the gneiss, and indeed is nowhere

intruded in masses. The whole band may be considered to be a

mass of veins running generally in the planes of foliation of a

shattered band of highly foliated hornblendic gneiss.

'J'o the south of the Cauvery a marked degree of parallelism

with the southern liml> of the great horse-shoe curve is also notice-

able in the gneissic series. In the extreme south and south-xrest

' Most of thiB Beotion has been ttken from a notu by Mr. R. Bruce Foot«.
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of tho district, which is a vorj hilly tract, the predominant rocks

are granites.

Of some interest and economic value are the cijstalline lime-

stones, a variety of the f^ncissic rocks. These occur in five

localities namely, at Neivdli in the valley of the Aiydr, sixteen

miles north-west by west of Trichinopoly ; at Muttam four miles

to the north-west of this ; at Kalpatti 16 miles south-west of

Manappa'rai ; two miles to the east of Sattambiir (seven miles

south-west of Ndmakkal) ; and (mvich the largest outcrop of the

five) at a point east of Kiranur (some thirteen miles south-west of

Kulittalai) extending some ten miles west by south into Karur
taluk. The prevailing colours of the limestone arc light grey,

bluish, white, and pink, this last being of great beauty. There
are five principal bands of it, and as these arc of considerable

thickness the quantity available is very large.

Another important variety of the gneiss rocks—and one of

possible value in the future, if tho direct lino of rail from Trichino-

poly to Tirukkoyilur be constructed by the South Indian li-=»ilway

Company ^—is the large and generally rich beds of magnetic

iron which occur in and round the Kollaimalais and at the

southern end of the Pachaimalais. Of the latter, a northern bed

skirts the southern slope of tho southern, or Trichinopoly, lobe of

the Pachaimalais. A southern bed runs four or five miles further

to the south among the ridges west of Kilakanavay village, and,

at the village itself, suddenly trends sharply southward and ends

in the northern spur of the Chattramanai hill.

A number of beds of iron ore occur in what has been called

the Talaimalai-KoUaimalai group of rocks. They figure very

conspicuously in the great horse-shoe curve of gneisses in Namakkal
in the north-western part of the district. Black cotton-soil

separates the latter from the Pachaimalais ; but no doubt a connec-

tion exists between the beds of the two areas. Two of the

Namakkal beds spread westward from a little north of Tattayyan-

garpettai up to and along the most northerly outlying^ ridge of

the Talaimalais. Thence they extend westward, forming two
well-marked wall-like ridges, nearly as far as the Karaipottanar

river, reappearing from under the alluvium and continuing for

many miles in a north-westerly direction. These two beds are

represented in the northern arm of the gneissic curve by a great

deposit of excellent qiiality forming a ridge which commences at

Vellalapatti (seven miles north-west by west of Namakkal) and
runs north-east by east for several 'miles into the conspicuous

CHAP. I.

Geologt.

CryHtalline

liiijpHtnnee.

Iron

Sec Chapter VII, p. 184.
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Velukurichi ridge, till it is finally cut off by a great trap dyke.

A third bed appears in the southern gncissic arm in the Kumara-

patti hill (south-west of Namakkal), and in the northern arm in

two rich outcrops forming the backbone of the UUalapuram range

(five miles north-west of Namakkal). A fourth bed is at Mahadui',

near the south-east corner of the KoUaimalais and in rather

obscure relation to the others. It is noticeable for the distinct and

well-defined double curve into which it has been bent.

Other interesting varieties of the gneisses are the quartzites,

which occur near Neiveli ; the chloritic schists, of which those at

Tolayanattam and Pudupatti in Musiri taluk contain garnet in

abundance ; and a highly quartzose porphyritic gneiss, which is

found in many parts of the district.

Of the sedimentary deposits above referred to as resting upon

the gneisses ia the north-eastern quarter of the district, the oldest

are representatives of the Upper Grondwana or Rajmahal system

of the cretaceous era. This is a formation remarkable for the

great quantities of plant remains of Jurassic age which it contains.

The outcrops of these so-called ' plant-beds ' near tJttatur iu the

Perambalur taluk include soft sandy clayn and micaceous shales

(both very friable) and at the base sandstones and coarse con-

glomerates of gneissic boulders and pebbles, which ref.t directly on

the gneiss. The fossil plants are mostly fragmentary and, unless

in freshly broken specimens, often not determinable. Ten species

have been identified by the late Dr. Feistmantel, of which two are

peculiar to the IJttatur beds. The plant-beds are exposed in five

or six narrow patches extending along the western boundary of

the cretaceous area in a north and south direction for about twelve

miles and are overlapped at both ends by beds of the IJttatur

cretaceous series. The age of these beds is considered to be inter-

mediate between the Rajmahal beds proper and the Jabbalpur

group of the Indian Jurassic rocks.

These cretaceous rocks are the-most important and the most

intcj'csting scries of fossilifcruus rocks in South India, because, as

pointed out by Professor Ncumayr ^ and by Franz Kossmat, the

Austrian palaeontologist,- from ' their peculiarly favourable

position between the chalk of the Atlantic and that of the Pacific area

. . . . they are eminently adapted to serve as a starting point

for observations on the zoo-geographical conditions of later

cretaceous times. Their fauna combines in itself the elements

' ErdgcKohichle, II, 300.

* ' On the importance of the cretaceous rocks ot Bouthorn India in estimating

the geographical conditions during later cretaceous times.' Translated iu Becordt,

Geol. Surv. of India, xxviii, pt. 2.
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both of the Eastern and Western hemisphered and thus serves CHAP. i.

as a connecting link between the two.' A detailed and fully Geology.

illustrated description of the very rich fauna tliey contain, by the

late Dr. F. Stolie/ka, will be found in Volumes I—IV of the

Palceoydologica Indica .

The stratigraphy of the cretaceous rocks of south India was Their clas&ifi-

worked out principally by the late Mr. Henry P. Blanford,
^'"^^°"-

F.E.S. ; but attention had been first drawn to them in 1840 by

Messrs. Kaye and Brooke Cunliffc of the M.C.S., who made
important collections of the fossils. These were examined by

Professor Edward B'orbes, who referred those of the Trichinopoly

and South Arcot rocks to the age of the English Upper Greensand

or Gault (Upper Cretaceous) and those of the Pondicherry rocks

to the Neocomian (Lower Cretaceous), a determination with

which Mr. Blanford agreed.

The cretaceous rocks of the Trichinopoly district occur in Their

a rather irregular tract between the Cauvery and northern Vellar P°8^*'<'^-

rivers, measuring about twenty-five miles from north to south and

about the same distance from east to west, and occupying an area

of nearly 400 square miles. To the west they rest, upon the

gneisses or on the small patches of Upper Gondwana Rajmahals

above referred to, and to the east they underlie the Pleistocene

or recent Cuddalore sandstones. To the north they are covered up

by the alluvium of the Vellar, and to the south they rest i:ipon

a belt of gneiss which separates them from the alluvium of the

Cauvery river. Two other cretaceous areas occur further north
;

but they lie outside this district in South Arcot and in the French

territory of Pondicherry. The latter is of great interest and

importance to the understanding of the relations of the several

groups into which the whole series has been divided.

Stratigraphically, the rocks are foand to form three distinct

groups which are differentiated, chiefly by the variations in the

fauna the remains of which are found as fossils within them.

The rooks composing the IJttat6r group are chiefly argillaceous. The Uttatnr

Fine silts, calcareous shales and sandy clays, often concretionary,
S^oip-

largely make it up, especially in its southern pai't. Northward of

the village of UTttatur limestones become intercalated in the west-

ern parts of the Uttatur area, while in the upper eastern parts

conglomerates, grits and sands appear. The limestones are rich

in fossils, but the grits and sands poor. At the extreme base of

the group occur in various places large masses of limestones formed

in coral reefs. The limestone is generally pure, pale-coloured

(creamy) and compact in texture. Irregular white streaks often
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band it, and when weathered exhibit the corals composing them

and also a few Brachipoda. These old coral reefs rest in patches,

sometimes on the plant-beds but more often on the gneisses. The
largest patch occurs at Kallakkudi, 22 miles north-east of Trichino-

poly. The other beds forming the group were deposited in water

of moderate depth ; some accumulated on submarine banks and

show much false bedding. The material seems to have been

brought there by currents coming from the north.

The Trichinopoly group, the second in ascending order, rests

on the Uttatur group. In the south of its area the rocks are

chiefly sands and clays, very irregularly bedded, with a few strata

of limestone and some conglomerates. North of the parallel of

Uttatur village regular bands of shell limestone occur intercalated

in the lower beds of the group ; and still further northward the

whole is composed of regularly stratified alternations of sand,

sandy clays and shales, with bands of shell limestone, calcareous

grit and conglomerate. The Trichinopoly beds are, even more

characteristically than the Uttatur group, the littoral deposits in a

shallow sea. Some of the shell limestone, as for instance that of

Garudamangalam, is a very fine, hard, bluish-grey rock, in parts

translucent and largely made up of beautifully preserved Gaste-

ropoda and Lamellibranchiata, retaining often their original

polish and sometimes their old coloration. This is the so-called

' Trichinopoly marble ' and was once much valued for decorative

purposes.

The Ariyal6r group, the third in ascending order, rests upon

the Trichinopoly group, but the relations between the two are

not so clear as those between the Trichinopoly and Uttatur

groups. The Ariyalur beds seem to have been deposited in a

tranquil sea of small depth, and they are more sandy than the

two lower groups, with thick and homogeneous beds, principally

of white sands and grey argillaceous sands, the former unfossili-

ferous, the latter with casts of small fossils. Beds of calcareous

grit and nodular calcareous shales forming a richly fossiliferous

zone are found towards the base of the group.

The groups of fossiliferous beds to the north of Ariyal6r town

near the villages of Sendurai and Ninniytir were regarded by

Mr. Blanford as likely to require to be separated on palaeonto-

logical grounds from the lower part of the group, or Ariyabir

proper, and they are now regarded by Mr. Kossmat as unmistake-

able passage beds between the cretaceous and tertiary systems.

These, then, must constitute a fourth group in the south Indian

cretaceous series, and they have been called the Ninniy6r group
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from the village near which they are best seen and fossih are CHAP. I.

most numerous. They are grey and ochreous shales, sometimes cal- Ueoloot.

carcous and of loose texture. A bed of true flints, the only one """

known in South India, occurs at Kurichikulam to the north of

Ninniym* and formerly gave rise to a local industry in the manu-
facture of strike-a-lights.

A very remarkable featm'C of the South Indian cretaceous Fauna of cre-

fauna is its total dissimilarity from the fauna of the marine ere-
^'^°®°"^ '°°^-

taceous beds of Central India, the Bagh beds of the Narbadda
valley. The latter shows a striking resemblance to that of the

cretaceous beds of Syria, North Africa and Southern France,

which together form the Mediterranean province of the cretaceous

system, and to which belong also the Hippurite limestones of

Persia, Afghanistan and Baluchistan, as also the O/aphalm beds of

Tibet. It is evident from this that the sea of the South Indian

cretaceous area was separated from the sea of the Bagh area and

the Mediterranean province by a eoutinent, the same doubtless as

is thought to have existed in Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous times

and to which the name of the Indo-Madagascar peninsula has been

given.

Resting on the uppermost cretaceous rocks on the eastern side The Cudda-

of Trichinopoly district are the unfossiliferous gritty Cuddalore g°^® ^^"^^

sandstones, frequently very ferruginous in character, which cover alluvium.

the greater part of the Udaiydrpalaiyam taluk and are themselves

very largely overlaid by red sands. In lateritic sand near Niuni-

yur two palseolithic implements were discovered by Mr. R. Bruce

Foote, one sharp pointed and the other oval. The material of the

latter was a yellowish chert, but the former was coated all over

with a'thiu lateritic crust which hid entirely the real nature of its

material.

Qverlyiug the Cuddalore sandstones and laterite as they *

approach the coast are the sands, clays and occasional marine shell

beds forming the coast alluvium.

The district contains only a moderate number of valuable :Minbbals.

minerals. The magnetic iron beds in the Musiri and Ndmakkal
taluks have already been mentioned. Those are often very rich

and were worked when fuel was still cheap. Many of the rocks

of the district would make valuable buildiDg material. The ordi-

nary varieties of gneiss have been used in many of the temples

(the groat monolithic bull in the Tanjore temple is carved from
this stone) and the jointing and foliation of many rocks of this

class appear favourable to the quarrying of large rectangular

masses. The granite of several parts of the district also provides

3
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good building material. Some of the gneisses are well adapted to

ornamental work. Such are the quartzo-felspathic gnei88'.(of which

some of the best carvings in the Srirangam temple have been

made) and the various crystalline limestones which have been

described above. Other handsome kinds of stone are found in the

limestones which occur among the IJttatur cretaceous rocks and

the shell limestones (such as the Garudamangalam marble already

mentioned) which are found in the cretaceous rocks of the

Trichinopoly group. Laterite of a quality suitable for building

is met with in great quantities in the Trichinopoly and Perambalur

taluks, and is largely used for mending roads. Various trap

dykes, especially in the Perambalur taluk, provide admirable road

metal, and hanlior limestone is employed in many parts of the

district for making lime.

Corundum occurs in several localities in the Ndmakkal taluk
;

mica at Pddalur in the Perambalur taluk and in parts of Trichino-

poly
;
gypsum at Maravattur in Udaiydrpdlaiyam and at IJttatur

;

magnesia at Tiruppangili in Musiri and ^Vdlikandapuram in

Perambalur taluks ; traces of copper ore at Olappadi and Veppur

in Perambalur taluk
;
yellow, red and blue ochre at Siruganur in

Musiri
;
garnet quartz at Kalpatti in Kulittalai and at Kurichi-

kulam and Sendurai in Udaiyarpalaiyam ; and chrome ore at one

place on the bank of the Cauvery. Salt and nitre are foimd

in very many places in Trichinopoly taluk. Bangle-earth occurs

at Vaittur in Pudukkottai. A large area covered with phosphatic

nodules exists in the cretaceous rocks near tJttatur. Flints, as

above noted, arc found at Kurichikulam in Udaiyarpalaiyam

taluk. Potstone occurs at Erumaipatti, nine miles south-east

of Namakkal, and clays of several kinds are found in I'erani1)alur,

Udaiyarpalaiyam and Trichinopoly taluks.

With the exception of the building-stone, none of these are

of any particular importance. The pipeclay occurring in the

plant-beds between Terani and Karai in the Perambalur taluk

makes a bluish kind of pottery. The clay is itself greyish-white

with a few stains of iron ; l)ut the stains could easily bo .separated

by hand-picking. Pipeclay of fine quality is found at Ottakovil

and Vilc'ingudi in Udaiyarpalaiyam taluk and is largclj' used for

Vaishnavite ndmcoim. T'he gypsum is of poor quality and difficult

to obtain clean. The mica is only found in small pieces. The

copper ores mentioned above were literally only fomid in traces.

Much was once hoped of the phosphatic nodules near Uttatur. It

is estimated that about 4,000 tons of this mineral is available there.

A sample was sent to England to bo analysed and it was ascertained
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to coutain about 27 per cent, of phosphoric acid. The mineral was CHAP. I.

presumed to he a phosphate which, though not of the highest class, ^Iinbralp.

would yet serve very well for the manufacture of artificial fertilisers.

Messrs. Arbuthnot & Co. contemplated leasing the right to mine
in the area; but confined Ihcmselvcs to buying small quantities

of the nodules, grin<^ing them into powder at Calicut and sending

them to Ceylon as manure. No lease deed was ever actually

executed aud the matter was dropped.'

There is hardly any mining, properly so called, in the district. Minerals

The only mining lease in existence is that granted to Messrs. actually

Gordon AVoodroffe & Co. for corundum in Kumaripalaiyam in

Namakkal taluk. Other small corundum mines in several other

villages in that taluk are leased out annually by Government for

small sums.

A good deal of building-stone is quarried in Karur, Trichino-

poly, Kulittalai and Perambalur taluks; laterite is excavated in

large quantities, chiefly for road metal ; and kanhar limestone is

quarried to a small extent in very numerous localities. The
marble[found at Garudamangalam used to be largely worked by the

Trichinopoly lapidaries into ornamental table tops, paper-weights,

etc., and the industry still survives on a small scale. The flints

of Udaiyarpalaiyam were once used for strike-a-lights, but cheap

matclies have killed that industry. The bangle-earth of Puduk-
kottai is largely utilized. Saltpetre is made out of the nitrous

soil in many parts of the district.^

The commonest fruit trees in the district are cocoanuts and Fioha.

tamarinds. Both are more plentiful in Trichinopoly than in any Fruit trees,

other taluk, but they abound also in Kulittalai and Musiri, the

other two taluks which lie in the valley of the Cauvery. The
mangoes of the district arc not particularly good except in

Pudukkottai, where good graft trees, and also tolerable country

varieties, are to be foimd. The tamarind is common in the dry

tracts and the jack, guava and orange on the hills. Jack trees

also occur in Pudukkottai. Palmyras are scattered through most

parts of the district, but in small numbers ; they are not even

fairly plentiful in any of the taluks except Trichinopoly. Topes

of iluppai {Baasia longifolia) are common in Perambalur and
Udaiy arpalaiyam

.

' See G.Os., tJevenue, No8. 802, dated 3rd Aagust 1892, pages 12 and 14
; i<J,

dated 19th January 1893 ; 119, dated 6tb February 1893 ; 478, dated 6th June
1893, pages 10 and 28 i 484, dated 7th July 1894, pages 4 and 5 ; 580, dated ICtb

June 1900 ; and Colleetor's letter to the Board of Reyenao of 11th August 190-2.

= See Chapter XII, p. 246.
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The nature of the growth in the forests is referred to in Chapter

V. There are 673 miles of fair road avenues in the district. A
common avenue tree is the tamarind, but the banyan'is also largely

employed. Avenues of coeoanut trees occur in the lowlands, and

the icchi tree is very largely used in Kiilittalai, Karur and

Namakkal, as well as in the Pudukkottai State. The vddtt'

ndt'dyana tree {Poinciano elata)—rather a bad species for the

purpose, considering its weak roots and its selfish practice of shed-

ding its leaves when most needed for shade—is common in the

avenues in Perambalur and Musiri, where its leaves are much
used for manure. Scattered about the fields and villages are

numerous acacia and portia [pilvarasu) trees. The last is only

found in any quantity hi the taluks of Trichinopoly and Udaiyar-

palaiyam and in Pudukkottai. The babul is much prized by the

ryots, who like to have it growing about their holdings. Its

fruit is greedily eaten by sheep and goats, and renders their

droppings profuse and rich in fertilizing matter, and its thorny

branches are useful for fences and its hard wood is suitable for

making agricultural implements.

The statistics show that Trichinopoly is less well supplied wdth

cattle than the average Madras district. Eelatively to the culti-

vated area, Trichinopoly t^ak is far better off than any other in

it, having 76 animals to every hundred acres. Kulittalai and

Udaiyarpalaiyam come second and third with 71 and 70, while

far the lowest figures are those for Karur (53) and PerambaKir

(51). Kelatively to the occupied area, the figures work out rather

differently, Udaiyarpalaiyam and Namakkal coming more to the

fore. But Trichinopoly is still the best, and Karur and Peramba-

llir are still the worst, supplied of all the taluks.

Nine different kinds of cattle are recognized ; namely (1) the

ordinary ' country ' {nditu) bullock, (2) the moitai bullocks from

Matt^ir in the Perambalur taluk, (8) the Tiruvannamalai bullocks,

(4) the Pulikkulam bullocks from Madura district, (5) the wild

cattle of Pudukkottai, (6) the Kangayam (Coimbatore) variety,

(7) the Bargur (Coimbatore) cattle, (8) those from Alamb^di (in

Coimbatore) and Dharmapuri (in Salem), which are not differenti-

ated by the ordinary ryots but are called indifferently by either name,

and (9) the Nellore breed. The Nellore animals (which arc rare)

are the biggest of these ; they need no description. They are

favourites with the mittadars of Namakkal taluk, and also in Puduk-

k6ttai, where they are called, as in Tanjoro, Guzar^ti bullocks. The
' country ' bullock is easily recognized by its small stature and

short horns. It is slightly superior to its fellow of Tanjore, but
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is decidedly inferior to the ordinary breeds in the Telugu oountry. CHAP. I.

The Mattur animals are similar in appearance, except that their Fauna.

horna are burnt off \\'hon they arc young, but distinctly superior.

They appear to be t-oiifined to the taluks of Perambalur and

Udaiyarpalaiyara. The Tiruvannaraalai bullocks come from the

town of that name in the adjoining district, where there is a groat

cattle fair, and seem to bo common everywhere except in Kari'ir and

Namakkal. They are of the same size as the ' country ' bullocks,

but have much larger horns, are always of a dun colour, and have a

great character for their intractable ways. The Pulikkulam cattle

are generally white and may be recognized by their torn ears, but in

other respects they resemble the Tiruvannamalai animals. They

are largely kept by the Kalians in Trichinopoly taluk and Puduk-

kottai for jallikats (or bull-baitings), but are rarely used for

anything else. The wild cattle of Pudukkottai are not really a

distinct breed, but are ' country ' cattle which have run wild for

generations. They occur in considerable numbers in the forests

of that State, and are occasionally caught and broken in, as they

are remarkable for their strength and endurance. The Kangayam
breed from Coimbatorc are larger and finer animals. They are

described by Sir Frederick Nicholson in the Coimbatore District

Manual as being ' well known for their excellent qualities whether

for labour or milk ; .... appearance elegant ; horns

variously sized and set ; colours di:fferent, but usually white or

grey ; . . . . docile, quick and strong.' They seem to be

confined to the two western taluks of Karur and Namakkal. The
Bargur cattle are another Coimbatore breed, coming from the

Bargur hills near the Mysore border. They are ' the swiftest and

strongest of the ((Joimbatore) breeds; moderate size, head small,

eyes prominent, good appearance ; horns tapering and longer than

those of the iVlambadis ; dewlap not so large ; timid, stubborn

and rather intractable.' The Alambadi cattle come from Coim-

batore and the Dharmapuri bullocks from Salem ; but, as already

remarked, the ryots do not distinguish the two and their appearance

seems to be very similar. Sir Frederick Nicholson describes the

former as ' elegant in appearance ; horns small, tapering and

well set ; eyes prominent, dewlap lengthy ; of moderate size and

usually sleek and glossy ; not so swift and strongly made as the

Bargur cattle ; docile and useful for any work.' They are found

in all parts of the district, and are called by different name.*? in

different places. Thus they are known as ' northern " (vadakkitti)

or ' mountain ' {nialai) bullocks in Karur ; and in Udaiyarpalaiyam

as ' western ' [merkitti) or ndrai bullocks. Those two, and also

the Nellorc and Bargur breeds, are only used tor draught work
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and never for ploug-hiug. All the others except the Pulikkalam
cattle are used indiscriminately for any work. Cows of these

foreifj:n breeds are seldom imported and as a rule are only owned
by the richer landholders.

The foreign cattle are imported l\v drovers, who buy them in

the countries where they are bred and drive them round to the

various cattle fairs in this district for sale. There seem to be two

well-marked routes along which these drovers travel. Those from

Kangayam come to the cattle fair at Uppidamangalam in Karur
taluk on the Sunday, thence to the Manapparai market on

Wednesday, and finish up at the Pudukkottai fair on Friday. On
the way, they sometimes visit the small Tottiyam fair (north of

the river, between Uppidamangalam and Manapparai) on the

Tuesday. Other dealers generally proceed along the north bank

of the Cauvery, beginning with the fair at Sewapet in Salem on

Tuesday, thence to the big Nainamalai fair on Wednesday, to

Turaiyur on Friday, and finally to Ariyalur on Sunday. The
Kangayam drovers also sometimes follow this course, coming to

the Nainamalai market after visiting the Stinday fair at Peruu-

durai in Erode taluk. These people do not as a rule go further

than Padukkottai and Ariyalur. Besides these weekly markets,

a very large annual cattle fair is held at Samayapuram (Samaya-

varam) at the time of the Srlrangam festival. This was stopped

at one time lest it should result in the dissemination of plague.

The largest weekly fairs are those at Nainamalai and Ariyalur.

The former is especially popular between January and May, which

is the festival season. In these months the drovers go by way of

Nainamalai to the great religious gatherings in the Trichinopoly,

Madura and Tinnevelly countries.

Only one kind of buffalo is found in the district, namely, the

' country ' buffalo. These animals resemble the breeds in other

southern districts. They are imported to a small extent by local

merchants, who get them from Coimbatore and Salem and sell

them in the district but do not take them round to the cattle fairs.

The Namakkal buffaloes have rather a good name, and some of

them are exported to l^anjore.

In sheep and goats the district is unusnally rich, and in some

years has been ahead of all others in the number of these animals

to the cultivated acre which it possessed. Perambalur and Kulit-

talai, with an average of 129 per acre cidtivated, are the best

supplied and Musiri comes close after them with 122. In

TJdaiyarpalaiyam the figure is only 83.

Four kinds of sheep occur; namely, the wool-bearing kurumba

shoep ; the ordinary red sembili ; the large white sembi/i, called the
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patnaitu {town), perum (big), or veilai (white) (>embili\ and a cross CHAP. I.

between the neiii/j/li and the kio'iimha called the ibhandi, or Fauna.

' mongrel.' The largest are the white semhilin, and thev are also

the rarest ; the red sembilis are found everywhere in large

quantities ; and the kiuiuuhaa, which are the smallest of the four,

occur chielly in the taluks of Perambahlr and Musiri, and the

portions of Trichinopoly and Namakkal which adjoin them.

The manufacture ot blankets from the wool of tliese latter is

referred to in Chapter VI.

Two kinds of goats are bred ; namely, the long-legged relkidu,

and the smaller pallddu. The former is called hodiyadu in the

Udaiyarpalaiyam taluk. It is far the more numerous variety, but

it gives less milk, only breeds once in the year, and then only gives

birth to one kid ; while the pallddu breeds twice in the year, and

sometimes has three j'ouug ones at a birth.

The district raises more sheep and goats tlian it requires, and
a good many of them are exported to Penang, Colombo and other

places. The chief fairs for the sale of them are at Nainamalai,

Ariyalur, KarAr and Irumbudippatti in the Kulittalai taluk.

Bullocks and he-buffaloes are both used for ploughing, but the Uses of e.tttle,

latter are only employed as draught animals for slow and heavy ''*°'

work, such as dragging cart-loads of stone. The cows of both

species are usually only worked when they are barren ; but milch

cows are occasionally put to woik in the Namakkal taluk, the

Konga Vellalans showing an especial disregard for their sanctity.

The district is not badlj' provided with grazing grounds, and
the ryots are not as a rule obliged to send their cattle away (as in

Taujore) to other localities to graze. The Namakkal ryots how-
ever send theirs to tlic Attur taluk from September to January,

when the crops are on the ground and grazing is scarce. Here
and there fields are left uncultivated to provide grass for the

cattle.

A considerable tanning industry exists in Trichinopoly and
Srirangam, and most of the hides and skins of the district arc

taken to these towns. But they are also exported from the

western taluks to Dindigid, and from Udaiyarpalaiyam to <*e

tanneries of Tan j ore and South Arcot.

Many superstitious beliefs about cattle are entertained in the .Superstitions

district. It is a bad omen for a man's family if his buffalo calves ^'^^'"^ catth-.

on a Friday or his cow on a Sunday, or if a cow or buffalo has two
calves at a birth, or a pallddu goat four kids. It were wise to

dispose as soon as possible of an animal so offending. In buying
a oow, bullock, or buffalo, just as in purchasing a horse, much
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CHAP. 1. importance is attached to lucky and unlucky marks formed by the

Fadna. little curls and spirals in the animal's coat. If there is a curl on

the forehead or the back of the animal, it is a good omen ; if, on

the other hand, there are two such curls on the back the omen is

bad and the animal should not l;e bought. If the two curls are in

a line along the back, they porteud that the purchaser will be

imprisoned ; if they are in a line across the back, the purchaser

will lose his wife. The former are called vilnngu suit (' hand-cuff

marks ') and the latter pendilanddn sidt, or ' marks of the wife-

loser.^ ' It frequently expedites a bargain if an animal about

which two men are higgling either makes water or drops dung, as

the.se arc excellent omens if they occur at the moment of purchase.

The latter may be connected with the custom by which the seller

at a fair gives the purchaser a handful of dung, which the latter

puts on the back of the animal in token of the completion of the

purchase.

b ^d" o-
^^^ ordinary ponies of this district are perhaps less plentiful

and of poorer quality than in most districts, but in the Karur

taluk, as in parts of the Coimbatore district, attempts have been

made to improve the local breed by supplying Grovernment stal-

lions. The zamindars and substantial ryots of certain parts of

Coimbatore have long been interested in the breeding of ponies,

and as early as 1870 Grovernment sent two sires to the district.^

A stallion is now stationed at Kan'ir, and spends four months of

every year at Aravakkuriehi. The efforts made by Grovernment

have not so far been successful, as the foals have often been

indifferent and owners can with difficidty be induced to bring

their mares to be covered.

^^^^' The game of the district is of little interest. Wild pig, bears

and leopards occur in the Pacha imalais and Kollairaalais, and in

the middle of the last century ^ the officers of the Trichinopoly

garrison used to make frequent shooting excursions to these hills.

They are seldom visited now, owing to their unhealthincss and the

growing scarcity of game. The bears come down to the plains

round Turaiyiir in April and May when the ilitppai tree blossoms,

and in the same place hyeionas and wild dogs (' red dogs ') have

bd^n seen. Wolves are sometimes met with round the Ratnagiri

hill. Black buck ai-e found in many parts in small herds, and are

especially in evidence between September and November when the

dry crops are on the ground. Pig and spotted deer are fairly

' The matter is treated in farther detail by Mr. Holmes, A.V.li., in Bullftiii

No. 42, Vol. IT, of tho Madras Department of Land Reoord.s and Agriculture.

^ Coimbatore Dittrict Munual, ii, 184 A.
* General Kurton's An Indian Olio (London, Hpcnoor Blackott), p. oG.
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common in the junfjles of Pudukkottai. All the usual game birds CHAF. I.

of the south aro found (Init not plentifully) in tho district, and the Fauna.

snipe shootuig along the banks of the Cauvery is fairly good.

As elsewhere, a considerable annual revenue is obtained from Fish,

the sale of the right to fish in tanks and rivers. It is said that

tho construction of the Upper and Lower Auicuts across tho

Cauvery and Coleroon in the fii'st half of the last century caused

a large decrease in the number of fish in these rivers, since fish

from the sea could not get up above these dams as then con-

structed.^ They have lately been reconstructed and fitted with

moveable shutters, and this, it is said, has enabled fish to come up

the river again from tho sea and has resulted in their number
increasing.

^ See Proceedings of the Madras Government, No. 87, dated 4tb February

1869, Mr. Day's report, paraj^raph 9 foil.
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Early' History—Connection with the Ch61a8—Early references to them—The
country at heginning of the Christian era—Karikal Chdla and his successors,

1st and 2nd centuries A.D.—Pallava supremacy and pressure from Ch^hikyas,

7th century—Brief supremacy of the Ganga-Pallavas and rise of the Cholae,

9th and lOth centuries—Predecessors of E&jaraja I., circ. 880-984—Conquests

of Rajaraja I., 985-1013—His domestic rule—His successors—RSjendra Chdla

I., 1011-44—R6j.')dhir&j a D6va I., 1018-53—R4j6ndra D6va, 1052-64—Vira
"Rajendra D6va, 1062-69- Usurpation of the Chdla throne hy Kuldttunga T.,

circ. 1073—His reign— Relations with Pandyas and Ceylon— Gradual decline of

the Ch61a8—Suhjection to Pandyas and Hoyaalas—Conquest of the south hy

Malik Kdfur, 1310—General character of the Cholas. Vijatanaoar Period—
Conquest by Vijayanagar, circ. 1340—King Achyuta's campaign, 1532.

NiYAKKAN Dynasty, 1569-1736—Its origin—Visvanatha N^yakkan, 1569-63

—

His immediate successors—Fall of Vijayanagar kingdom, 1565—Tirumala

Nayakkan, 1623-59—He defies Vijayanagar—Calls the Muhammadans to his

aid—And becomes their feudatory—His wars with Mysore— His death—His

capital—Muttu Alak.^dri, 1659-62—Chokkan&tha (1662-82)—His troubles with

his neighbours— His conquest and loss of Tanj ore—Attacked by Mysore and

the Marathas—The latter seize his country—Ranga Krishna Muttu Virappa

(1682-89)—Matters improve—Mangamm&l (1689-1704)—Her wars—Vijaya

Ranga Chokkan&tha (1704-31)—Min&kshi (1731-36)—Musalman interference-

End of N&yakkan dynasty—Character of its rule. Musalman Dominion—
Chanda Sahib (1736-40)—A Maritha interlude (1740-43)—Musalman authority

re-established, 1743—The rival Musalman parties. The Carnatic VVar—
Trichinopoly besieged, 1751-52—Trichinopoly again besieged, 1753-54

—

Comparative quiet, 1755-56—Events of 1757-61~Mysoro Wars, 1766-69 and

1780-84—Mysore Wars of 1790-92 and 1799—Treaties between the English

and Muhammad Ali in 1781 and 1792—Cession of the country, 1801.

The early history of Trichinopoly is largely that of the Ch61a

people. The late Mr, Kanakasabhai Pillai has inferred from a

study of some of the early Tamil poets that before the advent of the

Cholas the country was occupied by the ferocious Naga race (the

ancestors of the present Kalians, Maravans and other virile tribes)
;

and that the Ch61a8, like the Ch^ras and Pdndyas who shared with

them the dominion of the south, were a body of uon-Aryan maritime

invaders from Lower Bengal, coming from a stock which crossed

tho sea to Burma, Cochin-China, Ceylon and Southern India.^

Our first glimpse of the country in other autlioritio shows tho

Ch61a8 in control of the major part of tho district ; and with

' The Tamils E'ujhteen Hundred Years Ago by Mr. V. Kanakasabhai (Madras,

1904), p. 47. Tho dato (Ist and 2nd contnries A.D.) assignod by tho author to

these pootH is basod upon tlio mention of tlio Ooylon kinj^ Oajabaliu iu tho Tamil

Sila^-pwlvjoram. Dr. Ilultzsch {South Ind. Inac, II, ill, 378) is not prepared

to accept this, us it is supportod by tho more identity of names.
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intervals thoy retained their hold till the fourteenth, if not till chap. Ii.

the sixteenth, century. Uraiy{ir (a suburb of Trichinopoly) and Early

Ganjj^aikonda-Cholapuram (now called Gangaikandapuram) were

at various times the residences of their kinj^s and the country

contains many relics of their sway.

The existence of the Chola kingdom as early as 260 B.C. is Early

attested by the edicts of Asoka, the Buddhist ruler of the great

Mauryan empire, which state that ' the conquest through the

sacred law ' extended in the south, * where the Chodas and

the Pandias (Pandyas) dwell, as far as Tambapanini ' (the

Tambrapani) ;
^ but it seems likely that it was founded long before

that date. It was never subdued by Asoka ; nor did the Andhras,

who succeeded the Mauryans in their imperial control of central

India, ever, as far as we know, come into effective contact with

it; though the Andhra dominions stretched as far as Mysore.^

The kingdom was known to the Greek geographers and is noticed

in the Periplus Maris Erythra)i (about 246 A.D.) and by Ptolemy

(130 A.D.), who mentions that the capital was then at the Uraiyiir

already mentioned above. Some light is also thrown upon its

history previous to and at the beginning of the Christian era by

the old annals of Ceylon. These tell us that the Cholas first invaded

Ceylon as early as 247 B.C. and again a hundred years later.

But these dates are apparently unauthenticated.

This early period is dealt with by the older Tamil poets whom The country

Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai has ascribed to the first and second '^^ }'J°^"\"'"^
of the Chris-

centuries of the Christian era. They give a remarkably clear tian era.

picture of the country and people during their time. The capital

of the Cholas was Uraiyur ; but a place of still greater importance

was the now deserted Kaveripatnam (at the mouth of the Cauvery

in Tanjore) which was at that time a great seaport. The Chola

country comprised the greater part of the Tanjore and Trichinopoly

districts and extended beyond Conjceveram in the north. To
the south and the south-west lay the dominions of the Pdndyas

and the Cheras. It is not at all clear what were the boundaries

of these three kingdoms and it is not unlikely that they varied

in the constant wars which raged. A stanza ascribed to the

poetess Auvaiyar^ (whom Mr. Kanakasabhai assigns to the Ist

century A.D.) gives the boundaries of the Chola kingdom as

' 8oo Ep. Ind.,ii, 471. It dooa not appear that A86ka over actually eab-

jugatod these peoples. Sec Ind. Antiq., xx, 240 ff.

* llico's Mysore Oazetteer, i, 202-93.

* Taylor's Catalogue RaisonnS of Orioutfl,! ^MSS., iii, 42. Also old Tamjore

District ilanual, p. 730.
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the Bea on the east, on the north the Pennar river (which reaches

the sea near Cuddalore), on the south the Vollar (near the southern

border of the Tanj ore district), and on the west Kutagiri, Kottagiri,

or Kottaikarai. The last of these names means ' fort bank ' and

tradition says that it refers to the great embankment of which

traces still stand in the Kulittalai taluk. The Karaipottaudr river

(see page 8) is also supposed to have formed part of the boundary

and to have obtained its name from that fact.

Thus at this period the Pandyas, Cheras and Cholas were the

three chief powers of soutliern India. Practically untouched by

any pressure from the north, ' these kingdoms, with their wars and

intermarriages, their expeditions against various uncivilized jungle

or shepherd peoples and their occasional amenities with Ceylon,

occupy the whole political horizon. They appear to have main-

tained very chivalrous relations with other ruling houses, and some

of the warlike virtues wore cultivated up to a Spartan standard.

A Chera king once starved himself to death rather than survive

the disgrace of having been wounded in the back when fighting

the Cholas. Nor were the arts of peace neglected. Thoy built

irrigation works, and their palaces excited the extravagant admira-

tion of the rapturous poets. Their trade was extensive. The
poets say that 'horses were brought from distant lands beyond

the sea, pepper was brought in ships
;
gold and precious stones

came from the northern mountains ; sandal and aghil came from

the mountains towards the west
;
pearls from the southern and

coral from the eastern seas ; the produce of the regions watered

by the Granges, all that is grown on the banks of the Kaveri

(Cauvery), the manufactures of Kalakam (in Burma) and articles

of food from Elam and Ceylon '— all these were to be found in

the emporium of Kaveripatnam.^ Luxury and civilization arc

declared to have been highly developed. The poems rhapsodize

freely about both, and paint a more distinct and detailed picture

of the society of this time tlmn is to be found for any other

period of the ancient history ot this part of the country. A
brief account of the political events related by them will now
bo given.

The earliest figure who stands out at all clearly in Ch'^la history

is the great Karikal Ch61a whose reign has been assigned to the

period between A.D. 50 and 95. His name ' black foot ' wa.s

duo to an attempt to murder him by fire which, tliongli unsnccess-

' Obsonro rofc^r.>nr.OH onciir to T.iinil vif^torioR ovor ' Aryans ' wliirh are not

oany to explain; H0f5 Mr. KiuiakaHa])li!ii, jip. V.), 81, 96.

2 Ibid., p. 27.
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ful, scorched and blackcucd his fcot. His father died before his chap, ii

birth and ho had dilFiculty in BOcnriTig- the tlirono. From tlic firet Eakly

he was a suecosyful warrior, llo dd'eated the combined armies of
^' '^"'" ^'

the Paudyas and Cheras * on the plain of Vennil ^
' in his first

battle. It was on this occasion that the Chera king was wounded
in the back and starved himself to death rather than outlive the

dishonour. Karikal also subdued some of the JSiaga tribes and
the Kurumbans, another indigenous line of shepherd kings. He
is represented (evidently a most extravagant instance of poetical

license) as an ally of the king of ' Avanti,' and an overlord of

* Vajra ' and ' Magadha.'^ Less improbable arc the accounts of

his relations with his immediate neighlxmip. His daughter

married the Chera king and Mr. Kanakasal)hai Pillai has inferred

that ho and the king of the Pandyas met in a friendly manner.^

Sluic(!s and canals for irrigation from the Cauvcry existo<l in his

time, and probably it was he who constructed them and raised

banks to prevent the river Hooding the country, for his embanking
of the river is mentioned in the large ' Ley den grant '

^ of

Eajaraja I. (985-1013 A.D.) as well as in some of the records of

the Telugu Chodas found in the Telugu country.^ It was perhaps

Karikal who established the Chola capital at Kaveripafnam.

He was succeodod by his son Nalankiili ('the good Killi') who
reigned till 105 A.l). Accomplished, good-natured and withal

ambitious, this prince was engaged in frequent conflicts with

his Chera and Pi -idya neighbours. He is said to have captured

seven fortified t nvns in the Pandyan kiiijj;dom, but docs not

seem to have permanently enhirged his dominions. That he had

a good opinion of his own abilities is shown by his verses declaring

that ' If, slighting the strength of the miglitj, any one is so

' Vennil is mentionod in tho Tanjore tcmjjlo inscriptions under tho form

Venni as a sub-district belonging to tho district of Havi' odu-Valatiadu, which

appears to havo denoted a part of tho modern Tanjore district.

'^ Avauti is the same as Ujjain in Mahva Ep. Ind.,iv, 240, and vi, 195).

Vajra seems to have been a province or district on tho coast, though its exact

situation is not given in the poem. Magadha douotes, according to Sanskrit

writers, South Behar in Lower Bengal.
^ Rai Bahadur V. Veiikayya, m.a., tlio fiovormncnt Kpigraphist, who has

kindly given much assistance in the compilation of tho early part of thiti jiresent

chapter, regards tho identificatioM of Karikal with the 0!i(51a king who met the

Pandyan as uncertain.

* A largo prant now preserved in tho Univeisity museum, Leydcn. It

contains much interesting mutter. A tentative transcript and translation is

given in Dr. Burgess' Archseological Survey of Southern India, iv, 20-t-2i.

^ South Ind. Inner., II, iii, 378; and Government Epigrajjhist'B annual

rejwrt for 1900, p»ra. 45. Tho insci-iptior.s show tliat tho tradition of Karikal's

having embanked tho Caavory was known as early as the eleventh century

but they cannot bo represented as contemporary history.
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senseless as to oppose my will, he, like a fool who stumbles on a

sleeping tiger, cannot escape. If I do not attack such men and
destroy them, as a huge elephant tramples under its feet a tendei

sprout of the bamboo, may I . . . etc' His son, Killi-

vallavan, succeeded him in due course, and quelled an insurrection

of no less than nine princes of the family who wished to divide the

kingdom. He seems to have met with some success in his

inevitable battles with the Cheras and Pandyas, making his way
as far as the capitals of both. He also killed the king of Maladu,

the hilly region to the west of the South Arcot district. That
tract was subject to the Cholas about this time, but it is not clear

whether this result ,was due to the expedition just referred to.

Killivallavan's first wife was a princess of Ceylon. His brother

Perunarkilli succeeded him and reigned till 150 A.D. Nothing
seems to be known of his acts except that he performed a splendid

sacrifice (the rdjasuya ydga) to which ho invited the Chera and the

Pandya kings.

Two other Chola kings whose names are referred to by the

old Tamil poets are mentioned in ancient inscriptions. One
Kocchennigannan is stated in the poems to have built a number
of Vaishnavite and Saivite temples ; and in inscriptions he is

represented both as a Saivite saint and also as a devotee of

Vishnu.^ A king called K6kkilli is said to have married a

Naga princess and to have had by her a son named Tondaiman
Illaindiraiyan to whom the Tondairaandalara country (the

districts of South Arcot, Chingleput and North Arcot) was

granted by the king. This story is also met with in the records

of one of the Ganga-Pallava kings of the ninth century, ^ but it is

almost certainly false, and a clumsy iuvrention designed to give a

Ch61a origin to the Pallavas, who soon afterwai'ds occupied the

Tondaimandalam and subjugated the Ch61as. The Pallavas seem

rather to have been invaders from central or north-eastern

India. The name Tondaimdn (' King of Tondai')^ was a very

ancient title of theirs, and the name Tondaimandalam was in

consequence applied to Chingleput and the adjoining districts,

which formed the nucleus of their southern kingdom.

The names of a number of other Chola kings who ruled at

Uraiyiir are known from Tamil poems, l)ut those rulers are not

mentioned in inscriptions, nor has any regular chronology been as

yet made out for them.

' South Ind. Inscr., II, iii, 378 foil.

' Ep. Ind., V, 50.

* AnalogouH termfl Riich aa Saram&n and Malaiynman sugj^ost that Tondai or

Toiida waft originally tho name of a country or a tribe. It is impossible to Ray

Uovr or whep tho Fallavaa acquired the title.
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For several centuries thenceforth the history of the Ch61as is CIIAP. ii.

wrapped in obscurity. When the darkness lifts, the Chohis are Eahlk

found (apparently for tlic first time) to he subject to those invaders
ibtor^-

who passed in slow succession from northern to central India and Paliava

exerted a prolonged thouii^h varying pressure for several centuries *"i"'*''"'^cy

upon the kingdoms of the south. The Pallavas seem to have from Chaiuk-

advanced into central India from the north-west in the second y''s> 7''^

century A.D.- ; and before the middle of the following century

they had subdued the Andhrns and had established themselves in

scattered kingdoms throughout the dominions of that and other

dynasties. They reached Conjeeveram almost at once, for the

records of a Paliava king of that place arc couched in language

and phraseology so similar to those of the Andhra inscriptions of

the end of the second century A.D. as to be almost certainly

assignable to a date not far removed from that time. A Paliava

ruler of Conjeeveram is also mentioned in an Allahabad inscrip-

tion of the middle of the fourth century. The relations of the

dynasty with the older kingdoms of the south are obscure till

the beginning of the seventh century, when Mahendravarman I

was on the throne, but by tliat time they had almost certainly

subjugated the Cholas, since inscriptions of that king are found in

a cave at Trichiuopoly.^ Claims to have conquered the Cholas

are also made by that ruler's father Simhavishnu ^ and his son

Narasimhavarman I.^

How far the Chdlas were crushed is however not clear. The
Trichinopoly inscription mentions ' the great power of the Ch61as,'

audit was about this time that, according to the Tamil Pciiya

Purdnam, a Ch61a princess married a Pdndya king, and with

the help of the great devotee, Tirugndna Sambandhar of Shiydli,*

converted him from Jainism to the Saivite faith. Further, the

existence of repeated claims of conquest by three successive Paliava

kings would at least imply repeated resistance. Thus it seems

likely that both the Cholas and the Pdndyas, though nominally

the feudatories of the Pallavas, were little interfered with by that

dynasty. The latter were harassed at precisely this period by

' Tbo namo I'allava first occurs in an inscription of 150 A.D. at Gujarat

in which n king Rudradaman spi-aks of a Paliava chief as liis minister {I'ombny

Gazetteer, 1896, p. 317). Tho Andhra king Gautaniiputra, 172- 202 A.D., boasts

of having dcfoated tho Pallavas (.Irc/i. Siir. West. Ind., iv, 109), but it is clear that

the Andhras were subverted by tho Pallavas very shortly after his time. Theii

inscriptions come to an end in 210 A.D.

* South Ind. Inscr., i, 30.

^ South Ind. Inscr., ii, 356.

* Jbid.,i, 152.

' See Tavjore District Gazetteer, Chap. XV, p. 258.
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CHAP. II. repeated btrug-gles with a new power, destined to bo for many
years the enemies of the Choi a people, the Chalukyas of Bdddmi.

These Chalukyas suddenly appear at the beginning of the

seventh century A. I), as the owners of a vast empu-ein central and

western India the capital of which was at Badami in the Bombay
Presidency. Under their king Pulikesin II. they soon extended

their empire to the eastern sea ami into the Groddvari district, and

di'ove back the PalUvas to the walls of Conjeevcram. Indeed

they boast ^ that they conquered the Pallavas and the Cholas

tiud that they crossed the Cauvery and invaded the country of the

Cheras and the Pdndyas.^ Their conquest of the Cholas, if it

really occurred, must have been ephemeral, since there are no

traces of permanent Chalukyan dominion in Chola territory at

this period. A boast which is of greater interest and is much
more likely to have a foundation in fact is the claim that they

induced the Pdndyas, Cholas and Cheras to combine against the

Pallavas.^ The Chalukyas seem to have declined in power soon

aftenvards. Internal dissensions divided them into the Western

kingdom of that name, which retained the capital at Bdddmi, and

the Eastern Chalukyas of Vengi (near Ellore) who established a

kingdom in the Northern Circars.

The relations of the Pallavas with the kingdoms of the south

about a hundred years later are briefly referred to in an inscription

of theirs which records the defeat of the Pdndyas at ' Mannai

Kudi ' ^ by the general of their king Nandivarman Pallavamalla.

As however the situation of Mannai Kudi is unknown, it is

unsafe to speculate as to the nature of the conflict. The same

Nandivarman Pallavamalla was crushingly defeated by the Western

Ctialukyan king Vikramdditya II. (733-47).^ What part the

Cholas took in the conflict between the Pdndyas and Pallavas and

what were their relations with the latter are obscure. It is only

known that the Pallava empire declined (or collapsed) before the

middle of the eighth century, shortly after this struggle. A few

years later the Western Chalukyas of Bdddnii also ceased to be a

dominant power, and their place was taken by tlie Ivdshtrakutas of

Mdlkhed in the (/anarcsc country.

A. later dynasty of Pallavas, styled the Ganga-Pallavas by

Dr. llidtzsch, appear to have taken the place of the older Pallavas

in the Tamil country. They did not however apj)arently extend

Hriijf Bupro-

raaoy of t.he

Ganga- Pal lu-

vaH ;in<l riH(!

of tho Chilian,

9th and loth
conturioB.

' Sc-woITb Lintti, ii, 155.

* Bombay Gaznitcer (Uombuy, 189C), i, pt. 2, IH3.

^ Ind. A7itiq., viii, 215.

* South Iwl. Inscr., ii, 372.

' Jiombay Gunetteer, i, 327 fl".
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their rule into the country of the Chdlas till the reig-n of the last CHAP. Ii.

king of that dynasty, Vijaya Nripatunga Vikraraavarman, who Barlt

ruled in the second half of the ninth century ^ and whose Hibtoby.

inscriptions are found at Lalgudi in this district and in the

Tanjoro taluk. ^ In the interval the Ch61as were apparently free

from interference from the north, though it is probable that about

this time theiv country was overrun by the Pandyas.^ Nor did

their dependence on the Ganga-Pallavas last for more than a few

years. A revival came at the end of tlie ninth century under

kins: Vijaydlaya, who seems to have founded a dynasty which

soon extended the sway of the Oholas both north and west and

formed them into a great and powerful people. From this point

inscriptions, though almost as liable as the poets to exaggeration,

indicate with clearness the general lines of the history of the

Trichinopoly country.

About Yijaydlaya, the first king of this period, and his successor PredeoessorH

Aditya I.* little is known. A doubtful authority * ascribes to the "v^^^J^oJ'
latter the conquest of ' the Kongu country ' (Salem and Coimbatore

districts) in 894 A.D., and it seems certain that by the beginning of

the tenth century this was an accomplished fact. The same king

seems to have taken possession of Tondaimandalam, the ancient

Pallava country ; since an inscription of one ' liajakesarivarman '

^ The precise date of Nripatunga in unknown. Dr. Hultzsch thinks him the

grandson of the l^ashtrakdta king Amogbavarsha I, (814-878). A queen men-
tioned in one of his inscriptions figures also in one of the records of the Ch61a
king Aditya I., who reigned at the end of the ninth century. See the Government
Epigraphist's report for 1900-01, para. 10.

^ Government Epigraphist's annual report for 190.3-04, para. 13.

* The Ganga king Prithivipati I. lost his life in a battle with the Pandya
king Varngnna at Tiruppirambiyam near Kumbakonani, South Ind. Iiiscr., II, iii

380_. Prithivfpati I. was a contemporary of the Rashtrakata king Aiuoghavarsha
I. (814-15 to 870-78 A.D.). That the battle should have taken place in that

part of the Ch61a country and the Pandyns be mentioned as the" victors would
seem to indicate that the Pandyas had subdued the Cliolas or were the pie-
dominant partners in an alliance with them. Some I'andja inscriptions at
Tillaistanam and Sendalai in TaTijore taluk, which are of uncertain date but
on pala-ographical grounds can be assigned to the ninth century A.D., go to

establish the fact of a TVindya conquest at this period, and a gi-ant of Varaguna
himself has recently (1905) been found in Trichinopoly. The Pandyas also

invaded Ceylon at this time.

* For these kings and their successors see the Government Epigraphist'
annual report for 1892, para. 6, and Soutlt Ind. hiscr., Ill, ii, 196. Tiicy seem
to have taken alternately the titles ' Rajak^sari-varninn and Parak^sari-varmsn.

How far this dynasty was descended from the old Chola ruleis of Uraiv6r
mentioned by the Tamil poets it is unsafe to conjecture. Some of the former are
claimed as ancestors by f^ome of the latter, and both alike belonged to ' the Solar

race.'

* Sewell's IA»t9, ii, 165.
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CHAP, n, found at Tirukkalikkunram in the Chinglepnt district should

Earl\- apparently be ascribed to his reign.^ His successor Pardntaka I.

(approximately VU(i-946) is a more distinct figure; and under

his leadership the Cholas acquired a dominion which fore-

shadowed the greater empires of Hajardja and Kulottunga. He won
victories over the Banas (who with their capital at Tiruvallam in

North Arcot ruled in parts or the North Arcot, Salem and perhaps

Nellore districts and of Mysore), over the Gangas of Mysore,

over the Pandyas and over the king of Ceylon, from the last of

which exploits he took the boastful (and common) title of ' a

veritable llama in battle.' In describing the affair he says ' he

slew in an instant, at the liead of a battle, an immense army
despatched by the Lord of Lanka ' ; and another insci-iption

expressly states that he entered the island with an invading army.

The reality and the extent of his conquests are indicated by the

fact that his inscriptions are found from Suchindram near Cape

Comorin in the south to Kdlahasti (in North Arcot) in the north,

and as far as Somur near Karur in the west. He is said in the

large Leyden grant to have covered the temple of Siva at Chidam-

baram with ' pure gold brought from all the regions subdued by

the power of his own arm,' and the copper grants found at

Udayendiram state that ' he practised many meritorious acts and

gifts, sucb as the hemagarbha gift, the iuldbJidra gift,^ gifts of land

to Brahmans and the building of temples.' His capitals seem to

have been Conjeeveram and Tanjore. His queen was a princess

of Kerala.^

His death was followed by a crushing blow to the Ch61a

power, which confined that dynasty for the next half century to

its own ancestral dominions and Tondaimandalam. His eldest

son and successor, Eajdditya, came into collision with the Edshtra-

kCita king Krishna III., then in possession of the Western

Chdlukjas' country, and fell in a battle with that monarch at

Takkolam (near Arkonam junction) in 04 ' A.D. The victor does

not appear to have subdued more than Tondaimandalam (though

he claims to have captured Tanjore) * since none of his inscriptions

have been found either in the 1'anjor.' or Trichinopoly districts.

The conquest of Tondaimandalam by the Rdshtraktitas ie

^ Ep. Ind,, iii, 278. See aleo Govcrnineut Kpij^rajihiBt's loport for 1901,

para. 10.

* The liSmagarbha an'] tulabhira fjifts are Btill practised by the rulers of

Travancore. The former consiBts in makinf; presents to BrAhmans of the parts of

a golden receptacle in whiob the king is made to sit for some time, and the

second in similar presents of coins or bullion against which tiio king is weighed.
' The country of the Cli^ras.

* Ep. Ind., iii, 282 foil.
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established by their inscriptions, but had no lasting effects. The OHAP. II.

country was apparently reconquered a few years later by king Early

Aditya 11.^ But this reverse to tlie Chola power caused the
"tory.

revolt of apparently the whole of its rccently-acquired«cmpire, aud

it was only with the reign of E4jar4ja I. that the lost ground

was altogether recovered. Meanwhile a period of recuperation

followed. The names of the next five kings after Rdjdditya

are known, but little is on record regarding their actions. They
were Gandaraditya, Arinjava, Pardntaka II., Aditya Karikdla

or Aditya II., and Madhurdntaka. Aditya II. was the son

of Pardntaka II., Arinjava was the brother of Kdjdditya, and

Madhurdntaka the son of Gandardditya. This irregular succession

seems to indicate that they fought among themselves for the

throne. The reconqucst of Tondaimandalam by Aditya II. has

been already mentioned. The same king is said in the large

Leyden grant of Rdjardja I. to ' have conquered Vira Pdudya in

his youth.' From this it may be inferred that the period, even

if marked by disorder, was not a time of absolute weakness.

Matters became more settled when the great Eajardja I. (985- ConquestB of

1013) came to the tlu'one. He was the youngest son of Parantaka ?o-^i^[Q\*Q
^"

II., and his original title was Rdjakesarivarman. His title Edja-

rdja seems to have been given later by the authorities of the

Chidambaram temple.^ His reign is the starting point of a period

of unexampled prosperity which remained unbroken, with one short

interval, for over a century. He claims that his rule extended

as far as Quilon and Coorg in the west, and from Ceylon ^ and

Cape Comorin to the borders of Orissa. His descendants extended

the Chola supremacy to Burma ^ and the Malay Archipelago.

*

The earliest recorded event of his reign is his expedition in or

before 994 A.D. against a seaport of the Chera country, which he

destroyed.^ He also claims to have won several victories over the

Pandyas and the Chera king in Malabar, and boasts that he

subjugated that country.^ It was at the end of the century that

most of his triumphs were achieved. In 998-99 A.D.* he

^ An inscription of his is found at Ukkal not far from Conjeeveram. S. Ind.

Inscr., iii, 21.

' His other titles were Rajasr.wn, Nityavin6da, Ch61a-Arnm61i, Muinnmdi.

Chola, Jayankonda-Cli61a, and Sivapadas^khara.

' See below p. 42.

* See Madras Review for August 1902, pp. 246 foil.

* We find Tamil used to record the acts of a public body in Sumatra in

A.D. 1088. See the Government Epigraphist's report for 1802, para. 11.

® See the Government Epigraphist's report for 1802, p. 4.

' South Ind. Inscr., ii, 236. There are unfortunately few inscriptions on

the West Coast ; but Eajaraja's conquest was probably more than local.

' South Ind. Inscr., iii, pt. I, 2P.
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3HAP. IT. conquered the Gangas of Mysore, whose capital was at Talakdd ;
^

Early the country of the Nolambas (Bellary) ; ' Tadigaipadi ' (not

satisfactorily identified) ; Vengi (the southern part of the Northern

Circars), Coorg and the Pandyas, The Banas of Tiruvallam

had apparently ceased to be a rilling power before his reign.

Among the nations conquered by him were the Western and

Eastern Chdlnkyas of the Deccan and the Northern Cirears,

respectively, who were both destined to be closely connected with

the future history of the Cholas. The Eastern Chdlukyas, whose

country (Vengi) and its capital at the present Rajahmundry lay

in and between the Kistna and the Vizagapatam districts, fell

before him in 998-99 A.D.^ In that territory he brought to an

end an interregnum of '27 years by putting a king of the old line

upon the throne, apparently as his feudatory.^ A few years later

a prince of this house, Vimaladitya, married the daughter of

Rdjardja, the Chola king, and became king of Vengi, which was

still apparently under the Chola suzerainty. His son and grand-

son also married daughters of Chola kings, and it was the second

of these rulers, the great Kulottunga I., who in later years claimed

the Chola kingdom as his mother's heritage and established a

new djmasty in Tanjore. The warlike Western Chalukyas of the

Western Deccan (who had recently re-established their power at

Kalyani) were not subdued by Rdjardja till 1006-07 A.D.^^ The
conquest is admitted in a Western Chalukyan inscription of the

following year at Hottur in the Dharwar district,* which records

how tho Chola king, having collected a force numbering nine

hundred thousand men, ' had pillaged the whole country, had

slaughtered the women, the children and Brdhmanas, and, taking

the girls to wife, had destroyed their caste.' The victory was not

permanent in its effects, however, and the AVestern Chdlukyans

remained for long the most stubborn enemies of the Ch61a8, the

scene of conflict being generally in the Mysore Province or Bellary.

Indeed tho people of Bellary and Anantapur and the northern

parts of Mysore were closely connected, ethnically speaking, with

the Western Chdlukj^as and readily acknowledged their rule, even

though occasionally overrun by the Cholas.

Quilon, Kalinga (the country lying south of Orissa) and Ceylon

wore subdued before 1002-03 A.D. The last conquest appearing

' Thoir oajjital was not taken till abont 1003 A.D. See Rice's Mysore

Oatetteer, i, 333.

' South Ind. Inscr., iii, 6.

' Ep. hul., V), 349.

* GovemmeiU Epigraphiat'H annual report for 1895, para. 11.

• Bombay Qacetteer, i, 438.
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in Rdjardja's inscriptions is that of the ' twelve thousand ancient r;nAP. II.

islands of the sea/ which w^as effected apparently in 1013-14 Early

A.D., the last known year of his reign. Histor y.

'i'he personality of this doughty conqueror excites the imagi- fj is domestic

nation ; but unfortunately few particulars eurvive. More is no ^"i'^-

doubt to be learned from the complete study of his many and

voluminous inscriptions. He built the great and l^eautiful Siva

temple in Tanjore, which was perhaps taken as the model for

several others in southern India, among them the fine temple

at Gangaikaudapiu'am, a later Chola capital in this district. A
devoted Saivite, his toleration of other religions is borne out by

his endowment of a Buddhist temple built by a feudatory.^ He
apparently also furthered the development of irrigation and the

system of village administration which was so elaborate during

this period,^ for his inscriptions betray a very keen interest in the

details of the latter. An innovation of another character intro-

duced by Eajaraja is of the greatest importance to the historical

student ; namely the custom of prefixing short accounts of his

achievements to his inscriptions. This practice was followed by

his successors, and it has provided the chief materials for the

reconstructio]! of this period of Chola history.

The family of lldjardja remained for some sixty years on the His

Chola throne ; and his successors upheld the dignity, and to
^'^'-cpssors.

some extent enlarged the boundaries, of the empire created by

him. During this period the political configuration of southern

India remained almost unchanged. The chief enemies of the

Cholas were the Western Chdlukyas, but rebellions among the

Eastern Chdlukyas, Cheras,^ Pandyas and Singhalese are also

recorded.

Rajardja's successor was his son Rajendra Chola, who came Raj^ndia

to the throne in 1011-l'-2, during his father's life-time, and
io/\!44'

ruled till about 1044. His conquests are recorded at great length

in his inscriptions and are said to ^have extended as far as the

Ganges ; whence he took the surname of Gangai-konda-Chola, or

' the Chola who conquered the Granges.' The title is still preserved

in the old form of the name of his capital, Gangaikandapuram in

the Udaiyarpalaiyam taluk. That his arms really reached as far

as Mahendragiri in the Ganjam district is established by an

inscription of his which has been found on that hill,* Jle also

^ This is recorded in the Leyden grant j Burgess, Arch. Su,rv. South

Ind., It, 20-1-24.

* See below p. 47.

* See footnote 7 on p. 35 above.

* Govornnient Epigraphisfc'a report for 1896, para. 22.
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E5,jadhiraja

D^va I.,

1018-53.

sent a naval expedition against Kadaram in Lower Burma, and

seems to have conquered the Nicobar islands in passing.^ He
farther fought agaiust the Western Chalukyan king Jayasimha

II. ; but both sides claim the victory and it is not possible to

say what was the result of the hostilities. For some reason

not yet ascertained he moved his capital about 1022 from Tanj ore

to Gangaikonda-Cholapiiram,^ and there he built a large temple

similar in design to that at Tanjore.

Rajeudra Chola shared his throne for many years with his

son or nephew, Rajadhiraja Deva I., who succeeded as early as

A.D. 1018^ and continued to rule after Rajendra Chola's death

till 1053. Nothing is known of his earlier acts, and his first

inscription is dated in his twenty-sixth year, or 1043-44. He was

involved in wars against the Pdndyas, Cheras and Singhalese, who
seem to have united during this reign to throw off the Chola yoke.

The revolt was sternly suppressed, the Chera king being trampled

to death by an elephant. An inscription describing the victory

over the rebels says that ' of the three allied kings of the south the

Chola monarch cut off in battle the beautiful head of Mdnd-

bharanan ; seized in fight Virakeralan of the broad ankle-rings

and was pleased to have him trampled by his furious elephant

Attivarana ; and drove to the ancient Mullaiyar ^Sundara-Pandya

^of great and endless fame, who lost in the fierce struggle his

royal white parasol, his whisks of the hair of the white yak
and his throne, and took to flight bare-headed, without his

crown, with locks dishevelled and with weary feet.' * Rdjadhiraja

Deva also fought against the Western Chalukya king Ahava-

malla, and claims to have burnt the palace of the Chdlukyas

at Kampli in the Bcllary district and carried the war as far as

Kolhapur in the Bombay Presidency.^ His opinion of his own
achievements is illustrated by the fact that he performed the

awa/medhd^ or ' horse-sacrifice,' which was generally undertaken

only by mighty and victorious monarchs. He lost his life, as the

records of both sides testify, in a battle between the Cholas and

Chalukyas at Koppam in Mysore in 1053.

^ Government. Epigrapliist's report for 1899, para. 47.

* See tho account of Gangaikandaparam, Cliapter XV, p. 347.

^ Ep. lni,.y vii, 7.

* Not identified.

' Soulli. Ind. Inscr., iii, 50.

* His victories arc acknowledgod by tho Clialukya insorii)tion8, which

admit that ' the wicked Ch61a penetrated into the Belvola country and burned

the Jaiua tcniples.' South Ind. Inscr., iii, 63.

' 3onth Ind. Inscr,, iii, 67.
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This battle is described in an inscription of his cousin or CHAP, II.

brother,^ who was also his oo-rogent and successor, Rdjendra Deva Earthy

(1052-64), in the following vainglorious terras :
2 ' While the ""^""''-

Ch61a king was resplendent upon earth, the proud and haughty Kaj6ndra

Ch^lukya king A.havaraalla, heard that the Valavan (i.e., the iq7*J64

Chola king), desirous of war, had started from his country and

had reached Irattamandalam (apparently the Chalukya country).

Exclaiming ' This is intolerable,' and springing up, his eyes

burning with rage, he marehod to Koppara and attacked the

enemy. Then, while showers of arrows pierced the forehead of

the Chola king's elephant, that monarch's royal thigh, and his

shoulders which resembled hillocks, and while the ankle-rinsed

warriors who were riding with hira were falling on all sides, the

Ch61a king deployed on the battle-field many matchless valorous

regiments and sent to the other world Jayasimha, the brother of the

strong Chalukya, and the brave Pulikesiu and Dasavarman with

his garlands of flowers. The Chdlukya, defeated, fled trembling

with dishevelled locks and weary feet, and was driven into the

western ocean.'

This Rdieudra Deva shared his throne with Raiamahendra, ^^"''"^

about whom very little is known. ^ He was succeeded Ijv the D6va,

powerful king Vira Rdjendra Deva (1062-63 to 1068-69).' The 1^62-69.

field of this mona'ch's activities was wide, and his achievements

include victories over the Cheras and l^Sndyas, tlie recon({nest

of the Eastern Chdlukya country df Vengi and repeated triumphs

over the Western Chiilukyas, The wars against the Cheras and

Pandyas were again occasionerl by a rebellion in the south,

and this revolt was as sternly and successfully repressed as the

other. ' He caused to be trampled hy a furious mast elephant

the king of the south with his ankle-rings of gold, tl e voung
son of Srivallabha, and Virakesarin whose crown of jewels

glittered as the lightning.' ' The most important of his wars

however were those with the two Chalukya kingdoms. He claims

no less than five victories over the Western Chalukyas, and after the

last of these battles at ' Kudal ' or ' Kudalasangan ' (apparently

Kladali, at the junction of the Tunga and Bhadra rivers) he

boasts that he conferred the kingdom of the Western Ohdlukyas

on Vikramaditya VI, and gave him his daughter in marriage.

Whether the kingdom was ' conferred ' or not, it is certain that a

1 South Ind. Inscr., iii, 53. A Canarese record says that Kajadhiraja's death
' broke the succession of his family.'

* Goverxuneut Epigraphiat's report for 1898, para. 4.

' South Ind. Inser., iii, 113.

» Ibid., iii, 37.
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CHAP. Ij. truce and a royal intermarriage stilled for a few years the feud

Early between these rival powers, and that at this period the Cholas were
History, allied by marriage with both branches of the Chdkikyas.

Vira Rdjendra Deva's own account of his final victory over

the Western Chalukyas says that smarting under his recent

defeats, ' the Chalukva king (Ahavamalla) of the lunar race

took anxious counsel with himself and exclaiming ' Eather death

than disgrace ' declared that the same Kudal, where previously

he and his sous had fled in disorder, should be the next battle-

field.' He then sent a taunting letter to the Chola king,

challenging him to come to Ktidal. On receiving this, ' the mind,

the face and the royal shoulders of the king became doubly

brilliant with surpassing beauty and jo3^ He started and entered

that battle-field. As the king of the Yallabhas (the Chalukyas)

did not arrive, he waited one month after the appointed day.

Then the liar (Ahavamalla) fled till he was exliaustec^ and hid

himself in the western ocean. The Chola king subdued m war

the seven and a half lakhs of the famous Irattipadi (Chdlukyas)

and kindled crackling fires. In order that the four quarters of the

earth might praise him, he planted on the bank of the Tungabhadra

a pillar bearing a description of his victory, and the tiger floated

proudly on the banner of the solar race.'^

The details of this king's reconquost of the Vengi country

are obscure. It is not at all clear who resisted him. Vimaldditya,

as already recorded, had been appointed by his father-in-law, the

great Chola emperor, Edjardja I., as king of Rajahmuudry

;

and had been succeeded in 1023 by his son, the Chdlukya

Edjardja, who ruled till 1063 and also espoused a Chola princess,

the daughter of Rdjendra Chola. The Chdlukya Rdjardja was

not succeeded bj his son Kulottunga, but by his brother

Vijaydditya VII. It is not clear why Kulottunga did not come

to the throne. He appears to have been adopted as a son by his

maternal grandfather, Udjendra Chola, and to have lived for some

timo in his youth in the Chola country ; and his supersession

may be explained by his absence from the scone, or by the jealousy

of the CLola monarch, who may well have feared him as a possible

rival. Now in the (]h61a rcconquest of Vengi, Vira Eajendra

Deva acted as the friend and protector of Vijay^ditya VII.

' whose l)road hands held weapons of war, and who had taken

refuge at his (Vira Eajendra leva's) lotus feet.' Ihit from whom
Vijayaditya had taken refuge is in no wise clear. It has been

supposed that his assailant was either the young Kul6ttunga

' Government Epigraphist's report for 1898, para. 5.
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or the Western CMlukya Vikramdditya VI., wlio in knowu chap. il.

to have invaded Vengi some time l»eforo lOtti. Difficulties Eaely

beset ])oth suppositions, for while one inscription speaks of

Kulottunga as ' lord of Vengi,' which raises the inference that

he tried to oust Vijayaditya VII., another {Ind. Anttq., xviii,

171) says that the latter asked for the help of the king of Kalinga

against the Cholas.

Whatever may have been the cause of the war, Vira Udjendra

Deva was successful in it. ' He reconquered the fine country of

Vengai and bestowed it on Vijay4ditya.' He returned home and
' all the kings of the earth worshipped his feet and praised him
as he sat on a throne bedecked with shining jewels and exhibited

one after the other the piles of great treasures which he had seized

in the rich country of Vengai.' ^

The death of Vira Edjendra Deva (1068-69) was followed by Usurpation

grave internal disorder in the Chola kingdom. He had previously
^iiron^g'i^j^*^''^

shared his throne for a year or two with his eon Adhi Rdjendra, Kniottunga

and the trouble began as soon as the latter succeeded. ^' *^*''''" ^*^^^'

Vikramdditya VI., the Western Chdlukya king and son-in-law

of Vira Rdjendra Deva, hearing that ' his father-in-law was dead

and the Chola kingdom in a state of anarchy,' ^ at once started

for the south and replaced Adhi Rdjendra on the throne. But he

had barely returned from the expedition, when he heard that this

prince had been killed in a fresh rebellion and that Kulottunga

had succeeded him. This Kulottunga claimed the Chola throne

both as grandson and as adopted son of Edjendra Chola.

A furious conflict now ensued between Kulottunga and Vikra-

mdditya VI., the latter of whom apparently wished either to

avenge Adhi Rdjendra's death or to secm'o the throne for some

Chola relation of his. The war is described in widely different

terms in the records of the two conflicting powers, but terminated

in the complete victory of Kulottunga. His inscriptions boast

that he drove Vikramdditya from Kolar to the Tungabhadra.

The final actions took place about 1073, but Kulottunga always

dates his accession from 1070, from which date he probably

considered himself king de jure.

Kulottunga 1. is another king whose personality is attractive His reign,

but is only vaguely outlined in the records of the time. A son

of the Eastern Chalukya king Eajaraja (1022-62) and of

Ammanga Devi, daughter of the Chola king Edjendra Ch61a

* Government Epigraphist's report for 1898-

- For this and wha^ follows see G ovornment Epigi'aphist's report, for 1901,

para. 12.

6
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Early
History.

Relations

with Pandyas
and Ceylon.

(1011-44), he became in early life the favoimte of his mother's

father, and was adopted as his son. He spent some time in the

Ch61a country in his youth, and a record of a gift of his when
only a ' prince ' has been found at Tiruvddi near Tanjore. He
also distinguished himself while heir-apparent by capturing

elephants at ' Yayiragaram ' and defeating the king of Dhara

at * Sakkarakottam.' ^ It has abeady been noted that he was

supplanted by his uncle on his father's death. Apparently he

obtained the Yengi throne as well as that of the Cholas, since

even after his accession to power in the south he allowed his

usurping uncle to continue as his viceroy in the north. He did

nothing to extend his dominions, and it was apparently during his

reign that Ceylon was lost to the Chola empire ; but in one or

two directions he regained ground which had been lost either b}^

his predecessors or in the first few troubled years of his own rule.

His actual conquests, apart from his victories over Vikramaditya

VI., seem to have been confined to suppressing a rebellion of the

Pdndyas and Cheras, garrisoning the border of Travancore

(he stationed a regiment near Kottdr), and reconquering the

Kalinga coiintry, which last seems to have revolted at least as

early as Vira Eajendra Deva's reign. The Ganga country in

Mysore was retaken from Vikramaditya in the early part of

Kulottunga's reign, but it appears to have been lost again before

the end of it, and immediately after his death Vengi was for a

time (1120-24) occupied by his old enemy Vikramdditya Vf.

Among his domestic reforms Kul6ttunga took great pride in the

abolition of the inland transit duties which were such a hindrance

to mercantile transactions in ancient times. He also had the

country resurveyed. His capital was Grangaikonda-Ch61apuram,

but Conjeeveram was also a city of importance and his occasional

residence. In 1118 he summoned his son Vikrama Ch61a from

the viceroyalty of Vengi to share his throne, and he died shortly

afterwards.

The relations of Rdjardja I. and his successors with the

Pandyas and Ceylon arc a little obscure. Most of them boast of

conquests in both those directions, but it is obvious that repeated

conquests imply repeated resistance and it is difficult to gauge

precisely the degree of subjection to which those countries were

brought. The reality of K^jardja's victories cannot, however, be

doubted. Inscriptions of his reign are found in large numbers

in the extreme south of the peninsula and in Ceylon, copper coins

' These places have not been identified, but are apparently in the north of

the Northern Circars.
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inscribed with his name arc met with in considerable quantities CHAP. ii.

in the Madura hazaar,^ and he presented the revenue of a village Eabi.y

in Ceylon to the Tanjore temple. As regards the Pdndyas, it

is obvious that for some time their country was a mere proviuce

of the Chola dominions. It was called I?4jardja-pdudi-nadu,

the name of Korkai, its ancient capital, was <iiiinged into

Ch61eudra-sinihaehaturvediinangalam, and Kdjendra Chola I.

(1011-14) cstal)li8hed a dynasty of Chola blood in the P4ndya
country with the title ' Chola-Pdndya.^^ The first rebellion which

occurred was in the time of Kdjddhiraja (1018-53), and this, as

above noted, was absolutely quelled by that monarch. Another

broke out during the reign of Vira Rdjendra (1062-71), but this

also was crushed, and the Pandya king put to death. A third

rebellion took place in the troubled time that followed Kulot-

tunga's accession to the Chola throne (about 1073), but the Chola

king again subdued the country as far as Kottdr in Tra^ ancore,

where ho stationed a garrison to guard the frontier. These

rebellions must have been led by some of the old Pdndya stock.

'Chola-Pdndyas^ were apparently ruling as feudatories of the

Cholas ^ till as late as 1 130. By the last quarter of the twelfth

century the Chola-Pdndya line seems to have died out, for

the Cholas are found to be suj^porting claimants to the Pdndya

throne whose names seem to indicate no relationship to the

Cholas at all. This war of the Pandya succession (shortly to be

described) seems to have lasted for two generations, and, though

the Chola protege was ultimately successful, the decline of the Chola

power at this period enabled the Pdndyas to reassert themselves

about the beginning of the thirteenth century and to throw off

for ever the Chola yoke.

Perhaps the Singhalese annals ' can be relied on for the events

that took place in that island. From these it appears that the whole

island was subdued by Eajardja I. and remained under a Chola

deputy till the time of Kulottunga (1070-1118), when a rising

took place and the Cholas were completely driven out. Probably

Kulottunga was too busy securing his position at home to care

about such matters ; but it seems that neither he nor liis successors

ever again obtained a substantial footing in the island.

' Captain Tufuell'B flints ioCoin Oollectors in Southern India, p. 11.

- See the Government Epigraphist's report for 1904-05.

' A certain Vikrania Chola-Pandya, apparently a prince of this family, was

probably (to judge by his name) a contemporary of the Chdla king Vikrama*

Chola (1118-35)-

* See Sewell's Lists, ii, 157.
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CHAP. II.

Early
History.

Gradual
decline of

the Chdlas.

During the twelfth century the power of the Oholas slowly

declined. Their control over the Northern Circars was littl ; more

than nominal during the greater portion of that century ,i a ad the

Pdndyas seem to have reasserted their independence before it was

half over. Moreover we find the various feudatory chiefs of the

Tondaimandalam gradually entering into offensive and defensive

alliances among themselves, while nominally acknowledging the

Chola sovereign. There were however some powerful Chola kings

during this period. V^ikrama Chola (1118-35) seems indeed to

have supported no small degree of the dignity of his father

Kulottunga I., and it would seem that the process of dissolu-

tion went on most speedily under his successors Kulottunga

II. (about 1135-46) and Edjardja II. (1146 to about 1171).

The early years of the reign of Edjddhirdja II. (about 1171-78)

were hardly more prosperous, though that king could boast of one

considerable success before his death. It was in his time that the

Cholas became involved in the war of the Pdndya succession which

took place in the latter part of the twelfth century.^ The king

of Ceylon took the side opposite to that espoused by the Ch61as

;

and, after a victorious campaign in the Madura district, the

Singhalese advanced to the north against the Cholas and burnt

some villages in the Pattukkottai taluk, An inscription of one

of their feudatories found as far north as Arpakkam near Conjee-

veram gives a vivid picture of the dismay of the Cholas and describes

the ravages of those ' very wicked and vicious men,' ' all sinners

against vSiva,' who had ' removed the sacred door of the temple

at holy Ramesvaram, obstructed the worship and carried away

all the temple treasiu'es/ An appeal was made to the local

priest, who ' was pleased to worship Siva for 28 days continuously/

and by his efforts the invaders were defeated. They seem to

have retired from the country immediately after this reverse, but

none the less they left their protege upon the Pandya throne.

The war was continued a few years later by the next Chola king,

the last really powerful sovereign of that dynasty, Kulottunga

III. (about 1178-1215), who defeated the Singhalese, 'cut off

' The last, of tlio Chola kings who had any real power in fhe Vengi conntrj

seems to have been Vikrama Cli61a (1118 to at least 1135). He appears to have

left the control of that iirovince in the hands of a family of elneftains of

V^lanaiulu ' (api)arently Chaudavolu in Guntdr). None of his successors seem

to have visited this country. They arc recognized as overlords, however, in the

inscriptions of the various chieftains of the Veugi country till as late as the end

of the thirteenth century, when they had long lost all pretensions to even a

limited empire.

- This is described in detail in the Government Epigraphist's annual report

for 1808-09, paras. 28 foil.
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thoir noses,' drove them into the sea, captarod Madura anH made
over the Pdndya crown to a candidate of hia own. From
this achievement he took tlie title ' conqueror of Madura and

Ceylon,' but these successes did not arrest the decay of the

Ch61a kingdom for more than a short time.

It was in the days of RajarajaTII. (12J6 to at least J 243-44) ^

that the first fatal blows to the Chola power were dealt. The
Pdndya king Maravarman Sundara-Pandya I. (1216-35) boasts

that he burnt Tahjore and Uraiyur, conquered the Chola country

and retm-ned it subsequently to its king as a gift;- and inscrip-

tions of his, dated 1223 and 1225, at Tirnkkdttuppalli (in Tanjoro

taluk) and Srirangam support his claims. '* Moreover a prince of

Pallava extraction actually captured this Chola king about

1230-31. He was released and reinstated* by a new power, that

of the Hoysala Ballalas, who had occupied the southern dominions

of the Western Chalukyas and now interfered in the affairs of

the south. They had protected the Cholas from the Pdndyas
(' cleft open the rock that was the Pdndya ') and established them-

selves near Srirangam in a new town ' which had been built (by

Vira Somesvara, the Hoysala king) in order to amuse his mind
in the Chola country, which he had conquered by the power of

his arm.'
''

The last of the Chola kings of the Vijayalaya dynasty who
possessed any degree of real power was apparently Rajendra

Chola III., who came to the throne in 1246,- reigned till at least

1267 and appears to have resisted the Hoysalas with some success.

He calls himself ' the hostile rod of death to his uncle Somes-

vara,' ' and seems to have defeated him in battle. Indeed three

claims to victories over the Hoysalas are made about the middle

of the thirteenth century, one by the Cholas, one by tbe Telugu

Chodas (who say they thereby established the Chola king on his

throne), and one by the Pandyas. The conquest by the Cholas

must have taken place in or before 1252,^ whereas that by the

Pdndyas in which the Hoysala king Vira Somesvara was slain

must have occurred in or after 1254, the latest known date of

that ruler's reign. It is not unlikely that the alleged victory of

* Government Epigraphist'a annual report for 1900, )). 13 foil.

- Ep. Ind., vii, 161.

3 Ep. Ind., vi, 303-4.

* See the graphic liescription iu the TiruvH)idipuraui inscription of Vua
Somesvara. Ep. Ind., vii, 160.

* See Ep. Tnd., iii. 8, 1 !. •* Ep. Ind., vii, 1 16.

' Ibid., 177. « Hid., 176.
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CHAP. II. the Telugu Chodas over the Hoysalas is the same as that claimed

Eaklv by the Cholas. The Hoysalas were not however permanently
ibToRY.

weakened, since we find them again at Srirangam later on.

At this point a time of great Pandya prosperity followed.

Jatdvarman Sundara-P4ndya I. (1251-61) penetrated as far north

as Nellore, where he had himself ' anointed as a hero ' and left an

inscription. Records of his appear in the Tan j ore district as early

as 1253, and he was at Srirangam by 1260. He covered a portion

of the Srirangam temple \vith gold and made numerous gifts

to it, A number of grants prove the Pdndya occupation of the

Ohola dominions, but the dates are still obscure. Curiously inter-

mixed with the evidence of Pdndya supremacy are traces of

continued Hoysala power. Thus while Jatdvarman Sundara-

Pdndya I. left an inscription at Srirangam dated 1260 A.D,, the

Hoysala king Yira Edman^tha Deva made a grant there in 1256
;

and Hoysala inscriptions in this district continue till at least

1294 A.D. Three other Pdndya kings have left records in

Trichinopoly ; namely, Mdravarman Kulasekhara I. (apparently

the Kales Deva of Muhammadan history), Jatdvarman Sundara-

Pdndya II. (the Sender Bandi of Marco Polo) and Mdravarman

Kulasekhara II. The inscriptions of these kings continue to

1321 and are found in many parts of the Chola dominions, the

Tondaimandalam and the Kongu country. It is impossible to

say what were the variations in the boundaries of the Pandya

and the Hoysala empires during this period or whether the

Chola kings had any power at all. A great change was however

at hand.

Confiacst. of About this time (1310) southern India was convulsed by the

I'^^M^rk^
sudden invasion of Malik Kdfur, a general of the Delhi emperor

Kafur, 1310. and the first Muhammadan invader of the south, which destroyed

the Hoysalas and made way for the Vijayanagar empire. He is

said by the Muhammadan historian, Ferishta, to have penetrated

as far as llamesvaram, and it is certain that Muhammadan kings

ruled in Madura and Trichinopoly foi- a great part of the half

century which succeeded his departure.^ The Pdndyas and Chdlas

seem to have been prostrated at the time, for wo hoar that tho

Chera king Ravivarman or Kulasekhara ^ marched across tho

peninsula to Srirangam and Conjeeveram in 1313, and about this

time tho power of both may bo said to have come to an end. The

' They seem to have ruled i'rom \'.i27 to 1:165 A.D. See below \k 48, and

Elphinstone'B History of India (London, 1857), 3-11.

2 There is an inscription oi hiB dated 1313 at Tiruvadi in the South Arco)

district, JEp. Ind., viii, 8.
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Pdndya king Kulasekhara II. no doubt left records in Tiniie- CHAP. Ii.

volly and Qangaikouda-Cholapuram down to at least 1321, and Early

his line did not actually die out for another three centuries. But
it was no longer independent. Obscure references to the existence

of Chola princes occur near Triehinopoly to a late period, but

these rulers similarly possessed no independent power.

Some account of the Chola people as portrayed by the Tamil General

poets who wrote about the commencement of the Ckristian era has the'choks^
already been given. The same impression of chivalry and civili-

zation is conveyed by the inscriptions and the actions of the great

dynasty of Vijaydlaya which now comes to an end. Their

chivalry is apparent even through the turgid boastfulness of

the records of the'i' military expeditions. Their civilization is

exhibited in a number of waye. Revenue surveys wore made
both prior to the reign of Rajaraja I. (985-1013) and in that of

Kul6ttunga I. (1070-1118). Land as small as ——^ ^ ^
52,-128,800,000

of a veil (a veli is about 6^ acres) is declared to have been
measured and assessed to revenue ^

! Kulottunga, as noted above
abolished the inland transit duties and was rightly proud of such
an enlightened measure. Irrigation, which received the attention

of the earlier Cholas, was greatly developed by their successors.

It was apparently by them that the Grrand Auicut,^ ' the bulwark
of the fertility of the Tanj ore country,' was built, and the old work
remains the base of the modern improvement upon it. The names
of most of the irrigation channels which still lead from it are

mentioned in the inscriptions of this period. The head sluice of

the Uyyakondan channel, which supplies water to the town of

Triehinopoly, is referred to in a grant of Kulottunga III. dated
1205-06 and is in existence to the present day. The head sluice

of the rertijavd'/kkd J ne&v Mwsiri was built in 1219.^ Lastly the
many fine temples which date from this period bear testimony to

the high skill of their builders. The country was administered
by village assemblies which, though supervised bv higher officials

exercised an almost supreme authority in all details. They were
divided into committees of which four are specially mentioned
viz., those of annual supervision, and those for the care of tanks
gardens and justice. Much information on the subject is contained
in the Government Epigraphist's report for 1899,* A certain

' Government Epigraphist's annual report for 1900, para. 2.'), and S Iml.
laser., ii, 62, para. 11.

^ See Chapter IV, p. 1-U.

8 G.O., No. 452, Public, dated 10th June 18!n, para. 4.

* Para. 58 foil.
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CHAP. II. number of villages formed a district under a district officer, and

ViJAYANAGAR thesG agdiu were grouped into provinces. The names of nine of
Period.

fi^ggg last are known and further research may disclose more.^

Vijayanagar^ Meanwhile a former feudatory of the Hoysalas had founded at

circ, 1340. Vijayanagar, on the banks of the Tungabhadra, a new empire,

which embraced the whole of southern India and stemmed the

tide of Muhammadan invasion for over two centuries. The story

of Vijayanagar supremacy in the south, however, is somewhat

obscure.

The Muhammadan kings left at Madura after the invasion of

Malik Kdfur, or one of the other Mughal incursions into the

Carnatic, continued to rule in Madura and Trichinopol}' for about

half a century, and it is probable that the greater part of 'I'anjore

was also a part of their dominions. A Tamil work ^ assigns the

conquest of Tondaimandalam and Trichinopoly by these invaders to

1327 A.D. It was about 1365 ^ that they fell before the forces of

Vijayanagar. Two princes of the latter house, Kampana Udaiydr

and Vir^ipiksha, established their authority in Madura and South

Arcot in the middle of the fourteenth century, and it is probable

that Trichinopoly also submitted to them. Virdpaksha claims to

have subdued the Cholas, Bukka I. (1335-43) boasts* in general

terms that he conquered all the kingdoms of the south, and

inscriptions of Kampana Udaiydr dated 1374-75^ occui- at Tirup-

palatturai in the Trichinopoly taluk and others of Harihara II.

(1379-99) in Trichinopoly itself.^ Thus the subjection of the

Chola country to the Vijayanagar empire must have taken place

in the middle of the fourteenth century. From thenceforward

' The nine are (1) Mudi-konda-chola-mandala, south of Gangavadi in Mysore
;

(2) Vikrama-chola-mandala, nox-th-west of the Bangalore district
; (3) Nikarili-

chola-mandala, Kolar and tlie northern parts of Salem {Ep. Ind., vi, 331) ;
(-t)

Irattipadi-konda-ehdla-naandala, north of Mysore and extending beyond it;

(5) Vijaya-rajendra-mandala (mentioned in a Kolar inscription, S Ind. Inscr.,

Ill, ii, 138;; (G) Jayan-konda-chdla-mandala, the ancient Tondaimandalam;

(7) Bajaraja-mandalam, the Pandya country
; (8) Adhirajaraja-mandalam, the

Kongu country (i.p. portions of Salem and Coimbatore, S. Ind. Inscr., iii, 31) ; and

(9) Gangai-konda-ch61a-valun&du, some portion of the Northern Ciroars.

* The ' K6yiloluga', wliich records the donations to the Ranganatha temple

at Srirangam from the earliettt times.

' Kampana Udaiy.'ir's victory over them is referred to in an inscription of

that year, Ep, Ind., vi, 324. Moreover one of the images removed from the Sri-

rangam temple at the advance of the iconoolastio invaders in 1327 was brought

back and reconsecrated by Goppana in 1371-72. This is recorded in an inscrip-

tion in the temple itself, /sp. Ind., vi, 322.

* Sewell, A Forgotten Empire, p. 27.

' Government Epigraphist's collection, No. '282 of 1003.

'^ Sewell, A Forgotten Umpire, p. 49.
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for the next two or three centuries induhitable traces of the CHAP. ii.

overlordship of that empire survive, though further research is Vijayanagar

needed to work out details. The Saluvas, who usurped the
Period.

Vijayanagar crown in the last quarter of the fifteenth century,

also ruled this country, perhaps as feudatories of the first

Vijayanagar dynasty, for inscriptions of Gopa Timma are found at

Srirangam ' and one of a certain Sdluva-Samgama Devamahd-
raja at Anbil in Trichinopoly taluk. ^ The Sdluvas were followed

at the beginning of the sixteenth century by the Tuluva dynasty

to which the great Krishna Raya belonged. An inscription '^

of his at Tiruppalatturai in Trichinopoly taluk dated 1517-18

records remissions of revenue in favour of certain temples.

Meanwhile ' Nayaks ' subordinate to Vijayanagar were ruling

Madura jointly with princes of the old Pdndya stock.* It does

not appear that the old Cholas and Pdndyas were actually

dispossessed. Detailed evidence exists of the continuance of the

latter to a much later date, and inscriptions of Ohola princes, dated

1481 and 1530, occur in the neighbourhood of Trichinopoly, which

refer to them as ' lords of Uraiyur.' * It would thus seem that the

ancient dynasties of the south, though disturbed by adventurers

or officials from Vijayanagar, continued to preserve a modified, if

subordinate, authority in a part at least of their dominions. It is

impossible to gauge the power of the Cholas or the Pdndyas during

this period ; but, from the silence of Achyuta's inscriptions men-
tioned below regarding both, the Cholas may be supposed to have

been, at any rate latterly, of small impoi-tauce. The later Pdndyas

were a more formidable power, and evidence exists of a victorious

inroad by one of their kings in 1469-70 as far as Conjeeveram.

This was probably rendered possible by the weakness of the

successors of Deva Edya II., which eventually led to more serious

consequences in the Vijayanagar kingdom. It seems however to

have been only a momentary break iu the story of quiet subjection

to the overlordship of Vijayanagar.

About 1532, however, stirring events occurred. The king of King

Travaneore became aggressive, overran a large part of the Pdndya -'^o^yuta s

country, and defied the authority of Vijayanagar. To reduce him 153-2.

to submission, and also to defend the Pdndya king from the encroach-

ments of two Telugu chieftains (perhaps local governors sent from

Vijayanagar who had endeavoured to assume independence)

' Sp. Ind., vii, 77, footnote 2.

" Nos. 593 and 504 of the Government Epigrapliist's collection for 19U2.
' Government Epigraphist's report for 1904, para. 23.

* Sewell's ii.^^^^ ii, 223.

^ Government Epigraphist's annual report for 1892, p. 7.

7
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Peeiod.

CHAP. II. Achyuta, king of Vijayanagar from 1530 to 1542, organized a

ViJAYANAGAB great expedition into the extreme south of India.

If we are to trust his o^vn inscriptions,' he was eminently

successful in the campaign. He planted a pillar of victory in the

Tdmbraparni river, exacted tribute from the king of Travancore,

suppressed the two troublesome chieftains and married the

daughter of the Pdndya king. Thenceforth the PAndya country

and Trichinopoly were held more firmly and directly by the

representatives of the Vijayanagar empire. The native chronicles,

indeed, continue to confuse the authority of these suzerains, their

Telugu governors, and the Pdndya rulers, treating each in turn as

though they were supreme, but there is evidence ^ to show that

between 1547 and 1558 the country was in fact ruled by one

Vitthala E^ja, who was a prince of the Vijayanagar line and

invaded Travancore a second time in 154'"{.

NAtakkan
Dynasty,
1559-1736.

Its origin.

In 1559 was founded the famous Ndyakkau dynasty of

Madura, which held the country for nearly two centuries until

the Musalmans took it in 1786. The origin and early doings of

this line are recounted neither in inscriptions nor in really reliable

histories, and for light upon both we are driven to depend mainly

upon the vernacular manuscripts in the three volumes of the

Kev. W. Taylor's Catalogue Raisonne of Oriental MSS. (Madras,

1857), in the same author's Oriental Historical MSS. (Madras,

1835) and in the collections of manuscripts by Colonel Mackenzie

which are now in the Connomara Library. T^hese (in the judgment

of so eminent an authority as Bishop Caldwell) are of very doubtful

veracity, but happily they are frequently illumined by the letters

and periodical reports of the priests of the well-known Jesuit

Mission at Madura, which (though unfortunately incomplete)

have been collected and published in four volumes under the title

of La Mission dii Madure . Mr. Nelson has collated all these

authorities with much care in his book The Madura Country.^

and the ensuing narrative follows closely (though, owing to the

exigencies of space, very briefly) his account of this period.

It seems, then, that at about the close of Vitthala lidja's

administration a Ch61a chieftain who resided near Trichinopoly

invaded the Madura country and dispossessed the Paudya king.

^V hereupon the latter appealed to the court of Vijayanagar and
an expedition under a certain Nagama Nayakkan was accordingly

sent to his aid. Nagama easily suppressed the Chola king and

' 8ee Government Epigraphiot's annual report for 1899-1!)00, paras. 70 tf.

» Ibkd., para. 78, and Bewc'H'B Intt of Jntiquities, ii, '224.
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possessed himself of Madura, but he then suddenly threw off his CHAP. 11.

allegiance and, declining to help the Pandya, assumed the position n^takkam

of an inJopendcnt ruler. The Vijayanagar emperor was furious J

at his defection, summoned a council, laid the matter before his

most faithful officerp, and cried out to the assemblage ' Where
amongst you all is ho who will bring me that rebel's head ?

'

To the astonishment of every one present, Nagama's own son,

Visvanatha, volunteered to do so, and after some natural hesita-

tion the king despatched him with a large force against the rebel.

Visvanatha defeated his father in a pitched battle, placed him in

confinement, and at length procured for him the unconditional

pardon which had doubtless been from the first the object of

his action.

He so far obeyed the orders of the Vijayanagar king as

nominally to place the Pandya on the throne, but sound policy

and his own interests alike deterred him from handing over the

entire government of the country to the old feeble dynasty, and
he set out to rule on his own account. This was in 1559. Doubt-

less he hold a wide commission as governor from the Vijayanagar

court, and perhaps there was little difference between the powers

he exercised and those wielded, for example, by Vitthala Raja.

But the peculiar characteristic of the new regime was that, whether

by accident or design, it developed first into a governorship which

became hereditary and then into what was practically an hereditary

monarchy. The Nayakkans never, it is true, assumed the insignia

or titles of royalty, and were content with the position of lieu-

tenants under Vijayanagar even after they had ceased to pay

tribute to that power ; but in essentials their sway was practically

absolute and the Pandyas and Cholas disappear in effect henceforth

from history.

Visvanatha, then, became the first of the Nayakkan dynasty. Visvan&tha

His dominions apparently soon included the whole of this district, {559^53^°'

as well as Madura and Tinnevelly and much of Coimbatorc. He
obtained the fort of Trichinopoly early in his rule. The Vijaya-

nagar viceroy who governed the Tan j ore country had failed to

properly police the pilgrim roa ^s which ran through Trichinopoly

to the shrines of Srirangam and Eamesvaram, and devotees were

afraid to visit those holy places. Visvanatha accordingly arranged

to exchange that town for the fort of Vallam (in Tanjoro), which

was his at that time. He is said to have then vastly improved the

fortifications and town of Trichinopoly and the temple of Sriran-

gam, and to have cleared the banks of the Cauvery of robbers.

He also introduced administrative changes throughout his charge

and founded ' the poligar system ' under which the country was
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CHAP. IT.

N^YAKKAN
Dtnastt.

HiB
immediate
successors.

Fall of

Vijayanagar
Kingdom,
1565.

Tirumal.i

Nayakkan,
1623-69.

apportioned among a number of chieftains who were responsible

for the well-being of theu' estates, paid him tribute and kept up

a quota of trof)p8. Most of the existing zamindars in the district

claim to be descendants of these men. Visvanatha died full of

years and honom- in 1563.

He was succeeded by his son Kumara Krishnappa (1563-73),

who is represented as a brave and politic ruler, lie is declared to

have conquered Ceylon—an exploit of which heroic details are

given in the manuscripts, but of which, in view of the silence of

the usually candid annals of that island, the very existence may
well be doubted.

He was succeeded in 1573 by his two sons, who ruled jointly

and uneventfully till 1595 ; and they by their two sons, one of

whom ruled till 'l602.

These were followed by Muttu Krishnappa (1602-09). He
is credited with the foundation of the dynasty of the Setupatis of

Ramnad, the ancestors of the present Raja of that place, who were

given a considerable slice of territory in the Marava country

on condition that they suppressed crime and protected pilgrims

journeying to Eamesvaram through that wild and inhospitable

region.

Muttu Krishnappa was succeeded by Muttu Virappa (1609-23)'

a hardly more distinct figure.

Meanwhile, in 1565, the power of the rulers of Vijayanagar,

the suzerains of the Nayakkans, had been dealt an irreparable

blow by the combined Musalman kings of the Deccan at the

memorable battle of Talikota, one of the great landmarks in the

history of south India. They were forced to abandon a large

part of the districts of Bellary and Anantapur to the victorious

Muhammadans, to flee hastily from Vijayanagar, and to establish

their capital siiccessivcly at Pcnukonda in Anantapur and at

Chandragiri and Vcllore in North Arcot. Their governors at

Trichinopoly and Tanj ore still paid them the usual tribute and
marks of respect, but in the years which now follow traces begin

to appear of tho weakness of the suzerain, and of contempt and

finally rebellion on the part of his feudatories.

Muttu Virappa mentioned above was succeeded by tho great

Tirumala Nayakkan, the most powerful and the best known of

his djnasty, who ruled for thirty-six eventful years. ^ He was
called upon to play his part in much more stirring times than his

predecessors. The peace imposed upon the south by the sway of

For an inwcription giving his genealogy, see Ep. Ind. iii, 23'.*.
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Vijayanagar had been dissolved by the downfall of that power, and CHAP. II.

the country was torn by the mutual quarrels of the once feudatory Natakkar

governors (' Nayakkans ') of Trichinopoly, 1'anjore, Gingec and
Dtnastt.

Mysore ; by the unavailing attempts of the last rulers of the dying

empire to reassert their failing authority ; and finally by the

incursions of the Muhammadan kings of the Dcccan, who now
began to press southwards to reap the real fruits of their victory

at Talikota.

Almost the first act of Tirumala's reign was to withhold the He defieB

tribute due to the king of Vijayanagar. The letters of the Jesuit ^ 'Jay«iia8"-

priests already mentioned showed that he anticipated trouble in

consequence, and accordingly massed large bodies of troops iu

Trichinopoly and strengthened its fortifications. H e none the less

still sent annual complimentary messages and presents to his

suzerain, and this sufficed for some time to appease the resentment

of the incapable representatives of that ancient line. But about

1638 king Ranga, a more resolute prince, succeeded to the throne of

Chandragiri ; and he soon resolved to put an cud to the contumacy

of Tirumala and prepared to march south with a large and for-

midable force. Tirumala had meanwhile persuaded the Vijaya-

nagar governors of Tanjore and Giugee (in South Arcot) to join

him in his defiance of their mutual suzerain, and thus Ranga was

left with only Mysore, of all his tributaries, to support him. He
however continued his preparations, with the result that the

governor of Tanjore eventually grew alarmed, sent in his sub-

mission, and betrayed the designs of the confederates.

Eanga advanced upon Gingee, but his plans were frustrated CalU the

by a desperate move on the part of Tirumala, who, reckless of the ?^°j"^"'f„

claims of a larger patriotism, succeeded in inducing the Muhamma- hisaid,

dan Sultan of Golconda (one of the confederacy who had been

victorious at Talikota in 1565) to invade the Vijayanagar king-

dom from the north.

Ranga was obliged to retrace his steps to protect his posses-

sions, was defeated by Golconda, ami was forced to march south

again to implore the help of his rebellious governors against their

common foe, the Musalman. They refused, however, to aid him
;

and in the end Ranga fled, powerless and almost without a

friend, to the protection of his only faithful vassal, the viceroy of

Mysore.

The Sultan of Golconda was satisfied for some time to consolidate

his conquests in the north of the Vijayanagar country, but shortly

afterwards (perhaps about 1644) he marched south to subdue its
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three rebellious governors and advanced upon the great fortress

of Gringee. The Nayakkan of Tanjore at once submitted to him,

but Tirumala approached a rival Muhamraadan, the Sultan of

Bijdpur, who sent a force to his assistance. These allies marched

to the relief of Gingee, but hardly had they arrived there when the

Bijapur troops went over to the enemy, and joined in the siege

of the fort they had been sent to deliver. The Golconda king,

however, was soon recalled by trouble in other parts of his new

conquests, and Tirumala threw himself into the Gringee fortress.

Owing to dissensions between his troops and those of the former

garrison, however, the gates were opened not long afterwards to

the troops of Bijapur and the town fell into the possession of the

Musalmans.

Tirumala retreated in dismay to Madura, and the Muham-
madans advanced triumphantly southwards, exacted submission

from the governor of Tanjore, and proceeded to lay waste the

whole country. Tirumala then submitted, apparently without

striking a blow, paid a large sum to the invaders, and agreed to

send an annual tribute to the Sultan of Bijapur. Thus, after an

interval of nearly 300 years, the Muhammadans were once again

recognized as supreme in the district.

Tirumala's next conflict was with Mysore. In the early years

of his reign, before his troubles with the king of Vijayanagar

and the Muhammadans, he Iiad been involved in a short war with

that kingdom. His territories had been invaded by the Mysore

troops and Dindigul had been besieged, but the enemy had been

eventually driven out and their country successfully invaded in

revenge by a general of Tirumala's. Since then, as already noted,

the Vijayanagar ruler had taken refuge with the king of Mysore,

and now these two monarchs combined to endeavour to recover

those portions of the former's territories which had recently been

captured by Golconda. They were at first successful ; but, whether

actuated by jealousy or fear, Tirumala intei-vencd and invited the

Muhammadans to attack Mysore from the south, throwing open

the passes in his own country for the pui'pose.

His proposal was iiccoptcd, Mysore was invaded, and a general

war ensued which resulted in the final extinction of the power of

Vijayanagar and the humbling of Mysore. But when returning

in triumph froni that country, the victorious Muhammadans came
down to Madura and levied an enormous tribute from their humble
friend Tirumala; and, moving on to Tanjore, treated its Nayakkan
in a like manner. So Tirumala profited little from this new
treachery to the cause of Hinduism,
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It is not clear exactly when these events happened, but they

appear to constitute the last interference of the Muhammadans in

Madura affairs. Tirumala's only other external war occurred

towards the close of his reign and was with Mysore. In this he

is represented to have been altogether successful.

The campaign began with an invasion of Coimbatorc by the

Mysore king—apparently in revenge for Tirumala's contribution

to his recent humiliation at the hands of the Muhammadans.
That district was occupied by the pnemy with ease, and then

Madura itself was threatened. The Mysore troops were howevi r

beaten off from the town (chiefly by the loyal assistance of the

Setupati of Eamnad) defeated again in the open, and driven in

disorder up the ghats into Mysore. The campaign was known as

the ' hunt for noses ' owing to the fact that under the orders of the

Mysore king the invaders cut off the noses of all their prisoners

(men, women and children) and sent them in sacks to tSeringa-

patam as glorious trophies.

A counter-invasion of Mysore was undertaken shortly after-

wards under the command of Kumara Muttu, the younger

brother of Tirumala, and was crowned with complete success.

The king of Mysore was captured and his nose was cut oflt and

sent to Madura.

Tirumala died before his victorious brother's return. He was

between sixty-five and seventy years of age at the time and had

reigned for thirty- six eventful years.

His territories at his death comprised the present districts of

Triehinopoly, Madura (including the zamindaris of Eamnad and

Sivaganga), Tinnevelly, Coimbatore and Salem, with Pudukk6ttai

and part of Travancore.

Tirumala's character is summed up, probably with justice, in

a letter written by one of the Jesuit priests just after his death

and dated Triehinopoly, 1659

—

' It is impossible to refuse him credit for great qualities, but he

tarnished his glory at the end of his life l.>y follies and vices which

nothing could justify. He was called to render account to God for

the evils which his political treachery had brought upon his own

people and the neighbouring kingdoms. His reign was rendered

illubtrious by works of really ro3'al magnificence. Am; iig these are

the pagoda of Madura, several public buildings, and above all tlie

royal palace the colossal proportions and astonishing boldness of which

recall the ancient monuments of Thebes. He loved and protected

the Christian religion, the excellence of which he recognised ;
but

he never had the courage to accept the consequenoes of his comaction,
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The chief obstacle to his conversion came from his 200 wires, of whom
the most distinguished were burnt on his pyre.'

Tirumala's capital was Madura. The royal residence had

been removed thence to Trichinopoly by his predecessor, but

Tiramala moved it back again, notwithstanding the fact that

Trichinopoly, with its almost impregnable rock, its never-failing

Cauvery river and its healthy climate, was by nature far superior

to Madura, where the fort was on level ground, the Vaigai was

usually dry and fever was almost endemic. The reason given in

the old manuscripts for the change is that Tirumala was afflicted

with a grievous long-standing catarrh which none of the Vaishna-

vite gods of Trichinopoly could (or would) euro. One day when

he was halting at Dindigul on his way to Madura, Snndaresvara

and Minakshi, the Saivite deities of the latter place, appeared to

him in a dream and promised him that if he would reside perma-

nently in their town they would cure him. He vowed that he

would do so and would spend five lakhs of pons on sacred works.

Immediately afterwards, as he was cleaning his teeth in the early

morning, the disease left him ; and thenceforth he devoted himself

to the cult of Saivism and the improvement of Madura. None the

less, he resided a good deal at Trichinopoly, and his successors

(though they went to Madura to be crowned) generally dwelt

there permanently.

The largest and most magnificent of the many splendid

public buildings which he erected in Madura was the great palace

whi(^di still goes by his name. Much of this was removed to

Trichinopoly in later years by his grandson Chokkanatha, but none

the less the por*:ions of it which survive were thought by Bishop

Caldwell to constitute the grandest b\iilding of its kind in southern

India.^

Tirumala was succeeded by his son Muttu Alakadri. Almost

the first act of the new king was an attempt to shake off the

hated Muhammadan yoke. He tried to induce the Nayakkau of

Tanjore to join the enterprise, but oidy succeeded in involving him

in the punishment which the Musalmans meted out when his

efforts ended in failure. For though the Tanjore ruler disclaimed

all connection with his neighbour's aspirations and attempted to

conciliate the Musalmans, the latter none the less marched into his

country, took Tanjore and Vallam and drove the Nayakkan to fly

into the jungle. The invaders then moved against Trichinopoly

and Madura, spreading havoc far and wide, while Muttu Alakadri

remained inactive behind the walls of the former of these forts.

' Hittory of TiHiit«eUy,f>\.
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Fortunately for him, the enemy soon had to retire, for their cruel

devastations produced a local famine and pestilence from which
they themselvea suffered terribly. They accordingly made a half-

hearted attempt on Triehinopoly and then permitted themselves to

be bought off for a very moderate sum. Muttu Alakadri did not

long survive their departure, but gave himself up to debauchery
with an abandon which soon brought him to a dishonoured grave.

He was succeeded by his son Chokkanatha (1662-82), a

promising boy of sixteen. This young ruler began his reign with

a second ill-considered attempt to drive out the Musalman troops,

despatching a large army against the Gringee fortress. His
general, however, sold himself to the enemy and wasted time and
money in a long and unprofitable campaign which was little but

pretence. Chokkanatha was also harassed by a domestic con-

spiracy (in which the same unfaithful general took a prominent

part) and though he detected and quashed this, the general went
over openly to the Muhamraadans and iudiiced them to join iii an

assault upon Trichinopoly in which they had the countenance (if

not the practical assistance) of the Nayakkan of Tanjore. The
officers whom Chokkanatha entrusted with the duty of repelliiig

tlie attack were again disloyal, and it was not until he himself at

length took command of the army that the invaders were driven

back to Tanjore and eventually to Gingee.

So far things had not gone so badly, but in the next or the

following year (166^5 or 1664) Chokkanatha paid a heavy price

for his temporary success. The Muhammadans burst into the

TVichinopoly and Madura districts and devastated the country with

almost incredible cruelty. They again besieged Trichinopoly, and

this time Chokkanatha had to buy them off with a large sum.

Chokkauatha's next war was with Tanjore, and it resulted in

the capture of that ancient city and the extinction of its Nayakkan
dynasty. Unluckily the Jesuit letters of the years 16ti6 to 1673

have been lost, and the only authority upon these exciting events

is a vernacular manuscript. This has been abstracted at length

by Mr. Nelson, but space forbids more than the merest summary

of its contents.

The casus belli, says this authority, was the refusal of the

Tanjore Nayakkan to give his beautiful and gifted daughter in

marriage to Chokkanatha. The latter determined to fetch the

maiden bv force. His troops invaded the Tanjore country, drove

its forces back into their capital, and successfully stormed that

place. But they did not get the princess : her father placed her

and all the other ladies of the palace in one room, blew this up

8
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TT
^^^^^ gtinpowder and then, with his son and his body-guard,

NAtakkan charged furiously into the thickest of the enemy, was captured
Dynasty after a desperate resistance, and was beheaded.

Chokkanfitha placed his foster-brother .^lagiri in charge of

the government of Tanjore, but within a year the latter threw off

his allegiance, and Chokkanatha was now so given up to self-

indulgence and so ill served by his disloyal officers that, after an

outburst of indignation which ended in nothing, he was forced to

acquiesce in the independence of Tanjore.

Alagiri, however, was not long permitted to enjoy his ill-

gotten kingdom. A son or grandson of the last Tanjore Nayakkan

had escaped to the Musalman court of Bijapur and had induced

that power to help to place him on the throne of his fathers. In

1674 the Sultan of Bijapur sent a force commanded by the

Maratha general Venkaji \alias Ekoji) to turn out the Madura

usurper and reinstate the scion of the old line. Venkaji ventured

little until the occurrence of the rupture between Chokkanatha

and Alagiri ; but he then defeated the latter with ease, and

occupied Tanjore. He did not, however, place his protege on the

throne, though he treated him kindly enough, but seized the

kingdom for himself. So the outcome of Chokkanatha's feebleness

was that a Maratha, instead of a Nayakkan, sat upon the throne

of Tanjore.

Venkaji shortly afterwards became embroiled with his famous

half-brother Sivaji, and Chokkanatha attempted to take advantage

of the circumstance to regain his hold on Tanjore. But he was

dilatory in the field and in his negotiations, and Venkaji succeeded

in buying off the hostility of Sautoji (the son of Sivaji, whom the

latter had despatched against him) before Chokkanatha could

effect anything. This was in 1677-78.

Attacked hy Soou afterwards, Chokkanatha was forced to turn from aggres-

th^M^^ith ^^^^^ to the defence of his own kingdom. The famous Chikka

Deva Eaya, king of Mysore from 1672 to 1704, had for some time

been massing troops on his frontier, and now burst upon Coimba-

tore and spread havoc far and wide. Chokkanatha did little to

repel him, the country was moreover visited with famine and

pestilence, and in despair the ministers of the state deposed their

incompetent ruler in favour of his brother.

Chokkanatha was replaced on his tottering throne about 1678

by a Muhammadan adventurer who during the next two years

usurped the whole of his authority (and even the ladies of his and

his fallen brother's harems) and at last was slain by Chokkanatha

himself and a few of his friends. But the N^yakkan's position
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was still far from cnvial)lo. In 1682 his capital was besieged hy

Mysore ; was shadowed by forces belonging to the Marathas,

who, while pretending to be on his side, were only waiting for a

chance to seize his territory for themselves ; and was threatened

by a body of Maravans who nominally had hm-ried to his

assistance, bat in reality had only come to share in the booty

which the sack of Trichinopoly was expected to yield.

While Chokkanatha thus sat helpless behind his defences

matters were taken oat of his hands by the more virile actors upon

this curious scene. The Marathas, who were now established in

Gingee as well as in Tanjore, inflicted a crushing defeat on the

Mysore troops and drove them out of almost every corner of the

Madui-a and Trichinopoly districts. Madura itself they were

unable to capture, for the Maravans, regarding the men of

Mysore as on the whole more eligible neighbours than the

Mai-athas, helped the former to hold that fortress. The latter

then tiu'ned against Chokkanatha, whose friends they had

pretended to be, and laid siege to Trichinopoly itself. In despair

at their treachery, Chokkanatha died of a broken heart in 1682.

His successor was his son Ranga Krishna Muttu Virappa, a

boy of fifteen, who ruled for seven years. Little enough of his

territories remained to him to rule. The greater part of them

was held by Mysore, some by the Maravans, some by the

Marathas of Gringee and some by the Marathas of Tanjore. The

country was a prey to complete anarchy and universal pillage,

foreign enemies occupying all the forts and robber-chiefs being

masters of the niral areas and can-ying on their bi-igandage with

impunity.

Matters, however, slowly improved. Mysore was soon dis-

tracted by a war with the Marathas of Gingee, and both the

Setupatis of Ramnad and the Marathas of Tanjore were occupied

by domestic outbreaks in their own countries. A new disturbing

factor in south Indian politics had also appeared on the scene in

the person of the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb, who in 1686-87

conquered the kingdoms of the Nayakkan's old enemies, Golconda

and Bijapui-, and was for many years engaged in a war with their

foes the Marathas which was most exhausting to both parties.

Moreover the young Nayakkan of Madura, though imbued with a

boyish love of fun and adventure which endeared him to his

courtiers, had also a stock of sound ability and spirit which

moved the admiration of his ministers, and he took advantage

of his improving prospects. He recovered his capital about 1685,

and though he failed in an attempt to reduce the Setupati in
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1686, he gradually reconquered largo parts of the ancient kingdom

of his forefathers and succeeded in restoring the power of the

Najakkans to a position which, though not to he compared with

that held bv it at the beginning of his father's reign, was still far

above that which it occupied at the end of that period. He
unfortunately died of small-pox in 1689 at the early age of 22.

Mangammal, his mother, acted for the next fifteen years as

Queen-Regent on behalf of his posthumous son.

She was a popular administrator and is still widely remembered

by Bindus as a maker of roads and avenues, and a builder of

temples, tanks and choultries. *

She was an able woman as well as a charitable, and under her

firm guidance the kingdom of the Nayakkans apparently all but

regained the proud position it had held in the days of Tirumala.

Unluckily, the Jesuit letters from 1687 to 1699, both inclusive,

have again been lost and the events of her regency cannot be given

with any fullness.

She was less frequently engaged in war than her predecessors,

but she did not escape the usual conflicts with her neighbours.

In her reign the Nayakkan kingdom fii-st came into direct touch

with the Mughal empire of Delhi, since Zulfikar Khan, the

general who was sent by Aurangzeb to attack the Maratha

stronghold of Gringee, exacted tribute both from Trichinopoly and

Tanjore in 1693, though he did not succeed in taking Gringee till

five years later. Trichinopoly was besieged (according to Wilks)

by Mysore in 1695, but relieved owing to pressure on the

invader's country from the north.

Mangammal's grandson Vijaya Ranga Chokkanatha (1704-31)

enjoyed a long but apparently dull reign of 26 years. It is

unfortunate that the Jesuit letters which so greatly illumine

previous periods of Madm-a history now cease altogether, and from

this time forth we are driven to rely almost entirely upon native

manuscripts and the secondary evidence afforded by English

historians. And, curiously enough, the nearer we approach the

period of the beginning of British ascendancy in the south, the

more meagre and unsatisfactory does our information become.

Vijaya Ranga Chokkanatha died in 1731, and was succeeded

by his widow Mlnakshi, who acted as Queen-Regent on behalf of

a young boy she had adopted as the heir of her dead husband.

She had only ruled a year or two when an insurrection was raised

against her by Vangaru Tirumala, the father of her adopted son,

who pretended to have claims of his own to the throne of the
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Nayakkans. At this jniicturo the reprosentativos of tho Mughals CFIAP. 11.

appeared on the scene and took .an important part in the struggle. NAyakkan

It must be remembered that ever since 1693 the Nayakkans
liad been uominallv the feudutories of th<^ emperor of Delhi, and r^^"'salinan

that since 16'.>8 the Carnatic north of the Coleroon river had been

under direct Muhammadan rule. The local representative of

the Mughal was the Nawab of Arcot, and an intermediate authority

was held by the Nizam of Hyderabad, who was in theory the

suliordinate of the emperor, and the superior of the Nawab.

How regularly the kings of Tanjore and Madura paid their

tribute is not clear, but in 1734—about the time, in fact, that

Minakshi and Vangaru Tirumala were fisrhting for the crown

—

an expedition was sent by the then Nawab of Arcot to exact

tribute and submission from the kingdoms of the south. The
leaders of this were the Nawab's son, Safdar Ali Khan, and his

nephew and confidential adviser, the well-known Chanda Sahib.

The invaders took Tanjore by storm and, leaving the stronn--

hold of Trichinopoly unattempted, swept across Madura and
Tinnevelly and into Travancore, carrying all before them. It

wfis apparently on their return from this expedition that they

took pai-t in the quarrel between Minakshi and Vangaru
Tirumala. The latter approached Safdar Ali Khan with an
offer of three million rupees if he would oust the queen in favour

of himself. Unwilling to attack Trichinopoly, the Musalman
prince contented himself with solemnly declaring Vangaru
Tirumala to be king and taking a bond for ttid three millions.

He then marched away, leaving ('hanaa Sahib to enforce his

award as best as he could. The queen, alarmed at the turn
affairs had now taken, approached Chanda Sahib with counter

inducements to take her side ; and had little difficulty in persuad-

ing that facile politician to .accept her bond for a croi-c of rupees

and to declare her duly entitled to the throne. Minakshi, says

"Wilks, required him to swear on the Koran that he would adhere

faithfully to his engagement, and he accordingly took an oath on

a brick wrapped up in the splendid covering usually i-eserved for

that holy book. He was admitted into the Trichinopoly fort and
Vangaru Tirumala—apparently with the good will of the queen,
who, strangely enough, does not seem to have wished him any
harm— went off to Madura, to rule over that country and
Tinnevelly.

Chanda Sahib accepted an earnest of the pavment of the
crore of rupees and departed to Arcot. Two years later (1736)
he returned, was again admitted into the fort and proceeded to
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make himself master of the kiugdom. Minakshi was soon little

hut a puppet. Orme, indeed, suggests that she liad fallen in

love with Chanda Sahib and so let him have his own way
unhindered.

The latter eventually marched against YaD<;aru Tirumala, who

was still ruling in the south, defeated him, and occupied the

southern provinces of the Nayakkans' kingdom. He also attacked

the Mjsoreans on his north-west border ; but Karur resisted

a siege of several months and that taluk and Namakkal seem to

have continued under the Mysore rulers. Having now made

himself master of all of the unfortunate Minakshi's realms he

threw off the mask, ceased to treat her with the consideration he

had hitherto extended to her, locked her up in her palace and

proclaimed himself ruler of her kingdom. The hapless lady took

poison shortly afterwards.

With her reigv. came to an end the ancient dynasty of the

Nayakkans. The unprejudiced evidence of the Jesuit missionaries

already several times referred to enables us to form a more accui'ate

estimate of their administration than is usually possible in such

cases. P-ishop Caldwell, in summing this up, sardonica!!}' remarks

that it is unfortunate for their reputation that so much more is

known about them and their proceedings than about their Chola

and Pandya predecessors. He concludes by saying ^ that

—

' Judged not merely by modern Europeun standards of right and

wrong, but even by the standards furnished by Hindu and Muham-
madan books of authority, the Nayakkans must be decided to have

fallen far short of their duty as rulers. Their reigns record little more

than a disgraceful catalogue of debaucheries, treacheries, plunderinpe,

oppressions, murders and civil commotions, relieved only by the

factitious 8])lendour of gifts to temples, idols and priests, by means of

which they apparently succeeded in getting the Brahmans and poets

to speak well of them, and thus in keeping the mass of the people

patient under their misrule.'

For a time, Chanda Sahib had everything hie own way. His

success was indeed regarded with suspicion and even hostility by

the Nawab of A root ; but family reasons prevented a rupture,

and Chanda Sahib was left undisturbed while he strengthened the

fortifications of Trichinopoly and appointed his two brothers as

governors of the strongholds of Dindigul and Madura.

Unable to help themselves, the Eaja of Tanjore and Vangaru

'J'irumala determined to call in the assistance of the Marathaa

of Satara in Bombay. These people had their own grievance

' lltstori/ 0/ Tinnevelly, 62.
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against the Muhammadans of Arcot (with whom Chauda Sahib CHAP. II.

was still ideutified; because the latter had long delayed payment Ml-salman

of the c/iouth, or one-fourth of the revenues, which they had "°^^<'''-

promised in return for the withdrawal of the Mardthas from the

country, and the discontinuance of their usual predatory incursions

They were also encouraged to attempt rejirisals by the Ni/am of

Haidarabad, who, jealous of the increasing power of the Nawab
and careless of the loyalty due to co-religionists, would gladly

have seen his dangerous subordinate brought to the ground.

Early in 1 740, therefore, the Marathas appeared with a vast

army in the south and defeated and killed the Xawab of Arcot in

the pass of Damalcheruvu in North Arcot. They then came to an
understanding with his son, the iSafdar Ali mentioned above,

recognized him as Nawab. and retired for a time.

Chauda Sahib had made a faint pretence at helping the Nawab
to resist the Marcithas, and he now came to offer hi.s submission

to Safdar Ali. The princes parted with apparent amity, but at the

end of the same year the Marathas (at the secret invitation of

Safdar Ali) suddenly reappeared and made straight for Triehino-

poly. Their temporary withdrawal had been designed to put

Chanda Sahib off his guard ; and it so far succeeded that

Triehiuopoly was very poorly provisioned. They invested the

town closely, defeated and killed the two brothers of Chanda Sahib

above mentioned as they advanced to his help from their provinces

of Madura and Dindigul, and, after a siege of three months,

compelled the surrender of Triehiuopoly. They took Chauda
captive to Satara and, disregarding the claims of Vangaru 'J'iru-

mala, appointed a Maratha, the well-known Morari Rao of Gooty,

as their governor of the conquered kingdom.

Morari Rao remained there for two years (it is not clearly Musalman

known what be did or how far his authority extended) and he
estabUslu'd*"

finally retired in l74o before the invading army of the Nizam, 174^.

who marched south in that year, re-established his weakened

authority in the Camatic, and in 1744 appointed Anwar-ud-din as

Nawab of Arcot.

The whole of the Nayakkans' kingdom now fell under the rule

of this latter potentate. There is reason to believe that he governed

it thro\igh his sons Mahfuz Khau and Muhammad Ali, both soon

to play an important part in the history of this district. Karur

and Namakkal taluks continued under the kings of My^sore.

In 1748, however, Chanda Sahib regained his liberty and The rival

marched south in company with Muzaffar Jang, a pretender to parties™"'

the position of Nizam of Hyderabad, then held by Nazir Jang.
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The allies were successiul, Anwar-ud-din was slain at the great

battle of Arabiir in North Arcot, and Chanda Sahib succeeded

him as Nawab of Arcot. One of his sons, Muhammad Ali, fled

however to Trichinopoly and proclaimed himself Xawab there,

and soon most of the south of India was involved in the struggle

between these rivals, 'i'he French and the English (who had

recently been fighting among themselves, were now nominally at

peace, and consequently both had more soldiers than they knew

what to do with) took sides in the conflict (the former taking the

part of Chanda Sahib and the latter that of Muliammad Ali) and

the campaigns which followed were in reality a disguised struggle

for the mastery of south India by these two European nations.

The Eaja of Tanjore and the ruler of Pudukkottai (called the

Tondaimdn) also sided with Muhammad Ali, the former in a luke-

warm manner and the latter with devotion and fidelity. Though

Chanda Sdhib would have been v/ise to have at once attacked

Trichinopoly and secured the person of his rival, his first act wa.s

to attempt to plunder the Tanjore teiritories; and he allowed

himself to be detained there until Nazir Jang (assisted by the

MarAthas, a force of Mysore troops and, most important of all,

bv ttOO Englishmen under Major Stringer Lawrence) came into the

field. He then fled to Pondicherry, and Muzaffar Jang in despair

gave himself up to Nazir Jang and was placed iu close confinement.

In December 1750, however, Nazir Jang, while advancing to

recover the fort of Gringee which had been taken by the French,

was assassinated, and the greater part of his army espoused the

cause of MuzafEar Jang, who was proclaimed Nizam.

The tables were thus suddenly turned, and Muhammad Ali,

who was at Trichinopoly, implored the immediate help of the

English. A small force under Captain Cope was sent to him in

February 17ol from Fort St. David (in South Arcot), but it was

almost at once divorted to attempt to recover Madura, which had

revolted under an adventurer named Alam Khan. News having

arrived that Chanda Sdhib was marching south from his capital

at Arcot to besiege Trichinopoly, another force of 500 English,

1,000 sepoys and 8 guns was sent to that town in April

under Captain G-ingen, and near Vdlikandapnram (the ' Vol-

condah ' of Orme) in Perambalur taluk these came in sight of

Chanda Sdhib's army. The actions which followed are described

in the accounts of lianjangudi and IJttjitur in Chapter XV.
The English obtained no advantage and, fearing that they might

be surrounded at Uttatur, marched to safer positions, first to

Pichduddrkovil (sec page 314), then to the Srirangam temple and
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finally to Trichinopoly itself. Chanda Sdhib and \tho French

followed them, posted a garrison in Srlrangam, crossed to the

south of the Cauvorj, and encamped to the east of Trichinopoly.

Hearing of this, the English sent anothoi- small reinforcement to

that town ; but their troops were still greatly outnumbered by the

forces of their opponents, and matters looked exceedingly black

until Clive (afterwards the famous Lord Clive, the hero of Plassey)

created a diversion by a dashing attack against the enemy's capital

at Arcot. He captured this and defended it successfully against

a fifty days' siege. During his absence the siege of Trichinopoly

went on languidly. Details are given in the account of the town
on page 331 below, where also will be found a map illustrating

the lie of the country.

From this point, however, the fortunes of Muhammad Ali

constantly improved. Help vvaa sent him by the king of Mysore,

by Mordri llao of Gooty, and by the king of Tanjore ; and in

April 1752 a force of '100 Englishmen and 1,100 sepoys under

Clive and Lawrence arrived from Fort St. David and, after some

sharp fighting under the very walls (page 331), made their way
into Trichinopoly. Shortly afterwards the French, who were

commanded by M. Law, retired from the south of the Cauverj

and took up their position on the island of Srirangam.

The English now set themselves to surround the French army
and to prevent the approach of reinforcements. Samayapuram or

8amayavaram (the ' Samiavaram ' of Orme) and ManachanalMr ^

were seized by Clive, and L^lgiidi (q.v.) by another force ; but on

April 14th a reinforcement of 120 Frenchmen and oOO sepoys under

M. D'Auteuil arrived at IJttatar from Pondicherry . Clive, who was

stationed at Samayapuram, realized that it was of vital importance

to intercept this body and advanced to Uttatur ; whereon

D'Auteuil, who liad started towards Trichinopoly, returned to

that villajre and Clive fell back again on Samayapuram. The

French in Srirangam were not aware of Clive's return to his

camp, and sent an expedition to cut up any part of bis force

which might have been left there. They succeeded in surprising

Clive and in placing him in extreme personal danger ; but his

extraordinary pluck and presence of mind enabled him, after

some confused night fighting, to repel the assault ; and he either

killed or captured almost the whole of the attacking party. The

affair is described in detail in the account of Samayapuram on

page 316 below. D'Auteuil was next attacked by a party from

* Apparently the ' ilunsarpett ' of Orme. ilr. Lewis Moore points oat that

there ia no other village which answers Orine'a desoription.

9
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Trichiuopoly under Dalton, and he retired from IJttatur to

Eanjangudi ; the French post at Pichandarkovil (Orme's ' Pit-

ehandah
'
) on the north of Ooleroon was stormed hy Clive in

the manner described on page 314 ; and the French camp in

Srirangam was thus cut off on the north and exposed to the fire

of the English guns on all sides. The greater part of Chanda

Sdhib's army deserted almost at once to the English, the French

reinforcements at Eanjangudi were defeated near that place by

Clive (page 304) and soon afterwards forced to surrender, and

Chanda Sihib in despair gave himself up to the commander of

the Tanjore troops which were on the spot assisting the Engbsb.

The Tanjore general, in spite of the most solemn oaths, had him

brutally murdered The state of the French in Srirangam was

now hopeless, and they surrendered on the 13th June 1752.

The armies of Mysore, Muhammad Ali, Mor4ri Eao, Lawrence

and Tanjore were now left victorious on the scene ; but it was not

long before their own disagreements caused a renewal of hostilities

around Trichinopoly. It transpired that the help of the king

of Mysore had only been obtained on the understanding that

Muhammad Ali, if successful, should cede to him the whole of the

country from Trichinopoly to Cape Comorin. This promise

Mvihammad Ali was now very unwilling to fulfil. Lawrence

decided that the matter was no affaii- of his, as long as his ally,

Muhammad Ali, was not actually attacked ; and he set off for

Madras. But by the time he had reached IJttatur it became

evident that the disputants would come to blows if no English

troops remained to keep order ; and he accordingly left (Japtain

Dalton with 200 English and 1,'>00 sepoys at Trichinopoly.

Meanwhile Dupleix had appointed Chanda Sahib's son to

follow him as Nawdb of Arcot, and had succeeded in detaching

the leader of the M^'sore troops and Mordri Eao from the side of

Muhammad Ali. Mor^ri Eao went off to Pondicherry, and the

treachery of the Mysore troops on Srirangam island compelled

Dalton to attack them there. His operations, which are referred

to on page 324, were unsuccessful, and at the beginning of 1753

the tables were turned and he was besieged in Trichinopoly by

the Mysore troops, who attempted to starve him into surrender.

His position was very grave. His garrison was not strong

enough to hope to drive off the enemy, and he had only fifteen

days' provisions, lie wrote for help to Lawrence, who was

fighting the French and Mardthaa at Tiruvadi near Cuddalore.

Lawrence received the message on the 22nd April (1753) and by

May 6th had reached Trichinopoly with reinforcements which

rfiified the garrison there to 500 Englishmen, 2,000 sepoys and
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3,000 of Muhammad All's horse. At (lio same time the Mysore CHAP. II.

army was roinforeed by 200 Frenchmen and 500 sejioys and Thk

shortly afterwards by 3,000 Maratlias, 30o Frenchmen and 100 War.
sepoys. The second siege of Trichinopoly now began in earnest.

Almost directl}'' after his arrival Lawrence made an attack on

the French and Mysoreans in Srirangam from Muttarasanallnr

(page 313), but was repulsed. He then camped at ' the Fakir's

tope ' (which was perhaps where the Collector's bnngalow now
stands) and round about this occurred some stu1)born fighting, the

details of which are leferred to in the account of Trichinopoly

below (page 332). On the 2(ith June (175'^') Lawrence won a

brilliant victory near the hill now known as ' the Fakir's llock,'

but called ' the Grolden Eoek ' by Orrae and Cambridge. This

was not enough, however, to enable hipo to take the offensive.

' The number of the enemy was so great,' he said, ' that a victory

or two more would have left all my m^n on the plains of Trichino-

poly.' He therefore went to Taujore to hasten the despatch of

the troops which the Edja there had so often promised to send,

and left Dalton in command of Trichinopoly. The fort was now
regularly blockaded.

Lawrence started back to Triehinoix^ly at the beginning of

August (1753) with 5,00 • horse and foot from Tanjore. The
French attempted to intercept his advance, but in a brilliantly

fought action (see page 332) Lawrence defeated them at the

Fakir's Rock and made his way into the beleaguered city. The
rest of .August witnessed some inconsiderable successes against the

French at Uyyakondan-tirumalai (q.v.) and the bringing in of

supplies to the town.

Meanwhile the enemy wore largely reinforced by Marathas,

Frenchmen and sepoys ; and in September the English received

an addition to their troops of 150 Europeans and 300 sepoys, sent

from Madras. Lawrence now decided to bring on a general

engagement. On the 21st September was fought what is known
as ' the battle of Sugar-loaf Hock,' though the rock from which

the battle takes its name is now called ' the Grolden Rock.' This

is referred to on page 332 below. The English victory was

complete. They only lost 40 killed anrl wounded, while no less

than oOO of tlie enemy's Europeans, besides many native troops,

were slain. The result of the battle was that none of the besieging

force ventured to appear in the open plain again, and provisions

were brought in without difficulty.

In the following month the approach of the monsoon made it

necessary to retreat into cantonments, and Lawrence accordingly
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moved ofP into the Tanjore country, leaving a sufficient garrison

at Trichinopoly. At the beginning of November the French force

was much augmented, and on the 27th of that month they made

their last real effort to captui-e Trichinopoly. This was the very

determined night attack upon a part of the fortifications known as

' Dalton's battery ' which is referred to again in the account of

Trichinopoly below. It failed, and 360 Frenchmen were taken

prisoners and 36 more killed. This increase in the number of

prisoners in Trichinopoly necessitated the strengthening of the

garrison there, thus dangerously weakening the force under

Lawrence available for action outside.

Nothing of importance happened tor the next month or two
;

but in February 1754 the Knglish met a serious reverse in the

destruction of a large convoy and its escort near Kuttappdr, about

seven miles from Trichinopoly. The affair is referred to in the

account of that village on page 31 1 below. A great quantity of

stores and money was captured, and nearly one-third of Lawrence's

whole force was taken or killed. It was a terrible blow ; and the

timid Eaja of Tanjore expected that the English would have to

abandon Trichinopoly, and so cut shoi-t their supplies from his

country. But no immediate result followed, except that greater

care was taken in choosing the routes for convoys. A fierce

struggle over one of them took place near the Golden Ixock on the

12th May 1754 ; biit the French, though in greatly superior

numbers, were beaten oif with considerable loss.

The French next made an incursion into the country of the

Tondaiman of Puddiikkottai, who had been regularly sending

supplies to Trichinopoly, to punish him for his loyalty to the

British. The people there retreated into the woods, however, and

the expedition ended in nothing but the burning of a few empty

villages. The detachment vented its spleen by seizing Kiliyur

and Koviladi in Tanjore taluk and cutting the bank which

prevents the Cauvory from running to waste down the Coleroon

;

and this exploit was followed by a considerable success against

some Tanjore troops who came out to avenge the injury. Fortu-

nately at this juncture the Maratha Morari Rao expressed his

willingness to be bought off ; and, on Muhammad Ali's acceding

to his terms, he left the Carnatic in July 1754.

In the middle of .-August jjawrencc, who had been detained at

Tanjore inducing his lukewarm allies there to move, returned to

Trichinopoly. The French tried to intercept him near the Grolden

Rock but were again defeated in a sharp encounter. In the same

month the French Government, weary of the war, recalled
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JDuplcix, the Governor of tlic French possoesions in India ; in CUAT. II.

October a suspension of hostilities was agreed to ; and in December The

ft provisional treaty, providing for a trncc until orders could be ^y^j^

received from Europe, was made.'

The general of the Mysore troops in Srirangam hoped that, CompaiHtivfi

even though he was no longer assisted by the French, he might 17.55-66.

succeed in getting possession of Trichiuopoly ; but in the following

April (1755) he had to return in haste to his own country to repel

an attack by the Nizam. The French w^re left at Srirangam in

charge of some land which had been made over to Mysore by

Muhammad Ali. During the peace of the next two years the

only military operation in this neighboui'hood was an expedition

of the French against the zamindar (poligar) of Turaiyur to enforce

payment of tribute. They had planned a similar descent upon the

zamindars of Udaiy^rpdlaiyam and Ariyaliir, but were dissuaded

b}' threats of opposition made by Caillaud, the English commander

at Trichinopoly.

War between England and France was declared in Europe in "Evcjits of

1756, but it was not till the hot weather of 1757 that the two nations

came to lilows again in the Carnatic. The gamson of Trichinopoly

had been weakened in March by the departure of an expedition under

Caillaud to recover Madura, and the French took the opportunity

to send a force from Pondicherry to attack the place. On the way

they exacted a promise of tribute from the zamindar (poligar) of

Udaiy^rpalaiyam. The force which was left in Trichinopoly

amounted to only 150 Englishmen and 700 sepoys, not counting

some 600 unreliable troops sent from Tan j ore and Pudukkottai.

The attacking force numbered over 1,000 Europeans and 3,000

sepoys, 80 it was important that the town should be relieved

at once. Caillaud hastened north from Madura ; and, eluding

the French with great adroitness, gained the town with 120

Englishmen and 1,200 sepoys. The French thereupon returned

almost at once to Pondicherry. without effecting anything. Further

attacks were apprehended during the rest of the year, but none were

made. In May 1758 the French garrison was withdrawn from

Srirangam to join in the siege of Cuddalore and handed over the

island to some Mysore troops who marched up under Haidar Ali's

brother from Dindigul ; whereupon the English under Captain

Joseph Smith drove out the Mysoreans and themselves took

possession of the island.

In June 1758 Lally, the new Governor of the French,

advanced against Tanjore with the idea of replenishing his coffers.

' Aitchiaon'e Tr*atiei, tit- (1883), viii, 7 ff.
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The best sepoys in Trichinopoly were sent to help the town, and

Lally's attempt against it was a complete failure. The scene of

action was then transferred to other districts, and the French

captured Fort St. David and besieged Madras (1758).

In 'Tuly of the following year (1759), after the fall of the

important fortress of Tyaga Drug in South Arcot, the French

troops marched into this district as far as IJttatur, plundering as

they weut. The Trichinopoly garrison expected that they would
go on and occupy Srirangam, but the English attack on Wandi-
wash in September resulted in their being recalled to Trichinopoly.

A larger force did actually occupy Srirangam later in the same

year, and some spirited fighting occurred at Pichandarkovil [q.v.)

in an attempt to cut their communications ; but the news of the

French reverse at the great battle of Wandiwash led them to

retire again.

In 1760, Haidar Ali, who now commanded the Mysore troops,

entered into an agreement with the French by which Tyaga Drug
was handed over to him. He sent a force to garrison that fort

;

80, to create a diversion. Captain Richard Smith attacked Karur,

which was a Mysore possession, and forced the garrison to retreat

to Namakkal, another Mysore fort. The affair is described in

more detail in the account of Karur in Chapter XV.

In January of the following year (1761) Pondicherry sur-

rendered to Eyre Coote and the French ceased at last to be a power

of importance in the south of India. By the treaty of Paris two
years later, the French recognized Muhammad Ali as Nawab of

Arcot. The latter thus became the undisputed ruler of the greater

part of the Carnatic. Karur was retained by the English, and

Namakkal remained under Mysore.

Haidar Ali, who had by now usurped the throne of Mysore,

rose so rapidly in power in the next few years that in 1766 the

English undertook to assist the Nizam against him. In the

first of ' the Mysore Wars ' which followed, the English took

Namakkal and a number of forts in the Salem and Coimbatore

districts in May 1768, while Haidar was busy in Malabar ; but

these, and also Karur, foil before Haidar's advance at the end of

the same year. The war ended with the peace of 1769, by which

Karur and Namakkal were left to Haidar.

During the Second Mysore War (1780-84) the undefended

parts of the district suffered, like the rest of the Carnatic, from the

cruel ravages of Haidar's troops. Trichinopoly was invested in

1781 and seemed ready to surrender, but Haidar drew off his

forces to attack Eyre Coote and suffered his momentous defeat at
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that General'tj hands at Porto Novo on the Ist July. Haidar's CHAP. II.

death at the end of 1782 and Tipu's activity on the west coast Thk

induced the English to make a forward movement at the beginning ^w^r.
"^

of 1783, and Karur was taken in April of that ^ear. By the •

peace of 1784 which concluded the war it w&s however restored to

Tipu in the following March.

In the Third Mysore War (1790-92) the EDglish began hostili- ^lyspre Wura

ties by occupying Kan'ir and the greater part of the Coimbatore and i7'jy.

district. Towards the end of 1790 Tipu marched past Karur up

to Trichinopoly, made several demonstrations against that town,

and laid waste the island of Srirangara ; but he was soon obliged

to leave the country owing to the successes of Lord Cornwallis in

Mysore. In the treaty of 17!i2 which concluded this campaign

Karur was left to Tipu, but Namakkal taluk was among the areas

ceded to the British. Karur was again taken by the Engli.eh at

the outbreak of hostilities in 179i)
; but the fall of Seringapatam

and death of Tipu in May put an end to all danger from Mysore
;

and in the treaty which followed Karur taluk was included in the

tracts ceded to the English.

At the end of 1781 the Nawab Muhammad Ali had assigned Treaties

the revenues of the Carnatic. excepting one-sixth reserved for his EngUshind
private expenses, to the Knglish for five years to meet the cost of Mnhainmad

the war against Haidar. Mr. Sullivan, at that time Eesident of and 1792.

Tanjore, was appointed Superintendent of the Assigned Revenues

of Trichinopoly, and it was chiefly owing to his exertion^ that

some semblance of order was maintained in the district for the

next few years. In 1785 this assignment was cancelled in conse-

quence of orders from the Directors, and the civil administration

of the Company ceased again. In August 1790, however, the

Madras Government, finding it impossible to induce the Nawab
either to contribute his share of the expenses of the alliance with

the Company or to reintroduce the assignment of the revenues,

took possession of thp country by proclamation, without treaty.

In 1792 the relations between the Nawdb and the English

were rearranged by an agreement ^ that the English Government
should maintain a force for the payment of which th;,' Nawdb
should contribute nine lakhs of pagodas a year ; that the country

should be garrisoned by Euglisli troops; that the English should

collect the tribute from the poligars (/amindars) on behalf of the

ISawdb ; and that, if the Nawdb failed to pay his subsidy, thu

English should assume the management of certain districts.

This subsidy was regularly paid, but to meet his liabilities the Cession of the

Nawab contracted large loans, and to liquidate these assigned the iqoi.

1 For the text of thii, lee Aitohieon'a Titatit*, eU. (18e>), Tiii, 47.
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CHAP. II. revenues of considerable tracts to his creditors. On the capture of

The Seringapatam in 1799, moreover, a treasonable correspondence

was discovered between Tipu and Muhammad Ali (who had died

in 1795) and his son ; and the British Government, deeming

itself absolved from the treaty of 1792, resolved to take over the

o-overnment of the Carnatic. An aj^reement was made with a

nephew of Muhammad Ali, Azim-til-Daula, on the 31st July 1801

]»y which he renounced the civil and military government of the

Carnatic, aud received a pension. Trichiuopoly was among the

territories thus transferred to the English ; aud in August 1801

an English Collector was sent to assume charge of the district.
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IlLCHAP
Censvb

Statistics

According to tlic figures cf the 1901 census only six other

Madras districts are more den.>=ely populated than Trichiuopolj,

which contains 400 persons to the square mile against 270 in the

Presidency as a ^^hole. Of the various taluks, Trichiuopoly is by Density oft

far the most thicklj' inUahitod, containing as many as 700 persons

to the square mile, aud ranking eleventh among the Madras

taluks. Ndmakkal comes next and Kulittalai is at the bottom

of the li.st.

The total population has increased by 21 per cent, since 1871, Its growth

against 22 per cent, for the Presidency as a whole. The advance

in the decade 1871-81 was less than 1 per cent., owing to the

direct and indirect effects of the great famine of 1876-78. This

was made up for by a great rise in the next ten years, during

which the growth exceeded 14 per cent. During the decade

1891-1901 the increase only amounted to 5 per cent., a fact

which has been explained * as due to emigration in consequence

of the higli prices during the latter pait of the period. The mean
rate of growth of the population in tlic whole Presidency during

that decade was 7'2 per cent.

Of the different taluks, the increase has been very much

smaller in Kulittalai and Musiri than in the others. The greatest

proportional advance was in Udaiyarpdlaiyam (26"4 per cent.) and

this was closely followed by Kariir and Trichiuopoly.

Tamil is spxiken by an overwhelming majority of the Laug:mg«.

population. About 12 per cent, speak Telugu. Canaresc and

Hindustani are the vernaculars of 2 and 1 per cent., respectively,

of the people.

the

Census Report for 1901, p. 31.

10
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Of the total population, as many as 93 per cent, are Hindus by

religion. Three per cent, are Muhammadans and 4 per cent.

Christians. More than half the Christians and nearly a third of

the Muhammadans live in Trichinopoly taluk. The head-quarters

of this contains a large European and Eurasian population

and is a centre of missionary enterprise, and Musalmans, being

largely traders, are always commoner in large towns than in riu'al

areas. A considerable number of Christians also reside in

Udaiyarpdlaiyam and KuHttalai taluks, and many Muhammadans
in Karnr. The Christians increased by 25 per cent, in the years

1881-1901 against an advance of 20 per cent, in the district

population as a whole. But in the Presidency as a whole the

members of this faith increased by 46 per cent, daring the same

period.

The very large majority of the Christians are Roman Catholics.

The only other denominations possessing any considerable

following are the Church of England and the Lutheran and allied

bodies.

The first Roman Catholic mission to South India was that led

by St. Francis Xavier, who came from Portugal to Goa in 1542

and preached the Gospel in several of the southern districts. He
is said to have visited Negapatam ; but it is not likely that

he ever reached Trichinopoly, which was probably not of much
importance then. Towards the end of the sixteenth century the

Jesuit Fathers took up the work which Xavier had commenced.

In 1606 Eobert de' Nobili established the famous Madura Mission,

and in 1(;23 he founded a settlement at Trichinopoly. The
missionaries at the latter were treated with varj'iug favour by the

Ndyak rulers; but there is no s^ace to follow their fortunes iu

detail.

In the eighteenth century the progress of Christianity in India

was checked by the Papal decrees regarding the rites of the

Portuguese missionaries; by the al)olitio», of caste among Christ-

ians; by the expulsion of the Jesuits from France, Portugal

and Spain between 1759 and 17G7; and by the suppression of

their Society by the Pope iu 1773. The Society was however

re-established in 1814.

Up to the year 1700 all the Roman Catholic missions iu the

south of India wore subordin.-ite to the Goancjsc Provincial of

Malabar. In that year the French Mission of the Carnatic was

established at Pondicherry on an independent footing. It was
agreed that the line separating the fields of the two missions

should bo the parallel of latitude passing just below Pondicherry,

the French working in the country to the north of that line and
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tho Portuguoso being confined to that to the south of it. The
French Mission wns placed under the jurisdiction of tho Bisliop of

San Thome, and in 1 776 was entrusted to the priests of tho Paris

Society for Foreign Missions. In 1836 it was iraproved into

a vicariate apostolic of the coast of Coromandcl, and in IS'^O was

divided into tlio vicariates apostolic of Pondicherr}', Mysore and

Coimhatorc. In 1 886, the first of these three was constituted an

archbishopric, and in 1887 Pondicherry was made the metropolitan

sec of the ecclesiastical province of that name. In 1899, the

diocese of Kumbakonam was created out of the archdiocese of

Pondicherry, and the portion of the Trichinopoly distiict which

lies to the north of tho Cauvery and Coleroon now belongs to this.

Tho Karur taluk is under the diocese of Coimbatore. There are

a station and three sub-stations in that taluk ; and eleven stations

and thirty-one sub-stations in the rest of the district. In this

latter tract the Catholic mission manages lower secondary girls'

schools at Paratakudi and Viragalur in tho Trichinopoly taluk.

There still remain a few congregations under the jurisdiction

of the Portuguese archdiocese of (roa and the diocese of San Thome,
Two missionary stations of theirs are in Pudukkottai State and

three in tho Trichinopoly district. The congregations are scattered

in small communities, and are insignificant in number. The
mission controls a boys' lower secondary school at Trichinopoly.

The Madura Mission was under the charge of the Indo-

Portuguese clergy until 1836, when it was entrusted to the

Society of Jesus, which had formerly Avorked so zealously in the

cause of Christianity and had recently been re-established. In

1838 Father Louis Granier de Falton was put in charge of the

congregation of Trichinopoly. He revived the work of the

mission, which had sunk to a very low ebb, and erected the

cathedral in the cantonment and a building in which he intended

to establish a college. It was afterwards considered that Trichino-

poly was too unhealthy for a college ; and the institution was

removed to Negapatam (whence it has since been re-transferred to

Trichinopoly) and the building constructed for it is now used an

a residence hy the Bishop and his clergy. In 1846, the Pight

Rev. Alexis Canoz, s..t., was appointed the first vicar apostolic, and

iu 1886, when the hierarchy of Ii:vlia was constituted, the vicariate

was made into a suftragan diocese under the metropolitan see ol

Bombay and the episcopal residence was located at Trichinopoly.

The portion of th(^ Tricliiuo}ioly district (except Karur taluk)

lying to the south of the Cauvery and Colerooji belongs to this

diocese, which is divided into three districts with bead-quarters at

Trichinopoly, Madura and Palamcottah. It possesses two stations

CHAP. 111.
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CnHIBTlANI.

The Madura
MiBsion.
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Thb town of Trichinopoly controls the large and important St. Joseph's
Chkistians. Qgiiggp^i a seminary, a lower secondary school for boys and four for

girls, two nunneries, a hospital and a dispensary, and orphanages

for boys and girls.

The Tranqno. Protestant missionary effort in the district w-as first begnn by
bar Danish

-r • ^ • • • ' p m i a i i~fcn j.

Mission. the Danish missionaries oi iranquebar. As early as lYob ' tw(i

or more of them, travelling mostly on foot, went to Seringham

[Srirangam] and Trichinopoly,' and a school and a small

Christian community were established at Trichinopoly. The

famous missionary Schwartz, who belonged to this mi.ssion, went

to Trichinopoly iu 1761, whore he received a warm welcome from

the officers of the English garrison, and where he determined to

remain. Aided bj' the subscriptions of the English, and even by

a donation from the Nawab, he founded a school and a church

and threw himself eagerly into educational and missionary work.

The church was the present Christ Church, and it was founded in

1766.

The S.P.C.K. rj>i^^
Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge was

apprised of the good work which was being doue in Trichinopoly,

and in 1767 they established a mission there ; and, with the

consent of the Tranquebar brethren and the Mission College at

Copenhagen, Schwartz entered the service of the English Society.^

He seems to have worked chiefly at Trichinopoly till 1778, when

be founded the Tan j ore Mission, and the latter town became

his residence till his death in 1798. This is not the place to

describe his career or character. It is sufficient to say that he was

beloved and respected by all classes of people, and was trusted

alike by the native rulers and the British Government.

The S.P.G. Jle was succeeded at Trichinopoly in 1778 by his assistant the

Eev. C. Pohle, who carried on the work for over 40 years. The

mission was transferred in 1825 to the Society for the Propagation

of the Gospel, which about this time also took charge of nearly all

thb congregations of the then moribund mission of Tranquebar.

In the following year Trichinopoly became the scone of liisjiop

Heber's last labours. He arrived on April Ist 1826, aud on

April 3, .after holding a confirmation service, inspecting the schools

and addressing the people, he died suddenly in the swimming-bath

and was buried in St. John's Church on the spot where twelve

hours before ho had lilessed the congregation. This bath was

attached to the then Mission Hoube, which is now used as the

> See Chapter X,p. 204.

* n© iihvaye spelt his name ' Swartz ' after joining the English Society.
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District Comi. It is lailcci off find a innniimont comnirmoratos CHAT. HI.

tlic event. ^ 'J'uk

1 lio work of the Sooiety for th(^ Propagation of tl](> Grispol in

this district is (iividcd among six pastorates with head -(quarters at

Puttiir, Trichinopolj Fort, Trungalur, Mettuppatti, Pudukkottai

and Annamangalam. I'he last foui- of tliose arc on the northern

side of the Colerooii. The mission manages the important S.r.G-.

College ill 1^-ichinopolj town,^ a lai-ge high school attached to

this, two lower secondary schools, three industrial institutions, a

training school and 28 primary schools. Some l,f)70 pupils were

under instruction in those schools in lUOo. and the expenditure on

them, excluding the college and the higli school attached to it,

was Es. 1-3,700. The mission also maintains a small hospital at

Irungalur.

The Rev. J. A. Sharrock, the Superintending Missionary, has

also inaugurated a scheme of mission agricultural settlements to

help Paraiyan converts and improve their position in life. Some
300 acres of land near Jayankonda-Oholapuram were granted to

the mission in 1897, and several hundred persons were employed in

clearing the jungle and cultivating the land. Though Christian

instruction was given to these people, no compulsion was eraplovcd

to induce them to change their religion ; and it was not until 1U03

that some seventy of them who had permanently settled on the land

were haptized, and a small village called Pugalur was built.

There are now ahout a hundred baptized settlers, and each family

cultivates land assigned to them by the mission—about five acres to

each—giving one-third of their crops to the manager to meet the

cost of manure, bullocks, taxes and the further development of the

scheme. Numbers of Hindus arc employed on the farms, but only

Chi-istians have been given land and permitted to become regular

settlers. There is a day school and a night school, and the

education of the children is one of the conditions of the settlement.

A tank has been constructed with the assistance of the G-overn-

raent, and several wells have been dug. There are also three

other settlements in other parts of the district, one of which (at

Udambiyam) comprises as much as 400 acres of land. This,

however, is very imperfectly developed as yet for want of capital.

The Danish Mission at Tranquebar was started as early as Ths Leipzio

1706, and fifty years later, as has been stated, began the first i^^theian

'

Protestant evangelization which occurred in this district. Though Mission,

the mission lent the services of Schwartz to the English S.P.G.

which shortly afterwards began work there, it seems to have done

» See Chapter X, p. 207.
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little for the evangelization of Trichinopoly, perhaps confining its

efforts to Tan j ore. In 1^25, owing to want of men and money
and disagreements with the Danish authorities in Europe, the

work had nearly come to a standstill.

In 1841, however, the Tranquebar Mission came to life again,

the Lutheran Mission of Lcipzic despatching missionaries to that

town to revive the work. The Society did not extend its influence

into this district till 1850, but since then it has made substantial

progress. It now maintains there two secondary schools for

girls and one for boys, six primary ecliools and an industrial

school. Nearly 500 pupils were under instruction in these in 1905,

and the net annual cost of them to the mission was over Es. 2,000.

The mission also maintains a high school in Pudukkottai.

The Wesleyan Mission started operations in the district in

1847, when it began work among the European troops of the

Trichinopoly garrison. The first resident missionary was appointed

in 1852. The work is carried on in and around the two centres

of Karur and Trichinopoly, and seventeen stations exist in the

former, and ten in the latter, circle. The mission maintains two

lower secondar}' schools, 48 primary schools, and the irapoi'tant

industrial institution at Karur. The attendance at all these

institutions is '<?,100, and the cost of tlicai to the mission in

1904-05 was Es. 59.000.

The Christians of this district, as a whole, seem to belong to

rather higher castes than is the case in many other areas, and are

therefore treated with perhaps a greater degree of tolerance and

respect by the Hindus. They arc said to retain many of their old

notions about caste, and for that reason maintain on the whole

relations of some friendliness with thcii- Hindu relatives.

The Muhammadan population of the district consists largely of

two mixed races which are distinct from the descendants of the

Musalman immigrants from the north. These are the Edvuttans,

who are chiefly traders, and the Panjuvcttis, who by tradition are

cotton-cleaners. The former are also called Labbais, local people

making no distinction between the two names. There are no

Jonagans or Marakkayans in the district. The Eavuttans speak

Tamil and the Panjuvcttis I'dugu. Neither of them know
Hindustaiii, the ordinary Musalman vernacular. The Panjuvcttis

are supposed to be the offspring of a Telugu Kavarai (Balija)

woman and a Muiiammadan, while the I?;ivuttans are supposed to

bo descendaiits of converts to Islam made by force by Aurangzeb,

Haidar and Tipu. Both races differ widely from pure Musalmans.

Besides speaking a different language, they do not intermarry
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Relations
with Hindus.

with them (nor with each other), and their women wear Hindu CHAP. 111.

cloths instead of the Muhammadan petticoats, and aro not gosha. '^"^ ^Idham

But they may all eat with any otlier Muhammadan. —
The relations between Muhammadans and Hindus are gener-

ally friendly enough. Occasional petty quarrels arise when the

music of Hindu festivals disturbs the worship of the Muhamma-
dans ; but only twice have matters taken a serious turn. In

Namakkal, about 20 years ago, on the occasion of the Hindu car

festival, a riot occurred owing to the interference with Muhamma-
dan worship which was caused by the music of the Hindus. The
Hindus became so exasperated that they pulled down a Muhamma-
dan mosque and scattered the blood of a pig about the site. A force

of punitive police was stationed in the town ' for a few months

in consequence. In 1883 a similar force was posted to Trichino-

poly to guard ngainst possible disturbance, relations between the

members of the two religions being very strained ; but no riot

seems to have taken place. The Muhammadans care nothing for

Hindu festivals or sacred places; but the Hindus, esitoeially

the lower classes, join in the Mohnrrum and similar Musal-

man religious celebrations, and visit Muhammadan places of

pilgrimage.

It is a curious fact that the Muhammadans are on terms of

special friendliness with three Hindu castes, the Kammalans,

Tottiyans and Pallans. 'Ihey give one another mutual assistance

in times of trouble and permit unwonted familiarity of inter-

course. Thus the Musalmans and Kammalans call each other mdni,

which they interpret as meaning * paternal uncle '
; the former

address the Pallans as ' grandson ' or ' granddaughter ' and ai'e

called 'grandfather' by them; and they and the Tottiyans

mutually address one another as mdtnaii, or ' maternal uncle.'

Curious stories are told about the origin of this relationship.

The connection between Musalmans and Tottiyans is referred to in

the account of the latter below. The friendship between them and

the Kammalans is said to originate in the fact that a holy man

called Ibrahim Nabi was brought up in the house of a Kammalan,

because his father was afraid he would be killed by a Hindu king

called Namadiita, who had been advised by his soothsayers that he

would thus avoid a disaster which was aliout to befall his kingdom.

The Kammalan gave his daughter to the father of Ibrahim in

exchange. Another story (only told by Kammalans) is to the

effect that the Kammalans were once living in a magic castb'

{Muda kottat) which could only be destroyed by burning it down

' See G.O., No. 238, Judicial, dated 29th Januan.- lsS3, and connected papers.
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;

'"^

out of the Kammalans. The friendship sprang up, the story says,

because the Kammalans thus consorted with Musalman women.

The Muhammadans, as a class, are poor and live by petty

trade and public and private menial service. They only oecAsion-

ally subsist by agriculture. The betel cultivation which is such

a favourite profession with the Rcivuttaus of Tanjore is here doue

by the Kodikkcil Yellalaus. Some of the Ravuttans have taken

up petty trade and money-lending, and others of them go about

peddling clothes.

The Muhammadans have few important places of pilgrimage

in the district. The Nathar Shall mosque at Trichinopoly is known
almost throughout the Presidency ; and the Kat-Bava mosque

at Kat-Eava-Pallivasal in Pudukkottai is famous throughout the

district as well as in Tanjore. The only other place of pilgrimage

is the Kalattur darga in the ^iiusiri taluk, which has only a small

local reputation. These three spots are referred to again in

Chapters XV and XVI. Pulivalam in the Musiri taluk is also

considered holy by Muhammadans, as it is supposed to have been

visited by Hazarat Mahabut Stdjhahani, the ' groat-grandscm of

the Prophet.'

A number of Jain or Buddhist remains are scattered about

the district. Images of the tirthankaras (or of Buddha) occur in

Vollanur, Pullambadi, Pettaivattalai and Penigamaui iu Trichino-

poly taluk ; at Pai-avai and Ohalur in Peraaibalnr taluk ; and at

Vikramam, Periya Tirukkonam and Jayankonda-Cholapuram in

Udaiyarpalaij'ara. A fine bas-relief of this kind is cut on a rock

near Kulittalai ; and the tank at Pahyasengadam in that taluk is

sometimes asci-ihed to the Jains. Some rock-cut caves with carved

pillars at Narttamalai in Pudukkottai State are said to be of Jain

origin.

T'he natives have some curious fancies about these images.

Those at Vellanur and at Perugamaui are supposed to be images

of a Chctti who was petrified by a cm-se at the moment when

he was making ready to chew betel. So much for the attitude of

conteni})lation !
'1 he images at Pettai\ attalai and Vikramam are

said to consist of pairs facing one another, and are tliought in both

places to represent a delttor and his creditor. The two images at

Jayankonda-ChtVlapuram are fairly well known, and one of them

is wi>rshippcd with the regular lionours of a village god, and is the

object of a special form of adoration when rain is wanted.^

Jain
REMAINS.

Sou Cha|>t«r XV, p. 3-jy.
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The Hindus, as has beon said, form tho great majority of the CHAI' HI.

population of the district, and a somowhat more detailed descrip- The Him. u

tion of them is needed. The following remarks are based on local
~

observations and enquiries made at a number of representative

places from very different classes of people, but they cannot of

course claim to be universally true. The statements about Hindu
customs do not, unless expressly stated, apply to Brahnians, whose

customs have a family resemblance everywhere, but differ from

those of the rest of the community.

The villages are generally open, without defensive walls, and Villages

with comparatively broad streets. The houses are generally built

in streets and not scattered. The Brahman, Sudra and Panchama
quarters are separate, and in the last of these the Pallans,

Paraiyans and Chakkiliyans live in separate streets. Many villages

with a claim to antiquity have four or more boundary stones,

the number varying with the size of the village. Kannanur in

Musiri taluk has as many as 32. These are supposed to demarcate

the jurisdiction of the village goddess, and a god called Karuppan
is supposed to reside in each. They arc held in great veneration

and are anointed and worshipped at the time of the village

goddess' festival. They can be easily identified by their shortness

and the oily incrustation on them. In many villages large upright

slabs called ndttukhals are found. Some people declare these are

merely intended for animals to rub themselves against ; but

others say that, a sheep is sacrificed to them in times of drought

in order to bring rain. Every village has the usual raised plat-

form round a banyan or icchi tree, where the village gossips and

assemblies meet.

The houses of the poor are thatched. Persons of even Honsee.

moderate wealth build themselves terraced or tiled houses. The
former are rare in the Namakkal and Udaiyarpalaiyam taluks,

where tiles are generally used. Terraced houses, in many other

districts, are usually owned only by the wealthy. Two-storied

houses are perhaps more common in this than in most other districts.

Thatch is made of plaited cocoanut leaves covered with straw of

various kinds. When a house is newly thatched a wisp of straw

is stuck in the roof and is worshipped as representing Mottu
Nachiyar,^ who is supposed to protect the roof from the

ravages of rats, etc. Occasionally a loft or mud terrace called .

• Jcurangu macc/ii is built under the roof. Houses are generally

oblong in shape, but the Tottiyans prefer round ones, which they

* Geaerally worshipped everywhere as ' the guardian of the roof.'

11
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say give more room. In the interior arrangements of thatclied

houses no definite plan is observed. Generally they consist of

a single room with a small walled courtyard behind, with

occasionally a small room at one end of the coui'tyard. They are

called ottapattt or irwnottu houses.

The interiors of tiled and terraced houses are built on a more

or less stereotyped plan. Each is entered through a nadai, or hall,

leading into a tdlvdram, or courtyard, surrounded by a deep

verandah. Part of the latter is higher than the rest and is called

the kudam. The centre of the courtyard, called the mutram, is

sunk some feet below the level of the fdlvdram and is open to the

sky. Sometimes it is sheltered from the rain by a small detached

roof raised on pillars a few feet above the rest of the roof. Out

of the tdlvdt^am open the rooms and kitchen of the house, and at

the back of it is the cattle-shed. The houses in parts of Musiri

and in Kulittalai, Karur and Namakkal are often surmounted by

a small pot. This is said to be the badge of king Salivdhana, who

gave his name to the well-known era. He was brought up in the

house of a potter, and is supposed to have ordered that this

practice should be observed throughout his realms. When it is

first put up, the pot is worshipped with offerings of milk, and

jaggery is distributed to all present. At festival times the houses

are whitewashed and ornamented with red streaks.

The ordinary dress of the men is the under-cloth necessary for

decency {komanam), a waist cloth [veshti) and an upper cloth

{(ingavadiram). The veshti is some nine or ten feet long and is

tied in the ' Idlpdcchi ' fashion ^ by passing it round the waist

and between the legs and tucking the ends in. The front is so

tucked in that a triangular piece of clotli hangs down in front to

the ankles. This is gathered up when the wearer is in a hurry,

or at work, or in the presence of a superior. Lower castes use

a shorter cloth and do not pass it between the legs. The komanam

is not worn by any married Brdhmans except the Aiyangiirs, but

is used by all other castes.

The women^s dress consists of one long and broad cloth

(pudavai or se/ai) which is wound round the waist (a large orna-

mental fold (kusavam) being made to hang behind the right hip),

brought once more round the waist without covering the kusai-am,

and finally carried up in front of the breast and over the left

shoulder. The cloth is some 22 feet in length and is generally

(except among widows, who occasionally wear while) red in colour.

* When used T»y BrAhmans this fushion is called mulakacoham.
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In certain localities it is somewhat differently tied ; the masses CHAP. III.

having apparently imitated the fashions of rich or influential The Hindus.

castes which were numerous in these places. I'hus in Kulittalai,

where the tJrdlis are numerous, the practice is to wear the kusavom

spread out behind ; and the same fashion is found in parts of

Karur and Ndrankkal. In Musiri and Perambalur, after the

Keddi custom, the kusavam is worn in front of the right hip, but

it is gathered up in a bunch at the waist and not allowed to hang

down. Moreover the cloth is allowed to hang much lower than

in other parts of the district. Again, in the south of the Puduk-
kottai State, where the N^ttukkottai Chettis are influential, the

cloth is white instead of red and is only 15 or 16 feet long, no

kusavam is made at all, but a triangular piece of the innermost

fold of the cloth is allowed to hang down behind instead.

The tight-fitting bodice is seldom worn ; and the women of

the Maravans, Valaiyans, Nattamdns, Vallambans, Nattukkottai

Chettis, Tottiyans, Pallans, Paraiyans and of the Malaiyalis of

the Pachaimalais do not mind leaving their breasts bare, except in

the presence o£ strangers.

Boys generally wear only the komanam and a short veshti.

Girls put on a small women's cloth (called sittddai) which they tie

like their elders. Petticoats and bodices are used by the little

girls of rich families.

The usual ornaments worn by women are the koppu, a small Ornaments,

golden rod with knobs at the ends, which is thrust through the

top of the ears ; the pikchi ktidu, a small cylinder worn in the lobe
*

of the ear ; the ndvadam, a pendant plate shaped like a cobra's

hood' and hung from the ear ; and two kinds of tandattis, or

pendant ear ornaments, one in the form of a ring and the other

a solid ornament with out faces. Some or all of these are worn

by every woman. Widows may ouly wear a tand^ftt. The koppu

is a favourite with Vallamban, Maravau and Ndttukkottai Chetti

women and the solid tandatti with Pallis. Ndttukkottai Chetti

women carry no ornaments in the lobe of the ear. Eeddi women

use some of the above, but wear an ohd of gold, rather like a squat

torpedo in shape, which is clipped on to the ear by the middle.

This is peculiar to them.

tJrdli, Maravan, Vallamban and N^ttiikk6ttai Chetti women
affect a pencil-shaped pendant, called kucchu, which they hang

round their necks. The last named allow it to hang behind, the

others in front. The two last suspend a small globular pendant,

called twnbu, from their talis, or marriage-badges suspended from

^he neck, and the Maravan women wear two talis, one large and
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CHAP. ni. the other small. The N4ttukk6ttai Chetti women, even when
The Hindus, poor, usually have costly talis ; some of them are ornamented with

valuable gold pendants and are said often to be worth thousands

of rupees. Their girls wear necklaces of shells, and beads of coral,

white clay, and gold, and their widows wear a thick gold cord

round the neck. Married women among the Reddis wear a

necklace of black glass beads. Most women wear glass bangles
;

but Maravan women wear strings of coral or silver beads instead

of these, and Ndttukkottai Chettis wear bracelets made of coral

and gold beads strung on a cotton thread.

Men do not as a rule wear ornaments ; but the Kalians,

Maravans and Vallambans generally have large gold ear-rings,

and the Ndttukkottai Chettis are fond of hanging round their

necks a rudrdksham [Elceoganitrus) seed, which is a badge of

Saivism.

Tattooing Tattooing is very common. Among the men it ordinarily

takes the form of a perpendicular line on the forehead ; and among

the women of a similar mark or an M with a spot and two short

horizontal lines over it (called terpacchai) on the forehead, and

figures of tanks, trees, flowers, fish, etc. on the fore and upper

arms and the inside of the calf of the leg. Besides these marks

the women of the Konga Velldlans, Nattam^ns, ParaiyanSjPaliaus

and Pachairaalai Malai3'dlis tattoo otheis on one or both of their

cheeks and on their chins. The Konga Velldlans and the Pachai-

malai Malaiydli women also mark theii- " temples, the former with

an arrow mark and the latter with five spots. Tattooing is

generally done by the women of the Kuravau jackal-hunters {jmri

liurattis), who wander through the district.

Tottiyans, tJrdlis, Valaiyans, Vallambans, Maravans, Ndttuk-

kottai Chettis, the Malaiydlis of the Kollaimalais and the men
of the Uppiliyaus and Konga Velldlans do not tattoo at all, and

some of them have a very strong objection to the practice. The

Vallambans outcaste any one guilty of tattooing his or her person,

and the Kollaimalui Malaiydlis will not allow any one so marked

inside their houses.

Foofl. Except Brdhmans and a few Vellulan subdivisions, every one

seems to cat meat. Mutton, fowl, fish, hares and the edible birds

are the ordinary forms of animal food
;
pork, though not very

popular, is not usually forbidden and the white field rat is also

largely eaten, House-rats, crabs, squirrels, etc. are eaten by

Maravans, Vallambans, and others of the lower castes and the

Paraiyans and Chakkiliyans eat beef. The ordinary custom is to

take three meals in the day, namely a breakfast (between 7 and
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9 A.M.) of cold rice or cold kanji made with ragi, cambu or cholam
; CHAP.,111.

a dinuer at 1 or 2 p.m. of a similar description (richer people eat The Hindus.

a hot dinner of rice) ; and a hot supper between 8 and 10 i'.m.,

ordinarily of rice and soup.

Drinking, smoking and chewing betel or tobacco are common
among all classes except Uruhmaus, though the Tottijans eschew

alcohol for fear of offending their caste god. Smoking is not

nearly so common as in th(! Northern Circara. The women are

said to indulge in the habit, but they do not do so in public.

Apart from the purely religious festivals to particular deities, FeBtive

there are a number of occasions when the whole population gives
°°*'*^^o"^-

itself up to enjoyment. Such are the Padinettdm perukkti day, the

eighteenth day of Adi (July-August), when the Cauvery is sup-

posed to come down in its highest flood ; the Dipdvali in Arpisi

(October-November) ; the Kartigai day in the month of that

name (November-December) ; the Kdmandi or Cupid's festival in

Mdsi or Panguni (from February to April) ; and the Pougal day
at the beginning of Tai (January-February). The Padinettdm

perukku day is a great time for swimming in tanks and rivers ; and
pial school boys take round in procession the cadjan leaves they

have written during the past year and throw them in the river.

The Dipdvali is generally celebrated with fire-works, and ram and

cock-fighting provide amusements for the lower classes. On the

Kartigai day bonfires are lit, and all the houses are well lighted

up that night. The half-burnt sticks from the bonfires are planted

in vegetable gardens and are believed to keep off worms. It is

also considered to be an omen of a good season if the bonfires are

put out by rain. Cupid's festival commemorates the well-known

story of how that god was burnt up by the rays from the third eye

of Siva, whom he had disturbed when in religious contemplation,

and was resuscitated by the prayers of Cupid's wife Eati. The
festival lasts for a fortnight and during that time little platforms

with the emblems of Siva on them are worshipped. People sing

and dance and act the parts of Cupid and Rati ; a dispute always

occurs as to whether Cupid was really burnt up or not—a moot

point in the interpretation of the Skdnda purdnaiii—which always

leads to abuse and often to fighting, especially in Trichinopoly

itself.^ The Pongal day is generally celebrated with a sort of

bull-baiting. Cloths, money, or eatables are tied to the horns

of the village bullocks and they are then driven out into the open

and people compete in trying to catch them and secure the prizes

attaehed to their horns. This game is known variously as the

^ The factions are known as the erindu katchi and the erii/dda ka'chi.
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CHAP. III. saUimddu, tolumddu or manj'i vet^attu. The bull-baiting of the

The Hindus. Kalians, Malaiydlis and T6ttiyans is referred to in the accounts

of those castes below

.

Another season of enjoyment is the slack time between

, February and July, when no particular cultivation operations are

goiug on. Hunting (especially of harc^) is very common during

this period, especially in the Kulittalai taluk and by the IJrdlis.^

Musical and nautch entertainments are common at weddings
;

puppet-shows and simple dramas (played by Kuttddis) are usual

during the village goddesses' festivals. The puppet-show company
of Nangavaram in the Trichinopoly taluk is fairly well known.

The subjects of the shows and dramas are generally the truthful

Harischandra, the virtuous Rama, the devout M&rkaudeya, etc.

The tragical stories of Aladurai Viran, of Kovilan (the hero

of the ancient Tamil poem Silappadikd,ram), and of the helpless

Nallatangdl, who was ill-treated by her brother and who killed

herself after drowning her children, are also represented.

Wames. The women scarcely play any games. They sometimes amuse
themselves with dances, such as the achaponga and kummi, or with

such games SiSpalMnguH (played with cowries and a board with holes

into it into which the cowries have to be put), or tacc/iipdra'^ (played

with pieces on a diagram like a chess board). Men and boys play

cards, marbles, hopscotch, various games with pieces on a board or

diagram, such as tacchipdra or pttlikattam^^ fly kites, and go in for

one or tw^o more violent games such as kittippandu (a kind of

rounders), pillaiydrpandu (a kind of embryo cricket), ball (a game in

which one player has to catch the others while holding his breath),

and loi'pukodu (a complicated game consisting in hopping over a

diagram marked on the ground). The diagrams marked out for the

various sedentary games may often bo seen in the streets. Men
arc very fond of two sedate kinds of dance called oijil kiunmi and

valanddnai. I'hey walk round and round in a circle—in the

former dance bowing to the ground with kerchiefs in their hands

and in the latter })oating sticks together. These are common at

the time of the village goddesses' festivals. A few people play

chess, and trained athletes have bouts of single-stick.

KoporBtitions. Omens and sujjcrstitious beliefs are deeply regarded. It is a

good omen to hear a bell ring, a cannon go off, an ass bray or a

Br/ihmaiii kite cry, or when starting out from home to see a

married woman whoso husband is alive, a corpse, flowers, water,

' Kec below, p. 114.

^ Called in Taiijoro kalhim.

' Called in Tanjore ' the liftounth tiger.'
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milk, a toddy pot, night soil, or a waaherman with dirty clothing. CHAP. III.

It is also a good omen to sec a jackal or fox passing from right to The Hibdus.

left ; but it is a very bad sign to see the sembottu bird (the Indian
cuckoo) cross one's path from right to left. Indeed the proverb says
' go not a step further if you meet the semhoitu bird going from right

to left, but a crown awaits him who sees a fox do this.' It is also a

bad omen to hear sneezing or, directly after leaving the house, to see

a single Brahman, a widow, a shikari, a snake, oil, or a cat. It also

bodes ill to the inmates if an owl, a vulture, a Brahraani kite, or a

sembottu bird perches on the roof of a house, or if a bees' nest, an
anthill, a snake or a tortoise' is found inside it, or if its walls crack.

It is a bad omen if a dog climbs ou to the roof of a house liut the

ill effects may be neutralized by killing the animal.^ In some
places a goat on the roof is equally inauspicious ; but in this case

the evil may be neutralized by burning a handful of straw taken from

the roof. It is a bad omen if a sleeping man rolls over against

another, and the only way to prevent the coming evil is lo strike

the sleeper and tear his cloth. Some omens foretell specific

occurrences, '^i'hus if the clay -building fly {kulavi) nests in a house

it foretells the birth of a child, and the call of a crow indicates

the arrival of a guest. To dream of a temple car in motion is

considered to forbode the death of a near relation ; to dream of a

cocoanut falling from a tree or of being bitten by a snake fore-

shadows the birth of a chihi in the household ; and to dream of a

house or straw heap ou fire foretells that some girl in the household

is going to attain maturity.

It is believed that devils, etc. are capable of possessing men and

women, and such dangers are warded off by the incantations of

professional sorcerers and by the talismans they give. The Vekili

Tottiyans, and a few of the Kaniyala subdivision of tlie 'J'amil

Brahmans (especially the women) from Sirngumani in the Trichino-

poly taluk are considered adepts in the black art ; and it is supposed

that they can control certain evil spirits and cause them to possess a

man. It is believed, however, that they are bereft of this power

as soon as they lose one of their teeth. The moruldlisoi the lesser

deities, who are supposed to be possessed by those beings, aie also

credited with certain uncanny powers. They are, for example,

consulted in cases of illness, when, after beating a drum, they

pretend to become inspired by the god, shout nut some meaningless

oracle and suggest the advisability of propitiating some devil or

' The proverb runs ' dtstructiou awaits the house putertd by a tortoifee or a

Court Amin.'
* The expression ' as a dog dies for having climbed the roof ' is proverbial.
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CHAP. m. deity. Another curious way of looking into the future is to stand

The Hindus, in front of a templo and wait to hear if a lizard chirps first to the

left and then to the right. If this happens, it is a very good

omen, but if, on the other hand, either no chirping occurs or the

order of it is reversed, the omen is bad. The propitious chirpings

are called ecal and tdngal or uttatavu and tatchanam.

Child-birth is surrounded by a great number of superstitions.

The pain of a woman in travail can be eased by turning round the

belly-god in the temple. A child born with the umbilical cord

round his neck is a curse to his maternal uncle, unless a gold or

silver string be placed on its body and the uncle sees its image

reflected in a vessel of oil. A child born after the loss of two

other children is rolled in the dust, called Kuppusdmi (' lord of

refuse ') or Kuppamma and is given a nose-ring made out of gold

obtained by begging. At their weddings, such children are

ornamented on one side of the body only, so as to look ugly, and

their nose-rings are put on a plantain tree which they then cut

down. All these formalities are intended to avert Nemesis. A
similar feeling requires a Brahman who marries a third wife after

the death of his fii'st two to marry and then cut dowm a plantain

tree, so that the third wife may become the fourth, a luckier number.

The talismans worn by childi-en are often curious. The bark of a

tree on which any one has hanged himself, a cord with 21 knots,

the earth from a child's grave—all these are used as talismans, and

are hung round the neck or tied to the waist string. If a first-

born child should die, its finger is always cut off lest a sorcerer

should dig up the body and extract an essence (kariivu) from the

brain wherewith to harm his enemies.

AVhen rain is wanted, an effigy called [komdn (' the king') is

dragged round the streets and his funeral is then performed with

great attention to details. In other places the women collect kanji

from door to door and drink it or throw it away on a tank bund,

waiting the while as they do at funerals. The people of higher

castes repeat prayers to Varuna, the rain god, and read portions of

the Virdta Parvam in the Mahdbhdrata, in the hope that the land

will be rendered as fertile as the country of Virata where the

Pandavas lived. When tanks and rivers threaten to breach their

banks men stand naked on the bunds and boat drums ; and if toe

much rain falls naked men point firebrands at the sky. Their

nudity is supposed to shock the powers that bring the rain and

prevent their further progress.

The leBsar As elsewhere in this Presidency, the mass of the people pay less

loitieB. reverence to the Brdhmanical deities than to the older aboriginal
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gods and goddesses. Of the former, the only one whose temples CHAP. III.

are numerous is Ganapati or PillaijAr, the elephant-headed son of Thb Hwutji.

Siva, a kindly god who removes obstacles from the path of those

who do him fitting reverence. The lesser deities and devils are

legion, and include the more or less benevolent village goddesses

;

the cruel goddesses of cholera and small-pox ; the minor devils

who are generally subordinate to these latter; and the nameless

and numberless devils who live in the jungles, are capable of much
evil and little good and, unlike the others, cannot be propitiated

because their attributes, appellations and dwelling-places are

unknown. In addition certain particular deities are worshipped

by certain particular castes and even families.

The village goddesses are often vaguely referred to by the

generic name of Piddri ; but each has her own name, and those most

commonly met with are perhaps Achiyainmau, I'onniydyi, Selldyi,

Elamadichi and Virasuli. There are, however, very many others.

They are generally of a benevolent nature and if properly

appealed to will confer health on the sick, grant children to the

•childless, and give relief from all kinds of human suffering. If

neglected, however, they become very terrible in their wTath. The
jurisdiction of some of them is very local, not extending beyond

the boundary stones of the village, but others wield wider powers.

Among the latter are Kolumayamman of Puttur in Trichinopoly

taluk, Madura! Kaliamman of Tottiyam in Musiri and Siruvachur

ni Perambaluj', Sellandiyamman of Madukkarai in Kulittalai and

Kulauthalamman of Pullambodi in I'richinopoly, the last of whom
is famous as a debt- collector.' Annual festivals are celebrated at

the shrines of all the village goddesses. The ceremonial usually

includes sacrifices of animals (sometimes even of buffaloes) but

Brahmanical influence is making itself felt, and in some places these

sacrifices are declared to bo less for the delectation of the deity than

of her attendant devils ; and a cm-tain is hung before her while

they are proceeding, so that she may not see them. These devils

(bh/itams) are often represented by colossal human figiu-es of brick

and chunam erected in front of the temple. Sometimes they are

called miinnadiydns ( ' servants before her feet ' ), and the

commonest of these are Madurai Viran, a deified popular hero,^

and Karuppan, the favourite object of the worship of the Kalian

caste."^ They are represented b}^ small stone slabs, and beside

Karuppan's slab a spear, his especial weapon, is stuck upright in

' See Mr. Thurston's Ethnographic Notes iii S, India, 358.

' His exploits are reeouuted_in xhe South Areot Gcuetteer, 101.

'3 See Madura. QoMtttttr, 86.

It
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the ground. Karuppan has often other and more independent

attributes. Sometimes he guards the boundaries of the village

and then he is known as Sancli Karuppan or Ellai Karuj)})an.

The goddesses of cholera and small-pox are Mariyammau and

Bhagayatiamman. Generally speaking, these are purelj' male-

volent deities and are only worshipped in order to appease their

love of doing harm. Sometimes, however, Mariyamman is also a

village goddess with the usual attributes, and a few of her shrines

notably those at Karur, Kilambil and Samayapuram in

Triehinopoly taluk—are thronged by pilgrims from distant places

who come to make vows regarding the offerings they will bring if

their prayers are granted, or to fulfil such vows. Both deities

come in for special worship when cholera or small-pox is about.

The temples of Mariyamman are said to be recognizable by the

altars {balipitam) with figiu-es of men round and on it which stand

outside them. Bhagavati is seldom represented by any image.

Both goddesses expect animal sacrifices.

The nameless devils of the jungles are supposed to be kept

outside the boundaries of the village by the care of the village,

goddess and her attendants, but beyond these limits they are

capable of doing much harm. They are called /Jey.s or ^mc/m;?,

and are often represented to be the spirits of those who have died

violent deathe.

Such spirits are often worshipped, under the name of

paUavans, by the family of the deceased, generally with the idea

of preventing them from doing harm. If a man has a brother or

sister who met a violent end, ho often attributes any misfortune

which befalls him to the spirit of the deceased. lie then goes to

the local soothsayer to verify his suspicion, or tests it by omens,

Buoh as the chirping of lizards above referred to. If it seems clear

that the misfortune is due to the spirit or pattavan, the latter

is invoked in the house or in the temple of the family god and

entreated to say where he would like to be installed. The

pattavan then enters into one of the party and informs the

household through his lips of the resting-place he prefers, and a

stone or a platform with a figure on it is erected there and is

worshipped by the deceased's household at festivals.

Often the wider circle of the ddyddis of the family, or cousins,

similarly worship some special deity. Ddydiis speak of each other

as kovil pancfdlis, or ' sharers in worship.' I'hcir common god may
be one of the ordinary village goddesses (generally one belonging

to some other village), or (more rarely) one of tlu^ many Karnp-

pwis or the other lesser deities such as Adakkdyi, Ond^^'i, the
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Ho]y places

and festiyals.

Sapta Kannimar, etc. These are worshipped ouce in a fixed OHAP. Ill,

term of years. The ddyddis cither go in a body to the deity's The Hinuus

ordinary temple, or have a shrine of their own {kovil vldu) in their

own village. Those private chapels are very common. The
ddyddis have their own family priest (maniyddi or pattakkdt-an)

and the deity is worshipped in the form of a new pot. When the

worship is concluded, the building is locked up and left till it is

wanted again.

The still larger circle of the caste has also now and again a

common god. The Uppiliyans, for example, worship a deity

known as Karuvandaraya-Eommadeva ; the Eeddis a goddess

called Yellamma ; the Kaikolans a god named Saha-nayanar and
the Tottiyaas a goddess known as Bommakka. These are

worshipped once a year by all the members of the caste resident in

the village.

The Cauvery is sacred throughout its course ; but it is

considered especially holy at Tiruppahitturai on the first of Arpisi

(October-November). The river is still undivided and is called in

consequence ' the Aganda Cauvery '
; and on that day thousands

of people throng to the place even from neighbouring districts.

The Ammamantapam bathing-ghat on Srirangam island is

thought almost equally holy. •

Trichinopoly contains a fair number of famous temples.

Besides those of certain of the lessor deities already mentioned, the

most important of those belonging to the Brahmanieal gods is the

great temple to Vishnu at Srirangam. This is visited by persons

from all parts of the Presidency at the Vaikunta Ekadasi festival

in Margali (December-January). The Jambukesvaram temple at

Srirangam and that on the rock at Trichinopoly are other striking

and holy shrines ; but in point of beauty all of these must yield

the palm to the stately temple of Siva at Grangaikandapuram.

Throughout the district (as elsewhere) vows are commonly Towi.

made at the shrines of deities of all classes. They consist of

promises (prdrtanai) that the suppliant will do a stated act in

honour of the god if his prayers for the grant of a specified boon

are answered. Common vows made by those desirous of offspring

are that if a child is born to them they will observe the ceremony

of the first shaving of his head at the shrine of the deity invoked,

or will hang a cradle in the temple. Those whose child is sick

vow that if it recovers they will dedicate its jewels, or a sum of

money, to the temple or will carry milk and sugar before the god

on a kdvadi. If the suppliant is himself ill, he vows that if he

regains his health he will make a stated offering to the deity, or
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CHAP. IIT. will perform some act of self-moi'tifieation such as piercing his

Thb Hindus, tongue with a needle or some part of his body with a spear. This

latter form of vow is very much affected by the Sedans and

Kaikolans. The latter thrust a spear through the muscles of the

abdomen in honour of their god Saha-nayanar at Eatnagiri in

Kulittalai taluk. Other common vows are to roll round and round

a temple in the dust, or to give a puppet-show or drama in

honour of the god. "In the case of the village goddesses, the vow

is often an undertaking to put up images of heroes, cattle, men,

etc. in front of their temples, or to walk through the fire. This

latter is especially frequent when Draupadi is the goddess invoked.

In the case of Mariyamman. the vow usually includes a promise

to carry an earthen pot {karagain) on the head to her temple.

Faotions. Disputes regarding ritual occur between the Tengalai and

Vadagalai factions conuected with the Vaishnavite temple at

Sru'angam. In the past these have occasioned constant quarrels

and law suits, which have been carried as far as the High Court

and even the Privy Council. It has been finally decided that the

temple is a Tengalai shrine and that the Tengalai ritual should

ordinarily have priority in the worship there ; but the decision

has not ended all animosities, which have recently revived.

Bitter disputes occur between the ' right-hand ' and ' left-

hand ' factions. To the latter belong the Choliya Chettis, Nagara

V^niyans, Kaikolans, Kammalans, Pallis, and the men among the

Pallans and Chakkiliyans ; while the rest of the non-Brahman

castes and the women among the Pallans and Chakkiliyans belong

to the former. It is said that when the disputes break out these

women insult their husbands by serving them with food with theii*

left hands and ^ deny them their usual marital rights. The

left-hand faction is headed by the Kammalans and the right-hand

by the Kavarais (Balijas). Nothing certain seems to be known

about the origin of this faction. The Kammalans explain it by

saying that long ago a Kammalan who had two sons, one by a

Balija woman and the other by his Kammalan wife, was unjustly

slain by a king of Conjecvcrara, and was avenged by his two

sons, who killed the king and divided his body. The Kammalan
son took his brain-pan and used it for a weigliingpan, while the

Balija son made a pedler's carpet out of his skin and threads for

stringing bangles out of his sinews. A quariel arose because each

thought the other had got the best of the division ; and all the

other castes joined in and took the side of either the Kammalan
or the Balija. 'I'hn Balijas explain the origin of the dispute by

' Mr. Nehon's Madura Country, ii, 7.
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saying that long ago all the castes met near Conjeeveram to decide CHAP. III.

which was the greatest, when the Vollalans were selected by the 'A'he Hindus.

majority, headed by the Balij^is, who sat on the right-hand side

of the assembly, l)ut their supremacy was disputed by the Kam-
malans and a few others who sat on the left of the meeting.

Whatever the origin of the factions, feeling still runs very

high, especially between the Pallans and the Paraiyans. The

violent scenes which occurred in days gone by ^ no longer occur,

but quarrels occur when questions of precedence arise (as when

holy food is distributed at festivals to the village goddesses), or if

a man of one faction takes a procession down a street inhabited

chiefly by members of the other. In former times members of the

opposite factions would not live in the same street, and traces of

this feeling are still observable. Formerly, also, the members of

one faction would not salute those of the other, however much
their superiors in station ; and the menials employed at funerals

(Paraiyans, etc.) would not salute the funeral party if it belonged

to the rival faction. Nowadays these distinctions are disappear-

ing ; but a great deal of ill-feeling still survives between the

Kaikolans and the right-hand faction at Turaiyur and some other

places.

The lower castes of the right-hand faction select headmen

(Patnattu C/teilis) from the Balijas, to whom they refer their caste

disputes. Each of tliese has a badge of office (mam muttirai

birudu) in the shape of a spoon with bells attached to it, and the

appointment is hereditary.

In almost all the non-Brahman castes, caste questions are Caste

decided by panchayats. Ordinarily each endogamous subdivision p^nchayats.

of the caste in each village has its headman (periyatanakkdran),

and peon, and often its vice-headman ijkdriyasian, kdnyakkdrauy

periyatanaklidmn). A number of castes ^ have in addition a

panchayat (with a headman) with jurisdiction over each nddu^ or

group of adjoining villages, A few castes^ have further a

paitakkdran, whom they recognize as superior to the ' nddu '

headman, and who has a certain vague supremacy over a group of

nddus. All those appointments arc hereditary.

Petty insults, assaults and civil disputes are generally decided

by the village headman with the help of his castemen ; matri-

monial disputes are sent, after a preliminary enquiry by the

village headman, to the head of the nddu, who decides them with

' See T^ie Jdadura Country, ii, 4-7 and the Coimbatore District 2Ianual, 477.

* E.g., TMliH, ]\lalaiyAli8, Tottiyans, Muttiriyans, Tdkanati Keddis, KuUans,

Konga VeMlans, Arasu Pullis.

' Malaiyalis, Tdttiyans, Muttiriyans and Konga VellAlans.
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CHAP. Ill the help of a few village headmen ; the pattakkdran has no definite

The Hindus, jurisdiction, but is regarded rather as a chief controlling authority

and is sometimes called in to advise when a panchayat cannot come

to a decision. No appeal is generally preferred. The punish-

ment o-enerally inflicted is, as elsewhere, a money fine, or in the

case of serious caste offences, excommunication. The fine is

appropriated to the purposes of the caste subdivision, often to a

feast to its members. Other more odd penalties are sometimes

imposed. Among the Valaiyans, the usual punishment for

unchastity in a woman is to make her carry a basket of mud

round the village.

Marriage Nearly every caste regarding which enquiries were made ^

customs.
^^ -^^^ ^^^Q endogamous subdivisions outside which marriage is

prohibited; and the majoj-ity have also exogamous subdivisions -

within which marriage is forbidden. A girl who is married

owing to her relationship to the bridegroom is called an ' urmai

gii'l
'

; while one chosen in order to enhance her husband's position

or wealth is called a perumai ('dignity') girl. It is generally

considered that the proper match for a man is the daughter of his

maternal uncle, of his paternal aunt, or of his sister. Some castes

prohibit marriage with a sister's daughter, and prejudice exists

ao-ainst marriages between an eldest boy and an eldest girl.^

Nearly all castes except Brahmans and the higher Vellalahs allow

the marriage of a boy to a girl older than himself. The differ-

ences of age are usually small, and some castes have methods of

neutralizing the admitted objections to such marriages. Thus

the Padaiyachis make the boy swallow a two anna bit, and the

Eeddis of Uppidamangalam tie to the waist-cloth of the bride at

the wedding as many cocoanuls as there are years in the difference

between the ages of the couple.

Where the desirability of a match is recognized, betrothal

takes place very early, even on the day the girl is born. Some-

times a girl is bespoke even before she is born. Among the

Uppiliyans and Konga Vcllalans, for example, a sister can

bespeak the daughter of her unmarried brother for her own pros-

pective son by giving the brother a cloth at the wedding. If he

does not carry out his part of the compact, she can curse him in

' The Vallambaiib, and the KallanB outsidu Pudukk6ttai have apparently to be

excepted.
2 'i'hese are variously called patlams, nadm, kulamt, kanilalams, kilai.t, kovils,

karuin, /ifiuhjAcfiia, IcOttus and kuttanm. DctiiilH appear in the accounts of the

Ottnt-ea below.

' The proverb Bays ' the contact of two heads (of faiuilios) ie like the clashing

together of two hills.'
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the name of the caste god, which will cause the destruction of his chap. III.

family. Some of the Paraiyans porform the betrothal of a new-born The Hindus.

' baby by applying a cloth dipped in cowdung-water to its navel
;

and, though many different ways of doing the same thing are

adopted by different castes, the ceremony is always called ' putting

the cowdung cloth.' Among several castes ^ a boy is allowed to tie

a tali round a girl's neck himself, of his own accord and without

tolling any one, and in such cases the girl becomes his wife ; but

this practice is usually recognized only wlien the girl is one of the

suitable matches already mentioned. The Valaiyans and Totti-

yans arc even said occasionally to carry off girls by force if they

cannot obtain them otherwise. Among the Malaiyalis of the

Pachaimalais, a man, who is not allowed to marry a girl whose

relationship to him makes her one of the suitable matches, can

demand that one -half of the bride-price paid for her shall be given

to him.

The great majority of the castes ^ permit the re-marriage of

widows. A widow not infrequently marries her husband's brother

irrespective of his age.

With few exceptions the bride's mother is paid a bride-price

(parisappanam or parisam). I.^he amouut is expressed in terms

of the panams (as. 2) and the pon (Es. 1^), and seems to range

ordinarily from Ks. 4 to Rs. 15. The Malaiyalis of the Pachai-

malais and the Pokandti Eeddis recognize two scales of bride-

price, one for urimai, and the other for peruniai, girls. When
widows are married, the amount is cither half the usual sum or is

not demanded at ail. Among the Malaiyalis of the Kollaimalais

a sum is also borrowed from the bridegroom's party and paid

back when the bridegroom gives his daughter to his brother-in-

law's son. If the latter Ins no son, he can dispose of the girl to

some one else.

A betrothal ceremou}-, distinct from the actual welding, is

nearly always performed and usually consists of the excliange of

betel and nnt between the parties in the bride's house, the mater-

nal uncles of the couple being present and sitting side by side.

In most cases a wTitten contract of marriage is in addition given

to the bride's parents. Various other formalities are observed

by different castes. Thus the Pallans of Kari'ir and Kulittalai

make the boy's sister put a golden wire round the girl's neck.

Among the Maravans and Nattamans (and, in some places, the

1 E.g., Udaiyfiins, VaLiiyans, Padaiyichip, Kalians, Vekili Tdttiyaiis, and the

Maliiiy&lie of the Kollaimalais.

*Vell&lan8, Udaiyans, Reddie and N&ttukkottid Chettis do not permit such

9e*marriage8.
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CHAP. III. Padaijdchis and Paraiyans) a spot is marked with sandal on the

The Hixbtjs. bride's forehead by her maternal uncle or the boy's father.

Among the Valaiyans and Vallambans and some of the Kalians

the boy's party carry a cock and some rice to the bride's house and

a general feast takes place. The Tottiyans also have a feast.

Among the Valaiyans the betrothal feast concludes the marriage,

and no fui'ther ceremony is needed.

The marriage ceremony itself is ordinarily performed in the

bride^s house. ^ The usual season is the hot weather between

March and July, when little agricultural work is going on, and

every one is at leisure. The marriage should last for thi-ee days,

but among the poor one day suffices. On the first day the idli, or

marriage-badge, is solemnly tied round the bride's neck; on the

second the paii- are taken in procession and the relations make

them small presents {moyi) ; and on the third there are some

closing ceremonies. The moyi gifts are not intended to be kept,

but are given back on some convenient occasion. The wedding
ceremonies among the Kouga Vellalcins, Reddis, Tottiyans,

Ndttukkottai Chettis, Vallambans and Malaiydlis are peculiar,

and are referred to more particularly in the accounts of those

castes below. Among the other castes regarding which enquiries

were made they are, within certain broad limits, more or less

identical, and will now be summarized.

No marriage is performed unless the omens given by the

chirping of lizards are favourable. When the marriage is to be

performed in the boy's house, his friends and relatives go solemnly

the day before and invite the bride and her party to the wedding.

The bride's mother used not ordinarily to appear at weddings

performed in the boy's house, but this prohibition is now being
relaxed.

On the first day of the wedding a branch of some milky tree

is planted as a ' favourable pole ' (muhurfakkdl). The party then

goes to the potter's house and gets either three pots (called sdi

karugam) or an dnai arasdni consisting of clay images of an
elephant, a horse and a yali, and two earthen vessels to represent

the gods. These arc placed on a low platform in the marriage

booth {manavat-at), and two pots of rice are oifered to the.-n. At
the same time what are called pdligai pots, nine in number, are

filled with cartli, grain is sown in tliom and they are left in the

booth until the seed sprouts. The bridegroom is next shaved and
is subjected to the ' soap-nut ceremony ' [nikkdy sadangu) to ward off

i Uflaiyftris, Pti'laiyftehin, Multiriyana, MalaiyAlis and Urdlis pi rform it in the
bridegroom's house. The Paula Kcddia oelebratt; a first marriage in the boy'i
hoQie, and the second in the girl's.
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the evil eye, which consists in holding a measure full of rice, with CHAP. ill.

a piece of soap-nut and a writing stylo in it, up to his face. Thk Hintjcs.

A saffron-coloured thread (kankanmn) is then tied round his wrist,

and he is taken in procession (either on a horse or in a palanquin)

to visit the Pillaiyar god of the village to obtain his furtherance

of the affair. Meanwhile the soap-nut ceremony is gone through

with the bride, and saffron thread is tied round her wrists. On
his return the boy is received outside the house and rings arc put

on his toes either by his sister-in-law or, in her absence, by hia

brother-in-law or mother-in-law. The pair are then seated in the

booth, bui-nt offerings are made by the officiating priest, and

water is solemnly poured out in token that the girl's hand is given

to the bridegroom. The last ceremony is not usually practised

by the castes which allow widow re-marriage, the belief being

that it prevents the girl from falling in love with any other man,

even after her husband's death. Then the tdli or bottu ^ is

worshipped and blessed by all present and the bridegroom holds

it against the bride's neck, while his sister helps him to tie it.

Two small silver plates are next tied to the bride's forehead by

her maternal imcle and her new sister-in-law. The happy couplo

uow change sides and their little fingers are tied together, and they

walk thrice round the platform. At this point the bride's foot

is sometimes put on a mortar and the star Arundhati is pointed

out to her as an emblem of chastity. This custom is never

observed by those who allow the re-marriage of widows and not

always by others. It is mucli more common in Tanjore. The

pair are then blessed by their relatives and coloured rice is poured

over their heads, and they are finally taken into a room and aro

given milk and fruit.

There is nothing peculiar about the second day's ceremonies.

On the last day -the saffron thread is removed from the wrists of

the two, and they tease one anotiier, smearing each others' faces

with rice porridge, or hunting for a style or a doll in a pot of

saffron water. Sometimes they play with a doll which they

pretend is a baby. The pdUyal pots arc then taken and emptied

into the river, and the ceremonies end with a general feast. The
girl ordinarily goes to live with her husband forthwith, and no

special nuptial ceremony is performed.

The ceremonies at the re-marriage of widows are simple. The
bridegroom's sister goes to the woman's house and ties a tdliroMuidi

' The botiu is libe a small metal cup tied on to a hiring. It is used instead of a

tdli by Panta Keddis, Uppiliyana, the Mulaiydlis of the KoUiiujalaib and the

dancing-girls.

13
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CHAP. m.
The Hindus.

Funeral
ceremonies.

her neck and takes her straight to the bridegroom's house ; after

which thej are treated as husband and wife without further rites.

Infants and unmarried persons, and people who die of infec-

tious diseases arc almost invariably buried ; Pandarams say that

they always bury their dead, and the Vellalans seem generally to

burn them ; but otherwise rich people burn the dead and poor

people adopt the cheaper course of burying them.

At the funerals of infants and the unmarried no rites are

usually observed. Some castes pour milk and g-hee on the grave

on the third day . The ordinary funeral ceremonies for adults of

nearly all castes ^ have a general resemblance and are as follows :

—

When a person is at the point of death, some milk and a two

anna piece are put in the mouth ; and as soon as the breath has

left the body a cocoanut is broken, and camphor is lighted either

in the room where the corpse lies or at a point where three roads

meet. The last two ceremonies are called ' the farewell ' {vali

vidugiradu) . The relatives then come to console the bereaved

family, the ordinary method being for them to close with their

own hands the hands of the man who is to perform the funeral

ceremonies. Betel-leaf and cheroots are then handed round, and

the corpse is bathed in oil a7id adorned for the funeral. Some-

times (especially in the castes which allow widow re-marriage) the

widow is also bathed in oil. Near relatives present the corpse

with new clothes {kodi) which are spread over it, and then the

man who is to perform the funeral rites (the chief mourner) walks

round the corpse with his wife, carrying a pot of water which

they empty little by little. Sometimes they also place l)otel and

nut in the hand of the corpse for luck. T^he women now put rice

over the mouth of the corpse, and it is borne awnj^ either on

a bier or a palanquin, according to the means of the family. If

the death took place on a Saturday, a dead fowl is tied to the bier,

for a proverb says ' a corpse on Saturday will not go unaccom-

panied ' and the risk of another human death is thus averted. On
the way to the place of burial or burning, rice is strewn on the

road. The idea is that the spirit of the deceased will try to find

its way back to the house that night, but will pause on the way to

pick up the rice, so that the morning will appear before it reaches

its destination. The corpse is set down when half the distance

has been traversed, and the widow at this point walks round it

with a pot of water, which she fnuilly breaks, and then returns

' The ceremonieH of Ihe IY)kan&ti K«ddi8, liongu Vcllftlaiin, ITidlis, Uppiliyaiis,

TrtttiyftuH, uiid MaluiytliH are more or loss jieculiar. 'Dioy nib Ubiiully roferrt'd to

in the aocounts of Ihobo castes liolow.
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homo. No women accompany the procession beyond this point. CHAP. Ill-

At the burial or burning-ground the chief mourner is shaved, and The Hindus.

then lio and all the male relations of the dead put rice on the

mouth of the dead. If the body is to be burned, the chief

mourner walks thrice round the pyre with a pot of water and then

breaks it, and finally inserts a fire-brand into the pyre with face

averted. Ue is sometimes given margosa leaf to chew, perhaps to

prevent contagion from any disease from which the deceased died.

The funeral pai-ty then accept the salaams of the menials employed

at the funeral (the Paraiyan, barber and washerman) and pay

them for their work, and then bathe. After this they return

home and worship a light.

On the second day the ashes arc mixed with water, and the

bones are collected and thrown into a tank or river. Cooked rice

is offered to the crows on the burning-ground and on the roof of

the deceased's house ; and, if the crows (which are supposed to

represent the departed soul) refuse the food, the reason has to be

ascertained from the soothsayers and the proper expiation made.

Some castes occasionally observe the etH ceremony (the worship

of the dead man's cloth), which is very common in Tanjore, but

there is no definite rule about it. On the fifteenth night the

widow's tali is removed and put in milk. A final ceremony

{liarwndntaram) is performed on the sixteenth day which is intended

in imitation of the Brahman practice, to cause the soul of the dead

to enter into the company of the other ancestors of the family.

The man's soul, represented by two bricks, is reverenced ; the

corpse is again burned in effigy with mantrams ; and the ceremony

of collecting the bones is re-enacted. The bricks are then offered

32 balls of rice (two for each day since the death) and are thrown

into a river. After certain other ceremonies, six or seven plantain

leaves filled with rice and other offerings are placed on the ground.

Six of these are intended for Siva, Vishnu, three forefathers, and

the family priest. The last is not strictly intended for any one,

but is merely put there as an accompaniment to a bowl of water

which is placed on the ground so that the spirit may quench its

thirst on the way to heaven. Prayers are said, and then four balls

of rice are made for the three forefathers and the deceased. The

deceased's ball is broken up and mixed with the other balls so as

to' symbolize his amalgamation with them. At the end of tho

ceremony the chief mourner is presented with a turban by his

relations, and the funeral is over.

An anniversary ceremony (teras/iam) in imitation of the

Brdhman srdddha is performed by some of the higher castefl,
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CHAF. III. This chapter will conclude with accounts of the ways of certain

Principal castes which are either found in this district in great strength or
Castes

^^^ more numerous there than elsewhere.

Vellalans. The Velldlans are very common in Trichinopoly. Their name
is said to be derived from veldnmai, 'cultivation,' and they are the

great land-owning caste of the Tamil country. They are gene-

rally admitted to be the highest in the social srale among the

non-Brdhman castes.

No less than 20 endogamous subdivisions of them occur in the

district ; namely (1) Tondaimandalam Mudalis or Kondaikattis,

(2) Dakshinan^ttdns, (3) Kdraikkdtt^ns, Kark^ttdns or Pandyas,

(4) Panjukkdra Chettis or Adur-Updkyams, (5) Cholapuram

Chettis, (6) Choliyas, (7) Uttundttus, (8) Kongas, (9) Aru-nattus

or Mottais, (10) Yelurs, (11) Tuluvas, (12) Malai-kandas, (L3)

Sittdkkdttu Chettis, (14) Ponneri Mudalis, (15) Pundamalli

Mudalis, (IB) Kdniyalans, (17) Kodikkals, (18) Arumbu-kattis,

(19) Panddrams or Gurukkals, and (20) Naindns.

The first five, the Sittdkkdttu Chettis, the Panddrams and the

Nain^ns are vegetarians, and these will all eat in each others'

houses ; the other subdivisions will not eat together, but will

accept food (in a separate room) from the vegetarians. The

Tondaimandalam Mudalis, the Ponneri IMudalis and the Punda-

malli Mudalis all use the title Mudali ; the Panjukkdra Chettis,

the Cholapuram Chettis and the Sittakkdttu Chettis the title of

Chctti ; the Konga Yelldlans and the Aru-nattus that of Kavun-

dan ; the Pandarams the title of Ayya ; the Nainans call them-

selves Nainar ; and all the other subdivisions use the title Pillai.

But Mudali, Kavundan and Pillai are used by several other castes

and arc not distinctive.

The Konga Velldlans differ so strikingly from the rest in

many of their customs that a separate account of them is given

below. Of the other subdivisions, the Tondaimandalam Mudalis

are obviously local in origin, coming from the Tondaimandalam

country. They are also called Kondaikattis from a peculiar way

in which they used formerly to tic their hair. They arc split into

the two minoi- subdivisions of the Mrhuidus and Kihiddus, or

' western ' and ' eastern '. They are scattered in small numbers

aboiit the district, but aie fairly numerous in Kulittalai town.

The Dakshinan^ttAns (' south countrymen ') are immigrants from

Tinncvelly. They also occur only in small numbers. The

Kdraikkdttdns or Pdndyas say their name means ' watchers for

rain '; and that they once stood surety for Lulra (the god of the

Qlouds) before the Pandya king to guarantee his sending rain.
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The members of thin sabdivision in the Udaiy<irp^laiyam ialuk CHAP. III.

are rather looked down upon bj other Vell^lans as being a mixed Principai,

{ibhandi) raoo, and arc also somewhat contemptuously called pack-

bullock {yeruttu-mattu) Velldlans because they formerly lived by

trading with pack-animals. They have a curions custom by which

a girl's maternal anole ties atAli round her neck wlieu she is seven

or eight years old. This does not make hei- his wife and the

meaning of the ceremony is not known. They are found in large

numbers in the Udaiydrpalaiyam taluk. The Panjukkara Chottis

live in the same taluk Their name is occupational in origin,

denoting ' cotton-men ', hut they are not connected with cotton

nowadnys. Their other name (Adur-Updkyams) may indicate

that they come from Adiir in the Chidambaram taluk of South

Arcot. The Chdlapuram Chettis are apparently called after the

village of that name in the Kumbakonam taluk of Tanjore. They
also occur in Udaiy^rp^laiyam. The Choliya (' Chola country')

VelUlans are numerous and ubiquitous. They are generally

regarded as of doubtful descent, since parvenus who wish to be

considered Velldlans usually claim to belong to this subdivision.

The Uttundttu subdivision is local in origin. Its head-quarters

is supposed to be the country round XJttatiir, where it is chiefly

found. Its members are the special devotees of the Siva of that

place. ' The Aru-nattu (' six nadu ') Vellalans chiefly reside

in the east of Namakkal taluk and in the Tm-aiyur division of

Musiri. They are called Mottai (' shaved ') Velldlans, apparently

because they always shave their moustaches and wear only a very

small kudumi. Some of their customs are unlike those of the rest

of the caste. They have exogamous subdivisions, their widows

always dress in white and wear no ornaments (a rule not universally

observed in any other subdivision), they never marry their sister's

daughters, and their wives wear the tali on a golden thread like

the Panta Reddis. Of their six nadus, which arc supposed to have

been located three on each side of the Aiydr river, only two are

now recognized. These are the Serkudi nddu in Ndmakkal taluk

and th(! Omaudur vadu of Musiri. The Yelur (' seven villages ')

VellAlans arc perhaps a local subdivision. They are few and far

between. The Tuluva subdivision are probably immigrants from

the South Canara count iv, and arc also few and scattered. A
small colony of them at Iluppur iTrichinopoly taluk) is engaged

in dj^eing. The Malai-kanda Vellalans are only found neai' the

Ratnagiri hill in the Kulittalai taluk. They take their name
from the fact that they are required to look at the Ratnagiri hill

when they get up in the morning. They are devotees of the god

> See Chapt«»r XV, p. 307.
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CHAP. III. there. The Ponneri and Pundaraalli Mudalis presumably come

CaIte^*^ from Ponneri and Poonamallce in Chinglcput district. .They are

again few and scattered. The K^niydlans ('landholders') are also

scarce, but they are widely distributed, since the man who carries

the pot of blood when animals are sacrificed at the village

goddesses' festivals must belong to their subdivision. The Kodik-

kal Vellalans are numerous and are so called from their occupa-

tion of betel-growing, which they still pursue largely tliough not

exclusivelv. The Arurabn-katti (garland-makingj subdivision is

presumably occupational in origin. It is said to be common in

the Marungapuri zamindari. The Pandarams are priests to the

caste and to Saivites generally. They are often employed to

perform the first part of the korumdntaram funeral ceremony

above referred to. They are fairly numerous and are widely

distributed. The Nainans are very few in number. Like the

Karaikkattans of the Udaiyarpdlaiyam taluk, they are thought

to be descended from Jains who were converted to the Hindu
faith.

The unquestioned social position of the Vellalans results in

the caste being invaded by people of inferior castes wishing to

get up in the world, who often pass themselves off as Vellalans.

A proverb says that ' Kalians, Maravans and the proud Aga-
mudaiyans approach slowly and become Vellalans ', and another

proverb compares the caste to the brinjal, which will mix palatably

with anything.

All Vellalans wear a sacred thread during their marriages and

funerals. Only the Kongas and Aru-nadus have exogamous

septs. Only a few of the subdivisions, namely, the Kodikkals,

Kongas and Aru-nadus, have caste panchdyats. They all agree

in following one peculiar form of worship, namely, the adoration

of Pillaiydr by their womenkind on Fridays and Tuesdays in Adi
(July-August) and 'Tai (January-February) respectively. At
midnight on a Tuesday and a Friday in these months women of

the same subdivision meet together and worship an image of

Pillaiy6r made of oowdung or saffron, offering it rice and jaggery.

No males— not even babicH at the breast—arc admitted and the

women are completely naked throughout the ceremony. The
offerings must be eaten by women ; no male must touch them.

KoiigR The Konga Velhilans are commonest in the west of the district
VelUlant*. (Kardr and Ndmakkal) and in the south-east of Coimbatoro.

Their nam*' is evidently derived from that of the old Kongu
country, which lay in that part of the Presidency. They live in

compact communities, generally in hamlets, and seem to have
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little in common with the other Vellalans of this district except CHAP. III.

their name. They do not seem to hold such a high place in Booiety Pkincipal

as the latter, for the Reddis (for example) will not eat with them,

and they will dine with T6ttiyan8 and others of the lower non-

Brdhman castes. They are cultivators, but not well off ; and

their dwellings are generally thatched huts containing only one

room. Their men can generally he recognized by the number of

large gold rings they wear in the lubes of their ears, and by the

pendant (murugii) which they hang from the upper part of their

ears. Their women have a characteristic tdli of large size, strung

on to a number of cotton threads, which are not, as among other

castes, twisted together. They also seem always to wear on theii'

left arms an ornament (called tdyittu) rather like the common
cylindrical talisman.

They are split into two endogamous divisions
;
namely, the

Konga Vellalans proper and the Tondan or Ilankamban kuttam,

the ' servant ' or ' inferior subdivision.' The latter are admit-

tedly the offspring of illicit intercourse with outsiders by girls and

widows of the caste who have been expelled in consequence. They

have no caste organization like the others, and differ in other small

matters. The Kongas proper have an elaborate caste organization.

Their country is divided into 24 nddus, each comprising a certain

number of villages and possessing a recognized head-quarters,

which are arranged into four groups under the villages of Palaya-

kottai, Kdngayamp^laiyam, Pudur and Kadayur, all in the

Coimbatore district. The Konga Vellalans of Kariir taluk belong

to the Palayakottai group. Each village is under a koitukkdran^

each nddu under a ndttu-kavundaii or periyatanakkd^-an, and each

group under pattakkdran. This last official is treated with consi-

derable respect. He is invested with a gold ring ; is not allowed to

see a corpse ; and is always saluted with clasped hands. He is

only occasionally called in to settle caste disputes, smaller matters

being settled by the kottukkdrans, and matrimonial questions l»y the

mtiu-kavundan. Both the Kongas proper and the Toudans have a

large number of exogamous divisions. These are mostly totemistic

in character, their names generally denoting some article the

use of which is taboo to their members. Among these are kddai

(a quail), pannai (a kind of cabbage), manii/ain (cambu), savindi

(a flower), etc.

The most desirable match for a boy is his maternal uncle's

daughter. To such an extent is the preference for such unions

carried, that a young boy is often married to a grown woman,
and it is admitted that in such oases the boy's fatlier takes upon

himself the duties of a husband until his son has grown up, and
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CHAP. III. that the wife ia allowed to consort with any one belonging to the

Principal caste whom she may fancy, provided that she continues to live in
Castes.

j^^^. |mg|3f,Q(j'g house. With widows (who are not allowed to

re-marry), the rules are stricter. A man convicted of undue

intimacy with such a woman is expelled from the caste unless she

consents ^ to his leaving her and going back to the caste, and he

provides her with adequate means to live separately. In such

eases the man is readmitted by being taken to the village common
and beaten with an erukkam stick, and by being required to provide

a black sheep for a feast to his relatives. Married women have to

perform certain ceremonies before tho}^ may wear the kunkumam
spot on their foreheads or marry their children. These consist in

tying a fillet of pungain and tamarind twigs round the head under

a pandal of green leaves erected in the house, putting on a new

cloth, preparing food and stopping over a mortar. The ceremonies

are not done until the woman has borne at least one child.

At weddings and funerals, the Konga Vellalans employ

priests of their own caste called aruniaikkdrans and arumaikkdris.

These must be married people who have had children. They wait

until one of their children is married and then undergo the

ceremony called arumai manam at the hands of ten other aruniaik-

kdrans and some Pulavans (bards among the Kaikolans), who

touch tlie pair with some green grass dippocl in sandal' and water,

oil, etc. i'he womau thus becomes an arumaikkdri and her husband

an arnmaikkdran. All people of arumai rank are treated with

great respect, and when one of them dies a drum is beaten by

a man standing on another man's shoulders and the drummer is

given seven measures of grain measured, and an equal quantity

unmeasured.

Betrothals are made in the bride's house in the presence of

both the maternal uncles, and consist in tying up fruit and betel

and leaf in the girl's cloth. On the day of the wedding the boy

is shaved and an arumaikkdri pours water over him, and if he has

a sister the ceremony of betrothing his prospective daughter to

her son is performed. The boy then goes on horseback, carrying

some fruit and a pestle, to a stone planted for the occasion and

called the ndttukkal, which he worships. The stone is supposed to

represent the Kongu king, and the pestle the villagers, and the

ceremon}' ia said to be a relic of a custom of the ancient Kongu
people, to which the caste formerly belonged, which required them

' I'ho form of conHeiit. in for the woman to Hay th.'ii slio ia only a iniid vessel

tind ha:< been broken, bocuuHH polluted ; whoreiiw tho man jh of bell-raetal and

cannot be utterly polluted.
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to olttaiu tho permission of their king to every marriage. On his ciiAi'. ill.

return, balls of white and coloured rice are taken round him to I'rixcipal

ward off the evil eye. Then his mother gives hiiu three mouthfuls j^*-"-

of food and finishes the rest of tlie plateful herself, to indicate

that henceforth she will provide him with no more meals. The
barber then blesses him, and he goes oli' to the bride's house on

horseback, and hu is received by one of the other party similarly

mounted. His ear-rings are now put into the bride's ears, and

the pair go off together to the iidffuk'>al, carried on the shoulders of

their mattrnal uncles. On their return they are touched by an

a/'umdilkdron -Aith betel-leaf dipped in oil, milk and water, the

fdli is worshipped aud blessed, and the ofuii/ailddran ties it on.

The barber tiien pronounces an elaborate blessing :
' Ijive as long

as the sun and the moon shall endure or Pasupatisvarai- (Siva) at

Karur. May your branches spread like the banyan, aud your

roots like the grass, and may you flourish like the bamboo. May
ye twain be like the flower ami the thread, which together form the

garland, and cleave together like water and the reed planted in it.'

If a Pulavau is present, he adds another blessing, and the little

fingers of the two are then tied together, anointed with milk, and
then again parted. This concludes the marriage.

The funeral ceremonies of the caste are not peculiar except

that the torcli for the pyre is carried by a Paraiyan and not by
the chief mourner as in most other castes, and that no ceremonies

are performed after the third day. The custom is to collect the

bones on that day and throw them into water, and the barber then

pours a mixture of milk and ghee over a green tree, crving ^ poIi\

poW (' flourish, flourish ').

The easbj has its own beggars, called Mndavandis, or ' lame
beggars,' aud it is sai<] to be the custom that all children born blind

or lame in the caste are handed over by their parents to become
Mndavandis. If the parents hesitate to comply with the custom,

the Mndavandis tie :i red cloth round the head of the child, and
the parents can then no longer withold their consent. They have
to give the boy a liuUock to ride on if he is lame, or a stick if he

is blind. The child is brought uj) by the n(ittu-kacunda)i and given
a proportion of the beggars' earnings for its maiuteoanee. 'i'hei-e

18 a separate baud of beggars fcr each uddu, and they are under
the orders of the ')iddu headman. 'I hey go round their appointed

circles once a year and levy contributions from each household.

The Muttiriyans or Ambalakarans are more numerous in MuitiriyanB

Trichinopoly and Pudukkottai than in any other part of the o>- Amkila-

Presidency. Though they have sometimes been treated as separate,

14
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CHAI\ III. castes, they appear to be one and the same in this district
;
generally

Prixcipal calling themselves Muttiriyans in the Triehinopoly taluk and
Cavtes.

Amhalakcirans elsewhere, and having no objection to either name.

In some districts the distinction between them and the Valaiyans

is very slight. In Triehinopoly, they admit that they are called

Valaiyans ; but they repudiate any connection with the caste of

that name, and explain the appellation by a story that when
Siva's ring was swallowed by a fish in the Ganges one of their

ancestors invented, the first net made in the world. As relies

of their former greatness thej^ point to the ' thousand-pillared

mantapam ' at Srirangam, which is called the Muttarasan kofadu,

and a big mafam at Palni, both of which, they say, were built by

their kings. To the latter, every household of the caste still

subscribes foiir annas annually. They say they were born of the

sweat 1 of Parama-Siva. They are numerous all over the district

except in the taluks of Perambalur and Udaiyarpalaiyam.

The caste appears to have no regular endogamons divisions,

but it is divided into a number of nddus, the names and number

of which are variously given. Some of these are Ettarai Koppu,

Adavattur, Tirampalaiyara, Vimanayakkaupalaiyam, Esanakonai

and Kamanayakkanpalaiyam (all villages in the Triehinopoly

taluk) and Amur, Savindippatti and Karupgali in Musiri taluk.

Widow re-marriage is allowed in some of these but not in others,

and the difference forms a bar to intermarriage. But the members

of the different nddus have no objection to eating in each others'

houses. They all use the titles Multiriyan, Anibalakiiran, Servai-

karan and Kavalkaran.

They admit their social inferiority to tlie Vellalans, Kalians,

Nattaraans and lieddis, from all of whom they will accept separate

meals ; but consider themselves superior to Pal lis, Uralis, Uppi-

liyans and Valaiyans. Their usual occupation is cultivation ; but

they have also taken to petty trade and some earn a living as

masons and l\uvalgdrs or watchmen. Tliey wear the sacred thread

during their marriages and funerals. They have panchayals for

each village and for the uddu, and have also a number of the ' Pat»

nattuChetti ' headmen mentioned above, who are recognized as the

elders of the caste and sit witli the head of the pd.lu to decide

matrimonial cases.

Kalians, The Kallans are more nunierous in Irichinopoly and Puduk-

kottai than in any other district except Tanjore and Madura, and

arc especially couunoii in tlic east (d 'l'ri(;hiii{)j)ol> taluk and in

Pudukkottai.

,' Muttu i.s u jioarl tir,bou(l of jiuiHjiimtioii.
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As in Tan j ore, the caste claims to bo tho fruit of the illicit CIIAP. Iir,

intercourse of ludra and Ahalya, the wife of Gautama. * With Principal

the exception of a section called Nadans (who are found in the <'^aste8.

Musiri taluk, say thoy arc quite distinct from the other Kallana

and do not intermarry with them), the caste is divided into a large

number of nddus. Th(> names of sixteen of these were elicited,

but ttere are many moi-o. The largest is Vis.inganadu, which

contains 36 villages or paifis ; another important one is tho Ambu-
nadu, to which the Haja of I'udukkottai, the head of the Kalian

caste, belongs ; tho Terkitti nc/rfu contains 32 villages. With tho

exception of the Terkittis the members of the different nddus inter-

marry, but practice in the Fudukkottai State varies. All Kalians
without exception will eat in each others' houses.

All the Kalians, with the exception of the Terkitti nddii and

the Nadiins, are split into exogamous septs. Typical names of

those arc Kalattil Vendran ('the victorious in the field '}, Pallava

Eayan (' the Pallava king '), T'ondairaan, Malava Rayan. Solanga

Devan, Scduran, Servaikiiran, etc.

The Kalians occupy a fairly high social position. They
accept the hospitality duo to an inferior only from the Vellalans,

and they moss on an equality with Nattamans, Maravan?, Yallara-

bans and Nattukkottai Chettis. 'i hey look down upon Pallis and

Uralis, and are looked up to by the Amabalakarans and Yalaiyans-

Their usual ostensible occupation is cultivation, hut as a matter

of fact they live largely by crime and blackmail. The word Kalian

means ' thief ' and most of tho cattle-thieves of the Taujore,

Trichinopoly and Madura districts belong to tho caste. The point

will be alluded to in Chapter XIII.

They wear a sacred thread at weddings and funerals. Their

marriage ceremonies follow two distinct lines. The Kalians in the

Musiri and Kulittalai taluks generally observe the practices

already described as being general among the Sudras of tho

district. The others (except those of Pudukkottai) follow the

customs of the Kalians of Tanjore, which differ in some important

respects. Among the former, a marriage booth is put up in both

the boy's and the girl's house, and the first part of the ritual—down

to the boy's return from the Pillaiyar temple— is performed by the

parties each in its respective village. The boy then goes to the

bride's house for the remainder of the ceremony. lie rides thither

on a horse, is met and accompanied back by his new brother-in-

law, similarly mounted, the two exchange garlands, and his toco

* For another version of their origiu sec the acconut of the Maravans, with

whom they seem to be connected.
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CHAP. IIL are then adorned with rings by the bride's mother. Directly

Principal aftor the fall is tied, he takes his bride away to his own house and
AsTE.s.

^j^^ oercmonios are finished there. The Terkitti Kalians and the

Kalians of i^idukkottai follow a shorter ritual. The bridegroom's

sister goes on the day of the marriage with a party of six others

and a numbei' of kinds of fruit, seven of each sort, to the bride's

house, where the sister ties the iclli round the girl's neck and takes

her straight back to her brother's (the bridegroom's) house. This

resembles the ritual usually performed at the re-marriage of a

widow and is probably a much older form than the usual wedding

ceremony. All the Kalians except those of the Ambunadu
apparent!}' permit widow re-marriage.

The Terkitti Kalians have some other curious customs : A man
can claim the hand of a girl who is his paternal aunt 's or maternal

uncle's daughter and can prevent her from manying another ; at

betrothals, a fowl and some lice are alwaj-s taken to the brid.e's

house and a feast held ; the idli is suspended from a thread, while

other Kalians hang it from a silver or golden wire ; and they

legitimize bastard children if the parents eventually marry. Very

few other castes permit this last.

The Kalians arc very fond of bull-baiting. This is of two kinds.

Tiie first resembles the game played by other castes on the Pongal

day, and described above, except that the Kalians train their

animals for the sport and have regular meetings to which all the

neighbouring villagers congregate. These begin at Pongal and go

on till the end of May. The game is called toluindi-^u or ' byre-

bull.' The best animals for it arc the Pulikkulam bulls from the

Madura district. The other game is the pdc'nal-mdduox: 'leaping

b\ill.' Tn this t!ie animals are tethered to a long rope and the

object of the competitors is to throw the animal and keep it down*

A bull which is good at this game and difficult to throw fetches a

very high price.

The Kalians' caste god is Karuppan. The festival to the

Karuppan of Kettaimalai near Per;ittiynr in the Trichinopoly

taluk is attended by almost all the Kalians of the neighbourhood.

UdniyiriR. Thc Udaivnns or Nattamans, the Malaiynm;ins and the Sudar-

mans, though shown in the 1901 Census report as separate castes,

are in this district endogamous subdivisions of one and the same

caste, namclv the TTdaiy;inH. They are unusnally numerous in

this district. The Nattamans are commonest in Perambalur

taluk, the east of Namakkal, the west of Udaiyarpalaiyam, the

north-east of Trichinopoly and in Pudukkottai ; tlie Malaiyamans

arc found chiefly in thc villages near the Pachainialai and Kollai-
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raalai hills, whence no doubt their name ; and the Sudarm sins are CHAP. III.

numerous in the cast of Musiri and the south of IVramhalur. Principal

Nattamah means ' villajrer,' Malaiyamnu means ' hillman,' and pastes-

Sudanuiin, ' man of virtue.'

The three subdivisions are nnanimous in hh ying that they are

the descendants of the three Paraiyan foster-daughters of the

poetess Auvaiyar, all of whom l)ecame t])c wives of the king of

Tirukkuyilur in South Arcot, a certain Daivika, who was warned

that only by marryinpr these women could he save his family

from disaster. The Chola, Pandyaaud Ciiera kings were present

at the wedding ; and, on their blessing the bridegroom and his

brides, tliey were themselves blessed by the poetess, to whom the

Chera kingdom owes its unfailing rain, the Chola country its rice

fields, nnd the P;indya realm its cotton. The poorness of the latter

blessing is due to the faet that the Pandya king was slow to offer

his .good wishes. The three subdivisions eat together and recog-

nize the tie of a common descent, but do not intermarry. The
section called the Arisakkara Nattaraa'ns are looked down upon

bj the rest and may not intermarry with any of them. 'I he

subdivisions all have well-defiued exogamous septs, called

l-(inis, derived from the places v>'here their different ancestors are

supposed to have lived. ?;ome of these are Kolattur, Sittalai,

Malwa, Kannanur, Valikandapuram (in the Perambalur taluk),

AriyaKir and Vcnmani in the ITdaiyarpalaiyam taluk, and a

number of places in the Yriddhachalam taluk of the South Arcot

district.

The Udaiynns accept separate meals from the Vellalans, but

mess on equal terms with Kalians, Pallis, Reddis, Tottiyans and

Na'ttukkottai Chettis. They look down upon the Ainbalakarans,

Uppilivans, Mara vans, Vallambans, etc. They put on sacred

threads at marriages and luucrals,and some of them have recently

begun to wear them always. They are generally cultivators, and,

with the exception of the Sudarmans, who are supposed to have

a turn for crime, are law-abiding citizens. One section of tho

Sudarmans, the Mrippans of Kapistalam in Tanjoiv, have a bad

reputation for criminality.

They have no regular caste panchayats, and do not allow

widow re-marriage. Their weddings arc performed in tho bride-

groom's house. A curious practice of theirs is that, before

arranging a marriage, it is customary for the bride's party to go

to the bridegroom's house to dine with him and to test his health

by seeing how much ho can eat. They allow a boy whose suit

for the hand of a girl within certain degrees of relationship is
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CHAP. III.

PniNripAL
Castks.

Pallie or

Vanniyans.

refused by her parents, to marry the girl, notwithstanding, by

tying a /(/// round her nock. Thoy also permit the betrothal

of infants, the form observed being to present the ehikl with a

new cloth and a mat, and to apply sacred ash to its forehead.

At their funerabs the mourning party has to chew some rice and

spit it out on the return from the burning-ground, and on the

sixteenth day the widow is made to worship a light and to touch a

salt pot.

The Nattamiin -women do not as a rule cover their l)reasts.

Their ear lobes arc very distended, and they tattoo their chins and

checks in the Paraiyan fashion. This is supposed to be in

recollection of their origin. The Malaiyaman women wear their

fall on a golden wire instearl of on a thread.

Tallis fir Vanniyans arc numerous in Trichinopoly district and

I'ndakkuttai, especially in Udaiy.npalaiyam and rcrambaliir.

They claim a rather higher place in the social scale than their

neighbours arc prepared to allow them. They do not like the

title Palli, which in this district is often also nsed to describe

a Palla woman, and prefer to call themselves Vanniyans or

' Kshatriyas of the tii'c race ' deriving Vanniyan from the

Sanskrit ra/ini, fire. They tell a long story, which is not supported

by any of the orthodox purdnas, of how they arc the descendants

of one Vira Vanniyan who was created at a burnt sacrifice by

a sage named Sanibiiha when he was destroying the two demons

named Vat.ipi and Enalapi. This Vira, Vanniyan married

a daughter of the god Indra and had five sons named Rudra,

Brahma, Kii^^hna, Sambuha and Kai, whose descendants now live

respectively in the country north of the Palar, in the Cauvcry

deb a, between the Palar and the Penniir, east of Chidambaram,

and west of Chidambaram. They have written a purdmon and

a drama of their own bearing out this tale. They declare they are

superior to the Br.ihmans, since whili> the latter must be invested

with the sacred thread after birth, they bring their sacred thread

with them at birth itself. An influential Vanniyan society at

Madras diffuses these views and attempts to induce the people of

the caste to give up their Dra vidian ways and to imitate the

customs of the higher castes in mattci-s of food, occupation, dress

and 80 forth. Many of the Vanniyans have recently taken to

wearing a sacred thread on all occasions. Villages where this and

other similar innovations have taken a typically firm hold are

Ariyalur and Edaytitti in the N;imakkal taluk. 'J'hese pretensions

naturally affect the question of mutual hospitality between

Vanniyano and other uon-Brdhman castes. The onl}^ people with
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whom the Vanniyaus arc propaiod to oat on equal terms arc the 'HAl'. ill.

three subdivisions of the Udai^'iuis, and they will acee[)t separate I'hin* ipal

meals only from the nppor sections of the Vollidans and from .'"

Briibmans.

Three cndogamous suhdivisions of the caste in this district

differ u j^ood deal in some of their practices. These are the

Pandamuttus, the Arasus and the Ivattu Pallis. The third (and

sometimes the seooiul) of these practise widow re-marriage ; the

second always make their marriage pole (inuh/'oiakkdl) out of

a7'asu hrauebes ; and the first make their -sdl haragdm of a pyramid

of pots reaching to the roof. I'hc Pallis of Udaiyiirpcilaijam are

mostly Pandamuttus, those of Namakkal usually Arasus, and those

of Perambalur arc divided between these two sections. 'J'he caste

titles are Padaiyiichi, Vanniyau, Tevan, Nainan, Yandayan,

Kalinga Royan, Miilava Rayau, Pillai, LJdaij'an, Servaikaran,

Nayakkan, R;ijali (a kind of bird), Anjadasingam ('fearless

lion'), etc. The Arasu Pallis in Namakkal call themselves

Kavundan, probably in imitation of the Konga Vellalans.

On the whole the Vanniyans have rather a bad name for crime,

especially those living in the Udaiyarptilaiyara taluk. They are

generall}' culti\ators by profession. 'J'hey have apparently no

exogamous subdivisions. The Pandamuttu Pallis near Ariyalur

have their own caste gurus who officiate for them at their marriages

and funerals. Some of them practise the betrothal of infant girls,

the ceremony consisting of pouring cowdung-water into the mouth
of the baby. They allow a girl to marry a boy younger than

herself and make the latter swallow a two anna bit to neutralize

the disadvantages of such a match. 'Jheir weddings are generally

performed in the boy's house, and the bride's mother does not

attend. The bride is concealed from view by a screen. A curious

ceremony observed by the Arasii Pallis at their funerals is that on

tho day after the corpse is burnt they place two pots of water near

the burning-ground, and if a cow drinks of the water tliey think

it is the soul of the dead come to quench its thirst.

The Vanniyans have an institution which is very common in

the IVlugu country, but which seems to be rare among the Tamils,

namely, a special begging caste of their own {jdti pil/ais, ' children

of the caste ') who beg from them and from no others, and to

whom they are boiuid to give alms. These are the Vondi-

pilikkaraus, a caste of jugglers. 'J'he Vanniyans explain their

connection with them by saying that when they (the Vanniyans)

lived in Conjccvcram they were unable one day to move the car of

the goddess Kamukshi, and ,that the magic of these jugglers got

them out of the difficulty.
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CHAP. 111. The IJralis are practically confined to the Trichinopoly and

PaiNapAL Madnra districts. They are comraoa in the Manapparai division
Castes.

^^ ^^^ Kullttalai talulc, tho Karur border, and in Pudukkottai.

"^"lai's- They say they were originally Kshatriyas living in ' Alipuram

near Oudh,' and left that place in search of adventure or in

consequence of disputes at home, leaving their wives behind them,

and finally settled in this country, where they married serving

women (pulukkachis). They say they l)eloug to the * Muttu-raja

kuttam,' a phrase they cannot explain, and protect that the

Ambalakarans, who make a siniilar claim, have no ground for

doing so. Their ordinary title is Kavundan. They seem to eat

with no other caste on equal terms, but will of course accept

separate meals from the W^Ualans.

They are split into seven nddtis, which are in effect endogamous

subdivisions. riieso are called after villages in the country

inhabited i>y the caste ; namely, Vadaseri, Pilluru, Sengudi,

Kadavangudi or Virali, Talakka, Faluvinji or Magali, and

Marungi. The members of the first three of those are called the

Vadaseri Uralis, and of the other four the Nattu-slraai IJralis,

Kunduva-nattu-tokkadus or Nandu-tiudis. All of them will mess

together. They say that the mhlu divisions were originally

intended to facilitate the decision of caste disputes, and they are

still the unit of self-government. Each of them has a headman

who exercises supreme control over the villages included within it.

They also have a jiumber of territorial exogamous septs, called

by the Vadaseris, who have 24 of them, Jxiu^ais, and by the Ndttu-

simais /.cinij/dchis. They are generally cultivators, but are said

sometimes to be given to crime. They weai* sacred threads at the

time of marriages and funerals. Their women eau be recognized

by their dress, the kusavayu being spreail out behind, and a

characteristic pencil-shaped ornament {kucliu) being suspended

from tho neck. They allow the rc-marriage of widow.s and divorced

women.

Some of thfir marriage and funeral customs {iro peculiar.

Among the Ndttu-simais the Itctrothal is ratilied by tho maternal

uncle of each of the pair solemnly measuring out three measures

of paddy in the presence of the other party in their house. At

their funerals tho bier is not brought into the village, but is loft

outside, and the corpse is carried to it. Among tho Vadaseris,

while preparations arc being made for the removal of the body,

Paraiyau wonu-n perform a dance in the house. Among the

N/ittu-simais thi.s is done on the ettu day. On the second day

after the funeral the relatives of tho dead have to tip their toes in

ft mortar full of cowdung-water placed in front of the deceased's
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house, and have to put sacred ashes on their heads. The karu- CHAP. III.

mdntaram ceremony is only performerl by the rich. It can he done Pkincipai.

at any time after the third day from death. The ettu ceremony is

similarly performed at any time after this third day and is

attended with curious ritual. Both sections of the caste erect a

booth in which three plantain trees are planted, and the chief

mourner and his cousins stand there all day to receive the condo-

lences of their friends. From this point the practice of the two

sections differs in small details. That of the Vndaseris is as

follows : I he friends come one by one and are asked by the chief

mourner, * Will you embrace, or will you strike youi- foiehead ? ' in

answer to which the friend either closes the open hand of the chief

mourner with his own, in the usual way, or flings himself on to the

ground in the booth and weeps. Each visitor then goes on to a

meeting of the ndlu which is being hold at the time outside the

village, and finally a Paraiyan and thi-ee IJralis go to ask the nddu

headman if the ymndal may be removed, telling him who have

visited it and who have not. Permission being given, the plantains

are cut down and the womenfolk Avail round a chembu placed there.

All now proceed to the nddu meeting, where a turban is put on a

Paraiyan, a dancing-girl and a Pandaram, and a Pai-aiyan (called

the Nattu Samban) beats his dxnim and pronounces a blessing on

the riddii. Finally all repaii- to the house of the deceased, where

the nddu headman puts three handfuls of cambu into the cloth of

his wife or some other member of his family, and throws a mortar

to the ground.

Punishments for caste offences take some curious forms. A
margosa leaf is put on the house of any one who is excommuni-

cated. If a man s^edQces a girl of the caste, an enquiry is held

and the pair are married. The waist -string of the man is tied

round the neck of the woman, and a Tottiyan is called in to

take away the pollution which thev and their relatives have

incurred. The pair and their relatives are taken to a tank where

108 holes have been made by the Tottiyan, and they are made

to bathe in every hole, spriukliug the water over their heads.

A sheep is then killed by a Tottiyan and a Chakkiliyan, its head

is buried and the couple and their relations are made to walk

over the spot. The blood of the animal is then smeared on their

foreheads, and they all have to bathe again. They are next

given cow's urine to drink, and then once more bathe. After

that they are given milk, and are made to prostrate themselves

before the panehdyat, and finally they have to give the panchayat

a feast. At this, a part of the food is offered to the crows, and

the piu'ifieation is not complete till the birds have partaken of the

offering.

16
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Valaiyans.

The tJralis are fond of shikar. On the Sivardtri night,

sacrifices are offered to their family gods and next day all the

people of the caste in the village go off after game. They have a

head shikdri, called the 'kdvettaik'kdran who receives any animal

which is killed, cuts off its head and breaks its legs. The head is

given to the man who killed the animal, and the rest shared

among the castemen.

The Nattu-simais all worship the god in the Purvattu temple,

and the Vadaseris the deity of iiachandar. Both these places are

in the Kulittalai taluk.

The Valaiyans are found chiefly in Pudukkottai and the south

oi Trichinopoly and Kulittalai taluks. They say that they were

once the friends of Siva, but were degraded for the sin of having

eaten frogs and rats. They also aver that they are descended

from Kannappa Nayanar, one of the 63 Saivite saints, who was

a Vedan, or shikari. Their traditional occupation is shikar, their

name being derived from valai, a net.

They say they are split into eight endogamous subdivisions

;

namely, the Sarahu (' withered leaves '), the Ettarai Koppu, the

Tanamba-nadu or Valuvadi, the Nadunattu or Asal, the Kurumba,

the A^anniya, the Arabunddu and the Punai. It will be noticed

that some of these names are similar to those of the Kalians and

Ambalakarans. The Ettarai Koppu and the Nadunattu sections

are foiuid in this district, and the members of these say that the

Sarahus occur in Madma and the I'anamba-nadus in Tanjore.

The Valaiyans have also a number of exogamous septs, such as

Perumdkki, Karpuram, Pichakutti, Sulnnjan, Tevan, Pettachi,

and others. The usual title of the Sarahus is Muppan, of

the Tanamba-nadiis S^rvaikarau, and of the Ettarai Koppus

Ambalakaran.

No other Sudra caste will mess on equal terms with the

Valaiyans, and the latter will accept separate meals from all the

Sudra castes except the Malaiyalis, Pallis, TJppiliyans, Tottiyans

and IJralis. The Valaiyans are generally cultivators ]»y profes-

sion, but have a bad name for crime, and are said to be often

omployed by the Kalians to commit ofl'ences.

They recognize three forms of marriage, the most usual of

which consists in the bridegroom's party going to the girl's house

with three )ii(irdkh((h of rice and a cock on an auspicious day, and in

both parties having a feast there Sometimes the boy's sister goes

to the girl's house and ties a tdli round her neck and takes her

away. The ordinary form of marriage, called the ' big marriage,
'

is sometimes used with variations, but the Valaiyans do not like

it, and say that the other two result in more prolific unions. They
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tolerate uncbastity lieforc marriage, and allow the parties to marry CHAP. Ili.

even after several children have heen born, which legitinn'zes the Principal

children. They permit the rc-marriaf^e of widows and divorced
^steb,

women. Women convicted of immorality are garlanded with

erukku Howers and made to carry a basket of mud round the

village, and men who frequently offend in this respect are made
to sit with their toes tied to their necks with a creeper. When a

woman is divorced, her male children go to the husband and she is

allowed to keep the girls. A curious funeral ceremony observed

by this caste is that on tlic return from the burning-ground the

mourners have to sprinkle their heads with cowdung-water from a

mortar placed outside the house of the dead, and the last of the

party has to knock over the mortar.

The caste has a special god of its own, a patiavan named
Muttal Eavuttan, the spirit of a dead Musalman about whom
nothing seems to be known.

The Uppilij^ans are more niimcrous in Trichiuopoly and Uppiliyam.

Pudukkottai than in any other district except Coimbatore, but

are scattered in small communities. They are a low caste, and no

other Sudras will dine on an equality with them. I^hey will take

separate meals from all Siidras except Ambalakdrans, Urdlis, Palli*

and Valaiyans. Their name is derived from their traditional

occupation, the manufactare of salt and saltpetre.

They say that they are descended from a man who was created

to provide salt for the table of their god, but lost the favour of the

deity because his wife bartered the salt for some glass bangles. In

his wrath, he put his wife into his oven to kill her, but she escaped

through a hole in the back. As evidence of the truth of the story,

they point to the facts that their women still wear no glass bangles,

and that their ovens always have a hole in them. They call them-

selves the Grndna Velviputran (a vague phrase) and also Karpura

Chettis because they use to make camphor as well as saltpetre.

Their ordinary title is Nayakkan.

They arc split into three endogamous subdivisions; namely,

(I) the Tamilkalars, Uppu-kdcharas or Kougas, (2) the Kavaraie,

Ulnattus or Manvettis. and .(3) the Kannadiyas. 'J'hese are evi-

dently respectively Tamil, Tebigu and Canarese in origin, and the

Kannadiyas still speak Canarese. The first and third of these

divisions are said to be immigrants from Coimbatore, and the others

to be natives of this district. They also have 30 exogamous septs

;

namely, 24 nddu-i and six pattams. The latter are Sirukkalinji,

Ariya, Nilali, Mudikandam, Pudambili and Pundarai.
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CHAP. III. The Uppiliyans' occupation of salt-making was of course ruined

Pbincipal by the establishment of the Government monopoly in that article.

Some of them still make crude saltpetre, but the Kavarais do

miscellaneous labour for hire, their speciality being earth-work.

The Uppiliyans allow the re-marriage of widows and divorced

women ; but a man may not shave until he marries a virgin ; and

if he never marries a virgin he has to remain unshaved all his life*

Some of theii" marriage ceremonies are peculiar. They allow an

unborn boy to be betrothed to his unborn cousin in the manner

mentioned earlier in this chapter. The bride has to be asked in

marriage a number of times before consent is given, lest it be

thought that she is yielding too easily ; and the marriage is per-

formed in her house, lest it be thought that her parents are forcing

her ou the bridegroom. The caste does not use the marriage polci

the diiai arasdni, sal karagam, or the pdliyai pots. Instead of the

usual safb-on thi'cad the wrists of the pair are tied together with wool.

Sometimes the tali is tied by the maternal uncle of the bride. A
curious custom among the Tamil section is that at the beginning

of the ceremonies both of the fu'st and second day, three matrons

wash their faces in saffron and water, and th(^ pair are bathed in

the water used by them.

They also have unusual observances coimected with a girl's

attainment of maturity. A husband must not look into his bride's

eyes until, when she has at length attahied maturity, the following

formalities have been gone through : The husband comes to his

bride's house with a sheep and some vegetables and kills the former.

His brother-in-law then marks his forehead with the sheep's blood,

and the husband cats some plantain and milk and spits it out at

his bride, who is made to stand behind a screen. If the girl has

attained maturity before her marriage, the Tamil section of the caste

make her walk over seven wooden hoops on the wedding day. The

husband has to give his formal consent to the ceremony, and a

washerman has to be present. The Tclugus perform this rite on

the last day of the girl's first period, and her maternal uncle has

to be present.

Some of the funeral observances of the Uppiliyans are also

peculiar. The widows of the Tamil section never remove their

talis, but leave them until they drop off of themselves. When a

man dies, his wirlow is made to pretend he is still alive and to

}>athc him with r)il and put garlands on him. If the man is to be

bmicd, the chief mourner pretends to dig the grave. 'I'hc kanimdn-

taram ceremony of the Tamil section consists merely in taking

Bome milk to an rrukkam tree on the sixteenth evening ' just
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boforo the jackals begin to liowl ' and pouring it over tlie tree en \p. m.
with the liclp of a barbei-, saying the while ' Go to Swargam PinwcirAL

(Indra's abiulo) and make your way to Kail.'isam (heaven).' When <^a9te8.

an eldest boy or girl dies, the mother has to knock over a ball of

rice placed on the threshold with her nose, holding her hands
behind her back the while.

The Uppiliyans have a caste god called Karnvaiidar;iya-Bom-

madeva. H(! has no temple, but all the IJppilivans in a village

join in offering him annual sacrifices in Tai (January-Februarv)

before the earth is scraped for the Hrst time in the season for

making saltpoti'e. They use dmrani flowers and river sand in this

worship. They have also three special caste goddesses, called

Tijipoiijal, who are supposed to be women who committed sati.

These do not seem to be worshipped jointly, however. They have

also caste Brahman guriia, who visit them every year and bless

their salt pits.

Caste discipline is enforced hy members of the paitam families,

the Sirukkalinji pattam being considered superior to the rest.

When a complaint of a caste offence is made, notice is sent to the

pattahkdran and to the whole Uppiliyan community in the neigh-

bourhood, notifying the accusation and the provisional expulsion

of the accused. A second notice summons the community to a

panchiiyat which is presided over by at least two or three j>aV(il-

kdrnn.-<, the caste god being represented by some dvarmn flowers, a

water-pot and some margosa leaves. If acquitted, the accused is

made to touch the water-pot in token of his innocence. The puri-

fication is performed by a man of Marudur uddn (called rcttaivila-

kkiikdran, or ' man of two lights ') \vho eats a meal in the polluted

house with his hands held behind his back.

Uppiliyan women never wear toe-rings or gla!?s bangles. In

the Tamil and Canarese sections their tab's are engraved with the

image of Lakshmi, while the Telugus have the cup-shaped tdli, called

bottu, which is also worn by the women of the Panta Rcddis, and

the Malaiyalis of the KoHaimalais and by dancing-girls.

The Keddis are commonest in the taluks of Musiri, Kulittalai Reddis.

and Perambalur, and in the east of Namakkal and Karur. They
are not nearly so numerous as in the Telugu districts ; but their

customs arc so different from those of their eastc-fellows in that

country as to deserve a note.

They are divided into the Pongala or Pokanati, and the Panta,

Reddis, who both speak Telugu, but differ from each other in their

customs, live in separate parts of the country and will neither

intermarry nor dine together. Both say that they are immigrants
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CHAP. 111. from the north—tlie Pougala EeddiB say fi-om Nellore—and that

Ca^t^*^ they came without their wives and married women of the counti-y

—the Pongalas maid servants, and the others dancing-girls. The
Pongalas are chiefly foimd in tlie Kulittalai and Karnr taluks,

while the Pantas keep to the north of the Cauverj.

The Reddis will not eat on equal terms with any other Sudra

caste, and will accept separate meals only from the vegetarian

sections of the Vellalans. Thej are generally cultivators, but they

had formerl}- rather a had reputation for crime and it is still said

that some of them are receivers of stolen property. Like the

Pallis, Konga Vellalans and others, they have beggars, called

Bavani Nayakkans, attached to them who beg from no one else

and whose presence is necessary when they worship their caste

goddess. The Chakkiliyans are also beggars attached to the caste

and play a prominent part in the marriages of the Panta sub-

division. Formerly a Chakkiliyan was deputed to ascertain the

status ol the other party before the match was arranged ; and his

dreams were considered as omens of its desii'ability. He was also

honoured at the marriage by being given the first betel and lea/.

Nowadays he precedes the bridegroom's party with a basket of

fruit to announce its coming. A Chakkiliyan is also often deputed

to accompany a woman on a journey. The Kcddis' caste goddess

is Tellamma, and her temple at Esanai in Perambalur is reverenced

by both Pautas and Pongalas, The latter observe rather gruesome

rites, including the drinking of a kid's blood. The Pantas also

worship licngdyiamman and Poldyamman with rather peculiar

ceremonies. Tlie women are the principal worshippers, and on one

of the nights after Pongal they unite to do reverence to these

goddesses, a part of the ritual consisting in exposing their persons.

Both divisions wear a sacred tliread at funerals, but at no other

time. The title of both is Keddi. Neither of them allow divorced

women or widows to marry again.

The Pantas have no exogamous subdivisions, but the Pongalas

have a number. The women of the two divisions can be easily

distinguished by their appearance. The Panta Eeddi women
wear a characteristic gold car-ring, called kammal, a flat nose-ring

studded with inferior rubies, and a golden wire round their necks

on which both the Idli and the bottu are tied. They are also of

fairer complexion than the J'ongala women. Tlie Panta women
are allowed a great deal of freedom, which is usually ascribed to

their dancing- girl origin, and are said to rule their husbands in a

manner rare in other castes. They are often called Devadiya

(dancing-girl) Reddis, and it is said that though the men of the

caste receive hospitality from the Eeddis of the north country,
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PlUNCIPAL
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their women are not invited. 4Mieir chastity is said to be frail,

and their lapses easily condoned by their husbands. The Poiif^a-

las are equally lax abont their wives, but are said to rig-oroush

expel girls or widows who misconduct themselves, and their

seducers as well. Moreover the Panta men and women treat each

other with a courtesy that is probably to be found in no other

caste, rising and saluting- each other, whatever their respective

ages, whenever they meet,

'I'he Pantas have no caste panolidyats, but the Pongalas

recognize kambalaJckdrans and kottuMdrans who uphold disci-

pline. There are three of the former for the whole division

(namely at Bengal and Koraikutti in Kulittalai taluk and at

Karuppur in Karur), and one of the latter in each village. The
purification ceremony for a house defiled by the unchastity of a

maid or widow is rath^^r an elaborate affair. Formerly a Kolak-

karan (huntsman), a Tottiyan, a priest of the village goddess,

a Chakkiliyan and a Bavani Nayakkan had to be present. The
Tottiyan is now sometimes dispensed with. The Kolakkaran and

the Bavani burn some kdmdchi grass and put the ashes in three

])ots of water. The Tottiyan then worships Pillaiyar in the form

of some saffron and pours the saffron into the water. The polluted

households then sit round in a circle while the Chakkiliyan carries

a black kid past them. He is pursued by the Bavani, and both

together cut off the animal's head and bury it. The guilty parties

have then to tread on the place where the head is buried, and

the saffron water is poured over them. *

The Vallambans are chiefly found in Pudukkottai, Madui'a Vallamlans

and Tanjore. In the first of these they call themselves ' Vallam-

totta Yellalans,' or 'the Vellalans that lost Vallam,' and they say

that they were originally Vellalans of Vallam in Tanjore and left

their native place in a time of famine. They are generally culti-

vators. They speak of five subdivisions; namely, the Cheng i-

nadu, Amaravati-nadu, Palaya-nadu, Mel-nadu and Kil-nadu.

Only the last two are found in this district. The Palaya-nadu

people are said to occur in the Sivaganga estate, 1 ho Alel-and

Kil-nadu people intermarry, but are distinguishable by the fact

that the former wear moustaches and the latter do not.

They have no bride-price at weddings ; they do not object to

a girl marrying a boy younger than herself ; when a couple are

divorced, the boys remain with the father and the girls with the

mother. Weddings are celebrated in the bride'.s house, the bride-

groom's sister tying a tdli round the bride's neck. Widows and

This ceremony rather resemhles that of tlie Uidlis desorihed above.
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Malayans.

divorced women may re-raarry. The karumdnfarani funeral

ceremonies are sometimes postponed for two or even more years.

Tattooing is not allowed, and those who practise it are expelled

from the caste. They all unite to worship Mariyaraman in

Panguni (March-April).

There are more Maravans in Trichinopoly and Padukkottai

than in any district except Madura and Tinnevelly. They are

especially common in the south-west of Pudukkottai. They still

recount the story about the origin of their name which is given by

Mr. Nelson in his Madura Connirij, namely, that they are descended

from one of three brothers who met Eama when he was crossing

to Ceylon, one of whom concealed himself, another behaved

arrogantly and the third, the ancestor of the Maravans, assisted the

god. The fii'st, saj's the story, was called Kalian ('concealer'),

the second Agaraudaiyan (' arrogant ' \ and the third Maravan,

since Rama promised not to forget {main) his help. This name

Maravan has been thought to be more probably derived from

maram, killing, and to be connected with the blood-thirsty charac-

ter the caste earned in days gone by. But the story is interesting

as illustrating the undoubted fact that these three castes are

ethnically connected. They are perhaps all descended from the

fierce Nagas who held much of south India before the invasion of

the Pandyas and Cholas. One of the old Tamil poets gives a

grim picture of the Maravans some eighteen hundred years ago :

' Of strong limbs and hardy frames, and fierce-looking as tigers,

wearing long and curled locks of hair, the blood-thirsty Maravans,

armed with the bow bound with leather, ever ready to injure

others, shoot their arrows at poor and defenceless travellers from

whom they can steal nothing, onl}" to feast their eyes on the

quivering limbs of their victims.' Their valour was so renowned

that they were largely enlisted in the Tamil armies.^

The Maravans of Tinnevelly and Madura still bear a (character

for lawlessness, but in Pudukkottai the caste is law-abiding

enough. They are as fond of bull-baiting as the Kalians. They

are mostly cultivators by profession. Their ordinarj'' title is

Tevau They wear a sacred thread at man-iagos and funerals.

The caste is split into two endogamous subdivisions ; namely,

S^tupatis or Valkottais and Kondayan-kottais. All the Puduk-

kottai Maravans are Setupatia; the Kondayan-kottais, they say,

are foimd in the Madura district. The two divisions neither

intermarry nor cat together. The Maravans of Pudukkottai also

' See Mr. Kanakfisiibhiii Pillai's Tamils e'vjhtve/t hundred years wjo (M^adraa,

1904,), pages 42, 43.
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bpeakofsevou kilai^, which arc obviously exogainons in origin ; CHAP. III.

but they only know tho namub of two, the Piohai and the Princh-al

Marakk.il. ^.^^J!!^'

They recognize two distinct types of marriage ; namely, the

kattu-tdli (which consists simply in the bridegroom's sister coming

and tying a ^rf/e round the girl's neck and taking her away) and

the ordinary form common to other castes. When the hattn-tdU

has been performed, however, they think it necessary to go tlirough

the regular form sometime before a child is born. They call in

a carpenter to bless the pair at weddings ; no bride-price is paid
;

and the betrothal consists in an exchange of pan supdri and the

boy's father smearing the girl's face with saffi-on powder They

do not mind a boy marrying a girl older than himself, and they

allow the re-marriage of divorced women and widows. Some of

their funeral ceremonies arc peculiar. Before removing the

corpse, the chief mourner and his wife take two balls of cowdung
in which the barber has mixed various kinds of grain and stick

them on to the wall of the house, and these are thrown into water

on the eighth day. When the corpse is taken out of the house

a rocket is fij-ed. On the sixth day a pandal of ndval leaves is

prepared, and offerings are made in it to the names of the ances-

tors of the family. It is removed on the eighth day, and the

chief mourner pnts a turban on and merry-making and dances

are indulged in. The harumdntaratn ceremonies are performed

on the sixteenth day, a Brahman priest being called in. On the

return home from these ceremonies, each member of tho party has

to dip his toe into a mortar full of cowdung-water, and tho last

man has to knock it down.

The Tottiyans are chiefly found in tho four western taluks of Tottiyans.

the district. They speak Telugu much mixed with Canarese.

They say that they are immigrants from north of the Tungalihadra

(which would account. for the mixture of Canarese in their talk)

and that they left the country in order to avoid the vengeance of

the Musalmans, who were angry because they had promised one

of their girls in marriage to a Musalman and then broken their

promise. To this day the Muhammadans of this district and

the Tottiyans address each other as if they were relations, and
(see p. 79) are on terms of imusual intimacy, and both of them
explain this as being due to this promised man iage. The Totti-

yans have similar relations with the Malaiyalis (see p. 124),

supported by a similar story. The Tottiyans are mostly cultiva-

tors and are known for their uncanny devotion to sorcery and
witchcraft. All of them are supposed to have unholy powers,

16
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CHAP. III. especially the Black Golla subdivision referred to below, and they
Pbincipal are much dreaded by their neij^hbom'S.

They do not allow any stranger to enter their villages with

shoes on, or on horseback, or holding up an umbrella, lest their

god should be offended, and it is generally believed that if any

one breaks this rule he will be visited with illness or some other

punishment. The general title of the caste is Nayakkan.

The Tottiyans do not recognize the superiority of Brahmans,

nor employ them as priests for marriages or funerals, nor worship

either the Brahmanical gods or the lesser deities with any

fervour. They are however deeply devoted to their own caste

deities. Some of these are Bommakka and Mallamma (the

spirits of women who committed sati long ago), Pattalamma (who

helped them in their flight from the north), Virakaran or Viramati

(a bridegroom who was killed in a fight with a tiger), and Malai

Tambirdn, the god of ancestors. Malai Tambiran is worshipped

in the mdlais, thatched roofs without walls in which stand pillars

carved with the figures of deceased ancestors and stones repre-

senting them.^ Whenever any one of the caste dies, male or

female, young or old, some of the bones are buried in this shed

along with a coin, and a stone is planted on the j^top. The

ancestors are worshipped at a great festival every year at Pongal

and at a greater festival every ten years. The event is accom-

panied by bullock races, at which sometimes as many as a thousand

animals compete. They are called sdligai bullocks.

Three endogamous subdivisions exist in the caste ; namely, the

Erra Gollas (' Eed (3-ollas ') or Peddalnti (' big family '), the Nalla

Gollas (' Black Grollas') or Chinna Inti (' small family'), and the

Valus, who are also called Kudukuduppai Tottiyans, The major-

ity of the caste in this district are said to belong to the first two

divisions. The Valus are said to be a restless class of beggars

and sorcerers. The Eed Gollas appear to be found chiefly in

Karur and Namakkal, and the Black (roUas in Musiri and Kulit-

talai. The men of the two main subdivisions eat together, but

not the women. The Red Gollas are as a rule fairer than the

Blacks (whence perhaps the names) ; the women of the former

wear white cloths, while the latter do not ; the Red women carry

no emblem of marriage at all, while the Black women wear the

botlu. Both sections have oxogamoud subdivisions, called kamba-

lams, the Reds fourteen and the Blacks nine. Tbe names of the

Red divisions are generally given as Erraohevi, Pali, Bus^du,

* Photogmphs of one of thcBe will be found in Mr. E. Thurston's Ethnographic

If*i*» in Southern Indta (MadraH, 1906).
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MalMdu or Manni, Gavudu or Kondi, Reva, Udumu, Karidi, CHAP. III.

Guudeka, Silava, Kali, Suraka, S61i and Sugga ; but local varia- PamciPAi

tious occur. Four of the Black kmnbalams are Palalaaiddhu,
'^"^

'

Q-uji-bomma, Kodag-aui-bomma, aud Virrigarlu. For purposes

of caste discipline, the Reds are divided into nine nddus^ and the

Blacks into fourteen mandais. Each village is under a headman
called the iir-nd(/akkan, and each ndJu or niuiidai uiidoT & j^attak-

kdran» The former decide petty disputes and the latter the more
serious cases. The patfakkdran is treated with great deference.

He is always saluted with clasped hands, ought never to look on

a corpse, and is said to be allowed to consort with any married

woman of the caste.

The T6ttiyans very commonly marry a young boy to a grown
woman, and, as among the Konga Vellalans, the boy's father

takes the duties of a husband upon himself until the boy is grown
up. Married women are allowed to bestow their favours upon their

hvisbands' near relations, and it is said to be an understood thing

that a man should not enter his dwelling if he sees another's

slippers placed outside as a sign that the owner of them is with

the mistress of the house. Intercourse with a man of another

caste is however punished by expulsion, and widows and unmarried

girls who go astray are severely dealt with. Formerly, it is said,

they were killed. The lleds allow their widows to re-marry, but

not the Blacks.

The Tottiyaus have their own special beggar caste, who are

known as Urimbaikkarans because they play on a wind instrument

called urimbdi at the oaste festivals. A class of Mudavandis
(' lame beggars ') also beg from them and say they are composed

{cf. the account of the Konga Vellalans above) of the blind and
lame children of the caste.

The Malaiyalis ('hill men') are inhabitants of the Pachai- -^^alaiyAlis ',

malais and the Kollaimalais. The two communities have a common
legend about their origin, and claim a common ancestry. Their

traditions ai-o embodied in a collection of sougs [ndtiu-kattu) which

are well known to all of them. The story goes that they are

descended from a priest of Conjeeveram, who was the brother of

the king there, quarrelled with the latter, left the place and

entered this country with his three sons and daughters. The
country was then ruled by Vedane and Vellalans, who resisted

the new-comers, but ' the conch-shell blew and the quoit cut,' and
the invaders won the day. They then spread themselves about

^ An interesting description of the ways of this caste on the Shevaroys is given

by Mr. Edgar Thnrston in Madras Museum Bulletin II, 3.
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CHAP. III. the hills, the eldest son (.Periyannaii), whose name was Sadaja

Pkixcipal Kavundan, selecting the Slievaroys in Salem, the second son
Castes. (Naduvannan, ' the middle brother') the l^achaimalais, and the

youngest (Chinnannan) the KoUaimalais. They married women
of the country, Periyannan a Kaikolan, Naduvannan a Vedan,

and Chinnannan a ' Deva Indra ' Pallan. Their sister they gave

in marriage to a Tottiyan stranger, in exchange for some food

supplied by him after their battle with the men of the country.

Some curious customs survive which are pointed to in support of

this story. Thus the women of the Pachaimalai Malaiyalis put

aside a portion of each meal in honour of their Vedan ancestors

befoie serving their husbands, and at their marriages they wear a

comb, which is said to have been a characteristic ornament of

the Vedans. Bridegrooms place a sword and an arrow in the

marriage booth, to tj'^pify the hunting habits of the Vedans and their

own conquest of the country. The Malaiyalis of the KoUaima-

lais are addressed by Pallan women as ' brother-in-law ' (macchdn),

though the Malaiyalis do not relish this. It is also said that

Tottiyan men regard Malaiyalis as their brothers-in-law and

alwavs treat them kindly, and that the Tottiyan women regard the

Malaiyalis as their brothers but treat them very coldly, in re-

membrance of their having sold their sister ' for a mess of pottage,'

Thougli there are difficulties about accepting even the broad lines

of their story, there seems to be no doubt that they are a Tamil-

speaking people who migrated from the plains to the hills (perhaps

driven out by some oppression) at a comparatively recent date.

The Malaiyalis of the two ranges will not intermarry, but have

no objection to eating together. Each recognizes exogamous

subdivisions or kulanv, ; those of the Pachaimalais arc the Tanadi,

Vandayan, Semblivan, Navidaya, Kalla, Kikkidaya, Nevidaya,

and Kurichidaya and others; and those of the KoUaimalais the

Kalavi, Sembolan, Selumbi, Kolappaudi, Ambalani, Valangai,

Soludaiyan, Kunai-pittan, Sakkiratti, etc Some of the latter

divisions {e.g.^ the Kalavis and the Soludaiyans) regard each other

as cousins and do not intermarry.

For purposes of caste discipline, the villages of botli sub-

divisions ar(! grouped into nddus. Thus the Malaiyalis of the

Pachaimalais are divided into the Vennadu, Tcnbarantidu and

Attiiiadu (the last of wliich is in iSalem distiict), and those on the

KoUaimalais in the Nainakkal taluk into the nddtts of Gundijr,

Ariydr, Valavandi, Valappur, Sel{ir, Tinnanur and Dcvanfir.

There are also eight nddm in the Att^ir ICollaimalaiH, with which

we are not concerned. Each nddu contains nomc 20 or 30 villages.

Each village has a headman called on the Pachaimalais niuppan
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and on the Kollaimalais nr-hovundan or kiiUi'manfi/anh Again in CHAP. III.

the Pachaimalais every five or ten villages make up a sittambalam Principal

over which is a kavundan, and each nddu is ruled by a perhja
Castes.

Jfcivundan or dorai. In the Kollaimalais tivere are no dttnmhalams^

but the nddu there is also presided over by a pefi'iija kavundan
sometimes called a sddt kaoundan. Again on the Kollaimalais the

first four nddm are grouped into one pattmn under the pa/takkdran

of Valappur, and the other three into another under the pattakkd-

ran of Sakkii-atti in the Selrir nddu. The nddu headmen on the

Pachaimalais also do duty as patfakkdrans. All these appoint-

ments are hereditary, but the incumbents can be dismissed by the

patfakkdrans for cause shown. Petty disputes are decided by the

village headmen, and matrimonial disputes are sent up to his

superior. The pattakkdrau is only occasionally called in. The
patfakkdrnn's permission has to be obtained before a marriage can

take place, but on the Kollaimalais he deputes this power lo

the sddi kavimdan. Tiie patUikkdrans on both ranges have recog-

nized privileges, such as the right to ride on horseback and use

umbrellas, which are denied to the commonfolk. Any one who
meets them prostrates, and is answered by the blessing ' may
you flourish like a great king.' In the Pachaimalais every member
of the family of the /jattakkdran enjoys these privileges, while on

the Kollaimalais it is only the pottakkdran himself who does so.

The Malaiyalis do not eat with any other caste, but will take

separate meals from all Sudra castes with whom they come m
contact, such as the Udaiyans, Reddis, Tottiyans, Pallis, and

Vellalans. Paraiyans and Pallans accept the same hospitality

from the Malaiyalis, only outside the house. They generally live

by cultivation, and are quiet and rather timid folk who are often

victimized, owing to their simplicity, by traders. They eat flesh,

including squirrels and black monkeys
;
profess to abslain from

alcohol ; but are great smokers. They respect Brahmans, but do

not employ them as priests.

They profess either the Saivite or Vaishnavito faith iu much

the same vague way as other castes of similar social standing.

They recognize the sanctity of the large Vishnu temple at Sri-

rangani and of the Siva temple at Arappalisvaran-kovil cm the

Kollaimalais, to the festival at which latter in Adi (July-August)

the Malaiyalis of all three divisions flock, and in every village is a

temple or image of Perumal (Vishnu), Kali is also commonly

worshipped, but the Malaiyalis do not connect her with Siva.

Almost every village further contains temples to Mariyayi, the

goddess of cholera, and to the village goddess Pidari. In the

Kollaimalais Kali is also looked upon as a village goddess, but she
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CHAP. III. has no attendant Karuppans, nor is she worshipped by shedding

Peincipal blood. Pidari is often called Mannu-Pidiiri on the Pachaimalais,

and is represented by a heap of mud. At midnight a sheep and

some cooked rice are taken to this, a man cleaning the pathway to

the temple by dragging a bunch of leaves. The sheep is killed,

and its lungs are placed on the heap. On the Kollaimalais two

other goddesses, Nachi and Kongalayi, are commonly worshipped.

At the worship of the former perfect silence must be observed, and

women are not allowed to be in the village at the time. It is

supposed that if any one speaks during the ceremony, he will be

stung by bees or insects. The goddess has no image, but she is

supposed to appear from the surface of the ground and to ' glitter

like the comb of a cock. ' Kongalayi has an image, and her

worship is accompanied by music. All these goddesses are wor-

shipped every year before the ground is cultivated. All the

Malaiyalis yvorshi-p paUavans like the people of the plains, but on

the Kollaimalais, instead of thinking that these are people who
have died a violent death, they say they are virtuous men and

good sportsmen who have lived to a good old age. The test of

the apotheosis of such a one is that his castemen should have a

successful day's sport on some day that they have set aside in his

honour. They sometimes offer regular sacrifices to the patfavans,

but more usually offer tlicm the head of any game they shoot.

On the Kollaimalais holy (tamatam) bulls dedicated to the

Srirangam temple are taken round with drums on their backs by

men with feathers stuck in their hair and alms are collected.

When these animals die, they are buried and an «?an tree is

planted over the grave. This practice is however confined to

Vaishnavites, and to a few families. Saivites set free bulls in

honour of the Arappalisvaran god. These bulls are of a good

class, and the practice improves the local breed of cattle.

The Malaiyali houses are built of tattis of split bamboo,

and roofed with jungle grass. The use of tiles or bricks is

believed to excite the anger of the gods. The Kollaimalai houses

seom always to have a loft inside, approached by a ladder.

The caves project greatly, so as almost to touch the ground. In

the piais a hole is made to pen fowls in. On the tops of the

houses tufts of jungle grass and rags are placed to keep off owls

and the ill-omened kotfdn bird. The villages are surrounded with

a fence to keep the village pigs from destroying the crops outside.

At home, the men only wear a piece-cloth, but when they visit the

plains they wear an upper cloth and a blanket. The Pachaimalai

women wear the Icusavam -i Id in their cloths on the right side, but

do not cover the breast. The Kollaimalai women do not wear any
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kusavam, but carefully cover their breasts, especially when at work CHAP. ill.

outside the viliag-e site, for fear of displeasing the gods. Both Pbincipal

weai- cither the tnli or the (fofiu as emblematic of marriage, but ou

the Pachaimalais the women are not particular about always put-

ting these on. A woman who has been married more than once

wears a tali for each husband. The Pachaimalai people tattoo, but

the custom is anathema on the Kollaimalais, where the Malaiyalis

will not allow a tattooed person into their houses for fear of

offending their gods.

All Malaiydlis are keen sportsmen, and they complain that

their fun is spoilt by the forest rules. The Kollaimalai people

have a great beat on the first of Ani (June-July), and another on

the day of the fi.rst sowing of the year. The date of the latter is

settled by the headman of each village, and he alone is allowed to

sow seeds on that day, every one else being debarred on pain of

punishment from doing any manner of work, and going out to

hunt instead. On the Kollaimalais bull-baiting is practised at the

time of the Mariydyi festival in Masi (February-March). A
number of bulls are taken in front of the goddess one after the

other, and while some of the crowd hold the animal with ropes a

man in front of it and another behind urge it on to unavailing

efforts to get free. When one bull is tired out, another is brought

up to take its place.

The Malaiydlis have a good many superstitions of their ovm,

which are apparently different from those of the plains. If they

want rain they pelt each other with balls of cowdung, an image of

Pillaiydr is buried in a manure pit, and a pig is killed with a kind

of spear {marvasi). When the rain comes, the Pillaiydr is dug

up again. It is a bad omen if a sembottu bird or a cobra crosses

one's path, or to hear the cry of a deer or a lizard on the left. On

the other hand it is a good omen to hear a lizard chirp overhead,

or to see a quail crossing one's path from left to right, or to come

across the remnants of a meal or a used platter or some milk. If

a man suffers from headache he sets free a red cock in honour of

the sun on a Tuesday. A man who grinds his teeth in his sleep

may be broken of the habit by being made to eat some of the. food

offered to the village goddess, brought by stealth from her altar.

People suffering from small-pox are taken down to the plains and

left in some village. Cholera patients are simply abandoned and

left to die. Lepers arc driven out, without the slightest mercy, to

shift for themselves.

The best match for a boy is held to be his maternal uncle's

daughter. This sometimes results in a young boy marrying a
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Palls

grown woman, but the Malaiyalis in this district declare that the

boy's father docs not then take over the duties of a husband as

Mr. LeFanu, in the Salem Manual, says occurs in the Kah'dyans.

Unchastity, except with a man outside the caste, is not considered

a serious matter- On the Kollaimalais a wife may leave her

husband for a paramour, but her husband has a right to the

children of such intercourse, and they generally go to him in

the end.

A betrothal on the Pachaimalais is effected by the boy's taking

an oil bath followed by a bath in hot water in the bride's house
;

and watching whether there is any ill omen during the process.

On the Kollaimalais the matter is settled by a simple interview.

On both ranges the wedding ceremonies last only one day and on

the Pachaimalais a Thursday is generally selected. The marriage

on the latter range consists in all the relatives present dropping

cabtor oil on to the heads of the pair with a wisp of grass, and then

pronouncing a blessing on them. The terms of the blessing are

the same as those used by the Konga Velldlans. The boy tics the

idli. On the Kollaimalais the girl is formally invited to come and

be married by the other party's taking her a sheep and some rice.

On the appointed day offerings of a cock and a hen are made to

the gods in the houses of both, the girl then comes to the other

house, and both of them are garlanded by the leading ryots

present. The boy ties the tali, and the couple are then made to

walk seven steps and are blessed. The garlands are then thrown

into a well, and if they float together it is an omen that the two

will love each other.

Both sections bury their dead. Their funerals end with the

third or the fifth day, on which cooked rice and meat are offered

to the deceased spirit. No anniversary is performed. On the

Kollaimalais a gun is fired when the corpse is taken out for burial,

and tobacco, cigars, betel and nut, etc. are buried with the body.

The Pallans are one of the great agricultural labourer castes of

the Tamil country, and in this district generally till the lauds of

others as pannaiydln , or permanent farm servants. They are sup-

posed to be particularly good at paddy cultivation. Their touch,

and their entry into the house, conveys pollution to a Sudra. The

ordinary barbers and washermen will not work for thera, and they

are not admitted into the temples. They will accept separate

meals from any Sudras except the K6mati8 and Uppiliyans, but

they decline to oat with, and pretend to be polluted by, tiie Parai-

yans and the Chakkiiiyans. They pride themselves on their

abstinence from beef, which both Paraiyans and Chakkiiiyans eat.

Some of them, notably those of the Kaladi division who are
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numerous in the Trioliinopoly taluk, are notorious for their CHAP. Ill

addiction to crime.

Like others of the lowest castes, the Pallans protend to be of

the highest descent. As in Tanj ore, they say that they are of the

lineage of Indra. They derive their name from pallain, a pit,

saying that they were standing on low ground when the castes

were originally formed. The word is perhaps connected with the

wet cultivation at which they are such experts, which is always

carried on in low ground. Thoy have a caste of beggars specially

dependent upon them called the Palla-ktittadis ('dancers').

They say they are split 'into a very large 'number of endogam-

ous subdivisions, but are very vague about them. A proverb says

it is difficult enough to learn all the different kinds of paddy, but

that to master the subdivisions of the Pallans is impossible. Some
of these subdivisions are the Dev^udras, Kadayas or Kottukkaras,

Pallan gurus (priests), I'allan barbers and Pallan washermen.

These will neither eat nor marr}- with each other.

The fii'st of them, which is the largest of all, is divided into the

Dev^ndras proper and the Kaladis, who do not intermarry but will

eat together. All the subdivisions will accept separate meals from

the Pallan yurm, and the barbers and washermen will take food

from the Dev^ndras and Kadayas.

The Pallans generally have three or more headmen for each

village, over whom is the iidttu tmlppan. Each village has also

a peon called (as in Tanjore) the odum pillai (' the runner ') and

the main body of the caste, when attending panchayats, is called

the Ham katchi, ' the inexperienced.' There is one panchayat for

each village, at which all the mUppans and the ndttu mitppan attend.

Between the nattu muppan and the ordinary muppans there is, in

the Karur taluk, a puUi muppan. All these offices are hereditary.

In Karur taluk a rath(>r different organization, used to regulate

the supi)ly of labour to the landholders, is in force. Each of the

village muppunH has a number of kura/'s, or sections of the wet laud

of the village, under him, and he is bound to supply labourers for

all the land in his harai, and is remunerated by the landowner

with 1^ mmakkdh of grain for every 20 kalams harvested. The
muppans do not work themselves, but they maintain discipline

among their men by caste floggings and even expulsion. The
landowners deal with their laliourers only through them.

Betrothals are ratified by the boy's tying a necklace [kdrai or

parisamani) round the neck of the girl. Marriage ceremonies

resemble generally those of the Kalians of Trichinopoly taluk and

Tanjore. In some places the boy is requii-ed to steal something

from the bride's house when they return home after the marriage,

17
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and the other party has to repay the compliment on some future

oocasion. The re-marriage of widows and divorced women is

permitted.

After a funeral, each member of the party has to dip his toes

in a pot of eowdung-water before re-entering the house. On the

third day the mourners chew fish and betel, and spit them into a

pot of water. This is supposed to show that their mourning is

cast away from tliem and at an end. They perform no kani-

mdntaram as a rule, nor any anniversary ceremonies in memory

of the dead.

The Paraiyans are the other great agricultural labourer caste

of the Tamil country, and are also generally pannaii/dls. The

Ch61iya subdivision weaves coarse cloths, and any of the caste will

beat drums at the marriages and funerals of other communities.

Their name has in consequence been supposed to be derived from

the word parai, a drum. They are a beef-eating and a polluting

caste, standing a fraction below the Pallans in the social scale.

Like the Pallans, they look down upon the Chakkiliyans, but the

compliment is returned with interest, and the Paraiyans and

Pallans each treat the other with much scorn. The former will

not however accept separate meals from a Kammdlan, which the

Pallans, being also of the left-hand faction,^ will do. They have

no caste barbers, as the Pallans have, but shave each other. They
have two special beggar castes, namely the Para-tombans, and the

Para-k{ittadis.

They have a very exalted account of their lineage, saying that

they are descended from the Brdhman priest Sala Sdmbavan, who
was employed in a Siva temple to worship the god with offerings

of beef, but who incurred the anger of the god by one day conceal-

ing a portion of the meat to give it to his pregnant wife, and was

therefore turned into a Paraiyan. The god appointed his brother

to do duty instead of him, and the Paraiyans say that Brahman
priests are their cousins. For this reason they wear a sacred

thread at their marriages and fuuorals. At the festival of tho

village goddesses they repeat a verse of extravagant praise of their

caate, which says ' The Paraiyans were the first creation, the

first who wore the sacred thread, tho uppermost in the social scale,

the differentiators of castes, the winners of laurels. They have

been seated on the white elephant, the Vira Sdmbavans, who beat

the victorious drum.' It is a curious fact that at the feast of the

village goddesses a Paraiyan is honoured by being invested with

a Baered thread for the occasion by the pujdri of the temple, and

by having a saffron thread tied to his wrists and being allowed to

' See aboTe, p. 92.
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head tho procession. The Paraiyans say this is owing to their CHAP. HI

exalted origin,^ and tho other castes liavo no explanation to offer.

Like tho Pallans, the Paraiyans recite a long list of endogam-

oas divisions. Among these are the Choliyas (* of tho Chola

country ') or Koliyas, the Sangudus or Kongas (' men of the

Kongii country '), the Kattus, the Tangalans or Aiyas, the Vallu-

vans and the washermen. The Valluvans arc the priests of the

caste, and they and the washermen are naturally found in small

communities wherever there are Paraiyans. At Musiri the Parai-

yans are nearly all Choliyas, in Karur and Namakkal mainly

Kongas. There are some minor differences in the customs of the

various divisions. Thus the Choliyas and the Valluvaus are the

only ones who do not allow tho rc-marriage of widows ; the Konga
women can be recognized by their wearing a number of glass

bangles and a bangle of shells on the left wrist, but nothing on the

right wrist at all ; the Valluvans, being the caste priests, always

wear the sacred thread ; being astrologers, they are often consulted

by members of the higher castes ; and they are the only section

of the caste which abstains from eating beef. No intermarriage

and no mutual hospitality is practised between these divisions,

except that all of them will accept separate meals from the Vallu-

vaus, and that tho washermen will take food from any of the other

subdivisions.

Paraiyan caste organization is confined to the village, and
consists generally of a headman and a peon. The headman is

variously called the nakka Paraiyan, the pertyatanakkdran^ or the

muppan ; and tho peon is called the iangaUn or the mlavadi.

The betrothal of a girl is generally effected by the bridegroom's

party putting sandal on her forehead. In places the method of

betrothing a new-born girl by sprinkling water over her and

applying a cloth dipped in cowdung-watcr to her navel is recog-

nized. Marriages generally take place in the boy's house, and the

ceremonies are usually the same as those of the Stidra castes.

When a wife is divorced she has to give her idli back to her

husband, or to give him a thread of her cloth, which he cuts off

with his own hand in token of the dissolution of their marria^'e.

On the first day of their funerals the chief mourner is not

allowed any salt in his food. On the third day the mourners, as

among the Pallans, have to chew fish and betel-leaf and to spit

into a pot of rice-water. The funeral is not concluded till the

sixteenth day, when a feast occurs at which the chief mourner is

solemnly fed first.

^ Cf. Caldwell's Oomparativt grammar of the Draviditn lattfuafta (London,

1876), pp. 540 ff.
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Wet Ct'LTivATiON—The crops grown—Paddy ; its varieties—L-nirrigated paddy

— Irrigated paddy ; the season for it—Sowing versus transplanting—Cultiva-

tion of sown paddy—Peed-beds—Cultivation methods—Rotation of wet crops

^Plantains—Betel. Dut Cultivation—Crops grown—Seasons— Rotations

and mixed sowing—Cultivation—Implements and manures—Superstitious

maximn. Ikrigatiox—River channels—The Cauvery aniouts and channels

—

Other dams—The irrigation oess—Floods and embankments—Tanks—Wells

—

Projects for improving irrigation—Nandiydr Project—Other projects.

Economic side of Aghicultwee.

As in most other districts, the chief irrigated crop in Trichinopoly is

paddy. By far the largest extent of this is grown in the Trichino-

poly taluk, and next come Musiri, Udaiyarpdlaiyam and Kulittalai.

Hardly any others of the irrigated crops are worth detailed

mention. Plantains are grown chiefly in Trichinopoly, hut to

some extent in all the other taluks except Peramhalur and Udai-

ydrpdlaiyani ; sugar-cane on a small area ; and a little turmeric

and hetel.

The different species of paddy are proverbially numerous, and

the list of the kinds grown in this district is a long one. The

ryots class them all under the two main genera of samba and h'df^,

the former of which generally take some five or six months to

mature, and the latter some three or four ; but there are minor

kinds in each genus which almost belong to the other. The kdr

genus is subdivided into the major species of kdr and kuruvai, and

the samba genus into the samba, rdlan, pisdnam and vangi species.

Each of these species is further divided into a number of sub-

species. The most popular varieties are the vellat and mattai kdrs

and the sadai and 'pun sambds ; the best at resisting floods is the

t'iUai-kottai or aembdlai ; the most prolific is perhaps the sadai

samba ',
while the Ncllore and the milahu sambds fetch the highest

priceH. The kdr varieties arc generally considered unwholesome,

and arc therefore generally less valuable than the samhd, the differ-

ence in price varying from four to eight annas per kalam. The kdr

gorts are generally sown broadcast instead of being transplanted.

In the Udaiydrp^laiyam taluk paddy is very commonly grown

as a dry crop, without the aid of any water w^hatever. This is

also done in the southern firkae of Kulittalai, on the tank-beds in
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tho east of Porambalur and bj the sides of jungle streams in CHAP. IV.

Nnmakkal, It is not possible to genoralizc about the kinds of Wet

paddy cultivated in thin manner, except tliat a 8lo\vl3'-maturing ' '

variety seems usually to l>e chosen. In Udaiydrpdlaiyara the l-'nirrigated

ryots seem to cultivate all the slowly-maturing local varieties in

this way. The land is ploughed deeply • some time in Chittrai

(April-May) after the early showers, and this is repeated from

two to six times, the process ordinarily taking about two months.

Intervals are observed between the ploughings, so as to kill the

weeds, ' cool the subsoil,' and allow tho clods to weather. Sheep

and cattle are penned on the land meanwhile, and cattle-dung,

ashes and tank silt are spread on it. Tho seed is sown broadcast

without preliminary soaking when the first rains fall in Adi

(July-August). In Perambalur the seed is mixed with cambu in

the proportion of two to one. In Udaiyarpdlaiyara the field is

twice ploughed lightly just after sowing. Two weedings (and

sometimes three) are done with a kalaikotiu, or hand-weeder, a

month after sowing and again a month or six w-ceks 'later. In

Udaiyarpalaiyara weeding is done with a harrow consisting of a

plank fitted with iron teeth and fixed to a plough. This is called

a paUu-kalappai, or ' toothed plough.'

In the case of irrigated paddy, sowing is done at different Irrigated

seasons in different pai-ts of the district. Usually only one crop ^^'^^^^^ \^^^^

is cultivated each year. This is of the samba genus and is gener-

ally sown in Adi (July- August) and harvested in Tai (January-

February). In the neighbourhood of Turaiyur it is put down a

month or two later. In parts of Trichinopoly and in the uplands

of Musiri and Namakkal, the ryots grow a kdr or kuruvai crop in

what they call the Chittrai kdldvadi ^ (April-June) and a crop of

tho samhd varieties in Purattasi (September-October). These are

in fact the ordinary early and late seasons which are called in

other districts kdr and pkdnmn or kuruvai and samhd. A more

usual way of getting two crops is to grow two short varieties of

paddy, the first in Ani (June-July) and the second in Kdrtigai

(November-December). These seasons are called respectively

the indri (rainy) and the kodai (summer) seasons, from the time at

which the crops aro respectively harvested ; and the crops, which

are generally of the kdr genus, are called after the seasons— the

first mdrikkdr, and the second kodaikkdr. Sometimes a sambd crop

is grown instead of the kndatkkdr, and thus the system merges

into the ordinary scheme of kdr and pisdnam seasons. Under the

^ The local proverb says ' Plough deep, even if it is ouly half a kult.'

' Eclavadi means ' limitHtion,' and hence season. The Chittrai kaldvadi

begins at the end of Chittrai (April-May)

.
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CHAP. IV. Cauveiy channels in the Kiilittalai and Musiri taluks the rjots

"^^Vet cultivate two slowly-maturing crops of the samba genus, known

respectively (from the species generally grown) as the vdhn

and the samba crops respectivel3^ The^ first is grown in Masi

(February-March) and the second in Adi (July- August). In

the land watered hy the Cauvery in Trichinopoly, Karur and

Namakkal, the rvots have a regular scheme of five paddy crops

which last for two years. A kuruvai or 'kdr crop in Vaikasi

(May-June) of the first year is followed in Purattasi (September-

October) by samba, and in the following Masi (February-March)

by a vdlan crop, by another 'kdr or kuruvai season in June, and by

samba again in Purattasi (September-October). In Namakkal

they vary this arrangement by using a shorter manakkattai crop

instead of the six months' vdlan. Finally in Perambalur, they

grow a long sambd crop in Adi (July-August), and a short crop

known as mdnavdri in the following Tai (January-February)

.

They have much the same system iu the padugai land along the

banks of the Cauvery in Karur.

Wherever the ryots grow only one wet crop, they seem also to

follow it by a dry crop, giugelly being the ordinary staple chosen.

It is sometimes mixed with indigo. Ragi, cholam and cambu are

also used in this way in Trichinopoly, Pcrambalur and Namakkal

This system is not so common in Karur and Udaiyarpalaiyam as

elsewhere ; and in the neighbourhood of Turaiyur the process is

reversed, the dry crop being grown in May or June and the paddy

in the following October or November. Sometimes a dry crop is

raised both before and after the single paddy crop. This is the

case in Perambaltir, for example, where the wells are particularly

good. In the Trichinopoly taluk, even where they grow two

paddy crops, the ryots follow them up by a crop of vayalpayaru

(a kind of green gram) either by itself or (occasionally) mixed

with indigo. This is grown some time in March or April.

Bowing vervi^ Imgatcd paddy is cither sown broadcast or transplanted.
transplant- -j^j^^ quicklv-maturiug kdr and kuruvai varieties are generally

sown, while the sambd kinds are sown in high land and trans-

planted in low land which is liable to submersion or is water-

logged. At Pcrambalur the ryots say that they always prefer to

sow if there is sufficient water at the proper time ; at Turaiylir

they say they sow on good land and transplant on bad, because

the latter requires strong seedlings to make up for the inferiority

of the soil ; but in Namakkal exactly the opposite theory is held

by the ryots, who say that seedlings transplanted into poor land

take root with difficulty and rarely tlirivc, while paddy sown on

good land runs too much to leaf to give a good outturn ; and they

mg
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think that seedlings need good land to make up for the cramping chap. iv

.

they have undergone in the crowded nursery. Wet
Cultivation,

When paddy is sown broadcast, the preparation of the field —
follows the usual system, the land being ploughed and manured, of^eowu

*°°

and levelled with the mamutti or hoe and the parambu, or plank puddy.

drawn by oxen. The seed is then well soaked and sowu. Directly

after sowiug half an inch or an inch of water is let into the field,

and is drained off on the following day by little channels {tondik-

kdls) dug all round the field. On the third day after sowing a

little water (' as deep as the skin on boiled milk ') is admitted into

the field and drained off at once. This is done every day for a

week. In Ndmakkal this latter process does not begin till the

surface dries and cracks (' largo enough to admit a crow's leg ') form,

and it is continued for a fortnight. For the next month half an

inch of water is allowed in the field, and after that the water is

gradually increased till the depth ultimately reaches one span.

Its depth is never allowed to exceed that limit, and just before the

ears appear the field is drained and no more water is allowed on it

at all. Meanwhile, when the crop is between six and eight weeks

old, the inequalities due to sowing are removed by transplanting

some of the seedlings from the over-crowded parts of the field into

the bare patches.

The ordinary method in which seedlings are prepared for Seed-beds.

transplantation is what is called the setiu ndltu (' mud seedling ')

system. In some few parts of the Ldlgudi divi.ion and of the

Perambalur taluk, the vara or puludt ndttu (' dust seedling ')

system is employed. The main difference between the two is that

in the former the nursery is well soaked before ploughing, and the

seed is well soaked before sowing, while in the latter the bed is

ploughed and the seed is sown without wetting. Moreover much
less water is admitted into the nursery in the puluJi ndttu method

than in the other.

Two systems of soaking the seed before sowiug are employed,

and are called respectively the ' second kombu ' and the '• third

kombu^ methods. Asa rule, the first of these consists in soaking

the seed for twelve hours and then leaving it to dry for eighteen
;

while tho second provides for soaking it for 24 hours and allowing

it to dry for twelve. The latter hurries on the germination, and

if a cultivator misses the proper season he often uses it in order to

ena'ile him to make up for lost time. It is, however, declared to

have a bad effect on the crop, rendering it less capable of standing

immersion or excess of water. In Namakal, Karur and Peram-

balur the methods of soaking differ sUghtly from both of these.
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Rotation of

wet oroph.

The preparation of the field to receive the seedlings follows

much the usual steps. But in fields under the Canvery the manure

is not applied after the first levelling, as elsewhere, for fear it

should be washed away hy the first floodings. These are very

copious, so that as much as possible of the fertile river-silt may be

deposited, and the ridges between the fields are unusually low in

this district, so that manure put on too early would be washed

away.

The seedlings are planted out farther apart than in some

districts^ Several local sayings emphasize the importance of this.

One says ' Planting closely beautifies the crop, but planting far

apart beautifies the paddy.' Another says ' Seedlings should be

planted so as to let a crab pass between them '. No water is

allowed into the field for a week or a fortnight after transplanting,

until the seedlings show, by turning a dark green, that they have

recovered from theLr move. The mauures used when the field is

ploughed are of the ordinary kinds. As a rule no manure is

applied to the standing crops, but in Trichinopoly, Karur and

Perambalur the ryots often throw cow-dang, ashes, indigo-refuse,

sweepings or oil -cake over the crop as it stands. Tho ryots say

that rain should fall between the time when, as already described,

the bare patches are filled up from the over-crowded parts of the

field and the time when the ears are formed. The saying is

:

' The crop which has not been rained upon is like a child which

has not seen its mother's face.' But they strongly object to rain

either when the ears are forming or on the day of transplanting.

And they think that a light drizzle (i/si tidtal or ' needle drizzle ')

on a sunny day is likely to generate a particular kind of worm
called the usi pulu or ' needle worm.' The preparation of the

field for a second crop is done in a more perfunctory manner.

When a dry crop follows paddy, it is usual to let the field dry

completely first, and then to Hood it anew to thc^ requisite degree.

Vayalpmyaru, howercr, is sown (either by itaelf or mixed with

indigo) among the paddy before this is harvested, and is left

(without manure, water or ploughing) to mature of itself. The
dew of tiio cold weatlicr is .said to provide all the moisture it

requires.

The ryots appear to have no objection to giowing paddy year

after year on the same pieee of land, but they endeavour to give the

land a kind of rest by changing every year the vaiiety of paddy

cultivated. New varieties, such as the popular ' Nelloro samba,'

have even been iinportod from distant places for this purpose.

The rules for rotations are, however, more precise when crops other

than paddy are grown, h'or example, after a crop of plantains
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which remains three years on the ground, a field should bo culti- CHAP. IV.

vated with paddy for three years before plantains are grown Wbt

again. Betel, which also remains on the ground three years, must,
LXTnrATiov.

not be cultivated again on the same field till paddy has been grown
there two years at least. Another plan is to follow betel with one

paddy crop, and then give the ground a turn of sugar-cane.

Sugar-cane is not ordinarily allowed to remain on the ground for

more than one year in this district. It is then followed by paddy
for at least three, and sometimes for four or five, years. Turmeric

also necessitates an interval of paddy before it can be grown again.

It is itself a one year's crop and has to be followed by paddy for

at least two years.

A large number of varieties of plantains are grown in this Plantains,

district. The commonest are rastdli, motidan, Iddan or kali, -peijan

or mada vdlai, puvan and rdjd-vdlm. The rastdli is far the most

commonly grown, and is largely exported. It is a large, round,

plump fruit with a soft skin. The mondan is longer, and has a

squarer section
;
possesses a thick skin, to which parts of the pulp

adhere when the. fruit is peeled ; and is cooked, and not eaten raw.

]t is subdivided into the minor species of pani, sdmbrdni, na/Ia,

vibndi, nendira and the Erode or ndtdngi mondan. These do not

differ much. The first of them is the smallest and whitest, the

third is the largest, and the last has one end bigger than the other.

The Iddan or kali kind is smaller and thinner than either the rastdli

or the mondan^ but in shape is rather like the latter. Its skin is

thicker than that of the rastdli but thinner than that of the

mondan. Minor species of it, called pacha i (green), sevval (red)

and koranyu (monkey) are distinguished. The first two take their

names from a faint tinge of colour which characterizes them. The
third is the smallest of the three, but is said to be excellent eating.

The peyon plantain has a still smaller fruit, and the plant itself is

distinguishable by its stout, tall trunks, and its large, thick leaves.

The fruit is squai'e in section and is much used for medicinal

purposes. The puvan is a very prolific variety. Its fruit is like

that of the peyan., only round ; it is sour in taste and is considered

useful as a digestivt? after meals. The rdjd-vdlaiis of the same size

as the rastdli, but the fruit- is distinguishable by its pointed ends.

It is far the most delicious of all the varieties of plantain grown in

the district, and is generally planted in betel gardens.

Plantain cultivation is generally begun in March or April.

The young shoots growing up round the roots of old trees are taken

and planted in rows at the rate of 800 or 900 to the acre. These
are well manured and watered, and soon after planting the field

is divided into plots by trenches {yidangus) a foot and a half

16
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CHAP. IV. deep for the irrigation water to stand in, the excavated mud
Wet being spread evenly over the plots. In the third month after

,
' transplantation the foot of the stem of the plant is bound round so

that the layers of bark may not split off it, and this process is

repeated at least twice before the first harvest. As the bunches of

plantains form they are covered with leaves so as to keep the

Sim off them. The first harvest takes place fifteen or eighteen

months after planting, and two other crops are cut some ten and

twenty months, respectively, later.

The profits of the crop are considerable. A garden an acre in

extent will yield, it is said, 60,000 plantains in the first year and

40,000 in each of the two succeeding years, or 140,000 altogether.

The first year's fruit will sell for Es, 2-8-0 a thousand, and that

of the next two years, being rather inferior, at Es. 1-14-0 a

thousand. This gives a gross profit of Es. 300 for the three years
;

and, taking the expenses of cultivation at Es. 70 for the whole

period, a net profit of about Es. 80 a year per acre results.

It is supposed to be a bad sign if the first bunch of fruit

appears on the southern side of the plant. It ought to come on

the northern side. In the case of cocoanuts the omens are just

the reverse, it being a good sign if the fruit] first appears on the

south side.

Betel. The area under betel is not very large, but along the banks of

the Cauvery the gardens are conspicuous. Two varieties of the

vine are grown ; namely, the white or karpura betel and the black,

or good {nalla) betel. The former is rare and is only used medici-

nally . The season for beginning ciiltivation is January or February

.

The garden is prepared as soon as tlie first paddy crop has been

harvested, being first allowed to dry and then divided into long,

narrow plots by ditches a foot ^'ido. In January or Februai-y tlie

seeds of avitti {Sesbania grandiflora), a very quick-growing tree,

are planted all along each aide of the plots to provide something

for the vine to climb over, and irrigation begins. About four

months later, when the (ivitii has grown to a fair height, cuttings

about two or three feet in length and eighteen months old are

taken from some existing betel garden and planted between two

lines of the avitti trees. When about three months old, tho young

vines are tied to tho avitti sticks, and at the same time their roots

are manured. The leaves are first picked vvlieu the vines are

eighteen months old.

Betel cultivation is general !>' carried oa by the Kodikkal

Vellalans (who take their name from that occupation) and to a

smaller extent by Eavuttan Mnhammadaus. In some places,

the owner of the land has to give tho lessee a certain amount of
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paddy, and the luttor is required to husk it and ofEcr it to the CHAP. IV.

seven Kaunimir, or virgin j^oddcsscs. Another superstition is that Wet

if a Brdhman or a Koraati enter a betel-garden some harm will

befall the garden or its cultivator.

Of the total area cultivated in the district, about 84 per cent. ^
Dbt

is grown with cereals; 6-3- per cent, with oil-seeds; 6 per cent,

with pulses and 2^ per cent, with cotton . Cambu, rice and cholam

are the favourite cereals, but ragi and varagu also occupy a large

area. Cholam is of four kinds and is chiefly grown in Kulittalai,

Musiri and Karur, and hardly at all in Udaiyarpdlaiyara ; cambu
(five varieties) is popular in Karur, Musiri andN^makkal, but less

so in Trichinopoly ; and varagu is most cultivated in Peramba-

lur, Udaiy^rpdlaiyam and Kulittalai. Ragi (two kinds) is fairly

evenly distributed among the different taluks. Sdmai, tenai and

wheat are also grown to a small extent. Of the oil-seeds, gingelly

occupies half the total area grown, while castor and ground-nut

cover considerable extents. The latto- profitable crop is rapidly

extending in the eastern taluks. Gingelly is most plentiful in

Karur and Kulittalai, ground-nut in Udaiydrpalaiyam, and castor

in Kulittalai. Of the pulses, the commonest arc horse-gram and

yellow gram, which account for seven-eighths of the area under

this head. Green, and black, gram also occur in small quantities.

The cotton is nearly all grown in Karur, Namakkal, Perambalur

and Musiri. Other crops which cover areas of moderate extent

arc chillies, coriander, vegetables, onions, sugar-cane, indigo and

tobacco. There is also a considerable acreage under fruit trees.

Dry cultivation, as usual, is of two entirely different kinds ; Beaeons

namely, that which depends entirely on rain and is carried out on

mdrufvari (rain-fed) land, and that under wells on garden (toitam)

land. For the cultivation of indnavdri land two seasons are recog-

nized, of which the first (Adi pattani) lasts from May to September,

and the second (Purattasi paitam) from September to November.

As a rule, the only crop grown in the second is horse-gram. Even

this cannot be raised after the rain of the north-east monsoon

is over.

The crops usually cultivated on garden land are ragi, cholam,

chillies and cambu, with, very occasionally, varagu. All these

(except chillies) are of course largely grown on mdnavdri land also.

The seasons for garden cultivation differ considerably in different

taluks. Thus ragi is sown in May in Karur and Perambalur ; in

September or October in Udaiydrpdlaiyam ; and cither in June-

July or January -February in Namakkal. Similarly cholam is

sown in February or ^[arch in Perambalur ; and at any time
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between February and May in Karur. Cambu seems to be grown

at any time between April and July.

Most of the dry crops are on the ground for three or four

months. Cotton takes over six months to mature, varagu of

different kinds from four to eight months and groimd-nut, castor,

chillies and yellow gram eight or nine months.

On mdnavdri land only one crop is usually grown in the year.

On garden land the ryots generally raise two.

The ryots recognize the advantages of rotation (' changing the

leg,' as they call it), but in practice they do not take any particular

trouble to secure them except, perhaps, in Ndmakkal and Udaiyar-

pdlaiyam. In the former of these they say that a cambu or varagu

crop should not be repeated till after an interval of two years, and

in Udaiyarpalaiyam they consider that a field cultivated with

varagu should be left fallow for a year before either varagu or

horse-gram is grown on it ; that ragi and cambu do well in

alternate years ; and that when cambu is grown on the same field

year after year it should be mixed with other crops, which should

be different each year. It is everywhere iisual in mdnavdri culti-

vation, and is occasionally the practice in garden cultivation to

grow mixed crops in the same field, and this no doubt to some

extent takes the place of a regular rotation. The reasons given

by the ryots for the practice of mixing crops are firstly that, what-

ever the character of the season may be, it will almost certainly

suit one or other of the crops in the mixture, secondly that they

need a number of diflierent grains for household consumption, and

thirdly that if a quick-growing and a slowly-maturing crop are

mixed, space is economized, since the formef is off the ground before

the latter has began to spread. This last reason is more intelligible

than the other two. Common mixtures are ragi with sdmai,

tcnai, black gram or green gram ; cambu with ground-nut, indigo

or yellow gram ; cholam with gingclly ; and gingclly with

yellow gram ; thus exhausting crops are often mixed with those

which collect nitrogen.

The cultivation of both ordinary dry land and land under wells

follows the same system as elsewhore in the southern disti-iets, and

need not be described in detail. On the Kollaimalais and Pachai-

malais a method called punalkddu is adopted in the case of land

covered with jungle. This resembles the k()nd(( pndit cultivation in

the agencies of the Northern Circars and the humeri of the west

coast, and consists in cutting down (in April) all the trees and

bushes on the spot scloctcrl, spreading them evenly over the land,

bui-ning them in May, and sowing the seed in the ashes (without

ploughing) with the rains of June or July.
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The crops ordinarily grown in this manner arc tcnai, samai, CHAP. IV,

cambu, yellow gram, mochai (a kind of bean) and castor. The ^ Drt

last two arc dibbled into the gronnd and not sown. The field is

weeded once a month after the sowing. After two or three years'

cropping the clearing is abandoned for twelve years until it is

again covered with coppice-growth, when the process is repeated.

The extension of forest reservation has much restricted the area in

which this primifcive system is possible.

The agricultural implements used in the district are of the TmpleincntH

simplest character. Iron ploughs arc almost unknown, the

ordinary rude, wooden, pattern being universally employed. i?eed-

drills are also unknown. For covering the seed after it is sown on
dry land, planks {pat^amlm or pakujai) or a leafy branch {kilai) are

used. For carrying soil from one part of a field to another the

ryots use a kind of sled called maUa-pdlagai. The hand-weeder

(kalaikotiu) is a small iron pick with a broad point and a wooden
handle. In Udaiydrpdlaiyam taluk weeding is often done with a

kind of harrow called paUu-kalappai (
' toothed plough 'j consisting

of a plank fitted with iron teeth which is fixed to a plough.

Besides the above the only tools employed are the usual big hoe

called the mamutti, the pickaxe {koddli), crow-bar (pdrai), the sickle

(katti), and the pruning knife (koduvdl).

The use of manure seems to have much increased during the

last quarter of a century. Writing in 1879, Mr, C. Benson said

that the amount of manure then used on irrigated bind was very

small. Nowadays manuring is the rule in the case of all wet fields

except those which are near enough to the Cauvery to be fertilized

by the silt of that river, and is almost invariable in the case of dry

laud. The manures employed are of the usual kinds : Cattle, goats

and sheep ai'e penned on the fields ; the dung of these animals and

of pigs is collected and applied ; and green leaves, ashes and

refuse are utilized. Green-manuring is especially popular. The
favourite leaves are those of the koUiiJi, or wild indigo, which are

carted in great quantities from the Coimbatore and Salem districts,

and of the draram shrub and the mdundrayana and portia trees.

In Perambalur prickly pear is used on dry land, especially for

cholam. The leaves are cither buried for some time tirst, or biunt

to ashes. Pig-dung is bought from the Oddes (Woddahs), who

breed those animals, for plantain gardens. The droppings of

ducks are used when two or throe years old, the idea being

that they arc too pungent when fresh. Ducks may often be

seen feeding in wot fields when tho crops arc off the ground, but

this is for their benefit rather than that of the field ; and the ryots
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say they do more harm than good, as they tread the soil into a hard

mass. Silt from tanks and soil from other land is a favourite

manure in the uplands (' Even to river soil, a different soil ' says

the proverb), and in TJdaiydrp^laiyam ant-hill earth is used.

Night-soil (obtained from the municipalities) is used round Trichi-

nopoly and Karur towns ; margosa and ground-nut oil-cake for

wet cultivation in Trichinopoly ami Perambalur taluks ; and

indigo refuse in the former.

As elsewhere, the natives of the district have a number of

superstitious maxims connected with agriculture. A curious belief

is that the state of the sky on certain days in M argali (December-

January) is an index of the amount of rain which will fall in each

month in the next year. It is supposed that the ' conception

'

{garbottam) of the rain takes place in the sky at this time. The

13f days from the thirteenth afternoon in Margali up to midday

on the 27th of that month are divided up among the months of the

year. Ani (June -July) is allotted 1 \ days, the next five months have

2^ days each, and the six months from December to June have

only one day between them. Then, if the sky is unclouded in the

first 1^ days of the 13f days in Mdrgali above mentioned, the

month Ani will be rainless, as ' no conception has taken place,'

and so with the following days and the months to which they

correspond. If, on the other hand, clouds appear, conception has

taken place and good rain is portended. Actual rain, howeverj

is a bad omen. The last day of Mdrgali is called the ubaya

garbottam. (double conception) day, and if clouds appear without

rain then, the coming year as a whole wiU have most favourable

seasons.

Another important time for omens, which is eagerly watched

both by traders and agriculturists, is the full-moon day in Mdsi

(February-March). The season is called the makhottain, and the

omens are judged from the position of the constellation makham

relatively to the moon. If it passes to the norrh of the moon, then

paddy will be plentiful, ' even on the ridges of the fields
' ; if it

passes to the south of the moon, then paddy will be scarce ;
while

if the moon passes through the middle of the constellation, then

the fortune of the ensuing year will be partly good and partly bad,

and the exact proportion of happiness and the reverse will depend

on the proportion of the constellation which is seen north and

south of the moon respectively.

The mango and tamarind crops are also supposed to foretell

the seasons, a good mango crop portending scarcity and a good

tamarind crop, prosperity. A great show of blossom on the babul
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trees also indicates a good season. Again, rainfall on the first of CHAP. Iv.

Kdrtigai (Novembor-Docomber), the second of Arpisi (October- DR^f

November), the fourth of Furattdsi (September-October) or the
^^^'^'^^^^^'

sixth of Avani (August-September) are signs of a good season.

The last is especially favourable, and indicates that ' paddy will

even grow on the walls.' Again if the fifth of Adi (July-August)

falls on a Wednesday, the country is assured of a good single crop

;

if on a Thursday, of two crops ; but if on a Friday, thc^ grain will

wither. It is also a good sign if the southern end of the first

crescent moon should be higher than the northern end in Panguni

and Chittrai (March-May), if the northern end should be higher in

Tai and Masi (January-March), and if for the rest of the year

they should be level. Eainfall in Panguni, Chittrai and Mdrgali

is bad, but on the Kdrtigai day in the month of Kdrtigai it is of

happy omen. A halo close to the moon shows that rain will be

long in coming, while one far from the moon indicates that it will

come soon. Lightning in the north-west and south-east simul-

taneously, means immediate rainfall. So does a red sky iu the

morning ; b\it a red sky at night is the ryot's despair and there is

a saying on the subject which rereverses the well-known English

proverb to the same etfect. Immediate rainfall is also indicated

by fowls drying their feathers in the sun, by leeches crawling up
the trees, or by ants carrying their eggs about above ground.

Of the irrigated land in tho district, 46 per cent, is fed direct Irrigation.

from river channels, 21 per cent, by tanks and 30 per cent, by
wells.

The most important channels are those under the Cauvery, River

Coleroon, Nandiyar and Amaravati rivers; but the Aiyar and <^hnnnel9.

Karaipottaniir, and, to a less extent, the northern A^ellar, are

also largely used for irrigation. The Cauvery irrigates 103,000

acres, the Coleroon 5,200, the Naudiyar 3,000, and the Amaravati
2,400 acres.

The Cauvery divides not far above Triehinopoly into two The Cauvery

branches, the Coleroon on the north and theCauverv on the south.
" "io'^ts and

rni 11 ' ohannelB.
Ihese enclose between them the island of Srirangam, and at the

lower end of this a channel, called the UUar, running from the

Cauvery to the Coleroon, would rc-unito them but for a work,
called the Grand Anient, built across it to keep them apart.

The first engineering problem which arose was so to divide the

available water between the Cauvery and the Coleroon as to

supply adequately, without flooding, the irrigation channels in the

Tanjore delta, which entirely depends upon the Cauvury. This is

now effected by five engineering works, the Upper Anient, the
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CHAP. IV. G-rand Anient, the ' 150 yards calingula,' the Cauvery-Vennar

Ihbioation. regulators and tlie Vadavagudi surplus, some of which are in the

Tanj ore district.

Historically speaking, the first difficulty which seems to have

occurred in the regulation of the flood-water between the two

rivers was that much of the Cauvory floods was carried off by the

Ullar channel into the Coleroon, which runs in a lower bed, and

theTanjore delta was thus starved. This difficulty was surmounted,

perhaps b," the Chola kings, by the building of the Grand Anicut

above mentioned, ' the bulwark of the fertility of the Tanjore

country,' across the outlet into the Coleroon at this place. It

formerly consisted of a solid mass of rough stone in clay 1,080 feet

in length, 40 to 60 feet in breadth and 15 to 18 feet in depth

stretching across the outlet in a serpentine form. ' The old dam
effectually withstood the floods of 1,600 years by the mere inertia

of its materials.' The date of its construction is not exactly

known. It was raised by the British Engineers in 1804, provided

with sandscouring sluices in 1830 (in which year the Vadavagudi

surplus was built) and made the basis of a road bridge in 1839.

Though it stopped the Cauvery water from running into the

Coleroon, it resulted in the silting up of the former river and the

scouring of the bed of the latter. It thus became clear in

1804 that an equal, if not a more serious, danger to the Tanjore

delta lay in the silting up of the Cauvery bed at the point where

the Coleroon, branches oft' from it and the consequent waste of

the water down the latter river. For nearly 25 years an incessant

struggle was maintained against the constant tendency of the

river bed thus to silt up. The bod was pei'iodically excavated and

the head of the Coleroon was blocked up with expensive embank-

ments, but all to UM purpose. The water-supply to the delta

continued to diminish and the extent of land under irrigation

yearly decreased. Finally in Ie36-3S Sir Arthur Cotton con-

structed across the head of the Coleroon the great work known as

the Upper Anient, which was designed to prevent too much water

from flowing down that river and to fill the Cauvery adequately.

The cost of the work and its subsequent improvements up to 1844

amounted to Rs. 1,81,000. It was a solid brick and cutstone dam

with scouring sluices at intervals. It was soon found that too

much water was forced down the Cauvory by this anicut and that

the bed of that river was being deepened by the unusual floods.

A dam was accordingly thrown across the Cauvery in 1845 to

prevent the scouring of the bed, and the ' 150 yards calingula
'

was const ructcfl on the lower bnnk of that river to lot out a portion

of the surplus water into the Coleroon below the Upper Anicut,
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For many years, however, the general difficulty was to prevent the CHAP. IV

Cauvery roceiviii» more water than it could carry, and the many ramoATioN.

serious floods that occurred in tho delta in the latter half of the

last century were chiefly due to this difficulty. Recently the

regulation of the supply between the two rivers has been

rearranged by the entire reconstruction (between 1899 and 1904)

of the Upper Anient itself at a eost of some six and a half lakhs

of rupees. It now consists of a bridge across the Coleroon of 55

bays of 40 feet span, each fitted with Colonel Smart's counter-

balanced lift shutters. Each shutter weighs eight tons but is

ao geared that it can easily be raised ])y one man. The shutters,

when down, hold up water to full-supply level in the Cauvery.

All water in excess of this, except iu the highest floods, is

' surplussed ' down the Coleroon, which is now in effect the safety-

valve of tho Cauvery, by raising the shntters to the required

extent. Moreover the tfrand Anient has been remodelled at a

cost of Rs. 1,33,800, and fitted with shutters so as to assist when
necessary in passing surplus water into the Coleroon. It is also

under contemplation to remodel the 'LOO yards ealingula ' to

render it more effective when the ITpper Anient is unable to

dispose of all excess. Further to the east, two controllable weirs

called respectively the Vadavagudi, and the Perum^l Kovil,

surplus are designed to aid in the same matter ; and the great

Cauvery-Vennar regulators, though primarily constructed for

another purpose, are of assistance in holding up the water above

the delta and forcing it through the Grand Anient into the

Coleroon.

The danger of inundation has thus been to some extent trans-

ferred to tho Coleroon, to which the more recent floods in Tanjore

have been generally due, and special attention is now being paid to

that river. Many lakhs of rupees are being spent on raising and

widening its flood embankments, which involves the reconstruction

of many of the large drainage inlets ; while elaborate and costly

training works are being carried out to prevent ei'osiou of the

banks. A special charge has just been constituted for the conser-

vancy of this important river.

Outside the Cauvery delta proper, a considerable amount of

irrigation is provided both in South Arcot and Tanjore by the

Lower Anicut across the Coleroon, some 67 miles below the Upper
Anient, but this is outside Trichinopoly district and takes no part

in the irrigation there.

The Upper and Grrand Anicuts are designed chiefly to benefit

the Tanjore delta. The only channels from the river which irrigat©

in this district are the Ayyan, Peruvalai and Panguni koramOu

19
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CHAP. IV. chanuels, the fii'st two of which take off just above the Upper
[rrig.vtion. Anient while the third is supplied bv th<^ drainage from them.

Besiiles these anicuts there are no permanent dams wliatever

across either the Cauverj or the Coleroon in this district.

uthfT damn. In nearly all the smaller rivers there are a good many perma-

nent or semi-permanent anicuts, but few of them are of any size or

importance. The largest are the Pallapcilai;^am anient across the

Amariivati in Karur taluk aud the dam on the Nandijiir in

Udaiyarpalaiyam, Both of these arc in the charge of the Public

Works dc}>artuieut and they feed respectively 3,854 and 4,95!>

acres.

On the Cauvery and Coleroon, and also on the Amaravati, the

place of permanent anicuts is taken by temporary dams called

koramhus. They are not used on the. smaller rivers, as there the

beds are less shifting and the streams narrower and a cheap

permanent anient will stand ; but in the three larger rivers with

their shifting sands aud violent floods nothing but a strong dam
would survive, and as the cost of these is prohibitive, recourse is

had to the korambus. These are temporary dams made of sand,

earth, branches, bushes and grass, built from the head of the

channels when the supply iu a river falls low. Each fresh sweeps

them away, and as often as the river falls they have to be renewed.

They are not always put up in the same place, since the summer
beds of the rivers are constantly shifting and the line of the

korambua has to be modified accordingly. Where the rivers are

deep, they are often very su])8tantial and strengthened with logs

and bamboo wattle. Souk> of them arc more than a mile in

length, take a thousand men a week to eonstruct.' and require

divers to lay their foundations.

Ths iiiit,Htioi) Till 1 857 these koramhu.s wen* Iniilt by the ryots themselve.'
*^®'*'''

under the supervision of the lleveune authorities, each landholder

being bound by custom to eontribute a certain amount of laboui"

for the purpose. In that year the customary labour was commuted

into a definite money payment and the fund thus constituted was

spent by the Public Works departnu'ut in Imildiug the dams.

From 1860 it was expended by the Revenue oHiccra. This system

was a succt-ss and was gi-aduallv extended to most of the important

ohauuels under the Cauvery aud also to a small channel from the

Vellar iu the l'cram]>alur taluk, where it still prevails.

The payments were designated ' the voluntary in-igation cess
'

and were in force througlK)ut a large part of the Cauvery valley

' Irrin«tioii Commisaiori'i ropoit , .\l;nlr;is bvi.leiioe, p. lf>i.
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till 1900. Jii that y(>ar the cosis wasabdlishiMi in mobl places ;a]i(l, chai'. tv
in euusidfratioii oi the recent increase in the assebsment le\icd on ImiiaATiow.

tlie land unrler (he Caiivery, tie Ciroveniinent undertook to luakc

an annual grant (now Ra. c5,';00) for the upkeep of the kuramhus
and main channels helonijiu};- to that river, whether the ryots owning
land under them had paid the cess up to then or Jiot. The claim

of Government to the ordinary kw/iiiui/dinai ^ (ryots' luhoiir) for the

maintenance of all the Cauvei-y major ehauuels was foregone, the

ryots being left in ordinar}- years with only the duty of maintain-

ing tht> minoj- distributary and Held channels. The Grovernment

grant is administered by the Revenue authorities, and regular

establishments are maintained."

Meanwhile the voluntary iirigation cess had been levied in the

Karur and iSamakkal taluks also ; and it is still paid there for the

conservancy of the Cauvcry channels * and is administered by the

Ixevenue department. Elsewhere the cess is still paid l)y the

owners of inam lands under the Cauvcry channels who had paid it

prior to 1900, as well as liy the owners of lauds under the northern

Vellar channels.

A somewhat similar pa} nn'ut called the nirdnikham fee is madi-

by ryots holding lands under hve N'ellar channels in Perambalur

taluk. It varies from one to seven annas an acre and brings in

about Rs. (500 a year. The origin of this cess and its authority

are unknown/

The work of keeping the sluices and the banks of the principal

channels in good repair, and. of clearing the silt in the larger main

channels from the head-sluices as far as the distributary sluices is

the care of the Public AVoiks department, which in Kariir also

regulates the supply at the head-sluices of channels in its charge.

There aie certain objections to this system of dual control ; the

ryots are under the Revenue department in most other respects
;

but that department, owing to the pressure of other work and the

want ol professional knowledge, cannot easily take charge of the

' Though the irrigation cces did awu)- witli tlie ordinary kudimuvmat, yet the

landholdetb in the old 'I'riohinopoly district agreed whtii the ctSB was introduced to

still Biqjply coolieB u\ exeeptioiuii stasonb or, in default, to pay a tine {tvlli) of twice

the pay of a cooiy for each eooly not sent. Tlie .system does not apply to the

Nauiakkal and Kar6r taluks,

- Each channel has it.s establislnnenl of bimtteinien, divers, coolies, ete., with

a nionigar at its head. This, besides constructing the korambu, controls the distri-

bution of the water under the tahsildar's orders.

' The korambus in the Amar&vati are maintained by the ryots under the old

kudimitramut system.

* See Bosird's Proceedings, No. :^80 (Kevenue tjettlement, etc), dated 4th

August 1898, pp. 13, 1« and 17. It leem* to havn originated in 1866-69 but is

perhaps older.
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CHAP. IV. whole of the channels and the transfer of the management of some
Ihkioation. of them to the Public Works department has accordingly been

urged. The Ajyan and Peravalai chaunols (which take off from

the Cauyery near the Upper Anicut and irrigate parts of the

Trichinopoly taluk) have recently (1904) been handed over to

it as a temporary measiu-e.^

Floods and Floods in the rivers have been frequent. The more serious are
•mbanhments. referred to in Chapter YIII. The Coleroon, Cauvery and Amara-

vati, and some of the smaller rivers also, have therefore been

embanked, the first two throughout their course^. A good deal of

trouble occurs at times from the jungle streams, kdthwdris as they

are called locally. Two of the worst offenders are the Kulittalai

kdtturdri, which rises in the Kadavur zamindari and falls into the

Cauvery just above the ITyyakondan head-sluice ; and the

Nangavaram I'dtiuvdri, which carries the surplus of a line of tanks

and the water of several tributary jungle streams into the

Uyyakondan channel just above the Pulivan weir and surplus

sluice, through which works it passes into the Kodingal drain.

This drain carries the above surplus, as w-ell as local drainage

w'ater, into the Kodamurti river, and is also a frequent cause of

floods. So is the Chintamani odat which falls into the Coleroon

near the Lower Anicut.

Tanks. The district contains seven tanks irrigating 500 acres and more,

49 supplying 200 acres and more, and 1,558 with smaller ayakats.

The largesl of them is the Kandratirtham tank in the IJdaiyar-

pdlaiyam taluk, which waters 1,315 acres. Tanks filled from the

('auvery channels ordinarily receive a supply three times or more

every year, and the others twice or more. Ordinarily tanks with

an ayakat of 200 acres or more arc managed by the Public Works
department and the rest by the Eevenue authorities.

Wells. ^f fbe area protected by wells, half lies in the Mnsiri and

Karur taluks. Wells are rare in Trichinopoly and Udaiyarpalai-

yara. Those in Turaiyiir and Perambalur have a better supply

than others, owing to their proximity to the hills.

The water-lift usually employed is the hapila worked by

bullocks walking down an inclined plane. The ettam or picottah

is also used. A new departure has recently been made by a

wealthy sowcar of Trichinopoly, who is employing centrifugal

pumps (worked by a liquid-fuel engine) to lift the water from two

wells on the bank of the Cauvery. The experiment is said to be a

great success and is now being imitated in Kukur village on the

Coleroon bank.

' Board's I'rotoediDgs, No. 237 (Kevenu.; Hottlemcnt), dated 6th July 1904.

The pai/ers printed in this go very thoroughly into the question.

' The hanks of the Coleroon are in charge of the Tanjore Executive Engineer.
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No projects of iniportaiuc tor the improvemcDt r)f the irrigti- ^HAP. iv.

tion of the district arc lively to i)o noon exccutcH. The great Irrioation.

Caiivery Reservoir will probalily uffect the district Lnl little, »ucrely I'lojmjis for

slightly improving irrigation in tho Namakkal ialiik, and the improving

Naudiyjir project, which at one time seemed to promise well, has
'"'*^'' '^°'

now been abandoned.

This latter consisted in using the Hjipcr Anient to irrigate N;indij-ai

parts of the rdaiyorpalaiyam taliik. ^I'he originator of the idea "''°J®^^-

was 8ir Arthur Cotton, who as early as 1887 proposed ' to lead off

a large channel from the Upper Anient, carrying it on as high a

level as possible through the middle of the Ariyalur and Udaiyar-

palaiyam taluks, cultivating much land by the direct filling of

almost every tank in these taluks, securing a .great part of the

water of the various streams crossing it ... . The taluks

contain a vast area of excellent lauds for irrigation, and tho people

are most anxious for these works. '^ An even earlier proposal had
been made to restore the ancient mined Ponneri tank, a very large

work near Jayankonda-Cholapuram. Of recent years the feasi-

bility of both of these projects, and the possibility of combining

tliem, have been elaborately investigated. The precise schemes

considered were : (1) to take a channel from the Upper Anient

right down to the Ponneri tank to feed that tank as well as reser-

voirs placed across the Nandiyar and Marudaiyar rivers
; (2) to

take a channel for the same purpose from a point on the Coleroon

3d miles below the Upper 4niciit after constructing a now
regxdator

; (3) to take a shorter channel from the Upper Anient

t(j fill a reservoir across the Nandiyar river. The first two schemes

were at once pronounced impracticable, the first owing to the

excessive length of the proposed channel and the consequent loss

of head, and the second scheme because the only site at which a

new regulator could be built (23 miles below the Upper Anient)

exposed the channel to the same disadvantages as attended the

fii-st, as well as involving additional difficulties. The third scheme

was warmly supported by the investigating officers. Tho main

objections to it were twofold. In the first place the quality of the

water provided wasinot expected to be very good, since the channel

would have to receive the lime-impregnated water of the Uppar and

other jungle streams and the brackish water of the Nandiyar and

its tributaries would also be impounded in the reservoir along

with the Cauvery water. Secondly (a more important objection),

the scheme could not be regarded as protective, since the tract of

country to be benefited is not ordinarily liable to famine and ' the

' See Mr. H.!|E.| Clerk's^ report on the'jNandiyir ReaorToir Project, dated

29th Apri] 1903, p. 1. j
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CHAP. IV.

Ikhioation.
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AOHICILTVBE.

rainfall had always been sufficient to ensure some crops being

harvested '
;

^ and yet the small increase of revenue to, be expected,

since the poor quality of the water supplied necessitated low

water-rates, would not pay a rate of interest suthcicutl}- higli to

render the work ' productive.' The scheme was accordingly dropped

in 1!>05. The Board romnrked that it the quality of the water

could be improved at a slightly extra cost so as to warrant the

irrig;ition being placed in a higher class, the project might perhaps

be undertaken as a useful if not highly productive work ; and the

Government remarked that the project would be placed on a differ-

ent footing if the Cauvery reservoir (from which an unfailing

supply could be drawn) was ever made. Meanwhile further

investigation was pronounced unnecessary.*

A few other projects have been snggested, but none of them
have advanced beyond the iiiitial stages. Thus it has been

proposed "* to form a reservoir about a mile north of Naduppatti

in the south-east corner of the Kulittalai taluk, which is an area

rather liable to famine; but no investigation of the scheme has

yet been made. Another reservoir has been suggested near

Ladapuram at the foot of the Pachaimalai hills. A third large

project, for which preliminary levels have been taken and which is

now under investigation, is the proposal to make a reservoir at

Panjapatti in the Kulittalai taluk across the Kulittalai kdituvdri.

The catchment area at the proposed site is 90 square miles. The
capacity of the tank is proposed to be 275 millions of cubic feet,

but as the yield from the catchment area might sometimes amount
to over a thousand millions of cubic feet, a larger reservoir might

be advisable. It has been also suggested that the Cauvery water

might be utilized to feed some tanks from an extension of the

Eajavaikkdl channel in the Namakkal taluk, or from a new
channel leading to the south of the Trichinopoly taluk near Iluppi'tr.

These and other schemes have not been investigated in detail.

Of the Government arable land available for occupation, rather

more than one-tenth is unoccupied. The largest areas of this are

in the Trichinopoly, Musiri and Namakkal taluks, and account for

about three-quarters of the whole. Writing iu 1902, the Colleotor

expressed the opinion that only about one-third of the unoccu-

pied extent would e\fer be taken up, the lialance remaining

waste because it was marshy, saline, barren, or overgrown with

nuth grass or prickly pear, the cost of clearing which would be

' G.O., No. 838, Revenue, datcH 2iid August 1904, p. 2.

* 0.0„ No 448, Irrigation, dated 8th May 1&06, aud ooimeoted paperB.
• Soo .^Ir. H. E. (Jlerk'a PrW«w«»fwfy R»f»rt on ihe tnvetiigatiim of Trotsetifg

irrigation fforki (Madras, 1808), p. 107.
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prohihitive. Rolief from the pressure of population must there- cilAP. IV.

fore be souglit in emigratio-i or more intensive cultivation rather Ecoxomk.

than in mere extension of the area cultivated. Cultivation is ^'^^ ^^^\

chiefly iu the hands of small ])roprietor3 farming- their own land. —'.

For the average si/e ol" a holding is 1»etween live an<l six acres,

and the average assessment a little above ten rupees, more than

half the land revenue is paid on pattas of ^thirt^^'rupees and leas,

and more than two-thirds of the total extent occupied consists of

hohlings of thirty acres and under. Ninety-three per cent, uf the

total area umler occupation belongs to people of the agriculturist

classes Absenti'c landlords oi :iuy kiud are very scarce.

Corporate tenure only survives in one form. In a good many
of the river-side villages a curious relic of the corporate unity uf

the village iu former timt.'S remains iu the common ownt-rship of

the village dry laml by thosi^ of the ryots who hold any of the

village wet land. 'Ihe dry land is generally entered in a joint

patta iu the joint names of the several owners and is leased out to

others, th(? produce being jointly imjoved.

Individual holdings (except those very small pi-operties which

;ire cultivat(.'d by the owner and his family) arc either cultivated

by the owner with tht; help of day-labourers and farm-servants on

long contracts {pannaiijdls). or are leased either for a rent iu grain

or money [kuttayai) or for a share of the harvest [vdram). The
vdram system is commonest in the river-side wet land, and the

kuttayai method in th(> dry land in the uplamls or m properties

held by abaeutee landlords or persons like Brahmans and nierchanta

who do not care to supervise their cultivation personally.

Uuder the vdram system the landowner gem-rally supplies the

manure and seed and the lessee gets a share of the harvest which

varies from oue-half in the uplands to two-thirds iu parts of

Kulittalai. In the uj^lands the straw always goes to the landlord.

In the lowlands, a landowner often lets his pannaiydls cultivate

part of his land. Considerable diti'erencea of practice occur, but

the most comnu:)n systems are what are called (I) the dl'Vdr((m or

paanaiydl and (2) the mdttu-vdraut systems. Under the former

the pnnnaiydi gets from one-eighth to one-tenth of the produce,

the general pro[)ortiou^ amounting to tive-forty-eighths of the

whole, or one and a ijuarter mavakkdh iu evci-y kalatn. The
indttu-vdram cultivator gets a larger proportion of the produce,

generally three-sixteenths, and either the whole or a part of the

straw; but, though, the landlord supplies seed and manure, he has

to find his own oxen for ploughing. Fannaiydh are as a rule

engaged by the year and given a fixed rate of dailv wages (usuallj'

paid iu grain) and certain customary presents, such as a cloth at the
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Dipavali festival, a small sum of money at the birth of a child,

a tali at marriages, etc. They have to do aay work which their

masters may require at anytime. Thoy are usually engaged at

either the Chittrai kdldvadi (April-June) or the Adi kdldoadi

(June-August). In the uplands of Karur and Namakkal, money
wages for pamvtkjdls are common. These (and the grain wages

when converted into money) range between one anna a day in

Perambalur to two and a half annas in parts of Namakkal, and

are ordinarily between one and a half and two annas. I'hese

rates are said to be much liigher than those paid in the past, bat

they need to be higher yet to check the emigration which is now
going on to other countries, and the supply of panuaii/d/s is not at

present equal to the demand.

The daily labourer is paid foiu- annas a day in Trichinopoly,

Kulittalai and Namakkal, and two annas a day (generally paid in

kind) at Perambalur. Everywhere else the rate seems to vary

between two and a half and three annas. Daily wages have also

risen everywhere, but the supply of day labour is as luiequal to

the demand as that of panna'ujdh. The emigration statistics do

not show to what districts emigrants belong, and there is no means

of finding ont what number of the ryots of Trichinopoly iiave left

for foreign countries, but general report saj's it is considerable and

the complaints of landowners of the scarcity of labour are loud.
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CHAPTER V.

FORESTS.

Extent and distril)ution—Reserves on the hilla—Character of the forests—Their

economic value—Cultural operations, eto.—Forest administration.

The operations of the Forest department were extended to this chap. v.

district in 1871. For many years there were no reserves, and the FoKBSTf,.

work of the department was confined to the formation of fuel -r. . ~T~ a^
. ,

Extent and
reserves and plantations. The plantations were mostly made along distribution.

the padugais of the Cauvery river, that is, the strips of land along

its banks which are occasionally flooded. Systematic conservancy

of forest growth dates, as in other districts, from the passing of the

Madras Forest Act -of 1882. Some small areas were notified for

reservation in 1883 and in 1884, and in 1887 the work was begun

in earnest. There are now 367 square miles of reserved forest in

the district, besides some five square

miles of land proposed to be re-

served. The distribution of this

among the various taluks is shown
in the margin. It will be seen that

most of the forest is in the Musiri,

Perambalur and Namakkal taluks,

where large areas have been reserved

on the Pachaimalai and Kollaimalai

hills, and considerable areas exist on the hills near the Madura
border, and near the Viramalai hill, in the Kuhttalai taluk.

Eeservation on the Pachaimalaisand Kollaimalais was attended Reserves on

with but little of the trouble experienced in some of the hill tracts ^ ^ '

in other parts of the Presidency. The Malaiyalis who inhabit

these ranges are a simple and law-abiding set of people, offered no

opposition to reservation, and give little trouble now to those who
have to administer the forests. None of their settlements is inside

the reserves, as often occurs elsewhere, but isolated occupied fields

belonging^ to them have in some places been allowed to remain

withiu the notified forests. These small enclosures have at times

given some little trouble on the Kollaimalais, owing to the difficulty

of identifying them and the encroachments which have been

perpetrated by their owners. The matter has been complicated by

20
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CHAP. V. the fact that at the time of the forest settlement there were no

F0BEST8. paimdsh or sm-vey accounts of the villages situated near or within

the reserves.

Character of The various forests group themselves into three fairly^distinct

classes ; namely, those on the padugais, those in the plains, and

those on the hills. The padugai reserves along the Cauvery and

Coleroon in the Trichinopoly, Kulittalai and Udaiyarpalaiyam

taluks chiefly contain kodukkdpuli {Inga duJci^), konnai {Cassia

florida), babul {Acacia arahica), rdgai {Albizzia Leibek) and sissoo

{Dalberyia Sissoo). They were formerly managed by the Public

Works department.

The various plain reserves in Trichinopoly, Musiri, Karur.

Perambalur and Udaiyarpalaiyam taluks exhibit a good deal of

variety in their growth. Those in Trichinopoly are either tank

beds mostly covered with babul or scrub jungle full of velvelam

{Acacia leucophlcea) of stunted growth. The insignificant Tottivadi

reserve in Karur taluk consists mostly of palmyras, but contains

also velvelam, vepam {Melia Azadirachta), sit/tai {Acacia p)lanifrons)

and unjil {Albizzia amara). The Udaiyarpalaiyam upland

reserves are also scrub jungle, containing chiefly the kdsdn tree

{Memecylon edule), while the scrub reserves of Musii-i and Peram-

balur have a somewhat better growth of usilai, velvelam ^ babul,

sit/iai, karungdli {Acacia Sundra) and vadatarai {Dichrostachys

cinerea).

The forests on the hills are more important. Those in the

Kulittalai taluk contain sit//ai, vembu {Melia Indica)^ usilai

{Albizzia amara), pdlai {Wrightia iinctoria) and satin-wood (C/>fo-

roxylon Suietenia). The hilly Vandamalai-Eangamalai reserve

in the south of Karur is of poorer growth, containing little but

velvelam, sit/iai and karikoftan {Zizyphus glabrata). On the

Pachaimalais arc found sandal-wood, usilai, irumbuli {Maba buxi-

folia), namai {Anogeissus lafifolia), selai {Albizzia odoi^atissima)

,

ndgai {Eugenia jambolana), vengai {Pterocarpus Marsupium),

kadukkai {Terminalia Chebula), kdrumarudai {Terminalia tomen-

tofta), vellamarudu {Terminalia paniculata), and senibulichai

{Kryiliroxyloit monogynum). Along the foot of the Kollaimalais

the growth is poor, and the only big tree is the tamarind, which

has been spared by the cultivators for the sake of its fruit. The
lower slopes arc covered chiefly with acacias, usilai, stunted satin-

wood and Prosopis spicigera, with Stryc//nos Nux- Vomica near

the streams. ;So far the forests are little better than the upland

jungk'8, but higher up grow teak, Pterocarpus Marsupium, Ano-
yeisius lafifolia, and Hardwickia binata. These names do not,

it need hardly be said, exhaust the growth in these reserves, but
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indicate their general character and the most important trees found CHAP. V.

in them. At the top of the slopes and in the ravines the forest is Fouests.

evergreen, while elsewhere it is deciduous. There are a few
haraboos on the east and west slopes. The best forest on these
hills is to be found in the Karavallikombai reserve.

Though many of the varieties of timber found in these forests Their eoono-

are valuable, so far no exportation has taken place from the district.
""° ^''^"®'

In the case of the Kollaimalai forests the difficalty of bringing the

better wood down from the higher slopes has prevented auy con-

siderable trade, and in the rest of the district the supply is but little

in excess of the local demand so that no large surplus remains for

export. All the forests had been greatly damaged, before reserva-

tion began, by shifting cultivation and unrestrained felling,

lopping and grazing. Ordinary agricultural and building needs

are met from the local forests, but teak and other valuable timbers

for large buildings are imported from Coimbatore, Burma, etc.

Besides conserving the existing growth, the Forest department Cultural

has made experiments in artificial reproduction and the introduc- operations,

tion of exotics. Sowing and dibbling of the seed of local trees

have been tried in many of the reserves, both in the hills and the

plains, in order to thicken the growth and improve the quality of

the forests. The koduH-dpidi [Inya dulcis), vagal {Albizzia Lely

bek), konnai (Cassia florida), rain tree {PitJiecolohium saman)^

margosa, babul and sissoo have all been tried to a greater or less

extent. Plantations have also been made by putting in mangoes,

oocoanuts, tamarinds, palmyras, bamboos etc., in suitable localities.

Nearly all the padugaiioreBts along the river- side have been formed

in this manner, and it is proposed to still further extend them.

Elsewhere sowing has not been a success.

Exotics have been introduced to only a small extent. An
experiment was made with teak seed from Malabar in 1 904-05, but

it is too soon as yet to say what the results will be. Date trees

{Phcenix daetylophera) were tried on the Pachaimalais some thirteen

years ago, but only a few plants survived, and these exhibited very

poor growth. Mahogany was sown about the same time in the

Kulittalai and UdaiyarpalaiyarajDr/rfM(/a/s ; but here again, though

the trees have survived, the growth has been very poor. A more

successful experiment has been recently* made on the padugais near

Trichinopoly with fodder grass (Paspalum dilata(um),y^}iich. has

grown well and on those in Udaiyarpalaiyam withdivi-divi, which

yields a paying crop.

Systematic working-plans are in operation in the Trichinopoly Forest admin-

and KuliiisiM padugais and in most of the hill forests in the latter
^stration.
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CHAP. V, taluk, and are being rapidly prepared for other areas. The kdmn

FoBESTB. jungle in Udaiydrpalaiyam has been worked as ' coppice with

standards' since 1896, but up to 1905 most of the other forests

were managed on the well-known ' permit system.' This has now

(except in parts of Musiri) been replaced by the ' coupe system,'

under which forest produce of all kinds is either sold depart-

mentally at the coupe or taken to central dep6ts, or, sometimes,

the coupe is sold to a contractor. Special arrangements are made

to meet the large demand for leaves for manure. Fuel is also cut

departmentally and supplied to large public institutions and bodies,

such as the South Indian Railway, the Trichinopoly municipality

and the Jail. There are two departmental fuel depSts for retail

sale in Trichinopoly, and it is proposed to open another. The

Udaiydi'pdlaiyam forests also supply fuel to Tanjore town.

Hithei-to, the produce of coupes in the country west of Trichino-

poly has been taken to that town by cart or rail ; but during the

floods of 1906 experiments in floating it down the Cauvery were

successfully made and this system, which saves much of the cost of

transport, is to be extended. Grazing in the reserves, except

coupes recently felled, is permitted in the case of all animals

(except the destructive goat) on payment of a scale of fees pre-

scribed for the district by Grovernment. In the Udaiyarpalaiyam

padugais the right to levy grazing-fees is leased out by auction, and

the lessees are allowed to admit a limited number of animals to the

reserves, and are requh'ed to collect the fees from the cattle-owners.
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CHAPTER VI.

OCCUPATIONS AND TEADE.

Agricultuee. Textile Industuies—Silk-vvcaving—Weaving of mixed cotton

and silk— All-coUou cloliifa—Weaving mctliodB- Braid and other ornaments

— Tape—Cotton carpets—Woollen carpets—Blankets— Mats. Dyeing— Silk

thiead — I'rucesses -Quality of the colours—Cotton thread—Cloth-dyeing

—

(•hintz-stainpiiiy. jMrtal-wokk—Household vessels— Ornamental work.

Other fine aets— Jewellery—Painting—Pith modelling—Musical instru-

ments—Carving and modelling. Mischllaneous—Kope manufaeture—Basket

work—Oil—Tanning-—Shoes and other leather-woik— Scents— Cheroot*

—

Soap—Bangles—Stick-lau bangles— Glass bangles— Glass-ware—Pottery

—

Saltpetre— House building—Printing—Workshops, etc. Trade—Markets

—

E.xports and imports. Weights and Meascues— Goldsmiths' weights-

General coaiiueroial weights—Measures for solids —Liquid measures

—

Measures of distance—Square measures—Measuves of time— Local names of

coins

.

As in overy other disfcrict, tho very large majority of the CHAP. VL
population subsists by agriculture and the allied pastoral callings, Aoeicultubs.

which together employ as many as three-fourths of the inhabitants.

Agricultural methods have been referred to in Chapter IV and the

cattle and other domestic animals of the people in Chapter I, and

it remains to notice here the occupations connected with arts and

industries and with trade. Of these the most important are the

textile industries.

The weaving of pure silk fabrics is rare in the district. The Textile

large mimbers of silk cloths worn by the women of the richer
^d^stribs.

classes (who, especially on festive occasions, are hardly less ^
-weaving,

gorgeously arrayed than their sisters in Tan] ore) are generally

imported from 'L'anjore, Madura, Salem and even Benares. Two •

Patnulkarans in the Trichinopoly fort however make all-silk

cloths for Hindus of both sexes, and a number of that caste in the

same town make silk cloths, called ijulbadams, for Muhammadan
men. Musalman tartans (referred to below) are generally made
of silk and cotton mixed, but at Iluppiir and Pudukkottai they are

sometimes made of silk throughout.

Valuable cloths of various kinds made of mixed silk and cotton Weaving of

are woven on a large scale. Perhaps the most profitable of these °"^<?^4
°°**°°

are the silk and cotton tartans (kai/is) for Musalmans which are

made by the Patnulkarans in several places. About 900 of this

caste are employed in this industry in the Trichinopoly fort, some

250 or 300 in the suburb of Uraiyur, 100 or so at Pudukkottai,
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CEAP. VI. some 30 at Iluppur (Trichinopolj taluk) and about half a dozen at

Textile Arijalur. The warp of ithese tartans is made of silk, and the woof
ND06TRIEB.

^^ Qotton. At Iluppur and Pudukkottai the woof also is made of

silk, but the quality of the silk used for it is much coarser than

that employed for the warp. The patterns are usually simple

tart^ans, but at Trichinopoly and Ariyalfir^he work is varied with

skilful embroideries of silk and ' lace ' (gold or silver thread) and
the silk is made to show only on one side of the cloth and the

cotton on the other, as in the fabrics woven at Ayyampettai in the

Tanjore taluk, and the glossiness of the work is much heightened

by dipping the cloths in rice-water and beating them. The colours

generally used are three shades of red, dark blue and violet.

These tartans are very popular among Musalman men, who use

them for waist-cloths, and they are also cut up and made into

tight-fitting bodices by Hindu women, the Ariyalur work being

especially widely used for the latter purpose. They are also

exported in considerable quantities. The Pudukkottai and Iluppur

work is sent to Eangoon, and that of Trichinopoly to various large

Muhammadan centres, such as Madras, Mysore, North Arcot,

Salem and Hyderabat^. The Ariyalur stuffs are mostly disposed

of locally. The cloths are generally sold in pieces 9 feet long

by 3|- feet broad. Those from Pudukkottai and Iluppur sell at

from Es. 3 to Es. 5 a piece, and those from Trichinopoly at from

Rs. 3 to Es. 30. The Ariyalur fabrics are generally sold in

smaller pieces measuring 3 feet by 2^ feet, the price varying

from As. 8 to Es. 3 or Es. 4. The industry is in a flourishing

condition, though the profits of the weavers are said to be

less than they were. The raw silk is imported from Calcutta,

Mysore, Madras, Bombay and Kollegal (in Coimbatore), and the

Bombay silk, which is of common quality, is generally known as

pandu (' ball ') silk because it is sold in balls and not unbleached in

skeins, like tliat from Kollegal. The ' lace \ comes from France

through Madras and the coloured thread from Madura.

JbJesides these tartans, a large number of weavers of various

castes are employed in making cotton cloths for Hindus which

contain moj'C or less silk. Some 250 households live by the

manufacture of nicn's cloths of this character at Jayankonda-

Cholapuram and Maiiaihodu (Musiri taluk), and about 100 in

Uraiyiu-, Namakkal, l\ittaiyynngarpettai (in Namakkal taluk) and

Pudukk(')ttai. Those last are the same people as make the tartans.

Smaller, but still noticeable, centres for this work. are Xulittalai,

Turaiy{ir and Udayanattam (in Udaiyarpalaiyam). Women's

cloths of this kind are not so widely made. The best are woven

in H few villages of the Trichinopoly and Udaiyarpalaiyam taluks,
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of which Piiv^liar and Kiilumani in the former taluk (with some CHAP. VI.

50 weavers in each), nrid ''J\adampettai-raluvLir (60 weavers) and Textile

Vanddirajanpattanain (J 00 weavers) in the latter, ai'e the best

worth mention. Koyampalli in the Kariir taluk contains some 100

households engaged in this class of work. The castes employed

are generally Sedans and Seniyans for men's and women's cloths

respectively, but the weavers at Namakkal and Pudukkottai are

Patnulkarans and at Manamedu they arc S^liyans.

The thread used for the men's cloths is generally of counts

between 40s and lOOs, but at Jayankonda-Cholapuram even 200s

are said to be used. The borders are generally made of both

silk and laco, but at Namakkal silk alone is used. They are

generally embroidered with simple designs of flowers or fi'uit, but

at Kulittalai more elaborate figures of animals, etc., are worked

into the cloth. At this place some Miihammadan weavers from

Salem are employed to do the embroidery. The price of the men's

cloths varies considerably with thti texture and the quality of the

border, but it may be said to ran from two to twenty rupees.

The women's cloths are not remarkable. The body of the

cloth is made of cotton, generally red or dark l)lue, and is crossed

with lines of red and yellow silk. A peculiar kind of women's

cloth is made at Koyampalli in the Karur taluk with a warp of

cotton and a woof of silk, and is said to be much exported to

Mysore. The price of the women's cloths woven in this district

generally varies from live to twenty rupees.

The weaving of these fabrics and the profits from the industry

are said to be on the decrease. The cloths are but little exported.

The men's cloths are sent in small quantities to the neighbouring

districts of Salem, Madura, Tinnevelly and Tanjore, and the

Manamedu work has some sale iu the Straits Settlements. None
the less, the local manufacture of cloths for women is said to be

much less than the local demand, and quantities are imported,

especially from Tanjore and Madura.

Ordinary coarse cotton cloths for men and women, and kerchiefs All-cotton

and sheets, are made all over the district. As before, the manu- °^°^^'-

factm-e of men's cloths and of sheets is kept distinct from that of

garments for women, the two being carried on at different places.

For the former industry the most considerable centres ai-e Ilupp6r,

Udaiyarpalaiyam and Tdttaiyangarpettai, at each of which there

are some 200 weavers. The Ilu})pur cloths have a considerable

local reputation. Another well-known centre is Karambakudi in

the Pudukkottai State. The largest centre for the manufacture of

coarse women's cloths is Udaiyarpalaiyam. Some six or seven

hundred weavers are employed in the industry in seven villages
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Textile
Industries.

Weaving
methods.

near that town, and their work is very largely bought up by the

merchants of Kumbakonam. The Tattaiyangarpettai work is also

well known. The women's cloths have generally a plain red or

dark blue body with plain borders of some different colour. Besides

these Hindu garments a fail* quantity of coarse cotton stuff is

woven for use by Musalmans. This is done by some 150 house-

holds at Andimadam in the Udaiyarpalaiyam taluk, and the cloth

is sold to the Nattukkottai Chettis of Cuddalore, who are said to

export it to the Straits Settlements. A certain amount of very

coarse cotton cloth is also made at some places for curtains.

The castes generally employed in this coarse weaving are the

Paraiyans and Kaikolans, but every here a,nd there Seniyans also

do it. The Paraiyans seem generally to confine their efforts to

white cloths, and the Kaikolans to coloured fabrics, though the

latter sometimes weave white cloths also.

In a factory at Karur a large variety of all-cotton stuffs is

woven, there being fifteen English hand-looms at work. The

articles made include bed-sheets, (owels, checks, napkins, carpets,

men's and women's cloths, long cloth, Turkish towels, etc. In the

Industrial School maintained at the same place by the Wesleyan

Mission fabrics of the same description are also manufactured.

The outturn of pure cotton cloth in this district is apparently in

excess of the local demand, and a moderate export trade exists.

Except in the factory at Karur, there is little that is unusual

in the methods of weaving ordinary cloths in this district. The
ordinary country loom is used everywhere. The silk and cotton

kailis are made in rather a curious way in order, as above noted,

to make the silk show on one side and the cotton on the other.

This is effected by a number of sets of healds (two sets of which

are used in the ordinary country loom to raise and depress

alternate threads of the warp) with separate treadles for each. By
means of tliose it is arranged that the greater part of the silk warp

shall always 1)0 on one side, and only small portions of it on the

other. The texture of the cloth is preserved, since the smaller

portion of tlie warp allowed on the one side is changed at each

throw of the sliuttle, so tliat the whole of the warp serves in turn

aa the smaller portion. The method of producing the changes in

the warp nenessary for the formation of a pattern for the embroi-

dery is the same as that used in the town of Taiijore. A uumhor
of sets of strings {koUkkis, as they are called) are attached to the

threads of the warp below and to a cord above. AVlten it is raised,

each set of strings causes a certain numl)(U' of the warp threads to

rise also, and by bringing a different set of strings into operation

at every throw of the shuttle the necessary alteration of the warp
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is made. Of course a considerable amount of skill and trouble is CHAP. VI.

required to make the sets of strings so as to produce the pattern ;
Textile

Tndustrtes
but, when once made and put in place, they work almost auto- .

matically, all that is necessary being to have a boy to pass the

used set to the back and bring the next one into operation. In

Kulittalai the sets of strings arc attached to a hook hung from the

roof and not to a cord, and only one pattern is woven on a loom

at a time. At the other centres more than one pattern is woven
in the same cloth. Each figure is worked with a diiferent shuttle

and the whole of the fabric is held together by passing the maiii

woof thread right across alternately with the passing of the

separate shuttles forming the figure.

Besides the ordinary embroidery of cloths on the loom, it is Braid and

customary to ornament garments and curtains in this district by ments.

stitching a kind of braid called nalxM or tui/ya on to the borders,

or by stitching little plates of metal [jiyinas) into the body of the

garment. The braid is woven with a warp of copper thread and a

silk woof. It is made by the women of about a hundred Musal-

man households in Trichinopoly ; but the trade is said to have

declined owing to the importation of machine-made braid from

Bangalore. The jigina work is done by some twenty-five Musalman
families in Trichinopoly. The braid is only used for women's

clothing— generally for that of Musalmans—and the jigina work

chiefly for actors' drosses and stage curtains.

Except this ornamental ncikki or tuyya, hardly any tape is Tape,

woven in the district. Indeed the only place at which the

industry seems to be in existence is Sendamangalara in Namakkal,

where half a dozen people are employed in it. Tape is in little

demand, as cots are not strung with it (as in the Northern

Circars) but with coir rope.

A considerable manufacture of cotton carpets is carried on in Cotton

the district. Not only are they largely made in the jail at
°"*'^ "

Trichinopoly, but fifteen families of Vellalans and Padaiyachis

weave them at Ranjangudi in Perambalur taluk, a few Padaiya-

chis at Udaiyarpalaiyam and Marudur in the Udaiy^rpalaiyam

talak, and two Patnulkaran families at Uraiyur. They are also

sometimes made in the factory at KarAr. They are of simple

designs, usually straight stripes of different colours, and they are

made in the ordinary upright loom. They cost from Es. 2 to Es. 8,

and are as a "riile seven or eight feet long by foiu' or five broad.

The Udaij^arpalaiyam carpets, however, are more ornamental and

larger. They are called mdi)- ('dancing') carpets, and are sometimes

as much as 20 or 25 feet long by 9 or 10 feet broad. They ai-e

21
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ornamented with simple embroidery, the figures heing worked by

twisting the threads for the pattern into the fabric by hand, and are

in demand beyond the borders of the district in Tanjore, Madura,

South Arcot and Coimbatore. On the other hand, cotton carpets

are imported from Bhavani and Palamcottah. The industry is

said to be on the decline, and this is as usual attributed by the

weavers (without much foundation in fact) to the competition of

jail-made carpets.

Woollen carpets are made by the fifteen households at Eanjan-

gudi who make the cotton carpets just referred to, and also by

stray Musalman households here and there in the Namakkal

taluk. Muruhur in Musiri was once famous for this industry, but

it is extinct there now. The carpets are woven just like other

fabrics, the warp being of cotton and the woof of wool. They are

either white with a black border or black with a border of white,

are generally some eight feet long by four or five feet broad, and

sell for Es. o each. The industry is said to have much declined

recently.

Woollen blankets are made on a very considerable scale, not

only in the Central Jail, but by the Kurumban shepherds, who

weave them wherever the wool-bearing kiit^umbn sheep is found,

that is, in the Perambalur taluk, the dry parts of Musiri, the east

of Namakkal, the north-east of Trichinopoly, and in parts of

Pudukkottai. The sheep are shorn twice a year (in July or

August and January or February) and it is said that 40 sheep

will give a tukku of wool worth from As. 8 to As. 12. The wool is

spun by the weavers themselves in the manner common in other

districts, and the blankets are woven on an ordinary horizontal

loom. They are some 6 feet long by 3 feet or d^ feet broad,

and sell at prices ranging from As. 12 to Es. 2. They are

exported in considerable quantities to Ceylon and the Straits

Settlements, but the industry is said to have much decreased

owing to the difficulty experienced nowadays in getting good

grazing for the sheep. Probably, however, the competition of

the mills in Bangalore has a great deal more to do with the

decline, as they b\iy up the wool and the local supply is in

consequence smaller.

A large number of mats, either of plaited cocoanut leaves or

woven out of korai grass, are made in many villages in the

lowlands oi the district. The cocoanut mats are made by most of

the poorer classes, and are used for screens or for thatching. The
korai mats arc mo.stly used for sleeping on. The chief centres

of the industry arc Uraiylir, Pettaivattalai and Talakkodi in the
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iMchinopoly taluk, Katlai in Kiilittalai and Karamhakudi in CHAP. VI

Pudukkottai State. The chief caste employed in it are the

Odakkdraus (also called Guha Vellalans or ' Eama's boatmen ')

;

but the Telugii Pandarams are also largely engaged in it in

Uraiyur. The mats arc exported to Madura, the Nilgiris and

Mysore ; and the local supply is supplemented by imports from

Tan j ore and Palghat. The horai grass is chiefly grown on the

\oc,q\ paditgaki but it is also imported fromTanjore. The mats are

woven on the usual low loom, the weaver sitting above his work.

A good deal of silk-dyeing goes on in tho district, the

silk-weavers generally colouring their own thread. Stick-lac

{kombarakku) and cochineal {kirimanfi, a corruption of the English

word 'crimson') are used for red; for blue, indigo in Tricbi-

nopoly and Ariyalur, and iron ore or iron sand in Ndmakkal
and Pudukkottai

;
powdered saffron root for yellow ; kapili or

kamela powder (obtained from the red glands on the seed capsules

of the Mallotus philippinensis or Rottlera tinctorid tree) for orange
;

while green is obtained by dipping the silk first in saffron water

and then in indigo ; and violet by dipping it first in stick-lac dye

and then in indigo. Aniline dyes are sometimes used for red,

yellow, violet and green, and always for rose and a bright shade

of orange. A good many different kinds of mordant are used.

The most common are the seeds of the tagara plant (Cassia tora)^

alum, and fullers' earth
;
pista kdy, which is obtained from the

excrescences on the leaves of the TerminaUa Chebula^ is only used

for the cochineal dye. Gall-nut is said to be always used for the

aniline red dye and for the dark blue dye made from iron at

Ndmakkal. The similar colour at Pudukkottai is made fast by
the use of green vitriol. Green silk is washed in sour rice-water.

Tamarind fruit is used in the preparation of stick-lac red, not

apparently as a mordant, but in order to clear the dye.

The processes of applying the various aniline dyes are the same ProcesseK

for all except for the red. For the latter the bleached thread has

to be soaked first in a solution of turmeric and then in a solution

of gall-nut, and it is finally boiled in a solution of the aniline

powder. All the other aniline colours are produced by merely

boiling the thread in a solution of the dye. The production of

the country dyes involves a greater variety of practice. For the

stick-lac red the silk is first soaked in a solution of turmeric and
alum ; the dye is then prepared by stirring stick-lac in water till

all the colouring matter is extracted from it ; the silk thread,

mixed with tamarind fruit in the proportion of four pounds of

silk to three pounds of fruit, is next put into the dye ; and finally

this mixture is boiled for two hours. For the cochineal dye, the
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CHAP. VI. silk is similarly prepared and is then boiled in a solution of

Dteing. pounded cochineal mixed with pounded pista seeds, and'allowed

to remain soaking in the mixture for a day after the pot has been

removed from the fire. The vegetable yellow is produced by the

simple process of soaking the thread for some time in water mixed

with powdered saffron root. The various indigenous dark blues

are obtained by more elaborate methods. The indigo dye is

prepared as follows : The indigo is mixed in water with boiled

iagara seeds, and for a week both morning and evening fullers'

earth and chunam are added to the mixture in proportions which

vary with the quality of the indigo, and this process is continued

for eight days. The silk is then dipped in the dye and allowed

to soak for a number of days, which seems to vary with different

dyers but sometimes extends to as long as a fortnight. The

indigo pots are worshipped with biu-ning of camphor every Friday,

lest the dye should curdle. If the blue is to be obtained from iron

ore or sand, the thi-ead is first soaked (in Ndmakkal) in a solution

of gall-nut and then boiled in water along with the colouring

matter ; while in Pudukkottai the thread is boiled without prepara-

tion in a solution of the colouring matter mixed with green

vitriol, catechu, castor oil and green, red and violet aniline

powders. The vegetable violet is produced by first dyeing the

silk as above described with the stick-lac red, and then with

indigo. A vegetable green is obtained at Trichinopoly by

soaking the thread first in a solution of saffron and then in indigo,

and finally washing it in sour rice-water, This last process is

supposed to render the colour darker. The charming kapili

orange dye is produced by first soaking the thread in a solution of

alum and then boiling it in a solution of the kapili powder mixed

in definite proportions with chunam and giugelly oil.

Quality of the The native dyes give more trouble to apply than the aniline
CO ours.

pigments, but they are so much ' faster ' that they easily hold

their own in this district. The fastest of all the colours are the

stick-lac red and the indigo blue, while the cochineal and kapili

have also an excellent reputation in this respect. , The vegetable

violet and green dyes and the indigenous mineral blues are fairly

fast, but the vegetable yellow is as ephemeral as the aniline dj'es.

The bright colour of the aniline dyes is attractive to the native

eye, and this fact and the ease with which they can be worked

and. the consequent cheapness of the cloths dyed with them,

render them popular, in spite of their fugitive character. Some
of the indigenous dyes are very beautiful and delicate. Perhaps

the best of them is the kapili orange, but the stick-lac red is also

a chai-ming colour.
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The eotton-dyciiifj: in the disti'ict coucjists in the dyeing of CHAP. VI.

thread before it is woven, and of fabrics already woven. The Dyeing.

former is chiefly done by tlie weavers themselves, and the latter coiton thread,

by the ehintz-stampers referred to lielow. . The only colonrs used

for dyeing cotton thread are red and dark blue. Of these the

dark blue is made from indigo, and the dye is applied in the same

way as to silk thread. The red is of two kinds ; the ordinary

aniline powder, which is applied in the ?ame way as with silk

thread, and a much better and more permanent red which is only

used for the best cloths and is obtained as follows : The burnt

ashes of castor seeds arc mixed with water and allow-ed to settle,

the clear water is then poured off and mixed with equal parts of

gingelly oil and sheep's dimg, and the whole mixture is stirred

till it becomes white through the emulsifying of the oil. The
thread is soaked in this and wrung out and dried every day for

ten days, and is then loft in a dry state for a month or six weeks.

It is next dipped in some liquid aniline red dye (which is called

pippdyi or ' cask ' dye because it is imported in casks from

Bombay) mixed with dried kdsdn [Memeeyhn edule) leaves, which

are obtained from the L'daiydrpalaiyam taluk. This process is

repeated for four successive days. Next, for two, three or tour

days in succession, the thread is soaked in a solution of mmd or

chay-root {Oldenkmdia umbelhta) and dried again, and finally it

is put into a solution of vembddam ( Ventilago Madras-patana) bark

for one day. This m-jkes a very fast dye. It is the one used by

the Udaiyarpdlaiyam carpet makers, only they lengthen the

preliminary process, which they call hdram, to a fortnight. The

preliminary process is of course the applying of a mordant ; the

dye, the nund, the kdmx leaves, and the vembddam bark are all

used as colom-ing matter.

Several small centres for the dyeing of cloths and the stamping Cloth-dyemg.

of chintzes exist in the district. Generally speaking the same

people do both classes of work. Thus in Uraiyur there are five or

six Marathas and two Balijas so employed, one Vellalan in the

Trichinopoly fort, ten Tuluva Vellalans at Iluppur, ten Balijas at

Karur, four or five Vellalans at Aravakkurichi (Kariu), and some

30 Balija families at Karuppur in Udaiyarpalaiyam. All these

work with their own hands in their own houses ; but at Puduk-
kottai there are ten or twelve merchants who employ coolies to do

the work. They have perhaps 60 or 70 men under them, and

their work is well known in the Tamil country as far north as

Madras. The Iluppur cloths are exported to Colombo, and the

Karur fabrics to the Straits Settlements and Pondicherry. The
colour most commonly used is red. This is employed everywhere,
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but at Karur a rose colour is used, and at Karur and Pudukkottai

a sort of purple called the ' milk ' (pal) colour. The rose coloui'

is obtained by simply dipping a white cloth in aniline powder and

water and boiling it. It is a fugitive tint. The ' milk ' colour is

obtained by first preparing the cloth by dipping it in a solution of

gall-uut, and then boiling it in a solution of nund and mamlishti

roots mixed with some castor seeds. The borders are made darker

by subjecting them to this process by themselves, and treating

them with alum, before dyeing the cloth as a whole. The red is

usually obtained by preparing the cloth in the same way with

alum and gall-nut, and then boiling it with the pippdyi dye mixed

with Tidsdn leaves. This is sometimes done twice, so as to make
the colour faster, and the borders are sometimes made darker by

first dyeing them a ' milk ' colour before applying the red dye.

Both the red and the ' milk ' are fast colours.

These dyed cloths are often ornamented by stamping designs

along the borders, or (in Karuppur) by painting them along the

borders or on the body of the cloth. The latter is always dyed

red, with a circular patch of white in the middle of it, for this

olass of work, and the designs are stamped in dark blue, white,

red and (though rarely) violet. The red is ordinarily made with

the pippdyi dye, but at Karuppur the yinnd root is also used. The
dark blue is sometimes (as at Karuppur) obtained from indigo,

but ordinarily (as sometimes in the Godavari district) from

a mixture of aniline salts (avaluppu), saltpetre and copper sulphate.

The violet is made by dipping the rod-dyed stuff in indigo. Ihe

mordants, as in dyeing, are alum and gall-nut.

When a cloth is to be stamped or painted it is first dipped in

a solution of gall-nut. The designs are stamped with wooden
blocks. For a blue border the stamp is pressed on a pad soaked

in a mixture of the dye and gum, and is then pressed directly on

the cloth. For a red design the pattern is stamped with a mixture

of alum and gum and then the whole cloth is dipped in boiling

dye, the colour only adhering to the stampiul portion. The body
of the cloth is aftei-wards dyed as above described. Where the

designs ai-c painted, two methods are followed. In both they are

drawn on the border with a style dipped in wax. After this, in

the one case, additional designs are stamped in dark blue, the rest

of the cloth is brushed with alum and water, and the whole is

flipped in red dye, so that the l»ody of the cloth comes out red, the

stamped designs retain their dark blue colour and the patterns

painted in wax, which are protected from the action of the dye,

remain white. In the other case, after painting the designs in
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wax, the whole cloth is washed in alum and then dipped in i-ed

dyo ; next the wax is scraped off and some more patterns are

painted (partly on the portions protected by the wax, which have
remained white, and partly on the red body of the cloth) and
dnally the whole is dipped in indigo. Then the parts twice

covered with wax come out white, the parts first covered with wax
and then dipped in indigo come ont blue, the parts Hrst dipped in

red and then covered with wax come out red, and the whole of the

rest of the cloth comes out blue rather lighter than the ordinary

indigo tint.

The stamped cloths are exported to the same markets as those

which are simply dyed without stamping, with the addition that

those from Karnppiir are sent to the Straits Settlements by the

merchants of Knmbakonam and Nagore near Negapatam.

Metal vessels for household use are made in few places and on

a small scale. Brass vessels arc manufactured by about 50

Kammalan families at Trichinopoly, 30 at Sirukdmbur (a hamlet

of Kariyamanikkam in the Trichinopoly taluk), 50 at Tuvaran-

kurichi in Kulittalai, 10 at Arandrai near Perambaltir, two or

three at Olappadi in the same taluk, 15 at Kannarapdlaiyam

near Jayankonda-Cholapuram, two at Karur, six or seven in

Namakkal and 10 at Sendamangalam in the same taluk. The
brass-workers of Aranarai and Olappadi also manufacture vessels

from an alloy of four parts of lead to one of copper, usually called

bell-metal, and so do 20 men (different from the brass-workers) at

Sirukambur. The same industry is also carried on by a very few

men at Validiyur in Trichinopoly taluk, Kiramb6r in Musiri,

Kannarapalaiyam, Kondamanayakkanpatti (hamlet of Muttuga-

patti in Namakkal), at Melappuliyur and Kururabalur in

Perambalur taluk, and at Karambakudi, Kirauur and Alangudi

in Pudukkottai State. Some of the Sirukambur men vary the

composition of the alloy and use eight parts of copper to five parts

of tin, which they call turd. Copper vessels are made in a few

shops owned by Groanese merchants in Trichinopoly and Karur,

and lead ones by the blacksmiths of Namakkal taluk. Those

made from turd and the other alloys are cast ; the leaden ones

are hammered out of one piece, and the copper and brass iitensils

are generally made of three or more pieces of sheet metal which

are hammered into shape and afterwards soldered together. Of

these manufactures, the only ones which have any notable repu-

tation are the brass vessels of SinikambAr and the bell-metal

vessels of Kiirumbalur. Both these are of good quality, but at

the latter of these places only three families are engaged in the

CHAP, VI.
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CHAP. VI. industry. The only vessels which are exported are those made
Metal-wokk. at Sirukambur, which are sent to Ceylon by the Nattukkottai

Chettis The rest are sold locally ; but they do not nearly satisfy

the local demand, and large imports are made from other districts.

Brass vessels come in very large quantities from Kumbakonam,
and (to the north of the district) from Easipuram and Virahanur

in Salem. Bell-metal vessels are imported from Palghat and

Dindigul.

Ornamental A o-ood deal of ornamental metal-work is done. Bell-metal

tops for bullocks' horns are made at Vengampatti, hamlet of

Karuppattur in Kulittalai ; idols of copper and bronze by a few

blacksmiths at Kulittalai, Tirumangalam near Lalgudi, Kannara-

palaiyam in Udaiyarpalaiyam, Chinna Andavankovil and

Malappatti near Karur, Melappuliyur, Kurumbalur and Sittalai in

Perambalur, and Tirukoranam in Pud ukkottai State ; excellent

decorated plates and vessels of brass and zinc are made by the

blacksmiths at Kurumbalur and Melappuliyur ; and fancy silver

articles of many kinds by the silversmiths of Uraiyur in Trichi-

nopoly. The idols are cast in the rough by the cire perdue process

and the features and details are worked out with the chisel. The

Tirumangalam and Kulittalai work is the best and the former has

a wide reputation. The zinc and brass work of Kurumbalur and

Melappuliyur is thus described in a report of the Superintendent of

the School of Arts :
' The brass portion of the vessel is first

modelled in wax and cast in the ordinary way by surrounding the

model with a mixture of clay and sand, melting out the wax and

pouring in the molten metal. This process forms a brass vessel,

apparently roughly pierced in simple designs, which is again

surrounded by a mould and the molten zinc is run into the

perforations. The vessel is completed by filing, chasing and

burnishing. Each vessel requires generally to be cast in three

portions which are afterwards welded together.' ^ The industry is

very small. Fifteen or twenty men are employed in the Uraiyur

silver work. The articles they produce are primarily designed

for European use, and comprise caskets, ash-trays, salt-cellars,

.scent-bottles, penholders, etc. Two methods are employed. In

the first the article is hammered out in tiie rough and the details

are then worked out with a chisel ; in the second the parts are

worked with a chisel separately and are then soldered together.

In the latter the designs are much more deeply cut. The workmen

are employed by three capitalists, who sell the finished articles.

They are exported to other districts on orders, but the art is said

' U.O., No. 463, B«venue, dated 24th April 1885.
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to be declining for want of an adequate demand. One of tbe CHAP. VI.

workmen was awarded a medal at the Delhi Darbar Exhibition.
^^^"^Hi"^'^

The native iewcllerv made by the ffoldctmiths is of the kind , 7;
_

•' -^ ./ r)
. Jevvel]( ry.

usually found in the south and calls for no remark. Some 40 or

50 Marakkdyans in Trichinopoly however import rubies from

Burma and Madras, polish them locally and sometimes set them

iu jewellery and re-export tliem to Singapore, Peuang and

Colombo, as well as to the noiglibouriug districts of this Presidency.

There is also a Tottiyan at Manakkal in the Trichinopoly taluk

who sometimes cuts and polishes the crystals found at Vallam in

the Tanjoro district.

A good deal of painting of various kinds is done in the district. Painiing.

A Balija at Karuppur iu Udaiyiirpalaiyam and an Ambalakaran

at Karur paint figui'cs of Hindu gods on curtains and hangings.

They make their own colours ; l)lack from rusty iron, rice-water

and iron ore or iron sand ; red from nund root mixed with alum

and chips of vattangi wood
;
yellow from the gall-nut flower ; and

green from a mixture of gall-nut flower and indigo. A much

higher class of painting is done by a few Iviizus and Kavarais at

Trichinopoly, Srirangam and Karur on wooden tablets or on pieces

of cloth made extremely smooth with a paste of powder and gnm.

As in the ease of the similar work at Tanjore the drawing is neat

and the colours are evenly and delicately applied ; but the subjects

are always Hindu gods and heroes depicted in the usual stilted

attitudes and the pictures are grotesquely adorned with sparkling

stones or pieces of metal. Indeed the price of a picture depends

upon its size and the number and value of these adornments which

ai'C attached to it. The painters use imported Etu-opcau colours.

Some of the Trichinopoly and Srirangam painters execute extremely

delicate little pictiu'cs on ivory and small sheets of mica. Some
of these arc so minutely finished that to be properly appreciated

they should be seen through a magnifying glass. The ivoi-y

pictures arc used for buttons, lockets, tie-pins, etc. The ivory

is obtained from Palghat, and the mica from Cuddapuh and

Madras.

Another class of ornamental work for which 'Jiicbinopoly town pith model-

has a reputation beyond the limits of the district is the maun- '"'K'

facture of pith models of temples, gods, garlands, palanquins and

other articles, which employs a few Ivazu and Vellulan families.

The work is similar to that done in Tanjore, but rather superior.

The pith is got from Shiyali in Tanjore and Chidambai-am in

South Arcot, and is cut with a long sharp knife into wafers, which

arc twisted and pinned to represent white flowers and figures.

22
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The fiuishcd woi-k has a beautifully soft and snow}' appearance,

and orders for it come from distant parts of the Presidency, though

the demand is said to have decreased of late years. This work also

earned a piize at the Delhi Darbar Exhibition.

Tamburas and vinas are made by one Kammalan at Srirangam

and another at Pudubkottai. Their work is said to be fairly good,

but there is no great demand for it, and they only make instru-

ments to order.

A fair amount of wood-carving of a good class is douc by

a few men in about a dozen places in the district. The work

generally consists of oniamcntal carving on door-frames, but

temple cars are also sometimes attempted. A Srirnngam man
carves figures of gods with a good deal of skill on cocoanut shells.

The workmen arc nearly always Kammalans, but some Oddes

are engaged in it at Uppiliyapuram in the Musiri taluk. These

are said to be related to the Odde wood-carvers of 'liruvadi in

Tanj ore.

Dolls of sawdust and tamarind gum are made by the women-

folk of the painters of Trichinopoly and Srirangam, and are sold

at the local festivals and in the bazaars. Some of the painters

themselves make carved W(joden dolls of 'ilnou (siIk -cotton) wood,

which are used for oruametitiug cars and palanquins.

In fourteen places stone images are carved with a good deal

of skill. The stone-cutters are again nearly all Kanim;ilaii8.

The best known are those of Nagalapuram in the Musiri taluk,

the stone obtained at which place is said to be especially suited for

this kind of work. At Uraiyur there are some 100 Muttiriyans

who polish stone for building purposes. These men have a wide

reputation, and are said to be the best workmen of the kind in the

south of the Presidency. The same work is done by a smith at

Kari'ir. There are also some fifteen Kammalans at Malappati

near Karur who make stone vessels, mortars, grinding-stoncs, etc.,

which arc used throughout the district and are said to be exported

to Tanjore. The same work is done in a few villages surrounding

Siruviichiir in Perambalur taluk. Nearly all the ^really good

worknu:'n in stone, wood and metal find employment \indcr the

Niittukkuttai Chettis in restoring the Hindu temples of the south.

Upon this work more than half a croro of rupees, it is said, has

been expended.

Uo]»es ai-e made for sale on only a small scale, for the ryots

themscdves generally make those tbey require. The Kuravans

however make cocoanut ropes from cocoanut fd)rc, called ladanibai

in the lowlands, while in the uplands tlic material most commonly
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used is the fibre of the pulichai hush {Eriolcena Tlookeriana) . CHAP. VI.

Those ropes are mainly used for strinfj^inf.;^ country cots. The stem Mihcil-

of the palmyra leaf, paddy straw and aloe fibre are also used for
'

making ropes, and the flower sheath of the coaoaxmi {pdlai) is split

up into a number of separate fibres which are used (untwisted) for

tyiufjf down thatch, etc. The district is f^onerally solf-supportinj^

in the matter of rope, but a certain amount is imported from

l*al{jfhat and Colombo.

The winnowing fans and l)asketsare generally made of bamboo. Basket-wmk

They are manufactured by some fifty families of Telugu-speaking

Medaras in Jambukesvaram, and about thirty of the same caste at

Karur ; and members of this caste as well as Kuravans are employed

in the industry in small and scattered communities throughout the

east of Namakkal taluk. The finished articles are hawked about

the district by the Kuravans, and are also exported to Madura.

Large numbers are also imported from Salem. Rattan boxes are

made at the Karur Art School. Some Siltanis and Kavarais of

Srirangam manufacture pretty little basl<ets for betel and nut out

of painted palmyra leaves, and these are sold at the local festivals.

Gingelly and castor oil are made everywhere in the district Oil.

and margosa oil largely in the uplands. Ground-nut oil is

manufactured to a small extent in a number of places, especially in

the Udaiyarpalaiyam taluk. Iluppai {Bassia /ongifoUa) oil is only

made in small quantities. It is curious that no cocoanut oil should

be made in the lowlands though the cocoanut is common there.

The people are said to dislike it, and the raw material is conse-

quently exported to be utilized elsewhere. Some well-known

centres for the oil industry arc Manachanalliir in the Triehiuopoly

taluk, where some 200 persons make castor oil, and Vengampatti

and Telungupatti (hnmlet of Porundalur) in Kulittalai, where

about half that number are similarly employed. Margosa oil is

made by about 100 households in Togamalai in the Kulittalai taluk.

'I'hc people employed seem everywhere to be Vaniyans by caste.

The ordinary country oil-mill, worked by two bullocks, is

generally employed, but 22 factories in Triehiuopoly town make
castor and ground-nut oil in iron presses. Castor oil is often made
by pounding the seeds, boiling them, and then collecting tlie oil

as it floats to the surface, and ryots sometimes make their own
margosa oil by crushing the seeds with the ordinary griuding-

stone. Except gingelly, all the locally-made oils are used for

lighting purposes, though they are everywhere being undersold

and ousted by the cheaper imported kerosine. IIu}y}mi oil is used

for lighting temples and for making soap
;
gingelly and ground-nut
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oil for cooking, the latter only by the poorer classes ; margosa

oil as a mediciue, especially for women who have just borne

a child ; and castor oil as a purgative. For oil-baths gingelly is

ordinarily used, but margosa tikes its place in the uplands of

Kulittalai. The oil-cake is put t') various uses. Grround-nut and

gingelly cake is given to cattle ; castor cake is a munure, and

mixed with dung serves as fuel ; margosa and ground-nut cake is

used as manvire ; and iluppai cake is utilized as soap.

Generally speaking, the oil made is all consumed in the district,

but the Trichinopoly factories send a fair amount of ground-nut

and castor oil to Tanjore and Madura, and some of the Kulittalai

margosa oil is sent to Colombo. Some of the ground-nut and

castor cake from Trichinopoly is sent to Colombo and South Arcot

as manure, and the latter district also takes some of the margosa

cake from the Udaiyarpalaiyam taluk. No oils seem to be

imported into the district except the ubiquitous kerosine and some

iluppai oil for making soap.

Two tanneries employing some 250 workmen are at work in

Trichinopoly town, and a smaller one in Srirangam. These tan

the skins of sheep and goats only. Eight small tanneries in

Trichinopoly, emjiloying on the whoh? some 140 men, tan the

hides of cattle. The skins are soaked in chunam and water for a

week, the hair is then scraped olT, and the skins are returned to

the mixture for another five days. They are then soaked in a

solution of dvdram (Casfcia auricnJata) bark for a week, cleaned,

and returned to tiie solution for another week. They are finally

soakeJ in a solution of gall-nut for two days, smeared with

gingelly oil, and sci aped with a metal plate to make them soft.

The skins of the sheep and goats are exported to England, and

the hides of the cattle to the neighbouring districts to be used for

shoe-making, picottah bags, saddles, <?tc. The latter are also

largely used locally for these purposes. A recent estimate values

the annual output of tanned skins at five lakhs of rupees, but the

export is declining, as dry and salted, instead of tanned, skins are

now largely sent to the foreign markets Little leather seems to

bn imported into the district, though small quantities are said to

1)0 brought in occasionally from Diiidigul and other places.

Ijosides the regular tanning industry above described, the local

Chakldliyan leather-workers make a coarse leather by an element-

ary process for their own use. They soak the hides in chunam
and water for a week, scrape off the hair, and then keep them in a

solution of dodram bark for a week. The hides are then stitched

into bags, stuffed with the bark of the white babul tree, and hung
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lip for another week. Thi8 industry, which produces a poor

article and wastes much valnalilc material, is fortunately declining,

the hides being- sent to the larg-er factories instead.

At several places in the district good shoes and other leather

articles are made, sometimes out of leather dyed locally. The
shoes of Trichinopoly, which are often made of IcatluT dyed red

or scarlet in the town, are well known throughout a large part of

the Presidency, and those of Udaiyi'irpalaiyam and of Sendaman-

galam and NallipAlaiyam have also a fair local reputation. At
the latter three places only a few Chakkiliyans are engaged in this

industry, i)ut in Trichinopoly some 300 Chakkiliyans and some

ten M6chis are so employed. They work for hire for local

merchants, and their handiwork includes good country shoes

(joihi), Muhammadan saddvu shoos, slippers, hoots, straps and

saddles, and those arc said to he exported t) many parts of the

Presidency. As elsewhere, the Chakkiliyans make coarse articles

for local usL', Fuch as shoes and picottah huckets, out of the inferior

leather thev have tanned themselves.

Pudukkottai town has a wide reputation for the scents mode Stents.

in it. Some 50 Muhammadaus are engaged in the industry, as

well as a few people of other castes, including some Br^hmans.
The scents made are wafers of villain atiar water, and sticks of

udnvattu The vill'd wafers are sometimes strung into garlands,

and are sometimes dissolved and used with sandal powder. Attar

is generally mixed with sandal. IJdnvatti is burned as incense.

These perfumes are in mucli demand locally for festive occasions,

and are also exported to Colombo, The trade has hosvever much
declined. '^I^'he manufacturers are very reticent about their

methods; but they say that numerous elements have to be com-

bined for the ptoduction of the scents and that the process is very

complicated. The scents are probably extracted by subjecting

the raw material to distillation in oil or melted grease as is done

in lOurope, where very reiincd pigs' lard is used for the delicate

scents.

Cheroots are said to be made by some 5,000 persons in as Clierootb

many as 200 factories in Trichinopoly town, but only nineteen of

these factories are of any size, the rest being quite insignificant.

The tobacco leaf is obtained from Dindigul, Karur, Singapore,

Peuang and Sumatra, and the cheroots are exported in large

quantities to various parts of the Preside oey as well as to I'ombay

and England. The industry is said to have greatly declined

owing to the competition of the milder and better-rolled cheroots

which ai-e now made in Dindigul and Madras. A recent estimate
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CHAP. VI. puts the output of cheroots at twelve milliona annually, valued at

MiscEL- Rs. 75,000.— Common soap is made m nine small factories m irichmopolj.
Soap.

Fullers' earth is mixed with chunara and water and poured into a

cement vat, and half the quantity of thtppai oil is then added.

The mixture is stirred daily for a week, and then the oily matter

is skimmed off and boiled until it reaches the consistency of wax.

It is then poured into cocoanut shells to cool and solidify. The

soap is used for washing clothes, and besides being largely con-

sumed in the district, is exported to Madras, Coimbatore and the

Nilgirif. JVluch of the iluppai oil required is imported from the

Salem district.

Banoles Two kinds of bangles are manufactured in the district

;

namely, those made of the refuse of the stick-lac used for dyeing,

and the ' glass ' bangles made from the ' glass ' obtained from

alkaline earth. The first kind is made by about 100 Musalmans

and lialijas in Trichinopoly, some 200 Balijas at Kavaraipdlaiyam,

hamlet of Vilandai in the Udaiydrp41aiyam taluk, and by a few

of the same caste at Srirangam, Karur, Sendamangalam and

Kosavampatti in Ndmakkal. The other sort is manufactured by

Balijas at Kavaraipdlaiyam, Sendamangalam, Valanddu, Edaya-

pat<i (hamlot of Puttdnattam) in Kulittalai, and Vaittur in

Pudukkottai State.

Stick-l;ic! The stick-lac refuse is obtained from the dyers after they have
bmgles.

extracted the colouring matter from it, is mixed with an equal

quantity of earth from an ant-hill ami a small quantity of resin,

and is then melted and drawn out into small sticks (gaddi) and

those arc again melted and pulled out into fine pencils, are

roughly shaped into bangles by hand, and are then painted

yellow, green, red or dark blue. The yellow paint is made from

arsenic aud stick-lac in the proportion of one to three; the rod out

of vermilion and stick-lac in the same ])roportion ; and the green

and dark l)lue with a mixture of stick-lac and aniline dye-powder.

Finally little plates of tinsel {vartireku) are stuck on to the

bangh'H with lac.

uiasHbanglcH. Tlio manufacture of the glass bangles is a more elaborate

matter. The first process is to convert the alkaline earth into

' glass.' All the bauglo-makors except those in the Kulittalai

taluk aud I ho L*udukk6ttai State, get their glass ready-made from

Kalahasti in North Arcot and other distant places. The rest

obtain \hv alkaline earth from the Kiranfir taluk in Pudukk6ttai

Stiitc, and thomsolvos make the glass. The earth is thrown little
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by littlo into water, the mixture boiiif,^ stirred the whole time. CHAP. VL
The mixture is at length allowed to set lie aiul the clear s(jlution MrscEi.-

is drawn off. Into thia more alkaline earth is thrown in the same
J'*^EotB.

way until the liquid becomes quite thick. It is then mixed with

a fine flinty sand (called nfUjal) and dried in the sun. Everyday

for a fortnight or more it is again mixed with more of tbe thick

liquid and dried next day, and at last it is ready to be smelted.

This process is carried out in a special furnace made to hokl some

50 pots of the raw material. It goes on for four or five days,

great care being taken in graduating the heat, and the furnace

being allowed to cool periodically for stated intervals. The result

is a vitreous mass of bangle glass. This is again melted and
coloured by adding various substances while it is in a liquid state.

Blue is obtained by adding six tolas of a substance called ranyii

(which they get from Kdlahasti) to every ten padis of glass (cme

padi weighs 116 tolas) and combining the mixture with ten padis

of kdchumannu, or fine sand obtained by washing alkaline earth.

Green is obtained by mixing ten padis of glass with the same
quantity of kdchtnnannu and 20 tolas of copper which has been

previously heated almost to melting point. Black is got by mixing
the same quantities of stone and kdchumannu with three handfuls

of varagu husk. The process of making the glass into bangles is

much the same as in other districts. It is melted, nnd while it is

in a liquid state a man takes a small portion of it on the cud of a

stick, twirls it into a ring with a rapid eircidar motion of the

stick, and shapes it into a bangle on a mould before it cools.

The process is a little different at Valanadu, where bangles arc

sometimes made out of the uncoloured glass and the colouring

matter is applied before the bangle cools on the mould. Grey
and yellow are the colours chiefly thus obtained, the grey being

made from a mixture of (30 parts of bangle glass to H of zinc, 3

of white lead and 6 of black lead, and the yellow out of the same
mixture without the zinc.

The annual output of bangles in the district was recently

valued at Es. 12,000. They are largely exported to neighbouring

areas, and the stick-lac bangles are said to be sent as far as Tin-

nevclly, Pondicherry and Colombo. The industry bus however
suffered greatly both from the increasing dearness of the fuel, of

which large quantities are required for the furnaces, and also

owing to the importation through Poena and Bombay of cheaper

articles mainly made in China.

A few of the bangle-makers of Kavaraipalaiyam can make Glabs-«are.

tumblers, bottles and other glass-ware and ornament them with
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designs of flowers, etc. The work is good, but is only done to

order.

There is nothing remarkable about the ordinary pottery of the

district, but until recently a very good class of pots was made at

Karai in tlie Pcrambalur taluk out of white clay. These are said

to have been very strong and smooth.

A very large manufacture of saltpetre, both crude and reBned,

is carried on in many parts of the district. It is referred to in

Chapter Xll.

Professional architects are common, except in the Udaiyarpalai-

yam taluk. As elsewhere, it is most important that a man who is

building a new house should consult some one who knows the manai

sdstrani which prcscrilx's multitudinous arbitrary rules about the

dimensions of the different parts of houses, the dii-cctioa in which

they should face, etc. The Ivammalans are the ordinary exponents

of the science.

There are about a dozen printing presses at Tricliinopoly, and

one each at Srirangam and Ktirur, besides the State Press at

Pudukkuttai. 'i'he St. Joseph's College press ut Tricliinopoly and

four others in that town are of fair size. The College press issues

a monthly religious periodical, the Dodson press an ICnglish

weekly paper, and tlio Srirangam press a monthly legal review

and a monthly Tamil magazine.

The llailway Workshoj)s at Tricliinopoly are referred to in

Chapter Yil. The Technical school at Karur is popularly known
as ' the Karur workshop '. It is briefly mentioned in Chapter X.

There are two screw cotton presses in the district, one at Trichi-

nopoly, owned by tlie United Spinning and Weaving Mills Com-
pany and the other at Ari}alur belonging to Messrs. Jiinny &
Co. It is estimated that those press aboiit GOO tons of cotton in the

year, and they export it to Madras and Virudupati.

The local boards control 21 markets and lease out every year

the right to collect the usual fees in tliem. Some of them, nota-

bly those at Ariyalur, Turaiyi'ir an-l Manapparai, fetch large bids.

They are a})parcntly less used than elaewheiu; for the sale of ordin-

ary agricultnral produce, tho local merchants generally sending

round to the villages themselves to collect the grain they wish to

purchase, bvit many cattle arc sold at them. Besides tho three

already n;cntioned, those at l'udukk6ttai, Uppidanumgalam

(Kan'ir), and Naiiuimalai and I*uliyaiij61ai in Namakkal are tho

most important. 'Vhid last-named is raiich used by tho Malaiyalis.

'^^rhe chief exports from the district are paddy, cotton, ground-

nvt, j'lantains, cotoanuts and betel leaf ; silk and cotton tartans
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for Muhammadans, cotton fabrics both fine and coarse (especially

from TJdaiyarpalaiyam taluk), carpets, blankets and mats ; rubies,

silver-work, paintings and pith models ; baskets, baugles, shoes,

tanned skins, castor oil, oil-cake, saltpetre, stone, cigars, soap,

buffaloes, sheep and goats. The most important of the imports

are good cloths of silk and cotton for men and women, carpets,

household vessels, raw hides, bangles, glass-ware, raw tobacco and

ploughing-cattle.

The usual weights used by goldsmiths are as follows :

—

CHAP. VI.

Tradb.

I kundu (Abrus premtorhis) seed.

1 panavedai {^ panam weight ').

1 vardhanedai (' pagoda weight').

1 palam or three tolas

1 seer or 24 tolas.

Weights akd
Measuhes.

GoldsinithB'

weights.

4 paddy grains

4 kundu seeds

8 panavedats

10 vardhanedais

8 palam s

Gold is always referred to in terms of pagodas if the amount
exceeds a pagoda, and silver in terms of seers or tolas or their sub-

multiples. The weights used for gold are also employed for

scents and medicines.

The general commercial weights for most other solids (except General

grain and salt, which are sold by measure) are as follows :

—

16 pies = 1 palam or 3 tolas.

40 palams = I viss (of 120 tolas).

8 visses = 1 maund.

10 maunds = 1 podi.

2 podis = 1 bdram or candy.

The term podi is unknown in Udaiyarpalaiyam and Namak-
kal ; in the latter the sattai is its equivalent ; and in the former

there is no corresponding weight of that value at all. A different

scale is used for certain solids (called perum sarakku or ' big stuff ')

which are sold in very large quantities, such as areca-nut, cotton

seeds, jaggery, tamarind and oil-cako. The table is as follows :

—

commercial
weights.

8 palams (or 24 tolas)

25 palams

5 kacha seers

5 visses

8 pakka seers or

25 kacha seers

16 tuldms

2 podis

1 kacha seer.

1 pakka seer.

1 viss (of 120 tolas).

I tuldm

1 tuldm.

10 maunds or 1 podi.

1 bdram or candy.

The weights above the tuldm are not ordinarily used, and the

scale is not the same everywhere. For instance in Tricliinopoly

town the tuldm is equal to 51 visses or 220 palams. Again
a special podi of 24 tuldms or 15 maunds is everywhere used for

33
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ai'ecantit. In Udaijarpalaiyam taluk this scale seems to be only

used for nreeanut, and the other ' big stuffs ' are generally

sold by the iukku, which is equivalent to 50 palanis^ and the seer of

8 palams. Again in Pudukkottai State the people weigh their

* big stuffs ' by quite a different scale, namely, by the seer of

4^ palams, the maund of 40 seera and the tnldm of 120 seers.

Root vegetables are everywhere sold by the tnkku, which is

generally equal to 6| seers, but in PerambaKir weighs 10 seers.

These vegetables are generally weighed on a curious balance called

the kayittu kol ('rope stick ') which is found also in Tan] ore and

is an adaptation of the Danish steel yard.

A good deal of variation occurs in the measures used by the

ryots for grain and salt. Shopkeepers ever^^where use the standard

padi containing 132 tolas -weight of rice, but the padi used by the

ryots in their dealings with each other varies immensely. Thus

in the Trichinopoly and Kulittalai taluks it contains 116 tolas of

rice, in Musiri and Perambalur 58 tolas, in Qdaiyarpalaiyam and

Pudukkottai 60 tolas, and 76 tolas in Kartir and Namakkal. The
padi is everywhere the starting point of a scale of measures,

but the scales differ as much as the capacity of the padis. Thus a

marakkdl contains 4 padis in Trichinopoly, Kulittalai, CJdaiydr-

pdlaiyam and Pudukkottai, 8 padis in M.siri and Perambalur,

and 6 padis in Karur ; and in all these localities a kalam contains

12 ma?yikkdk. In Trichinopoly taluk a smaller kalam of 10|

markkdlti co-exists with the larger kalam. There is a vallam of 4

padis in Karur, Namakkal, Perambalur and parts of Musiri, and

a moda of 16 vallams or 64 padis in Karur and Ndmakkal. Again a

muttai (' load ') of 14 marakkdls or 56 padis is used in Trichinopoly,

and one of 24 marikkdls or 96 [ladis \n Udaiydrpalaiyam ; and a

podi (' pack load ') of 384 padis in Karur, Namakkal aud Musiri,

and of 288 padis iu Perambalur. Finally a ' cart-load ' of 12

kal'ims is used in Kulittalai and Musiri, In the former taluk this

contains 576 padis, and in the latter twice as many, but the weight

of both is the same.

Ghee, oil, milk, curd aud butter-milk arc all sold by measure,

except that in the shops of T'richinopoly town ghee is sold by
weight and curd by the potful, and transactions arc generally made
in terms of the local grain padi and its sub-multiples. Kerosine

oil is sold, as elsewhere, by the bottle and tin. Other oils are sold by

a variety of measures. Thus in the TVichinopoly and Udaiyiir-

palaiyam taluks and in the Pudukkottai State an dda^n (of 64

seers or 512 palams weight of oil) and its sub-multiples down to

one-sixteenth are used, and below that seers or fractions of seers.

Throughout the rest of the district, except^the Perambalur taluk,
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a kudam (equal to three-quarters of a Trichinopoly ddam) is used CHAP, vi,

and ' oil }mdi, ' of which it takes 30 to make odo hudam in Kulit- Weights and

talai and Musiri and 15 or 16 in Karur and Namakkal. This ^^^''^^

oil padi is different from the g-rain padi. lu Perambaltir oil, like

every other liquid, is measured l>y the ordinary grain padi.

In measuring distances the English scale from an inch to a mile Measarcs ol

is used side by side with the span of 9 inches and the cubit of 1^
distance,

feet. Rope is sold by the pdvu of about 6 feot, the distance being

measured from finger tip to finger tip when the arms are out-

stretched. In the uplands the ryots speak of an anappu of 35 or

50 yards and a Jcddu of 4 anappus. These are really square

measures (though they are hardly ever used as such), the anappu
being either a half or three-quarters of an acre. Long distances

are often measured in time. Thus a mile is the distance which
can be traversed in throe-quarters of an Indian hour (mukkdl
ndligai vali duram), and ten of these make a kddam^ or three hours'

journey.

Besides the acre and the cent, which are not universally known, Square

the hull of 576 square feet, and the kdni of 100 kulis or one and a
™®^^^^®'''

third acres are commonly used. In the Pudukkottai State they

use the Tanjore scale of one kuli of 144 square feet, one md of 100
kulis., and one veli {Q-i^ acres) of 20 mds. In Karur and Ndmak-
kal they use the vallam in measuring dry land ; but its extent

varies, being 3"82 acres in the former and 8-60 acres in the latter.

In the river-side villages the sei or pangu, and the ka^^ai or setti are

used ; but these vary in every village according to the size of the

share into which the village lands were divided under the old

mirdsi system.

The English hour and minute are known to, and used by, the Meaenres of

men in tbe towns and large villages, but the women and the
*'™^'

rustics of both sexes use the native measures of time, namely, 60

vinddis or snaps of the finger = 1 ndligai or Indian hour of 24

English minutes ; 3| ndligais — 1 muhitrtam
; 2 muhdrtams ~

Ij'dmam or watch of 3 hours; and 4 Jdmanis = 1 day or night

of 12 hours. The usual phrases to designate different times of

the day and night, such as ' first cock crow, '
' cock crow, ' etc.,

are also common.

The one-pie coin is called a kdsu, ' 2 pirs are a dugdni aud Lo°*} names

4 pies a duddti. Two annas is called a panam ;
- and the

pagoda of S^ rupees and pon of 10 panafns or 1^ rupees are also

commonly used in popular speech.

' The iniu of Tanjore is two pies.

' The panam of Tanjore is 2J annas.
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Roads—Their extension- Their condition and management—Tolls—Ferries

—

Bridges. River N'avig.\tion. Railvt.ats—The South Indian Railway

—

Proposed railway extension. Accommodation iOE Tkavellerb—Bungalows

—

Choultries.

As elsewhere, a great extension of the roads of the district took

place during the latter half of the last century. The report on

the Settlement of 1864 says ' With the exception of a few miles

in Udaiyarpalaiyam, trunk road No. 8 is the only made road in

the dry taluks of TrichinopolT. The tracks leading from village

to village are hardly passable in dry weather for a wheeled

conveyance, and a heavy shower of rain will put a stop to all

traffic for days together. Advantage is frequently taken of the

beds of nullahs and water-courses as affording a harder surface

than the black soil on either side. But the greater part of the

grain and the merchandise is transported on pack bullocks.'

Much has been done since those days, and at present the

district is traversed from north to south by a main road, and the

other roads in the district are fairly numerous and tolerably good.

The most important of the main lines are those running from

Trichinopoly to Madras through Perambalur ;
to Salem through

Musiri and Naraakkal ; to Attiir through Turaiyur ; to Mannar-

gudi through Udaiyarpalaiyam ; to Erode by way of Karur ; and

to Madura and Diudigul. The road from Manapparai through

Musiri and Turaiy6r is another important line. These are all in

the charge of the District Board.

As in other districts, nearly all the roads are in charge of the

local boards. The condition of the roads is generally fair but in

the north of the district some sections of oven the trunk roads are

still only gravelled, and not metalled, and (as noted below) the

want of adequate bridging is much felt. Moreover the absence

of wells or other means of water-supply at the side of the roads

renders it impossible to repair them except in the rainy season
;

the result being that the work has then to be hurried. The

quarries are not very conveniently placed ; and the metal obtained

from them is good in only a few cases, more often varying

between moderate and indifferent. 'I'he annual expenditure on
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repairs averages Rs. 12^ per mile, the highest rate allowed (out

side towns) being Es. 250 a mile and the lowest Rs. 50.

Tolls are collected at 26 places on the roads. The District Tolls.

Board annually leases the right to collect them. The Trichinopoiy

and Srirangam municipal councils do not levy tolls on vehicles

and animals entering their limits, but the District Board levies

them at gates near the municipal boundaries ; and in the case of

Trichinopoiy gives the council two-fifths of the net amount

collected at them, and in the case of Srirangam pays the munici-

pality 15 per cent, of this net amount. A different system is in

force in Kariir. There the six gates at the municipal boundaries

are controlled by the municipality and one-third of the net

receipts is paid to the District Board.

Seventy-three ferries are working under the control of the Ferries.

District Board on the Cauvery, Coleroon and Amaravati rivers.

The ferry-boats are coracles of basket-work covered with leather.

The right to ply at these ferries was leased out in 1903-04 for as

much as Rs. 22,870. The most important of them are those at

Mohanur, Lalpettai, Tirumanur, Kattapuli and Kulittalai.

Formerly large odains, resembling the ' ballacuts ' of the

Northern Circars, strongly built of wood, were used to transpoi't

cartn, cattle, and even camels and elephants ^ across the rivers.

They had flat decks protected at the sides with hand-rails and

provided at each end with a sloping ramp up which carts could be

pulled ; and would carry some iafty persons at a time. They fell

into disuse when the rivers gradually became silted up owing to

the construction of anicuts for irrigation.

Of the bridges of the district, the most important are those Bridges

which cross the Cauvery and Coleroon on each side of Snraugam
island. They arc known as the Cauvery and Coleroon bridges

respectively and carry a great deal of traffic. The Grrand Anient

and the Upper Anicut across the Coleroon both carry road

bridges, but their position prevents them from being much used

for through traffic. The bridge over the Lower Anicut on the

Coleroon has been especially useful since the collapse of the

Chidambaram bridge. These five are the only road bridges over

the Cauvery and Coleroon and few have been built over the other

rivers in the district. The Uppar is crossed by the Madras road

on a bridge of 11 arches of 21 feet span ; and bridges of from five

to eight spans cross the Kavaru on the Tanjore road, the Koraiyar

' Until recently rates for the transport of elephants continued to be quoted in

the ferry leases ; though it would be a very small elephant which would not swamp
the present ferry ooraoles.
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CHAP. vil. on the roads to Dindigul and Madura, the Kodamurti on the

KoADs. Karur road, the Kovalai -vdjkkal between Tiruverumbur and the

old Vennar head, the Aiyar on the Salem road, the Kulaiyar on

the way to Udaiyarpalaiyam, the Uppar on the way to Turaiylar,

and the Valavandiyar between Tnraiyur and Mnsiri. There were

similar bridges across the Chinnar on the Madras road and the

Veppentattai river between Perambalnr and Salem ; but these

have long been washed away. The smaller jangle streams are

still very insufficiently bridged. Indeed the chief defect in the

road communications in the district is the number of small

unbridged streams which cross them. These are torrents in the

monsoon and sand heaps in the dry season, and are naturally a

great hindrance to traffic.

The Cauvery bridge above mentioned consists of 32 spans of

about 48 feet each and is 1,876 feet in length. It was completed

in 1846 and a tablet on the western parapet states that it was

dedicated to the memory of Dalton, Kilpatrick and four other

officers of the English army which fought so gallantly to save

Trichinopoly from the French in the middle of the eighteenth

century. The Coleroon bridge was completed in 1852, is 2,767

feet in length, and is dedicated to Lord Pigot ' Governor and

Defender of Fort St. George, A.D. 175'.)/ It consists of 38 spans

of 60 feet each. Neither it nor the Cauvery bridge has ever

suffered anv considerable damage from floods. Some Es. 3,500

are annually spent in keeping their flooring and aprons in repair.

The old Vennar and Cauvery head consists of 42 spans of 30 feet

each and is 2,031 feet in length. It was built in 1851. The

bridge across the Aiyar river on the Trichinopoly-Salem road is a

girder bridge of five spans of 50 feet each.

River Iu former days a certain amount of traffic was floated down
Navigation. ^}^p Cauvcry and Coleroou in native coracles similar to those now

used for the ferries. These came down, even from the Coimbatore

district, with loads of rice, gingolly seed, saltpetre and other

articles for export, and more particrdarly with charcoal and iron

ore for the iron-works at Porto Novo in South Arcot. They made

their way to the latter place by the Vaflavar canal from the

Coleroon, the Viranara tank surplus canal and the Khan Sahib

canal. Elocks of granite and other articles were also commonly

carried dowu the Cauvcry toTanjorn and even Kumbak6nam, and

the stone for most of the temples in that district was probably

imported in this manner. After the cargo had been disposed of

the boats were; broken up, the bamboos sold for what they could

fetch, and the leather folded up and carried back for use in another
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trip. Since the construction of the railway Ihia navigation has

been largely given up. Bamboos are still, however, rafted down
from the neighbourhood of Erode in fair quantities, the cost of

transport by river being only about two-thirds of what it would

be hy rail. The rafts are steered by poling, the journey takes

from four to ten days, and from four to ten men are required for

each raft. (Certain kinds of timber for agricultural and other

implements are also still carried down the river in coracles. Kach

coracie can carry from 6U0 to 800 sticks one yard long and three

to four inches in circumference. At Trichiuoi oly the boato are

broken up and the basket-work sold. The leather is cariied back

by train.

The district is served by the main line of the Soutli Indian

Railway and the branch of this which runs from Trichinopoly to The South

Erode, both of whicli are built on the metre gauge. T he former Railway,

enters the district from the east, 14 miles from Trichinopoly

Junction station, and thence turns to the south-west and runs for

35 miles through thid district on its way to Dindigul and Madura.

The stations on this line within the distiict are Tiruverumbur,

Trichinopoly Junction, Pimgudi, Kolattur, Samudram, Manap-
paraijVaiyampatti and Naduppatti. The Erode branch runs north-

ward from the Junction station to Trichinopoly fort, and thence

proceeds westward along the southern bank of the Cauvcry for 58

miles within the district. The principal stations on this are

Elamanur near the Upper Anicut, Kulittalai, Lalpettai (where

passengers from Namakkal take the train) and Kartir.

The first line projected by the late Great Southern of India

Eailway Company (as the South Indian i^ailway Company was

formerly called) was that from Negapatam to Erode through

Trichinopoly. 'i'he section of this which runs from Negapatam to

Trichinopoly fort was constructed en the s+andard gauge and

completed for traffic in 1862, and the line was opened as far as

Karur in 18CC, and as far as Erode two years later. In 1875 the

metre-gauge line from Trichinopoly to Madura was opened as

part of the new main line from Madras to Tuticorin, and in that

year the section of the older line between Negapatam and

Trichinopoly w-as also converted to the metre gauge. The

Trichinopoly -Erode section of this was converted to the same

gauge in 1879. By a contract dated 16th December 1873 the

Great Southern of India Eailway Company was amalgamated

witli the Carudtic Eailways Company, which was engaged in

making the lioe from Tanjore to Madras The whole systrm was

bought by the Secretary of State on 1st January J 891 and the
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present South Indian Eailway Company was constituted, with

a capital of one million sterliug', to work it.

The Company's head-quarters are at Trichinopoly and form an

important featm-e of that town. The staff consists of 22 European

officers, nearly 600 clerks and some 500 men working in the

engineering workshops. The administration of the line is divided

into five departments ; namely, Agency, Engineering, Traffic,

Audit and Medical, The first and last are the most lightly

staffed, while the audit department has by far the heaviest

establishment of clerks. The engineering shops are generally

speaking employed in the maintenance and manufacture of the

plant required for the railway. The work turned out consists of

the manufacture and repair of signal posts, interlocking gear,

station furniture, signal lamps, small girders and other plant

required for the upkeep of the permanent way, and the maintenance

of appliances connected with the electric lighting of trains and of

the Trichinopoly Junction station and general offices.

Several pi'oposals for extending railway communication within

the district are under consideration. These, however, are all more

or less dependent on the general schemes for the improvement of

the railways in the south of India which are still under discussion

by the Government of India, and are at present in a more or less

nebulous condition. Nothing in fact can be decided till the route

for the proposed broad gauge line which is to connect the north of

India with Ceylon is definitely settled. That matter has been

tmder consideration since 1902.

The most important of the local schemes is the proposed chord

line to connect Trichinopoly with Tirukkoyilur in South Arcot.

This would shorten the distance to JVJadras by 37 miles, and forms

part of one of the routes under consideration for broad-gauge
communication between the north and the south of India. It

would also traverse a large tract of country measuring lOO miles

each way, which it would open up for trade purposes and protect

in times of famine. It would cross tho Cauvery and pass through
the Trichinopoly, Musiri and Perambalur taluks in this district.

Its Icjigth in this district would be some 45 miles. A survey for

this scheme on the metre gauge has recently been sanctioned by
the Government of India.

Another important project is that proposed by the Pudukkottai
Darbar to connect Trichinopoly with Pudukkuttai and 'I'ondi on
the cast coast. This line is also intimately connected with the
general question of rail communication in southern India, and its

definite consideration has therefore been hitherto deferred. Tho
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railway would be some 83 miles iu length, of which about six miles CHAP. Vll.

would be in this district. Railwats.

A preliminary investigation of the country between Perambalur

and Kar6r by a traffic officer of the South Indian Eailway

Company has been sanctioned by the Madras Government, and

a report from the Agent of the Company regarding a line to

connect these two places has been received. The consideration of

tho project has however again been deferred pending the orders of

the Government of India on the general railway questions already

referred to.

Besides these schemes for the extension of railways from

Provincial or Imperial funds, the District Board has suggested

proposals for the improvement of communications by the construc-

tion of steam tramways or railways, and since 1903 has been

levying for this purpose a railway cess of three pies in the rupee

of the land assessment \ the proceeds of which now (1905-06)

amount to Es. ) ,28,320. Pending the decision of Government on

the general problems already referred to, the Board has not yet

decided upon what line it will spend this money. It has been

suggested that if the Trichiuopoly-Tirukkoyilur chord is con-

structed and the Cauvery bridged, a line running along the north

bank of the Cauvery and Ooleroon would pay well.

A list of the travellers' bungalows maintained in the district,

with the accommodation available and the fees levied for occupation

iu each will be found in the separate appendix to this volume.

There are seven of those in Musiri taluk, Sve each in Namakkal
and Karur, four each in Udaiyarpalaiyam, Kulittalai and Trichi-

nopol}', but only two in Perambalur. Of these, sixteen are owned
by the local boards, four by the Forest, and eleven by the Public

Works, department. The accommodation varies greatly in

different places, ranging from furnished and spacious buildings

to empty sheds. These bungalows are all intended for the use of

Europeans.

Besides them 27 choultries for the accommodation of native Cho»iltrif8

travellers are maintained by the local boards. Many of these have

large private endowments which are now administered by the

boards. Thus the choultries at Kalpatti and Puduchavadi iu the

Kidittalai and Udaiyarpalaiyam taluks are endowed respectively

with some 800 and 1,000 acres of land. Some are endowed by

Government and some were originally^ endowed by private charity

and have been taken over by the local boards.

Accommoda-
tion FOB

Tkavellers.

Bungalows.

» Q.O., No. 219, Local, dated 'ilut February 1903.

temporarily suspetided.

24

The cess ba8 since beeu
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No fees are charged for accommodation in any of these choul-

tries, except in the portions of a few which are classed as travellers^

bungalows. The majority of them only provide accommodation

and not food.

There are also nearly 100 private choultries scattered about the

district, over a third of which are in the Trichinopoly taluk. The

accommodation in these varies greatly. Food is given free at

a large number, though generally only to Brahmans. From many

of them the * Panchama ' castes are entirely excluded. Some are

very handsomely endowed, while others have only a very meagre

income.
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CHAPTEK VIII.

RAINFALL AND SEASONS.

Rainfall. Famibeb— Under iiHtive rule—Famine of 1659 62— Of 1675— Of
1709-20—Famines in modern times—Early scarcities—Unfavourable ^eaHon^

in 1855-61—Famine of 1866-67— Famine of 1876-78—Liability to famine.

Floods—In 1809, 1817, 1819-20, and 1827—In 1853 and 1 868 -Eccent floods.

Earthquakes.

The tabic below gives the average rainfall in the various seasons chap. vjii.

in the different taluks and in the district as a whole. The seasons Raiufall.

there shown roughly correspond with what may be called the dry

weather, the hot weather, the south-west monsoon and the north-

east monsoon. The figures entered are the averages of the statis-

tics at the various recording stations for the yeai-s 1870-1903.

Figures for certain additional stations will be found in the separate

Appendix.
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(•HAP. VIII. The heaviest rainfall, it will be noticed, occurs in the two
Rainfall, noi-th-eastern taluks of Pcrambalur and Udaiyarpalaiyam, where

the total is far above the district average ; the south-eastern and

central taluks of Trichinopolj, Musii-i and Kulittalai are all a little

below the average of the district ; while the two western taluks

of Namakkal and Karur receive much less rain than any of the

others. These differences occur more or less in all the seasons.

The smallest fall that has ever been recorded in the district

(excluding the Namakkal and Karur taluks) is the 23'33 inches of

1876. The highest was the 45-58 inches of 1903. During the

last 35 years the district total has been below 30 inches on only

eight occasions and above 40 inches on only five. The highest

recorded fall was in Kilappaluvur (in Udaiyarpalaiyam) in 1902,

when 65'78 inches fell. On that occasion 28 inches fell in August

and September and 22 in November and December. Other high

figures are 6309 and 60-92 at Udaiyarpalaiyam in 1872 and 1902,

56-36 at Marungapuri (Kulittalai taluk) in 1902, and 56-05 at

Perambalur in 1871. The smallest annual fall anywhere recorded

was at Paramati in Namakkal, where only 10*77 inches were regis-

tered in 1881. Other very low figures are 14 83 and 15-96 at Kulit-

talai in 1899 and 1876 ;
15-72, 16-20, 16-86 and 1691 at Paramati

in 1891, 1879, 1876 and 1888 ; 16-00 at Aravrakkurichi in 1892 and

1900 ;
16-48 in Namakkal in 1891 ; 16-93 in Karur m 1872 and

16*73 in Musiri in 1899. The lowest fall in the more fortunate

noi-th-eastern taluks is 19*70 for Ariyalur in 1892, and the highest

for the two eastern taluks is 43-31 at Sendamangalam in 1903.

Famines. Famines and scarcities did not attract the same attention in the

Under native time of the native rulers as they do nowadays ; and practically no
''"'*'-

record survives of the famines which occurred in the district prior

to the cession of the Carnatic to the British, still less of the occasions

on which mere scarcity of food prevailed. The letters of the

Jesuit priests of the Madura mission afford almost the only in-

formation available regarding these disasters in pre-British days.

Mr. Nelson's Madura Country contains extracts from some of

these.

Famine of They show that the Mulinmmadaii invasion of 1659 caused a
1669-62. famine which lasted till 1662. The cruel di'vastations of the enemy

round Triehinopoly and in the direction of Tanjore created such

misery that in a short space the population emigrated in a body

—

some to the Madura country, some to Satyamangalam. T'he result

was that the Muhammadans were themselves reduced to the direst

oxtrcmity. 'Their horses died from want of forage, their camp

followers ran away, and thousands of them died of actual starvation.
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So numerous were the deaths that it was impossible to bury or burn CHAP. VIII.

the corpses ; wljich were accordingly left in great heaps in the open Famines.

fields'
'

The invasion of Vcnkaji, king of Tanjore, in 1075 produced Of ig75.

similar distress, which prevailed with peculiar severity in the parts

bordering on the Marava country. * Vast numbers died of starva-

tion, and still larger numbers emigrated to foreign countries; and,

to use the expression of a Jesuit who saw these things, nothing was

to be met with in any direction, but desolation and the silence of

the tomb.^

'

A terrible famine, due not to war but to want of rain, lasted Of 1709-20.

for eleven years (1709-20) at the beginning of the next century.

And matters were made worse by a cyclone and flood at the end

of 1709 which drowned thousands of people and did incalculable

damage to property. The famine appears to have been worst in

the Ramnad country. In commenting on it, Father Mai"tin states

•that when the rains failed prices always rose enormously, and

that he had kno\^^^ a rise of 3,200 per cent, above the normal !

' When these terrific rises took place it was customary for the

starving ryots to borrow a few pounds of rice from more fortunate

neighbours undei-taking to repay for each pound lent eight, ten,

or fifteen or more pounds out of the earliest crop they might be

able to raise.
^

'

Such were three periods of famine of which a chance mention

occurs in the Jesuit letters. What the people suffered in other

periods of distress can only be vaguely imagined.

There seems to have been nothing in modern times to compare Famines in

with the sufferings of the people during the visitations mentioned

above. Indeed since the British occupation of the district there has

been remarkably little severe distress in it from bad seasons

-'.nd lack of food. The only times when scarcity amounted to

famine during this period were the years 1866-67 and 1876-78

refeiTcd to below. In the early years of the last century, however,

droughts often caused a serious loss of crops. Of these events,

few details seem to survive.

The first scarcity occurred in the years 1802-04, and was

especially serious in 1803. In all three years the floods in the

river came down pimctually and abundantly at the beginning of

the cultivation season, and then suddenly subsided before a crop

could be raised. Remissions of revenue were given on a lavish

' Ihe Madura Gountnj, iii, 181-2.)

- Ihid. p. 196.

» /6irf.,pp. 242-17.

modern
times.

F.rtrly

scarcities.
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tJnfavoarable
eaeoDS in

1855-61.

Famine of

1866-67.

scale, the loss of revenue in these years amounting to five lakhs ot

pagodas, or Es. 17|- lakhs.

^

The next bad year was 1807, in which over 40,200 pagodas,

or some Es. 1,40,700 were remitted. Little seems to be known of

the cause or the course of this scarcity. Belief was given to the

poorest classes on public works. The years 1809, 1810, 1817,

1819 and 1827 were rendered disastrous by the floods briefly

referred to later on. In 1833 the district again suffered from

drought, and a large expenditure on public works was sanctioned

to provide employment for the destitute.

Between L^55 and 1861 the district was afflicted with a

succession of persistently unfavourable seasons. In 1855-56

remissions of Es. 19,000 were granted for withered crops, in the

following year the remissions on this account amounted to nearly

Es. 21,000, and in 1856-57 they rose to Es. 44,000. For nearly

six months, namely from November 1857 to almost the end of

April 1858, the district was entirely without rain, and the conse-

quent distress from want of water was excessive. ' Tanks, wells

and streams were alike dry, and men and cattle suffered severely.'

In the next year occurred the great Canvery flood of 1858

mentioned below, but in the succeeding two seasons the rainfall

was again very insufficient.

The next year in which there was severe scarcity was 1866-67,

when the distress amounted to famine. The trouble began with a

bad season in 1865-66. Scanty freshes in the river, and drought

from November 1865 to May 1866, gravely impeded cultivation

and caused a great rise in prices. Paddy sold for 48 per cent,

more than the average figui-e of the preceding ten years. Only

small remissions were given in this year, but in 1866 a continuance

of the drought necessitated the opening of relief-works and relief-

houses. The latter were first started in August, but the district

was not brought on to the list of distressed areas till September.

In October the prices of rice and ragi were respectively 92 and 68

per cent, higher than in the corresponding period of the previous

year. In five relief-houses opened for the aged and infirm, an

average of 2,500 persons were relieved during the four months

August to November. I^he highest number was 4,166 in Septem-

ber. The total cxpcjiditurc on those institutions was nearly

Es. 5,000, of which over four-fifths were raised by local

subscriptions, and the rest was contributed by the Central Famine
Committee. For the able-bodied, relief-works were continued

' IJoanl of Rnvenue's General Letters daied Ist August 1805, SletJananiy
1806 Hnd (tb Ootob«r 1806.
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from October till June of tlio following year. The average

number of persons on these was, however, only 57 ; and the

greatest number for any month was 172 in October 1866. The
cost of them to the State was less than a thousand rupees. Want
of rain continued to cause anxiety till well into 1H68, but no more

relief-works were necessary.

The most severe visitation from which tlic district has sufi'ered

in modern times was tbe great famine of 1876-78, and even this

touched it with a gentle hand in comparison with the misery it

inflicted elsewhere. It is true that relief was given for the 20

months from December 1876 to September 1878, bat the scarcity

was little more than nominal except from July 1877 to April 1878.

As early as July 1875 the Collector reported the unfavourable

character of the season. Anxiety was for a time allnyed by good

rain in August and September 1875, but another period of drought

followed, and Triehinopoly was one of the districts which, iu

January 1876, ' reported great want of water and loss of crops from

drought.' The district was still however comparatively little

affected, as the south-west monsoon of 1876 was copious enough

for agricultural operations. But the river floods were poor during

the next south-west rains and the next north-east monsoon (1877)

failed almost completely. Though showers in December saved

some of the standing crops, nearly half a lakh of remissions had

to be given for waste and withered crops for the year 1876-77.

Eelicf-works had to be opened in December 1876. The number

on these for the next three mouths was never greater than 829

however, and they were closed at the end of February 1877 for

two months. In May they were started again. Heavy rain fell

at the end of that month and the ryots were encoui'aged to cultivate

very large extents of land. There was however no further rain

to speak of till August in that year, and a large proportion of the

standing crops was lost and the numbers on relief rose with

abound to 11,900. The areas irrigated by the river formed the

only exception to this state of things. Exportation of grain to

more distressed localities made matters much worsi', and ' prices rose

very high, the famine became intense, relief-camps and poor-houses

were crowded by labourers and the poorer class of ryots.

Even well-to-do ryots ran short of their stores of grain.' Copious

rain from September to December (1877) inclusive bettered matters
;

but the numbers on relief increased instead of declining ; in the

dry tracts the ryots were so disabled that they could not take full

advantage of the improvement in the season ; such cultivation as

occurred was done hastily and badly ; excessive rain and locusts

CHAP. Vlll.

Fa WIN EH.

Famine of

1870-78.
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seriously damaged the crops ; and the yield was far below the

expectations of the ryots. Prices continued high (though a slight

improvement at the beginning of 1878 reduced the numbers on

works) but a fair south-west monsoon enabled the authorities to

cease relief in September 1878.

The cost of the famine to the State was five lakhs, of which

four were spent on works. The following table gives the number

of persons relieved, the price of grain and the rainfall for each

month during the famine. In 1874-75, before the scarcity began,

the price of rice was 14'4 seers for a rupee.
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In 1S09,

and six thousand people craif^ratod during that year. The census CIIAP. Vlll.

figures show that th(^ population of the district increased hy only FAMWEe,

14,025 between 1871 and 1881.

There has been no famine in the district since that time, and
the only other unfavourable year which calls for remark is 1890-

1900, during which the rainfall was very scanty and Es. 44,600

had to be remitted on account of the season, the greater part of it

for W'ithcrcd crops.

The district, in fact, is on the whole well protected by nature Liability to

and art against famine. Not only are communications fairly ^'^""Q***

good, but the propinquity of the rich district of Tanjorc affords a

ready supply of food in times of scarcity and emigration to Ceylon

and elsewhere provides a refuge for the poorest. The rainfall is

fairly regular and irrigation protects a considerable tract. It is

estimated that in the whole district 9 per cent, of the occupied

area is protected against famine in all seasons, and 15 per cent,

in all ordinary seasons. Trichinopoly taluk is better off in this

respect than any other, the percentages there rising to 37 and 47

respectively.

Destructive floods have olten visited the district. The first of

these of which any record remains is that of December 1809, when
the Cauvery, the Coleroon and the Uyyakondan channel all burst 1817, 1819-

their banks and flooded the whole of the neighbouring tracts. The ^°' ^^'^ ^^^'^'

Collector reported that the country was covered with water as far

as the eye could reach, and that even high land was submerged.

In consequence of disputes about the commutation prices, the

ryots had left large quantities of grain stored on their fields, and
the loss caused by the Hood was therefore very great.

Another bad flood occurred at the beginning of the cultivation

season in 1817, when the Cauvery and the Coleroon burst their

banks in no less than 837 places. The value of the crops lost was
estimated at four lakhs of rupees and great damage was caused to

many of the fields by the sand which the floods deposited upon
them. Two years later ( 1819-20) a still worse flood occurred

;

55 villages (chiefly in the then Lalgudi taluk) being completely

swept away and theii- crops totally lost. In Chintamani, one of

the suburbs of Trichinopoly, not only were the crops utterly

destroyed, but many people were drowned. Both this and the

preceding flood were followed by disastrous pestilences. There
was another flood in May 1827, but this was due to a hurricane,

and most of the damage was caused by breached tanks. The
Uyyakondan channel also breached, and in sixteen of the villages

under it no cultivation was possible.

25
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In 18o

1858,

and

Recent lluods.

The next flood took place in March 1853, wheu a violent

hurricane swept over the district, causing great damage to the

most important irrigation works and sweeping away thousands

of fruit trees. Numbers of cattle were destroyed and large

areas of crops were injiu'ed. Advances amounting to Es, 40,000

were given to the ryots to enable them to earrv on cultiva-

tion. Five years later (November 1858) the Cauvery came down
in the largest flood on record. Not only was the local rainfall

very heavy, but while the river was in flood a cyclone occurred in

the neighbourhood of Trichinopoly and a great volume of water

entered the Cauvery from the south and the Coleroou from the

north. Both rivers breached and their waters spread all ovei' the

country, a great quantity passing down into the Tanj ore delta.

Enormous damage was caused to works of irrigation, tanks, roads

and bridges, as well as to standing crops, and many villages were

washed away. Fortunately no human life was lost, though sheep

and cattle were destroyed in large numbers. Remissions amount-

ing to Ivs, 30,000 were granted on account of the destruction of

crops. During this flood the water rose to a height of 16 feet at

the Cauvery bridge and 13"25 feet at the Cauvery dam.

Floods of a lesser character have occurred in a number of years

since then, and it would be tedious to give detailed accounts of

them all. In November 1880 heavy rain and a cyclone caused a

number of tanks and channels to breach, and burst the bank of

the Coleroon, causing great loss of crops and cattle. The damage

to irrigation works was estimated at Es. 78,000 and that to roads

at Es. 30,000. This was followed by a liigh and prolonged flood

in July 1882 which breached the banks of both the Cauvery and the

Coleroon. Many houses were destroyed, and several persons were

only saved from drowning by the timely arrival of rescuers in

boats. The flood lasted from the 6th to the 24th July, and on

the 23rd rose to a height of 13*20 feet on the Cauvery dam. In

December 1884 a flood was caused by lieavy local rain and high

winds. Several jungle streams and channels breached; the

Cauvery washed away some of the houses near Trichinopoly ; in

all, over 1,000 houses were destroyed; the usual loss of crops

occurred ; and the railway to Erode was breached. A high flood

in 1887 (13 feet at tlio Cauvery bridge) did no harm; but tho

floods of NovembtT 18U3 destroyed 1,100 houses near Trichinopoly,

the engine-room and store-house of the Trichinopoly works and

many acres of crops, and breached the njads and the railway line.

The jungle streams and the Uyyakondan channel wore the worst

offenders on this occasion. A flood in July 1896 was again severe,

rising to 137 feet at the Upper Anicut. Many broaches occurred
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both in the Cauvery and tho Coleroon ; Es. 40,000 of damage was CHAP. VIII,

done to public works, and 25 square miles of country were sub- Floodb.

merged. Three breaches occurred in tho Cauvery and one in the

Coleroon in August of the following year, but comparatively

speaking littl(> harm was caused. In August 1900 the Cauvery

was in high flood for some ten days, and several breaches occurred

both in its banks and in those of the Coleroon, but again compara-

tively little harm was done. The last of this catalogue of disasters

occurred in 1903. No less than five inundations happened in that

yeai', but they were none of them of any importance except the

last, which took place in November. Two or three old breaches

opened in tho right bank of the Coleroon and one in the left bank

of the Cauvery, and several villages in the Srirangam island were

partially submerged, many houses were destroj'od, and crops were

again ruined in considerable quantities.

Three earthquakes have been felt in the district ; namely, in Earthquakes.

18C4, 1891 and on 8th February 1900. None of them, however,

seems to have done any damage.
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CHAPTER IX.

PUBLIC HEALTH.

General Health—Cholera— Other diseases of digestive system—Small-pox

—

Fever
—Skin' diseases—Diseases of the eye and ear—^Jisoellaneous— Sanitation.

3Iedical Institutions—ilunieipal hospital, 'I'richinopoly—-Municipal hospital,

Srirangam.

CHAP. IX. The temperatui'e of Trichiuopoly to\N'n has becu roferrcd to on

HeTt^i^
page 1 0. The place, though hot, is dry ; and the raaximnm temper-

atm'es are not excessive. Though the nights of the hot weather

are but little cooler than the days, the rocks round about radiating

out all the heat they have absorbed during the past twelve hours,

the climate, if unpleasant, is by no means unhealthy. AVhat is

true of the head-quai*ters is true of most of the rest of the district,

except that the Amaravati valley has a bad reputation for airless-

ness, and that the hills, like other ranges of the same low eleva-

tion, are malarious. The district possesses no sanitarium, neither

hill-station nor seaside resort ; and life for the European is conse-

quently more trying there than elsewhere. May and September

are especially enervating, as no evening breeze blows ; but Trichi-

nopoly has the advantage over its neighbours that it has no evil

effects upon the liver. Martyrs to functional derangements of

that organ in other districts have been known to do very well

there. Life may be hard, but the liver is easy.

Of specific diseases cholera is perhaps the most deadly scourgo.

According to the statistics, fever is more commonly fatal ; but
' fever ' is a head under which the village officers usually classify

almost every disease which possesses no marked symptoms other

than a rise in the patient's temperature, and the figiu-es for cholera

are much more likely to be reliable. This latter has carried off

several thousands of people in most years since 1866, the year when
statistics of deaths from disease were first systematically recorded,

and in only eight years since that date did its victims in the old

district (excluding Karur and Namakkal taluks) number less

than one thousand. Even before 186G, its ravages were often so

Bevere that they find mention in official literature. In 1817-18,

for example, it was estimated that eiglit thousand persons were

carried off by it. By far the worst recorded epidemic occurred in

1877, when the great famine was raging. In that year over fifteen

thousand people died of cholera. Other bad years were 1876, 1891

,

Cholera.
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1893 and 1898. lu 1893 over 1,200 people died of the disease in <jHAP. IX,

the municipality of 'rrichinoj)oly alone, though the deaths in the General

distriet outside the municipalities were not half so numerous as in
E^LTir.

1877. Chohn-a is not confined to any particular locality but is

impartially conimon. lu Trichinopoly town it has been cheeked

by the improved water-supply.

Though its recurrence is so i-egular, the disease is declared bv^

the medical authorities not to be endemic, but to be annuallv

imported by infected persons from other districts. It generally

airives, and is nearly always most virulent, in the cold weather.

The natives believe that it is usually introduced by pilgrims to

the great Ekddasi festival at Srirangam which takes place in the

month of Margali (December-January) ; but, if so, it is a remark-

able fact that, though the district annually suffer,-!, the Srirangam

festival has been free from it every year since 1899 except 1903.

The blame is also sometimes laid upon the religious festivals at

other great temples, such as that at Paha ; upon the climatic

conditions of the cold weather ; and upon the consumption of the

new kdr rice which is harvested at the end of the autumn and is

supposed to be indigestible until it has been kept for some time.

Another feature of the cold weather which is likely to have a still

more serious effect in spreading cholera is the heavy rain of the

north-east monsoon, which washes down into the drinkinfr-water

supplies all the foul matter which has collected round the stream

beds for months past.

The same canse renders particularly common at this time of the other diseases

year other diseases of the digestive system, such as diarrhoea, »* digestive

dysentery, dyspepsia and functional dei-angements of the alimentary

canal, all of which are very frec^uent. Irritating diet, bad cooking,

and infrequent meale followed by consequent gorging are other

contributory causes of this state of things. The prevalence of

intestinal worms has also been remarked.

Small-pox is also a constant visitor, the district having appa- Small-pox.

rently never been wholl}' fi-ee from it, but its ravages are not to be

compared with these of cholera. As in the ease of the latter

disease, the worst epidemic of it took place in the famine year

1877, when over 5.600 people succumbed. In only two other years

since 1871. however, have the deaths from small-pox exceeded a

thousand. The disease is not ordinarily confined to any particular

locality. It shows a tendency to increased prevalence in the hot

weather months ; and this has bcAi thought to be due to the fact

that the skin is then functionally more active and in an irritable

condition.
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General
Health.

Fever.

Kkin disedBeH.

As elsewhere, much is being done to prevent small-pox by
vaccination, which is compulsory in the three municipalities of

Triehinopoly, Srirangam and Karur, and in 18 out of the 23

unions. In 1902-03 (to take the figures for the old district) the

number of successful vaccinations outside the municipalities was
30"6 per mille of the population, against the mean for the Presi-

dency of 28"6. In the municipalities, the proportion was 74"6 in

Triehinopoly, and 526 in Srirangam against an average for all

the municipalities in the Presidency of 499 per 1 ,000. The figure

in Karur was only 42' 5.

The statistics, as has been said, make out that more people die

of fever than of any other disease. Though, for the reasons already

given, this is not likely to be true, the figures have a comparative

value ; since the causes which render them inaccurate operate

with equal force in all other districts. Now in the old Triehino-

poly district the ratio of deaths from fever per thousand of the

population was G"4 in 190'J, and the mean ratio for the previous

live years was 4" 3. The corresponding figures for the whole

Presidency were 8"4 and 7*8, from which it is clear that Triehino-

poly is much freer from fever than most other places.

As a matter of fact no part of the district except the Paohai-

malais is highly malarious, though marked outbreaks have been

known in the Udai varpalaiyam taluk. Fever no doubt is constantly

present in the district, but it is nearly always of a mild type, rarely

severe enough to require the admission of the sufferer to hospital

as an in-patient. Indeed the Civil Surgeon of Triehinopoly,

writing in 1878, went so far as to say that enlarged spleen was

almost unknown among natives of this district. Acute rheumatic

fevor is also practically unknown, though sub-acute rheumatism

and the affection of solitary joints are common enough. Enteric

fever is said to ])e very rare, but this again is a disease which it is

most difficult for the layman to diagnose.

h\ ti-catiiig- the ordiuajy fovri's the natives V(>ry geno'aliy use

qiiiiiini'. which is niic of tlic lew European di'ugs in which they

have confidence. Sometimes they employ decoctions of stimulating

spices during the cold stage of the disease and bedaul) the patient's

head with prc|)arations of gailic during the hot stage.

Several of the luorr sci'ioiis viU'ldies of skin disease are eoni-

niou in the (listiict. This is no doubt Inrgely (hie, as in other hot

ar(!as, to the activity drnianded of the sl<in ; but (iirty habits and

the UH(! of iinpiue water for diinking and batliing are also largely

at fault. Kiiigworm, eczema and it«fe are all exceedingly common,
(luinea-worm occurs in the northern part of the Udaiyarpalaiyam
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taluk and in the south of Kulittalai, but i« nowhcro common. CHAP. IX.

licproaj is on the whole rare. Native physicians geiu^rally treat General

it with arsenic.
Health.

'Country sore eyes ' (conjunctivitis) becomes epidemic almost Diseasps of

every year, the swarms of 'eye flies' helping to canv the ^^J
®>® ""'^

infection. With ordinary care the disease runs a shoi-t course

;

but if neglected or wrongly treated it too often results in [)erma-

nent loss of sight. The nsual nativ(> mode of treatnu-nt is to diop
lime-water into the eye. Other diseases of the eye are common

;

but the most strikingly frequent of them all is senile cataract,

though thi> average age of the population is far lower than in

England. The prevalence of arms seiu'I/'-s degeneration at a com-
paratively early age is also remarkable.

With the natives the ear receives unfair play, for the3' not

only amuse themselves by titillating its passage with sticks^ but

also ponr uiedicines into it to cure diseases wholly unconnected

with it. Hence iLfiammatory conditions of the external auditory

passages are frequent, and injury to internal organs not rare.

Throat, chest and lung affections are rare, and so is heart- Miscellaneous,

disease. Cancer occurs in all its forms. ' Madura foot ' or

mycetoma is found among the ryots cultivating black cotton-soil,

but is not nearly so frequent as in the district from which it gets

its name. It has been shown to be due to a ray fungus inhabiting

black cotton-soil. The foot swells (^uormously and becomes

horribly diseased. Amputation is the only remedy known for

advanced cases. If untreated, the disease ends after some years in

the death of the patient from the drain on his system caused by

the suppurating sores. Elepliantiasis was once not uncommon in

Triehinopoly and Srirangam. Improved water-supply has driven

it out of the former town, and in the latter also fur long it was

rarely seen. Recently it has shown slight signs of reviving there,

the water-supply and drainage of the place being still rather

primitive.

As in most districts, sanitary inipiovemcnt is hampered by Sanitation,

want of funds. In the three nuuiicipalities money is more plentiful

than in rural areas, and the streets are kept comparatively clean

and attention—even if not always successful—is paid to di'amage

and water-supply. Triehinopoly, indeed^ has been provided with

excellent drinking-water by the execution of an elaborate and

expensive project. In the 23 unions, also, a large part of the

funds collected is spent in keeping the streets clean. But outside

the towns, as elsewhere in India, sanitary arrangements are of a

primitive character.
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CHAP. IX

Medical
Institutions.

Municipal
hospital,

Trichitiupoly

Five hospitals and fouvtoeu dispensaries are maintained by the

local hoards and municipalities, A small mission hospital is also

kept up in Trnngalur (Trichinopoly taluk) hy the S.P.G-. Mission

with a g^i-ant-in-aid from the Tricliiuopoly taluk board. These

institutions contain in all accommodation for 8G male and 61

female in-patients. Detailed statistics of accommodation and

attendance will be found in the separate Appendix. There was a

hospital at Trichinopoly prior to 1857, though the present insti-

tution was not built till 1874. The municipal hospitals at Karur

and Srirangam were next founded (in 1872 and 1873) and the

local fund liospital at Namakkal in 1872. Most of the other

institutions were established between 1883 and 1890.

No records regarding the Trichinopoly hospital, originally the

civil hospital and public dispensary of the district, are traceable

previous to 1857. In that year the institution was located at

Puttin\ in a private dwelling-house which Government rented for

Rs. 30 per mensem. This building seems to have afforded

sufficient accommodation for the sick, of whom a large number

were treated, and separate accommodation for females was provided

in a small out-building. In 1863 it was found necessary to

remove the institution from Puttur to a rented bungalow close

to the Garrison hospital and just outside cantonment limits. It

did not, however, remain there long, but was again removed to a

terraced house in Bhimaniiyakkanpalaiyam close to the railway

crossing.

The allotment for dieting patients, etc., was reduced to Rs. 80

a month in 1861, and this, with voluntary subscriptions bringing

in some l\s. 400 a year, was the only income of the hospital. In

1863 the impossibility of keeping up a useful hospital with these

inadequate funds N\as so strongly felt that the then Collector, aided

by a committee of native gentlemen, managed to collect a sum of

Es. 20,000 with a view to endowing and building an hospital.

On the 15th February 1872 the civil dispensary was transferred

to tlie Trichinopoly municipality, under whose management it has

since remained. A new set of l)uildings was shortly afterwards

erected and the present hospital was opened in 1874. Its invested

capital in 1877 amounted to Rs. 22,6!'5 and the total cost of the

l)uilding8 was Es. 10,700 up to 1878. It was enlarged in 1882-83

to meet the demands of the growing town by the addition of a

general male and a general female ward, and other improvements

and additions have also since been carried out at considerable cost.

At present the io':al number of beds availabh.' for all purposes is 91,

of which 57 arc used for men and 34 for women. In 1904 the
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number of in-patients treated was 1,516, and of out-patients CHAP. II.

53,953. The cost of maintaining the hospital that year was Meuical

Es. 15,520, of which Rs. 5,300 were contributed by local funds and
l««";^o-^-«-

Es. 8,700 by the municipality.

In December 1875 a hospital for lepers, supported by the

municipality with the assistance of the District Board, was opened
in a building to the east of the fort, close to the new boulevard.

This building was originally the district jail, and up to 1871 a

lunatic asylum. In the latter year the asylum was abolished and
the patients in it removed to Madras. On the Ist April 1877
21 lepers were under treatment in this hospital, three as out-

patients and eighteen as in-patients. It was closed in 1894.

The proposal to establish a dispensary in Srirangam originated Municipal

with Surgeon-General Balfour, who, on his visit to the town in ^^.^P^^^b

1871, met the temple trustees, spoke to them of the importance
of having a dispensary there and of the benefits which such an
institution would confer on the inhabitants and pilgrims, and tried

to persuade them to give a portion of the temple funds towards

this most useful charity. A few months afterwards the trustees

were induced to promise a subscription of Es. 300 per annum, and
this sum now forms one of the sources out of "which the dispensary

is maintained Jt was shortly afterwards supplemented by a

subscription of about Es. 500 raised at a public meeting convened

in Srirangam on the 6th June 1872, but was, of course, quite

inadequate to defray the expense of starting and maintaining a

dispensary, even on the smallest possible scale. The result was
that, when other efforts to raise funds proved unavailing, the project

appeared likely to be abandoned. At this crisis the Srirangam

municipal council, at a meeting held on the 10th September 1872,

resolved to grant annually Es. 1,200 from their funds towards the

support of the institution. The District Board, at a meeting held

on the 12th September 1872, also agreed to grant Es. 1,500 per

annum to the hospital, a sum equal to that contributed by the

municipality and the temple trustees ; and the municipal council

obtained from Government (G.O., No. 1446, Financial, dated 23rd

October 1872) a donation of the necessary surgical instruments

and a six months supply of medicines.^ The dispensary was
opened on the 1st January 1878. At first it was located in a rented

house inside the temple walls, where there was no accommodation
for in-patients. Proper hospital buildings were, however, shortly

* Extracted from a report by Surgeon Baulu Mndnliyftr, who has been in

charge of the hospital since it was opened, and to whom its suocese has been
mainly dne.

126
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CHAP. IX. afterwards erected outside the walls and close to the southern gate.

Mbdicai. These were opened for in-patients in March 1874. In the same

year the Princess of Tanjore presented the municipal council with

a sum of Es. 2,000 for the erection of an additional ward.

Most unluckily, the buildings erected and endowed with so

much pains and difficulty were destroyed by fire in May 1884.

The institution was entirely rebuilt by the generosity of Eaja

Sii' S. Eamasvami Mudaliyar, Kt., c.i.e., at a cost of Es. 13,000.

The accommodation now available consists of 24 beds, of which

12 are for males and 12 for females. In 1904 the number of

out-patients treated was 15,598 and of in-patients 246. The

expenditure was Es. 3,660, of which Es. 1,500 were provided from

local, and Es. 1,750 from municipal, funds.
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CHAPTER X.

EDUCATION.

C'fnsus Statistics— EJacation by talnke—And bj' religions. EnuoATioxAi,
Institl-tions—Secondary schools—Training schools—Technical aud industrial

schools— St. Joseph's College—The S.P.G. College.

The degree of education reached in Trichinopoly is rather above

the average for the whole Presidency, but below that for the

southern districts. At the census of 190] , thii-teen per cent, of the

male population of the old district and eight in every thousand of

the women and girls could read and write, while the corresponding

figures for the Presidency as a whole were 12 and 9 and for the

southern districts 14 and 9.

As was to be expected, a good deal of difference occurs in the

degree of literacy attained in the different parts of the district.
^^^"^^'^

Far ahead of all others comes the head-quarter taluk, in which 23
per cent, of the males and 21 per thousand of the females can read

and write ; it is followed after a long interval by Karur in which
the corresponding figures are 1 and 6 ; and the most backward of

all the taluks is Perambalur, where they are 8 and 2, respectively.

Of the members of the three leading religions, the Muham-
madans were far ahead of the others in the matter of male
education, while in the education of their women the Christians

equally outstrip the others. The Hindus come last in both cases.

The percentages of the males who could read and write in 1901
were 11 among Hindus, 27 among Musalmans and 16 among
Christians ; while the corresponding figures per thousand of the

other sex were 5, 15 and 48. The Musalmans are a trading

community to whom a knowledge of reading and MTiting is essential,

and the Christians benefit from the efforts of the missionaries, being
best educated whore missionary enterprise is keenest. In Karur
taluk no less than 37 per cent, of the males among them, and 25
per cent, of the females, can read and write.

The higher educational institutions of the district include six

upper secondary and 28 lower secondary schools ; three training

schools and the District Board's sessional school ; six technical and
industrial schools ; and two colleges, St. Joseph's and the S.P.Gr,

colleges in Trichinopoly town.

CHAP. X.

Cehbus
Statistics.

Education by

And by
religions.

Educatiosai
ISSTlTDTIOBi.
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CHAP. X. The six upper secondary schools arc situated in Trichinopoly,

Edicational Srlrangam, Lalgadi, Kattuputtur Karur and Namakkal. Of the
IK3TITUTION8. ^g JQwcr sccoudarj schools, 18 arc sitaatcd in Trichinopoly taluk

Sooondary and as many as 16 in Trichinopoly town
schools

.

.

'

The three training schools are at work in Trichinopoly town,

schools. One of them is a Government institution for masters, and the other

two are for schoolmistresses and are managed h\ missionary

bodies. The District Board's sessional school has been established

for the training and education of primary schoolmasters in rm-al

tracts. As its name implies, it is an itinerating school and it is

held at important centres in the non-municipal areas of the district

for sessions of six months each. The teachers receive a small

stipend while under instruction.

Technical and Of the six technical and industrial schools, two are situated in

Bchool"*^
Karur, three in Trichinopoly and the other at Irungalur in the

Trichinopoly taluk. Five of them are devoted mainly or entirely

to technical instruction, while at the other (which forms part of

St. Joseph's College at Trichinopoly) there are only special classes

of this kind. Three of the schools teach boys and three (one of

those in Trichinopoly, one at Karur and that at Irungalur) instruct

girls to make lace. The mission industrial school at Karur is

probably the best in the Presidency. Of late years it has however

made little progress, and efforts are now being made to bring it

more into touch with the agricultural and industrial population.

The St. Joseph's College classes teach telegraphy, book-keeping,

commercial correspondence and short- hand, and the others carpen-

try, tailoring, blacksmith's work, weaving, rattan-work, drawing

and music. Carpentry is the subject most commonly taught, and

free-hand drawing is the next most popular.

St. Joseph's The St. Joseph's College at Trichinopoly is a fii'st-grade

College. institution. It is situated in the noi-th-west corner of the fort near

the main guard gate and is the largest collegiate institution in the

Presidency outside Madras. It Mas founded by the Jesuit Mission

in 1844 at Negapatam. It was originally intended, and naturally

BO, to establish the college at Trichinopoly, which was the head-

quarters of the newly revived Jesuit Society ; and a two-storied

building was actually raised in that town for the residence of the

Fathers who were to carry on the work. Unfortunately an epidemic

broke out (to which the Superior fell a victim) and it was accord-

ingly inferred that Trichinopoly was unhealthy and uneuited for a

college. The new building was therefore converted into a mission

house— it now forma a part, of the residence of the Bishop of

Trichinopoly—and another site was looked for. It so happened
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that at this time a numher of old employes of the East India CHAP. X.

Company residing in many of the stations along the oast coast Educational

made an appeal to the Fathers to provide a place of education for

their sons. This appeal and the known healthiness of the climate

of Negapatam were the grounds on which the college was founded

at that place.

It is not necessary to toneh more than very briefly on the

career of the institution at Negapatam. It had to undergo more

than one severe trial from storm, fire and disease.^ The college

department was not opened till 1866, and in the same year the

institution w-as affiliated to the Madras University. It did not

receive substantia] pecuniary assistance from Government ^ till

1868, when Ijord Napier visited Negapatam and accorded it a

grant of Rs. 250 a month. This was <^iven, as a special ease, in

view of the poor and backward condition of the Roman Catholic

population- of south India, and of the efforts made by the college

to increase its strength and to assimilate its system to that of

Government. The present grant of some I\s. 10,000 per annum
was not given till 1886.

It soon became more and more obvious that Negapatam was

not a suitable place for the college. Notwithstanding the great

and increasing demand for higher education among the natives in

general and Roman Catholic converts in particular, the strength of

the institution did not increase. Indeed the numbers for 1882

were almost the same as those for 1866. This was due to the out-

of-the-way situation of Negapatam at the extreme end of the

Tanjore district, which made it troublesome and expensive for

pupils from other districts to attend the college there. As the

institution was the only Roman Catholic college in the south of

India, and as the Roman Catholic population in other southern

districts was large and increasing, the need for a change became

more and more evident. Trichinopoly was by now an important

railway junction as well as the head-quarters of the mission, it was

no longer regarded as unhealthy, and everything pointed to it as

the proper site for the college. There were many difficulties in

the way. Handsome buildings had been erected at Negapatam
with the help of Government,"' and under a pledge that they

should be used for educational purposes for twenty years ; and

' An interesting history of it will be foand in the Souvttiir o/the CoUegit Qolden

Jubilee printed at its own press in 1896.

• The college was long debarred from receiving Government aid beoaase the

Fathers (being under a vow of poverty) received no salaries, and Qoveinment grants

were calculated on the salaries of the teachers 1

' These arc now used as Government offices.
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CHAP. X. another college (the S.P.G. College) was already working at Tri-

Educational chinopolj. Hence there was a good deal of opposition to the

change, and it did not take place till the beginning of 1883. The
expense of the change was very great, but it was fortunately

largely met by a gift of two lakhs of rupees from a charitable

French gentleman.

The first quarters occupied by the institution at Trichinopoly

were those in which its present high-school department is located,

which consisted of ' Olive's house ' and the buildings on each side

of it. These were all in a more or less ruined condition, and nearly

the whole of them were rebuilt by the Society. Increasing numbers

soon necessitated an enlargement of the accommodation, and the

college department was accordingly built in 1885. The present

reading-room and library and the large refectory at the boarding

establishment were built subsequently. The total cost of all the

buildings was some four lakhs of rupees. It was met from private

contribution aided by generous help from Government. The col-

lege is now a fine and imposing mass of buildings, admirably fitted

up. The library, chemical laboratory, science lecture-rooms and

museum would all compare well with the similar buildings in many
English schools. The college church is a large building, deci-

dedly florid in style. Its tower, surmounted by a spire, rises to

a height of 210 feet, the roof is 80 feet above the floor, the

whole building is 206 feet long, and tlie nave is 84 feet wide

with a range of chapels on either side. It is dedicated to Our

Jjady of Lourdes. It was founded in 1889 and opened for

service in 1895, though the tower was not completed till 1908.

Elaborate arrangements have been made for the accommodation

of boarders, both Christian and Hindu. In the main buildings of

the college department is a large boarding-house for Eoman Catho-

lics which will accommodate 400 students, and several of the rooms

in the high-school department are given up for the residence of

Hindu students. Eating-rooms for Smai-ta and Vaishnavite

Brahmanshave been provided in the same buildings. The boarders

pay a small fee for theii- rooms, are subject to a few simple rules,

find arc under the ffiipcrintondence of one of the la.y teachers and

a native Father. There are usually about 150 Hindu students in

these hostels.

There arc as many as 1,600 boys on the rolls of the college, of

whom some 370 are reading in the college classes, 570 in the upper

seconrlary classes, 500 in the lower secondary classes and 160 in the

primary classes. The college is generally successful in the Madras

University examinations and some 450 of its boys have graduated.
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More than half the students come from the Trichinopoly district. CHAP. X.

and many from the town itself. The rest come principally from Educatiowal

Tanjoro, Madura, Tinnevellj and Malabar.
nstitdtiows.

The fees paid by the students in the college department are

the standard rates less ten per cent. In the school department

they vary according to the class from fifteen to five inipees per

terra. Eight ' aided ' scholarships arc competed for each year by

college students, four by members of the B.A. classes and four by

those of the F.A. classes. The former vary from Es. 96 to Es.T'^

per term, and the latter from Rs. 78 to Es. 53. Fifteen smallfi'

scholarships of varying value are given to boys in the school

department.

The S.P.Gr. College at Trichinopoly seems to have Ind its origin The S.P.G.

in *an English and a Tamil school ' founded hy Schwartz in 1766

and maintained out of his own salary. These were first held in

his own house, and afterwards in a building close by, which is now
used as a Hindu lower secondary school. The English brancli was

separated between 1820 and 1825 and was transferred to the caro

of the G-overnment Chaplain, and is the parent of the present St.

John's Church Vestry School, now held on the maidan. The early

histoiy of the Tamil branch is wrapped in obscurity ; but it seems

to have survived in thiree 'elementary vernacular schools held in

Tenn6r. At any rate the latter were the nucleus of the present

college. The institution was located at the fort in 1863-64, and
became a high school in 1864. It rapidly attained such popularity

that the public—and particularly the Hindus—subscribed largely

for the erection of the large hall in which the fii'st and second

college classes are at present held. It was raised to the status of a

second-grade college in 1873 and was affiliated to the Madras Uni-

versity. It was for a long time the only college in Trichinopoly,

and its students rose to the number of a thousand. It became

a first-grade institution in 1883. Considerable reforms in the

management and economy of the college were made while the

principal was the Eev. T. H. Dodson (1888-96), the buildings

were improved, the chapel was built and the Christian hostel was

erected and dedicated to the memory of the late Bishop Caldwell.

A hostel was also provided for the benefit of Hindu students.

Quite recently (1905) the Caldwell hostel has been enlarged so

as to accommodate about 20 students. Athletics hnvo moreover

received special attention in recent years. A new football and

cricket ground has been purchased for the college and a piece of

ground has been granted by the municipality for thp high- school

boys.
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The main buildings of the college are situated to the south of

the teppakulam. They are well-built and substantial ; but are

rather crowded together and are perhaps hardly adequate to the

needs of the institution. The chapel is a simple building ; but its

interior is in excellent taste. The Christian hostel is a fine, airy

buDding; but the Hindu hostel is rather crowded. Funds are

being raised to build a new hostel for Hindus.

The College contains 202 students, who are instructed by eleven

professors in upper and lower classes. It also includes five primary

schools in various parts of the town containing 787 boys, a lower

secondary school in Uraiyur with 80 boys, and a high school

adjoining the college with 474 boys and 20 masters. The fees at

the College are Es. 32 a term for the F.A. classes and Ss. 40 for

the B.A. classes, with separate scales for the various branches of

the B.A. course, if taken separately. Muhammadans are in every

ease charged half rates. The charges for boarding are Es. 7-8-0

a month for Brahmans and Rs. 2 for Christians. Hindus are

charged Es. 2 per term for lodging without board.

Scholarships of the value of Es. GO, Es. 57, Es. 54 and Es. 51

(one or more, and not necessarily awarded) are given to the students

of the upper classes, and others of the same kind worth Es. 42,

Es. 40, Es. 37 and Es. 34 to the lower classes. They are only

given to boys whose pecuniary circumstances are such as to prevent

them from prosecuting their studies without assistance, are awarded

on the results of the University and College examinations, and are

ordinarily held for two years.

I
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CHAPTER XL

LAND REVENUE ADMINISTRATION.

Early Revende Systems. IVIohammadan Systems—Farms

—

Kadaramham and
mrarambicn tracts—Rates in the ntrarambam—And in the Icddarambani—
Unauthorized exactions—The grain monopoly. First Enolish Settlements
—Mr. Wallace's settlement of 1801-02—Other early settlements

—

N'trannnbam

wet lands—Survey, classification and assessment of 1805-06—Leases from
1810 to 1821- -Return to annual settlements, 1821-22—I'ho system altered,

1824-25—The lomni system—The fcdddrambion and the n'lrarambam dry laud

—

Surveys— Individual rights—Relinquishments—Retrospect—Settlement of 1864

—Wet and dry grouping—Classification of soils—Standard crops and grain

oattarns—Commutation prices and cultivation expenses— Settlement of rates

—

General result—Financial effects of the Settlement— Second crop on wet land

—

Olap^ri land—Special rates—Hill villages—Road cess— Ultimate results of this

settlement. New Settlement of 1894-95—Reasons for resettlement—Scope

of resettlement—Rcsurvey—Enhancement of rates—Reclassification of certain

tracts—Financial effects of resettlement—Miscellaneous points in the resettle«

ment. Revenue History of Karur Taluk—Under native rule— Early
British Settlements—Settlement of 1879. Namakkal Talsk—Early British

Settlements—Settlements of 1871 and 1903. Zamisdari Land. Inam Land.
Village Estaklishments—Before the revision of 1870—Revision of 1870

—

Revision of 1899. Existing Divisional Charges.

The laud in the district is held on ryotwari, zaraindari and inam

tenure, but the extent held on the first of these far exceeds that

under the other two put together, and the various r^'otwari

systems whieh have obtained will be fi^'st considered. Karur and
Namakkal taluks formed no part of the old district, and the history

of revenue settlements in them is distinct and will be treated

separately.

Some light has recently been thi'own upon the land revenue

administration of the Cholas by the deciphering of their inscrip-

tions, and when more of these grants arc transcribed the subject

will perhaps become sufficiently clear to enable a connected account

of it to be written ^ At present but little is known. The Chola

surveys have been referred to in the sketch of their history above.

Their assessments were imposed in lump on the whole village,

and the various farmers' individual rights and obligations were

absolutely at the mercy of the village elders. Weights and
measures differed widely in different villages, and the system of

* A brief account is given in Mr. Sewell's pamphlet hidm before the Enylith

(Christian Lit. Soc. for India, London and Madras, 1898), pp. 24-25,

27
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assessment was most complicated. Very minute areas were

measured and separately assessed to revenue.

Under the kings of Vijajanagar, half the gross produce of the

land was supposed to be the share of the government.

Under the Nayakkans the same proportion was apparently

held in theory to be the revenue due to the State. It was collected

through the agency of the poligars among whom the country was
apportioned ; and the letters of the Jesuit priests of the Madura

Mission show how merciless in their treatment of the ryots these

chieftains were. No information survives of the actual details of

land revenue administration in those days.

A full account of the condition of the country and its manage-

ment by the Musaluiaus in the years immediately preceding the

British assumption of the administration is given in the jamabandi

report for 1801-02 of Mr. Wallace, the fii-st Collector of the

district.

The whole district was leased out in three largo farms, the

greater part of it to the Nawab Muhammad Ali's own brother,

Hussain-ul-mulk. In theory the farmers of the revenue were

supposed to collect only certain fixed sums or payments in grain,

which were calculated on the extent of land cultivated and varied

with the kind of crop grown. They paid a fixed sum annually

to the Nawab— Hussain-ul-mulk himself paid 164,000 star

pagodas (Es. 5,74,000) every year—and they kept for themselves

any sm-plus remaining out of their collections after this payment

had been made.

The rates of assessment at which they were in theory em-

powered to collect the land revenue from the ryots were of an

exceedingly complicated kind ; and, as they were the general

basis of all land revenue settlements for the next sixty years, some

description of them is necessary.

In the first place a distinction was drawn between what was

called the kdddrambam, or dry tract, and the uirdrambani, or

watered tract. The district was sharply divided into these two

areas ; and they were treated in an entirely different manner. The
'kdddrambam consisted of the then taluks of Turaiyur, Vulikanda-

puram, Ariyaldr and Udaiyarpalaiyam—or a tract comprising the

greater part of the present Udniyarpalaiyam, F'erambalur Aud

Miisiri taluks. It was for the most part made up of an undulating

plain of not infertile black cotton-soil, intersected with numberless

small streams and water- courses, and broken at intervals by masses

of rock and low barren hills. Of a very different character was

the nirdrambam^ or watered tract, which comprised the whole of the
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rest of the di8trict as it then existed. This contained a combina- CHAP. XI.

tion of very fertile wet land and of most unfruitful dry land. Mdhammadan
Systems.

In the nirdrambam tract a different treatment was accorded

to (1) the wet land, (2) the dry land in ' dry ' villages {Le, ^iXlm^m.
those which contained no wot land) and (3) dry land in ' wet

'

villages.

In the case of the wet lands the actual crop was hnrvestod

under the superintendence of the government officials ; and, after

5 per cent, had been deducted to allow for the cost of reaping, the

rest was divided between the renter and the ryot. In theory it

was ordinarily divided equally between them ; but in the case of

land irrigated from tanks and of fields liable to inundation the

ryots were alloNved from 55 to 58 per cent, as their share, and is-

newly formed wet land and fields irrigated by lift they were

allowed as much as 60, and from 65 to 68f ,
per cent, respectively.

From the ryots' share were next deducted the fees payable to

village officers and menials and to the praedial serfs. These are

said to have amounted to as much as from 23 to 28 per cent, of the

gross produce. Thus the ryot was supposed to receive from

about 20 to 40 per cent, of the whole gross produce, the higher

percentages being allowed in the case of tho less valuable land.

The dry land in ' dry ' villages of the nirdrambam tract was
classed and assessed according to the kind of crop grown each

year, whether pulses, grain or cotton. The cotton class only

occurred in the Vettukatti taluk. It would seem that ordinarily

land was not assessed if it was left uncultivated during any
year. But in parts of some taluks a light grazing tax (pi/Mvari)

was collected even when a field was left fallow. This class of

land was surveyed (though very imperfectly) and the areas in it

recorded even before the advent of the British.

Finally an entirely different system obtained in the dry land of

the ' wot ' villages of the nUdrambam tract. There a fixed money
assessment, which never varied, was charged. It is not clear

whether this was imposed on the field or on the whole village.

There does not seem to have been any survey or record of areas.

This land was very rich and a source of great profit to the ryots.*

In the hdddrambam tract the greatest differences of tenure kddarambim.

obtained, not only in adjoining taluks but even in adjoining

villages. It may be generally asserted however that the land was
sm'veyed and classified, and was assessed at money rates. It was
first of all classed according to its general character : for example,

' Collector's report, dated 27th August 1827, para. 28.
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into ' dry,' ' wet,' ' garden ' and ' special garden.' ^ But these

classes varied in different taluks. Next, the land—sometimes only

the dry, sometimes both wet and dry—was classified according to

its fertility into soil classes of various kinds. These classes again

differed in the various taluks and in various parts of the same

taluk. Finally rates were imposed upon the fields with reference

to their general character and soil value. But the assessment also

varied from year to year according to the crop grown— different

rates being imposed on ' pulses ' and ' grains '—and it also varied

with the position of the cultivator. Thus in most taluks favour-

able rates were allowed to Brahmans ; in some a distinction was

drawn between ' native ' ryots (ulkudis) and ' immigrant ' ryots

(piirakudis), a further class being sometimes recognized in ' cowl

purakudis ;
' and in the Vdlikandapuram taluk considerable

lenience was shown to the ndttiivans, or leading ryots, who were

supposed to encourage cultivation and by their precept and

example to smooth the negotiations between the government and

the villagers. But oven these concessions were not constant, and

the system was consequently bewilderingly complex. ' It was/

said the Settlement Officer in 1860, ' one of the most complicated

systems that it is possible to conceive.' It is described in more

detail in the Collector's jamabandi report for 1826-27,- to which

the curious are invited to refer.

Finally it may be added that the rates were imposed in lump

on the whole village, every individual ryot being held liable for

the whole tax and the villagers being left to settle the amounts of

their individual payments.

However complicated they may have been, these assessments do

not appear to have been particularly burdensome in themselves.

They were continued by the British when they assumed the

administration, and they appear moderate enough when compared

with those in force in other parts of the Presidency at that time.

Had they been adhered to, indeed, the ryots would perhaps have

had little to complain of. But as a matter of fact so great and so

constant were the unauthorized exactions of the renters, that the

first Collector said in effect that the so-called fixed assessments

seemed to have been imposed merely to lure the ryots on to extend

their cultivation, and that if in any one year the rents were

' V6n-payir was the name given to gardens of plantains, betel or sugar-cane.

It formed a class distinct from t6ttum, or garden pure and simple.

' Dated '27th August 1827. The jamabandi report ol Wr. Wallace, dated 22nd

January 1802, and Appendix A to JMr. Puckle's settle'iiejit report, dated 23ni

October 1860, are also of considerable interest.
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actually collected according to the fixed rates, this was merely C£1AP. XI.

designed to give an opportunity of doubling the exactions in the

next.

In the tale of oppression revealed by the Collector it is not

always easy to sec whether tbc exactions wore in form mere

enhancements of the supposed land tax, or whether thoy were

imposed without pretence of justice merely at the will of the

authorities. Of the former type were the enhancements of the

rates for dry grain land, which appear to have been raised in the

most arbitrary and variable manner, especially when the crops

seemed to be more than commonly promising. Of the latter type

were the nazzars, or presents to managers and renters, or such

items as the collections to defray the cxpenseis of the ceremony of

the circumcision of Hussain-ul-mulk's grandson. The amount

collected from the district on the last-named interesting occasion

in the year just preceding the introduction of British rule, added

to the sums exacted in lieu of the nazzars which ' were to have

been paid if the circuit of the district had been made by Hussain-

ul-mulk ' in person, amounted to no less than 104,300 star

pagodas, or Rs. 3,65,050. Another common way of raising the

revenue was to impose additional payments at varying percentages

upon the wet land under pictence in some cases of paying off a

perfectly imaginary arrear, and in others under the guise of a loan

to the government which there was no intention of repaying. In

the last year of the Nawab's management the exactions under this

head amounted to nearly H0,000 ' chucks ' (Rs. 63,000), and

nearly 9,000 * chucks ' (Rs. 18,900) were extorted beyond the just

revenue from the occupiers of the dry land. Indeed, of the total

land revenue of that year over 16 per cent, consisted of * extra

revenue ' of this character.

' It will naturally be asked,' writes the Collector, ' how the

inhabitants could be induced to submit to such accumulated extor-

tion.' It would seem that the leading ryots were conciliated by

rather lighter terms ' in order to induce them to second the plans

of the managers,' while refusal or inability to pay the impositions

were visited with extreme cruelty and even torture.

' To dwell on the effects of the extortions enumerated in this black

list of the oppreesions of the late management, or to recite the cruelties

with which they were enforced, would be useless ; as they cannot now

be remedied
; and, as a detail of them would only tend to excite senti-

ments of horror and disgust, such sentiments would be ineffectual.

The amount of the extortions will of itself give full idea of their effect

on the people as it relates to their property. But when, in addition to

this, it is known that barbarity the most rehned was let loose on the
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country, that torture the most cruel to the body and tlie most degrading

to the mind was inflicted on those who were the victims of the

managers' rapacity, it will surely not be regarded as the least of the

advantages to be derived from the late transfer of the government of

the Carnatic that a whole people have been rescued from the cruelty?

rapine and tyranny of Muhammadan despotism. ... It would
appear that the districts composing this division had been entirely

abandoned by the Nabob to the plunder and rapacity of his rela+ionB

and of renters, and by them to the cruelty and extortions of managers

and amils.'

Matters were made much worse by the fact that the sale of

grain was a strict State monopoly. The produce was bought from

the cultivators at seven or eight fanams a laiam,^ and sold back to

them at nine or ten fanmns per kalani from the State granaries.

All imj)ortation of grain was forbidden, and it was an offence

punishable with exorbitant fines even to lend a neighbour such

small quantities of grain as he might require for his immediate

support. Moreover a flagrant injustice was added to the intrinsic

cruelty of the system, inasmuch as the grain was retailed to the

people in measures of a less capacity than those in which it was
estimated when it was bought in the first instance by the Govern-

ment. It was one of the first acts of the British administration to

abolish, this monopoly, but its effects in raising prices and disorgan.

izing the ordinary machinery of exchange were not immediately

removed.

The confusion of the accounts and the difficulty iti ascertaining

the ' probable value ' of the villages and in distinguishing the
' just revenue ' of the former years from the improper extortions

of the managers, rendered the attempts of the first British

administrators to form a fair settlement a far from easy task.

The first British settlement of the district was made by Mr.
Wallace for the year 1801-02. It was briefly as follows : The
amount payable by each village was fixed in money. There was
no difficulty in doing this as far as the dry lands in the nkdramham,
and the whole of the kdddrambam were concerned ; since money
rates, apparently not immoderate, wore already in vogue. All
that was done in these cases was to continue the existing rates in

' One anna, 10^ pieHfor 39 measures each of 100 cubic inches.

' For !i review of these settlements see the Collector's ijamabandi report
for 1826-27, which contains a valuable retrospect; Mr. Puokle's reports in
Selections from the Madras records. Volume L., especially Appendix A; and the
Collector's jamahandi report for 1801-02. The account in the old District Manml
is generally more detailed.
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their theoretical form and without extra exaotioiiht.' It has already CHAP. XI.

been stated that in these rates the wildest variety prevailed ; and Fiest

neither Mr. Wallace nor his successors attempted to introduce any settlements.

uniformity. The nirdrambam wet land, however, had usually paid

the revenue in grain ; and for this a new system had to he devised.

First of all a standard of gross produce in terms of grain was

settled for each village. Ordinarily this was done by taking the

average of the gross produce recorded for each of the last five

vears. In some cases, whore this seemed too low a standard, the

Collector took also the recorded produce of some other particularly

favourable season and included this in his calculations of the

average. In other eases, where the extent of cultivatiou had

increased during the years under consideration, he took the average

of these years for a definite quantity of land in each village, and

from this worked out a staudard for the whole village. The old

theoretical rates of division were retained, but strictly interpreted.

Finally the Government share was converted into money at a

commutation price deduced from the prices ruling in the neigh-

bouring districts. The local prices were no guide in this last most

important operation, since they had been unnaturally raised by

the monopoly of grain which had just been abolished. As a

matter of fact, though no difficulty was experienced in the first

year or two of British rule, the fixing of the commutation price

was for some time a matter of great difficulty to later Collectors

and of hardship to the ryot.

The settlement was made with each village as a whole, but the

amounts payable by each individual ryot were apparently con-

sidered, and the Collector was alive to the danger of the head

inhabitants oppressing inferior landholders by settling more on

them than they ought to pay. It is not clear, however, precisely

what steps were taken to prevent this injustice.

The financial effect of the settlement was to reduce the revenue

demand consideralily. Indeed it fell over 15 per cent, below the

demand, and nearly 10 per cent, below the actual receipts, of the

previous year. It must be remembered however that the demand

and the receipts of the previous year included over 16 per cent, of

improper exactions.

It would be tedious to follow out in detail the various Other eailj

experiments which were subsequently made from time to time by ^*^ '^'"^" *'

English Collectors in administering the revenue of the district.

1 The only change apparently made wa.s to abolisli the favourable rates

extended to the nuttiivaiu of Valikandapuram taluk and to make them pay the

same as every one else. As however these were restored in 1808-09 and were not

finally abolished till 1862, the ehangenoay be negleotcd. See below, p. 218.
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These systems have long been dead and gone, and only a brief

survey of their character will be given. It vi^ill be convenient for

clearness' sake to retain the distinction between the nirdrambam

and the kdddramhain tracts and to describe the treatment of each

class of land continuously.

The chief difficulty was experienced in dealing with the wet

land in the nirdrambam tract. This was indeed the only class of

land in which much alteration of system was introduced.

Till the end of 1804-05 Mr. Wallace's settlement was

continued, with the difference that both in 1802-03 and in 1803-04

the commutation price had to be slightly altered. In 1802-03,

moreover, the wet land was surveyed, very imperfectly, by the

karnams. It was not however classified or reassessed.

The first considerable change of system took place in 1805-06,

when this land was again sm-veyed by the karnams and this time

was also classified into black, red, sandy and salty land. These

classes were each divided into two sorts according to their

productiveness; grain values were assigned to each; and the

Government share of the grain values was converted into money
at the existing commutation price. In working out this system,

it shoTild bo observed, the karnams did not attempt to apply

the principles pure and simple to the facts. They kept in view

the average gross produce of the whole village and so adjusted

their classification and their assessment as to reach the same total

result, while distributing that total over the various fields in the

village. The difference was that the assessment was fixed upon

the particular fields and not upon the village as a whole. It

varied moreover with the nature of the crop grown from year to

year, even the charges for the four chief kinds of paddy being

different. It seems also that a charge for second-crop cultivation

was now introduced, apparently for the first time.

For the next four years this system was continued without any

change except modifications in the commutation price and correc-

tions of mistakes discovered from time to time in the classification

of the fields. But in 1810 a system of leases was introduced by

which all the wet land in each village was let out for a lump sum
for a term of years to the leading ryots. There was some diffi-

culty in inducing the ryots to accept these leases, and it was

necessary to put pressure on them by threatening to bring outsiders

into the village and rent the lands to them. The first lease was

from 1810-11 to 1812-13. The next was intended to last for ten

years from 1813-14 ; but it pressed so hardly upon the ryots that

it had to be given up in 1821. It docs not appear that the terms
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were in themselves ])artlcularly burdensome ; but three years out CHAI". XI

of the fom- from 1816 to 1820 were rendered disastrous by drought First

or floods ; aud it seems that in such circumstances no hard and fast settlements.

system could have failed to be oppressive.

A return was now made to a system of annual settlements. Return to

The settlement of 1809-10, the last year before the leases, was
ggt^J'e'jigj^tB

made the basis of the new arrangements. Several changes were I821-22.

however introduced. Firstly there was a general percentage

reduction of the village rates, varying from 12 per cent, to (in

a few villages) as much as 40 per cent. ; secondly the commuta-

tion price was again altered ; and thirdly the assessment was no

longer made to vary with the crop grown (as in the system

introduced in 1805-06) but depended entirely upon the nature of

the land.

This system was continued ' with some deviations ' till 1824-25, The system

in which year the classification was altered and the nature of the 182*^^25

crop was again made the basis of the assessment. The latter

arrangement went on till the introduction of the new settlement

in 1864. Indeed the only alteration in the general system of

assessment in the wet land of the nirdrambam tract which took

place from this point till the introduction of the new settlement,

was a general reduction of the rates in 1856-57.

The foregoing were the systems theoretically in force, but if in Thea»jrf»i«

any village the ryots were not willing to accept a settlement on ^y^^^™*

these terms, they were apparently always permitted to resort to

what was called the amdiii sj^stem. The actual crop was in that

case divided in the recognized proportions between Government
aud the ryot. This was very harassing to both parties ; but it left

a great opening to fraud, and was often adopted by the ryots for

that cause alone, as it enabled them to cheat the Government.

Some changes which took place in the recognition of individual

rights and in the matter of relinquishments, etc., will be briefly

described later on.

In the case of the wet land in the Tidddrambmn tract and the The
dry laud generally, the policy of Government prior to the settle- 't«''«''«'"*<»"»

ment of 1861 appears to have been comparatively simple. Briefly, nirirambam

it consisted (with a few general changes) in continuing the rates ^^ ^^^^'

of assessment, in all their complexity, which existed before the

British occupation of the district. The rat is iu the kdddramhain

land, whether wet or drv, were reduced all round bv varvino-

percentages in 1818-20, aud similar general reductions were made in

1855, 1856 and 1857. The only special alterations of any import-

ance in the details of the hdddrambam rates which appear to have

28
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taken place were the abolition in 1802 of the differential rates to the

ndttuvans and their re-establishment in 1808-09. It was found

that these people did not really facilitate, as expected, the work of

Government, and only used their power to oppress the poorer

ryots. An order abolishing exceptional rights of this class

throughout the Presidency was issued in 1854 ;
^ but this was not

immediately given effect to in this district, and these rights do not

seem to have been abolished till they were extinguished by the

Inam Commissioner in 1861-62.^ It does uot appear that any

alterations whatever were made in the dry rates of the nirdrambam

tract till 1856-57, when they shared in the general reduction

already mentioned.

The wet land of the nirdrambam, as already noted, was

surveyed in 1802-03 and surveyed and classified in 1805-06.

The dry villages of the nirdrambam and the whole of the kddd-

rambam land had been surveyed and classified before the British

occupation. They were again surveyed and classified in 1806-07.

The dry land in the wet villages of the nirarambam seem never to

have been surveyed till the time of the new settlement. All these

ancient sui'veys were made by the karnams. They were apparently

not checked at all by regular surveyors.^

Till 1826-27 the old native system was continued by which

the annual settlements of villages were made with the headman of

each village or the leading inhabitants, and the subordinate

revenue officials and the village officers were left to decide what

portion of this amount should be borne by each particular cultiva-

tor. Each cultivator, moreover, was held responsible for the

arrears of the whole village, the villagers being in theory invested

with a kind of corporate unity. In i 820-27 the system of giving

the ryots indiviilual pattas was started. Till 1844, these were

given only at the end of the fasli, when they were comparatively

useless, but subsequently they wove distributed when the settle-

ment was actually made. The lands of defaulters were not sold

for arrears of revenue till 1833-34. The theory of joint responsi-

bility seems to have been abandoned in 1821-22.'*

For many years after the British occupation of the country it

was impossible in large parts of the district for a ryot to relinquish

his holding. Land once brought under tno plough became there-

by part aiid parcel of a root's pattukkuitu, or holding, and he

' E.M.C. dated 3l8t August 1854.

- See below, p. 238. Also Mr. I'uckle's letter of 2«th Novcinher 1862,

paruH. 65 -6.

» Collector's jambhandi report for 1K26-27, parsis. 11, 13 and 49.

« Mr. Puckle's Settlfment Report, Appendix A, para. 28.
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had always to pay for it. This was called the pattukkatiu system, ciIAP. XI.

and prevailed throughout the nii^drambam and in the dry land of Fibst

the kdddrambam. It was not relaxed till 1830-31, and does not Seitlements,

appear to have been entirel}'- abolished till the settlement of 1^'64.

At that time it only applied to dry land in wet villages of the

nirdrmnbam.^

It is not to be denied that the rates in force prior to the settle- Retrospect,

ment of 1864 were generally excessive. The ' desertions ' of the

cultivators were continually complained of by Collectors ; and in

1831-32 the inhabitants of nearly every village in Ariyalur and

Udaiyarpalaiyam requested permission to relinquish their lands

entirely ; and they were only prevented from deserting in a body

'by the vigilance of the kavalgars and peons.' ^ A few years

later no less than 2,200 rj ots are reported to have left their homes

and emigrated to Salem and South Arcot.^

All this was changed by the regular survey and assessment Settlement of

which was begun about the middle of the last century. The 1864.*

survey was undertaken in 1854-55 ; and the settlement was

commenced by Mr. Puckle, then Deputy Director of Bevenue

Settlement, in 1858-59. It was not finished till 1864.

Trichinopolv was one of the first districts into which the settle-

ment on the new principles, which took place about this time in

many parts of the Presidency, was introduced. It was preceded

in this respect only by the western delta of the Groddvari and some

two taluks in South Arcot. Partly for this reason, and partly

because the different oflficers, to whose province it fell to criticize

Mr. Puckle's sclieme, took widely different views as to the way in

which the district should be treated and the rates of assessment

which should be introduced, this settlement gave rise to a quite

unusual amount of discussion and correspondence. An elaborate

analysis of this correspondence will be found in the old District

Manual (pp. 195 foil.) "^ as well as a lengthy account of the

introduction of the settlement. The limits of this volume neces-

sitate a much shorter treatment of the subject.

A most important operation in the settlements of this Presi- wet and dry

dency is the classification of the sources of irrigation, to grouping.

J Ibid., para. 150 ; also Settlement Reports for 1830-31 and 1831-32.

« Settlement Report for 1831-32, para. 23.

' Mr. Puckle's Report, Appendix A, p^ra. 33.

* The best account of this aettlemcnt is in Vol. L. of the Selectiom from th*

Madras Records. A useful analysis of it appears in the Settlement Officer's report,

para. 7 foil., printed in B.P. (Revenue Settlement, etc.), No. 2, dated 4th January

1896, pp. 2 foU.

^ The correspondence is printed in Vol. L. of the Selectiomfrom the Eeoordt.
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differentiate the irrigated fields, and of the villages, to rlifferentinte

drv cultivation, into several ' groups.' In the settlement under

consideration, the classification of the wet land into groups was

not effected, as in more recent settlements, solely with reference

to individual sources of irrigation. The sitiiation of villages with

reference to markets and roads was also taken into account and

so also was the rather vague factor of ' the productive power of

the land.'; and the grouping was rather by villages and tracts

than by irrigation sources.

Five wet group's were adopted. Roughly speaking, the first

two included the Cauvery irrigation, and the other three chiefly

the tank irrigation. The third group included some irrigation

fi'om the Coleroon and the VelMr, as well as some inferior irriga-

tion from the ('auvery, where tlie land was on a high level or was

supplied with drainage water. Only 27 villages were placed in the

first group, and 231 in the second.

The dry land was groujjed by villages on a consideration of

proximity to markets, and ' the productive power of the land.'

Three groups were adopted. At that time there was only one

made road in the dry taluks ; and. though in the irrigated tract

on either side of the Cauverj there were good roads, the state of

communications was generally very defective. The only railway

in the district was the section of the South Indian Eailway

connecting Trichiaopoly with Tanjore and Negapatam, which was

opened in 1862.

All villages conveniently situated with reference to the markets

of South Arcot and Tanjore, or to the town of Trichinopoly, were

placed in the first group ; the more remote villages lying along the

northern border of the district were classed in the second ; and the

poor dry villages lying south of the Cauvery, as well as a few

distant villages in the north-west corner of the district, were placed

in the third group. The rates of assessment applicable to each

class and sort of soil in the highest group were reduced by one or

more steps in the lower groups. Thus the same kind of soil in

different groups was assessed at different rates. This will be

obvious from the scale on p. 22o below.

The next process was to classify the soils of individual fields.

Seven classes, numbered from two to eight, were adoi)ted, and for

eocb of those except two (classes Nos. 2 and (3, in which there were

only two sorts) the lands were ultimately further subdivided into

three sorts. These sorts were merged into eight ' primary tarams '

for wet, and nine ' primary tarams ' for dry land. These ' primary

taramH ' were supposed to represent soils of equal value. In more
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reooot settlements the classification has heon rr-ndcrcd more elastic

by the use of five sorts for each class of soils. The ]>rinciplo then

adopted also differed slightly from that now observed in aui ther

respect ; since the primary tarams were not based entirely on the

grain-producing value of the land, but included the varying

estimates for each sort of soil of the cost of cultivation. Nowadays
it is assumed that soils equal in grain value cost the same to

cultivate, and only soils of an equal productive value arc put in

the same primary taram. Jn Mr. Puckle's settlement, soils of

different productive values were merged together. Their net value

to the cultivator was the same or nearly so, since the cultivation

expenses varied.^

The soils of the different fields having been thus classified, the

productive power oi' each was ascertained by numerous experi-

ments. For wet land, the standard crop in terms of which the

value of the soils was estimated was paddy. For dry land, cholam,

cambu, ragi and varagu were selected, and the value of each soil

in each of these grains was estimated. From these grain

valuations a deduction of 20 per cent, was made in the case of

dry land to allow for vicissitudes of season, and of 10 per cent, in

wet land to allow for unprofitable areas included in the registered

holdings.

Each sort of soil was thus provided with a grain standard of

its productive value. It was necessary to convert this into money,

and to effect this commutation prices were fixed for the va^jous

kinds of grain in terms of which the soils were valued. These

were deduced from the annual average prices of these grains for a

series of years, apparently the prices of Trichinopoly t<)wn. alone

being taken. From these a deduction was made of from 17 to 22
per cent, to allow for the difference

between ryots' and town prices.

The resulting rates of commutation
are given in the margin. It will

be noticed that in one important

particular the data differed fiom
those now generally considered in

such matters, namely, that the prices

adopted for calculating the commutation rates were annual averages
and not the prices of the months in wliich ryots chiefly sell their

grain. The commutation rates were next applied to the grain
values of the various tarams of soil, and each was thereby provided
with a money valuation of its productive value.

' bee Mr. Puokle'e first report (dat«d >3rd October 1680), para. 86.

CHAP. XI.
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expenses.
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From these valuations the estimated expenses of cultivation

were then deducted. The estimation of cultivation expenses is

always difficult, and Mr. Puekle did not pretend to ' any great

degree of accuracy.' He allowed from Rs. 7-8-0 to Es. 3 per acre

for wet land and from Es. 4-2-8 to Es. 3 per acre for dry.

The Settlement Officer was now in possession of estimates in

money of the net productive power of each sort of soil. From

these the money rates had to be deduced, and it was the settling of

the precise rates of assessment which gave rise to most of the

controversy concerning this settlement. The rates originally

proposed by Mr. Puckle were framed so as to represent either the

half of the net, or one third of the gross, produce, and as a matter

of fact these rates were ultimately accepted with very little

modification. In the interim however Mr. Puckle had proposed,

and the Board had with some modifications accepted, a lower

scheme of rates derived from an all-round deduction of 13 per cent,

on wet, and 11 per cent, on unirrigated land. It is needless to

go into the detailed reasons for this deduction ; but it would seem

that there was a general feeling that Trichinopoly had been rather

over-assessed in the past, and that it should be treated leniently

now. The members of the Grovernment disagreed as to several

particulars of Mr. Puckle's calculations, and the whole matter was

referred to the Secretary of State. Orders were received from

him directing that the assessment should be calculated with

reference to the net, and not the gross produce, and that the share

of the Grovernment should be taken as roughly one half of the

former. Eates were worked out in accordance with these

directions ; and, as above remarked, those ultimately adopted

differed very little from those originally proposed by Mr. Puckle,

They ranged from Es. 9-4-0 to Ee. 1 for wet, and from Es. 3-8-0

to As. 4 for dry, land.

The area of wet land included in this settlement was 123,563

acres. The greater part of this was assessed at Es. 6, Es. 5, Es. 4,

Es. 3-8-0 or Es. 2-8-0 per acre. Of the 641,000 acres of dry land

settled, nearly 2)0,000 acres were assessed at Ee. 1, and over

100,000 acres at As. 6; 66,000 acres were rated at As. 8, and

a large area at sums between Es. 1-12-0 and As. 10; and very

little was charged more than Es. 1-12-0. The average assess-

ment on dry land was As. 14, and on wet Es. 4-4-0 per acre.

The following table will show at a glance how the rates were

applied to the various sorts of isoil and the various Igroupa of

land :

—
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Irrigated,

Primary taraui. Class-
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deficiency be thus made up. Mr. Puckle ventured to prophecy

that this would be effected within the next five years, and both

the Board of Revenue aud the Government regarded this forecast

as being far from extravagant. How little the result fulfilled

these expectations will soon be seen.

Before however goiug on to refer to the working of this

settlement, it will be convenient to notice one or two miscellaneous

features connected with it which are either peculiar or were the

subject of controversy. There was a good deal of discussion as to

the charge for second crops on wet land. Mr. Puckle at first

proposed to levy no charge at all ; and the Board, though dis-

approving of the proposal as a general rule, were in favour of

foregoing the charge on occasional wet second crops, in cases where

the possibility of raising ooe was so uncertain that a composition

could not be effected. Government disapproved of any such

concession, however, and a temporary fasal-j asti was prescribed for

all such cases, as elsewhere. There was also a good deal of dis-

cussion as to the rates of composition to be allowed, and it was

ultimately decided that they should be one-third, one-fourth and
one-fifth of the first crop charge, but never less than 1 rupee.

One-half of the first crop charge was nowhere imposed. As a

matter of fact the rates usually adopted seem to have been one-

third and one- fourth ; one-fifth was apparently only allowed in

the Musiri taluk.

A peculiar feature of the settlement of the dry land was the

treatment of the fields which were capable of being irrigated from

Government sources but wore classified ast dry. These, it seems,

were differentiated from the wet land by being only inadequately

irrigable or unirrigable by direct flow, and from the ordinary dry

land by being capable of ii'rigation at all. They were classed as

' permanently-improved punjah ' and were assessed at rather high

rates, but were given the right to take Government water for one

crop free of charge. Land of this kind occurred both in the

uirdrambam and kdfldraniham tracts. In the former it consisted of

fields the supply of water to which was not sufficient to produce a

wet crop ; and in the latter it corresponded to the old * garden ' land.

It is often sjiokcn of as 'garden ' or ' olaperi' land and it will be

referred to again in the account of the next sottlornent.

Special rates were allowed on the wot land under a few tanks,

in consideration of the fact thai ryots had spent money in improv-

ing or constructing these 80urc(>H of iriigation. In these cases Mr.

Puckle made over the dry land at dry rates suhjcct to the payment

of similar rates on the waterspread.

• St0 Seleotiom from the Madrai record$, Vol. L, p. 173, paras. 46-i*.
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Tho scientific settlcmont was not extended to the three hill

villages of Komhai, Tcmharanadu and Vcnnadu in tho Pachai-

malai hills. These were roughly settled on a scale of 12 annas

an acre on tho slopes and 8 annas an acre on the higher plateaus

for ploughed land, and at 4 annas an acre for hoe cultivation.

In one other respect the whole settlement was peculiar. The

road cess was calculated at 2 per cent, on the land revenue ; but,

unlikethepracticcnowadays, this was not made a separate charge

on the ryots but was held to bo included ia the land revenue paid

by them, and was annually transferred from that head to the

credit of roads. This will have to be remembered in comparing

this settlement with that by which it was followed.

It has already been noted that hopes were generally enter-

tained that under the new and lighter rates of Mr. Pucklo's

settlement cultivation would very quickly extend and would soon

make up for the decrease in the revenue caused by the lightening

of tho assessment. As a matter of fact the land under occupa-

tion and tho revenue did increase considerably, and on tho whole

steadily, during the currency of that settlement, but at no time

did tho land revenue reach tho figure of tho year 1863-64. Tho
following table will show at a glance the variations in holdings

and revenue during the next 30 years as compared with those of

the year preceding the settlement :

—

Year.

1863-64
1864-65
1868-69
1877-78
1886-87
1893-94

Holdings.
Total,

demand.
Remarks.

ACS.

727,000
800,000
951,000
976,000

1,002,000

1,045,000

HS.

16,69,000

12,58,000

14,38,000

15,13,000

15,31,000

16,54,000

There was considerable
fluetnalion in these j'ear.s,

hut tho growth was steady.

"From 1878-94 tho iluctua-

j tions were less and the
growth steadier.

CHAP. XL
FlBST
English

Hettlements.

Hill villiiges.

Road cesB.

Ultimate
results of this

settlement

,

Tho average assessment on the occupied extent for the years

1864-94 was lis. 14,88,000, or little more than a lakh of rupees in

excess of tho average for the previous thirty years. The Board of

Revenue, when commenting on these figures in 1895, remarked
that, though the assessment had not been the financial success which
had been anticipated, it had yet wrought much benefit to the

ryots of the district. Not only had holdings increased in area by
nearly a half, but tho weight of the assessment had been very
largely reduced during the period of the settlement by the great

rise in the prices of all agricultural produce. The time had now
come when ' the exigencies of Government and justice to the

29
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general taxpayer alike require that the burden of taxation should

be readjusted.'

Bj the time the period of this settlement had run out, the

price of paddy had risen to 85 per cent, above Mr. Puckle's commu-
tation rate and to 38 per cent, above the average of the prices of

the twenty years immediately preceding the settlement. In the

case of dry grains,^ prices had risen by 52 per cent, as compared

with the commutation rate and by about 12 per cent, as compared

with the average of the twenty years preceding the settlement.

Nor was tins the only circumstance which necessitated a resettle-

ment. It had long been felt (indeed the belief is voiced in the

old Disti'id Manual) that the rich land under the Caavery was

seriously under-assessed. It was ascertained in 18^4 that the

average tax paid on that land was then only Es. 4-15- 1 per acre,

which was much lower than the assessment on similar land in the

adjoining district of Tanjore. In the four taluks of Tanjore,

Kumbakonam, Nannilam and Mayavaram similar land in the first

group of irrigation paid over Es. 8 an acre, and in the second

group nearly Rs. 7- The rates for dry land were fairly high when

the exceptional olaperi lands were included, but these had to be

excluded for the purpose of a just comparison^ ; and if that was

done the dry rates were also very low. The grouping of the wet

land in this tract was also exceedingly lenient, most of the villages

being placed (as already remarked) in the second and third groups.

In view of these facts it was decided that the whole of the land

in the tract commanded by the Cauvery mubt be classified de novo.

The land watered by the Coleroon, Amaravati and Nandiytir rivers

was also ordered to be reclassified, but the extent of this did not

amount to 8,000 acres, so that this was a comparatively unimport-

ant matter. It was moreover decided to clabsify all the cultivable

land still remaining unsettled in the district which was not required

for communal purposes or forest reservation. Tliis, it was ulti-

mately ascertained, amounted to 22,000 acres. With regard to

the rest of the district, it was considered sufficient to enhance the

assessment already in force. An exception was made in the case

of the hill villages only roughly settled in 1864, in which the rates

of land-tax were allowed to remain unaltered.^ The assessment

' The papers connected with this sottliinont, hound together into a handy
volume, are in the lihraiy of the Board of Kovoniu; (llovciiiiK! Sottlomont, Land

Records and Af;ricu!turo).

* The prii'.e roturiis foroholiiin \v(;r(^ ovidently defective^ and tlie remarks in the

text do not therefore include that grain.

* Siiicn thoy liad a right to take Cfovornineiit water for one wet crop.

* Thec.;ul;iHtnil survey of these villagers was siinotionod in 1902 ((J.O., No. l()'24j

Revenue, dated 18th October 190'i!) and is still in progress.
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ou the land assessed at special rates was not at once Bul)jected to CHAP. XI.

the general onlianccnient. l^ut these rates were enhanced by the New Kettle-

Collector in liJOO in accordance with the orders of Government.^ 1894-95.

In the olaperi land in the tract to be resettled (some 5,u00 acres),

though the rates wore to be enhanced, the old right of taking

Guvernnicnt water for a single crop was allowed to continue.

Another class of land which required rather special treatment was

that in seven villages transferred in 1^^05-66 from South Arcot to

this district. These had been originally settled on a scale of rates

different from that adopted in the settlement of Trichinopoly. In

order to bring this into harmony with the rates in the villo,gcs in

this district, the assessment now jBxcd by enhancement for similar

land included in the old Trichinopoly settlement, Mas applied to

the fields of the South Arcot villages. In only one other case was

the relative incidence of the old rates altered, or those rates modi-

lied in any way but by eidiancemcnt. This was in the case of

certain wet land under tanks irrigating 300 acres or more, which

in the opinion of Government had been placed in too low a group

at the former settlement. This land was now raised into the

group just above, besides being liable to the general enhance-

ment of the rates. 2 The general enhancement ordered was 12^

per cent, in the case of wet, and 20 per cent, in that of dry,

land.

Preparatory to the new settlement, the district was resurveyed ReBurvcy.

and a considerable excess above the figures of the old survey,

amounting in all to no less than 18 per cent., was discovered in

the arable area. This however was more than accounted for by the

large areas under poramboke which formerly had been left unsm-

veyed but were now measured and mapped ; and it was found

that the area of actual holdings, so far from increasing, had

actually diminished.

Of the settlement operations, the simplest was the general Eniiancement

enhancement of the old rates. This was not done with mathe- °^ '"'^*^^'

matical accuracy, as the new rates had to be rounded so as to avoid

fractions and inconvenient figures. The only difference in the

can-ying out of the enhancement from the plan originally contem-

]>lated was in the application of the double enhancement to the

tanks the grouping of which was to be raised. It will be seen

from the scale of wet rates in Mr. Puckle's settlement (given

above on p. 223) that the scales of rates in the different groups of

' CO., Mis. No. 4101, Revenue, dated 2l8t October 1899, embodied in Board's

Proceedings, No. 402 (Scltlenieut), dated 4th December 1899.

* As will bo observed immediately, this; land was treated with leniency in the

actual application of these onhanccmcnts.
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land rise at very varying: intervals from one group to another.

Thus the same tarams in the third and the fooiih groups are

assessed at rates of nearly the same vahic, differing in fact by only

one money grade ; while there is a difference (in some cases) of

as much as six money grades in the rates of the same tarams in

the third and second groups. Thus to both raise the group and

also to enhance the rates would have meant a very large increase

of assessment, which Government was unwilling to impose. It

was ultimately decided that in raising from one group to another

the change should be limited to one money grade.

In giving the financial effects of the resettlement in the tract

where no reclassification occurred, it will be necessary to add tlie

figures of two out of thi-ce inam villages which had been resumed

since the previous settlement and which lay in that part of the

district ; the third lay in the reclassified tract and was settled on

the principles laid down for that tract. These two villages were

now classified according to the old scheme of soils and were assessed

at the new enhanced rates so as to come into line with the other

land in this part of the district. The total financial effect of the

resettlement for this tract was an increase of Es. 1,47,000 in the

assessment, and a decrease of 2,300 acres in the extent of holdings,

as compared with the figures of the previous year under the old

settlement.

The reclassification and resettlement of the rest of the district

needs rather longer notice. In grouping the villages and irri-

gation sources for the dry and wet land respectively, the following

course was adopted. As far as dry land was concerned, all the

villages were put in one group, since all alike enjoyed excellent

communications and markets ; and, on a comparison with the groups

in Tanjore (the recent settlement in which was kept in view as a

guide throughout this settlement) they were all placed in the first

group. As regards the sources of irrigation, thi*ec classes (corre-

sponding to the first throe groups in the Tanjore settlement) were

adopted. Of the 345 minor channels now grouped, 2 IG wore placed

in the first, 114 in the second, and only 15 in the third group.

At the same time a revision of tlie wet ayakat was undertaken.

This was especially necessary owing to the fact that most of the

olaperi lands in this tract were ordered to bo transferred to wet,

cither as being now irrigable by direct flow, or at tho request of

tho landholders. ^J.'ho latter were given tho option, when the land

was only irrigable by lift, of having it classified cither as ' baling

wet ' or ordinary ' dry.' There was also a tjniall extent formerly

classed as wet which was from its position actually iinirrigable,

and this was transferred to the head of dry. The transfers from
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wot to dry amouiitiid to somo 300 acres, and from dry to wet to

uoarly 4,400.

The same scale of classes and sorts of soil as had been used in

Tanjorc wore employed to difforcntiato the soils in this district.

Actually two classes of alluvial soil, thrco of rcgar and two of red

forrugiuouB wore adopted. Each was divided into five sorts ; Lut

only three soiis were actually adopted in the case of the; three

lowest classes. A great deal of unnecessary trouble was also saved

by the discovery that tho money rates sanctioned for 'l.^anjoro could

be applied with justice to Trichinopoly. Tho standard grains

used for Tan j ore wore with ono exception the same as those selected

at the former settlement in this district, and the commutation

prices deduced according to rule in. both disti-icts were pretty mucli

the same. Thus it was not necessary to make any special crop

experiments. Tho different sorts of soil were arranged in eleven

tarams according to their productive capacity and a money rate

deduced for each. Similar eoils under tho three different classes

of irrigation wore graded by a reduction of one taram for

each class. The assessment, in the case of dry and wet land

alike was supposed to represent a half of tho net produce after

deducting tho cultivation expenses and a percentage of the gross

produce (15 per cent, in wet land and 20 per cent, in dry) to

allow for unprofitable areas and vicissitudes of the season. The
allowance for cultivation expenses varied from Es. 5-8-0 to

Es. 2-14-0 for dry land, and from Es. 14 to Rs. G for wet, decreas-

ing with the value of the land and consequently with tho assessment.

The following table shows the scale of rates actually arrived at

without the materials on w'hich thev were based :—

CHAP. XI.

New Kkitle-
MKNT Ol'

1894-95.

Dry.
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The general financial effect of the new settlement in this

reclassified area was as follows : The extent of the holdings

decreased by 4,600 acres and the assessment increased by nearly

Es. 2,67,000. The total financial effect for all the resettlement

operations for the whole of the old district will be seen from the

following table. The figures given for the reclassified area, as

well as for the tract not reclassified, only represent the occupied

area. Moreover the figures shown as the assessment do not

represent the whole of the assessment imposed by the rates of the

former settlement, since the 2 per cent, credited to roads has been

deducted ; but they do show the whole that was credited under

that settlement to land revenue :

—
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contain .a groat deal of inforior land, wliilo the reclassified area cilAl'. XI.

in Trichinopoly is nearly all of an excellent description. The New Seitle-

followin^ figurcb illustrate this comparison :

—

MKNT OF
1894-95.
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CHAP. XI. This was a payment voluntarily made by the ryots for the conser-

New Settle- vancy of some of the river irrigation channels. It represented

the commuted money value of the labour which each landholder

was bound by custom to contribute for the conservancy of the

channels. Owing to their disagreements the ryots could not be

made to work properly together for the preservation of the

channels and the supervision was undertaken by Goveni-ment iu

consideration of the payment of the cess. At the resettlement the

Government consented as an act of grace to continue the super-

vision of the channels while remitting the payments of the

irrigation cess for the future.

The rules for second wet crop were rather different in the

reclassified area in this settlement from those followed in the

former one. Fields under irrigation sources of the first group

which had an unfailing supply of water for two crops were

registered as permanent double-crop land at 1 1 times the first-crop

assessmeai. In all other fields of this class a ryot was allowed to

have his crop registered as double-crop on these terms if he liked,

but composition at lower rates was not allowed. Under in'igation

sources of the second and third classes, composition for second

crop was allowed at one-third and one-fourth of the first crop

charge respectively.

None of the above description applies to the talaks of Karur or

Ndmakkal. For a full description of the revenue administration

of those the reader is referred to the Gazetteers of Coimbatore and

Salem districts, respectively. There is only room here for a brief

review of the settlement history of each.

Little is known of the revenue history of Karur taluk prior to

the time when the kingdom of Mysore was usurped by Haidar

Ali. Kitjg Chikka Dova Rdja of Mysore (1671-1704) made
a regidar siu-vey of the country, and took two-thirds (in kind) of

the gross prod ace of the wet land, leaving the ryot one-third.

When Haidar came into power he apparently took this survey as

the basis of his assessments, but he collected all his rents in money
and in a single payment. This forced the ryots to sell immedi-

ately after harvest at low prices, with the result that a great deal

of land in the old Coimbatore district went out of cultivation and

could not 1)0 farmed remuneratively. INpu Sultan increased all

the assessments 25 per cent, and yet more land went out of culti-

vation ; but he was never able to collect this enormous demand,

and on his death the arrears were very large and it is said

that only the garden laud and some wot land had any sale value

at all.

Revenue
History of
Karub
Taluk.

Undfi native
rule.
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"When the district came into British hands on the fall of

Seringapatara in 1799, it was placed (with the other parts of the

old Coimbatore district which lie south of the Noyil river) under

the management of the Collector of Dindigul. That officer made
a survey, and conducted a regular classification of the fields

according to their productive value, based on the statements of

ryots and other persons likely to know. The Government share

was estimated in money and fixed at half the net produce, />., half

the gross produce less 12| per cent. The result was a rather

burdensome assessment which had to be reducecl^n 1807-08.

Meanwhile the district had been rearranged, and in 1805 the

Kariir taluk became a part of the old Coimbatore district and

remained as such for the next hundred years. In 1808-09 the

theory of permanent settlements had come into favour, and the

district was divided into a number of small revenue farms of some

two or three villages apiece, which were leased to village headmen

and wealthy ryots. The lease was a complete failure owing to the

abuses perpetrated by the renters, the revenue of the district fell

from 21 to 17 lakhs, and the ryotwari system was re-introduced

in 1815. A new settlement was now made as well as a new

survey ; but the assessments were in many respects still excessive,

and modifications of them were made at intervals till at least as

late as 1861. The system was also subject to various other objec-

tionable characteristics of the old native regime, which there is no

space to relate.

A new settlement was put in hand in 1872, but was not

completed till ten years later. It was introduced in Kariir in

1879-80 and will last till 1908-0i:>. In the ease of Karur eleven

wet rates were adopted, varying from Us. 10 to Es. 2, but the

large majority of the wet fields were assessed at fi-om Es. 6 to

Es. 3-8-0 per acre. Six rates were fixed for the dry land, varying

from Hs. 1-8-0 to six annas ; but two-thirds of it was assessed at

either twelve or eight annas, and over one-sixth at one rupee. No
land was settled as permanent double-crop land, but the double-

crop assessment on over 4,000 acres under the Canvery channels

was compounded at one-thii-d of the fii*st-crop assessment ; and

that on over 9,000 acres, chiefly under the Amaravati channels, at

one-foui-th. The wet fields under the Cauvery were placed in the

first group, those under the Amardvati in the second, and those

under rainfed tanks and jungle streams in the thii-d. The average

rates of assessment were, for wet land Es. 5-3-5 per acre, and for

dry As. 11-7. The total single-crop assessment was Es. 2,55,722

on 260,007 acres of laud, the figures showing an increase in area

of 9 per cent, and in assessment of 6 per cent, above those ot the

previous settlement.

80
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It should be noted that the voluntary irrigation cess is still

paid in parts of Karur taluk.

The land revenue history of the Namakkal taluk, like that of

the whole of the Salem district, is of considerable interest. The
old native system, inherited from the days of Tipu, was to rent out

the lands by villages or in small di\'ision8 to the village headmen
- or other respectable persons. Captain Read, the first Collector of

Salem, who took charge in 1792, was instructed by Grovernment

to effect a settlement for a term oi live years with the inhabitants

themselves, ^'o do this, Read, with the co-operation of his

Assistants Graham and Munro (afterwards Sir Thomas Muuro),

surveyed all the land in the district and fixed a money assessment

on it. This took five years (1793-97). During the time the

survey was in progress, a change had come over Read's opinions

;

and on the 10th December 1796 he issued his famous ' Caulnamah '

which gave ryots the option of keeping the lands either under the

old lease system or under annual settlements, the latter mode
allowing them to give up early in each year whatever land they

might not choose to cultivate for that year and to retain for any
number of years what land they liked subject to payment of

assessment.

This was the germ of the ryotwari system. But the influence

of ideas from Bengal, where Lord Cornwallis had established the

zamindari system, was too strong ; and in 1802 Read's ryotwari

tenure was nipped in the bud. In that year the Madras Govern-
ment appointed a Special Commissioner, who by the end of 1805
had parcelled out the district into 205 mittas which were sold in

auction to the highest bidders. But the zamindari system con-

tained in itself the seeds of its own decay. Owing to the high
assessments and the low margin of profit allowed to the mittadars,

their kists fell into arreai's, most of the mittas were seized and
sold,^ and, for want of bidders. Government had to buy them in.

These bought-in mittas were administered under the ryotwari

system. The evil of excessive assessments was reduced by orders

fitfully issued in 1816 and 1818; but systematic reduction was
effected only in 1859 when the Government sanctioned the pro-

posals of the Collector, Mr. Brett, for a general percentage
reduction in the old survey rates. This was the famous taramkammi
of Mr. Brett. The reduction gave a wonderful impetus to culti-

vation, and the land revenue rose with a bound.

In 1800 a scientific survey of the district was begun, and in

1865-66 proposals for its resettlement were made by Mr. Puckle,

' In 1903 there still remained in the Halem district 218 permanently-settled
estates paying nearly Rh. 4i lakh* as peshkash and covering 1,737 square miles

;

48 of these are in the N^&makkal taluk.
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the same officer who couductod the Trichinopoly settlement.

Final orders were passed in 1860 ' and th(> settlement was

introduced in the Namakkal taluk in 1H71. It has recently been

superseded b}^ a re-survey and a re-settlement which were intro-

duced into this taluk in 1903-0 1^ and is to last for thirty years.

This consisted generally of an (enhancement of the existing rates

by twelve and a half per cent. The following table will show the

results of the various settlements :

—

—
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should be compounded at one-half the revised first-crop charge.

The ouly other points that need notice are(l) that in the case

of waste land the classification of the fields was lowered by one

faram before applying the all-round enhancement—this was neces-

sary in order to enconrage their occupation in the future—and (2)

that the voluntary irrigation cess was not abolished in this taluk,

and, as a matter of fact, continues to be paid there till the present

day, just as in Karur.

The hillmen of the KoUaimalais are very much superior to

their cousins on the Pacbairaalais ; and their land is accordingly

settled on the ordinary lines. There are seven GroverDment

villages on the hills, divided into a number of hamlets. The dry

land was placed in the fifth group with money rates one taram

lower than those of the Settlement Officer's fourth group; and

the wet land in the sixth group with money rates one taram, lower

than those proposed by the Settlement Officer for his fifth group/

Thus the rates for the dry land varied from As. 4 to As. 14, and

those for wet from Es. 1-8-0 to Hs. 4-8-0. The classified area

included 11,500 acres of occupied dry and 1,J00 acres of occupied

wet laud, aad 22,200 acres of unoccupied dry land and a few

acres of unoccupied wet.

The above account of the revenue history of the district is

applicable only to the ryotwari land. The following table gives

for etich taluk the area of minor inams. and the number of villages

included in whole inams and zamindaris •

—

Taluk.
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The zamindaris of the district eonaiht of the ancient palaiyams chap. XI.

of Aiivalnr and Udaiyarpalaiyam fin Ui^aiyarpalaiyani taluk), Zamindabi

Marungapnii and Kadavur in Kiilittalai, Tinaiynr in Musiri and

Andipatti in Kar6r talnk, the Kattuputtur mitta in Musiri and the

nnmerous niittas of Namakkal. (}i these, all the niittas wore

created by the British at the time of the Permanent Settlement.

They were all originally in the Salem district, to which the

Permanent Settlement was applied. The Kattuputtnr mitta was

transferred from Salem to this district in 1851. All the atcient

palaiyams date from pre-British times and were confen-ed on the

poligars by the native rnlers— all apparently by the Nayakkans

of Madura—on some kind or other of service tenure. The early

history of each of them is sketched in the accounts of them in

Chapter XV.
The treatment of these ancient palaiyams by the British has

varied. Andippatti (which till recently belonged to Coimbatore

district) and Maruugapuri and Kadavur (both of which belonged

to Madura till 1856) were assessed in the early days of British rule

at a peshkash amounting to 70 per cent, of their estimated gross

income. Sanads were given to the first and third in 1871 ; but the

title to Marungapuri was then in dispute in the civil coui-ts and a

sanad for that estate was granted only in 1906. The position of

these poligars was for some time in doubt; and it was not till 1871

that it was decided by the Privy Council that the Marungapuri

zamindari (which is typical of others) was an hereditary estate the

owner of which possessed a title indefeasible by the will of Govern-

ment. The Andipatti estate has long been divided ; but the other

two have been declared impartible by Act II of 1904.

The Turaiyur, Udaiyarpalaiyani and Ariyalur estates were not.

like the others above mentioned, in the possession of the poligars'

families at the time of the cession of the Carnatic. The poligars

of all of them had had differences of one sort or another with the

Nawab, and at the beginning of the English rule had all been

dispossessed of their estates ' and were subsisting on compassionate

allowances of various kinds.

When the country came under the Company's rule the first

Collector recommended that all these poligars (then the only ones

in the district) should be restored to their estates on the footing of

zamindars and should pay a peshkash of two-thirds of the estimated

gross income of their properties. The Government however at

first '^ declined to recognize the title of the poligars and ordei-ed

1 See the letter of the first Collector, Mr. J. Wallace, dated 30th May 180'.^.

» July 17th, 1802.
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the Collector to continue the management of the palaiyams. At
the same time they ordered an inquiry to he made into the value

of the palaiyams, the natui'e of the service which was due from the

poli^ars to the Grovernment, and the money value for which these

services might reasonably be commuted. Meanwhile they autho-

rised the Collector to pay to the poligars allowances equivalent to 10

per cent, of the net revenue of the estates Mdth effect from the date

of the cession of the Carnatic to the Company. In 1814 the

Board observed ' that to restore the poligars would be for a variety

of reasons impolitic, and they recommended that G-overnment

should grant to each poligar such a number of villages as would

yield the equivalent of the income which might be expected to

accrue from each of the pdlaiyams as a whole under zamindari

tenure. This was approved by Grovernment in 1816 ; calcu-

lations were made of the gross incomes derivable from- the

estates ; and the poligars were each put in possession of so many
villages as would yield an income equal to one-third of the gross

incomes so calculated. At the same time it was decided that the

police duties which formed a part at least of the service demanded
from the poligars should be discontinued and that the kdval fees ^

should no longer be collected. Zamindari sanads were issued to

them on December 23rd, 1817. The Turaiyur and TJdaiyarpalai-

yam estates are impartible, being scheduled as such in Act II of

1904. The Ariyalur estate has long been divided into small

portions.

The inam land in the district comprises grants on favourable

terms for a variety of different purposes. Nearly all of them
were made by the native governments. Conditions in the old

Trichinopoly district differ from those in theNamakkal and Karur
taluks, in which the settlement of the inams was made on slightly

different principles and occasions.

Investigations of inam titles were made in the old Trichinopoly

district in 1803 and 1814, and registers of them were prepared in

both these years. It was not till 1861-62 that the bulk of them
were finally settled by the Inam Commission. It was then found

that the inams comprised grants to Hindu, Muhammadan and
Christian religious institutions, to particular persons for particular

services rendered in the past, to persons or families for present

services rendered to the village community, and lastly grants to

certain classes of people (such as Nattans, Mahajans or Brahmans)

in reward for no services but^imply in recognition of their social

' B.P., dated 12th May 1814.

• See Chapter XIII, p. 264.
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status.' The inams were held on very different terms ; some CHAP. XI.

times rent free, sometimes on payment of a very small proportion 'nam Land.

of the assessment properly due on the land under the ordinary

ryotwari tenure, and sometimes on a large proportion of this

sum.

Personal grants for past services were enfranchiseri, i.e., made
the unconditional private property of the titleholders on a fixed

moderate assessment ; the greater number of the personal grants

for present services (which chief!}' included the inams of the

village public and private servants) were left unaltered, though
some were enfranchised with the consent of the village com-
munities ; the grants to religions institutions were left

unaltered, subject of course to their devotion to the purpose for

which they were given ; and tlie grants to privileged classes were
abolished."

Another considerable change took place in 187U, when the

inams of all the public village servants (karnams, village headmen,
shroffs, vettis, nirgantis and talaiyarifs) were enfranchised and their

quit-rent added to the village service fund then created. The
private village servants (artisans, etc.) still enjoy their inams on

the old service tenure. Finally the whole inam villages in the

old Trichinopoly district were recently surveyed and classified

for the pur-pose of enabling cesses on them to be calculated, but

the quit-rents remained unchanged.^

It should be noted that the inams in the palaiyams of the old

Trichinopoly district and Karur which were in existence previous

to the settlement of their peshkash were assessed directly by
Government independently of the poligars on the sauie principles

as in the Government villages. The quit-rent payable bv these

inamdars, it must be remembered, had not been included in the

assets of the palaiyams on which the peshkash was fixed.

The above account applies in its entirety only to those par-ts

of the country which belonged to the old Trichinopoly district

' Some of these inams, though in practice enjoyed by one or other of the classes

mentioned in the text, weie in theory given to tlie villagers as a whole. These
were the ' Stala maiiiyams,' which were lands given vent free every year to

the villagers, the extent varying with the amount of the land in the village

which was cultivated in each year. At the inam settlement these were given to

the actual enjoyers or enfranchised on the principles observed in dealing with other

inams.

» See the following papers : Proceedings of the Inam Commissioner, No. 477,
dated 14th December 1861; No. 25, dated 29th August 18G6 ; G.Os., No. 647
dated 12th March 1862 ; No. 1468, dated 7th August 1863; No. 967, dated 7th
June 1864; and B.Ps., No. 4381, dated 14th July 18i)4 ; No. 4929, dated and
August 1864.

3 U.O., No. 811, Revenue, dated 28th July 1904.
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from the very first. The settlement of 1861-62 however applied

to the whole of the present district except Karur and Namakkal
taluks ;

^ and it is unnecessary to separately consider the treatment

of the inams in the few tracts which were added to the district

between 1800 and 1861. The taluks of Karur and Namakkal
however need a few words to themselves.

The Karur inams were surveyed in 1801-02 and their titles

were elaborately investigated between 1801 and 1805 and a list of

them was prepared. A number were resumed and the rest were

confirmed on a quit-rent varying fiom one-sixteenth to three-

eighths of the assessment. Thus in 1862 when the Inam Com-
missioner settled the taluk it was not necessary to disallow the

validitv of any of the inamdars' titles ; and all that was done was

to settle them anew. The classes of inams found were the same as

in the old Trichinopoly district, except that there were no grants

in favour of privileged classes of people for no service but in recog-

nition of their social status. The others were treated exactly as

in the Trichinopoly district, except that the village menial inams

were all enfranchised. The inams to the village public servants

were enfranchised in 1881.^

The Namakkal inams were siuweyed between 1796 and 1800
;

and lists were prepared between 1800 and 1839. They were not

finallv settled till 1861. The grants were of the same kinds as

those in the Karur taluk ; and their treatment was generally the

same as in the old Trichinopoly district. One or two differences

need to be noticed. Some of the whole inam villages whose

tenure had been disturbed by Tipu or which were being enjoyed

without any payment whatever were settled anew by the Inam
Commissioner on principles of equity. The village public service

inams were not enfranchised till 1881 ; and some of the village

menial service inams are still unenfranchised.

The system undei- which the village servants were paid and

the adequacy of the estal)lishments entertained seems to have first

engaged serious attention at the time of Mr. Puckle's settlement.

It was then found that the village establishments in the old

district of Trichinopoly were being remtuu>rated by customary

fees, which were either paid direct by the ryots or, in the case of

the karnams' fees, had been added (since 1824-25) to the land

revenue. These amounted to nearly Rs. 1,19,000 annually. The
karnams received nearly Es. 64,0(»0 of this, in what was called

' For the conditions under which the inams in the K&ttupatt6r mitta are held,

Boe the account of tlie inams in the N4makkHl mittas below.

' See G.O., No. 1644, Revenue, dated 2nd August 1862.
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katlai selavu, an allowance theoretically supposed to recompense CHAP. XT.

them only for their expenses in preparing the annual accounts and N'illaoi

in their annual absence from their villages at jamabandi, but ''ment""'

actually in most cases their only remuneration. A certain number
of village servants were also remunerated by service inams. Th^ revision of

katlni selavu was abolished in 1864,^ though the other fees were 1870.

continued, and a temporary arrangement was made to meet the

cost of these establishments until the introduction (in January

1865) of the Village Cess Act IV of 1864, which provided for

the commutation of existing fees into a payment of a cess of 6^
per cent, on the land revenue. It was ordered in the same year

(June 1865) ^ that if the village cess did not amount to the cost

of the village establishment, the deficiency should be made up
from the ordinary land revenue to an extent not exceeding the

amount of the abolished A;«^Za« se/avu Shortly afterwards (1870)

the village service inams were enfranchised ^ and the quit-rents

imposed upon them were devoted to the payment of the village

establishments.

The first general revision of the establishment was ordered Revieicn of

in 1868 and came into force in 1870. The village offices then ^^^^'

existing, as well as their incumbents, were more numerous than in

the scale ultimately adopted. There were 2,662 pattdmanhjagdrs

(village munsifs), 19 pannaikdrans (assistant headmen now called

' monigars '), 814 karnams, ^^^\^ ':ettiydns, 1,794 talaiydris, 174

shroffs, 18 vattardyasanis (revenue inspectors' clerks), 185 iandal-

kdrans (village rent collectors), 6 ur sevagans (village peons), 144

water distributors (59 muppans and 85 nirdnis), and two kondtottis,

or impounders of stray, cattlf. There were 1,255 villages. The
revised scheme as finally sanctioned reduced the number of villages

having separate establishments to 810, and abolished all the above

offices except the karnams, village headmen, t'e^^/ya'ns and ialaiydrk.

The number of all of these was diminished, and, except in the

case of the karnams, considerably so. The pay of the karnams

was fixed at from Es. 9 to Es. 6 according to the assessment of

their villages, that of the village headmen was put at Es. 8-8-0

per mensem, and that of the talaiydris and vetUydm at Es. o.

The annual cost of the establishment was estimated at some

Es. 1,71,000 and it was to be met from the village service cess

(estimated at Es. 96,000), the contribution from the land revenue

of Es. 64,000 instead of the katlai selavu, the quit-rent on enfran-

chised inams (Es. 9,600), and the interest that had accrued up to

1 G.O., No. 677, Roveiiue, dated .')lh April 1864, paragraphs 20-23.

' G.O., No. 14U0, Revenue, dated 30tli June 1865, paragraphs 12 and 13.

' G.O., No. 864, Revenue, dated 29lb June 1870, paragraphs 4 and 6. Tbg
K&makkal and Karni inamB were not enfranohised till 1881.

31
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date on these accumulated funds, which amounted to Es. 7,500

a year.

Modifications were made from time to time in the scale, and

by 1899 the numbers of the munsifs and karnams had slightly

decreased, and of tlie falaiydris and vettiydns had slightly increased,

and a few assistant karnams and' monigars' {i.e., purely revenue

oflBcers performing the collection duties of village munsifs) had

been introduced.

In 1899 another general revision was eflected. The recent

survey and settlement had considerably reduced the number of

revenue villages and the revision of establishment roughly followed

the new arrangements made. Karnams and munsifs were much

reduced in number, assistant karnams and monigars were slightly

increased, and talaiydris and veitiydns were slightly reduced. At

the same time the pay of all of theye officers, especially of the

munsifs and karnams, was considerably raised. Thus, though the

number of incumbents just before the revision was greater by more

than 500 than after, the annual cost of the establishment was

raised by Es. 16,000.

In 1906 another revision was made, assistant karnams and

vettiydns being increased, monigars dispensed with, and one

additional ialaiydriheiug appointed. The increase in expenditure

resulting was Es. 13,600. The above account is strictly true

only of the old Trichinopoly district excluding the Namakkal and

Karur taluks.

The district as constituted a separate CoUectorate in 1801 was

with a few exceptions much the same as the old Trichinopoly

district excluding the Namakkal and Kar6r taluks. In 1805 it

was made for a few years a subdivision of the Tanjore CoUec-

torate, but was again constituted a separate district in 1808.

Meanwhile the Chidambaram taluk, which was originally a part of

Trichinopoly, was transferred to South Arcot in 1805-06. In

1851 the Kdttuputtur mitta, now in Musiri taluk, was added to

the district from Salem ; and in 1856 the Manapparai division of

the Kulittalai taluk was transferred from Madura. Several other

small alterations of the South Arcot border occurred. In 1865-66,

22 Grovernment villages were handed over to South Arcot and

twelve villages received from that district, and in 1880-81 a

further transfer of ten villages was made to South Arcot. The

only other change is the impending addition to the district of the

taluks of Karur and Namakkal from the Coimbatore and Salem

districts respectively.

The administrative divisions of the district will then be

as follows : Deputy CoUeotors will be Btationed at Namakkal,
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Ariyal6r and Trichinopoly and a Covenanted Civilian at Kar<ir.

These divi8ion8 will each contain two taluks, except the head-

quarter charge which will comprise only the Trichinopoly taluk.

The Karur division will include the taluks of Kariir and Kulit-

talai, the Namakkal division those of Namakkal and Musiri, and

the Ariyalur division those of Perambalur and Udaiyarpalaiyam.

There are deputy tahsildars at Trichinopoly town and L^lgudi

in the Trichinopoly taluk, at Aravakkuriohi iu Karur, at Manap-
parai in Kulittalai, at Paramati in Namakkal, at Turaiyiir in

Musiri, and at Kilappaluvur in Udaiyarpalaiyam taluk.

CHAP. XL
EXIBTIKQ
DlVISIOVAfc

Cbaeobi.
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Salt—Sources of supply—Foraier manufacture of earth-salt—Process employed

—

Suppression of the manufacture in Padukk6ttai— Saltpetre. ABxiKi and

Opium—Arrack—Toddy—Foreign liquor, etc.—Opium and hemp-drugs

—

Administrative divisions. Miscellaxeovs—Income-tax— Stamps—Customs.

Trichinopoly, being an inland district, possesses no salt pans

and consequently no licit manufacture of salt. It is therefore

entirely dependent on imports for its supply of this commodity.

The statistics available showing the sources from which the local

demand is met apply only to the district excluding the Kariir

and Namakkal taluks. They also include the supplies of salt

imported into the Pudukkottai State, for which no separate figures

are published. With this proviso it may be stated that in the

latest year for which figures are available 432,000 maunds of

salt were imported into the district, of which 7,000 were again

exported. Of this amount, 247,000 maunds were received from

Tiunevelly district and 143,000 maunds from Tanjore. Small

quantities were brought in from Madura, South Arcot, Chingleput

and Coimbatore.

Though the illicit manufacture of salt has now been sup-

pressed, formerly a great deal was made out of salt-earth, not only

in the district proper, but also till a still later date in the State of

Pudukkottai. The state of things in tlie old district is described

in the report of the Salt Commission of 1876. At that time earth-

salt was manufactured in considerable quantities in nearly all the

taluks of the district in spite of the attention of the authorities

having been directed to the matter and the institution in the five

preceding years of an increasing number^ of prosecutions for

broaches of the law. In some out-of-the-way parts this illicit

manufacture was largely due to the real <lifficulty experienced by

the rvots in obtaining the Government salt at all, owing to the

insufficiency of vendors. This difficulty afterwards disappeared

and by Act II of 1<S78 the mere possession of earth-salt, or (with

the intention of making earth-salt) of salt-onrth, was made an

offence and the hands of the authorities were strengthened.

' The Dumber of prosooations inotitutctd for illicit manufaoture of salt rose from

IT in 1871 ^ 1S5 in 1876.
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The process of manufacturing earth-salt was as follows : The
salt-earth was collected, put into pots, and lixiviated with water.

The resulting brine was then strained off and evaporated, either

by boiling or by pouring it into shallow hollows in rocks or hard

ground exposed to tlie sun. This produced crystals of salt of fair

quality. An estimate given by one of the Talisildars and men-

tioned in the report of the Salt Commission stated that four parts

of salt-earth treated with eight parts of water would give one and

a half parts of earth-salt. The salt was said to be much whiter

than sea salt, but rather unwholesome, at any rate to people

unaccustomed to it.

The existence of this form of manufacture continued unchecked

in the adjoining State of Pudukkottai for some years after it had

been sup^jressed in Trichinopoly itself. The danger that this salt

would be smuggled across the border into British India was of

course considerable, and it was considered necessary that the

industry should be stopped. The Raja, however, was averse

from the step, which might inflict hardship on ' the poorest of

his subjects '
; and in deference to his wishes, the Government

consented in 1.882 to the State's framing a regulation to legalize

the industry and put it under proper control. They however

insisted upon the prohibition of the manufacture of salt anywhere

within five miles of the British frontier. In the event it proved

impossible to observe this last condition ; since, owing to the

irregular boundary of the State, it wouM have amounted to a

prohibition of manufacture in three-fourths of the whole terri-

tory and in those very parts in which the salt-earth cliieily lay.

The State accordingly consented to the total suppression of the

industry, on condition of receiving compensation from the British

Government for the loss of revenue involved, the increase in the

price of salt in Pudukkottai which would result, and the cost of

the preventive staff which the suppression of the manufacture

would render necessary.' There was some little correspondence

as to the precise terms of the convention embodying this agree-

ment, and it was not till 188? that they were finally decided.

They were as follows : The manufacture of earth-salt in tlie

State was to be totally abolished and all existing salt works

effectually destroyed; the British Government was to make an

annual payment to the .State of Es. 15,000 as compensation for

loss of revenue; of Es. 13,U00 to make Tip for the abolition of the

house-tax, which the State proposed to forego in order to alleviate

the hardship experienced by the Pudukkottai people by the

' See correapondence printed withG.O., No. C63, Revenue, dated 6th Angwet
1666.
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CHAP. xn. increase in the price of salt ; of Rb. 10,000 to pay for the

Salt. preventive establishment ; and of a lump payment not exceeding

Rs. 5,000 to cover the cost of destroying the existing- salt works

and compensating the people hitherto subsisting by the industry
;

the preventive force was to bo administered like that in British

territory and have similar powers and duties ; and the head of it

was to co-operate with the British preventive officers on the-frontier

and to furnish the Political Agent with a monthly report on the

strength and working of the force. Finally it was settled that

the arrangements might be cancelled at the option of Grovern-

ment, after sufficient notice, should they find it to their interest

to discontinue them. Apprehensions that the manufacture of

earth-salt was not entirely extinct, based upon the calculations of

the Madras Salt department of the amount of Grovernment salt

consumed in the State from 1896-97 onwards, gave rise to some

correspondence at the beginning of the present century : but the

result of special methods of registration inaugurated by the Diwan

and of special enquiries made by the Madras Salt department

convinced the Grovernment that these apprehensions were ground-

less. The Pudukkottai Darbar took advantage of this opportunity

to ask for a revision of the salt convention and an increase in the

annual compensation ; but the Madras Government declined to

reconsider the matter.^

Saltpetre. Much saltpetre is made in the district, crude saltpetre being

extracted from nitrous soil and this product being, to a small

extent, refined. Neither of these processes may be carried on

without a license. As many as 279 licenses were issued in

1905-06 in the district as it now stands for the manufacture of

crude saltpetre, and nine for the manufacture of the refined

article. The refined saltpetre is used chiefly for the manufacture

of fireworks and gunpowder, and the crude product to a small

extent for manure. The industry is almost entirely in the hands

of the Uppiliyan caste.

The process of manufacturing crude saltpetre is as follows : A
rouf^h filter is constructed by making a mound of earth about four

feet high, hollowing out the middle of this and lining it with

impervious clay, and cutting a narrow outlet at the bottom which

can be stopped up with grass and weeds. The receptacle thus

made is then filled with nitrous earth, this is well saturated with

water, aud the drainings filter through the hole at the bottom

into pots -placed underneath. The resultant fluid, which takes

» See Q.Ori., No, 717, Rflyenue, daUd 19th July 1900; and No. 474, Rere-

noB, dated IVt^ May IOCS.
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about twelve hours to filter through, is boiled down in a shallow (HAP. Xll

iron pan, and a crude saltpetre mixed with edible salt is produced. Halt.

The process of refining is primarily designed to expel the salt.

The crude saltpetre is mixed with water and boiled in a copper

pan till the edible salt is precipitated. The nitrous fluid is then

removed and allowed to cool. A pure saltpetre crystallizes out of

the cooling liquid ; and is collected, dried and stored. The liquid

is kept and used instead of water in future refining operations.

This process only gives what is called ' second sort ' refined

saltpetre. ' First soi-t ' is obtained by mixing the ' second sort

'

with water, or with the fluid extracted in the process already

described, and by again boiling it till it reaches a suitable

consistency, when the heat is reduced and the liquid is allowed to

simmer for a time. It is next taken out and put into reservoirs

to crystallize. This takes a week ; and then the crystals are

collected and allowed to drain for a whole day.

In the year 1905-06, 9,0?>9 maunds of crude saltpetre were

expended in producing 3,514 maunds"' of refined saltpetre in this

district ; and 3,661 maunds of edible salt were produced in the

process. The edible salt was either destroyed in the presence of

an Inspector or Assistant Inspector of the Salt department or kept

by the makers for sale on payment of duty.

The abkari revenue consists in that derived from the sale of AukA&i and

arrack, toddy and foreign liquor. Opium.

The arrack revenue is managed in this district,^ as gener- Arrack,

ally elsewhere, on the excise system, under which, though the

exclusive privilege of manufacturing and supplying arrack for

consumption is disposed of triennially by tender, an excise

duty is levied on the amount of spirit issued from the manu-
facturers' warehouses, and the right to sell arrack in licensed

premises is separately sold annually by auction. There is now
one warehouse in the district in Trichinopoly town belonging to the

East India Distilleries and Sugar Factories Company (Limited).

The district is also to a small extent supplied with arrack from
each of the warehouses belonging to the same company at Tanjore,

Nellikuppam (Soiith Arcot), Coimbatore and Suramangalam
(Salem), Depdtsfor storiugthe spirit to facilitate its distribution

to the shops have been opened at ten places ^ (the figures are those

for 1905-06 and for the district as at present constituted) and

1 Excludincr the Pudukk6ttai State, whichadministers its own atkari revenue.
' Part of Kar.ir taluk ie .>»upplied at present (1906) from a depot in the

Coimbatore district (nt Kodumudi) ; and part of the Perambalur and Udaiyar-
p&laiyam talMks from dep5t8 in South Aroot and Tanjore—namely Timvddi in
Tanjore and Tittakndi in South Aroot.
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CHAP. XII. fees are levied for the right to sell at these clep6t8. The rates at

Abkaki and which the supply is made to the dep6t-keepers and to the actual
Opium. vendors are fixed by Government as one of the terms of the

contract with the suppliers. The number of shops opened for

retail sale was 275 in 1905-06. The arrack supplied to the

district is made from molasses.

The consumption of arrack in the old Trichinopoly district ^

during the vear 1905-06 was estimated at 032 proof gallons per

head of the population. This was a good deal higher than that in

the adjoining districts of Tanjore, Madura, Tiimevelly and Salem,

and a little higher than that in Coimbatore ; but it wa,s very nearly

the same as the mean consumption throughout the Presidency in

that year ('033).

Toddy. The toddy revenue is managed on the system generally in

force elsewhere ; under which the right to open shops for retail

sale is sold every year to the highest bidder, and a tax is levied on

every tree tapped for toddy. The toddy is drawn chiefly from

cocoanut trees. The tappers are generally, though not exclusively,

of the Shanau caste. A little jaggery is made in the district from

the juice of palmyras and (to a smaller extent) of cocoanut trees;

but no license is necessary for the tapping of sweet juice.

Foreign The revenue derived from foreign liquor is managed on the

liquor, etc. usual system ; that is to say, licenses to open retail shops are given,

with one exception and generally at the discretion of the Collector,

to applicants at rates fixed by the Board of Revenue. Licenses to

sell country beer for consumption on the premises are sold by

auction to the highest bidder, and the successful bidders for this

privilege are allowed to take out a retail license to sell Indian-

brewed beer for cod sumption outside the premises on payment of

an additional Es. 50. There were in the year 1905-06 in the

Trichinopoly district one railway refreshment room (in Trichino-

poly), two beer shops for consumption on the premises (at

Trichinopoly and Karur), one beer shop (at Trichinopoly) for the

consumption of country-brewed beer off the premises, and twelve

shops for the consumption of foreign liquor generally off the

premises—seven at Trichinopoly, and one each at Srirangam,

Karur, Kulittalai, Ariyal^ir aud Turaiyur. It should be added

that as elsewhere the canteen of the native troops in Trichinopoly

obtains rum at a special rate of excise duty, though no license is

required.

Opium and Tiicrc is nothing peculiar about the way in which the sale of

hemp-drugs, opium, homp-drugs and poppy heads for medicinal purposes is

oontrolled in this district. All of them are sold in shops which

1 J,*., excluding Kar^r and N^makkal lalaks.
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are leased by annual auction ; and the supply of all is obtained CHAP, Xll.

from Grovernment storehoiises, generally through wholesale depdts. Abkaei and

The consumption of all these commodities is small nnd rathei- ^^'
below the average.

With the excej-tion of the Namakkal taluk in the Salem cii'cle, Administra-

which, like the rest of the Salem district from which it was t'^« divisions,

recently transferred, lies in the Arcot sub-division, the whole

district is included, for purposes of Separate Revenue administra-

tion, in the Trichinopoly sub-division. The five taluks which

constituted the old Trichinopoly district are divided into two

circles, each in charge of an Inspector, called North Trichinopoly

(Perambalur, Udaiyarpalaiyam and Musiri taluks) and South

Trichinopoly ( rrichinopoly and Kulittalai talaks). The head-

qiiarters of both the Inspectors are at Trichinopoly town, and the

latter of them has an Assistant Inspector to help him. Karur is

one of the three taluks forming the jurisdiction of the Inspector

at Ei'ode.

Statistics of the receipts from income-tax will be found in the Mwcellane-

A])pendix. The incidence per head of the population is not high. °"^'

Of the total collections, by far the largest sum is contributed iDcome-tax.

by the Trichinopoly taluk, with its two rich municipalities of

Trichinopoly and Srirangam. The second place, after a very

long interval, is taken by Namakkal, while the smallest sums are

paid by Kulittalai and Udaiyarpalaiyam. Moreover the incidence

of the tax both per head of the assessees (Es. 29-8-5 per head)

and per head of the population as a whole (one anna per head) is

much heavier in Trichinopoly taluk than in any of the others.

Namakkal is second (Es. 26-12-0 and six pies) and Karur third

(Es. 23-0-5 and five pies). The incidence in all the other taluks

is very much lower. The lowest figures are those for Perambalur

(Bs. 11-15-9 and three pies).

The stamp revenue is administered in the manner usual else- Stanipa.

where. Figures of revenue will be found in the Appendix. As

was to be expected, the receipts from this head in the old district,

which was a small area, were lower than those in other districts
;

but there is nothing peculiar in the figures that calls for fui-ther

remark

.

Though Pudukkottai is an independent State it does not appear Customs,

that customs duties have ever been levied on the transit of mer-

chandise from that territory as such ^ to British India. Nor is

there any convention between the State and the British Grovern-

ment with reference to the imposition of such duties.

1 Previous to, and for some time after, the cession of the country to the British

inland duties were levied at many places throughout the country.

32
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CHAPTER XIII.

ADMINISTEATION OF JUSTICE.
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Police. Jails.

Excluding the courts of the Eeveuue Divisional Officers who try

rent suits under Act VIII of 1865, there are four grades of Civil

Courts in the district. These are the courts of the village munsifs,

of the district munsifs, of the Sub-Judge and of the District Judge.

There are at present six district munsifs in the district, viz., those

at Kulittalai, with jurisdiction over Kulittalai and Mnsiri taluks
;

at Arivalur, for Perambalur and Udaiyarpalaiyam talaks ; at

Trichinopoly, for Trichinopoly town and the portion of the taluk

lying east of the Pudukkottai high road and south of the Cauvery
;

at Srirangam, for the rest of the Trichinopoly taluk including the

Iluppur Maganam ; and at Karur and Ndmakkal, for the revenue

taluks of those names and certain other portions of the Coimbatore

and Salem districts respectively.

Statistics of litigation are only available for the old district

excluding Karur and Namakkal. The average statistics for the

decade from 1893 to 1902 show that the amount of litigation in

each of the various grades of courts, and the total litigation in all

of them is about equal to the average in the Pr(3sideney as a whole.

Thus more suits were filed in the village courts in seven districts,

more in the district munsifs' courts in ten districts, and more
revenue suits in eleven districts. Only in the District Court is

the file noticeably heavy ; but this is due to the fact that Trichino-

poly is one of the very few districts in the Presidency in which
that Court is vested with small cause jurisdiction. The number
of original suits disjjoscd of by it in a year is about 400 on an

average but only 27, or less than 7 per cent., of these were other

than small cause suits. If the suits of this class disposed of by
the District Courts is altogether excluded from calculation, the

statistics do not indicate any unusual fondness for litigation. The
same impression ia also convoyed by the ratio of population to
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suits. During the decade 1893-1902 only one suit for every 113 CliAr, Xlll.

people in the district was filed. In the rich delta districts of Civil
J usttce

Taiijoro, Kistna and Godavari, the prosperous districts of Malabar,

Tinnevelly and Madura, aud in Chingleput (which owes its high

position in the list partly to its proximity to Madras}, the figures

were all in excess of this.

Registration is managed on the same lines as elsewhere. There UegiBtration.

is a District Eegistrar at Trichinopoly, and sub-registrars at 21

places, including oue at Trichinopoly fort. There are five in the

Trichinopoly taluk, four each in Musiri and Namakkal, three in

Karur, two each in Kulittalai and Udaiyarpalaiyam, and one in

Perambalur. One is stationed in every taluk head-quarters.

The village magistrates have the magisterial powers usually Cbiminal

conferred upon officers of this class. There are special magistrates Justice.

for the trial of nuisance cases in Sendamangalam and Tat-
^''°^*'*'-

tayyangarpettai in the Namakkal taluk, aud bench courts which

exercise petty jurisdiction in the Trichinopoly, Srirangam and
Karur municipalities and try nuisance cases there. There are

seven stationary sub-magistrates and seven deputy tahsildars

with magisterial powers. All these have second or thii-d class

powers ; and it is they who do the bulk of the magisterial

work of the district. The former are stationed at the taluk

head-quarters, and thus relieve the tahsildars of their magisterial

work. All the tahsildars have magisterial powers, but have no
power to take cognizance of cases aud very rarely try any. The
Revenue Divisional Magistrates are invested with first-class powers
and do the first-class magisterial work in their divisions, besides

hearing appeals from the magistrates subordinate to them. The
District Magistrate, as elsewhere, rarely tries any cases. He is

however, besides his usual functions, a Justice of the Peace for

Pudukkottai State and tries European British subjects committing
offences within that territory. Ho also issues certificates under
section 188 of the Crimiinal Procedure Code as Political Agent
for Pudukkottai.

There was a separate civil magistrate for the Trichinopoly Trichinopoly

cantonment from 1865 to 1879, but he was abolished in the latter
'^^'i*^?"™®"*^

'

,

iotuoi
magistrate.

year on the score of expense. In 1896 it was noticed that Act
XIII of 1889, the Cantonment Act, which applied to Trichinopoly,

n3ce8sitated the appointment of a Cantonment magistrate to try

offences under the Cantonment Code ; and a military officer was
appointed as such in 1897. It was however soon after (1898)
decided to exempt Trichinopoly from the Cantonment Code • and
there were therefore no offences for the magistrate to try. More-
over the Government Order of 1899 conferring magisterial powers
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CHAP. XIII.
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on such magistrates was never extended to Tricliinopoly. Thus

the magistrate had no power nor jurisdiction, and no one has

been appointed to the post since 1897.

Statistics of crime are only avaiUible for the district excluding

Karur and Namakkal taluks. It is unfortunate that most even

of these are absolute and not relative to population. The number

of persons convicted of the commoner offences in recent years is

not remarkable when compared in the gross with those for other

districts, but when the small size of Trichinopoly is taken into

consideration the district appears to be unusually criminal.

Moreover the statistics of convictions and complaints do not

exhibit the whole of the crime committed ; for in Trichinopoly,

as is mentioned below, it is unusually common for those whose

property has been stolen to endeavour to obtain its restitution

by paying black-mail to the thieves rather than by reporting

the matter to the police.

The castes which are responsible for the greater part of the

crime in the district as it exists at present are the Kuravaus and

the Kalians. Generally speaking, the latter are confined to the

south of the district, being especially numerous in the Trichino-

poly taluk itself. The Kuravans are most numerous in Namakkal

and Karur (they are said to commit 80 per cent, of the dacoities

in the former of these taluks), but their criminal propensities are

also prominent in the Trichinopoly and Kulittalai taluks. Another

criminal community are the Ambalakarans (called also Kaval-

karans) who are most common in Trichinopoly, Musiri, Kulittalai

and Karur. The Pallans of Trichinopoly and Kulittalai have a

bad name, and so have the Paraiyans of Perambalur and Udaiyar-

palaivam. The IJralis of Kulittalai and Karur are said to be

addicted to crime, and so are the Vettuvaus of the latter taluk.

The Padaiyaohi section of the Pallis have a bad reputation ia

Udaiyarpalaiyam. Eaids are also made into the district by the

Kalians and Kuravans of Pudukkottai and Tan j ore, by the Kura-

vans of Attur in Salem, by the Veppur Paraiyans of South Arcot

and by the Valaiyans and Kalians of Madura.

It is generally admitted that the Kalians are the most expert,

as well as the most consistent, cattle thieves, though it is curious

that they will not ordinarily steal cows ; and dacoities are said to

be usually committed by Kalians, Kuravans and Padaiyachis.

Certain special statistics of serious crime were collected in 1897

to ascertain whether its prevalence in this district, Madura,

Tanjore and Tinncvelly was due to the Kalians and the kindred

' The Kalians iirc described from another point of view ia Chapter III, p. 106.
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tribes of the Maravana and Agamiidaiyaua w!io are so common in CHAP. XIII

those areas. All these castes are thieves by hereditary tradition, Chime.

and see nothing shameful in tlieft. 'Of uo other people in

Southern Imlia/ to quote the opinion of a Police Officer writing

in 1895/ ' can it be said, as it can of the Kalians and Maravans,

that daeoity and thieving is a habit of the blood. They reallj

love it. Possession of laud, cattle, all the requisites for farming,

does not put a man above being a dacoit or a thief. He ' goes

out ' for pure love of it. As the ladies of a north country family

used to serve up in a dish at dinner a spur to shame the men for

staying so long at homo at case, so the Kalian v^onien express

their contempt for the man who, no matter what his circumstances,

will not go out for daeoity or the like. To have their admiration

he must be a true Kalian, in fact he must be a thief of some kind,

and all the better if he thieves by force. They point out a place

in the rojf of Tirumala Naik's palace at Madura where a Kalian

went through the solid roof and stole the king's jewels. The

man is a hero. Their hero is a thief.' It is declared that on their

New Years' Day every Kalian is vmder a caste (if not moral)

obligation to commit some theft or other, even if it be only

a formal one.

It is almost certainly the Kalians of Trichinopoly who arc

responsible for the seriuu-s criminality of the old Trichinopoly

district. The figures published in 1897 gave the number of cattle

thefts committed in this and some other districts by members of the

Kalian, Maravan and Agamudaiyan castes during the years

1892-94, as compared with those committed by other classes;

and they showed that while among these castes one person in

every 542 committed cattle theft, the rest of the population were

only guilty of one cattle theft to evci-y 10,720 persons. These

figures may be taken as fairly typical. Now as the Maravans and

Agamudaiyans in this district are few in number and as a class

are not criminal in character, it is chiefly on the Kalians that the

responsibility for these figures rests.

The Kuravans ai"e also, as a body, professional thieves. They Kuravans.

often possess land and property ; but they rarely cultivate their

fields themselves, preferring, if they work for their living at all,

to steal. They arc divided into a number of endogamous sections,

of which the Ina Kuravans and the Kavalkaran Kuravans are the

most criminal, especially the latter. The latter are also called the

Marasa, Mondu and Kadukutti Kuravans. They are an interesting

' Mr. F. Fawcett. See CO., No. 473, Judicial, dated 3l8t March 1897 (p. 30)

which contairs much interesting information on the Kalian proMem.
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CHAP. XIII. people with a number of curious habits ; but there is no space for

Crime, auj account of their peculiarities.'

In dress and appearance the Namakkal Kuravans are said to

be superior to those of Karur, and to look like well-dressed

Vellalans or Pallis. They are peculiar in wearing long ear-rings.

They are also said to be mucli better thieves than the others,

and to dislike having a Karur Kuravan with them when breaking

into a house for fear he might wake the household by his

clumsiness.

The Kuravans have a thieves' slang and a code of signs, so that

they can commvmicate without tlie bystanders' understanding.

They are said to be in touch with the leading ryots of their

villages in the Namakkal taluk and to sell them their loot at low

prices ; but in Karur a popular movement against them recently

arose.

A curious custom of the Kuravans prohibits them from com-

mitting crime on new-moon or full-moon days. Once started on

an expedition they are very determined and persistent. There

is a case on record where one of a band of Kuravans out on an

expedition was drowned in crossing the Cauvery. Nothing

daunted by the loss or the omen, they attempted a burglary

and failed. They then tried another house, where they also failed
;

and it was not till they had met with these three mishaps that

theii- determination weakened and they went home.

Tho Hval Police work in the district is very much hampered by the

prevalence of the two connected systems of kdval (' watch and

ward ') and tuppukkuU (' detection money '). These two together

make up an organized system of blackmail . They exist through-

out almost all the district. They are generally organized by the

Kuravans and the Kalians, the former of whom more or less

monopolize Karur and Namakkal, while the latter take tho rest

of the district. The Kalians divide the south-west of Karur
taluk with the Kuravans. Ambalakarans and IJralis also levy

blackmail in Karur to a small extent, and Pallans and Ambala-
karans elsewhere.

The kdvcd system consists in the assignment by the leaders of

these castes to each village or group of villages of a kdvalgdr,

or watchman, of their own community. This man acts as an

unofficial policeman, being rcqtiircd to prevent theft by his castemen

and make good the value of any property which may be stolen.

In return for these services ho receives fees in money and grain.

Tho defects of the system are that it confers only a moderate

' A uQOHt interesting noto on them ro«tH among the records of the Salem

Diftriot Suj>urinteudent of Poliw;.
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degree of security, since thefts occur nono the less and the Jtdvalgdr CHAP. Xiii.

docs not always reimburse the losses, and that the kdvalgdr resists Chime.

any attempt on the part of the villagers to dispense with his

services, and retaliates upon those who refuse to pay his fees l)y

stealing their cattle or burning their straw-stacks. Revolts against

the system occur from time to time. In Namakkal the people

sometimes murder a kdvalgdr, or trump up a false case against

him, if he becomes too troublesome ; and in Karur, not long ago,

a campaign was organized against the Kuravans which drove them

out of the Aravakarichi division and Karur town. In the east

of the district, the villagers have frequently refused to pay the

kdval fees ; but this step has been usually met by a great outburst

of crime which went on till the recalcitrant ryots gave in.

This lidval system seems to be a relic of the old native regime, Origin of

which, true to the proverbial policy of setting a thief to catch
***"''•

a thief, seems to have handed over police duties to members of

the most criminal tribes. The process of its development in the

east of Trichinopoly is fairly well known and probably applies

elsewhere.

In that tract the organization of the l,dva[ system was controlled

by arasn (' king ') kdoalgdrs. The aram kdvalgdr of Puduk-
kottai was the Raja himself ; and those of Turaiyur, Ariyalurand

Udaiyarpalaiyam were the poligars of those places. They were

apparently responsible to tiie native government for the mainte-

nance of order, and employed a host of men {' upper ') kdvcdgdrs, kudi

kdvolgdrs, visdrippukdrans and kuhpandis under them. These all

received a share of the fees paid by the ryots, and they also possessed

inam land.' The men kdvalgdn had a badge of office in the shape

of an inscribed copper or brass plate called apattagam. The system

probably dates from the early days of the Nayakkans. Indeed

most of the poligars scattered about southern India at that time seem
to have held their estates partly on kdvril tenure and were responsible

for law and order within them. The British Government did not

alter this system all at once ; but in 1816 they intimated to the o?-asu

kdvalgdrs that their services were no further required and that

their income from kdval fees must cease ; and in 1839-40 they

resumed certain inams and fees enjoyed by men kdvalgdrs. After

some correspondence they finally (1850) gave life pensions to the

incumbents of these posts.- It seems that twelve of these men

' Mr. Clogatoun, Superintendent of Police, etatea that an inam still exista in

Pudakk6ttai which is held for the performance of the kdval duty in certain Tillages,

It was granted in 1827.

^ ProoeedingB of Madras Government, No. U6, Revenue, dated 6th December
1867.
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Local
peenliaritieH.

CHAP. xni. kdva/gdrs were pensioned then, of whom three are still living.*

Cbime. These measures did much to break up the unity of the kdval

system. Though no longer recognized by Government, however,

it still went on ; and a large number of petty kdvalgdrs with

different- si zed ' holdings,' varying from three to ten villages,

still exist. These are said to be on good terms with each other

and not to invade each others' preserves. They employ a man in

each village, and in a large village two or three.

A good many local peculiarities in the system exist in the

district. Thus the ordinary kdval extends to all property ; but

the Kalian A'araHn the south-west of Karur is confined to bullocks,

while the Kuravans in the same area take no responsibility for

bullocks. Again the fees vary a good deal. In Karurthe Kalians

demand a money payment from each ryot, which varies with the

extent of his holding but does not exceed Es. 3 per annum ; while

the Kuravans cr>llect grain payments from landholders (sixteen

measures of grain for a large holding and eight measures for a

small one), a rupee or a lamb for each pen of sheep or goats, and

two measures of grain for each threshing or a basket of ears for

each harvesting. The Kalians of the east of the district levy

four to six annas for each family and lesser fees in money from

single men among the poorer classes ; but they exact large fees in

grain and animals from richer ryots, rather on the lines adopted

})y the Kuravans of Karur. Again the extent of each kdvalgdr^s

' holding ' varies a good deal. In the Karur taluk the Kalian

kdvalgdrs often hold several villages, while the Kuravans hold only

one village each. Indeed in this tfiluk the Kalian kdval is known
as the desai or ' district kdval., ' while the other is known as the

pddi kdval. The Kiiravan kdvalgdra of Namakkal also have only

one village each. In the east of the district however, as already

noted, 'holdings' of various sizes, numbering from three to ten

villages, exist.

TuppuMf'li. Wherever kdval exists, tuppukkuli usually flourishes alongside.

This, as already noted, is a system whereby stolen property

is given back on payment of blackmail. The agent of the thieves

comes to the loser of the property and intimates what he will have

to pay to get his property back—generally half its value. The

money is paid and the property reappears. Ordinarily a man who
has been robbed by one of the kdvalgdr tribes will not complain to

the police If he docs, his property will disaj)pear for ever, and

he will not only gain nothing but will be liable to further

depredations. If he submits and pays his blackmail ho is at any

' One of these is au old man liviDg in Tuvagudi in the Trichinopoly taluk.

The other two are Baid to he in Tanjore.
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rate certain of getting- his property back. The result is that CHAP. Xlll.

a considerable amount of crime is probably never reported to the Chime.

police at all.

The Kalians have rather elaborate aiTangements for dividing

the foes paid as tupjiukhuU. The men hdvalgm- gets half the

amount paid. This is the tuppukkuU proper. The hired cattle-

lifters get from Es. 2 to Es. 5 for their trouble. This is called

mullu kuU or ' thorn payment ' because it compensates for the

thorns which ran into their feet when they took the cattle across

country at night. The harbourers of the stolen cattle get ii'hattu

hi'di (' tying up payment ') of one rvipee per head of cattle. If

pursuit is anticipated, the cattle are moved several times by s-tages

of 10 or 15 miles, and each harbourer has to be paid. Lastly

there is the kulu knli, which is the share paid to the village

kciv<ilydr for his trouble in acting as agent to extort the black-mail.

This is ordinarily a quarter of the total amount paid.^ The people

employed are not always Kalians, though Kalians are generally

the harbourers of the stolen cattle. Nor of course is the general

habit of stealing and extorting iuppukkdli confined to Kallan-j, but

it is practised by all castes who ply the trade of kdvalgdr and even

by some others.

It is a depressing fact that the authorities are helpless to

check these extortions without the aid of the people and that the

people continue to submit because they dare not excite the animo-

sity of these marauders. There are however signs that the system

is weakening.

It is perhaps more surprising to find the kdval system firmly Kavalia

established in the Triehiuopoly town.^ Every considerable house-
^"n^'°°'^*^^^

hold, whether a native or a European, employs one ot these parasites.

Many attempts have been made by Europeans to fight this perni-

cious system by dispensing with their kdralgdr ; but these have

always failed. The rebellious one has always had his house robbed

and has invariably submitted sooner or later to the inevitable.

Many authentic instances of such failures exist, and many curious

stories are told which are perhaps less than authentic. A District

Judge, it is said, declined to employ a kdtak/dr and lost all his plate

in cjnsequence. He nt once called in the service of not one but

three kdvalgdrs, and his plate was at once returned. The Trichi-

nopoly Club was once less fortunate, since, having dismissed some

of its kdirdgdrs, it lost the whole of the furniture oiit of the ladies"

room, and that never appeared again A story is told of a

Commanding Officer of the troops in the cantonment who refused

' In Kai'ur taluk a somewhat diffeient scale is in force.

'^ There it is controlled entirely by the Kalians.

33
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Criminal
ganj-s.

CHAP. XIII to have kdvalgdrs but was convinced of his need of them by finding

Crime. himself, when he woke up in the morning, sleeping on his bed in

the middle of his compound, whither the thieves had moved him

without awakening him, with all his bed-room furniture arranged

around him. It is sometimes added that he found himself sleep-

ing on the framework of the cot, mattress and sheet having been

removed.

In actual practice this state of things is not half so deplorable

as it sounds. The kdvn/gdr is merely a member of the menial

establishment of the houseliold. He does waterman's work and

does not receive more than the usual waterman's pay, he runs

messages and pulls the punkah, his manner is admirably submissive

and he is not in the very least suggestive of black-mail or oppres-

sion. In fact he is another instance of the ' sweet reasonable-

ness ' of the East. lie hat; a good place with a moderate mdmul

remuneration ; and he is satisfied to continue in it without giving

any trouble.

Three permanent criminal gangs fig are at present on the

registers of the police. Of these by far the worst is the notorioaa

gang of Ina Kuravans of Togamalai in the Kulittalai taluk. It

consists at present of 57 men, 71 women and 85 children. Of this

total, never more than 27 men, 3^5 women and 40 children have

been known to be at home. The rest may be anywhere in the

Presidency, and, if not in jail, are almost certainly stealing or

trying to do so. The huts of the gang are in a remote jungle,

and those of them who are anxious to avoid the authorities cau

visit their wives and relatives by night without danger of being

caught. The gang constitutes, in fact, a very difficult problem for

the local police.

Wandering gangs pass from time to time through the district.

The ' spice ' and ' salt ' Kuravans pretend to trade, but this

is only a cloak for crime. Another tribe of wandering criminals

consists of Dasaris from the Ncllore district, who are very expert

pickpockets.

There are also in the district many hundred 'K.Ds.'

(known depredators) under police surveillance ; but there is

nothing unusual in theii numbers or the methods employed to

watch them.

Dacoities in this district are rarely committed by torch light,

nor are the robbers often disguised. Sometimes their faces are

smeared with charcoal. Tiiey are ordinarily armed only with

sticks, slings and stones, and seldom with more dfingerous weapons.

Their usual ways of effecting a burglarious entrance into a house

Criminal
methods.
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are to make a hole in the mud wall hig enough for a man to get chap. XUI.

through ; cut a small hole in the wall near the door through which Chime.

the hand may be inserted to open the bolt or chain ; dig a hole

under the door frame for a man to pass through ; or to climb in

under the eaves. All these arc commonly and indifferently

employed.

The police of the district are under a Superintendent at Trichi- Police.

nopoly, who has a Deput}" Superintendent as his personal assistant.

The regular police are aided by talaiyaris, 'or rural constabulary,

who, though actually uudcr the Revenue department and strictly a

section of the ordinary revenue village establishment described in

Chapter XI , are required to co-operate with the police and, from

their local knowledge, are frequently of great assistance in the

prevention and detection of offences.

The Central Jail at Trichinopoly is situated outside the town Jails.

at the foot of the Grolden Rock. A small separate District Jail

adjoins it ; but this is not used as such, since it is found more

convenient to confine all the prisoners in one building. The
Central Jail serves the districts of Tanjore, Madura, Trichinopoly

and Tinnevelly. It is built upon the radial principle and was

constructed in 1868. The central tower is two stories high and

eight buildings radiate from it, the inner end of each being about

loO feet from the centre ^f the tower. It contains accommodation

for 1,225 native and four European male convicts, and for 64

persons in the hospital and 48 in the observation cells. There is

no accommodation for women. The convicts are chiefly employed

in weaving. They make blankets of several kinds, cotton carpets,

khaki tape, dungaree cloth, towels and other articles. Road metal

is also broken and supplied to the municipality. Sandals are

made for the police, and koral grass mats and coir matting are

made.

There arc thirteen subsidiary jails in the district, of which

seven are situated at the various taluk head-quarters and the rest

at the head-quarters of the deputy tahsildars.
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CHAPTER XIV.

LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT.

CHAP. XIV.

The Lucal
Boards.

The Unions.

The Local Boards—The Unions—Financesof the boards. The Mu.vicirALiTiES

—

Kariir muiiicipality--8rirangaai municipality—Trichinopoly municipality

—

The cantonment and the municipality—Water-works—Drainage— Other

public improvements.

Theee are three municipalities in the Trichinopoly district,

namely, those of Karur, Srirangam and Trichinopoly. Beyond

the limits of these towns local affairs are managed hj' the district

board and the four taluk boards of Trichinopoly, Ariyalur, Kariir

and Namakkal. Each of these is conterminous with the corre-

sponding revenue division, and thus the Trichinopoly board

administers the affairs of that taluk ; the Karur board those of

Karur and Kulittalai ; the Ariyalur board those of the Udaiyar-

pdlaiyani and Perambalur taluks ; and t]je Namakkal board those

of Namakkal and Musiri.

Subordinate to these taluk boards, and controlled by them in

the usual manner, are 23 unions. Under the Trichinopoly board

are those at Lalgudi, Manachanallur and Puvdlur, of which the

former was founded in 1886, and the latter two in 1889. The
Ariyalur board controls the unions of Kurumbalur and Peramba-

lur in Perambalur taluk, and of Ariyalur, Jayankonda-Cholapuram^

Udaiyarpalaiyam and Kilappaluvur in the Udaiyarpalaiyam

taluk. Of these, Perambalur, Ariyalur and Udaiyarpalaiyam

were first constituted in 1886, Jayankonda-Cholapuram in 1889

and the other two in 1892. Under the Karur board the only

unions are Pallapatti and Kulittalai (founded in 1885 and 1886

respectively), while the Namakkal board is in charge of as many
as twelve ; namely, Kattuputtur, Musiri and Turaiyur in - the

Musiri taluk, and Mohanur, Morupaiti, Ndmakkal, Nanjai

Edaiyar, Pottan^ir, Sendamangalam, Tdttaiyangarpettai, V^lur

and Vongarai. Of these, Musiri, Turaiyur. Namakkal and Senda-

mangalam were founded in 1886, Kattuputtur in 1894 and the

rest in 1891. Thus all the unions in the district were constituted

between the years 1886 and 1894, and most of them before 1891.

Their local limits have varied from time to time, and in some
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oases details will he foand in the separate accoants of these places CHAP. XIV.

in Chapter XV. Thf. Local
Boards.

The receipts and expenditure of the boards follow the usual ,.

lines, except that the former include the special railway cess the' boards.

already mentioned in Chapter VII.

The chief item in the receipts of the unions is the house-tax,

which is levied at the maximum rate throughout the district,

except in the nine unions in the Ndmakkal taluk where only

three-foiu'ths of the maximum is levied. Its inciderice per house

varies from Ks. l-7-(i m Ldlgudi to As. 8-U in Mornpatti. The
average incidence for all the unions is As. 13-7.

Karur municipality was founded at the close of 1874. The The Mlnici-

total aroa included in it is Ij square mile. Its limits were ^alities.

increabcd m 1889, 1897 and 1902. ^">i^
,.,

municipality.

The number of members on the council at present is twelve,

and since 1899 the town has been in the enjoyment of the privileg'e

of electing four of its councillors. The council has not yet been

empowered to elect its own chairman. For elective purposes the

town has been divided into two wards.

Nothing has j-ct been done to improve the water-supply and

drainage of the town. A scheme for diaining it at a cost of

Rs. 95,800 was prepared in 1895, but Government considered ^

that water-supply was a more [jressing need, and should take

precedence of the drainage scheme. At present the water-supply

of the town is derived from the Amardvati, in the bed of which

fourteen public wells have been sunk by the municipality. Two
large drains have been coDstructed by the council ; but the state of

things still leaves much to be desired. One of the drains is led

into a sewage farm ; and it is proposed to treat the other in the

same way.

The municipal office building was erected in 188U at a cost of

Rs. 2,400 derived from the sale-proceeds of a travellers' bungalow.

A building for the high school is now under construction at a.cost

of Rs. 4,000. A dispensary was built in 1873-74. A labour

ward at a cost of Rs. 700 was added in 1890, and a separate

dispensary for women and children was opened in September 1894.

The hospital was built before the constitution of the muuicipiility,

though it is now maintained by that body.

The Srirangam municipality was founded at the end of 1871. i^rirangam

It was originally proposed to include the town in the Trichinopoly '"'^"^"P* ^ ^'

municipality ; but the proposal was vetoed on account of the

' G.O., No. 252 M., dated 19th February 1897.
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CHAJP. XIV. distance between the two places, and in the belief that the care of

TheMdmci- the latter would give its council quite as much to do as it could
PALIT1E8. manage. The municipality includes Sriraugam itself and eleven

villages which form its suburbs, its total area being 6f square

miles.

At the outset there were eleven members on the council,

including a president and a vice-president, all of whom were

appointed by Goveruinent. Subsequent to the introduction of the

District Municipalities Act, the strength of the council was raised

to sixteen (four officials and twelve non-officials) and the council

was given the power to elect its own chairman. One-half of the

councillors were elected by the ratepa3'ers until the latter half of

1889, wheu the number of elective seats was raised to three-

quarters of the strength of the council. This concession was

withdrawn in 1894, the number of elective seats being reduced to

one-half, but was restored in 1906. The municipality is divided

into three wards under the Act.

The attention of Government was drawn to the defective

water-supply of the place by the Sanitary Commissioner in 1890,

and samples of existing water-supplies were sent to the Chemical

Examiner for analysis. The latter officer reported them all to be

bad, and in 1892 Grovernment ordered the council to make provi-

sion for the improvement of the supply ami to close those wells

in the town which could not be iuiproved. The finances of the

council being in a straitened condition, G-overnment in 1893

approved of its proposal to conserve the water of the Coleroou, the

Cauvery and the channels close by the town. In 1895-96 a

proposal to utilise for Srirangam also the wells from which Trichi-

nopol} draws its water was under consideration, and two schemes

were formed ; one to carry pipes across the river from the present

Trichinopoly pumping-station at a cost of Ks. 1,70,744 and the

other to carry pipes from the Trichinopoly main over the Cauvery

bridge and tlirough 'I'iruvanaikaval at a cost of i\s. 1,75,009.

The latter scheme met with the approval of the council, but

unfortunately in 1897 it was found that the wells of the Trichi-

nopoly water-works did not yield thoq\iantity of water anticipated.

The question was accordingly dropped. In 1898, the Sanitary

•Engineer was requested by Government to prepare a scheme for

the town with independent head-works either in the Cauvery or

Colcroon, and the suggestion was made that the latter might with

advantage be adopted as a source of supply instead of the Cauvery.

Pressure of other work has hitherto prevented any attention Ijeing

given to the preparation of the scheme.' Water is at present

' G.O., No. 1878 M., dated 9th Sei'tember 1906.
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obtained from the two rivers, tlio N'^ttuvaikk.'il channel and CHAP. XIV.

public and private wells. The Munici-

The question of a scheme for draining the place was raised by '

the Sanitary Commissioner in 1M90, am] pipe drainage wis recom-

mended, the streets having no natural fall. In 1893, the council

pleaded that its crippled finances rendered it unable to undertake

the work and the Government suspended action for the time. In

1903 a superficial survey was made and a drainage system of

a kind, in accordance with that survey, was proposed by the

municipality. But the Government decided that it would be

better to have a complete survey of the town before taking up any

drninnge scheme.^ At present the sewage flows into cess-pools or

dessicates in the backyards of the houses.

Certain permanent erections have been constructed in whole or

part by the municipality. These are 'the Coronation Hall' (to

which the municipality contributed Rs. 1,000 in 1903), a hospital

and certain bathing-ghats in the river Cauvery. In all these

undertakings, the municipality was helped by contributions from

tiie Tan j ore family. The hospital is referred to in Chapter

IX. The municipality has also erected and maintains four vege-

table markets and a slaughterhouse, besides three straw markets.

The Trichinopoly *municipality was founded on 1st November Trichinopoly

18G6, the council originally consisting of two ex-officio and nine municipality,

nominated members.^ The present number of councillors is 24,

of whom eight are elected. The privilege of election was first

conferred in 1877; but was first exercised in 18^0.^ The chair-

man was first elected in 18S9. The right to choose him was
withdrawn from the council between September 1895 and July

1897.^ The appointment of a municipal secretarj' was sanctioned

by Government in 1898. The area of the munieipalHv is eight

square miles, divided into eight wards.

The cantonment is included in the municipality ; but there The

has been a good deal of correspondence from time to time on the i^^tntomuent

subject of excluding it, and this has only recently ended. The municipality,

exclusion was proposed as early as \ 869, so that a uniform code

of rules for all cantonments might bo adopted, and was in fact

approved.^ Nothing, however, was actually done ; and the ques-

tion slept till 189], when it was again raised and elaborately

discussed. Meanwhile the municipality had manage i the affairs

1 G.O., No. 1878 M., dated 9th September 1906.
' G.O., No. 1118, Public, dated 30th October 1866.

3 Report of Uonimittee on loc.il stlf-goverument, 1882, p. 20.

4 See G.Os., No. 1490 M., dated Uth September 1895, and No. 1226 IM., dated

11th July 1898.

* G.O., No. 997 (Military department), dated 16th ilarch i860.
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CHAP. XIV. of the cantonment satisfactorily for 25 year's, and it was deci^ded '

The Mcnict- that no chang-e was necessary.
PALITIES.

The question was again raised in 1899 and referred to the

Government of India ; but it was finally decided by that Govern-

ment in 19i)l that no change need be made. But it was pointed

out that it would be desirable to appoint somf militarj' officers

members of the council ; and the Commanding Officer and the

chief medical officer are beiag appointed accordingly.

Three minor points were raised in 1900. It is customary in

cantonments for the Military authorities to let out unoccupied

land within cantonments for grazing, cultivation, etc. ; to exercise

a veto on the erection of new houses or the fresh occupation of

waste lands ; and to make some, if not all, of the roads.- The
Military department in Trichinopoly was maintaining one and a

half mile of road, and had for a long time exercised its rights to

lease out land for grazing. The municipal council consented in

1901 to give it also the right of veto over all orders passed

regarding grazing leases or the erection of new houses or occupa-

tion of fresh land ; and in 1903 the repair of the military road

was transferred to the municipality. In the same year it was

decided to extend the Cantomnent House Accommodation Act to

a part of the cantonment f but as yet no rfiles have been issued

under section 41 of the Act.

Water-works. The chief problems to be faced by a large municipality are those

of water-supply and drainage ; and to both of these considerable

attention has been devoted in Trichinopoly.

The initiative with regard to the improvement of the town

water-supply was taken by the South Indian Railway authorities

in 1884. The Board of Directors of that Company, in approving

a proposal of their Agent to obtain water from the Cauvery for

locomotive and other requirements, suggested to the municipality

that, by au extension or enlargement of their proposed sclienje, the

same sources might also bo made to supply the town. The muni-

cipal council agreed to the joint arrangement. The main features

of the scheme were a pumping- station and wells in the bed of the

river, a reservoir in a suitable position on the Trichinopoly rook

and a system of distributing pipes therefrom. Tlie scheme was

approved by Government in 18S8,and an extension, to benefit also

the troops quartered in the cantonment, wns suggested by them

and ar-cepted by the municipality. A scheme was accordingly

1 O.O., No. 7139 (Military department), datod 14(h Decem1)or 1891.

» See Notifloiition in G.O , No. 174, Piiblie ( Militury), dated 20Ui Nov-

ember 1903.
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drawn up hy Mr. Oldham of rnlciitta ; and this was rovieod by tho CHAP. XIV.

Sanitary Engineer so as to assure a supply of 15 gallons jjer head, f hh Mv»ici

The revised estimate was for Ks. 4,56,000 and was sanctioned in '

1891 by Governuiont, who promised a contribution of one-half of

the total cost.

Meanwhile a proposal to supply the jail witli water from the

same sources was matni-od, and tho estimate also underwent slight

changes which reduced its total to Hs. 4,44,245, The proportions

of this borne by the municipality, railway, sepoy lines and jail

were respectively Rs. 3,06,535, Rs. 51,623, Rs. 20,061 and

Rs. 6,126. The annual pumping charges were likewise distributed

in shares of Rs. 23,491, Rs. 3,893, Rs. 1,327 and Rs. 584, respect-

ively. The revised proposals were sanctioned in 1892. After the

receipt of tenders tho statement of probable expenditure showed a

saving of Rs. 17,645 and the shares of the several departments

were reduced in proportion.

His Excellency the Grovernor laid a corner-stone of the engine

and boiler house on 12th October 1892 and the works were begun.

Tho floods of November 1893 however washed away all that had

been done in the previous yea'' and caused a loss of sixteen or

twenty thousand rupees.

Revised plaus and estimates, amounting to Rs. 5,02,050 and

providing for the location of the head-works half a mile higher up

the river and out of the probable line of floods, w^ere sanctioned

early in 1894 and the new works were begun in October following.

The retaining wall, screening chamber, and collecting and pump
wells were completed before the succeeding season of freshes.

The foimdation of the engine and boiler house was started in July

1895 and completed before the end of the year, as were also the

other important items of pipe-laying, fountains, etc. Water was

urgently needed in tho town and was pumped into the main on

the 27th April 189^. Shortly after the opening of the works the

necessity of slight repairs raised the estimate to Rs. 5,31,642.

In 1899, an estimate for Ks. 2,<i8,'200 for extending the water-

supply to the hamlets of Uraiyur and Puttur and -a part of the

cantonment was sanctioned by Government. Before this work

was executed, improvements costing Rs. 23,250 were made in 1900

to the existing works. In 1901-02 the extensions, as well as an

examination of tho steel pipes in the Cauvery, were completed at

a total cost of Rs. 2,34,060. Puttlir and Uraiytir were first

supplied in June 1902.

As early as 1882 a bcheme was drawn up for the oorapleto Drainage,

djftinu^e of Tricbinopoly : but as the estimated outlay amounted

34
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GHAi'. XIV.

Thb Mvnici-
pa litibs.

Other public
improve-
raents.

to Es. 2,85,000, whicb was mora than the munioipality oould

afford, the subject was dropped. In 1904 the council applied to

Government for an allotment of Es. 5,000 for the improvement of

the drainage in certain localities where reform was most needed
;

but the Sanitary Board considered that it would be better to draw

up a comprehensive scheme for the drainage of at least one section

of the town. The council accordingly (June 1903) resolved to

raise the water and drainage tax (which then stood at 4 per cent,

on the annual value of houses and land) to 5 per cent., and to

devote the extra 1 per cent, to the initial cost of preparing a

drainage scheme. Grovernment has recently decided ^ that the

scheme should include the whole of the town ; and it is to occupy

the attention of the Sanitary Engineer. The municipal council

has accordingly been requested to raise the water and drainage

tax to 7 per cent.

At present no system of drains exists. Conditions in many of

the wards are bad, but some have masonry drains which discharge

into the irrigation channels.

Of other permanent public improvements effected by the

municipality the chief is perhaps the erection of the hospital

between J 873 and 1876 at an initial cost of Es. 17,500. The

building and the various improvements made to it are referred to

in Chapter IX. The Uraiylir Jubilee dispensary was built in

1887-89 at a cost of lis. 2,700. A leper hospital was opened in

1875, but it was closed in 18^>4, the^lepers being sent to the

Lazaretto at Pallapert near Cochin. In 1902 a veterinary

dispensary was opened.

The olook tower was built in 1873 at a cost of Es. 2,000 and

one little Diamond Jubilee Park near it was opened by the munici-

pality in 181'7. There is also a people's park and bandstand

in the cantonment, which is in part supported by municipal

funds. The principal market in the town is that known as the

Fort market or mai'an sandai. It was originally constructed in

1869 at a cost of Es 18,500, but it has been subsequently repaired

and extended at considerable cost from time to time. There are

seven other markets in the town, the more important of which are

the Uraiydr market constructed in 1872 at a cost of Es. 3,355,

the Chinnnkadai market built in 1883 at a cost oi Es. 3,500, and

a grain market which was located in the old jail in 1891. These

markets and the five municipal slaughter-houses (none of which

arc considerable stmctures) brought in the council a revenue of

Ee. 23,372 in 1903-04.

' Q.O., No. 2096 M., dattd 7th October IfiOi.
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The filling in of the moat round the old fort and the demoli-

tion of the walls behind it were two of the earliest undertakings of

the council. The former used to contain a mass of filth and the

latter prevented the breezes from entering this part of the town.

The ramparts, also, were overgrown with prickly-pear and were in

consequence used by the inhabitants as latrines. As early as 1860,

therefore, the Government recognized the necessity of demolishing

the defences. The work was not systematically taken in hand till

the municipality was constituted. The ramparts were demoliehed

and the moat filled in and In id out as boulevards. The work was

not completed till about 1880, and cost in all nearly Es. 45,000,

CHAP. XIV.

Thb Muwici-
palitibb.
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—

Manappdrai— MaTungapivri— NaTigavaram— Pappakkalpatti —Pillur — Eatiia-

giri. MusiEi Taluk— Kannamn- — Kattuputtfir — Konasegaram —Musiri —
Omandtir— Settikulam— Srinivasanalliir —Tininarayanapuram— Tiruppangili
—'I'iruppattur— Tiruttalaynr — Tiruvengimalai —Tdttiyam— Turaiyiir. Ni-

MAKKAL Taluk—Kapilamalai—Mohanur—Morupatti— Nainamalai— Is'amakkal
— Nanjai Edayar — Oravandur - Paramati — Pottdnur— Sendamangalam —
Tattayyangarp(^ttai — Vassahir — Velur— Yengarai. Pera:mbaluii Taluk—
KurumbaWr—LMapiiram-Perambahir - Ranjangudi -Siruvaehui— Utta+nr—

V^likandapuram — Yenganur — Yeppnr. Tkichinopoly Taluk— lluppnr —
Kilambil— Kiittappar—Lalgudi - MuttarasiarjalMr—Perattiyfir — Petiaivattalai

—Pioh^nd^rk6vil—Saraayapuram— Sriraiigam — Tiruehendurai — Tiruppalat-

turai—Tiru-vellarai-Tiruverumbiir— Triohinopoly— Turaij-ur— Uyyakondan-

tirumalai—Velur. UnAiTAUPALAirAM Taluk—Ariyalnr—Elakuriehi—Gangai-

kandapuram — Guruvalapparkovil— Jayankonda-Cholapnram— Kilappaluvnr

—Saluppai-alagar-kovil—Tirumalavadi—Cdaiyarpalaiyam.

KARt^E TALUK.

CHAP. XV. The Karur taluk lies on the extreme west of the district. It

Kab6r. ia traversed by the Amar^vati river and bounded on the north

and north-east by the Cauvery, the valleys of both which rivers

are hot and close. The density of its popidation is considerably

less than that of the other taluks in the. district. Nearly 5 per

cent, of the people, an unusually large proportion for this district,

are Muhamraadans, and the standard of education is rather above

the average. The taluk is an undulating plain, of which only

three square miles are forest and only four square miles culturable

waste.

Ninety-five per cent, of the assessed land is dry, and only five

per cent, irrigated. Of the latter, 24 square miles are irrigated

from Government channels. The average rainfall is only 25-04

inches, the lowest figure in the district, and over 99 i)er cent, of the

Boil is rod. The land is generally of rather poor quality, 94 per

cent, of the dry land being assesBed at one rupee or less per acre
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and 84 per cent, of the wet land at rates between Es. 2 and Es. 6. CHAP. IV.

Cambu is bj far the most popular crop, and then comes eholam. Kaeok.

Gingelly, cotton and tobacco are commoner than elsewliere.

The taluk appears to bo fairly well-to-do Or.e-third of the

pattas, a higher proportion than in any other taluk in the district,

are for sums between Es. 10 and Es. 50. The incidence of the

income-tax per head of the assessees and of the population is

also rather above the average.

The most important of the few industries is weaving. Karur
and Koyarapalli are tho chief centres for silk and cotton weaving.

Coarse curtains are made by the Kaikolans of Ehivanur ;
n little

dyeing and stamping of chintzes is done at Karui- and Aravakku-

richi ; and some mat-weaving at Karur and Nerur. Metal-work

is done in Kavur, metal idoisare made at Chinna Andavankovil

and Malappatti (the work of tho former of these being well

known) and at both of these ] "laces images are carved from stone.

A little wood-carving goes on at Karur, Yishvanathapuram and

Chinna Dharapuram ; some fifteen men at Malappatti make stone

mortars; in Karur basket-making employs some 30 Medaras

;

bangle-making about five balijasand painting on wood, similar to

that done in Trichinopoly , one Balija.

Karur and Aravakkurichi possess some little historical, and

Nerur some religions, importance. These and other places are

referred to below :

—

Andippatti : The zamindari of this name formerly comprised Audippatti

an extent of 14,965 acres or over 23 square miles, included in

eight villages, and paid to Government a peshkash of Enpees

5,166-5-3 annually. It was one of the old pre-British pdlaiyams,

and in 1808 the peshkash was settled on the basis of that paid in

1800-01 and so fixed as to give 70 per cent, of the gross receipts

to Government and leave the rest to the poligar.^ A sanad was

issued in 1871.^ The estate was much involved in 1880, and was

in consequence advertised fur sale ; but it was eventually taken

under manageniont by Government and was restore 1 in 1893 in a

solvent condition. By 1897 it was again in difficulties, and one of

its villages, Eruinarappatti, was sold to one Chidambaram Chetti.

In l!)i the remainder of the pdliiyam was brought to Court sale

and purchased by Arunachalam Chetti, who transferred his

rights to Chidambaram Chetti, in whose name the estate is now
registered.

i See G.Os., Nos. 408, Revenue, dated 26th February 1862, and No. 730, dated

10th November 1865.

= See G.O., No. 1298, Revenue, dat«d 26th July 1871.
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CHAP. XV.

Ararak-
knrichi.

param.

Eftr6r.

Aravakkurichi, eighteen miles soutli-west of Kariir, is a

deputy tahsildar's station containing 4,421 inhabitants, a police-

station, post office, sub-registrar's office, weekly market, travel-

lers' bungalow, local fund dispensary (founded in 1883) and a

chattram Within it are also an old temple, highly sculptured,

and the ruins of a fort. The latter was built by a Mysore Raja,

and was on three occasions—in 1768, 1783 and 1790— forcibly

occupied by British troops. On the last of these the fortifications

were destroyed, and the site made over to the poligar of Andip-

patti. A small branch of the Groa (Roman Catholic) Mission is

stationed in the ^-illage.

Chinna Dharapuram, eighteen miles south-west of Kar{ir,

contains 1,998 inhabitants, a police-station, a travellers' bungalow,

a weekly market, a chattram, a very old Siva temple, and the

rmned bastions of an old mud fort. Two wood-carvers there do

fair work.

Karur : Head-quarters of the taluk and an important munici-

pality of 12,769 inhabitants. The doings of the municipal council

are referred to in Chapter XIV. The town stands on the South

Indian Railway, 48 miles from Trichinopoly, and on the bank of the

Amaravati river not far from its junction with the Cauvery. The

name Karur is suppoeed to mean ' embryo village ' and to be due

to the fact that Brahma began his w^ork of creation at this place.

For the same reason the town is often called Brahmapuri in legend-

ary native records. It was apparently a place of some importance

as far back as the early centuries of the Christian era, for silver

denarii of the emperors Augustus, Tiberius and Claudius were

found near it in 1 806. Situated as it was near the point where the

territories of the rival Chera, Chola, and Pandya dynasties met, it

must liave played a part in their ancient struggles. It has been

generally supposed ^ that it was the capital of the Cheras and is

identical with the Kapovpa ^acriXecov Ktjpo ^69pov (' Karur, the

palace of the (Jhera king ') ^ mentioned by Ptolemy. ^ The identi-

fication has however been doubted ;
* and no Chera records have

been found there. In any case the place seems to have fallen

under the Cholas by the beginning of the 10th century * and for

' See, for exaii>j)lo, the Govpriimont Epigr;iphist'n report printed in G.O.,

Ko. 45J, Public, dated 10th June 1891.

^ K-rtpo fioOpov l.ttH been variously expUined as Ohirttpatt, ' the ruler of Ghara ' or

OhSra-futttran, ' the prince of Chera.*

»aeog. VII, i, 8C.

* By the Into Mr. Knnakasabahi Pillai in liis Tcunilt Eighiten Hundred ytart age

(Madras).
» For the inbcriptions at Kanir and S6aiur loe the Governniont Epigraphi«t'»

Mpork jatt qaoied.
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the next 600 years shared the forttines of the rest of the district. CHAP. XV.
On the dissolution of the Vijayanagar empire in tho lust half of KABtJa.

the 16th century, Kar{ir fell under the Ndyakkans of Maduia, but
it was frequently attacked and occupied by the Mysore armies, and
towards the end of the next century it was fiually annexed to the

latter kinj^dom and became its most important frontier post as well

as a thriving place of business. Its ' conterminal situation, ' writes

Orme of the town in 1760, ^ ' under the security of a strong'- fort,

and its rule over a rich and extensive district, had formerly rendered

it a place of great mercantile resort and opulence, and it still

continued populous with some wealthy inhabitants.' The same
writer estimates its revenues in 1760 at Es. 44,00U a year.* In
1639 the Jesuits established a mission there.

Thereafter the place constantly changed hands. In 1786
Chanda S^hib, when in possession of Triohinopoly, ^ besieged it

unsuccessfully for several months. In 1760 it was captured bv the

English in revenge for the assistance which llaidar had given to

their enemies the French. Orme ^ describes the siege in detail.

The expedition was commanded by Captain Eichard Sndth and

consisted of 50 Europeans, 700 st'pojs, 600 horse, 1,000 armed
peons and 'jjOOO Kalians. The town was garrisoned by 800 horse

1,000 sepoys, 1,000 matchlock men and a great multitude of Kal-

ians. It consisted of a ' pettah ' surrounded hy a weak mud wall,

and a strong stone fort, 6o0 yards square, protected by bastions,

towers and a di-y ditch. The English crossed the river in the face

of a sharp iii-e from the pettah walls on the 19th August, and
occupied the pettah the same day. Siege guns arrived from Tri-

ohinopoly on the 23rd, and two batteries were completed and
opened fire on the morning of the 24fh. 'Ihe approaches were

carried nearer and nearer the walls by sapping, till the command-
ant, apprehensive of this (to him) novel mode of attack, and
distressed by the ruin which the British irregulars were spreading

in the neighbouring country, came to terms. He disavowed any
connection with Haidai-'s movements, styling him a rebel against

the king of Mysore ; and he was permitted to evacuate the fort and
proceed to Namakkal.

The place was held by the English till 1768, when it was

retaken by Haidar, without much resistance, during his forward

movement at the end of that year. His possession was confirmed

1 Orme (Madras, 18«l),ij, 674.

* Hid., 678.

*Ibii., i, 80.

*/A,rf.,ii,fi78.
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CHAP. XV. by the treaty of 1769. Colonel Lang attacked Kar6r again in 1783

Kar6r. in order to distract the attention of 'I'ipu, who was engaged on the

west coast ; and he got possession of the place with the loss of 130

killed and wounded. There is a monument on the south hank of

the river to the British who fell in this siege. The town was re-

stored to Mysore by the treaty of March 1784. It was captured a

third time in 1790 by Greneral Medows, and restored at the peace

of 1792. It was taken by Colonel Brown on April 5th 1799, just

before the general advance of the British on Seringapatam, and

since that time has been in the undisputed possession, first of the

Nawab and then of the British. It was garrisoned by the Com-
pany as a military station until 1801, and portions of the old fort

still remain.

Karur was formerly the head-quarters of the Sub-Collector of

Coimbatore district. It was then for some years an ordinary taluk

head-quarters, and it is now to be the station of a Civilian Divi-

sional Officer. It also contains the offices of a district mtmsif, a

tahsildar, a sab-magistrate and a sub-registrar, as well as a police-

station, a bench court, and a municipal hospital and dispensary.

The Wesleyan Mission have a station there and manage two

industrial schools, one for boys and the other for girls. Being on

the railway and at the junction of a number of roads, Karur is a

centre of a considerable trade. Its chief drawback is its crowded

site, which is entu'ely surrounded by paddy-fields and the river,

and BO cannot easily be extended. The place coiitains a few

industries. About a dozen Seniyans make good women's cloths
;

the private weaving-factor}^, fitted with modern appliances, is

mentioned in Chapter VI ; a few Balijas stamp and dye chintzes;

and a very little copper and brass work, painting, wood-carving,

stone-polishing and bangle-making, as well as a good deal of

mat-weaving and basket-making are done.

Karur is a place of some sanctit}^ being one of the seven

sacred sthalams or fiivdlaycmiH of the Kongu country. The prin-

cipal temple is that to Siva in the form Pasupatisvarasvami, a

considerable edifice of some antiquity containing numerous stone

inscriptions among which are nine ancient Chola grants. It haa

very recently been almost reconptructed by the Nattukkdttai

Chettis. The lingam in it is about five foot high and bears a

mark accounted for as follows : A cow discovered the buried

lingam and bathed it with milk in the fashion customary in these

stories ; the owner, discovering (but not recognizing) the piety of

the cow, gave it a heavy blow, and the hoof of the startled animal

•triking against the lingam caused the injury. The buried lingam

was of course disinterred and provided with a shrine, which is said
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to have boen built hy a Chola king. This story has given, or has CHAP. XV.

been invented to explain, the names Tiruvanilai and Pasupati Kabub.

(' the stall of the sacred cow ') by which the town is known in

ancient vernacular writings. The temple contains the tomb of a

local saint named Karurtir about whom nothing is known except

that his tomb was miraculously discovered some 40 years ago. It

is visited by pilgrims who desire children or relief from disease.

Another saint connected with Karur is Mukta Sahib, a very aged

Muhammadan who died two years ago. During his life-time, it

is declared, he was a great performer of miracles, curing diseases

by laying on of hands, driving out devils, devoui'ing poisonous

reptiles and severing his limbs from his body and then joining

them on again. All castes and classes adored him ; and now his

tomb is often visited by devotees.

Nerur, population 5,499, stands 54^ miles cast-north-east of Nerfir.

Karur and contains two old temples dedicated to Siva and Vishnu.

The betel-vine is largely cultivated round about it.

According to the sthala purdna, Nerur was originally a forest

inhabited by certain rishis who were being constantly worried by

a rakshasa. The rishis complained to Isvara, who sent his son

Granesa to slay the rakshasa ; Ganesa was discomfited in the

struggle that ensued, so Isvara sent his other son Subrahmanya,

who slew the tvraut and, liking the place, adopted it as his abode.

Siva waited for a long time for the return of his two sons, but in

vain ; he then invoked Vishnu, who sent Bharata and Lakshmana

with instructions to kill the rakshasa and bring back Ganesa and

Subrahmanya. They found that the rakshasa had already been

slain by Subrahmanya, but were unable to clear the forest.

Lakshmana reported the matter to Vishnu, whereupon Siva and

Vishnu started for the place with their attendant minor gods.

Siva opened his fire-eye and the flame (Agni) that proceeded from

it soon cleared the forest ; Agni found a svaijambhu (self-created)

lingam in the forest, and worshipped it with great veneration.

Siva was delighted at this, converted the spot into a village and

ordered his sons to live in it. It was called Agnipuri (Tamil,

Nerur) as Siva (in the form of a svayambhu lingam) was worshipped

by Agni.

The Siva temple contains the samddi or tomb of the great sage

Sadasiva Brahmam. This sage is supposed to have lived 200

years ago and to have travelled as far as Turkey in Europe, and

a number of curious stories are told about him. He never spoke

throughout his whole life, and could see things which were

35
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CHAP. XV.

Kar^r.

Palkpatti.

I'anchama-
d6vi.

PagaKir.

happening in distant places. He is also said (like Simon

Stylites and the latter-day saint of Kottacheruvu in Anantapur ^

to have replaced the maggots that fell from a festering wound in

his body, bidding them to cat what God had given them. When
on the point of death he wrote some words on the tongue of a

disciple; and it is averred that tlie latter and his descendants for

the next three generations became, without any study, perfect

bCJiolars in Sanskrit.

This holy man's tomb is considered the tutelary shrine of the

Pudukkottai Eaja. He is supposed to have assured the then Eaja

that his line would endure as long as his descendants remained

virtuous and truthfvil, and to have recorded his asi^urancc by

writing it on sand ; it is said that the identical sand is kept and

worshipped in Pudukkottai to this day. The Eaja visits Nerur

every year during the Navaratri in September or October to

worship at the tomb of the saint. It is locally believed that this

is done to expiate the siu of one of his ancestors in betraying Umai-

van, tb.e famous Tinnevelly poligar who was imprisoned in the old

foi-t still standing in Tirumajam and hanged by the Brirish in

1801.- The occasion is celebrated in grand style, and large

numbers of Bri^-hmans are fed and other kinds of largesse

distributed.

Pallapatti : A union with a population of 8,452, of whom as

many as (3,375 are Musalmans. The place is a large Labbai

village which was formerly included in Aravakkurichi, but has

recently been detached from it and made a separate village. It

was formerly the head-quarters of a considerable trade in hides,

leather, cloth etc. carried on by well-to-do Labbai traders, but

this has now greatly declined. A weekly market is held in the

town on Mondays.

Panchamadevi : Population 1,442. There are two temples

in the village, one dedicated to Siva and the otlicr to Vishnu.

Brahma is alleged to have prayed to Isvara here, uttering the

holy Pauchakshara, and it is related that the deity was pleased

witli his devout prayers and appeared before him in person both

as Siva (Panchanada) and Vishnu (Miidhava). Hence the name
Panchamadevi.

Pugalur : Lies ten miles north-north-west of Karur and is a

railway-station ;
population 4,081. An ancient and well-sculp-

tured temple dedicated to Subrahmanya stands on a small hill

> 8«e the Anunidjivr Gazetteer, 187.

« Caldwell's Hiatory of 2lnnevellp (Madras, 1881), :<!06 and i'i9.
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close to the Cauvery. The name of the villag-e is said to be derived CHAP. XV.

from the Tamil word pugal meaning praise. T'he gods found it Kak€r

difficult to worship Isvara daily, as the rains had continually

fiiiled for some time ; so thoy implored tlie deity's aid, and Siva

appeared in person, summoned the sea and ordered it to pour down

a good shower. The gods were highly delighted at this and gave

praise to isvara. The village is celebrated for its plantains, which

are largely sent to Madras and other places by rail. The Pugalur

channel is named after this village. A weekly market is held here

on Thursdays.

Funnam: Population -^,445; contains a chattram. Accord- Punnam.

ing to local legends, the name is derived from the piiinai tree

{CaJo'phylImn hiopliyJhim) in a tope of which, situated in the

neighbourhood of the village, Varuna the rain-god offered prayers

to Siva. A weekly market used to be held in the village on

Fridays.

Tandoni : Lies 1^ miles south of Karur
;
population 2.002. Tandt'ini.

It contains several chattrams and, on a small hill, an old and well-

sculptured Vishnu temple which is supposed to have been founded

by Sadasiva, the famous saint of Nerur above referred to. The

image of the deity is cut out of a portion of the solid rock. The

shrine is considered very holy and vows are often made there. As

at Tirupati in Noi*th Arcot, upanayancnns (thread investiture

ceremonies) and marriages are celebrated here by pilgrims from

different parts of the district. In the hamlet of Malappatti is au

isolated tomb raised to the memory of Lieutenant Stanley and

other officers and sepoys who were killed and wounded in the siege

of Karur in 1783. A little stone-carving and the manufacture of

household utensils of 8tf)ne are carried on in this hamlet.

Uppidamangalam : Population 5,585. A weekly market is Uppidaman-

held here on Sundays ; it is the largest in the whole taluk, and 8* a™*

over 500 head of cattle are sometimes brouglit to it for sale.

Venjaman Gudalur: Population 4,793; distance from Venjaman

Karur, 12 miles south-west. The old Siva temple here is one of " *
°'^*'

the seven Kongu Sivalayams, which are held in great veneration

by Hindus. The Kudaganar runs close to the village. Eight

ancient inscriptions have been recently copied in the Vikritisvara

temple (Nos 143-50 of 1905 on the Government Epigraphist's

lists) one of which belongs to the time of the early Pandyas of

Madura.

Vennamalai : Two miles north of K arm-. The Subrahmanya Vennaoialai.

temple on the hill here is visited by local pilgrims on the day of
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CHAP. XV
KARt^R.

Vettaimtn-
galam.

the star Pusam ia Tai (January-February). They bring kdvadk

containing milk, sugar and so on.

V6ttaiinangalam : Stands 1 2 miles north-west of Karur
;

population 3,517. The place is said to owe its origin to a Chera

Eaja, who, when out hunting one day, saw the spot and, struck by

the beauty of the scenery, founded the village. It was named

Vettaimangalam from this incident. There is an old Siva temple

there.
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KULITTALAI TALUK.

The Kulittalai taluk lies to the south of the Cauvery in the CHAP. XV.

south-west of the district. For the most part, it is a fairly level Kvlittalai.

plain broken here and there by isolated hills, but in the south rise

some clusters and fairly continuous rang-es of larger heights. The

branch of the South Indian Railway from Trichinopoly to Erode

runs along its northern border parallel with the Cauvery.

The taluk is the largest but most sparsely populated in the

district. It contains 40 square miles of forest, and 21 square miles

of cultivable waste belonging to Government. Of the assessed

area, 50 square miles are irrigated,. 23 from wells, 20 from Govern-

ment channels and 7 from tanks. The dry land is poor, as much
as 83 per cent, of it being assessed at a rupee or less per acre, and

only one per cent, at over two rupees. The wet land is of better

quality. The soil is nearly all red, and there is very little black

or alluvial land. The land revenue is the smallest in thg district,

and the taluk is p' or, the incidence of the income-tax being very

light. Cholam is the most important crop, but rice, varagu,

cambu, and ragi all cover large areas, and horse-gram, yellow

gram, gingelly and castor are far more widely grown than in

most other taluks. Other statistics will be found in the separate

Appendix.

A well-known cattle-fair is held at Irumbudippatti, hamlet of

SivAyam, from which sheep and goats are exported to Colombo.

Weaving of a good class is carried on to a fair extent at Kulittalai,

Ldlpettai and Nangapuram, and a few Odakkarans make good

mats at MAyanur and Katlai, the work at the latter of these being

held in some repute. Brass vessels are largely manufactured at

Tuvarankurichi, and bells and ornaments of bell-metal are made
by a few smiths at Vengampatti, hamlet of Karuppattur. There

are two wood-carvers and one stone-entter at Kulittalai. Toga-

raalai is well known for its manufacture of margosa oil, and glass

bangles are made in considerable quantities at ValanAdu and at

Edayapatti, hainlet of Puttdnattam. The Manmgtipuri and

Kadavur zamindaris are ancient pAlaiyams with histories of some

interest. These and other places are referred to in the following
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CHAP. XV.

KOLITTALAI.

Andavai-
kdvil.

Aniy4pp6r.

Chintalav&Ji

I)ev«rmalai.

Andavar-kovil : Twenty miles south of Kiilittalai and one

and a half north-east of Manapparai. Is known almost through-

out the district for its temple to Mamundi or Nallandavar, that i»,

Rama in the act of aiming at the deer Mdricha which was sent bj'-

Eavana to deceive him. The village is supposed to be the scene

of that story and is named from the temple.

The god is worshipped by all castes and classes ; and hardly

a day passes without pilgrims coming to pay their vows. These

are of the ordinary type and include animal sacrifices. Subordi-

nate to the god but located in the same temple are a number of

minor deities with specific functions of their own. One is Ldda
Sanyasi, a deification of a sorcerer, who is supposed to give

medicine to sick people in their dreams. Another is the she-devil

Pechi, who is potent to cure the diseases of infants or to remove

the devil Katteri wheu the latter has possessed a woman. She is

very fond of offerings of eggs, fish, drumstick and gingelly oil-cake.

For the expulsion of ordinary devils from men or women there is

the shrine of IVladurai Viran ; and seven Karuppus, who ' came

from Malabar ' and who receive the animal sacrifices intended for

the presiding god, are also located in the temple. Lastly there

are shrines to Pondupuli Karuppu (who sprang from the root of

a tamarind tree) and to the seven Kannimdr of the Tamil country.

Once in three years the temple is the scene of a concerted act

of worship by several villages in the neighbourhood, each of which

sends a pregnant sheep or goat to be sacrificed to the god.

Aniyappdr : Twenty-two miles south of Kulittalai. Popu-
lation 2,739. Well known in the neighbourhood for its shrine to

the seven Kaimimdr, or maidens, in honour of whom a ten days'

festival is celebrated in 2>fasi (February-March).

Chintalavadi : Seven miles west of Kulittalai. Population

2,376. Contains a temple to Narasimhasvdmi which is regarded

with great veneration by all the M^dhvas in the district. It has

a private choultry where Brahmans are fed.

D6varmalai : Twenty-two miles south-west of Kulittalai.

Population 2,103. The presiding deity of the TJgranarasimham

temple there is widely believed to resent the visits of officials

(especially magistrates) to the village, and to cause those who do

80 to be shortly transferred or dismissed. A small tank in the

village is fed by a perennial spring flowing through a hole in an

upright slab. The spring is regarded with superstition ; and it is

declared that a man who once ventured to dig to find out its

source was met by a gush of blood.
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Kadavur : Lies twenty-eight miles south-south-woBt of Kulit- CHAP. XV.

tiiiai on a picturesque horse-bboc-ahapcd valley p(»8ses9ing only one Kulmtalai.

entrance. Is the chief village of the zamindari estate of the same Kadavfir

name, which is bj4 square miles in extent, contains ](> villages

(including hamlets) and pays a pcshkash of Rs. 13,411. The

zamindar is of the Tottiyan caste, and tradition says that his

ancestors came from Gooty. Ho has kindly lent a manusciipt

which gives an account of the auciout history of his estate. The
chronology in this seems beyond hope, but it probably contains

a sub-stratum of truth.

It says that the founder of the family was Muttayya N^yakknn
of Gooty, who was a servant of Tirumala of Yijayanagar

(1667-75 A.D.^). He was very bravo and distinguished himself .

by killing a tiger in a wrestling match and also by his prowess in

the wars against the Muhammadans. For the latter services he

was given a large palaiyam in this neighboiirhood, which stretched

from Madura to the Ratnagiri hills and from Tiruvengimrdai to

the Vlni rock in the south. His capital was Devarmalai (nine

miles north of Kadavur) where Mshnu ajopearcd to him in a dream
and where he founded a Vishnu temple. It is said that there is a

stone image of the poligar on the eastern wall of the tank at that

place and an inscription in the temple describing its origin. His
son moved the capital of the estate to Palaiyam in the Dindignl

taluk ; and the third poligar was one of the 72 officers appointed

by Visvanatha Nayakkan (15o9-63) to guard the 72 bastions of the

Madura fort.^ His special charge was the Tirumanjana gate, for

his defence of which against the ' Pancha Pandyas ' he was highly

rewarded. The fourth poligai- is represented as contemporary

with the great Tirumala Nayakkan of Madura (1623-59) and is

said to have distinguished himself in the wars with Eamnad. Ho
was constantly fighting with the poligar of Kambayandyakkanur,
who finally killed him. His wife however escaped and his

posthumous son (Karunadu Muttayya Ndyakkan) in after years

killed his father's murderer and re-established the family power

with his capital at Kadavur. Songs in praise of this poligar are

still sung at the local Dasara festivities.

His son ' assisted Nadir Sing at Manachanallur and Samaya-
nalldr ' and was rewarded accordingly ; and the next event

mentioned is the Company's acquisition of the country. In all

' The mflnuscript gives t.)ie date as 1284, which ie antprior to the foundation

of the Vijayanagar kingdom. Bnt even the right date does not fit in with

whut follows.

^ Mr. Nelson's Madura Country, pt. iii, 1^8.
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CHAP. XV. there are said to have beeu 37 generations of poligars, and the

KuLiTTALAi. palaiyam is said to have lasted 483 years. The present zamindar

is the 38th and assumed charge in l(S77-71^.

The estate belonged to the Madura district till 1^56, and'was

an 'unsettled palaiyam ' till 1871, when the zamindar was offered

and accepted a zamindari sanad. The peshkash was settled at

some date prior to 1849 on the basis of the survey assessment of

1802-03 and at a rate which lett 30 per cent, of the gross income

of the estate to the poligar and took the rest as the Grovernment

share. The estate is scheduled as inalienable and impartible in

the Impartible Estates Act of 1904.

Jvalki. Kallai : Fifteen miles south-cast of Kulittalai. Population

1,149. The village goddess of this place (Kali) has of recent

vears obtained considerable celebrity. She has a festival lasting

three days in Panguai (March- April), at which buffaloes are

sacrificed in large numbers and (as at Puttur in Trichinopoly) the

blood of kids is drunk by the priest.

Karuppattur. Karuppattur '. Four miles west of Kulittalai. Population

2,363. The Siva goddess of this place is peculiar for her partiality

to offerings of turmeric. A large heap of this plant is said to be

always kept in front of her, and some curious stories are told about

her liking for it. In the hamlet of Vengampatti are five or six

Kammalans who make ornamental horns and bells of bell-metal

for bullocks. Their work is sold in this and Musiri taluks.

Ivalittalai. Kullttalal, the head-quai'ters of the taluk, is itself a small

village but gives its name to a union (constituted in 1886) which

comprises the villages of Devadanam, Kadaraft.irkovil, Manattat-

tai, Muttubhupalasamudram and Vaiganallur and contains a

population of 8,1 97. In it are the offices of the tahsildar, a district

munsif, a sub-magistrate, a sub-registrar and also a police-station,

a local fund dispensary (established 1888) and a lower secondary

school. The place is a railway-station, in which is waiting accom-

modation for first and second class passengers, and there is a forest

refit-house at Pudupalaiyam, about two miles south of this, and a

native chattrara close to it. Some 40 Devangas in the town weave
superior cotton cloths with silk and lace borders, sometimes well

embroidered, and two wood-carvors, a stone-cutter and a man who
makes metal idols reside there.

The suburb of Kadambarkovil (one mile west of Kulittalai) is

oolebratod for its Siva temple. The holiness of this deity is such
that a well-known local saying declares that he who worships him
in the morning, Sokkar on the Ratnagiri hill at noon and the god
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Knppan&r-
patti.

of Tiruvengimalai (Musiri taluk) in the evening, is sure of salva- CHAP. XV.

tion. The temple is said to be mentioned by the old Tamil poets and Kimttalai.

one of the Mackenzie manuscripta ^ states that it gets its name from

a Kadamha tree (the remains of which still exist) under which

Brahma did a penance imposed by Siva, It is also supposed to be

the place in which Subrahmanya was cured of the dumbness which

was inflicted on him by his father Siva because he learnt the

pranava mantram by stealth when his mother was being taught it.

It is a peculiarity of the temple that at the usual services Subrah-

manya is bathed before Siva. The shrine is connected with that

at Tiruvengimalai [q.v.), and the two gods meet once a year in

the Cauvery. The sage Agastya is supposed to have visited both

temples.

Some two miles south of the railway-station is a remarkable

ridge of rocks containing two curious tors. On the face of one of

those is cut a square entablature representing Buddha seated in the

western attitude with two attendants. The image is ignored by

the inhabitants, who have not even a legend ^ about it.

Kuppanarpatti : Seven miles north-east of Manapparai.

Contains the ruins of a small military station, comprising the

remains of two European barrack-rooms, officers' quarters, stables,

magazine and guard room. It does not seem to be known when

these were built or used.

Madukkarai : Hamlet of Tirukkambiliyur (population 1,879) Madukkarai.

12 miles west of Kulittalai. The temple of the village goddess

Scllandiyamman is supposed to mark the spot where the Chera,

Chola and Pandya kingdoms met. The goddess is also supposed

to be the special guardian of the Cauvery embankment here.

The river takes an awkward turn just here, and the villagers say

that there is a considerable dauger of inundation. The goddess is

the recipient of numerous vows from the inhabitants of this and

the neighbouring taluks, especially on the 18th of Adi (July-

August), the Padinettdm perukku day.^

A bank runs south from the river at this point and is said to

have been erected to mark the boundary of the Chola and Chero

kingdoms.

Mahadanapuram : Eight miles west of Kulittalai. Popu- Mahiidana-

lation G,545. Contains a railway-station, a private choultry poram.

(where all castes are given accommodation, but Brahmans alone

are fed) and a saltpetre refinery. The village is said to have been

^iven by Krishna Udaiyar of Mysore to some Brahmans. Hence

> Local Records, viii, 302-04. * Ind. Antiq., iv, 279,

\See Chapter III, p. 86.

36
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CHAP. XV. its name, which means ' village of the great gift.' It possesses

KuLiTTALAi. a hamlet called Palayasengadam. This name is supposed to be

a contraction of Palaya-Jayaukonda-Cholapuram, as opposed to

the other town of that name, the suffix Palaja (' old ') being

added to differentiate it from the Jajankonda-Cholapuram in the

Udaijarpalaiyam taluk. The latter name means ' the town of the

victorious Chola,' and Palajasengadam is locally believed to have

been once a Chola capital. It contains some Jain remains, the

ruins of an extensive camp and a beautifully-constructed stone

tank, which lend some support to this theory of departed greatness.

In this hamlet is a well-known and blood-thirsty village

goddess called Alahandchi Amman, in whose honour a festival is

celebrated every two years in Panguni (March-April). The

goddess conveys her assent to the performance of the festival by

the chirping of the lizards round her shrine.

Palayasengadam is the head-quarters of a section of the Chettis

called the Pannirendam (twelfth) Chettis. These are supposed to

be descended from eleven youths who escaped long ago from

Kaveripatnam, a ruined city in Tanjore. A Chola king, says the

legend, wanted to marry a Chetti girl ; whereupon the caste set

fire to the town and only these eleven boys escaped. They rested

on the Ratnagiri hill to divide their property ; but however they

arranged it, it always divided itself into twelve shares instead of

eleven. The god of Ratnagiri then appeared and asked them to

give him one share in exchange for a part of his car. They did

so ; and they now call themselves the ' twelfth ' Chettis from the

number of the shares, and at their marriages they carry the

bride-groom round in a car. They are said to be common in

Coimbatoi'e district.

Manappirai. Manappdrai : Twenty-two miles south of Kulittalai. Is a

hamlet of Sivalur (population 4,932), the head-quarters of a

deputy tahsildar and sub-registrar, and contains a railway-

station, police-station, sub-jail, local fund dispensary (founded

1889), travellers' bungalow and a local fund choultry with an

endowment. It was formerly the head-quarters of the taluk of

the same name which was abolished in 1801. The largest weekly

market in the district takes place here every Wednesday. The
travellers' bungalow is a rather curious construction and is attri-

buted to Queen Mangammal (1689-1704). Manapparai was

the scene of an exciting little affair on June 7th 1795, when
Lieut. Oliphant with some twenty men surprised and captured

an insurgent poligar there. The poligar's retainers assembled in

large numbers to effect a rescue, and attacked Lieut. Oliphant in
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the choultry, which ho defended for nine hours against several ciiAP. XV_

assaults until ho was relieved by a detachment of dragoons.' Kdltttalai.

Marungapiiri : Thirty-four miles south of Kulittalai. .

Population 1,239. Head-quarters of a zamindari estate 1 77 square

miles in area, containing 79 villages and paying a pcsbkash of

Es. 20,590.

The early history of this property is not known . T'hc

zamindars a,re Tottiyans by caste and their ancestors arc supposed

to have come from Grooty. Five old copper plate grants are in the

possession of the present zamindar, but the first three of these are

obviously valueless, as two of them are dated in 912 and the third

in 1195 A.D., while it is obvious that the estate cannot possibly be

as ancient as this. They mix upCholas, Pdndyas, Nayakkans and

poligars in inextricable confusion. The other two grants are dated

in 1747 and 1788 and apparently record gifts of lands by the

poligars to certain temples. The latter contains a long list of the

poligars, but gives no dates for them.

The pdlaiyamwas surveyed in 1803 by the Collector of Madura
(to which district it belonged up to 1856) and the peshkash was

fixed, as usual, at 70 per cent, of the gross income. No sanad was

granted for it then, and for many years it remained an ' unsettled

palaiyam.' The question of its legal position was raised in 1864,

when the estate was put under the Court of Wards and a claimant

to the property sued the Court for possession of it. The suit was

fought as far as the Privy Council, which decided that the zamin-

dari was an ancestral hereditary estate. The question of granting

a sanad for the property was first raised in 1871 ; but nothing was

done and it was not until 1906 that one was given. The estate has

now been scheduled as inalienable and impartible in the Impartible

Estates Act of 1904.

The town is a small place picturesquely situated among low

hills.

Nangavaram : Twelve miles sovith-east of Kulittalai. Nangavaram.

Population 4,600. The presiding deity of its Siva temple is

supposed to have cured the daughter of a Chola king who was

born with a jackal's face. Its village goddess is called Sattandi

Amman and her idol represents her in the act of weaving a

garland of scorpions. It is generally supposed that no scorpion

can live in this village, and that the sacred ash from Sattandi

Amman's shrine is a specific for scorpion stings. People some-

times carry some of it about with them in case they should be

stung.

* Wilson's Hittori/ of the Madras Army, ii, 248.
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KVLITTALAJ.

Pippakk^l-
patti.

Pill6r.

Bntnagiri.

Pappakkalpatti : Eight miles south of Kulittalai. Popu-

lation 2.760. The village is supposed to have been built by a

Tottiyan woman named Pappakkal. The Mariyamman there has

some local reputation and a fairly large three days' festival is held

in her honour in Panguni (March-April). ' A common form of

vow made to her is a promise to stick little iron skewers into the

body [alagu kiiUugiradu)

,

Pillur : Twenty-one miles south-east of Kulittalai. Popu-

lation 645. AVell known throughout these uplands for its temple

to Pambalamman, which is situated near an ant-hill and a drink

of water in front of which is supposed to cure cobra bites. A
cobra is supposed to be seen lying at the gate should the pujari be

ceremonially unclean when he enters the temple.

Ratnagiri : Five miles south-south-west of Kulittalai. Is a

hamlet of Sivayam (population 3,338) and takes its name from

the curious bare conical rock (' the ruby hill ') which there rises

suddenly from the surrounding plain. This is 1,178 feet high

and is ascended by a flight of 952 steps which axe said (in

an inscription in the temple on the top) to have been, built in

1783 A.D.

The temple on the top is a handsome, though small, building,

and an admirable view is obtained from it. On the walls are

numerous inscriptions, two of which copied by the Government

Epigraphist (Nos. 102-03 of 1892) belong to the Hoysala king

Vira Sdmesvara who occupied much of the district in the 13th

century.

The god is known as Ratnagirisvarar (' the lord of the ruby hill
'

)

or, more popularly, Sokkar. Like the deity of Kadambarkovil near

Kulittalai {q.v.) the god is said to have been worshipped by

Agastya, and his sacred days are Mondays in Kartigai and the

Tai-pusam day. Thunder is said to come and worship the god

once every twelve years, and a crevice in the roof is pointed out as

the place through which the thunder once made its entry in order

to do so.

The water for the god's bath is brought by a caste of non-

Brdhmans known as Tirumanjana Panddrams, who fetch it every

day from the Cauvery. They say they are descended from an

Aryan king who came to the god with the hope of getting rubies

from him. I'he god, in the guise of a Brahman, tested his devo-

tion by making him fill a magic vessel with Cauvery water. The

vessel would not fill, and the Aryan stranger in a fit of anger out

off the Brahman's head. The dead body at once turned into a
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lingam and the Aj-jan was ordered to carry water for the temple CHAP. XV,

till eternity. A figure of him is carved in the prdkdram (arcade) K^^ttalai.

of the temple.

There are two shrines subordinate to the Eatnagiri god, namely

that to Vaira Porumi)] at the foot of the hill and the small belly-

god temple half way up the hill. Vaira Perumal is said to have

been a man of the weaving caste from Conjecveram who cut off

his own head here in fulfilment of a vow and was deified accord-

ingly. His image has no head. Ho is worshipped with animal

sacrifices and oaths sM-orn before him are held to be particularly

binding. The belly-god is called ' the watcher of the crows.' It

is said that he cursed the crows for upsetting a devotee's milk-pot,

and that they dare not now come near the temple. The bites of

snakes and venomous reptiles are said to be innocuous on this hill.

The Ratnagiri temple is held specially sacred by two small

communities ; namely, the Malai-kanda Vellalans (' the Vcllalans

who watch the hill '), who never leave the neighbourhood and
must gaze at the hill every morning w-hen they get up, and the -

' twelfth ' Chettis referred to in the account of Mahadanapuram
above. It was the god. of Eatnagiri who took the twelfth share of

their property.
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MUSIBI TALUK.

CHAP. XV. MusiEi taluk lies in the centre of the north side of the district.

Mcsmi. The Pachaimalais cover much of the north of it, hut the rest is a

gently undulating, rather bare, upland tract. The centre of it is

drained by the Aiyar river, and the western corner by the Karai-

pottanar. Musiri is the second largest taluk in the district, but

its population has grown less rapidly than that of any other in the

district.

It contains 154 square miles of forest (a much larger area than

in any other taluk) and 71 square miles of cultivable waste, also

an unusually high figm-e. Of the assessed area, 9 per cent, is

irrigated, of which 29 square miles are watered from wells, 24

from Government river channels, and 14 from tanks. The soils

are good, as 65 per cent, of the dry land is assessed at more than

one rupee an acre, and 43 per cent, of the wet land at between six

and ten rupees. Nearly 70 per cent, of the soil is rod, and almost

all the rest is black. The taluk pays nearly five lakhs of rupees of

land revenue, the second highest figure in the district. Other

statistics will be found in the separate Appendix. Cholam,

cambu, rice, ragi and varagu are the chief crops, and the area

under yellow gram and cotton is above the average.

The taluk contains few rich people, and pays only a small

amount of income-tax. Only 16 per cent, of the pattas are for

sums exceeding ten rupees, and there are few industries. Men's

cloths of good quality are made by a large number of S^iyans

and Devangas at Manamedu and Turaiy6r ; coarse cotton cloth in

fair quantities at Turaiyur and Musiri ; blankets by the Kurum-

bans all over the taluk ; mats of korai grass in fair quantities

at Musiri and Unniyur and to a small extent at Adantir, T6tti-

yam and Kaduvetti ; and boll-metal vessels by a few smiths at

Turaijiir and Kiramb6r. Some ten stone-cutters live at both

Nagaldpuram and Vel6r, and five or six wood-carvers of fair skill

at Uppiliyapuram.

Of the zamin estates, Turaiydr is an ancient p^laiyam and

K^ttuputt6r a mitta created by the British. The following are

the more interesting places in the taluk :

—
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Kannanur : Six miles south of Turaiyur. Population 3,007. ch.ap. xv.
Contains a travellers' bungalow belonging to the Public Works Musim.

department. Head-quarters of the old Turaiyur taluk. Its

village goddess, Pidfiri, is considered very sacred by the Tottiyans Kannanur.

of the Karur, Namakkal, Kulittalai and Musiri taluks. The
festival celebrated in May once in ten years in her honour is

attended by large numbers of this caste. The consent of the

goddess to the celebration of the festival is sought as follows :

Her worshippers stand in front of the shrine and ask her permis-
sion, and if lizards are heard to chirp both to the right and left

they take it as a good omen and assume that the goddess consents.

If not, they consider their request refused. The importance of

the village goddess is emphasized by the fact that there are as

many as 32 boundary stones in the village to mark her authority,^

a much larger niimber than is usual elsewhere.

The Angalamman of this village is much revered bv the

Chettis throughout the district as their family goddess, and many
pilgrims come from every taluk to visit it.

Kattuputtur : Sixteen miles west-noi-th-west of Musiri. Kattuputtur.

Population 10,946. Is the chief village of a union (established in

1894) which also comprises Kaduvetti, Silaipillaiyarputtur and
Srirdmasamudram. Contains a local fund dispensary (opened in

1900) and a high school maintained and managed by the principal

mittadar. It is the head village of what was till recently the only

mitta in the district. This was created by Grovemment in 1802
and given to Sarvottama Kao, head sheristadar of Salem. It was
sold in 1810 to a Eeddi, who sold it again to two persons named
Annayar and Sabhapati Eeddi in 1813. These are the ancestors

of the present proprietors, who are ten in number. The mitta

contains five villages and pays a peshkash of Us. 15,901.

Kouas^garam, also called Kouasilam, lies ten miles cast of Konasegaram.

Musiri and contains 1,748 inhabitants. The name is supposed to

be derived from that of the sage Kouasilam, who is supposed to

have resided there. The village is also known throughout the

district (and oven beyond it) for its temple to Venkatramanasvami,

which is considered a miniature of the famous temple to that god
in North Arcot. Indeed vows made to the god of the latter

place may be, and frequently arc, paid hero. Omens are obtained

by wrapping up a liower and a tulasi leaf in separate packets,

placing them before the god, and getting some one to choose one

of the two. If the flower is picked out, the omen is good ; if the

' See Chapter, III. p. 89.
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CHAP. XV. tuhsi leaf, bad. The festival of the god at Navardtri is attended

AlusiBi. by all castes and classes. The temple is said to have been built

by ' king Dharma Varma of Uraiyur.'

Mneiri.

Omandnr.

Sottikulam.

Musiri : Population 7,345. The head-quarters of the tahsil-

dar (and formerly of a Depuuy Collector), and contains also the

offices of a sub-magistrate and a sub-registrar, a dispensary

(founded 1875), a travellers' bungalow belonging to the Public

Works department, a choultry maintained by the Peramur estate,

and a lower secondary school called the Victoria Diamond Jubilee

school. Is the chief village of a union (constituted in 1886)

which also comprises Umaydpuram, Sundakkay and Vellur. The

registration of vital statistics and vaccination are compulsory in

this union. A weekly market is held here on Wednesdays. The

Periyavaykkal (' big channel,' also called the Natt Vdykkdl) takes

off from the Cauvery near the town, and on one of the side-walls

of the head-sluice is an inscription of Rajaraja III, dated 1219

A.D. It refers to the town by the name of Mummudi-Chola-

pettai.' Some 40 Saliyaus weave coarse cloths in Musiri itself and

a few mats are made in the hamlet of Varadarajapuram.

Omandur : Eighteen miles north-east of Musiri. Population

1,407. Known for its temple to Kdmdkshi Amman. This has

some claims to architectural beauty and is peculiar in having no

image, the goddess (like the deity in the great temple at Chidam-

baram) being represented by ' emptiness ' {akdifam). The building

is visited by numerous pilgrims (even from other districts) on the

eighteenth day of Adi (July-August) and the Pougal and Siva-

ratri days. The white earth found in a pit in the temple is used

instead of sacred ash for making sect-marks.

At the Mdriyamman temple here an annual festival is some-

times held between February and May. The permission of the

goddess has to bo obtained, and the feast is not celebrated unless

in the stone tub in front of the temple saffron, margosa leaves

and certain other things are found on the morning of the day

proposed for the festival. These articles are supposed to be placed

in the tub by the goddess herself to indicate her approval.

Settikulam: Fourteen miles east of Turaiyur. Population

2,630. Contains the office of a sub-registrar. Its temple to Siva

has some architectural pretensions. The shrine of Dandayud-
hapdni or Subrahmanya on the neiglibouring hill is considered by

the people of this district to be second only to the temple of that

' G.O., No. 452, Public, dated lOtb June 1891, p. 3, para. 4.
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Sn'nivasa-

nalldr.

god at Palni iu Madura. Indeed the place is often called ' Little CHAP. XV.

Palni.' Pilgrims visit the temple in large numbers, especially Mobiri.

on the days of the star Piisam in Tai (January-February) and

Panguni (March-April). The usual vow performed is to carry

milk, sugar, flour etc. on a kdvadi and offer it to the god. The

local village goddess has a certain reputation. A common and

rather curious vow performed in her honour is for the votaries,

male and female, to fling themselves on heaps of thorns before

her. This vow is generally fulfilled by invalids cared of disease.

It is called mullu padugalmn or ' bed of thorns.'

Srinivasanallur : Six miles west of Musiri. Population

1,045. I'he deserted Siva temple at this place is a remarkable

building, containing some good sculptui'es (among them

one excellent panel) and many old Tamil inscriptions. It is

archaic in style and bears some resemblance to the Kail^sauatha

temple at Conjceveram. A photograph and description of it will

be found in the report of the Archaeological Survey for 1903-04,

p. 56 and plate X. Twenty-five inscriptions copied here by the

Government Epigraphist (Nos. 586-010 of 1904) belong to Chola

times, and one of them (No. 008) is historically important as

referring to the great Kulottunga's conquest of Kaliuga. The «

temple has been included in the list of ancient monuments to be

conserved by Government, It is called the Koranguudthankovil.

Two stories are told to explain its present deserted condition.

The first is that the sanydsi wlio built the temple found a monkey

{horanyu) on top of it—universally recognised as a bad omen

—

before the shrine was established and so deserted it forthwith.

The second is that the temple was first a Hanuman temple wor-

shipped by the Madhvas, that the Hanuman was turned out and

the belly -god put in his place by their religious opponents and

that finally the Madhvas turned out the belly-god.

Tirunarayanapuram : Nine miles west of Musiri. Popu- Tirunard-

latiou 305. The place is known as Adi Kangam, ' the first y^^^P^^^""-

Raugam ' or Vishnu. The figure of the god in the Vishnu temple

is in a recumbent position, as in the Srirangam temple, and the

place is thus held to be a miniature Srirangam. Un the big dvaja

stambha in front of the temple is a sculptured figure of Hanuman
which is worshipped with the somewhat unusual offerings of sheep

and goats.

Tiruppangili : Fifteen miles east of Musiri. Population Tiruppangiii,

3,450. The Siva temple is mentioned in the old Tamil poems and

is still held in considerable reverence. Plantains grow in the pre-

cincts, and these are offered to the god and have to be thrown

37
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CHAP. XV. away afterwards. If any one eats the forbidden fruit he is visited

M08IR1. with colic. ^ The temple is supposed to have been honoured by

a visit from the saint Appar to whom the god gave food.

The temple of Yaman (death) at this place is also well

known, and is considered specially holy on Sundays in Kartigai

(November-December)

.

Tiruppattdr. Tiruppattur : Twelve miles east of Turaiyur. Population

1,288. Is well kuown in the ueighboarhood as the place where

the young Subrahmanya obtained the spear with which he killed

the demon Sura. A tank in the Siva temple called Pulippdchl

tirtham is considered holy. The sun's rays fall on the god and

goddess in that temple on the mornings of the 18th to 21st days of

Panguui(March-April), and this is interpreted as an act of worship

by the sun. The temple is said to contain a remarkable stone car.

In the village is a noteworthy bull-god carved out of solid rock.

Tiruttalaynr. Tiruttalayur : Ten miles north-north-east of Musiri, Popu-

lation 1,751. The Saivite temple of Virabhadra is well known as

an excellent place for driving devils out of ' possessed ' women.

The two tamarind trees in front of the building are called respect-

ively the ' sleeping tree ' and the ' sleepless tree ' {urangum puli

• and nrangd puli) and are supposed to be two sages who were

turned into trees long ago by a curse.

Tiruvengimalai : Three miles west of Musiri. The name is

said to bo a corruption of Tiru-i-6ngi-malai (' the" holy high bees'

mountain ') and to have been so called because the sage Agastya,

finding the gates of the Siva temple closed one evening, turned

himself into a bee and so obtained entrance to perform his worship.

The lingara of the temple is said to be transparent and also to

throw a green shadow when camphor is burned. It is therefore

called the ' emerald ' [marakata) lingam. The god is connected

with the deities of Kadambarkovil and Eatnagiri. At all three

temples Mondays in Kartigai and the Tni piimm day are specially

holy.

T<5ttiyam. Tottiyam : Eight miles west of Musiri. Population 2,699.

The name is said to be due to the fact that Tottiyans lived in

p-reat numbers in the place in former times. The village is one

of the most important religious centres in the district owing to

the fame of its village goddess, Madurai Kaliamman, She is

supposed to have come originally from Madura, attracted by the

music of the drums which the Paraiyans beat in Tottiyam. Once

arrived, she imprisoned the former village goddess—one Tangachi

Amman—and established herself in her temple.

Tiruvengi-
malai.

'

Of. ih» Tiruoh«ndurai templo in tLu Trichinopoly taluk.
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A rathor curiona annual festival is held in Panguni (March- OHAP. XV.

April). On the first day of this a large heap of cooked rice is Musibi.

placed in front of the temple, the door of the shrine is locked and

every crack and aperture is closed with dung or mud. It is left

locked till the night of the seventh day, when a sheep is placed in

front of the shrine and persons standing well at the side of the

door, so as to be out of the line of the goddess' vision, push it open

with sticks. Thereupon the sheep, it is solemnly asserted, falls

dead beneath the goddess' baleful gaze. People say that on that

night no sheep are left penned in the fichls, and no man dare walk

anywhere in the line of the goddess' vision between the temple

and the Talairaalai and KoUaimalai hills. Any one who does

so will die. Moreover throughout the festival no rice-pounder is

used in the village, no chilli-powder is prepared, no music is

played, no act of sexual intercourse is permitted, and no woman
who is pregnant or who is in her monthly period is allowed to

stay in the village for fear of kindling the goddess' wrath. On
the last day of the festival a large number of buffaloes (100 or

150, it is said) are slaughtered in front of the goddess. No
curtain is drawn, as usual, before her shrine to hide the sight

of the sacrifice from her. It is confidently asserted in the village

that if, in accordance with a vow, a man sets a buffalo free with a

purse of money for the goddess and a ' chit ' saying that the

animal and the coin are destined for the temple at I'ottiyam, they

will both arrive safely, without guidance, at the goddess' doors.

The temple is supposed to have been built by a poligar called

Ejanga Eayan ' about 400 years ago.' A street is known by his

name, and is said to have been built where his palace and fort

formerly stood. Traces of a fort may still be made out and an

idol near by is called ' the fort Karuppan.^

Turaiyiir : Eighteen miles north of Musiri. It is the largest Turaiynr.

town in the taluk, the population being 12,870 in 1901 against

7,467 in 1891. It is picturesquely situated between the KoUai-

malai and Pachaimaki hills, and is a union, the head-quarters of a

deputy tahsildar, a sub-registrar and the zamiudari of the same

name, and contains a police-station, a local fund dispensary

(established 1887), a rest-house aiul a choultry and lower

secondary school maintained by the /amiudar. Vaccination and

the registration of vital statistics are compulsory within its limits.

The Turaiyiir zamiudari contains seventeen villages and pays

a nominal peshkash of l\s. 700. Though nothing certain is known
about the estate before the middle of the 18th century, several

manuscripts in the Mackenzie collection ^ profess to give an

> Wilson, p. 417 ; Local Records, viii, 326-333 ; U, 198 foil. ; and Ixvii, 130.
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CHAP. XV. account of its origin and early history. In these it is stated that

ifusiRi. the zamindar's family is descended from one Vema Reddi who
lived in Anegundi near Vijayanagar. A descendant of his, one

Terrama Eeddi, being ill-treated by the then Vijayanagar king,

emigrated to Trichinopoly and established himself in Scttikulam

(14 miles east of Turaiyur) with some 200 followers. They

cultivated in the day time and plundered at night till they roused

the anger of the local chieftain, a certain Vira Tottiyan, who

suppressed the intruders and took away all their property.

Beinforced by more followers from Anegundi, Yerrama Eeddi

gained the favour of the Nayakkans of Madura and secured from

them a grant of some of the forest near Scttikulam. Encouraged

by this success, he vowed to the gods Ekambara and Venkata of

Scttikulam that if they helped him to become a poligar his family

would ever afterwards call their eldest sons Yenkata and their

eldest daughter Kamakshi. He then attacked the local poligar

by night and murdered him in his house; and he afterwards

obtained the office of poligar by sending suitable presents to the

Nayakkan king.

These events arc said to have occurred between 1450 and 1456,

but if the connection of the family with the Madura Nayakkans is

historical, the dates must be over a century too early. The MSS.
go on to give a list of eleven poligara from Terrama Eeddi to

Yijaya Ycnkatachala Eeddi, who was poligar at the beginning

of the last century. The greatest of them seems to have been one

Nallappa Eeddi, the second from Terrama Eeddi, who is said to

have cleared the forest, founded villages and made Turaiyur his

capital. He is stated to have taken 5,000 men into the field

against ' the Eaja of Tanjore,' who was invading Trichinopoly
;

to have defeated him with great loss in a night attack ; and to

have received great gifts and honour from Yangaru Tirumala ^ for

this achievement. Another poligar named Linga Eeddi (seventh

fi'om Terrama Eeddi) is credited in another MS. with having

defeated a band of free-booters from Gingee ' in the time of

Min^kshi and Yangaru Tirumala.'

With the Anglo-French war in the Carnatic, more reliable

chronicles begin. In 1752 Turaiy^ir was overrun by the Mysore
and French troops, who deposed the then poligar and appointed

his cousin in his place. The new chief failed to pay his peshkash,

and was himself deposed in favour of his predecessor in 1755.

The English at this time were satisfied that Turaiytir belonged to

Mysore, and refused to interfere with the action of the French.

' The rival of Min6kshi, boe p. 60.
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to whom the Myaore general had surrendered all hin liphfs in the chap. \

district.' '^Phe polipar ap^ain fell into arrears in tlio following Mdsibi.

year, was again deposed, and his predecessor was again instated.^

The deposed chief took refuge with the zamindars of Udaiyar-

pnlaiyam and Ariyalur ; and in 175H, war having again broken out

between the French and Knglish, Captain Cailland, wlio commanded

the English troops in Trichinopoly, determined to reinsttite him in

Turaiyur in order to oblige those two chieftains, who had always

been opponents of the French. He accordingly sent a detach-

ment under Captain Joseph Smith in August of that year to attack

Turaiyur. Some spirited skirmishing took place in the woods

which surrounded the village,'"' the town was captured and the

French protege expelled. Three companies of sepoys with three

sergeants were left to protect the reinstated poligar. The expelled

chieftain escaped to Mysore, where he collected a force of mal-

contents and plundered the country between Turaiyur and

Uttatur. In November of the same year the garrison of Trichi-

nopoly had to be reduced for the relief of Madras, which was being

besieged by the French, and tlie greater part of the small force at

Turaiyur was recalled. The exiled poligar took advantage of the

opportunity and captured Turaiyiir ; and he then offered to pay a

large sum to the Nawab, who accepted his terms and confirmed

him in the possession of his estate.

In 1 773 the poligar quarrelled with his son, who, fearing for

his life, laid his cause before the Nawab at Madras. The peshkash

had hitherto been Rs. 1 ,50,000 ; and on the young suppliant

agreeing to raise it to Rs. 1,75,000, he was himself made poligar

and his father removed to Madras. The old man however used

the same means to get the estate that had been employed by

his son, and offered to increase the peshkash to Rs. 2,00,000 if the

property were placed under his authority.

' His offer was accepted, and he was restored to the pdlaiyam in

1787. In 1789 liowever the son, by the offer of 1,00.000 rupees as a

present to the Nawab, and on engaging to pay the same peshkash aR

his father had agreed to, was again reinstated. The country had

suffered by these repeated changes of authority, and the disturbances,

which naturally attended them, and the young chief wa« unable to

fulfil hi.s engagements. He was accordingly removed in 1793, and

his father, for the third time, placed in the manajijement of the palai-

yam, having- previously engaged to pay a peshkash of 2,75,000 Rupees.

The palaiyam in its impoverished state was of course unable to pay
this increased tribut'?, ard in 1795 the old chipf and his son became
reooncilpd. and. seeing that they had no chance of being able to meet

' Orme, i, 396. » Orme, ii, 118.

' Doaohbed in detail by Onne, ii, 387-iO.
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CHAP. XV. the Nawab's dHmande, left the country and took refnge in Tanjore,

.vl0siai. where the old man soon afterwards died. His son, taking advantage

of the disturbances which broke out in 1796 in Uriaiyarpalaijam, and

profiting by the distracted state of the country under the Nawab's

authority, determined to make an attempt to regain Turaiyur. He
accordingly collected a considerable nnmber of men, and, being aided

by the adherents of the family, laid waste all parts of the palaiyam.

The Nawab, seeing how fruitless and expensive it was to contend

with the expelled chief, who, although not absolute master of the

country, had yet sufficient power to prevent its being cultivated,

resolved to come to terms. As the poligar's resources had by this

time been nearly exhausted by the length of the contest, he listened to

the ovtrtures made him and agreed to retire to Tanjore, having first

obtained the Nawab's promise to allow him 1,000 Rupees monthly for

his subsistence, and to permit him to lev}^ annually an assessment on

the inhabitants of Toraiyur, which was to bear a proportion of 25

per cent, to the amount of the revenue collected by the State. This

arrangement continued in force till the assignment of the Oarnatic

to the Company.'

There was considerable delay in settling the limits and position of

the Trichinopolj zamindaris, and the matter was not finally decided

till 1816. In that year, in accordance with the general orders of

Government then issued on the subject,^ the Turaiyur poligar

was restored to that portion of his palaiyam w-hich he now holds.

The Siva and Vishnu temples at Turaiyur both possess some

little architectural merit. Many of the figures in both are

mutilated, a desecration attributed to Tipu, who is said to

have used both of . them as barracks. The town contains a fine

symmetrical revetted tank, in which the local ' floating festival ' is

held. There is also a large irrigation tank, in the centre of which

is a curious and picturesque building, three stories high, in which

the zamindar used formerly to spend short periods when the tank

was full of water. It is now in rather a dilapidated condition.

The temple of Draupadi here has a certain local reputation.

The ordinary vow to it is to walk through fire in front of the

goddess. The consent of the goddess for the performance has to

be obtained by sticking a sword point downwards in the ground

and seeing if it remains upright or falls. If the former, the god-

dess is supposed to give permission. Throughout the performance

the devotees strike the backs of their Tiecks with swords, and it is

said that they feel no pains from the wounds inflicted. In the

neighbouring liill called Perumdlmalai is the temple of Prasanna

VcTikatachalapati, who is considered to be the household god of

the zamindar. A flight of over 1,500 steps leads to the top of

the hill.

' Chapter XI., p. 388.
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Turaiy6r is well known for its weekly cattle-market. D^vangas CHAP. IV.

and Sedans weave cotton cloths of good quality and Kaikolans Mdhuu.

make coarse fabrics. A few blacksmiths make household vessels

from bell-metal. A small math (monastery) in the village controls

64 smaller maths in this and the South Arcot districts. It has

small endowments, but no control over any temples. There are only

two resident monks. Turaiyur is also known as the centre of a

still considerable enmity between the ' right hand ' and ' left

hand ' factious referred to on page 92.
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NAMAKKAL TALUK.

CHAP. XV. Namakkal lies in the north-west corner of the district, and is

Namakkal. bounded on the west and south by the Canvery, and traversed by

the Karaipottauar and Tirumanimuttdr rivers. The north-east of

the taluk is covered by the KoUaimalais, and the Talaiinalai hills

lie on its south-eastern border, while at Nama-kkal and Naindmalai

high and isolated rocks stand ovit of the plain. The density of its

population is comparatively high, being 439 persons to the square

mile. It contains more zamindari and iuam villages than any

other taluk in the district, because the permanent settlement was

introduced in the Salem district, to which it formerly belonged.

Fifty square miles in the taluk are reserved forest and C9

cultivable waste belonging to Government. There are no statistics

for the large zamindari area ; but of 212 square miles of Govern-

ment land only 38 are irrigated— 14 from Government channels,

19 from wells, and 5 from tanks. The soil (84 per cent, of which

is red and the rest black) is fertile, 73 per cent, of the dry land

being assessed at over a rupee an acre, and of the wet land 56 per

cent, at over eight rupees and 76 per cent, at over six rufoo;'.

The rainfall (2631 inches) is rather small. Eice, cholam and

varagu cover fairly large areas, but cambu is by far the most

widely grown crop.

The great Nainamalai cattle fair is one of the largest in the

district, and is a centre for the distribution of cattle to other parts.

The local Iniffaloes have some reputation and arc apparently the

only locally bred cattle which are exported. A good deal of weav-

ing is done in the taluk. Good cloths are made in large quantities

at Ncimakkal, Paramati, Tattayyangarpettai and Morupatti, and

coarser fabrics at the last two of these villages, Anangur and

Sendamangalam. Tape is woven by a few Muhammadaus at

Sendamangalam, and woollen carpets at Aniyapurain, Laddivadi,

and Puduiipatti. Blankets are made by the Kurumbans in the cast

of the taluk, and mats of korai grass at Oravandur and Valavandi^

and of date leaves at Sendamangalam and Andippatti. Household

vessels are manufactured in small quantities at Ntimakkal and

Sendamangalam, and by one smith at Kondamanayakkaupatti.

Two or throe stone-cutters live at ilazipalaiyam and JV[6han{ir,
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and bangles are made in fair quantities at Sdndamangalam and CHAP. XV

Kosavampatti. Good country shoos are made by the Chakkiliyans NImakkal.

of S^udamangalam and Nallipalaiyam, and baskets by the Medarans

all over the east of the taluk. The Arappalisvaran temple on

the Kollaimalais has been mentioned in Chapter I, p. 4. The

following are other places of historical and religious interest in

the taluk.

Kapilamalai : Fifteen miles south-west of Namakkal. Is Kapiiamalai

said to have boon so named because it was the abode of the sage

Kapila. The Siva temple is frequently visited by pilgrims, the

usual VOAV being to burn ghee within it. The architecture of the

building is well spoken of in Macleaiie's Manual of the AJnunia-

tration, and the erection of ' several fine manlapams ' round it is

there ascribed to the Nayakkans of Madura. Mr. Sewell mojitions

that two copper plate grants dated 1574 and 1G37 A.D. were found

in it. The latter was a grant by Tirumala Nayakkau of Madura.

Mohanur : Twelve miles south of Namakkal on the Cauvery. Mdhan6r.

Population 3,621. Is the chief village of a union (established in

181)1) which also comprises Nanjai Mohanur and Erappu Mohanur.

The name is supposed to be a corruption of Mahanur (' the son's

village ') ; and is explained by a story that Siva, when searching

for his son Subrahmanya, found him here and settled here beside

him. The god in the Siva temple is placed facing the west

instead of (as elsewhere) the east. No story has been invented to

explain this, 'i'wo other peculiarities of the temple are that a

stream of water is supposed to flow underground from a spring

inside it, and that the light placed in front of the god is supposed

never to flicker. With reference t(j the latter belief the god is

called ' the god of the unmoving light, ' or Achaladipesvarar.

The Canverv near this village is su{>posed to be more than usuallv

holy.

The Karuppan of tbis place is well known. Ho is called

Navaladiyan i ' ho that sits at the foot of the ndwd tree') and is

frequently worshipped by creilitors who cannot get their debts paid.

The bonds are hung up in frout of him, aud he is then supposed

to plague the debtors with bad dreams until they pay up.

The village contains three saltpetre refineries, and there are

two stone-cutters in the place who carve images of the Hindu
gods with some skill. Plantains are largely exported from here.

Morupatti : Fifteen miles east-.^outh-cast of Namakkal. Mdrupttti,

Population G,81o. The chief village of a union (established in

1891) which also contains the village of IJrudaiyampatti. Some
89
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CHAP. XV.

NiKAKSAL.

Nainamalai.

Nimakkal.

150 Kaikolans weave cotton fabrics of various kinds and some 50

Senijaus weave women's clothis of good quality.

Nainamalai: Ten miles north-east of Namakkal. A Vishnu
temple stands on the top ot a very striking rocky hill which rises

here abruptly from the plains. It is regarded with great venera-

tion by the people of the Salem district, who visit it in large

numbers, especially on Saturdays in Purattasi (September-October),

It is known as the abode of the sage Kanvar, the foster-father

of Sakuntala, the heroine of the well-known drama written by
K^lid^sa.

Namakkal : Head-quarters of the Divisional Officer (a Deputy
Collector) and of the taluk. Population 6,843. Contains also the

offices of a sub-magistrate, district munsif and sub-registrar, as

well as a police-station, a board high school, a Government girls'

school, a local fund dispensary (founded 1872) and a travellers'

bungalow. It is the chief village of a union (established in 1886)

which also comprises Kosavampatti, Chinna Muthalapatti, Periya-

patti, Bodupatti, Kuppampalaiyam, Kondichettipatti, Ayyam-
pdlaiyam and Lakyampdlaiyam.

The town lies at the foot of a great rounded mass of white

gneiss on the summit of which is a hill-fort. It is divided into

' the fort ' (kottai) and the ' suburb ' {pettai), the former lying to

the west and the latter to the east of the rock. It is a well-built

town with broad streets.

The foi"t is most easily accessible on the south-west, on which

side narrow steps have been hewn in the rock. It can also be

scaled on the north by a tinittu vasal or ' secret gate,' designed

no doubt for flight or as a sally-port. On the lower slope of the

hill to the south and south-west are the remains of a first line of

fortifications. The outer walls of the true fort above are in almost

perfect preservation. They are made of well-cut blocks of the

same stone as the rock itself and are secured to the rock with

mortar. No mortar has been used for the higher courses, which

hold together simply by their own weight and accurate fitting.

The whole is surmounted by a parapet of strong brick-work, some

three feet thick, serrated by machicolations and pierced in every

direction tor musketry. Eound the interior of the ramparts runs

a masonry platform to enable marksmen to reach the loopholes.

These arc so skilfully luade that there is not an inch of grouud all

round the fort which is not commanded by them. The area

enclosed by the ramparts is about an acre and a half. It con-

tains a small temple and a ruined brick building, said to have beeu

oooe a treasury.
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The erection of the forb is attrihuted by native tradition either chap. xv.

to Ramaohandra Na'yak, j)oli{^ar of Sendaniangalani and Namak- Namakkal.

kal or to Lakshrai Narasinihayya, a harhar (attendant) of the

Mysore king. Mr. H. LeFann, I.C.S., in the Salem Districi

Manunr (from which the aV)ovo account is taken), douhts if it

could he of an earher date than about 1730. Jt never seems to

have done itself justice as a place of defence. It was taken by

Col. Wood in his forward movement in 1768 and lost again the

same year to Haidar. In the time of Haidar and I'ipu a hilladur

held the fort for Mysore ; and it was subsequently held for the

Company by a guard of sepoys, the European Commandiag
Officer residing in a bungalow in the kottai near the temple.

Ndmakkal possesses a certain religious interest. The Vishnu

temple is often visited by local supplicants, especially when a devil

has to be driven out. There are also a number of sacred bathing-

places [Urthoms) in hollows in the side of the rock. The largest

of these, the Kamalalayam, is sacred to Lakshmi, under the title

of Namagiriammal. It is supposed that Hanuman visited the

tank to quench his thirst, on the way to cull sanjivi to heal

Tinkshmana, and found Lakshmi doing penance here. While he

was speaking to her the stone he was carrying turned into the

present Namakkal rock. The natives still show the footsteps o'

Hanuman near the tank ' to witness if they lie.'

Some 120 Patnulkarans here "weave men's cloths with silk

borders, and two or three smiths make brass vessels. There is not

much trade in the place.

NanjaiEdayar : Ten miles south-west of Naimakkal. I'opu- Nanjai

lation 3,;i50. The chief village of a union (constituted in 1891) ^dajar.

which also comprises Anichampalaiyam alias Tirumalainamasa-

mudram.

Oravandur: Thirteen miles south of Namakkal on the Oravandtir.

Cauvery. Population 2,338. The name is said to be a corrup-

tion of Orupandur, ' the place of the ball '; and it is explained by
a story that the village goddess of Madukkarai on the other side

of the Cauvery, Sclldudiyamman, lost a ball in the Cauvery and
found it in this place. The inhabitants say that the goddess has

transferred her abode to this place (a statement denied bv the

Madukkarai people) and worshi}) her here accordingly. She is

offered buffalo sacrifices (which she does not get at Madukkarai)

during her fortnight's festival in Masi (February -March). A
little mat-sveaving is done in the village.

^ Volame ii, 116.
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Faramati.

Pottan^r.

S6nda-
mangalam.

Tattayyan-
garp6tlai.

VassalliT.

V«fir.

Vengam.

Faramati: I'jleven miles west-south-west of Ndmakkal.

Population 2,906. Head-quarters of a deputy tahsildar and a

sub-registrar. The Siva temple here and in the hamlet of

Mavureddi are said to contain numerous inscriptions. Thirty

Patnulk^ran families weave superior men's cloths with silk

borders.

Pottanur : Fifteen miles south-south-west of Namakkal.

Population 8,065. The chief village of a union which also

includes Pudupalaiyam.

S6ndamangalam : Seven miles north-east of Ndmakkal.

Population 13,584, The union of this name (founded in 1886)

used formerly to include also Pachudaiyampatti, Mudukapatti and

Tottiyappatti, but these were removed from its limits in 1895.

It contains a local fund dispensary (founded 1889) and a police-

station, and the offices of a sub-registrar and a special magistrate.

Coarse cloth and tape, brass vessels, glass and stick-lac bangles,

mats, baskets, shoes, etc., are all made here on a small scale.

The Vishnu temple is of a fair size.

Tattayyangarp^ttai : Twenty miles cast of Namakkal.

Population 7,167. Head-quarteis of a sub-registrar and a

special magistrate. Gives its name to a union which contains

also the villages of Devanur, Pillatturai and Vadamalaipatti. A
good deal of weaving is carried on here. Some 100 Sedans make

good men's cloths T\ith silk and lace borders and about 150

Kaikolans weave coarse cloth and curtains.

Vassalur : Twelve and a half miles west by north of Namak-
kal. A number of elaborately formed dolmens and sepulchral

circles stand near this place.

V61ur : Thirteen miles south-west of Ndmakkal. Population

5,824. The chief village of a union (constituted 1891) which also

includes Punjai Edayar, Alelmugam and Sultanpet. There is

a travellers' bungalow here belonging to the Public Works
department.

Vengarai : Sixteen miles south-west of Namakkal, Popu-

ation 6,852. Gives its name to a imion (constituted 1891) in

which are also contained the villages of Sarkar Paudamangalam

«nd Ziipti P^ndamangalam.
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PEKAMIJAJ.UH lALUK.

Perambaluh taluk lies near tho niiddlo of the north fiidc of the <"HAP. XV.

district. It is partly bounded ou the north b}' the Vollar, and I'erambalOr,

drains into this river and its tributaries and southwards into the

Nandiyar. The Paehaimalais a])ut upon its western border. It

is an undulating country containing a smaller population than

any other taluk in the district, and being less thickly peopled

than any other except KulittaUii. Its people are the most illi-

terate in tho district, and it contains only one school above the

primary grade.

Pcrambalur contains 83 square miles of forest, and more
culturable waste than any other taluk. Of the assessed laud, 34

square miles are irrigated ; namely, 16 square miles from tanks, 14

from wells, and 4 from Government channels and other somces.

Tho dry land is of rather poor quality, 50 per cent, of it being

assessed at less than a rupee an acre ; but the wet land is generally

of fair fertility. Eighty-one per cent, of the soil is black and the

rest red. The rainfall averages nearly 40 inches, and comes

second only to that in Udaiyarpalaiyam. Varagu, cambu and

ragi are the most widely-grown crops, but rice and cholam also

cover large areas, and coriander, cotton and indigo are grown here

to a larger extent than in most other taluks. Other statistics will

be found in the separate Appendix.

The taluk is a poor one. The incidence of the income-tax,

both per asscssee and per head of the population is lower than

anywhere else in the district and few industries exist. Blankets

are woven all over tho taluk by the Kurumbans, but the only

other weaving appears to be the carpet industry of Ranjangudi,

and that is not of any considerable size. Metal vessels for house-

hold use are made by a few smiths in Aranarai, Olappadi,

Kurumbalur and Melappuliyur. The work at the last two places

is ornamental and of good class. A few smiths at ^ittalai make
metal images of the gods. There are a few good wood- carvers at

Anukktir, Mdttiir, Kurumbalur and Taludur, and a few stone-

cutters at Eraiyur, Karai and Okkarai.

Prehistoric kistvaens of the usual kind occur in the taluk.

Eanjangudi and Uttatur were the scenes of some exciting

paseages of arms between the French and English in the Camatic
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PERAKEALrK.

Kurnmbaliir.

Ladapuram.

Perambalt'

wars. These and other places of interest are described in the

following pages :

—

Kurumbalur : Four miles west of Perambaliir. Population

9,029. It was once the head-quarters of a taluk which was

abolished in 1817-18, and is now the chief village of a iinion

(established in 1892) which also comprises Palaijam, Tiruppayar,

Melappuliyur and Navalur, the two last of which were added to it

in 1897. The place is chiefly known for its manufacture (by

three or four smiths) of metal vessels and plates, which is described

in Chapter VI. There arc also five or six wood-carvers in the

town. The Siva temple is of fair size, but of no particular repu-

tation. At a private choultry here Brahmans are fed.

Ladapuram; Nine miles west of Perambalur. Population

3,934. The name is said (not very convincingly) to be a corruption

of Yiratapuram ; and it is explained that the town belonged to

king Virata in whose country (according to the Mahabharata) the

Pandavas hid themselves for one year before the battle of

Kurukshetra. A ruined camp, the shape of which can only be

indistinctly traced, is pointed out in confirmation of the story. It

is generally believed that Kurumban shepherds wandering on the

neighbouring Esamalai hill have every now and then seen the bow

of Ai-juna rise from the ground and return into the earth with a

clash of metal. It is however supposed that it is no good looking

for the bow, as it only appears to those w^ho have no thought of

seeing it.

The village goddess, Dinavasi Amman, is very much dreaded

by the people. Iler pmity, not to say fastidiousness, is so intense

that she will not tolerate the perpetration of any sexual intercourse

or any rice-cleaning or chilly-pounding or the presence of a woman

who is pregnant or is in her monthly courses as long as she (the

goddess) is in the village. This inconveniently high moral

standard results in her being ordinarily handed over to an Irulan,

who keeps her in the neighboiu-ing jungle of Kalarampatti, and

she is only brought to the village for her annual festival. On such

occasions all persons or practices that would shock her sensibilities

are rigorously excluded from the village.

Perambalur : Population 8,594. Gives its name to a union

(constituted in 1886) which also includes Toramangalam, Aranarai

and Vilamattur. The last three villages were added to it in 1893.

It is the head -quarters of the taluk and also contains a sub-

magistrate, a sub-registrar, a police-station, a local fund dispensary

(founded 1877), a vernacular lower secondary school, a travellers'

bungalow and a large local fund choultry.
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Tho Vishnu temple has some local repute and is a good deal chap. XV.

resorted to for the cure of diseases of the eye. Patients stop in PaKiitBALtJK.

the building for some days and apply to their eyes the natidiijd-

m^^flj flowers which grow there.

The village goddess, Vollantangi Amman, is much dreaded.

She is supposed to have been first found in the large tank hero.

She is believed ordinarily to reside in the neighbouring jungle

and ouly to visit the village for her festival. On those occasions

her favour is invoked by a man with a pot of water on his head,

and she is belie^ed to communicate her presence to the water.

The pot is then taken to the village, and she is worshipped in that

form. She has no imago properly so called.

Ranjangudi : Eleven miles north-north-east of Perambalur. Ranjangudi.

It contains an old fort which formerly ])elonged to jaghirdars

holding under the Nawaba of the Carnatic. ' A number of curious

stories are still current about their doings. The jaghir is said by
the local Musalmans to have been given by the ' Padsha of Delhi '

402 years ago to his son-in-law Muhammad Hussain Khan, and
to have been resumed (and the family pensioned) h9 years ago.

A pit is shown as the prison in which the jaghirdars threw those

who offended them. The prisoners' ration is said to have consisted

of equal parts of rice and salt. The jaghirdars are also declared

to have built up female oifenders alive in the walls, leaving ouly

their heads uncovered, so that they died by inches of hunger.

The fort of Ranjang\tdi was the scene of a well-known battle

between the English and Muhammad Aii on the one side and

Chanda Sahib and his French allies on the other in 1751, in which

the former met with a serious reveise. I'ho affair is generally

spoken of as the battle of Volcondah (' tho disgraceful affair of

Volcondah, ' as both Wilks and Malcolm dosci-ibo it) after the

larger village of Valikandapuram in the neighbourhood ; but the

action was actually fought beneath the walla of Eanjangudi. An
English detachuicnt under v/aptain Gingen was marching (see

p. 04) to the relief of Trichinopoly, which was being threatened

for the first time by Chanda Sahib, and it was necessary for them

to obtain possession of this fort. They were camped in a large

tope about a mile and a half to the south-west of Kanjangudi and

Chanda Sahib's forces were posted some four miles beyond the

Chinnar river north of the fort. The jaghirdar of the fort,

though a relative of Muhammad All's, was afraid to assist either

party for fear of incurring the displeasure of the victor, whoever

' Mtipleui*'>i Manual of the Ad/ut/nstrutivn, iii, 680.
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CHAP. XV. it might be, and refused to open his gates. Exasperated by his

Pbeambalur. prevarications, Captain Gingen determined to treat him as an

enemy. The fort consisted of two parts; namely, the citadel on

the rock and a pettai at its foot surrounded by a mud wall.

Gingen fii'st moved his army to new ground a mile to the north-

west of the fort, and then began, late one evening, by burning the

pettai. But he could not get into the upper fort without breaeh-

ing-cannon, and withdrew to his camp, i'he jaghirdar then sent

word to Chanda Sdhib that he was prepared to admit him ; and

next morning the French were seen marching over the low hills

from the north, and entered the dry bed of the small watercourse

which runs north and south beside the fort before the English

attempted to intercept them. When the latter at length attacked,

the French took up a defensive position in the bottom of the

watercourse, but posted two field-pieces on its bank and opened

fire. Captain Dalton's Memoir, which gives a very detailed

account of the action,^ says that ten or a dozen English soldiers

fell, and then, for no apparent reason, the whole of their com-

panions turned and ran. The officers (among whom was Clive,

then a lieutenant) did all they could to stop them, but without

avail. Fortunately the French attempted no pursuit. The

English retreated to tJttatur iq.v.) and eventually toTrichinopoly.

In May of the following year, Eanjaugudi was the scene of

the surrender of the French reinforcement under D'Auteuil which

had been sent (see p. 66) to relieve the beleaguered garrison of

Srirangam. D'Auteuil had taken post at Uttatur, was driven out of

that bv Daltou (May 9thj and retired on Eanjaugudi. The jaghir-

dar would not allow him into the upper fort, and, changing sides

with fortune, told the English that he would act against D'Auteuil

if only they would attack the latter. D'Auteuil marched again

towards tJttiitur, but was driven back by Olive into llanjangudi;

the pettai there was stormed by the English the same day ; the

French were refused admittance to the upper fort ;
and D'Auteuil

surrendered.-

During the later struggles round 'J'richinopoly the jaghirdar

seems to have maintained an attitude of benevolent neutrality.

' Voh^ondah ' is frequently mentioned by Orme as occupied by one

or other of the parties engaged ; but it was not the scene of any

more active hostilities.

The fort is still in good preservation, and is a handsome

construction. It is said to have l^een built on the sites of a Siva

' See page 9C. Orcof (i, 172-74) dift'em considorably.

' Orme, i, 388-284.
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and a llannman temple ; iiiid a lingam and a figure of Hanuman cHAP. XV.

are pointed out iu eonfirmation of the tale. The story goes that Fkeambaldb.

the jaghirdar ouoe intended to remove these, but was deterred

from doing so by a dream.

Eanjangudi is well known (sec Chapter VI) for its weaving of

cotton and woollen carpets and its embroidery. The village also

contains a small local fund rest-house.

Siruvachur : Four and a half miles south of Perambaltar. Siruvaoh6i-

Population 1,087. The village goddess, Madurai Kaliammau, has

a great reputation in this and some of the neighbouring districts.

Like her namesake in Tottiyam (Musiri taluk) she is supposed to

be an intruder from Madura who first rescued the real local god-

dess, Selliyamman, from a sorcerer and then ousted her and took

her place. She is honoured by a celebrated festival of ten days

duration in Chittrai (April-May). She is especially potent in

driving out devils, bestowing children and curing illness—includ-

ing lunacy. She is also repeatedly asked to witness the oaths of

litigants. It is noticeable that, while the Tottiyam goddess does

not object to see animal sacrifices performed before her eyes and is

honoured with the sacrifice of buffaloes as well as sheep, the god-

dess of Siruvachur only accepts saciifices of sheep and even these

are screened from her eyes, as often with village goddesses, by a

curtain. In the neighbouring hill is a torrent, said rarely to run

dry, a bath in whicli is thought to possess great efficacy in curing

disease.

Uttatur : Fifteen miles south of Perambalur. Population uttaior,

1,558. Occurs fairly often in the pages of Orme as a fort of

importance on the road from Trichinopoly to Cuddalore and

Pondicherry. Two miles north of the town, the road passes

between a hill and a ridge of rock and though these could appa-

rently easily have been avoided Orme speaks of this pass as ' the

streights of Uttatui,' and Captain Dalton describes it as 'the

barrier to the Trichinopoly country.^ ' The defensible part of

XJttatur itself was its pagoda ' with a stone wall and some round

towers '
; but the absence of a rampart rendered it difficult to hold,

and it often changed hands for that reason. After his defeat in

175] at Ranjangudi (see p. 30-1), Captain Gingen retreated to

Uttatur and was followed by Chanda Sahib and the French. The

English were encamped in ' the streights.' Dalton was posted as

an advance guard in ' a pagoda about two miles in front of the

army overlooked by a great rocky mountain,' and a few Europeans

were placed iu Uttatur to protect the rear of the camp. The enemy

* Mtioioir^ofGup. Dalton, lOi.

39
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Perambalcr. road) and the two forces watched each other for several days.

Then a petty disaster overtook the British. A small party of

the enemy's horse came uy near the camp on the 9th Jnly and

80 irritated the English by waving their swords and otherwise

expressing theii- defiance that a small force of horse and sepoys was
sent to attack them. The enemy gradually retreated and ulti-

mately led the Enghsh (some ii dragoons, 150 of the Nawab's
horse and a company of sepoys) into an ambuscade of some 3,000

horse and foot. Most of iho cavalry retreated in safety, but the

sepoys were nearly all either cut to pieces or taken. This reverse,

following so closely on the defeat at Ranjangudi, had a most dis-

heartening effect on the English troops/'

The eneniv now advanced their camp three miles and on the

13th July advanced towards the English lines in battle-array with

'20,000 horse, 4,0(i0 sepoys, 100 Portuguese and seven guns. They
first attacked Dalton's outpost, and that officer was ordered by
Gingen to retire to the main body. This difficult movement was

executed with skill and success, the enemy's cavalry suffering in

the pursuit, and the British grenadiers behaving with conspicuous

gallantry. The enemy followed, and foimd themselves face to face

with the whole British force. They at first seemed determined to

bring on a general action, but a heavy fire from the British artil-

lery made them waver, and a timely advance drove thorn to flight.

They lost 300 men in the affair.

In spite of this success, Gringen continued his retreat. The
pass was indeed defensible, but he was afraid that the enemy, with

their great superiority in cavalry, would cut off his supplies from
Trichinopoly.

XJttatur was next occupied in April of ^he following year by
the French reinforcement (120 Europeans and 500 sepoys) imder

AF. D'Auteuil which (see p. 65) was marching to relieve the

French at Srirangam. The movements :ind ultimate surrender of

this body have already been referred to in the account of Ranjan-
gudi above.

Uttatljr was occupied by the forci^s of both sides on several

occasions during the later struggles of the French and English

round about Trichinopoly ; but it was not the scene of any exciting

straggles.

The Siva temple at this place is fairlj' well known. It is

supposed to have been honoured by the saint Appar, who sang its

' Ortno, i, I 76 ; Ualtou'B Memotr, 104 foil.
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praises in the neighbouring village of PndaKir, ' the village of the chap. XV.
song.' The sun (as at Tirup|)attur') is supposed to worship the PEaAMBALUK.

god on three days in Masi (Fobruary-Maroh). 'I'he connection

of its hull-god with the legend of the Nandiytir river is mentioned
in Oha))ter I, p. 0. The temple is also much resorted to for the

cure of disease or to get' devils driven out. It contains numerous
inscriptions in Tamil and Grantha characters. The village

goddess, SelH;;[amman, han also a wide reputation. The ordinarv

vow performed by her votaries ia to fling themaelvci^ on heaps of

thorns when she comes in procession.

Uttatur is supposed to be the metropolis of the ' tJttun^du '

section of the Vellalans. The )iddu is said to have consisted of

eighteen villages in this neighbourhood. None of the caste lives

in Uttattar now, though they are said to be found in many of the

surrounding villages and to be specially devoted to the Siva temple

there.

IJttat{ir is referred to in one of the Mackenzie MSS., which

mentions the grant of it to the Siva temple by Krishuappa

N^ayakkan Q573-9o A.D.) and the peculiar form of vow performed

to Selliyamman.

The place is noteworthy for the collection of phosphatic

nodules - in its neighbourhood

Valikandapuram : Eight miles north-north-east ( f Peramba- Vdlikanda-

h'lr. Population 1,481. Its name is said to mean ' the village P""'*'"-

where Vnli was seen, ' and it is popularly supposed to have heen the

place where Eama met Vali, the monkey king, on the way to

Ceylon. It was till 1861 the head -quarters of a taluk. The place

is called ' Volcondah ' b}'' Orine, and has given its name to a battle

in which the English suffered a serious reverse at the hands of the

French and Chanda Sahib in 1751 . The scene of this action was

really at Ranjangiidi, and the fighting is described in the article

on that place. Oi-me's frequent references to ' Volcoudah ' all.

indeed, apply to Eanjangudi and not to Valikandapuram.

The Siva temple is partly demolished. Some say this was done

by Haidar and Tipu, and others that the jaghirdars of Eanjangudi

used the materials to build the fort at their village. The building

contains some handsome work, a mantapam near the gate being

beautifully carved. Inside it is a square tank surrounded by a

curious, low, sunken cloister, which has been described as having a

rather Buddhistic appearance In the village is also a handsome

darga, containing a black marble tomb, which seems once to have

been a Hindu temple.

' See p. 290. ' Sec Chapter I, p. 18.
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Pebambal^k. (iv, 272).

Vengan<ir. Vengaiiur : Thirteen miles north-north-west of Peranibalur.

Population l,76o. Contains a Siva temple of considerable beauty.

The shrines of the god and goddess are both richly sculptured with

bold figures of men, elephants, horses, monkeys, etc. The building

is in the form of the base of a lingam {dvidai) but is not remark-

able in any other way. It is supposed to have been erected by a

wealthy ndttdn of the Reddi caste some 300 j'ears ago.

Vfeppur. V6ppur : Fifteen miles north-east of Peranibalur. In the

Kamakshiammal temple here the curious custom exists that the

cocoanuts offered to the goddess should be broken by the pujari on

the head of the man who offers them ; and it is popularly supposed

that this operation causes no pain whatever.
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TRICHINOPOLY TALUK.

The Triehinopolj taluk lies at the south-east corner of the CHAP. XV.

district aod north of Pudukkottai State. It is divided into two Tuichixo-

nearly equal parts by the Oauvery and is traversed by the main poly.

line of the South Indian Railway and the branch whicli runs from

Trichiuopoly to Erode. Along the river stretch rich tracts of

irrigated land and topes ; but away from its banks the country

rises into uplands of red and black soil, broken here and there by

small but sometimes striking rocky hills. Trichinopoly is the

smallest and the most densely-populated taluk in the district.

Muhammadans and Christians are much more common in it than

in the other taluks and its people are better educated.

Only eleven square miles are forest, and only 31 square miles

Government cultivable waste. As much as 39 per cent, of the

assessed area is irrigated, most of it from the Cauvery channels, it

contains more alluvial land than any other taluk in the district, one

quarter of its whole ai"ea being covered by this soil, and more than

half the extent cropped in it is grown with rice. Consequently it

is a prosperous tract and pays more land revenue than any other

taluk in Trichinopoly. Statistics of this and other matters will be

found in the separate Appendix.

Its head-quai-ters is also by far the most important industrial

centre in the district, and the incidence of the income-tax, both per

assessee and per head of the population, is much higher than in

other taluks. A very large amount of good weaving is done in

Trichinopoly town, and some more in Iluppur, Puvalur, Kulumani,

Samayapuram and Sirugaraani ; while coarse cloths are largely

made at Manachanallur; Kovandakkiuichi and Iluppur. Some
dyeing is done at Iluppur and Trichinopoly and a little carpet-

weaving in the latter of these. Mats are made in quantities at

the same town and at Pettaivattalai and Yayttalai Gudalur

and blankets are woven by the Kurumbans all over the north-

east of the taluk. The jewellery, pith-work, ornamental silver-

work and painting of Trichinopoly ; the musical instruments of

Srirangam ; the household vessels of Trichinopoly, Sirukambur

and Validiyur ; the metal idols of Tirumangalam near Ldlgudi

;

the stone-c\itting of Trichinopoly, Manakkal and Tirumangalam
;

the stone-polishing of Trichinopoly ; and the wood-carving of
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POLT.

Ilupp6r.

PAvallir and Peruvalanallur are all well known. Trichinopoly

cheroots are famous all over the world. Oil is made in large

quantities at Manachanallur and Trichinopoly ; ten tanneries are

at work at the latter place and one at Srirangam ; and soap and

bangles arc made at Trichinopoly in fair quantities.

The taluk contains many interesting spots, chief among which

are holy Srirangam and the historical rock fort at the head-

quarters. These and others are referred to below :

—

Iluppur : Twentv-six miles south of Trichinopoly. Popu-

lation 3,590. A rising village containing a number of Labbai

traders. Local tradition declares that some centuries ago it was

the seat of an important zamindar. The story goes that Iluppur,

Marungapuri and Kaiiavur zamindaris were formerly one estate

under a chieftain of the Tottiyan caste, and that the Iluppur

estate descended to one Vallavati Kamakshi Nayakkan about 240

vears ago. A grant to an inamdar by this chieftain in 1069-70

is inscribed on a stone in Vavvaneri-agraharam, hamlet of Vira-

pati. During the troubles of that period he set fii-e to his palace,

slew his family and disappeared miraculously in a flame of fire.

Ruins of his palace and fort still remain, and the former is said

to contain treasure guarded by demons. Several persons are

declared to have eluded the demons at different times and found

pots of money there.

This chief is supposed to have rebuilt the Siva temple in the

village. It contains a finely-carved mantapam, numerous inscrip-

tions and a subterranean room. The chief is said to have built up

the eastern gate of the Vishnu temple and opened the present

western gate, so that he might see the god as lie rose from bed in

the morning ; and this act of disrespect is supposed to have caused

his downfall. The monolithic pillar in fronc of this building

bears an inscription stating that it was erected by one Saiyad Ali

of the Carnatic family in gratitude for relief from disease. The

last zamindar of Iluppur above mentioned, like manj' Tottiyans,^

bore the reputation of being a great sorcerer. He is said to have

planted two stones which would cure headache and colic respec-

tively if the affected part was rubbed against them. They are

e'.ill standing in the village by the side of the Pudukkottai road.

One of them bears inscriptions but has been mutilated.

The village boasts a small textile industry. About 30 Patnul-

k^rans woave silk tartans, some 150 or 2U0 Paraiyan households

make coarse white fabrics and ten Tuluva V'ellalans are engaged

See Chapter HI, p. 121.
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in dyeing aiiH stampinj? chintzes. The place also contains a local ruw. XV.

fund dispensary founded in 1<S!^0 and two private chattrams. Trichino-
POtT.

Kilambil : Seventeen miles nortji-cast of Trichinopoly. —-

Population 1,044. The Mtiriyamnian temple there is, except tliat ' ^™ ^ •

at Samayapurara referred to below, the most noted shrine to that

goddess in all the district. The festival in Pangnni (Mnrch-

April) is said to be attended by 1U,0()W persons. It resembles in

character that at Samayapuram ; an(t here also no animals are

sacrificed to the goddess.

A carious class of Brabmans called the ' Jaimini Sdmagas

'

or ' Talavakkara Choliyas,' have their head-quarters in this

village. Only a few households now remain. They call them-

selves Sradrtas, but they use the Tengalai sect mark and do not

wear the forelocks peculiar to the Smaiia Choliyas. Some of

their marringe and funeral ceremonies are pecaliai*. They say

Rama settled them in the village on his return from Ceylon and

that they are descended from the priest who performed the curious

sacrifice at Koiltirumalam referred to in the a (count of that place

in the Tdiijore Gozefteer. At their marriages they set aside a sum
of money in the name of this ancestor and spend it at the Koil-

tirumalam festival.

Kuttappar : Some 6] miles east-south-east of Trieliinopoly. Knttappar.

Population '^,024. The neighbourhood of tins village was the

scene of a serious disaster to the British in February 1754, a

convoy bringing in supplies to li'richinopoly from the Tan j ore

country being cut up. The convoy consisted of a large quantity

of military stores and provisions conveyed by 3,000 oxen, which

was escorted by 100 grenadiers, 80 other Europeans and four

guns. It was unfortunately under the command of an officer of

' little experience and less ability.' ^ It was attacked some three

miles to the east of Kuttappar by 12,000 Maratha and Mysore

horse, 6,000 sepoys and 400 Frenchmen with seven guns. Its

disposition at the moment was ' the very worst that could have

been imagined,' the troops being distributed in small bodies

along the sides of the convoy with only a single platoon in front

and rear. The enemy's cavalry charged these scattered units, and

there was only time for a siugle volley before all was confusion,

' every man trusting only to himself and resolving to sell his life

as dear as possible.' No quarter was given till the French came up.

About 130 of the English force wei-e taken prisoners, of whom 100

were wounded ; and 50 were killed on the spot. All the officei-s

' Lawxence eays he ' ceitHJuly from his miflcondnct lost his party.' See aJeo

Csiubridge, 62.
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were killed or wounded. The garrison of Tiruverumbur had

hm-ried to secure Kuttappar as a refuge for the remains of the

convoy, and if it ' had been in a body and pushed for it ' all

would have been well.

This blow was a very serious loss to the English. It destroyed

one-third of their European battalion ; and, worst of all, it involved

' the loss of that gallant company of grenadiers whose courage

0!i ever}^ occasion we have seen deciding the victory, and who may
be said without exaggeration to have rendered more service than

the same number of troops belonging to any nation in any part of

the world.'

^

Lalgudi : Thirteen miles north-east of Trichinopoly . Popu-

lation 9,845. Contains a deputy tahsildar's office, a local fund

dispensary (opened in 1884), a sub-registrar's office, a local fund

upper secondary school and two private chattrams.

The name.^ said to mean ' red place ' and to have been given to

the town by the Muhammadans owing to the red colour of the

gopuram of its Siva temple. The town is also called Tiruttavatturai

or ' the place of lioly contemplation '
; but this name is not often

used. Lalgudi and its neighbourhood are called Malavanadu

(' the Malava country ') and are said to be the head-quarters of

the Malavanadu Brahatoharauam section of the Tamil Smarta

Brahmans, who are very plentiful in this district. The name
Malavanadu is popularly derived from a king named Malava who
was a leper and who was cured of his disease by bathing in a pool

here when on a hunting expedition, it is still believed that lepers

who bathe in this pool for 45 days consecutively will be cured.

The Siva temple already mentioned is a sculptured building

with three courts. The outermost of these is elaborately carved

in the Dravidian fashion, while the other two belong to Chola

times, are decorated in a style similar to that adopted in the

great temple at Tanjore, and contain many ancient inscriptions.

A large festival is held in the temple in Margali (December-

January) on the same day (the star Arudra's day) as the great

feast at Chidambaram. During this festival a dramatic repre-

sentation is given of the story of the quarrel lietween Siva and

Parvati over a liaison of the foimer with a woman named Ai-udra

and their eventual reconciliation. People say that a death and a

shower of rain always occur in the village while this feast is

proceeding. Another festival, lasting for ten days, occurs in

Pauguni (March-April). An unusual circumstance connected with

' Orme, i, 343-45. ' Our brave company of grona,dierB,' wrote Lawrence, ' who
hud over behaved well and Buccessfully.' .See also Cambridge, 62.
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both is that the permission of the village god Aiyanar (conveyed CHAP. XV.

through a man inspired) has to be obtained before either can take Tbichiwo-

1 POLT.
place.

Lalgudi can boast no industries whatever, but it is the centre

of some local trade and is known for its betel gardens and plan-

tains. A very large num])or of the Kodikkal (' betel garden ')

Vellalaus live in the village.

Lalgudi is mentioned once in the pages of Orme as a ' mud
fort.' It was garrisoned in 1752 by the French, who intended to

turn it into a provision-store, but was cajjtQred (p. 05) by escalade

by a small body of sepoys and English in April.

^

Muttarasanallur : Four miles north-west of Trichinopoly. Muttarasa-

Population, 2,002. The ' Mootachellinoor ' of Orme. A vigorous "'^ "'^*

action, lasting twenty hours, was fought near here on the Sriran-

gam island in May 1753 between the French and English. The

result was indecisive, but the fighting served to show Lawrence

that the French were ably commanded and that it was hopeless

to attempt to clear them out of Srirangam.-

Perattiyur : Six miles south of Trichinopoly. Population Perattiyur.

1,955. The village is well known for its temple to Ondi Karuppu
on the Rettaimalai hill, to which the Kalians of this district go
once a year and offer common worship.' Liket he Puttur goddess

Kolumayi Amman*, the god is said to have been found in a box

in the Cauvery, having ])een thrown into that river in the Malaya-

lam country. The box is supposed to have been rescued, and the

god first worshipped, by a resident of Muttarasanallur (four miles

north of Rettaimalai), and he was blessed with M-ealth in conse-

quence. The Kalians broke into his house and stole the box and

brought it to Rettaimalai. There they were all struck blind ; but

they were informed by an oracle tliat the god wished to stay here

permanentl}', and that no further harm would happen to the

Kalians provided they worshipped him there once a year.

P6ttaivattalai : Fifteen miles west of Trichinopoly ; railway- r6ttaivat-

station
;

population 2,024. The head-sluice of the Uyyakondan '*^^'-

channel is situated in the village, and the name is doubtfully ex-

plained to mean ' the place where the channel takes its head.^

'

It is also called Vettuvattalai, because, goes the story, a thief who
stole some of the Srirangani temple jewels was killed {cetiu) here.

The head of the channel is a rather striking erection, the carved

> Orme, i, 22'2. 2 Orme, i, 283-86.

» See Chapter III, p. Iu8. * See below, p. 341,
= Report of tlie Arohieologieal Survey for 1903-0-J, p. 81. The couiponent

partb of the word iaepfttui =• village, viitj = mouth or channel, ta/at = head.

40
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pillars of which seem to have come out of a temple. It ia locally

believed to have been made by Mangammal the Nayakkau Queen-

Eegent (1689-1704) and an inscription dated 1686 is cut on one

of the pillars. But it is referred to in a much earlier inscription

of the Chola king Kulottunga III, dated 1205-06 A.D.,^ which

appears on the bridge above the head-sluice. On the side of the

path leading into the village from the Karur road are two Jain

statues, one of which is partly covered with prickly-pear. It is said

that formerly a third statue stood beside these, and the popular

idea was that they represented a creditor, a debtor and a witness.

The place is still known as l-adankdrapaUam or ' the debtor's pit.'

The old temple in the village contains a number of inscriptions

in Grantha and Tamil characters. A good deal of mat- weaving

is carried on here.

Pichandarkovil : Four miles north of Trichinopoly on the

north bank of the Coleroou and one mile east of Sriraugam. Popu-

lation 2,143. Its ' fortified pagoda '- took a prominent part in the

fighting between the English and French round Trichinopoly.

In 1751, when Captain Griugen was retreating (see p. 64} on

Trichinopoly, he occupied it temporarily and it was subsequently

garrisoned by the enemy.

In May 1752 Clive set himself to reduce the fort at a time

when floods in the Coleroou prevented the French, who were

encamped on Srirangam island, from sending it any help. While

completing his preparations, he occupied himself in bombarding

Chanda Sahib's camp on the island from across the river with

guns sheltered under the river embankment. The guns at

Pichandarkovil could not roach his battery, and he easily repulsed

a sally made b}' the garrison there. The battery inteudod to

attack Pichandarkovil v/as erected in a ruined village about 200

yards north of that place, and opened on the morning of the 16th

May. A practicable breach was made by 4 p.m. and preparations

for an assault were made. The French, discouraged at this success,

beat ' the chamade ' in token of surrender, but the English

sepoys mistook this for a signal to attack, ruslied forward without

their officers, and clambering up the undefended breach began to

slaughter the unresisting garrison. Some fifteen Frenchmen

plunged into the Coleroon and were drowned, but a body of

Englishmen soon hurried to the spot and stopped the sepoys ;
^

' Governmont EpigrapliiBt'fi report in G.O., No. 452, TuMic, dated 10th Juno

1891, pHfiigraph 4.

» Orme, i, 178.

* Ibid., i, 338 foil.
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and tlio garriaou surrendered. I^his success finally cut the com- CHAP. XV.

municatious of the French with tho north and exposed their camp Tkichino-

at Srirangam to easy bomhardment from that side.
polt.

Pichandark6vil wis again garrisoned hy the French during

their occupation of Sriranp^am in 1759-GO (see p. 70) ; and an

attempt was made by the Trichinopoly garrison to take the place

in order again to cut tho communications with the north. The
expedition was led by Captain Richard Smith, but lately recovered

from a wound. A cannonade was opened on Srirangam to divert

the attention of the main body of the enemy, and meanwhile

Captain Smith, after effecting a junction with some British troops

from S'lmayapuram, attacked the temple. Field-pieces were

dragged by hand to a choultry within six yards of the temple gate

and set to batter this down. Captain Smith and another English

officer themselves helped drag up the guns, but the fu-e from the

temple was so hot that their men could not be induced to attack

and Smith was disabled by a bullet in the shoulder. It was all

that his companion could do to induce the men to bring off the

guns and wounded.'

The temple is of religious interest as in it the worship of

Brahma, Vishnu and Siva is united.

Samayapuram (Samayavaram) : On the high road to Madras SHmaya-

about eight miles to the north of Trichinopoly. Population in P"'^'^'"-

1901, 1,213. Adjoining it on the south is the village of Kannanur,

which contains a population of 2,026. The former of these two

villages was the scene of some spirited episodes in the struggle

between the French and English round Trichinopoly and the latter

appears frequently in ancient inscriptions.

It apj'ears from an inscription in the Jambukesvaram temple

at Srirangam that the Bhojdsvarasvami temple in Kannantar was

founded by a Hoysala Ballala king, and Kannanur is itself

identified with the site of Vikramapura, the Hoysala capital in tho

Chola kingdom in the 13th century. Tho name Bhojesvara is

considered to be a corruption of the original Poysalesvara

(a variant of Iloysaleavara), and owes its origin to a confusion

between the long forgotten Hoysala king and the better-known

king Bhoja. The latter however ruled in Central India and never

had anything to do with this district- In the Jambukesvaram
inscription king Yira Somesvara mentions ' (the image of) the

Lord Poysalesvara which we have set up in Kaimanur anas

Vikramapura ;
' and the south wall of the Kannaniir temple

beai's an inscription of the Hoysala king Vira Ramanatha Deva

' Orme, ii, 597-98.
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CHAF. XV. (son of Somesvara) in which the temple is called Poysalesvara

Teichino- 'the fsvara [temple] of the Poysala [king].' There is also

a copper-plate edict of Vira Somesvara in the Bangalore Museum

which was issued on Ist March 1253 A.D., the day of an eclipse

of the sun, ' while the king was residing in the great capital named

Yikramapura which had heen built in order to amuse his mind in

the Chola coiintry, which he had conquered by the power of his

arm.'
'

The place was of importance during the fightiog round

Trichinopoly because it guarded the route to the north and

Pondicherry.

In 1752 when the French army under Law had retreated from

the south of the Cauvery to the island of Srirangam (p. 65),

Clive was sent to Samayapuram to intercept any reinforcements

which might be sent from Pondicherry. There are two temples

in the place, which are about a quarter of a mile apart and stand

one on each side of the old high road leading to Madras, which

runs a few hundred yards to the east of the present road. These

are the Bhojesvara and Mariyamman temples. They are respec-

tively west and east of the old road. Olive's Europeans and

sepoys were quartered in these buildings, while his Marathas and

Tanjore troops were encamped outside them. Reinforcements

sent by Dupleix from Pondicherry under M. D' Autcuil reached

IJttatur on the 14th April 1752. Clive (see p. 65) set out to

intercept them and the French General, Law, then despatched a

force of 80 Europeans (40 of whom were deserters) and 200 sepoys

to Samayapuram to cut up any of Olive's troops which had been left

there. Meanwhile, however, Clive had returned there and was

sleeping in a choultry. The tragi-comedy which ensued is moat

graphically described by Orme.^

The French party arrived at Samayapuram about midnight

and made their way unmolested into the middle of the English

camp, one of the 40 deserters declaring that they had been sent by

Lawrence to reinforce Clive. They readied the Mariyamman
temple unchallengerl, and wlien challenged there, answered by a

volley and dashed into the building, putting to the sword every

one thoy met. Clive was awakened by the firing and brought up
200 of the European troops from the Bhojesvara temple. He
found a largo body of sepoys firing at random and supposed they

were his own troops who had taken some false alarm. Accord-

ingly, drawing up his Europeans within 20 yards of their rear,

' G.O., No. 541, Piihlic, dated 6th Auguflt 1892, p. 7.

» Orme, i, 223-6
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he went alone among them, ordering the firing to ocase, upbraid- CHAP. XV.

ing some with thoir supposed panic and oven striking others. One Thicbimo-

of them att'cU'ked and wounded him in two places with his sword
;

but, finding himself on the point of being overpowered, ran awaj

to the Mariyannnan templo. Clive, exasperated at this insolence

from a man whom he supposed to bo one of his own sepoys,

followed him to the gate and there, to his great surprise, was

accosted by six Frenchmen. He at once realized what must have

happened, and with characteristic composure told the Frenchmen

that he had come to offer them terms and that the temple was

.surrounded by his men, who would give no quarter if any resist-

ance was offered. Three of the Frenchmen ran back into the

temple to carry the intelligence to their comrades, whilst the other

three surrendered and followed Clive towards the choultry,

whither he hastened, intending to attack the sepoys, whom he

knew now for the first time to be enemies. But they had already

discovered the danger of their situation and marched out of the

reach of the Europeans behind them. Clive then stormed the

Mariyamman temple, but the deserters fought desperately and

killed an officer and 15 men, on which the attack was ordered to

cease till daybreak, The Commanding Officer of the French,

seeing the danger of his situation, then made a sally at the head

of his men, but was received with a heavy fire which killed him

and the twelve others who first came out of the gateway. The
rest ran back into the temple. Clive then advanced into the porch

of the building to parley with the enemy and, weak with loss

of blood and fatigue, stood with his back to the wall of the porch

and leaned, stooping forward, on the shoulders of two sergeants.

The officer of the deserters conducted himself with great insolence,

told Clive in abusive langiiage that he would shoot him, raised

his musket, and fired. The ball missed Clive, but the two

sergeants fell mortally wounded. 'i'he Frenchmen who had

hitherto defended the temple at the bidding of the English

deserters, thought it necessary to disavow an outrage which would

probably exclude them from any pretensions to quarter, and

immediately surrendered.

The place was not apparently reoecupied, though it was fre-

quently passed through by troops, till the end of 1759, when, the

French garrison at Srirangam having been reduced, Samaya-

puram was again made an PJnglish post so as to envelope the

French in Srirangam. A party of French soldiers attempted to

drive back the outpost next day, but the arrival of reinforcements

forced them to surrender.' The possession of Samayapuram was

i Orme, ii, 651-52.
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CHAP. XV. importorjt, as the harvest was then in progress and the renters, as

nsual, yielded the Government share to the party in possession.

The troops in Samayapuram joined soon after in the unsiiccessful

attempt on Pichandarkovil referred to above ; and were withdrawn

jBnally at the beginning of the next year on the appearance of a

large French force at tJttatur.

'

The M ariyamman temple at Samayapuram is the most famous

shrine to that goddess in all the district. Mariyamman has a

gruesome history. She was the wife of the sage Janaka but fell

in love with an angel ; whereupon the sage pronounced a curse on

her that she should be burnt. Her head had actually been con-

sumed by flames when her son induced the sage to withdraw the

curse. He thereupon clapped the head of a monster upon the

headless trunk, and, noticing the scars on her body caused bv the

flames, ordered her henceforth to become the goddess of small-pox.

Another tradition says that the image of the goddess at Samaya-
puram was brought from Vijayanagar, after the fall of that town,

by some fishermen in the ivory palanquin which is now to be seen

in the temple. It is supposed that the interior of the temple was

built by Vijaya Eanga Chokkanatha Nayakkan (1704-31).

The goddess has a well-known ten days' festival in Panguni

(March-April). She fasts for four weeks prior to this festival,

only receiving uncooked offerings.^ It is said that on the eighth

day of the festival every non-Brahman in this and the surrounding

taluks makes a point of worshipping the goddess in his own house

in the form of unripe cocoanuts. On the tenth day the goddess

is taken round the village, and one of the temple musicians is

made to undergo the ordeal of having a hot wire passed through

his cheek. The pilgrims (who number, it is said, thirty or forty

thousand) then throng round to make offerings in fulfilment of

their vows. Salt, jaggery, cotton seeds, grain, fowls, sheep and

goats arc offered ; but the animals are not killed, and no blood is

shed within the temple precincts. Many vows of self-torture or

degradation are also performed. In one instance a girl was

devoted to the service of the goddess while still in her mother's

womb, to secure the recovery of hor brotlicr from a deadly disease.

The Bhojesvara templi' is a picturesque building containing

many Tamil inscriptions. Near it are the remains of ancient

fortifications and palaces. These are called ' the treasure mound '

(kajdnd modu] and it is believed that treasure is hidden under-

ground there. Coins are said to be found there after rain, and

J Orme, ii, 597-98.

* The fa«t in o».\\q6. paohaipatttnt, ' tlio uncooked fast.'
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tradition declares that formerly an inscription existed in the village chap. xv.

which said ' hetwcen the tank and the village are seventy crores Tbichino-

of yellow gold. Take it !
' A colossal figure with arm upraised l^^'

stands near the Mariyamman temple, and another at some

distance away in the fields, opposite the first, is pointing to the

ground. People suppose that the latter is pointing to the treasure

underground and that the former is warning him off with a

threatening gesture. The Superintendent of the Archaeological

kjurvoy considers this spot ' worthy of further examination and

excavation. ' In the village is a mosque of rather striking appear-

ance which, according to a copper plate grant in the possession of f he

inanidar, was built and endowed by the bounty of Qaeen ]VIinak8hi

in 1 733. Tradition says the queen was cured of a disease by a

fakir and endowed the mosque to show her gratitude.

Samayapuram contains a travellers' bungalow and a local fund

and six private chattrams. Some 25 Seniyan families weave

women's cloths of good quality of cotton and silk, and also do a

little dyeing. The place is a fairly large commercial centre

with a weekly market maintained by the taluk board. An annual

cattle fair is held there at which the District Boai'd gives prizes for

the best animals.

Srirangam : The municipality of Srirangam includes the S

town of that name and several other adjoiuing villages, of which

Jambukesvaram or Tiruvanaikkaval is the most important. The

doings of its municipal council are mentioned in Chapter XIV.
It is situated 3 miles north of Trichinopoly on the Srirangam

island referred to on page G. Its population, which has doubled

in the last 30 years, numbers 23,031). All but 200 of these are

Hindus, and a large proportion of them are Brahmans, mostly

Vaishnavitcs. It is known throughout southern India for its

great Vishnu temple to Kanganatha which gives it its name.

It also contains a district munsif, a sub-registrar, a hospital

(referred to in Chapter IX), four secondary schools, four Vedic

schools, six private choultries and a police-station.

The towu and the Vishnu temple are almost eouterminous, the

greater portion of the houses of the former standing within the

latter's walls. T'he temple covers a larger area than any other in

southern India and consists of seven square enclosures, one within

the other, the wall of the outermost of which measures 3,072 by

2,521 feet. As most critics of the temple have noted, its general

effect is fatally marred by the facts that the seven enclosui'cs

decrease in size and beauty the nearer one gets to the centre and

nranKum.
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CHAP. XV. that the central shrine in the innermost enclosure is the most

Tbichino- insignificant part of the whole, being scarcely distinguishable

I^' (except by its gilded dome) from an ordinary village temple.

Entering the magnificent southern gateway in the outermost

enclosure, the visitor is increasingly disappointed, instead of

increasingly impressed, the nearer he draws to the holy of holies.

Few of the temple buildings are remarkable for anything but

their size. The ' thousand-pillared raantapam '
^ in the fourth

enclosure, which is the darbar hall of the god on festival days, is

usually one of the first things shown to the visitor ; but it is not

particularly largo and the work in it is not elaborate. Indeed the

only bit of carving in all the temple which is less than common place

is in the small ' Seshagiri Eao's mantapam,' opposite the hall of the

thousand pillars, which is supported on pillars of the usual Dravi-

dian type formed of groups of rearing horses, yalis, elephants and

the like.- Even the great size of the temple is with difficulty

realized, as even from the top of the towers it is impossible to get

an adequate view of the iustitutiou as a whole. It thus loses even

the dignity which Aristotle allows to mere size.

Each of the four outer enclosures was intended to have a gate-

way surmounted by a tower {(j6pu7'am) on each of its four sides
;

but they were not all finished. Those which were completed are of

the ordinary type. That on the eastern side of the fourth enclo-

sure near the thousand-pillared mantapam can be ascended by a

fiight of steps inside it, and from the top of it is obtained the best

view of the temple. The unfinished (jOpuram (tower) and gateway

on the south, leading to the river and Trichinopoly, is by far the

finest piece of work in the building, though marred by whitewash.

It is 130 feet long by 100 feet broad, and the gateway is 21^ feet

broad and 43 feet high. The tower, if completed in the ordinary

form, would have risen to a height of 300 feet. Its massive but

graceful proportions combine the repose and dignity appropriate to

religious architecture and compensate the departing visitor for

much of the disappointment he has experienced in the interior of

the building."*

The temple jewels are more valuable than almost any others in

the south of India. ^ A short notice to the managers is required

' A ground plan of thiH, given in Vol. VIII, No. 68 (October 1899) of the

Juurnal of Inditoi Art and Liduatrtj, shows tho actiiul number of pillars aa about 910.
'^ Drawinga of it appear in the journal ju8t quoted.

" For doaoriptions of the tomplc sue Ferguason's Histori/ of Indian and Eastern

Architecture, ^iT-'i\'i \, the third report of the Cuiator of Ancient Monuments in

Indiu, olviii-olxii ; Monier-Williams' Brahinantniu and Hinduism, 71, 448-450.

* For a deUiiled and aiipreoiulive doaoription of thorn, see Ind. Ant., i, 131.
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for their production before visitors. The quantity of precious metal OHAP. XT.

and jewels they contain is lar^e, but, as usual, they are barbaric in Tbichixo-

style and the stones are not cut in a manner to display tbeii- beauties ;

to advantag-e. The only ^ihs of historical interest are some from

Vijaya Eanga Chokkauiitha Nayakkan (1704-31) and a gold plate

presented by the present King^-Em})eror on the occasion of his visit

(as Prince of Wales) to southern India in 1875. The collection

includes some very ornate garments said to be of great antiquity.

There is a tradition that the celeberated OrlofE diamond, which

fig'ures as the chief ornament in the Imperial sceptre of the Czar,

was once one of the eyes of the idol at Srirangam and was stolen

by a French deserter in the eighteenth century.^

Very little is known for certain about the history of the temple.

An elaborate local sf/iala purdna g'ivcs a legendary account of its

origin ; and anotber vernacular document, the Koyllolugu,^ contains

a good deal of information, some of which is probably historical,

about the fortunes of the place. One of the Mackenzie MSS. also

gives an account of the genealogy of the high priests and the for-

tunes of the temple.' The inscriptions in the building* go back to

the reign of the Chola king Parantaka I (906-46), Several of

them are of historical interest, among these being some of the

Pandya, Hoysala and Vijayanagar dynasties.

A local legend ^ states that the image of the god was placed in

the temple by Vibhishana, brother of Ravana, who was of great

assistance to Eama in his conquest of Ceylon. In his gratitude,

ndma gave him the image to take to Ceylon; but on the

way thither he halted in Srirangam and the idol became fixed

to the ground there. Eama had told Vibhishana never to let it

touch the ground for fear it should become fixed there, and the

latter bad givtm it accordingly to the Pillaiyar of the Trichinopoly

rock, to hold for a moment. That god betrayed the trust and

placed the image ou the ground, and it became immoveable. A
counterpart of it is ean-ied in tlie processions,

Anotlier legend says that the god was enamoured of the

daughter of a Musalma,n king of Delhi, appeared to her in her

dreams and eventually brought her to his temple. A room in the

fifth enclosure, ornamented in the Muhammadan style, is said to

' Mr. J. D. Roes' Tours ni Itulw, p. 71.

- This doscril)es tin- benefai'tioriH of vaiioiis people to the biiildiiig at various

times. Somf of it appears to be derived from ins(ri[ptioiis and it has iindouljtedly

some historica) v^ilue.

* Gene.'ilo?^ical account of the Uttamn Nambn ; Wilson's Catalogue, p. 428.

(rovernment Epigrapliist's collections, Nos. 45-46 of 1891 and 61— 74 of

1892.

° See Aniattc /t,Kr»(a/ (1839), xxviii, 294-297 and the report of the Archwo-
logioal Survey for 1903 01. 60 foil
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contain her image, whicli is called the Tulukka Nachi3'ar, or ' Mu-
salman Princess ; ' and every morning the idol is offered bread,

green gram, butter, sugar and milk, which are considered to be

typical of a Muhammadan meal.

The sanctity of the temple is unquestioned throughout south

India. The sthala purdna roundly asserts that ' those who visit

Srirangam, those who remain there even for a few seconds, .

. . and those who only see the place will not only be free from

hell, the abode of Yama (the god of death), but will be free from

disease and agony at the time of death and from a death untimely.'

The great festival takes place in Margali (December-January) and

lasts 20 days. The first ten are called Pagalpattu, and the

processions then take place in the day time ; the Isi.it ten, when

they occur at night, are called Eapattu. The last day of the

Pagalpattu is the Ekadasi day. People believe that those who
see the god then, passing through the northern entrance of the

second innermost enclosure called the Parama-padu-vdsal, which

is only opened on this occasion, are sure of salvation. A vivid

picture of the scene which takes place is painted by Monierr

Williams in his Bfrihmanistn and Hinduism, 448-450. Another

ten lays' festival in Chittrai (April-May) is attended by people

in the neighbourhood.

Srirangam contains a second great temple in the Siva shrine in

Tiruvanaikkaval or Jambukesvaram. This building surpasses the

larger Vishnu temple in architectural beauty. It comprises five

enclosures. The outermost of these contains streets and houses.

The next (or fourth) is surrounded hy a wall 35 feet high and 6

feet thick and measures 2,436 feet by 1 ,493. In this stands

a mantapam supported on nearly 800 pillars, and a tank fed by

a perpetual spring which is surrounded by over a hundred pillars.

In the next enclosure is a beautiful portico of cruciform shape

leading up to the door of the sanctuary. In the same enclosure

grows a tope of cocoanuts to which the image from the great

Vishnu pagoda was formerly brought for one day in the year.

This practice has been given up owing to quarrels between the

Saivites and the Vaishnavites.

The name Jambukesvaram is derived from jambu^ the Sanskrit

name for the naval tree {Eugenia jomholana) and Isvara, and is

applied to the god of this temple because the ijuage is placed

nnOiorQ,jandm tre*^ which is much venerated and is said to be many

hundred years old. The name Tiruvduaikkaval is said locally to

mean the ' tope of the holy elephant.' It is said to be derived

from the story that a spider and an elephant both worshipped the
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linfjam under the j'amhu tree, the former by spinning its web over CHAP. XV.

the stone and the latter by pouring water over it. The elephant's Tmciimo.

operations naturally ruined the spider's work, and the insect

became so annoyed that it crawled up the elephant's trunk, caused

the animal much pain, and declined to come down until the saint

Sdrama Muni of tlic Trichiuopoly rock camo and reconciled the

antagonists.

The temple is of great sanctity since it contains the

ap (' water ') lingam, which is one of the five ^ elemental lingams

held sacred throughout southeVn India. As a matter of fact when
the Cauvery or Coleroon is in flood water percolates through and

surrounds the lingam with a little pool, and many suppose that

this is the origin of the name for the lingam. In the building are

several inscriptions of the Hovsalas.

The town of Srlrangam is also accounted holy because the

Vaishnavite taint and preacher Edraanujachdrya made it his last

resting place. Born about A.D. 1017, he travelled twice through

India and finally settled in Srirangam.'

During the ten years' struggle for the possession of Trichi-

nopol}' between the English and the French in the eighteenth

century, both these great temples were turned into fortresses.

The Vishnu temple was occupied by Captain Gingen for two days

in -luly 1751 during his retreat (sec p. 64) to Trichiuopoly;^

but was abandoned as being too large to defend. The French and

Chanda Sdhib * followed him thither and then crossed the river to

attack Trichinopoly. In April 1752 when they retreated (p. 65)

from the south of the river, the building became the head-quai'ters

of Chanda Sdhib, while the French established themselves in the

Jambukesvaram temple.* Chanda Sdhib's camp near the Vishnu

temple was bombarded by Clive shortly afterwards and driven to

the east of Jambukesvaram,'' and his men finally took refuge in

the shrine to Vishnu and the French in that to Siva.

After the surrender of the French before Trichinopoly in 1752

(p. r>6), tho island was made over to the Mysore troops, who
made the Siva temple ' their head-quarters. At the end of that

vear their treacheries (p. 66) compelled Dalton to attack them

' Tlic others are the earth liugiim at CoiijeeveraiD(Chinglepat),thelight lingrtin

at Tiruvannamalai (South Arcot), the air liDgam at K&lahasti (North Arcot) and

the ether lingam at Chidanib^rain ^South Aicot).

- Monier-Williaras' Brnhmannm and fftnduUm, 119.

» Orme, i, 179.

« Ibid., i, 180.

» /«rf.,i, 218.

* Ibid., i, 228.

' Ibid., i, 21G, 247.
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there. He attempted a night surprise on December 23rd.

A number of the Alysoreans were killed, and the rest fled into the

Vishnu temple, where the English could not follow them for

want of a petard.^ Next day Dalton determined to bombard the

building and established a post in a large choultry opposite its

soutliern gate ; but owing to an unreasoning panic his men were

driven out of this next day with considerable 1 ;; . and from that

time the Mysoreans took the offensive.

During the second siege of Trichinopoly in 1753-54 (p. 66)

Srirangam was the head-quarters of the French forces, who
continued to hold it after the truce of 1754 and imtil the middle

of 1758, when they were withdrawn to join in Daily's attack on

Cuddalore. The island was handed over by them to the troops of

their ally Haidar Ali on May 17th. ^ 'I'he English drove out the

latter on the following day and themselves occupied the great

temple.^ Their garrison was withdrawn a few months later, when

Lally attacked Tanjore and threatened Trichinopoly.* The

building was again occupied by the English during the French

advan'ce under Crillon in November 1759, and was stormed by

the officer. The garrison consisted of 300 sepoys and 500 Kalians

and some English gunners. The gateway had been blocked up

by a wall 20 feet high, but this was speedily demolished by the

enemy's heavy guns ; and the French forced their way in, showing

very little mercy to the defenders even after all resistance had

ceased.^ The French troops were recalled to the north in Decem-

ber of that year, and left a garrison of only 300 men in Srirangam.

In February of the following year (1760) this remnant was

recalled to Pondicherry.^

A curious section of Brdhmans, who are properly neither

Vaishnavites nor Smdrtas, live in Srirangam. They are said to

have been converted to theVaishnavito faith in the time of Edmd-
nnjdohdrya when they were servants in the Siva temple, and to have

been consequently threatened with the loss of their employment.

Except the archakas (the actual worshippers) all the servants in the

temple still bolong to this section. 'I'hey are nominally Tengalais
;

but they are further sub-divided into some of the smaller sec-

tions fouiid among the Smartas—such as the Brahatcharanams,

the Choliyans and the Vadamas. They intermarry with the

' Orme, i, 209 I'ol).

' Ibicl.,i\, 314.

« md., ii, 317.

* lbt(i.,u,33i,.

' Tbtd , ii, bi\.

• /M., ii, 6'J», 600.
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corresponding- subdivisions of pure Smartas, hut not with pure CHAP. XV.

Vaishnavites ; and in several of their ciibtonis ihoy icscmltlo TiacMwa.

the Smartas rather than the Tengalais. Mcmbeis of this '

section occasionally desert the Vaishnava faith and adopt their

ancestral Saivite creed. Unlike ordinary Smartas, they arc not

distinguishable from Vaishnavites l)y their speech or appearance.

Few industries worth mention exist in Srirangam. Musical

instruments are made by a carpenter, and a few painters do work

resembling that of Trichinopoly. The palmy la leaf baskets made

by some Satanis are largely bought by pilgrims, and some 50

households make bamboo baskets at •fambukesvarara. There is a

tannery of some size in iSrirangam.

Tiruchendurai : Three miles cast-south -ijast of Elamanui- riruohwn-

railway-station. Population 650, The Siva temple contains some
'"^'"'

jack trees the fruit of which is offered to tlie god and then thrown

into the river. Any one who ventures to eat any of this is supposed

to be promptly visited with colic. A large number of the inscrip-

tions in the building have been transcribed by the Government

Epigraphist.

Tiruppalattlirai : Eleven miles west of Trichinopoly. TirnppaUt-

Population 1,618. The place is well known for its sacred bathing- ^o""*'-

ghat on the Cauvery, which stands just above the bifurcation of the

river. People throng to bathe from this on the first day of Arpisi

(October-November). The Siva temple appears in a number of

local legends. Its lingam is said to have been dug out of an ant-

hill on which a golden bird was seen by a Ch61a king frequently

to perch, and to have been damaged by a spade during the opera-

tion. Milk flowed from the wound and the name of the place

(sometimes spelt TirupaTatturai) is supposed to have been derived

from the occurrence. The sage Markandeya and the well-known

Shiyali saint Tirugnana Sarabandhar are said to have worshipped at

the shrine. On the eighteenth day of Purattasi (September-

October) the sun-beams fall upon the lingam ; and this is inter-

preted as an act of devotion by the sun. The temple is being

repaired by the Nattukkottai Chcttis. The numerous inscriptions

on its walls are being conserved.

Tiruvellarai : Ten miles north-west of Trichinopoly. TirtiT.iiarai.

Population l,8i>7. In it is a fine Vishnu temple Avith an impos-

ing, though unfini.shed, gopuram and magnificent walls. \Vithin

the enclosure is a rock-hewn cave and near, but outside the walls,

a curious well bearing l^allava inscriptions. Near the rest-house

is another cave containing a shrine
; and on a rock near this is a

long and ancient inscription.
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Tiruverumbur : Five miles north-north-east of Trichiuo-

poly
;
population 1,279 ; railway-station. Is also called Erumbes-

varam. The name is derived from erumbu, an ant, and is supposed

to be due to Karan, the brother of Trisira (the hero of Triohino-

poly) having worshipped the lingam here in the form of that

insect. The temple to Siva on the top of a rocky hill is well carved

and its appearance suggests a Jain origin. It was of importance

during the sieges of Triohinopoly as a military post'. A recently-

deceased saint named Kattaikalaisvami, about whom many curious

stories are told, lies buried in the village. He wore no clothes and

never spoke, drank refuse and performed many miracles. His

laughter and sorrow were considered omens of good or evil. He
was a friend of the similar personage of Tiruvddi in Tan j ore

district. It is even asserted that he was seen and recognized

walking in other places after his death. He is now supposed to

be reincarnated in a boy of Uraiyur. His tomb has been hand-

somely decorated and the anniversary of his death is celebrated

with pomp in Masi (February-March).

Trichinopoly is the head-quarters of the district. The deri-

vation of its name is discussed on page 2. It is 195 miles from

Madras by road and 250 miles by the main line of the South

Indian Railway. A branch of this railway runs from it to Erode.

It is the third most populous town in the Presidency and the

twenty-eighth in India. Until the census of 1901 it was the

second largest in the Tresidency, but Madura then out-stripped it,

although in the decade 1891-1901 its inhabitants increased by as

jg-j -g ggQ much as 1 6 per cent. The marginal

1881 84,449 figures show the growth in its

1891 90,609 population since 1871. Of the total
1^°^ 1^'*'""^^

in 1901, 76,927 were Hindus,

14,512 Christians and 13,259 Musalmans.

The town lies about half a mile south ^of the Cauvery in a flat

plain. To the east and west stretch paddy-fields, and to the south

open red land broken here and there by a few rocky hills. In the

north-eastern part of the town (sec the plan attached) stand the

famoiia rock, which rises sheer 273 feet above the streets below it,

and the remains, now with few exceptions obliterated, of the old

fortifications which surrounded it. This quarter is still called ' the

fort ', and the lines of the old outer defences are marked by
occasional remains of the works and ditch and by four ' boulevards,'

as they are called, which were formed by filling in the ditch when
the fortifications were demolished. The outer defences formed an

See below, page 331.
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oblonor, the longer side of which ran from north to Bouth. Within CHAP. XV.

these, near their northern extremity, was an inner citadel built Teichino-

round the great rock. Much of this ia still standing To the '

west of the rock lies a fine teppakiilam (sacred tank) the construc-

tion of which is ascribed to Visvanatha N^yakkan (1559-63).

To the south of the town lies the cantonment, where the Europeans

live and the importaut Trichinopoly 'fuuction railway-station is

located, and to the west stretch the suburbs of Puttur and

Uraiyur. The fort is a crowded place, and not over clean

;

but the cantonment is an ample quarter, containing several

maidaus or open spaces. An admirable view of the town is tu

be had from the top of the rock, and dui-ing the sieges of the

town by the French in 1751-54 referred to below the English

always stationed a man there with a telescope to (observe the

enemy's movements.^

'^i.'he town contains the usual staff of district officials. It is also

the hoad-qnartors of the South Indian Eailway Company, whose

numerous ofKeers swell the European colony of the town, of a

Deputy Commissioner of Salt and Abkari, and of the Superintend-

ing Engineer of the Southern Circle. It is still garrisoned by a

native regiment. Besides the District, Divisional, taluk and

stationary subordinate magistrates, a Bench of magistrates sits to

try petty cases arising within the town.

A Bishop of the Jesuit Mission resides at Trichinopolv. and also

missionaries belonging to the Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel and the Wesleyan and the Ijeipzic Evangelical Lutheran
Missions.

The town was constituted a municipality in 186(3. Municipal

administration has been referred to in Chapter XIV. I'he council's

principal achievement has been the fine water-works. The place

contains a vei-y large number of educational institutions. The St.

Joseph's and the S.P.G. colleges are mentioned in Chapter X,
and there are no less than sixteen secondary schools in the town
and a large number of primary schools. Its hospital is referred to

in (Chapter IX and the Central Jail in Chapter XIII.

Being the largest town in the district, a junction Oi) the South
Indian Eailway, and situated opposite the tmly important laidge

across the Cauvery and Coleroon for many miles. ^ Trichinopolv is

naturally a very important centre of trade. It also possesses a

number of local manufactures. A great deal of weaving is done in

it. Silk-weaving employs some 900 households of Patnulkarans

in the fort and some 250 or 300 more in L'rai^'ur. White cotton

' Cambridge, The War in India (LcnJ-m, 1761), lo.

* See Chapter VII, p. 181.
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CHAP. XV. fabi'ies are woven hv about 100 Devangas or Sedans at Uraiyur,
Trichino- and a few households in the municipality are engaged in dyeing

' and chintz-stamping. Some 200 Ravutan and about 40 Telugu

Pandaram households weave mats ; 40 or 50 families make metal

vessels of vai'ious kinds ; about 20 persons at Uraiyur turn out

the ornamental silver-ware for which the place is known ; ten or

twelve Eazu families paint pictui*es of fair quality ; a few house-

holds are engaged in the well-kno\\ni Trichinopoly pith-work

;

and a large number of factories make the cheroots which have made
the name of the town so widely known. Two Patnulkarans weave

cotton carpets, iuyya braid is made ])y some 100 Musalmans. and

about 25 men of that nationality are engaged in ornamenting cloths

and cui-tains with jiginas. A few stone-cutters and a great many
stoue-polishers reside in Uraiyur ; and the town contains 22

oil-factories scattered through it, ten tanneries, some 200 shoe-

makers (Trichinopoly boots are considered excellent), nine soap

factories, 100 makers of stick-lac bangles, and some 40 or 50

Marakkayan lapidaries. All these industries are referred to in

Chapter VI.

Trichinopoly is a place of very great antiquity. Though the

fort does not seem to have been built until the time of the Nayakkans

(1559-1736). the town or its suburbs were of importance in the

earliest historical times. Ui-aiyur was the capital of the early

Cholas, and it is mentioned as such thunder the iuvm''0(f)dovpa) by

Ptolemy ^ (13f^ A.D.), and in the temple on the Trichinopoly rock

are inscriptions of IhePallava? dated eai-ly in the seventh century.^

The later Chola dynasty of Vijayalava (circ. 870- 1300 A.D.) do

not seem to have made Trichinopoly or Uraiyur their residence

till towards the end of the 10th century, when they removed to

Tanjore; ^ but inscriptions dated after the collapse of their king-

dom refer to Chola princes who still called themselves the ' lords

of Uraiyur.'

The connection of Trichinopoly with the Hoysalas and Pandyas

and with the Muhammadans and Vijayanagar conquerors who

followed them, is not clear. No inscriptions of any of these

powers have been found in the place.

The circumstances in which the town passed (about 1560) from

the Tanjore to the Madura Nayakkans are mentioned in (/hapter II.

' SpOovpa /3a(TiAfioi' aitipvdyr]s. Mr. Kniuikasabhai sees in the word ffwpvdyj]s

an indiontioii of a iinioii of Cholu and N/i<>a families to sappliint tho Chdlas proper.

See 17if Tiii'uls eighteen hHitdr^d yf^drii ago, ^\.

'* No8. ()3-04 of the Govenimciit Kpigraphinl's oolledion for 1888. For a

translntion of these see South hul. Inner., i, 2()-30.

* Ind. Ant., XXV, 63.
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If; seoms to have already possessed some defences ; but it was

apparently Visvanatha Nayakkau (lo59-(i3) who first raised it to

the rank of a great fortress.^ Since his time it has been besieged

by many enemies but the place has only once (in 1741) been

taken, and on that occasion it was perhaps hunger rather than

force which effected its reduction.

Visvandtha carried a double wall all round the town, which he

flanked with a deep ditch capable of being filled from the Cauvcry.

He also built towers and gateways at suitable spots. The fortifi-

cations were subsequently improved by many of his successors.

The town was apparently made the capital of the Nayakkfius

about IGll by Muttu Virappa (1609-23). It was abandont-d iu

favour of Madura by the great Tirumala Nayakkan (l(i23-ryj)

at the beginning of his reign for superstitious reasons; but t lie

lattcr's successors, though crowned at Madui-a. gciicriilly i-c^ided

at Trichinopoly.

It was in the time of Tirumala's successor Muttu Alaktidri

(1659-62) that the strength of the town's fortifications were first

tested. Tirumala had himself yielded to the Muhamraadan

invader without a blow ; but his son defied the forces of Bijdpur

and at the end of his reign successfully withstood a siege oi

Trichinopoly. The Muhammadans, after suffering considerable

loss, were forced to content themselves with a very modei-ate sum

of money offered them by the kiug, and retired unsuccessful. The

town was again unsuccessful ly besieged by the Muhammadans at

the beginning of Chokkanatha's reign (1662-82) and again a

year or two later. On the second occasion they were bought off.

In 1675-76, when Ekoji overran the Madura kingdom, he did not

dare to attempt Trichinopoly. The town was again attacked, this

time by a large combination, at the very end of Chokkanatha's

reign. The nature of the operations is obscure, but the place was

not taken. Trichinopoly was lost to the Nayakkans by treachery,

for Chanda Sahib gained entrance to the fortress as a friend, and

only showed his true colours when already established there. ^ He
lost it to the Marathas in 1741. The place was badly provisioned,

the Marathas appeared with great suddenness and the garrison

was almost starving. It is generally supposed ^ that the fort was

voluntarily surrendered owing to famine. A somewhat different

' See Nelson's Jtfadttor CotDitrv, iii, 94. Tho Nftyakkans were of Vijnyanagar

origin, and as such thoroaghly understood the value of strongholds. The rock at

Trichinopoly mast have at once struck thciu as admiraMy defensiMo from its

resemblance to the ' drugs ' of their own country.

^ Nelson's Madura Ouuntrv, iii, 267 foil ; Onue (Madras, 1861), i, 38.

' Orme, i, 44.
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CHAP. XV. impression is given bj a letter written from the Maratlia camp at

Teichino-
i\^Q time, which describes the affair as follows :

^ ' On Saturday the

^— 16th instant {i.e., 25th March 1741) Uaghoji Bhonsla directed the

poligars, the Kallar of the Maravan Tondiman and the Pindaris

to scale the walls of the fort of Trichiuopoly ; and they did so

simultaneously from all quarters. Chanda Sahib, . . . seeing that

his life would be in danger if he remained any longer, treated for

terms. ... At midnight he repaired to the Maratha camp. . . .

The fort at Trichiuopoly was occupied by the Marathas.' Trichi-

nopoly was quietly evacuated by tlie Marathas on the arrival of

the Nizam in August 1743, and remained in the uninterrupted

possession of the Muhammiidaus till its cession to the English.

During the wars of the Carnatic between the English and French

it was several times besieged. It was first attacked by the French,

the Mysoreans and Chanda Sahib in 1751-52 (see p. 64) and

again, after a brief interval, by the Mysore and French troops in

1753-54 (p. ti6). It was once more assaulted by the French and

Mysoreans in 1757, and was tiireatened, but not actually attacked,

by the French in 1759 The general course of these events has

been described in Chapter II. A more particular account of some

of the more striking incidents in them will now be given.

The fort as it existed in 1751 is described in the following

words by Stringer Lawrence :

^

' It is at present near four miles in circumference, with a double

enceinte of walls with round towers at equal distances .... The

ditch is near 30 feet wide but not half so deep ; and at different sea-

eons it is more or less supplied with water, but never quite dry. The
outward wall .... is about eighteen feet high and four or

five thick, without parapet or rampe, nothing but a single structure of

Btone, and is very properly called a wall : the other is more properly

a rampart. The distance between them is about 25 feet, the height of

the rampart thirty.'

Beyond the town, to the south and west, rise several rocks

which took a prominent part in the great struggle for the posses-

sion of the place between the English and the French. Orme's map
showing these and the town and its ouv irons is reproduced here

to render more clear the narrative which follows below. A little

more than a mile to the south-east of the Trichiuopoly rock stands

the ' French Rock.' Some 2 J miles due south of the latter is the

' Golden liock ' overhanging the CtMitral Jail. From its shape,

this is called the ' Sugar-loaf Rock ' l»oth by Orme and by Stringer

Lawrence. Its colour is golden, but its name ' Golden Rock ' is

' Sir Frederick Price's Anafida Eanga PillaVi^ Diary (Madras, 1901), i, 161.

* Lawrence's narrative in Cambridge's IFur in India, 16.
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said to l)c due to the fact that gold eoiuB used to be found there. CHAP. XV.

Perhaps these were left by the French, who were diiven out of their Teichino-

eamp there rather suddenly by the English. About a mile and a

half to the west of the Golden Kock is a small rock with a little

mosque on the top. This is now known as the ' Fakir's Rock ' ; but

it is always called the ' Golden Eook ' by Orme and Lawrence. To
the south-west of this again are some low rocky hills, which arc

called ' the Five Eocks ' in the histories and Eettaimalai in Tamil.

About 4^- miles to the east-south-east of the towoi, near the Tiru-

verumbiir railway-station, stands yet another small hill, which is

called by Lawrenoe ' the Elumiseram Rock' after the Erumbesvaram
temple on the top of it.

In the first siege (1751) the French first established themselves

at Sarkaipalaiyaui,^ about 1^ miles north-east of Trichinopoly on

the south bank of the Cauvery. Theii- principal battery was raised

a little to the south of the noith-east angle of the fort at a distance

of 1,200 yards from the walls. They also mounted two guns on
' the French Rock,' a small rock about a mile south-east of the

town to the north of the Tanj ore road, and two guns on the island

of Srirangam. Both of the latter two batteries were too distant to

do much harm. The temple on the rock of Erumbesvaram (near

Tiriivcrumbur railway-station, some 4| miles east-south-east of the

town) was also fortified.

The fu-st considerable fight between the English and the French

took place between this post and the Golden Eock (the large

conical rock near the Jail called the Sugar-loaf Eock by Orme and

Lawrence) on the 28th March 1752. when Lawrence and Clive

were advancing (p. 65} with reinforcements from Fort St.

David. The French line extended from Sarkarpalaiyam to the

French Eock and on to Erumbesvaram. Lawrence accordingly

came round to the south of the latter post so as to get into Tri-

chinopoly by way of the Golden Rock. He was joined by Dalton

and some Mysoreans and troops of the Nawab, while the Marathas

skirmished with the French. A halt was made at this juncture,

but soon the French weie found to have dispersed the Marathas

and to be attacking. An artillery duel took place ,^ in which the

French had much the worst of it. They ultimately retreated, but

Lawrence, having gained his object of breaking through the

opposition to his advance, stopped the pui'suit in order to save his

' Called Chuckley-pollnm Ly Ornic, tec the luap referred to above.

* The preeibe fcite of this ergagemeut is not dear. Oime tays the English were

posted in ' a large choultry with some stone buildings not far from the front of

the French battalion,' while Lawrence himself says that the English formed

behind ' a large banh,' placing their artillery on top of it. See Orme, i, 216 and

Cambridge, 23.
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CHAP. XV. troops, who had bocii %htmg and marchmg all through the raging

TtticHiNo- heat of an April day. The result of this fight was that in a few
^

days the French abandoned all theii* posts south of the Cauvery,

and did not reoccupy them for the remainder of that siege.

In the second siege of Trichinopoly in 1753-54 (p. 66) the first

step taken by the Mysore troops, at the beginning of 1753, was to

establish themselves in ' the Fatir's tope ' (which is said to have

occupied the site of the present Collector's bungalow and com-

pound) in order to cut off Dalton's supplies. But they retired to

the north of the river when Lawrence arrived with reinforcements

in May ; and Lawrence himself camped in the Fakir's tope after his

repulse at Muttarasanallur referred to on page 313. Shortly after-

wards, while Lawrence was ill in the fort, the French established

a post south of the Fakir's tope to interrupt om* communications

with Pudukkottai and Tanjore. Lawrence thereupon occupied

the Fakir's Rock (the 'Golden Eock ' of Orme). His small

garrison of sepoys there was driven out by the French early on

June 26th, but the rock was gallantly stormed by the British

grenadiers hardly an hour later, and the French battalion was put

to flight. Orme calls this ' the battle of the Grolden Eock.^

'

The next considerable engagement took place on August 7th,

when Lawrence was returning from Tanjore (see p. 67) with

reinforcements. The French were extended in a long line from

the French Eock to the Fakir's Eock with their European batta-

lion and artillery posted to advantage near the Grolden Eock.

Lawrence first tried to get round by the Fakir's Eock, where the

enemy had a strong post ; whereupon the French sent a party

from their European battalion to support the post, the rest of this

battalion moving very slowly after them, Lawrence quickly

drove the post from the Fakir's Eock ; turned suddenly on the

French party which was marching up to support it
;
put this to

flight by a vigorous charge ; and then attacked the rest of the

European liattalion. This was seized with a panic and the whole

French force broke and ran in great confusion and made off

round the Fakir's Rock and away to the smaller hillocks on

the south-west. Had only the Tanjore horse done their duty in

pursuing them, few of the enemy would have escaped.^

The French however still remained south of the river and
hampered the bringing in of supplies to Trichinopoly. Lawrence
accordingly brought on a general action aud on September 2l8t

was fought * the battle of the Sugai-loaf Eock.' The English

' Cambridge, 46 7 ; Oiiup, i, 289-94.

' Cambridge, 49-60 ; Orme, i, 299 foil.
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were camped by the French Eock,' and the French lay facing chap, xv,

them by the Golden Rock— the ' Sugar-loaf Ivock ' as Orme calls Teichino-

it. They were entrenched on the north and bonth,but not on the

west. They had a post on the Fakir's Ivock and their Mysore and

Maratha allies were camped in the plain to the sonth of them.

The English moved out at 4 a.m. and commenced the attack by a

sudden and brilliant assault on the Fakir's Ixock, which they

captured at once. The garrison of this fled to the main body

near the Golden Rock, and their panic spread to the Mysore

and Maratha troops, who joined them in their retreat. Thp
French camp was thrown into great confusion by this retreat,

and meanwhile the English mnrchcd straight upon the unprotected

west flank of the enemy, where there were no entrenchments, and

attacked them as the day began to dawn. The battle was soon

decided ; and the French were driven across the river. They had

still a small force in Uyyakondan, bnt this place (sec p. 34:^) was
stormed almost immediately afterwards.-

In the Central Jail are two antique cannon of which one was

used as a gate post for many years and the other lay amid a heap

of rubbish. These must almost certainly be relics of the battle

of the Sugar-loaf Rock. One of them is spiked.

On the night of November 27th, 1753 the French made their

last real effort to capture Trichinopoly by a determined night

attack on ' Dalton's battery. ' A few remains of this work may
still be traced to the north of the St. Joseph's C'ollege main
buildings and within the college compoimd. It was situated at

the noi-th-wcst corner of the fort and was surrounded (see the plan

above) by a ditch which ran diagonally across this compound.
But just where this now passes under the northern block of the

college buildings, it was nearly filled up by a huge rock which
now^ forms part of the foundation of the block. This rock

rendered the crossing of the ditch an easy matter, and the point

was accordingly selected by the French for their attack. The
battery stood on the outside wall of the fort and extended in a

rather complicated mass of defences in front of the inner line of

wall and of a gate which was about opposite the north-western

corner of the Teppakalam. The only approach to the gate itself

was through a narrow, winding passage between enveloping walls

The escalade was entrusted to 600 Frenchmen, who crossed the

ditch by the rock about3.\.M. and succeeded in scaling the battery

with ladders without raising any alarm. The guard of the

' The remains of an advanced redoubt which protected the left of their camp
are still to be seen about 300 y^ads north of the railway aud one and a half miles
east of the Golden Rock.

' Cambridge, 62 foil.; Orme, i, 309 foil.
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CHAP. XV, battery consisted of 50 sepoys and their officers and some European
Tkichino- gunners ; but these were all absent or asleep, and the latter were

at once bayonetted, still without raising any alarm. Between the

battery and the gate, however, was a pit about SO feet deep, the

existence of which was unknown to the French, and into this

some of the attacking party fell as they moved towards the gate

in the darkness. L'hey screamed out and several muskets were

fired ; and the French, considering further concealment useless,

turned the battery guns upon the fort and fired a volley of

musketry to intimidate the garrison.

The English under Lieutenant Harrison now rushed to the

wall above the gate. Meanwhile the French clambered down

from the battery into the space between the outer and inner walls

and a party carrying two petards and guided by a deserter

hastened into the narrow passage leading into the gate, intending

to blow it up, while another party placed their ladders against the

wall beside the gate and attempted to scale it. It was quite dark

and the fort was in the greatest danger. Lieutenant Harrison,

however, had directed his men on the wall above the gate to keep

on firino- into the open space below them, whether they saw

anvthing there or not ; and the first discharge killed both the

deserter who was leading the assault and the man who was carry-

ino- the first petard, the latter within ten yards of the gate. The

man with the second petard was shot in a similar manner almost

immediately after. Meanwhile the garrison had also succeeded

in throwing down the ladders of the scaling party, breaking them

in the fall, and the fire of the garrison from two cannon shattered

all the other ladders. The enemy could not now hope to succeed,

and turned to escape. But they had no ladders to descend the

outer wall, and of about a hundred who jumped down on to the

rock or into the ditch nearly all were injured and some few were

killed. The rest stood on the battery for some time firing at the

better protected English troops on the inner wall ; bat their

position was untenable and they were all driven at last to take'

cover as best they could. The garrison continued to fire at

random till dav ' long wished for liy both sides ' appeared, when

the French threw down their arms and surrendered. It had been

a gallant attempt ; and but for tho accident of the existence of the

pit, and the chance killing of the deserter and the two men carry-

ing the petards, would very probably have succeeded. The French

lost 360 jjrisoners, of whom 67 Merc wounded, and 36 more of

them were found dead in the battery or between the walls.'

^ Orme (i, 321 foil.) givoB a long description of this affair and a detailed plan

of the Boene. Sec alao Cambridge, 56-67 und Balton's Memoir, 224 foil.
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During the Second Mysore War (p. 70), Trichinopoly was CHAP. XV.

invested by Ilaidar Ali in 1781, and seemed likely to surrender; Teichiwo-

but fortunately Haidar drew off his troops to fight Eyre Coote '

and was defeated at Porto Novo.

After the English obtained possession of the country, Trichino-

poly was long one of the most important military posts in the

south of India. Several regiments were stationed there and it was

commanded by a General. Bit by bit the garrison has been

reduced ; and now (1906) only one native regiment is loft in the

place.

A good deal of correspondence has occurred from time to time

regarding the cantonment of Trichinopoly, which was first consti-

tuted in 1865. The present state of things is that the only sections

of the Cantonmeuts Code (under Act XIII of lh89) which apply

to Trichinopoly are sections 174, 196 and 204-209, There is no

cantonment magistrate, because there are no cantonment offences

to try. The cantonment is nnder ordinary municipal government

;

but two military otfieers have seats on the council, and the

military authorities have been conceded by the municipality

a power of veto on certain matters within cantonment limits.'

Proposals are at present before the military authorities with

regard to the modification of the boundaries of the cantonment.

The present limits were lair! down in 1884. In one other respect

local administration has been modified by the existence of troops
;

namely, that the Cantonment House Accommodation Act (II of

1002; was applied in 1003 to a part, bnt only a part, of the

cantonment area.

Only a few scattered remains of the old defences of the big

fort survive, for between 1866 and 1878 its vralls were deliberately

pulled down and its moat filled in by the municipality in the

interests of fresh air and sanitation. What is now called the
' main guard gate ' was not in existence in Ormc'stime, the wall

being unln-oken on the west by any gate except that opposite

Dalton's battery, which was nearly opposite the north end of the

Teppakulam. The present main guard gate was however in

existence in 1857,^ and there was then no tradition of its boino- au
innovation. Of Dalton's battery a small portion remains, as has

been said, in the componnd of St. Joseph's College, which buildino-

stands partly within and partly outside the north-west corner of

the fort as it formerly existed. Another fortification which lies on
the north of the rock near the trunk road is sometimes erroneously

» See Chapter XIV.
- Father Sewcll, 9..t., who came to Trichinopoly in that year, has kindly

supplied this information.
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pointed out as Dalton's hattery . The proper and nsual name of this

is Preston's hattery.^ Other relics of the big fort arc to be found in

Whiteside's and Banbury's tanks, which are really portions of the

old moat cut off and converted into pools by those gentlemen

^

when Collectoru. The fortifications of the rock citadel are in a

much less imperfect condition, and many parts of them still

remain.

The English were quartered round the Teppakulam dm-ing the

siege. A part of the present St. Joseph's high school is pointed

out as Olive's hou.se ; but it has been doubted if ho ever lived

there, and it is certain that he could not have resided there for

long.^

For some time after the siege the garrison remained stationed in

the fort itself, even occupyiug the rock, where they were stationed

in the large mantapams on the way up. The upper rock cave was

the powder magazine. The arsenal ran by the southern foot of

the rock along what is now the Little Bazaar Street. It was

apparently some time before the end of the century that the

majoritv of the troops were moved to the suburb of Uraiyur, where

there arc still some houses and a cemetery left. They went to

their present cantonment about 1820.

The present club was the cavalry mess. The Fusiliers' mess

was in a house (now pulled down) near St. John's Church. There

was another mess at Puttur and a fourth on the road to the jail.

The General in command of the station used ordinarily to live in

the house now owned by the Raja of Pudukkottai near the

MacDonell memorial. This latter is erected to the memory of

a popular Judge and Collector who died in the General's house.

The Collector's house was put into its present shape by General

Cleveland, who commanded the station from about 1852 to 1857.

Several of his successors occupied the house, and after them it was

tenanted -by a series of District Judges. It was here that King

Edward VII was entertained by the then Judge (Mr. E. Foster

Webster) when visiting the town as Prince of Wales in 1875.

' As to the site of Dalton'a battery there cannot 1)C the least doubt, as both

Orme'B text and plan and liRwrenee himself (in Cambridge's Mork) are perfectly

clear about it.

'" Mr. W. B. Whiteside, Collector of Tiichinopoly in 1871-72, and Mr. G.

Banbury, Collector (with an interval) from 1866 to 1870.

^ Government have recently decided Ihat the donlit about the matter is suflicient

to render it undesirable to sanction Ihe proposil to phice a memorial tablet on this

house, G.O., Ko. 606, Public, dnled 9th June 1904. There is no evidtmce of

Clive's occiipatiun except tradition, but the tradition is an old one. Father Scwoll

heard it in 1863 from an old man whose niemory must have gone back to 1800.

The part of the school which formed the bouse is that running southwards from

the Btair in the upper verandah as far as tlie break in the wail,
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About 20 years ago the Collector and the J iiclgc chaiijj^cd residences, OHAP. XV.

and the house has remained in the occupation of the Collectors ever Tuichino-

siiiee. The present Czar of Russia was entertained there on his "

visit as Czarewitch to Trichinopoly in 1891.

'J'he fort still contains the first English church Imilt in Trichi-

uopoly, namely Christ Church, north of the Teppakulam. It was

built by Schwartz in 1705-00 with funds subscribed by olKccrs of

the British garrison. The site was given by the Nawab.' It is

a plain building not in any way ai'chitecturally remarkable. A
tablet commemorating its origin has been fixed over the door

by Government. Schwartz lived in Trichiuopoly for many years.

His house is nearly opposite the S.P.G. College hostel. It still

belongs to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. Christ

Church is now used by the native congregation of the fort.

The church used by the English residents is St. John's, near

the railway -station. This is a large building. It was consecrated

in 1810. The Komau Catholic cathedi*al was founded iji 1840 and

consecrated in the following yetir. The buildings of the two great

mission colleges in the north-west corner of the fort are referred

to in Chapter X.

The cemeteries containing Em"opcaii tombs arc those in the

churchyards of St. John's and. Christ Church ; those attached to the

St. Mary's (Komau Catholic) church and the Wesleyan Mission

church; the small Devadunani cemetery near the Paracheri ; the

Chintamani cemetery ; and the Leipzic Mission cemetery. Some
of the graves in them are of historical interest and are mentioned

in Mr. J. J. Cotton's Inscriptions on Madras lambs. The oldest

are in the Christ Chmch cemetery, and the earliest of these bears

the date 1705.

The swimming-bath in which the famous Bishop Heber died

on Ist April 1820 is in the compound of the District Court,

which was at that time the S.l'.G-. mission house. It was railed

off by Government in 1882 and a monument erected.

South of the rock stands the palace of the Nayakkans, a large

and interesting, but not impressive, collection of buildings. It is

usually called ' the Nawdb's Palace ' after its later occupant. Its

erection is ascribed to Chokkanatha Nayakkau (1062 — 82), who is

said to have t;ot much of the material for it from his grandfather

Tirumala's far finer palace at Madura. The audience hall ol

* A lull account of this building and a iihotograph of il will lie) found iu the

Kev. V. riMiuy's The Church i;i Madras (Loudou, 1904;, ^M foil.

43
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Queen Maagammal (1689—1704), the courtyard now occupied by

the Stationary Sub-Magistrate and the two-storeyed liuiidiug used

for the traiuing-school sire the most noticeable parts of the palace.

The first is surmounted by an octagonal dome with a colonnade

all round it. The orchitectui-e is plain and massive ; but

the colonnades are too squat to make an effective base for the

dome.

In the Nathar Shdh mosque west of the town lie buried the

Nawdb Muhammad Ali and the headless corpse of his rival

Chanda Sabib. This mosque is an important Musalman place of

r.ilgrimago, for it contains the tomb of the famous saint Sultdn

Saivad Babayya Nathar Shah. Tradition says that he wandered

hither as a fakir, and that in deference to his holiness this building,

then a Hindu temple, was surrendered to him by its priest. The

poriular story says that when he was discussing the site for his

future abode with the priest, the latter suggested that he (the saint)

should throw a great ring [valayam) into the air and settle where

it dropped. It fell on the lingam of the priest's own temple, and

the latter at once gave up that building for the saint's accommoda-

tion. There is no doubt that the mosque was once a temple. A
liuf^am still stands in it, lacing now iised as a lamp post, and the

entrance poich is an undoubted Hindu niantapam. The saint

lived a life of great holiness in this place and ultimately died and

was buried there. His tomb is surrounded by railings of pierced

metal-work of cui-ious design. The other tomb in the shrine is

that of his disciple, who is said to have been the daughter of a

Chola king to whom the saint promised offspring on condition

that the first-born should be givea him as his disciple. Her name

was Mamd Jugine. The saint is generally supposed by the

Musalmans of this place and of Penukouda to have been the

iustruetor of the great saint Babayya of the latter town. The

fakirs ol the several orders periodically appointed by the manager

of the Penukouda mosque to supervise the mosques of southern

India always imeL their successors and hand over charge at the

Nathar Shah mosque in Trichiuopoly.^ The building is said to

have been endowed by Queen Minakshi (1731-36) and by Muham-
mad Ali. A great festival takes place there in the month of

Hiimzdn, the ceremonies at which are very similar to those at the

l)i"- Muhammadan festival at Nagore.^ It lasts for sixteen days

and is very largely attended by the Musalmans, ami even the

Hindus of neighbouring districts. A fakir is required to sit

' See Anantujiur Diatrict QazetUer, p. 193.

i' beo Tu7ijvi<i JJintrict Gazetteer, Cliajiter XV, p. 2i.3.
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fasting and motionlosa from the ninth to tho sixteenth day. On CKAP. XV

the fourteenth nii^ht sandal is placed on the saint's tomb. The Teichin*..

building itself is not impressive.^ The dome over it is attributed ...^

to Chanda Sdhib.

The Siva temple on the rock is of importance. It is ap-

proached from the south of the rock by a fine covered stone staircase

which is flanked on both sides by handsome mantapams. This
emer}>es into the open air about half way up, and thence winds to

the top of tho rock, where there is a small temple to Pillaiyar

(called tho Uchipillaiyark6vil or ' the Pillaiyar temple on the top')

on which three liglits are burned every night. Close by it is a

flagstaff, where the British flag used to fly during the military

occupation of the rock. The most important buildings in the Siva

temple are on tho south and west flanks of the rock. There are

two rock-cut caves in the rock, one of which contains inscriptions

of the Pallavas dated in the seventh century, and of the Pandyas
dated in the ninth century. It was used in later times as the

powder-magazine of the English. Both caves were probably

excavated by the Pallava king Mahendravarman I at the begin-

ning of tho seventh century.^ A serious accident happened on the

rock during the festival of 1840, when a Inrge number of people

were collected on the top of it. For some unknown reason a

panic started ; the great crowd rushed down the rock ; and in a

few minutes the winding covered stair was piled up with the bodies

of those who had been knocked down in the crush and trampled

to death. Order was restored with diflficulty by the District

Magistrate and the troops, but the rock was not cleared till 3 a.m.

It was found that 250 persons had been killed.

The Trichinopoly rock is supposed to have been a splinter of

Mount Meru blown hither by the breath of the supreme god.

According to an ancient legend ^ it was afterwards the residence of

Ravana^s brother Trisira, who set up the lingam there. Eama
worshipped this emblem on his way to Ceylon. It next became the

residence of a sage called Sarama Muni who grew sivandhi plants in

his garden to offer to the god. Some of these flowers were stolen

by a gai'dener, but he was pardoned by Parantaka, the Chola king

of Uraiyur, and tlio god in his anger accordingly destroyed the

city of Uraiyur with showers of dust. The queen alone escaped,

and during her flight she was delivered of a male child, named

* There are some photographs of it in Tripe's Thotograph'tc views of
Trichinofoly.

2 For farther particalars, see report of the Archaeological Surrey for 1904-06,
ages 34-6, and the Qovornuient Epigraphist's report for the same year, p. 47.

• Wilflon's Catalogue of the Mackenzie Manuscripts, p. 19S,
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Karikal who was in later years appointed king owing to the

kindness of Siva.^

The dcitj of the rock temple is called in Sanskrit Mdtrubh/da,

or ' he that became a mother,' in commemoration of a story that

the god assumed the form of the mother of a young Chetti girl and

acted as midwife to the girl because the real mother was prevented

by floods in the Cauvery from coming to the help of her

daughter. The Tamil form of the name, which is well known, i?

Tdj/umdnavar.^

On the west side of the rock are two foot marks and the figure

of a fish. The Muhammadans say they were made by their saint

Nathar Shah, while the Hindus ascribe them to the Vibhishana

referred to on page 3:^1 above. The figure of the fish may be of

Pand3^a origin, for a fish vyas the em])lcm of that dynasty.

Scai'cely any inscriptions have been found in Trichinopoly.

Those in the I'ock temple have already been noticed. A grant '' on

the rock near Puttur known as the Cholamparai (' the Ch61a

rock ') is popularly though erroneously supposed to record the

fact that golden treasure lies bmied in two caves under the rock.

The inscription has never been properly deciphered, and is much
damaged. Attempts have been and are now being made to find

the treasure (Government spent over Rs. 700 on a search for it in

1880-81) but without success.* The inscription is dated in the

thirty-first year of Kulottunga III, corresponding to 1209 A.D.
Several inscriptions of the Nayakkans of the latter half of the

seventeenth century in the Siva, temple on the rock are tran8eri])ed

in one of the Mackenzie Manuscripts.^ It is curious that these

profess to recognize the atithority of the then powerless Vijaya,nagar

kings.

' This ouriouB story has some vague coimootion with real history. It is said

to have ooourred shortly after ' Barv^ditya Ch61a ' foimiied Uraiyfir. Now
Aditya was one of th(! first kings of the great Ch61a dynasty of Vijay&laya ; and
his son, th<3 great Par&ntaka (906-46), had a son surnamed Karikdl. It has been
supposed that the story may have some reference to a destruction of Uraiynr by
the P&ndyas, who boasted in the latter quarler of the tenth century that they had
' taken the head of the Chdla.' See inscriptions Nos. 6C and 83 of the Govern-
ment Epigraphist's collection for 1896.

^ 'J'his story is told in thH StVicndhi Purdnam. The name Tcipnmanavur is

explained in one of tlie Mackenziw Mannsoripls (Wilson, i, 16'2-7) to bo derived
from a Ch<jla king called Tfiyumftn, who first consecrated the lingam on the top
of the rock.

' No. f>l of the CJovernment Epigraphist's collection for 1890.
* See Revenue U.Os., No. 9C4, dated llth August 1880, and No. Um, dated

loth October 1881. 'I'he ground near the rook has h(^en ]>rotected from quarrying
under Act VII of 1904. See Public G.Os., Nos. 811, daled 291h September 1904,
and 22, dated 18tli January 190C.

' No. 17-6 8 of the Tamil catalogue in the Government Oriental Manuecriplj
Library.
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The 8ul)url) of Pnttl'ir han obtained a eertain celebrity for the CHAP. XV.

curious and unpleasant rites which attend the festival of the Tuichino

village f^oddess Palla Kolmnayi.^ The goddess does not reside

in Puttdr but in the village of Uyyakondan. She is supposed to

have come from the west coast, where she committed such atrocities

in her thirst for human blood that the people shut her up in a box

and dropped her into the Cauvery. She was carried down the

river and rescued by a Brahman of this district whom she served

some time as a Palla slave. At last however she rewarded him by

cutting oif his head. Her image at Uyyakond.tn has its foot on a

hnman h(>ad, a fact pointed to by the natives as testifying to the

truth of the story. At the festival in Masi (February-March) an

image of the goddess is made from palmyra leaves and is brought

from Uyyakondan to l*uttur. It is set up near the village cJidvadi

and inninneral)le pilgrims come to offer kids, which must be black

and without spot or blemish. The priest (called marutdli. ' the

inspired,' from his supposed possession by the divino spirit) cuts

the throats of the kids and drinks some of their blood to satisfy

the cravings of his patroness. It is said that he will dispose of

some 2,000 kids in this way in two or three hours. He is

appointed to his office for life. It is said that when the post falls

vacant the right successor feels himself inspired to come foi-ward

and offin- himself.

Turaiyur : Five miles north of Tiiehinopoly. Population 719.

Is knowii in surrounding taluks for its festival to Kali, held every

five years. It is one of the few places in which buffalo sacrifices

are made to a village goddess.

Uyyakondan-tirumalai : A small village three miles to the

west of Triehinopoly. Population 1,550. It contains a temple on

a small rock which was once well fortified. The rock, which is

about 30 feet high, is surmounted by a circular bastion and on the

raised terrace thus formed is built the temple. The rock and

temple are enclosed, by a S(juare stone wall, carried up as high as

the top of the former and about G feet thick. This is faced with

a slender parapet, fitted with loopholes, behind which rims a

platform some 5 feet wide. Outside this is a court enclosed by

walls nearly as high as the others, and the entire enclosujre

measures GOO feet by 300. The bastion is still in good condition,

but the wall is becoming dilapidated in parts. Marks of camion-

balls are visible on the eastern side of the latter.

This fortified temple was occupied in turn by the French and

English during the second siege of Triehinopoly in 1753-54.

* A deacriptiot. of the feativul appeared in the Madras Mail recently (190C).
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When Dalton saw that he would he regularly hlockaded in

Trichinopoly he undermined the temple and its defences one dark

night and tried to blow them up to prevent the enemy from using

them. The explosion was unsuccessful, the fortifications being but

little injured, and the Mjsoreans took possession of them.

On 23rd August 1753, after his success at the Fakir's Eoek

(p. 332). Lawi-ence went on to attack the enemy at Uyyakondan-

tirumalai, where they had entrenched themselves in a strong

position. They retreated in disorder to Muttarasanallur, and the

English took possession of their position. They had to abandon it

again almost immediately, however, and it was then reoccupied by

the French.

Immediately after the battle of the Sugar-loaf Eock (see p. 333)

Major Tja%\Tence marched against this fortified temple and carried

it by assaiilt. In the course of this action a sergeant of a company

of sepoys distinguished himself by clambering over the gate on the

shoulders of one of his men.^

Many ancient Tamil inscriptions are cut on various parts of the

temple.

V^lur : Sixteen miles south of Trichinopoly. Population

1,32<J. The temple here was garrisoned by the Mysore troops at

the end of 1752. The wall was strong and the gateway was filled

up with eai-th so as to leave only a narrow wicket gate. A small

part 7 of Englishmen blew up the gate one night and cut the

gamson to pieces. No quai-ter was given owing to the cruelty

shown by the Mysore cavalry to the fugitives from the choultry

near the Srirangam temple a few days before.^

1 Orme, i, 315.
2 nid.,i, 272.
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UDAIYARPALAIYAM TALUK.
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PALAIYAM.

The Udaiyarpalaiyam taluk lies in the north-cast corner of the CHAF. XV.

district. It is bounded on the south by the Coleroou and on the UdaivXr-

north partly by the northern Velhir, and it is traversed by

the brackish Marudaiyar. The country is generally rather flat

and barren, but pai-ts of it arc well wooded. Its population has

increased more rapidly in the last thirty years than that of any

other taluk.

The taluk contains 27 square miles of forest and 44 square

miles of Government cultivable waste. Only 32 square miles of the

assessed land are irrigated ; namely, 20 square miles from tanks, lU

from river channels and two from wells. The soil (which is about

equally divided between black and red) is of fair quality, nearly all

the dry land being assessed at between one and two rupees an acre,

but the indifferent nature of the u'rigation results in nearly all the

wet laud being charged only from two to six rupees. The average

rainfall (-lO'^B inches) is the highest in the district. The chief

crops are rice, camVm and varagu, but cholam and ragi cover con-

siderable areas, and the extent under ground-nut is far greater than

that found in any other taluk. Other statistics will be found in the

separate Appendix.

The taluk pays a smaller income-tax per head of the assessces

and per unit of the population than any others except Kulittalai

and Pcrambalur. The Ariyalur cattle-faii- is one of the largest in

the south of India. A good deal of weaving is done. The satins

of Ariyalur, though now made only in small quantities, are very well

known, and cotton, and silk and cotton mixed, are woven on a fairly

large scale at Jayankonda-Cholapuram (the taluk head-quarters\

Udayanattam, Karuppur, Tadainpettai-Paluvur, Sendiu-ai and

Vanadii-ayanpattanam. Large quantities of coarse cotton fabrics

arc made at ten other ^"illages in the taluk and a few cotton carpets

at Udaiyarpalaiyam and Marudur. The dyeing and stamping

of chintzes is done at Karuppur, and one household at the same

place paints fig\u-cs on curtains. Brass vessels and idols are made
at Kannarapalaiyam, and great quantities of bangles at Kavarai-

palaiyam, a hamlet of Vilandai. Some of the bangle-makers turn

out glass-ware of fair quality. Good country shoes are made

by a Dumber of Chakkiliyaus at Udaiyarpalaiyam.
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CHAP. XV. Arijalur aud Udaiyarpalaiyam arc of interest as being the head-

Udaitar- quarters of ancient palaiyanis. Grangaikandapm-ani, or, as it should
pAL.\rYAM.

i^g called, Grangaikonda-Cholapm-am, is famed for its magnificent

temple, and was once a capital of the Cholas. These and other

places of interest are described in the following pages :

—

Ariyalur. Ariyalur '. Twenty-two miles east of Jayankonda-Chola-

pm-am. Population 7,370. It was made a union in 1886 and

contains the offices of a Deputy Collector, a district munsif and a

sab-rogistrar, a police-station, a small local fund hospital (opened

in 187(3), a lower secondary school for boys, a local fund market

and choultry and a p'ivate choultry.

The town derives its historical interest from the fact that it was

the head-quarters of an important pcUahjam. The ancient history

of this is given iu one of the Mackenzie MSS. ; and an account of

it (apparently based on the same sources) was sent to the Collector

in 1818. A copy of the latter has been kindly furnished by the

present zamindar. This states that the zamindars, who belong to the

Padaiyachi sub-division of the Palli or Vanniyan caste, trace theii-

descent from one Udaiyar Nayinar, a poligar under the Anegimdi

(e.e., Vijayanagar) kings, whose sons, Eami Nayinar and Bhumi

Naymar, were induced by one Timma Eaya of the Gajapati line

to settle on the banks of the Cauvery. Their exodus is dated 1405

A.D. The brothers were employed to clear the country of ' wicked

people and wild animals,' and while ho employed founded Ariyalur.

Many happy omens attended this undertaking, the goddess Oppila-

damman appearing to one of them in a dream and promising

to bo their tutelary deity; and Narasimha Haya of Vijayanagar

approved their action and appointed Kami Nayinar as lord of all

the country between Uttatur and Chidambaram, subordinate to

Visvanatha Nayakkan of Madm-a.^ The MSS. then give a list of

eighteen poligars down to the lx3ginning of the nineteouth century.

Several exploits of the various poligars are described in these

papers. The first of them is credited with defeating the Grajapati

king Pratapa Kudra when at war with Narasimha." The eighth

or the tenth poligar (his number is variously given) is said to tiavc

given an elephant to the Emperor of Delhi ju the middle of the

Bcveuteenth century under rather bizarre circumstances. The

emperor's brother lost an elephant to the emperor in wager, and,

not having (he wherewithal to procujc such an animal, ' pawned

his whiskers ' and set out to ])eg for one. IJc eventually got it from

' 'I'he chronology in of courMo hopoleBH, ti8 it attufupt-.s to Hyiicliroiiiso NitraHiinha

(oirc. 1500) with Visvaui'itlia Niyak (l.OD'J) and givob the datos of both as about

1406.

^ ThcBe kiugH did, iu fact, fight ugaiimt one aaothor, '
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this poligar. The eighth chief (Rangappa) is also credited with

having 'in 1651 ' assisted Virappa Nayakkan (? Muttu Virappa

Nayakkan, 1600-23) of Madura to ropcl a Muhaniinadan invasion.

The sixteenth poligar (Hania Vijaya) is said to have fought with

and defeated the poligar of IJdaiyarpalaiyam and to have reinstated

the poligar of Turaiyur, who had been deposed hy his own diwan.

From these exploits ho took the name of Eama Vijaya (' the

victorious Eama '). He ultimately made his submission to Anwar-
ud-din (whoso date is correctly given) and was confirmed bv him

in his palaiyam.

The Ariyalnr poligar took no important part in the war between

the French and English round Trioliinopoly, but is occasionally

mentioned by Orme. Encouraged by the forbearance of the

English in the ease of Turaiyur in 1755 (see p. 292), the French
marched against Ariyalur and Udaiyarpalaiyam in July of the

same year to demand tribute from the zamindars. As, however,

neither of these chiefs had ever made any submission to Mysore or

to the French (to whom indeed they were inveterately hostile ^)

the British intervened and threatened to send a force from Madras
to stop the French if they persisted. The latter accordingly with-

drew. The French encamped at Ariyalur dm-ing the hostilities

of 1757 2
;
but it was the loyalty of the Ariyalur and Udaiyar-

palaiyam poligars which induced Caillaud to intervene in the

matter of their friend, the Turaiyvir poligar, in the following j-ear.^

The Nawab docs not seem however to have been satisfied with the

conduct of these chiefs, whom he suspected of concealing treasure,

and he apparently wished the British to proceed against them
after the capture of Pondicherry.'* This was not done ; but in

1765 the Naw^b obtained a pretext for destroying them both in

their refusal to send help for the siege of Madura in that year.

Both places were attacked by the Nawab's son Amdut-ul-Omra,

with the assistance, of a few British troops, and were easily taken.

The poligars fled first to Tanjore and afterwards to Mysore.*

They were restored in 1780 by Haidar when he invaded the

Carnatic ;
but in 1783 they were persuaded to sever their connec-

tion with Mysore and to become the renters of their districts during

the first assignment of the revenues of the south to the Company.
In the next ten years they experienced many vicissitudes of

CHAP. XV
Udaiy^ii-

1 Orme, ii, 337.

« Ibid., ii, 212.
s See p. 293.

* Orme, ii, 725.

* Collector's letter, dated 30th ^^fny 1S02, j^rrn

verBion.

44
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fortune.^ Sometimes they were renters, sometimes they Lad no

authority whatever, soroetimes they were in prison for disloyalty,

and finally, when the Nawab regained the country in 1792, they

fled the country, but made a number of fruitless attempts to regain

their pdlaiyams. They were at length given compassionate allow-

ances of Es. 1,000 and Es. 750 a month, respectively, in 1798.

The question of their treatment was again raised in 1802, and in

1816 they were restored to a portion of their ancient estates on

a nominal peshkash. The duty of policing the country had been

till then one incident of their tenure, but they were now compelled

to forego their fees as chief kdvalgdrs. Both poligars received

sanads in 1817.

The Ariyalur zamindari then consisted of 57 villages paying a

peshkash of Es. 1,091. Court sales have since played havoc with

the estate and it has been dismembered into seventeen portions.

Only eight villages remain to the present zamindar, and even

those only became his in rather a roundabout way. They were

purchased by the zamindar of Udaiyarpalaiyam, and he gave
them to his daughter, who had married the then zamindar of

Ariyalur. She bequeathed them to her daughter-in-law, the sister

of the present zamindar of Udaiyarpalaiyam, and since her death

they have been registered in the name of her son Kumara Oppilada

Malavaraya Nayinar, who is now heir to the zamindar and is

under the guardianship of his father.

Ariyalur is a great trading centre. Indeed its market is

supposed to be one of the largest in southern India. The cattle

fair held there is also famous, and sheep and goats are exported

thence in large numbers to Colombo. A little weaving of silk

bodices for Hindu ladies is done by some five or six Patnulkarans.

Formerly, says tradition, a large colony of these skilful workmen
resided in the town, but they left the place and emigrated to the

Tanjore district * because of the oppression of the poligars. ^ '

There are two cotton presses in the place. It contains a handsome
Vishnu temple, in which the ten avatars of Vishnu are sculptured

with moderate skill, and a large private choultry,

feakurichi : Twenty-five miles south-west of Jayankonda-

Cholapuram. Popiilation 2,294. Known for its Eoman Catholic

church, which is said to be of great age and attracts numerous
pilgrims. It is said that as many as 10,000 Christians annually

congregate there during the festival held in April.

' For details see the Collector's report.

' Tradition tells many stories of the cruel conduct of the older poligars.
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Gangaikandapuram : Six miles cast of Jayaukonda-Chola- Chap. xv.

purara. Hamlet of Garuvalapparkovil, the population of which is UoaitXr-

2,702. This place was for over a hundred years the capital of the
p-^^^^"-

Ch61a kingdom, having been preferred to Tanjore by Eajendra Gangaikanda-

Chola (LOlI-44). Ita proper name is Grangai-konda-Cholapuram,

or ' the city of the Chola who conquered the Granges.' The title

Gangai-konda-Chola was assumed by king Rajendra Chola to

commemorate his northern conquests. It is to be inferred there-

fore that the town was founded by him and the date has been

supposed to be between 1025 and 1032.^ The place is frequently

referred to in inscriptions, being called sometimes ' Gangapuri

'

and ' Gangakunda.'

Though now an insignificant village, it contains several tr^ices

of its departed greatness. Its great Saivite temple is deservedly

famous, and has called forth enthusiastic encomiums from various

writers." It has been doubted whether the temple was built by

Eajendra Chola or by his father, the great Eajaraja (985-1013).

Its plan and design are similar to those of the magnificent temple

at Tanjore, though it is not as large. It possesses the same unusual

feature of a lofty stone pyramidal tower over the shrine ; and it

gives the same impression of having been created in accordance

with a single stately plan instead of having, like so many Dravi-

dian temples, grown up haphazard and piece-meal without regard

to the due proportion of its component parts. As in Tanjore, the

tower is topped by a vast block of stone, which is said to have

been placed in position by means of an inclined plane laid from

the village of Paranam, situated some miles to the westward. The
tower is covered with numerous sculptures of considerable merit.

Like that at Tanjore, its base is so broad that it is popularly

supposed that its shadow never touches the ground. As in

Tanjore, too, a huge monolithic bull-god is watching the shrine.

The temple is surrounded by only one enclosure, which measures

584 feet by 372. It was evidently at one time fortified by an

outer wall and by bastions at the four corners of the courtyard,

but the wall has been demolished and much of the stone from it

was used for building the Lower Anient in 1836. The temple is

now badly cared for. It is not considered particularly holy, and
is chiefly visited by worshippers of Saturn {Sani), whose image,

along with those of the other planets, is sculptured within it.

* Madras Bev'tetv, vii, 2-18.

* For descriptions of it, sec the Madras Review quoted above ; Journal of ih*

Asiatic Society of Bengal, \ydx,l-i.; Lid. Ant., \y, 274 and ix, 117-20; and O.O.,

No. 656, Public, dated 8th July 1891, p. 2.
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About a mile to the south-west of the building are a number of

mounda which are said to mark the site of the palace of the Chola

king. Traces of a surrounding moat are visible in places. The
mounds are spread over several acres, and are too extensive for the

ruins of a palace onlj. Thej must also have included a town.

The largest of them probably hides the ruins of the palace. This

covers an acre of ground, but traces of the building buried under

it extend beyond this area. The walls are about four feet thick

and ten feet high and their foundations are at a depth of six feet

below the level of the surrounding ground. They are built of

large bricks similar to those found in Buddhist topes. Many
of these were removed some time ago for the construction of the

Jubilee tank at Jayankonda-Cholapuram. Broken pottery and

iron bolts have been found in great quantities among the ruins.

Another relic of bygone greatness is the big ruined Ponneri

tank nearly a mile to the west. Its embankment is said to have

been sixteen miles in length and it is said to have been 8uj)plied by

channels from the Vellar and the Coleroon.^ A proposal to repair

it and fill it from the Upper Anient has been recently abandoned.^

Nothing is known of the destruction of this once great city.

Inscriptions ^ of the Cholas and Pandyas have been copied in the

temple, and there is one of king A^'irupaksha of Yijayanagar dated

as la..te as 1484 A.D. Perhaps wo may infer that its destruction

was subsequent to these.

The town now goes by the name Gangaikandapuram, which

is popularly explained by a story that the Ganges once flowed into

the temple well in order to oblige the giant Bauasm-a, who ruled

this place and had not leisure to go to the Ganges for his bath.

The foundation of the temple is also popularly ascribed to this

same Banasura.

Guruvalapparkovil : Five and a half miles east of Jayan-

konda-Cholapuram. Population 2,702. The Vishnu temple here

is supposed to have been built by a saint named Alavandar, who
when only eight years of age, preached the Yaishnavite faith before

the Ch61a kings. He surrendered the temple to one Kuru-kavalap-

par, after whom it is supposed to be named.

Jayankonda-Cholapiiram: Head-quarters of the taluk.

Population 7,920. Contains also the offices of a sub-magistrate

and a sub-registrar, a police-station, a sub-jail, a local fund

market, choultry and dispensary (the last opened in 188C) and a

> Mr. M. J. Walhouee, M.C.S., in Ind. Ant., iv, p. 274
' See Chapter IV, p. 149.

• Nob. 75-83 of the Qovernment Epigraphibt'e collection for 1892.
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travellers' bungalow. It is a uniou (established in 1880) and eon-

tains also the villages of Chiunavalaiyam, Karadikulam, and

Melakudijiruppu. The two latter were added in 1899. The
name means ' the citj of the victorious Chola '

; but it is not known
who built it, or when.

Two Jain or Buddhist images ^ stand in the village, one in a

street and the other on a tank bund. The people call them
respectively Paluppar and Sanianar ('Jains '). The former is the

larger and the better sculptured, and it is treated as a village god.

People on their way to the festival at Saluppai pay their vows to it.

When rain is scarce, too, the girls of the village come and weep
before it, and this 'is supposed to bring rain. Some wells of very

small diameter in the village arc also attributed to the Jains.

They arc built of burnt clay and not of brick. Some of them are

closed in, and it is supposed that the Jains did this to prevent the

sun striking their drinking-water.

Some 200 Sedans and a few Kaikolans weave white cotton cloth

of very good quality. In the village of Kanuarapalaiyam, which is

included in the Jayankonda-Cholapuram union, some fifteen black-

smiths make brass household vessels ; and one of them casts metal
idols.

Kilappaluvur : Twenty-four miles west of Jayankonda-
Cholapuram. Population 8,397. Is the head-quarters of a
deputy-tahsildar (whom it is proposed to transfer to Ariyalur) and
contains a rest-house. It gives its name to a union which was
founded in 1892 and then comprised the villages of Karuppur,
Karuvidacher, Kilayur, and Mallattangulam. Melappaluvur was
added to it in 1894 and Kila Yeppankuli in 1897.

The Saivite temple here is popularly supposed to have been
built by Parasurama, one of the ten incarnations of Vishnu. The
name of the god is Vatamulesvarar, ' the Siva of the banyan tree,'

and is explained by the story that the idol was found here beneath
a banyan tree in a large banyan forest which was cut down by
Parasurama in order to expiate the sin of having killed a Brahman.
The temple is endowed with the whole of the village of Kilappalu-
vur, from which it derives about Es. 4,000 a year. About five

thousand people attend the car festival at it. The Government
Epigraphist found 23 ancient Chola inscriptions on its walls.*

At Melappaluvur is a beautifully carved temple of archaic
design containing a large amount of finely sculptured black stone

1 See G.O., No. 666, Public, dated 8th Julyl891, p. 1.

* No8. 100-22 of hie collection for 1896.
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CHAP. XV. including some richly ornamented piers resting on couoliant lions,

Udaiyab- similar in design to those in the more ornate caves at the Seven
FJLAiYAM. Pagodas. A number of ancient inscriptions have been cut on

the walls. Some 50 Kaikolans weave coarse cotton cloths in this

village.

>Saluppai- Saluppai-alagar-kovll : Four miles north-east of Jayankonda-

Cholapurani. Hamlet of Yettiyarvettu, population 1,664. The

Aiyanar temple here is of some local importance. The god is called

* the Alagar on the ghat on the tank bund.' Many pilgrims visit

his shrine especially on the 30th of Tai (January-February). He
is particularly powerful in relieving the diseases of men and cattle,

and is also addressed by people who cannot collect their debts. He
is supposed to frighten the debtors into paying up. For the cure

of cattle disease the ordinary thank-offering is to burn a lamp of

ghee in the temple. It is supposed that any one who tried to

steal any of the temple property would be struck blind ; and no

particular care is taken to guard it.

Tirumalav&di. Tirumalavadi : Thirty-four miles south-west of Jayankonda-

Cholapuram. Population 1,752. The Saivitc temple here is a

large building, the architecture of which somewhat resembles that

of the temple at Tanjorc. Long lines of Chola, Pdndya and

Hoysala inscriptions, which are in danger of becoming defaced,^

cover parts of its walls. It is supposed to have been founded by

Bhima, one of the Pdndava brothers. The temple has an annual

income of Es. 3,000 and is visited by many pilgrims, one estimate

putting the number as high as 10,000. It is connected with the

great Siva temple of Tiruvddi, near Taujore, the god of which is

brought once a year in Chittrai (April-May) across the Coleroon
;

and it is on this occasion that the greatest number of pilgrims

come. As in some other temples, the sua shines on the god on

a few days in the year, and this is interpreted as an act of adoration

by the sun.

Udaiy^r- Udalyarpalaiyam : Five and a half miles west of Jayan-
P^laiyam. konda-Cholapuram. A union with a population of 7,553. It

gives its name to an important zamindari. The zamindar of this

has kindly lent a very interesting and detailed account, based

apparently on tradition, of the history and origin of his estate.

According to this, the founder of the family was a petty poligar

of Conjecvcram named Eangappa Udaiydr of Pallikonda, who,

' Thirty of these have been copied by the Uovernment Epigraphibt, Nos. 70-99

of 1895.

I
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under the ordera of the Vijayanao^ar kin^, was given a smallljaghir OHAP. xv".

near Knnattur in South Arcot and was siihjoot to the Nayakkan of Udaiyir.

Ginpoe, thiMi nowly appointed. I'hiH in waid to have heeii in the

reign of ' Vira Narasimha Rdya ' of Vijayana^ar who is probaldy

the kinp; of that nanio who died in 1509. The poli«2^ar o])tainod

favour in the eyes of the Ndyakkan and was honoured by him with

many presents and titles. As commander of tlie Ndyak's contin-

gent to the Vijayanagar army in a war with Ahmadnagar, he was
so successful that lie was presented to the Yijayanagar king and
was given more honours and rewards, among them the title of

' Bdrid Saptdnga Havana, ' (' he who severed the seven limbs of

Bdrid ') which is still l)orne by his descendants. Bdrid 8hdh was

the first king of Ahmadnagar, and this title is mentioned in a list

sent in by the Collector in 1823. The Yijayanagar king also gave

him a large tract of country between the Vellar and the Coleroon,

which apparently included the whole of his present estate. Thia

consisted of thick jungle, infested with wild beasts, petty poligars

and robbers, which he cleared and reduced to order, and over which

he was made arasu kdoalgdr, or head of the police. He lived (and

eventually died) in Arasagudi in the Chidambaram taluk of South

Arcot. His eldest son was killed by a turbulent poligar, and was

succeeded by a brother named Kachi Chinna Nallappa Kdlakka
Tola Udaiyar. This man founded Udaiydrpdlaiyam on the advice,

given in a dream, of the god Siva of Chidaml)aram. This is said

to have been in 1495, which date is however too early to fit in with

the rest of the story. The next eight poligars lived undisturbed

in their possessions and increased their power. They even started

a mint and coined their own money. The zamindar's manuscript

quotes a number of inscriptions recording the gifts of some of them.

The downfall of the Yijayanagar kingdom and the disturbances

caused by Sivaji did not affect the poligars, wlio dwelt secure in

their impregnable stronghold of Udaiyirpalaiyam. Kachi Nallappa
Kalakka Tola Udaiydr, the twelfth in descent, offered an asyhun
to the persecuted brother of Chokkanatha Nayakkan of Trichi-

nopoly and Madura (1G62-82). He is also said to have won the

favour of Mr. William Hatsell and Mr. John Barley, who were
employed by the East India Company at Devanampatam (Fort

St. David in South Arcot) al)Out 1690, and who presented him with

gifts and made him their chief kdvaJgdr. His succesor submitted
to the Mughals when they took Gingee and his pes/i'kasli was fixed

at Rs. 40,000. He was attacked by Maugammal, Queen-Eegent
of Trichiuopoly (1689-1704), and after fighting gallantly for six

days was defeated and driven out of Udaiya'rpalaiyam. Next day
he attacked the victors by night and drove them out of the country

;
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and he and his successors seem to have lived in peace for the next

half centurv. The record quotes numerous inscriptions mentioning

gi-ants by various poligars ; and an exhaustive study of these

might elicit further matters of interest concerning the palaiyam.

The then zamindar does not appear to have taken any decided

part in the war between the French and English round Trichi-

nopoly. The French marched against him in 1753 in hopes of

levying contributions ; but they were called off by more urgent

affairs to Sriraugam.^ In 1755 they moved against him again;

but ^ he was protected by British intervention. Indeed throughout

the war both he and the Aiiyalur chief manifested the greatest

antipathy to the French. Like the Ariyalur poligar, however,

the then zamindar excited the jealousy and resentmeut of the

Nawab in 1765 and was driven out of his estate. From that

time up to 1817 the history of the property is, muiato nomine,

almost the same as that of Ariyalur already described above. In

1780, during Haidar's invasion, Udaiyarpiilaiyam was occupied

by an English detachment under the command of a young ensign,

only seventeen years of age, named Allan. He maintained himself

in the place for six months with the greatest courage and address,

in spite of all the efforts of the poligar to re-establish himself, and

ultimately made good his retreat to Tanjore in February 1781.

His conduct is spoken of with admiration by Wilks.'""

At the settlement of 1817 the zamindar was granted 65

villages on the nominal peshkash of Es. 642-15-4. His estate has

recently been declared impartible by Madras Act II of 1904, Jn

the meantime the question of the partibility of the estate had been

the subject of litigation and had gone up on appeal to the Privy

Council. It was decided on July 31st 1905 that the palaiyam

was in its essence impartible. An interesting review of the history

of the estate and its legal position is given in the judgement of

the Privy Council.

The palace of the Udaiydrpalaiyam zamindars is an interesting

example of South Indian secular architecture of perhaps the

eighteenth century. The carving in one of the halls is rich and

effective though perhaps somewhat too profuse.

The god in the Siva temple at Udaiyarpalaiyam is called

Payarani Mahalingam and is supposed to have turned some pepper

into green-gram in order to oblige a merchant devotee of his, who
wished to evade paying toll on the more expensive produce. A
large tank near it is called the Grdndlva tirtham and is supposed to

' Orme, i, 305. 'Orine, i, 396-7. ' History of Mytore, i, 449.
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have been dug by Arjnna, one of the PAiidavas, to induce Siva CHAP. XV.

to ffive him a special arrow he coveted. It is said to contain no UdaitXe-
,. PitAIYAM.
irogs.

Udaiyarpalaiyam is well known in the district for its carpet-

weaving and its shoes. About 2C0 Kaik61ans in it also weave

coarse cotton cloth.

46
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pudukk6ttai state.
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—
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—

Medica.1—Vftccination—Sanitation. Places of Interest—Ambakkdvil—Avur
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—
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CHAP. XVI. PuDrKKOTTAi is the third in importance of the five Native States

General which have direct political relations with the Government of

Dksceiption. Madras. It is hounded on the north and west hy the Triehinopoly

district, the Collector of whicli is ex-offfcio Political Agent for it,

on the south by Madura and on the east by Tanjore, It com-

prises an area of 1,178 square miles and measures 52 miles from

east to west and 41 miles from north to south.

It is called after its chief town, and the name means ' the new

fort,' but it has long been known as ' the Tondaiman's country '

from the family name of its ruling chiefs.

In its general physical aspects, it resembles the inland parts of

the east coast of the Presidency and consists for the most part of

an undulating plain of barren and sparsely cultivated land inter-

spersed with small but picturesque rocky hills, some of which ai-e

crowned by ancient forts and temples, 'i'hese hills are most

numerous in the south-west portion, where the country is wild and

rugged and where lie also the thickest of the jungles. In these

last are found black buck, spotted deer, wild pig and some wild

cattle which originally were village cattle of the ordinary type

but arc now larger and stronger than the usual plough-bullocks.

Four small rivers drain the country from west to east.

MiucralH
1*^® State is not rich in minerals. Iron ore occurs in parts and

was once extouHively worked at Tiruvarankulam and near Peruii-

galtjr ; but the industry has died out. Mica is found, and
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spocimeiJS were sent to the Madras PJxliibition in 1903 ; but it has CHAP. XVI.

not jct l)pcn mined. Yellow oobrc is extracted to a eonsiderable General

extent in the Sen«:arai forests ; and bangle-earth is largely
scription.

exported from the Alangudi taluk. Pipe-elay and clay suitable

for making orayon pencils are found ; as also arc largo quantities

of building-stone and lateritc.

The climate resembles that of the surrounding districts and is Climate and

fairly healthy. Temperatures have not been systematically
'^'"^ ** "

recorded, but Pudukkottai is cooler than Tricbinopolj in the hot

weather as it is nearer the sea. Malaria is rare, as the climate

is 80 dry. Guinea-worm used once to be endemic in the chief

town, but it was almost stamped out in 1885, when the dirty tanks

of the town were cleared of their silt, and is not now prevalent.

The average annual rainfall in the State is 35 inches, or nearly

the same as that recorded in the Trichinopoly district.

During the last quarter of a century three cyclones have visited

Pudukkottai; namely, in 1884, 1890 and 1893. All of them

occurred during the north-east monsoon. During the first two the

rainfall amounted to about 7| inches, and in the last it was from

12 to 27 inches in different parts of the State, but no serious

damage occurred.

The State suffered somewhat in the famine of 1876-78; relief- Famines,

works were opened and gratuitous relief distributed. The country

is entu'ely dependent upon timely local rainfall, but actual famines

are of rare occurrence. In 1894-95, owing to the failure of rain

in both monsoons, distress was felt in the northern part of it. The
suspension of the land revenue collections and the opening of

relief-works were ordered in the affected parts.

Nothing is known for certain about the local history of the History.

Pudukkottai country prior to the seventeenth century. Ancient

remains abound in it, but they throw no light upon its fortunes.

A number of pre-historic cists and kistvacns, for example, have

been discovered, and many relics of the Jains (not only numerous
rock-cut caves biat also idols) sui'vivc. Near Sittannavasal (ten

miles north-west of Pudukkottai) is a rock-cut cave which is still ,

visited by Jains from Kumbakonam. Kodumbalvir near Virnli-

malai is mentioned in the old Tamil poem the ^ilappadikdram^

which is supposed by some to have been written in the first

century A.D., as a village on the desert track from Uraiynr to

Madura. Viralimalai and Tirumayam also are referred to in

old Tamil poems. A fair number of ancient inscriptions in the

State were transcribed by the Government Epigraphist in 1904
and figure in his lists. They are situated in Tirugokarnam,
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CIIAP. XVI. Kudumiyamalaij Narttamalai, Amma Chattram and Sittannavasal.

UisTOBT. These belong to the times of the Cholas, Pandjas, Pallavas and

Granga Pallavas. Many more inscriptions in the temples still

remain undeciphered. Some 200 grants on copper plates or

palm leaves also exist. Some of these purport to go back to

ancient times (A.D. 1108, 1190, 1288, 1378, etc.), and (if not

forgeries) are apparently deserving of careful critical examination.

Of the rest, the majority relate to grants of land made in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries by the Tondaimans. Numis-

matists will be interested to hear that about nine years ago some

400 Eoman gold coins (aurei). mostly of the first and second

century, were discovered at Karukkakkurichi, 20 miles north-east

of Pudukkottai. The Vellar river which bisects the State is also of

historical interest, being often referred to in old Tamil poems as

the boundary between the Choia and Pandya kingdoms.

Like the surrounding tracts (see Chapter II), the territoiy

which now makes up the State would seem to have passed at

various times from the control of the Cholas to that of the Pandyas

and vice versa. In the account given in the Singhalese annals of

the war of the Pandya succession in the twelfth century, it is

said that the Pandya king Kulasekhara fled into the hills of

' Tondamana,' ^ and this is the earliest occasion on which this part

of the country can be said to be referred to as a separate entity.

At the end of the sixteenth century the direct control of the

present Pudukkottai country seems to have been divided between

the Nayakkan kings of Madura and Tanjore, the Setupatis of

Eamnad, the zamindars of Marungapmi and Manapparai, and a

line of chieftains called the Pallava Eayas of Pudukkottai. It

was the territory of the last-named which formed the real nucleus

of the present Pudukkottai State. They were subordinate to the

S^tupati of Eanmad. They and their subjugation by the Tondai-

mans are mentioned in a memorandum of 1810 preserved in the

Pudukkottai palace records. They are also referred to as the

predecessors of the Tondaimans in a well-known story of the old

poet Nagu Bharati and in several local inscriptions ; and they have

left traces of their rule in many names containing the word
' Pallava ' in the Pudukkottai country. A Pallava Eayan is

also mentioned by M)-. Nelson, in his Madura Country, as ruling

Pudukkottai before the Tondaimans.

Origin of the Tho present ruling family of Pudukkottai does not come into
present promiuonco till the middle of tho soventcenth century. There
ruling

• J 1 1

fuinily. 18 some rioulit about the origin of its power. The traditional

* See the Governmeut Epigraphist's Report for 1899, paragraph 27.

I
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account says that the founder of th<^ family, Tirinnalai TonHaiinan, CHAP. XVI,

emigrated from Tinipati or Tirnmalai (in North Arcot) in the History.

Tondaimandalam. and settled in Amhukkovil ' (22 miles east-north-

east of Pudukkottai) soventeen generations before the middle of the

seventeenth century. ^ A Telugu poem,^ apparently composed about

1760, refers to one Avadai Eaghunatha Tondaiman as eightoenth

in descent from Tirnmalai, as having distinguished himself by

eaptming an elephant in one of the hunting expeditions of Sri

Ranga Eaya of Yijayanagar (about 1638-78) and as having been

rewarded with tho title of Raya and several other distinctions.

The fact that he obtained this title from the Vijayanagar king is

also mentioned in a Pudukkottai grant as early as 1709.® The

same chief is stated, in the memorandum of 1819 already men-

tioned, to have conquered the Pallava Rayas in 1G39 with the

permission of the Vijayanagar king, and to have thus laid the

foundations of the present Pudnkkottai State. His son served the

Nayak king of Tanjore for a time ; but in the end left his patron

and annexed to his dominions several of the Tanjore vallages. The
same Tondaiman is said to have given his sister to the Kilavan,

tho notorious Setupati of Ramnad (1673-1708), and to have

received (about 1675), as a gift from the Setupati, the country of

Pudukkottai which his father is represented in the palace memoran-
dum to have conquered in 1640.

Such is the traditional account of the matter. It is however
inadequately supported by contemporary evidence and is in many
ways improbable.

The story of the origin of Pudukkottai contained in Mr.
Nelson's Madura Country is perhaps intrinsically more likely.

This says that ' Pallava Rayan ' (evidently the last of that stock)

attempted to throw off his allegiance to Ramnad and to place

himself under the protection of Tanjore ; and that he was in

consequence removed by the Setupati. The latter then placed on
the throne Raghunatha Tondaiman, whose sister he had married.

The use of the name Tondaiman by the Pudukkottai rulers does

not seem to have originated with this family, however, but seems
to have been begun by the Pallava Rayas, for Mr. Nelson
mentions a 'Pallava Rava Toudaima'u.' But it is said that
' Tondaiman ' is never used as a title of the Pallava Rayas in the

local inscriptions.

' The chief village of the Amhunadu section of the Kalians, to which the
Pudukk6ttai ruling family belongs.

* The Tondxim&n Vamsdvali ahstraoted in -Mr. Taylor's Catalogue Baisontie

of Oriental MSS., Volume 111. An old Tamil poem called i\\Q Haya I'ondahndn
Anuragamoiai gives in some respects a Rinular account of the family.

3 The Ucchani grant ; Of. also the Kadayakudi grant of 171ft.
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The steps by which the Tundaimans acquired their iude-

pendence are not very clear. It would seem, however, from Mr.
Nelson's account, that about 1686 the king of Madura attacked

Eamnad and the latter obtained the assistance of the Tanjore king

on condition (among other things) that Pudukkottai and some
other country on the north of the Setupati's kingdom should be

sui-rendered to Tanjore for twelve years. The allies were successful

in repelling the invasion of the Madui-a troops; but in 1698 the

king of Tanjore broke his promise to return the ceded country and
war accordingly broke out between the former allies.^ Much of

the ceded country was recovered by Eamnad, but Pudukkottai

remained untaken, and from this time forth seems no longer to have

formed a part of the Setupati's dominions. Indeed, about 1730 the

Tondaimdn inflicted a crushing defeat upon his former overlord

at Kavinadu.- Nor did Pudukkottai remain subject to Tanjore,

since in 1725 the Tondaiman was allied with Madura against

Tanjore in'the war of the Eamnad succession, and again in 1750

with Tanjore against Eamnad.^ Thus the Tondaiman appears to

have become an independent chieftain about the beginning of the

eighteenth century.

The Tondaiman got the worst of it in the war of 1725, but his

gra.ndsoii was successful in that of 1750. The latter had been

promised by the king of Tanjore, in return for his assistance, the

fort and district of Kildnilai ; but the promise was not kept and

Kilanilai was not added to the Pudukkottai country till 1803,

when it was granted to the Tondaiman by the British Govern-

ment out of regard for this agreement as well as in reward for his

loyalty.^

The palace records give some other particulars about the gradual

extension of the limits of the Pudukkottai state : some villages

were obtained by a brother of Eaghunatha Tondaiman for his

services to the Madura Nayakkan, Ranga Krishna Muttu Virappa

(1682-89) ; Ponnamaravati and some other villages in the west

of the State were taken from the Marnngapuri poligar, probably

towards the end of Raghunatha's reign (1661-1730); and his

grandson (1730-69) obtained additions to his territory from the

Nawab of Arcot.

The relations of the Madras (government with the State

commenced during the Carnatic wai's of the eighteenth (jentury.

' The Madura Country, iii, 226.

^ This battle i.s mentioned in the Telugii poem already referred to and also in

Dr. Macleane's Mafiun/ of the Madras Administration in the article on Puditkkdttfti.

' Tanjore District Manual (Madras, 1883), pp. 772-5.

* Aitohison's 'IVeaties, etc. (Calcutta, 1892), viii, 331-3.
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As early as 1752 the I'ondaiman had declared for the Nawab cHAP. xvi.

and continued to assist him and the English not only in their wars Histort.

with Chanda Sahib and the French, but also in their later struggles

against Mysore, Tanjoro, the Maravans and the poligars of Madura
and Tinnevelly. There are now in the palace at Pudukkottai over

fifty letters from the Government of Madras and ' the Sirdars of

the Company ' (including Stringer Lawrence, Clive and Eyre

Coote) in which repeated testimony is borne to the unshaken and

imselfish zeal, promptitude and fidelity with which the Tondairaan,

in prosperity and adversity, served the British Government. His

loyalty %va3 perhaps of the greatest service during the various

sieges of Trichinopoly. The supplies he sent to the beleaguered

garrison were of the greatest value ; but lie paid for his devotion

by having his country ravaged (May 1754) by tlio Fnitoh.

It would be tedious to give a list of the occasions whf^n the

Tondaiman gave active assistance to the British. They extended

over some 50 years ; and on no occasion was Pudukkottai backward

in rendering help, not even when (in 1759-60) Madras itself was

in danger. On that occasion 500 Pudukkottai horse and 1,500 foot

assisted the liesieged. It is therefore hardly surprising that the

Madras Government, when it finally obtained the complete control

of the Carnatie, should have respected the independent sovereignty

of the Ecija and should, as on the occasion of the cession of

Kilanilai in 1803, have expressed its obligations to Pudukkottai in

very complimentary terms.

There exists, curiously enough, no formal agreement between Politioal

the Government and the State. When the grant of Kilanilai was Pi?"b6^
*^'

confirmed by the Court of Directors in 1^06, a yearly tribute of

one elephant was stipulated for; but this was never insisted upon
and was formally remitted in 1830, on the Tondaiman's repre-

senting that his family had long been exempt from tlie payment
of tribute to au}' one, that Kilanilai had been given to him in

reward for his 'fidelity and important services,' and that ho would
rather forego Kihinilai than pay the tribute. The State was
declared ' foreign territory ' under Act VI of 1844. A sanad was
granted to the Eaja in 1862 permitting him and his successors to

adopt heirs in accordance with Hindu law and the customs of his

race. From about 1800 a Political Agent for Pudukkottai was
appointed. He was at first the Eesident of Tanjoro; then, from
1841 to 1865, the Collector of Madura ; from I860 to 1874 he was
the Collector of Tanjore ; and from 1874 onwards the Collector of

Trichinopoly. At the present time the Raja is guided in all

important administrative acts b}' the advice of the Government of

Madras tendered through the Political Agent.
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The military force entertained by the Tondaimans in the

eighteenth century must have numbered over 1,000 horse and

3,000 foot. The existing troops number 22 officers and 90

privates (of whom five are gunners), the K^ja's bodyguard of

sixteen troopers, and a band of 30 performers.

The State has its own currency. Though the ordinary coinage

used is that of British India, a local coin called the amtnankdsu

is also current. This is a copper coin worth one-sixteenth of an

anna. It bears on its obverse the figure of Brihadamba, the

tutelary goddess of the Tondaimans, without any legend, and on

its reverse in Telugu characters the word Vymja, which probably

stands for Vijaya Eaghuuatha Tondaimau (1730-69) by whom
it is believed to have been first coined, lill 1888 these were coined

locally in a rough form ; but since that year the coin has been

minted for the State in England.

Land transit (sdyar) duties were levied by the State till 1844,

just as in the Madras Presidency, and when they were abolished

in British territory by Act YI of 1844, they were done away with

in the State also ; and, though the State was expressly termed
' foreign territory ' in that Act, no customs stations have since

then been established on the border by either Government.

Postal arrangements were in the hands of the State itself till

1894, when they were handed over to the Indian Postal department.

The present Eaja is the eighth in descent from Baghunatha

Tondaimau. He was born in November 1875 and succeeded his

grandfather in 1886 as a minor ; is the grandson of Raraachandra

Tondaimiin (the seventh Eaja) by his eldest daughter and was

adopted by him in 1877 ; was installed on the 27th November 1894

by Lord Wenlock, then Governor of Madras, and is allowed a salute

of eleven guns. The salute was withdrawn from his predecessor,

owing to the maladministration of the State, for some years, but was

restored in 1884. T'he accompanying table shows the succession

of the family.

The State contains one town (Pudnkkottai) and 377 villages

of which throe have over 5,000 inhabitants. Its population in

1901 was 380,440, or 323 persons to

the square mile. The marginal figiu-es

show the variations since 1871. The

decrease between 1871 and 1881 was

due to the great famine of 1876-78. Musalmaus number 32 per

cent, of the population and Christians 38 per cent. The Valaiyans

and the Kalians arc the most numerous of the Hindu castes,

while the labouiing Pallans and Paraiyans and the shepherd

lb7i
1881

1891
1901

:si6,6y.i

302,127

373,096
380,440
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Idaiyans are also largely represented. The Nattukkottai Chettis,

Yallambans, Valaiyans, Ilaniagaus and Karumpm-attans are also

found in exceptional numbers. Some of these have been referred

to in Chapter III.

The Christian missions working in the State are the Jesuits of

Trichinopoly, the Goanese Catholics of Mylapore and the Swedish

branch of the Leipzic Lutheran Protestant Mission. Avur (21

miles north-west of Pudukkottai) was for many years the residence

of the famous Italian Jesuit Father Beschi. By far the most

numerous Christian body are the Eoman Catholics. The few

Anglicans and Methodists are visited by their clergy and ministers

from British territory.

Vital statistics are registered by the revenue vattam officers.

That their work is indifferent may be inferred from the fact that the

birth and death rates in 1902-03 were 92 and 8"7 per mille, respec-

tively, as against 299 and 21-2 in Trichinopoly. Steps are being

taken to improve matters ; Eegulation I of 1903 has made registra-

tion compulsory in Pudukkottai town, and Eegulation II of the

same year gives the Darbar power to make it compulsory in rural

tracts also.

The general agricultural conditions of the State, its soils and

seasons and its methods of cultivation, resemble those of the adjoin-

ing areas in Trichinopoly and need not be described.

The principal food-grains are paddy, cambu, ragi, cholam and

varagu. Other important crops arc horse-gram, ground-nut, cajan-

pea and black-gram. The proportion of the cultivated area to the

land available for cultivation has gradually increased during the

past eight years from 66 to 84 per cent.

There are 131,000 acres of land under wet cultivation and

208,000 acres of cultivated dry land. Irrigation is derived from

62 anicuts placed across the four rivers of the State (none of which,

except the Vellar, are of any size) which feed 190 channels. The
channels are not used for direct in-igation, but merely conduct the

river floods iuto the tanks. "^Phere are 729 large tanks, 3,489 small

ones (yendak) and 18,452 wells. The largest of the tanks is that

of Kavinad, which is about five miles romid and irrigates 1,900

acres.

The cattle, as in the Trichinopoly diati'ict, are undersized and

of no well-defined breed; and, to improve them, it has been

recently arranged that cattle shows shall be held year after year
*t the three taluk head -quarters and in Pudukk6ttai, and prizes
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awarded to the best locally-bred cattle exhibited. The first of CHAP. XVI.

these shows was held iu 1903-04. Some of the wild cattle already The Teoi'le.

rcfeiTed to are occasionally caught and broken in.

The industries in the State are inconsiderable. '^I'he silk and InduBtries.

cotton cloths of Tiruvappur, a suburb of Pudukkottai/ have a

considerable reputation and gained a prize at the Madras Exhibi-

tion of 1903. The scarlet vegetable dye used there is especially

well known. A hundred Patnulkarans are employed in this

industry, but their numbers have much decreased in late years.

Coarse cotton cloths are woven at Karambakudi, and blankets

at Sellukudi. Rush mats and bell-metal vessels are made in

and about Karambakudi ; mats of palmyra loaf in and roimd
Ponnamaravati ; bell-metal vessels at Kiraniir and Alangudi ; and
baskets near Kilanilai. All these articles are in demand both with-

in and without the State. Bangles arc made at Vaittur. The
Pudukkottai scents ^ ai-e well known. Tiles for houses are largely

made at Tii-uvengavasal and have a considerable local reputation.

Most of the internal trade of the State is carried on at weekly Commeroe.

fairs. The chief articles of export are ground-nut, nux vomica

seeds, dvdram bark for tanning and acacia bark employed in distil-

leries. The chief imports are salt, paddy, European piece-goods

and tobacco. The Chettis conduct the greater part of the trade

and there is also in the State a considerable number of Labbais,

an enterprising body of mixed Musalman descent, who are keen

traders.

Pudukkottai is well provided with roads, and these are kept in Mef.ns of

good condition. Pudukkottai town is connected with Trichinopoly
'•o"i"iunioa-

by two routes, one nmning direct through Kiranm- and the other

passing thi-ough Iluppur and Yiralinialai on the Madura ti-unk

road. It is also connected by road with Tanjore, Budalur,

Gandharvakottai, Pattukkottai and Arantangi in the Tanjore district

and with Melur in Madui'a. The total length of all the roads is

300 miles, and that of the avenues about 150 miles. Light spring

carts drawn by ponies and known as jatkas ply from Tanjore and
Trichinopoly to Pudukkottai, the distances being 36 and 33 miles

respectively. There is no railway in the State, but the construction

of a line from Trichinopoly to Pudukkottai has been suggested

and will probably soon be carried out. Pudukkottai and ten other

places are connected with Tiichinopoly by telegraph. There «tre

twenty*eight post offices. Posts and telegraphs are both under

the management of the Government of India Postal and Telegraph
departments.

' See Chapter VI, p. 158,

'Ibid., p. 173.
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CHAP. X7I.

Admixistra-
TION.

Legislation.

Finance.

The immediate administration of the State is in the hands of

a Diwan assisted by a colleague designated ' the Councillor,' the

two when acting together being called the ' Diwan in Council.' In

any matter in which these two officers may differ, in all financial

questions, and in all subjects of general importance, the Diwan
in Council obtains the commands of His Highness the Eaja. All

ordinary official correspondence with the Political Agent is carried

on in the name of the Diwan in Council. The best known of

all the Diwans of Pudukkottai was the late Sir A. Seshajya Sastri,

K..C.8.I., who filled that post from 1878 to 1894. The present

Diwan is M.R.Uy. Diwan Bahadur S. Yenkataramadas Nayudu
Graru, and the Councillor is M.R.Ry. Vijaya Kaghunatha Pallava-

rdyar Dorai Raja- Avargal, a uterine brother of the present Raja.

Since 1902, an assembly of representatives has been constituted

on the lines of the Mysore Assembly. It is composed of 30 persons

chosen by the State as representatives of the various classes of the

community, and nominations to it are made by the heads of depart-

ments and by public institutions. The assembly has no legislative

or administrative power. The immediate control of the revenue and

magisterial departments is in the hands of the Diwan Peshkdr, who
is also the chief magistrate and is invested with the powers of

a District Magistrate. The country is divided for administrative

purposes into thi-ee taluks, namely, Kolattur, the head-quarters of

which is at Kiranm-, Alangudi and Timmayam. In each of these

is stationed a tahsildar who is responsible for land revenue matters,

an inspector of salt, abkari and separate revenue, a sub-magistrate

and an inspector of police.

Regulations are issued by the Raja and, as in the case of the

other Native States subject to the Madras Government, are for-

warded to that Government for approval before being passed into

law. As instances of enactments thus passed may be mentioned

the Regulation for the Recovery of Aiiears of Land Revenue, the

Land Acquisition Regulation, the Compulsory Vaccination Regu-
lation and the Kudimaramat Regulation. Among the regulations

governing the relations of the State with British territory arc the

Extradition Regulation, the Suppression of Earth-salt Regulation

and a Regulation for making penal aU acts committed within the

State in contravention of the British Post Office Act. A Law
Committee has recently been formed to advise the Diwan in Council

in drafting Regulations and to report on the legislative needs of the

State. It is merely a consultative body.

The total revenue in 1904-05 amounted to Rs. 12,84,000 and
the total expenditure to Rs. 12,50,000.
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The chief items were
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CHAP. XVI.

Administra-
tion.

Forests.

Salt.

Excise.

Mibcellaneous

revenue.

applied to various palace pm-poses, and is now enjoyed by the Eaja
himself. Two other jaghirs were assigned to his brothers by a

former Tondaiman about 1730. These were resumed in 1881 and
1904, and the members of the families pensioned.

The forests contain only small timber. They cover about one-

seventh of the total area. No measure regarding their conservancy

has been enacted, but some 60 blocks of jungle have been marked out

and reserved. Some of them are game preserves for the Eaja's use.

Several plantations have been made near the streams and rivers,

and these contain some 245,000 casuarina trees, the wood of which

makes excellent fuel. The principal sources of forest revenue are

the sale of fuel and ' minor produce ' such as gums, etc. ; the ease

of the light to collect leaves for manure, tamiiag-bark, nux vomica

and red ochi-e ; seigniorage fees on granite and laterito removed
license fees for stone-quarrying ; and a tax on brick-moulds.

The forests are under the management of the Superintendent of

salt and abkari revenue, who has a special forest inspector under

him.

Eevenue used to be derived from the earth-salt manufactured
from saline soils as a State monopoly ; but in 1887 the Madras
Government arranged with the Darbar for the suppression of this

manufacture and entered into a convention (still in force) by which

the Government agreed to pay Es. 38,000 annually as compensa-
tion, imposing on the Darbar at the same time the obligation of

maintaining a preventive staff costing about Es. 10,000. The
circumstances which led up to this agreemeut have abeady been
described in Chapter XII, p. 245.

The excise system is almost the same as that ia the Madras
Presidency. There is a Government distillery fpr the manufacture
of country liquor and fees are charged for licenses for retail shops

and for palm trees tapped for toddy. Still-head duty is collected

on the liquor issued from the distillery at rates nearly equal to

those obtaining in the Madras Presidency. The abkari depart-

ment was amalgamated in 1890 with the salt department.

Miscellaneous sources of revenue include the ' mohtarfa,' a

tax on houses and trades. Terraced houses are assessed at Ee. 1

per annum and tiled ones at As. 8. Shops aro charged at the rate

of Es. 3, 2, 1 and As. 8 according to their importance. Silk

looms pay Ee. 1 each, other looms As. 12 and oil-mills Es. 2 per

annum.

Tolls are levied at gates iu Pudukkottai town and at ten other

places. Eevenue is also derived from market fees, cart-stand fees,

and reut of Government buildings. A Stamp Eegulation has

recently been passed. Com-t fees have been hitherto levied in cash-
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A sort of profession-tax of Ra. 12 on ench stonemason was CHAP. XVI.

institute*! in 1800, the masons havin<^ been freed from certain Administba.

services which they liad been performinj^ till then. Seigniorage ''^^

on minerals, snch as granite and laterite, has been levied since

1899.

The Public "Works department is under the control of an putijo Worh»,

Engineer aided by two Assistant Engineers and a subordinate

staff. The care of the State buildings and the maintenance and

construction of roads and irrigation works form the principiil part

of its business.

Civil justice is administered by the Chief Court at Pudukkottai, civi] Jubtioe.

which consists of three Judges and a Eegistrar who has small

cause jurisdiction. There are also small cause courts for rural

areas, sub-registrars of assurances being invested with the powers

of small cause judges to about the same extent as village niunsifs

in British territory. All appeals are disposed of by the Chief

Court.

The Regulation dealing with the registration of assurances in Regifltration.

the State differs but little from the Indian Eegistration Act, the

chief point of divergence being that, under the former, registra-

tion is compulsory in the case of several kinds of documents

regarding which it is optional under the latter. There are tliirteen

registry offices, including that of the head of the department, who
is called the Registrar of Assurances. The department was

organized in 1875.

The criminal courts are the Sessions Court, presided over by Crimina]

the Judges of the Chief Coui-t sitting singly by turns, and the Justice.

Courts of the Chief Magistrate, of the special magistrate, Puduk-

kottai. with first or second class powers, of the town second-class

magistrate, of three taluk magistrates, of three stationary magis-

trates with second-class powers, and of six sub-registrars invested

with third-class powers. A])peal8 are regulated by the provisions

of the Criminal Procedure Code. Cases are tried and disposed of

according to the provisions of the British Indian criminal law, but

the covirts are entirely independent of the British Courts.

Sentences of rigorous imprisonment for life and forfeiture of

property (the former of which, under the law of the State, is

equivalent to capital punishment) are subject to the confirmation

of the Raja. The criminal courts have no jurisdiction over

European British subjects, and any offenders of this class are

handed over for trial to the Political Agent, who is Justice of the

Peace for the State.
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CHAP. XVI.

ADMINigTRA-

Police and
jails.

Crime.

A Police Eegulation was passed in 1875, and the police force

of the State was modelled on that in British districts. It was

arranged that, till the force was brought into thorough working

order, the District Superintendent of Trichinopolj should be

ex-officio Police Superintendent of Pudukkottai, receiving a

remuneration of Es. 100 per mensem for his work. This arrange-

ment has continued ever since.

There are eight prisons, namely the Central Jail at Pudukkottai

and seven subsidiary jails. The convicts in the former are

employed in making wicker baskets, ropes, cloths, bell-metal

vessels and net-bags, in gardening and in pressing gingelly oil.

The cellular system is not in force in the jails, but arrangements

are being made to introduce it.

The amount of crime committed is in no 'way remarkable.

The principal criminal class are the Visanganattu Kalians, who

live in the north-easteru portion of Kolattur taluk and the north-

western corner of Alangudi. These people have been for genera-

tions professional robbers, cattle lifters and dacoits ; they are

bound by the rules of their clanship to screen one another. At
the time that the police was organized on British lines, they

were declared to be ' a perfect pest ' to the three British districts

adjoining the State. Within the latter, crime was seldom

reported, as the criminals had organized an effective system of

black-mail which shut the mouths of their victims. The systematic

registration of ' known depredators ' which was introduced in

1880, the arrangcmen made for obtaining iuforiiiatiou regard-

ing Pudukkottai robbers convicted in the neighbouring districts,

the rewards offered for the arrest of persons ' wanted ' for

dacoities committed here and elsewhere, and the conviction of the

most notorious of the dacoits and their accomplices produced such

good results that dacoities have now become rare. The technical

dacoities which still occur are usually only common thefts accom-

panied by a litcle unpremeditated assault or hurt . In September

1891, however, a train was actually wrecked and plundered near

the borders of the State.

Most of the Visanganattu Kalians have now settled down
as peaceable farmers. The only other prominent criminal class

are the cautious and elusive Kuravans, who thrive on burglaries.

There is reason to suspect that the Kalians, who once despised burg-

laries as an unmanly form of amusement, now associate with the

Kuravans in committing this loss dangerous and perhaps more
paying kind of crime.
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The Valaiyans and the class of Pallans known as Kdlddis who CHAP. XVI.

live in the south-western portion of the State are professional Administra-

cattle-lifters. They occasionally take to burglary for a change.
"°^'

In April I880 capitation grant-in-aid rules were passed for the Education,

encouragement of education. A gu-ls' school started in 1883, a

second-grade college and a Muhammadan school were then the

only State or State-aided institutions. The working of the rules

was entrusted to officers of the [Revenue and Eegistration depart-

ments. This extraneous agency having been found inadequate, a

special Inspector of Schools was appointed in 1887 to move about

the State and open and inspect schools. The results grant system

was introduced in 1902.

According to the census of 1901, JPudukkottai, if it had been a

British district, would have taken the sixth place among the 23

districts of the Madras Presidency as regards the education of its

male population, but woidd have ranked as one of the last seven in

the matter of the education of its girls. The actual percentages of

the literate of each sexto the total population of that sex were lo"6

and "04 respectively. In Pudnkkottai town is a second-grade college

teaching up to the F.A. standard. It was founded as a free school

in J-^57, with a portion of the Devastanam funds released by the

stoppage of a charitable endowment at Benares which had been grossly

mismanaged. Provision has been made in it for the religious instruc-

tion of Hindu boys. Physical development also receives special

attention. A school called the Vani Vilasa Veda Sastra Pathasdla

teaches Sanskrit on oriental lines. The staff consists of seven

pandits, three for the Vedas, one for Tarka (logic) and Yedanta
(metaphysics), one for Vyakarana (grammar) and two for Kavya
(poetry). The library contains over a thousand volumes on paper

and cadjan (palm-leaves), none of them, however, being rare.

About half the students get daily allowances in kind from the

assignments made to religious and charitable institutions. The
town State girls' school teaches up to the lower secondary standard.

There is an industrial school at Pudukkottai under the control of

the Engineer.

The control of the Education department is vested in the

Principal of the College.

Pudukkottai town possesses a well-equipped hospital (' the uedical
Maharaja's hospital,' founded in 1851) with 24 beds for males and

8 for females and also a dispensary for women and children foimded
in 1900. There are seven other dispensaries in rural parts. The
dispensary for women and children is in the charge of a lady

apothecary, and the other institutions are under the control of the

Chief Medical and Sauitarv Officer.

47
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Admixistra-
TIOX.

Vaccination.

Sanitation.

Places of
Interest.

Ambukk6vil

.

Kattubava
Pallivaeal.

K^flinilai.

The vaccine staff, consisting of one inspector and ten vaccinators

works under the 8uper\'isiou of the same officer. Vaccination is

compulsory only in Pudukkottai town.

The conservancy of this toMTi is controlled by a sanitary board

Sanitation in other parts is attended to by the revenue staff actiag

npon the advice and suggestions of the rural hospital assistants, the

vaccination inspector and the Chief Medical and Sanitary Officer. It

is in contemplation to appoint local committees in the more import-

ant nllages with powers to introduce sanitary improvements therein.

A Regulation on the subject is shortly to be passed.

Ambukkovil : Twenty-two miles east-north-east of Puduk-
kottai. Population 992. The ancestral home of the Tondaimans,

to which (according to tradition) an ancestor of the family emigrated

from North Ai'cot about the twelfth or thii-teenth century. It gives

its name to the Ambunadu section of the Kalians to which the

Eaja belongs.

Avur : Twenty-one miles north-west of Pudukkottai. Popu-

lation 906. Was for a long time the residence of the famous

Italian Jesuit Missionary Beschi, who was for a time Diwan to

Chanda Sahib. It was one of the foremost Eoman Catholic Mission

centres in south India in the seventeenth and eighteenth eentmies

and is now a Eoman Catholic Mission station. Two large Christian

festivals are held here every September and Easter.

Kattubava Pallivasal: Eighteen miles south of Puduk-

k6ttai. Contains the darga of a Miihammadan saint named
Kattubava, who is supposed to have lived about 250 years ago and

to have received his name (which r.iean8 ' the forest father ') from his

kindness to the travellers who passed through the forest where he

lived. The annual festival in the month of Eabisani is largely

attended by the Muhammadans from the neighbouring districts.

It is conducted very much on the lines of that at Nagore near

Negapatam.''

Kilanilal : Eighteen miles south-east of Pudukkottai. Is part

of Pudunilai, the population of which numbers 1,360. It has a

history of its own separate from that of the State as a whole. It

belonged to the dominions of Tanj ore about the middle of the

seventeenth century, for its fort was built by the last of the

Nayakkan kings of that country, Vijaya Eaghava Nayakkan, who
died about 1674. ^ It was captiu^ed shortly afterwards by the

Setupati of Eamnad, and was one of the forts given by that chief in

return for the alliance of the king of Tanjore in 1686 and forcibly

> 8co Tanjore Dittrict Gazetteer (1906), Chapter XV, p. 243.

* Tat\/ore JJtitrict Manual (Madras, 1883), p. 763,
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retaken by the former in 1698. Henceforth it seems to have CHAP. xvi.

become part of the de1)atahlc land which passed from the hands of Places ov

Eamnad to Tanjore in 1750, was retaken by Uamnad in 1763,
Ihtekest.

and by Tanjore in 1771.' It was promised by Tanjore in 1750, as

a reward for his alliance, to the Tondaiman of Pudukkottai ; but

this promise was not kept and the town did not become part of the

Pudukkottai State till ISOZ.^ Meanwhile it had been occupied for

a short time by Haidar Ali in 1781 and was taken from him by

the forces of the Tondaiman on behalf of the English and their

allies. It was not however retained by the Tondaiman on this

occasion, except for a short time until his war expenses were

recouped. The name means ' the eastern gate ' and there is another

village in the vicinity called Melanilai or ' the western gate.'

Kudumiyamalai : Eleven miles west of Pudukkottai. Popula- Kudumiya-

tion 921. Contains a large temple to Siva in his form Sikhanatha or ™alai.

* the lord of the kudumi' which is said to have been built by a Chola

king, and a small rock-cut temple probably of Jain origin. A large

number of ancient inscriptions have been transcribed here.'^ The

village is also of interest as the place where the earlier Tondaimans

went for their coronation.

Narttamalai : Nine miles north-west of Pudukkottai. Popula- N4rtt4malai.

tion 582. Contains rock-cut temples with a Buddhist or Jain image

sculptured on the rock. The Mariyamman temple is largely visited

on the occasion of its annual festival in April.

Perungalur : Eleven miles north-east of Pudukkottai. Popu- Perungalur.

lation 2,242. The temple of Malayamarungar has a considerable

local reputation. The god is supposed to have come from Malabar.

The priest is a Paraiyan.

P6raiyur : Five miles west of Pudukkottai. Population 408- p^raiydr,

Indra is believed to visit the old Siva temple once a year to worship

its deity ; and it is declared that on those occasions the sound of

musical instruments can be heard coming from a neighboming

spring. The town was the scene of a battle between Tanjore and

Pudukkottai early in the eighteenth centui-y.

Pudukkottai : The capital of the State. Lies 33 miles by pudukkottai.

road from Trichinopoly. Population, 20,347 in 1901 against

16,885 in 1891 and 15,384 in 1881. An unusually clean, airy and

well-built town, possessing some fine public buildings. It is situ-

ated in the valley of the Vellar and in by-gone days a thick belt

of almost impenetrable jungle formed a natural defence round it.

' Tanjore Di$(rict Manual, p. 774.

2 See atove p. 359.

• Seep. 356.
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Eaja Yijaya Eaghuuatha Eaya Tondaiman, who died in 1825,

at the suggestion of Sir William Blackburne, the then Political

Agent, pulled down the whole of the old town, which consisted

chiefly of narrow and tortuous lanes, and rebuilt it with regular

streets. Eight of these, each about a mile long, run north and

south and cut at right angles eight others running east and west.

The western half of the innermost of the square blocks thus formed

is the Pudukkottai, or New Fort, which, though sm-rounded by

high ramparts, is of no military value, but contains the palace and

its adjuncts. The Eaja does not live there, preferring to reside

in a bungalow equipped in the modern style outside the town

;

but the State functions and palace ceremonies are conducted

in it, including those of the Dasara festival, during which about

50,000 persons receive money and rice doles, a large number of

Brahmans are fed free, and about Ea. 4,000 is distributed among

Sanskrit scholars of tested merit. In front of the palace is a big

reservoir called the Pallavan tank, which probably dates from

the days of the Pallava Eayas. The town was very much
improved in the time of the late Sir A. Seshajya Sastri, k.c.s.i.

To him, among other improvements, is due the erection of the

public offices, a handsome two-storied building to the south of the

town. Eight staircases lead from the groundfloor to the first floor

of this building, of which the two more prominent are 102 feet

high. Among the other handsome and effective buildings which

adorn the town may be mentioned the college, with its fine

gothic arches, windows of stained glass, spacious library, and

laboratory; the Eaja's bungalow ah-eady referred to; the Eesi-

dency ; the Hospital and the Central Jail. Among recent structures

may be noticed the Town Hall, and the Victoria J ubilee Arch, which

is just outside the town on the road to the public offices and the

college. Near this arch is a fine garden, called the Ananda Bagh,

covering an area of 60 acres of land. There is a rest-house in the

town for European and Eurasian travellers aad a chattram in which

Brahman wayfarers are fed free and other Hindu travellers receive

• doles of rice. The British post and telegraph office has a number
of sub-offices and branch offices attached to it. The Sarkar Press"

. prints and publishes the State Grazette twice a month ; and the Sarkar

workshop, to which an industrial school is attached, executes both

pul)lic and private orders. A second-class meteorological obser-

vatory has just been opened. A sanitary board attends to the

drainage, lighting and water-supply of the town, the maintenance

of its roads and streets and its general sanitary improvement.

Particulars of the medical and educational institutions and the

jadustries of the town have akoady been given.
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The suburb of Tiruvappur was the scoiie of a battle between CHAP. XVI,

Pudukkottai and liamnad about 1726. The subuib of Tirugokar- I'lacks of

nam contains an ancient Siva temple of Gokarnesvara and his
^^'

consort Brihadamba. The latter is the tutelary deity of the Ton

-

daimans, who take their title Brihadambadas, or ' the servants

of Brihadambci,' from her name. The local coin of the State, the

ammrmkdsu or ' coin of the goddess,' is called after her and bears

her image.

Sittannavasal : Ten miles north-west of Pudukkottai. Pi'tanna-

Population 777. Contains a rock-cut Jain temple which is visited
^^''^ "

annually by Jains from the Tanj ore district.

Tirumananj 6ri : Twenty-four miles north-east of Puduk- Tirumanan-

kottai. Population 444. Snake-bites are considered innocuous here ^

within hearing of the conch blown in the Siva temple.

Tirumayam : Twelve miles south of Pudukkottai
;
part of Tirumayam.

Marungur vattam
;
population 3,750. An ancient town mentioned

in the hymns of Tirumangai Alvar, a Vaishnavite saint who is

supposed to have lived before the tenth century. Its Vishnu

shi'ine is considered by local Vaishnavites to be second in sanctity

only to the temple at Sriraugam, and is indeed called Adi Rangam
or ' the original Rangam,' to indicate that it was built before the

temple at the latter place. There is a pictui-esque ruined fort here

where tradition says the dumb poligar of Panjalankmichi in

Tinnevelly, the famous IJmaiyan, was imprisoned before being.

suiTendered by the Tondaiman to the British.^ Some emious old

chain armoui* found at this place is sometimes said to have belonged

to this man. The fort was taken by Ramnad about 1730, but was

almost dii'cctly recovered by the Tondaiman. The remains of an

embankment about four miles in circumference stand in the Senga-

rai forest near this place and are popularly believed to have been

the abode of the giantess Tataka who was killed by Rama.

Tiruvarankulam : Five miles south-east of Pudukkottai. Tiruvaran-

Population 768. At the annual Siva festival here the Paraiyans ^^ul^"^-

have the right to break the fii'st cocoanut on the wheel of the

temple cai". There is a ruined fort in the neighbom-hood called

Porpanai-kottai (' the gold-palm fort ') which is built of very

large and well-burnt bricks. The name is popularly derived from

a palmyra tree near the fort which is supposed to have once yielded

golden fruit.

Viralimalai : Twenty -five miles north-west of Pudukkottai. Vir^limalai.

Population 1,238. Is known throughout a large part of the

1 See the account of l^ertir, p. 274
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CHAP. XVI. Trichinopoly district for its Subrahmanya temple on a hill. The
Places op place is mentioned in the Tiruppukal, a Tamil book of hymns

supposed to be some six or seven centuries old.

The neighbouring village of Kodumbalur is mentioned in the

SihppadiTidram, a weU-know-n Tamil classic which is generally

ascribed to the first century A.D. Tradition says that the place

was once a flom-ishing and well-built to\vai, and that the Trichi-

nopoly fort and temple were built with the materials of its

dismantled buildings. Its foraier importance may be infen-ed from

the style of its rained gopurams and the well-carved blocks of

granite and lingams which are often found buiied in its fields.

One of the nandis (Siva's bulls) in it is thi-ee-foui-ths of the size of

the famous stone bull in the Tanj ore temple.

I

I
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Abkari, 247.

Ahrus precatorlus, 177.

Acacia trees, 15i, 363.

Aohaladip^svarar, 297.

Aohiyamman, 89.

Achyuta Rkya of Vijayanagar, '19.

Adakkayi, 90
Adannr, 28G.

Adavatt6r, lOG.

Adhi Raj^ndra Chdla, 41.

Adi pattam, 139.

Adi Rangam. 289, 373.

Aditya Chi^la I, 33, 340 note.

Aditya Chdla II, 35.

Administration, of land revenue, 209-243;
of justice, 250-259; of Padukkotiai
State, 3G4.

Adur-upakyams, 100, 101.

Agamudaiyans, 102, 120, 252, 253.

Aganda Can very, 6, 91.

Agastya, 281, 284, 290.

Agnipnri, 273.

Agriculture, 132-143, 3G2.

j^griculturists, economic condition of, 150.

Ahavanialla, 38, 39, 40.

Ahmadnagar, 351.

Aiyanar, 313, 350.

Aiyfir river, described, 8 ; limestones in

the valley of, 13 ; nadns of the Arunattu
Vellalane on the banks of, 101 ; clian-

nels from, 143 ; bridge over, 182.

Akasa Gangai, 4.

Alagar, 350.

Alagiri Nayakkan, 58.

Alahanachi Amman, 282.

Alam Khan, G4.

Alambadi cattle, 20, 21.

Alangudi tahik, 355, 364, 368.

Alanoudi village, 167, 3G3.

Alari tree, 126.

Alav.ind&r, 348.

Alkaline earth, 174, 175.

Allahabad, 31.

Allan, Ensign, 352.

Aloe fibre, 171.

Amani systcni, 217, 365.

Amaravati river, described, 7 ; channels
from, 143; anicuts across, 14G; ferries

across, 181 ; valley of, 19i> ; irrigation

under, 226 ; water supplied to Karur
from, 261.

Amaravati-uadu VallamVans, 119.

Ambalakarans, described, 105 ; social

position of, 107, 109, 115; traditional

origin of, 112 ; painting by one of, 1G9

;

crime of, 252; tuppukkuli levied by,

254.

Ambukkovil, 357, 370.

Ambunadn Kalians, 107, 357 note, 370.
Ambanadu Valaiyans, 114.

Ambur, 64.

Amdut-ul-Omra, 345.

Ainma Chattram, 356.

Ammamantapam bathing-ghat, 91.

Ammanga Devi, 41.

Amniankdsu, 360.

Amoghavarsha I, 33 note.

AmCir, 106.

Anaimalai hills, 7.

Ananda Bagh, 372.
Anangur, 296.

Andavar-kovil, 278.

Andhras, 27, 31.

Andimadam, 160.

Audippatti estate, 237, 269, 270, 29G.
An^gundi, 292, 344.

Angalamman, 287.

Anglicans, 362.

Anichampalaiyam, 299.
Anicuts, G-9, 143.

Aniline dyes, 163-16G, 174.

Animal sacrifices, 90, 102.

Aniyappur, 278.

Aniyapuram, 29G.

Annamangalam, 77.

Annayar, 287.

Anogeis.-iU!; latifolia, 154.

Anukkur, 301.

Anwar-ud-din, 63, 64, 345.

Appar, 290, 306.

Aranarai, 1G7, 301, 302.

Arantangi, 363.

Arappalisvai"an-k6vil, 4, 125, 126.

Arasu kdvalgdra, 255, 351.

Arasu Pallis, 93 note, 111.

Aravakkurichi, Governmant stallion at,

24 ; cloth-dyeing and chintz-stamping
at, 165, 2G9"; rainfall at, 188 ; deputy
tahsildar at, 243 ; described, 270 ;

formorlj- included Pallapatti village

274.

Arbuthnot & Co., Messrs., 19.

Archaean rocks, 12.

Archakas, 324.

Arcot, 249. See also N.awab of Arcot.
Areca-nut, 177, 178.
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Arinjava Ch6la, 35.

Arisakkara Nattamans, 109.

Aviyalur estate, 237-8, 255, 293, 314-6.

Ariyalur rocks, 16.

Ai'iyaldr taluk (former), 210.

Arijalur town, fossiliferous beds north of,

16 ; cattle fair at, 22 ; fair for sheep
and goats at, 23 ; threatened by the
French, 69 ; Udaiyan sept called after,

109 J Pallis of, 110, 111; weaving at,

158; dyeing in, 163; cotton press in,

176 ; market at, 176 ; rainfall in, 188
;

divisional officer at, 2 13 ; liquor shop
in, 248; district nmnsif in, 250 ; union
260 ; described, 344

;
proposed transfer

of deputy tahsildar to, 349.

Ariyar river, 9.

Arjuna, 302, 353.

Arkonam, 34.

Arpakkam, 44.

Arrack, 247.

Arts and industries; 157-176.
Arudra, 312.

Arumai rank, 104.

Arambu-katti Vellalans, 100, 102.

Arunachalam Chetti, 269.

Aru-nattii Vellalans, 100, 101, 102.

Ai'yans, 28 note.

Asal Valaiyans, 114.

Asaragudi, 351.

Asoka, 27.

Assembly of representatives, 364.

Attar water 173.

Attur, 180.

Angustus C.ie8ar,270.

Aurangzel), 59, 78.

Anrei, 356.

Auvaiyar, 27, 109.

Ayadai Raghnnatha Tondaiman, 357.
Avaluppu, 166.

Ayanti, 20.

Avnrain,f{ovrevit, 117; shrul), 141 ; bark,
172, 363.

Avenues, 20, 60.

Avitti, 138.

Aviir, 362, 370.

Ayyampalaiyam, 298.

Ayyamp6ttai, 158.

Ayyan channel, 145, 148.

Azim-nl-Daula, 72.

Babayya of Penukonda, 338.
Babdl tree, 20, 154, 155, 172.

Uadumi, 32.

Ralfnur, Surgeon General, 201.

lialijas, snpposed origin of Panjnvcttis
from, 78; lioad the right hand faction,
92,' 93 ; cloth dj'cing by, 165

;
])ainting

by, 169, 269; bungles made l)y, 174, 269.

Bamboos. 155, 171, 183, 325.
Banas of Tiruvallam, 34, 36.

Banasura, 348.

Banbury, Mr. G., 336.
Bandstand at Triohinopoly, 266.
Bangalore, 161, 1«2, 31K.

Bangles, earth form aking, 18, 19, 355
;

making of 174 ; trade in, 177.
Banyan tree, 20, 8l.

Bfirgur cattle, 20, 21.

Barid ^aptanga Harana, 351.
Barid Shah of Ahmadnagar, 351.
Barks, 363.

Barley, Mr. John, 351.

Baskets, 171. 177, 363.

Bassia latifolia, 19, 171.

F.athing ghats, 263, 325.

Baulu Mudaliyar, 201 note.

liavani Nayakkans, 118, 119.

Bears, 24.

Bedford, Mr. J. P., 352.

Beer, 248.

Bell-metal, 167, 168, 363.

Bellary, 36.

Belvola country, 38 note.

Benares, 157.

Bench courts, 251.

Benson, Mr. (J., 141.

Beschi, Father, 362, 370.

Betel, vine, cultivated by Kodikkfil
Vellalans, 80, 102 ; extent and mode of
cultivation, 132, 137, 138 ; trade in, 176 ;

cultivated near Neriii-, 273 ; and at

Lalgudi, 313.

Bhagavatiamman, 90.

Bhavani, 162.

Bhima, 350.

B'hi'mauayakkanpalaiyam, 200.

Bhoja, 315.

Bh()j6svarasvami, 315, 316, 318.
Bhumi Nayinar, 314.

Bijapur, 54, 58, 59, 329.

Binny & Co., Messrs., 176.

Black buck. 354.

Blackburne, Sir W., 372.

Blanford, Mr. H. F., 15, 16.

Blankets, 162, 177, 363.

Bodupatti, 298.

Bombay, 75, 158, 165, 173.

Bomniakka, 91, 122.

BotU, 117, 118, 122, 126.

Boundaries, of the district, 1 ; of Pnduk-
kottai State, 354.

Boundary stones, 81.

Brachipoda, 16.

l^rahatcharanam.o, 324.

Urahmanism and Hinduism, 320 note, 322.

Bralimans, priests in Arappalisvaran-kovil,

4 ; soj)arat(! (juartors for, 81 ; thoir

customs, 81 ; h'iviana)7i not worn by,

82; food of, 84; ago of marriage
among, 94 ; Fallis claim to be superior

10, 110; but will accept meals from,

111 ; Uppiliyan gurus among, 117 ;

priests to Maravans, 121 ; Tottiyans do
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not recognize the superiority of, 122 ;

not employed by Malaiyalia as j)ri'8ts,

125 ; Paraiyans claim rclationsliip to,

130 ;
prohibited from entcrinof betol

gardens, 189 ; scents made by, 173 ; food
given in choultries to, 180 ; favourable
land assessment for, 212 ;

j^rants to,

238, 3G5; at Kflambil, 311 ; round Lai-

gudi, 312 ; at Srirany;am, 324 ; PalJa
Kolumayi rescned by one of, 341.

Brahmapuii, 270.

Brass work, 1G7, 168.

Brett, Mr., 234.

Bride-price, 0.1, 119, 121.

Bridges, 7, 181, 194,327.
Brihadamba, 360, 373.

Brihadanibadds, 373.

Brown, Col., 272.

Brown, Mr. C. P., 2.

Buck, black, 24.

Bddalur, 3G3.

Buddhipt remains, 80, 281, 349, 371.

Buffaloes, 22, 23,89, 177.

Building stone, 17, 19, 355.

Bukka I, 48.

Bull-baiting, 85, 107, 120, 127.

Bullocks, 20-23, 122, 168.

Bulls, 126.

Burglary, 258.

Burma, 28, 35, 155, 169.

Caillaud, Cai)tain, 69, 293, 345.

Calcutta, 158.

Caldwell,Bishop, his derivation of the name
' Cauvery,' 7 ; on the Nayakkau dynasty,
50, 5G, 02; hostel dedicated to the
memory of, 207.

Calicut, 19.

Cambu, 133, 1.31. 139-141. 22].

Canarcse, 73, 115, 121.

Cancer, 199.

Canoz, Right Rev. Alexis, 75.

Cantonment, 2C3, 327, 335.

Cantonment Magistrate, 251, 335.

Cape Comorin, 34, 35.

Ca'.-natic Raihvavs Co , 183.

Carnatic War, 04-72.

Carpets, 161, 103, 105, 177.

Cassia, auriculata, 162 ; fiorido, 154, ]55;
tora, 103.

Castes, 100-131, 252.

Castor, cultivation of, 139-141 ; oil, 104,

172, 177; oil-cake, 172; seeds, 105, 166.

Catechu, 164.

Cattle, described, 20 ; fairs, 22,170, 319.

346
;
penned in the ticlds, 133; food of,

172; tanning of hides of, 172; l<jst

daring famine, 192; and floods, 194;
theft of, 252, 253 ; wild variety of, 354 ;

in Pudnkkottai, 362.

' Caulnamah ' of Mr. Read, 234.
Cauvery reservoir, 149.

Cauvers river, valley of, 2, 12; described,

5; tribi)t,arie.s of, 8; embankment
beyond, 8; alluvium of, 11

;
granite

along, 12 ; cretaceouo rocks near, 15 ;

trade in the produce near, 28; Chola
irrigation works in, 29 ; crossed by the
Chain yas, 32 ; its banks cleared of

robbers, 51 ; sanctity of, 91 ;
jiaddy

cultivation under, 134 ; irrigation from,
143-150, 220, 226, 235-30; padugais of,

153 ; timber floated down, 150 ; bridge
over, 181, 182, 262 ; ferries across, 181

;

navigation in, 182 , railway line along,

183 ; suggested Railwav bridge over,

185; floods in, 193, 19 1^ 195; delta of,

194; Kuravan rob her drowned in, 254;
water conserved, 202 ; water-supply to

Trichinopoly from, 264 ; shrine near
Kadambarkovil, 281

;
guardian goddess

of the embankment on, 281 ; village

deities who floated down, 313, 341.

Can very-Vcnnar regulators, 144, 145.

Cemeteries, 330, 337.
Central Jail at Trichinopoly, the Golden
Rock near, 2, 3.'i0 ; fuel supply to, 150

;

carpets made in, ]01, 102; described,

259 ; water-SDjiply to, 205 ; antique
cannon in, 333 ; at Pudukk6ttai, 308.

Ceylon, phosphatic nodules sent to, 10;
emigration of Najras to, 20 ; old annals
of, 27; Chola invasions of, 27; early

connection of Sooth India with, 28
;

imports in early days from, 28 ; Chdla
king marries a princess of, 30 ; Pandya
invasion of, 3.3 note ; conquered by
Par&ntaba I, 34 ; and by Kajarajal, 35,

30, 42, 43 ; lost by Kulottunga I, 42, 43
;

present to Tanjore temple of the
revenue of a village in, 43; its part in

the war of the Pandyan succession, 44
;

couciuered by the Nayakkans, 62;
bhinkets exported to, 162 ; brass vessels

sent to, 168; proposed railway to, 184;
emigration to, 193.

Chakkiliyans, separate quarters for, 81
;

food of, 84; men belong to left hand
faction, 92 ; their share in the Urali
purificatory rites, 113 ; their connection
with Reddis, 118, 110; Pallai.s and
Paraivans claim supciority over, 128;
leather-work of, 172, 173, 343.

Chalukyas of Badami, 32, 30-40 passim.
Chanda Sahib, career of, 61-06 ; Kariir

besieged by, 271 ; his attack on Ranjan-
gudi, 303; follows Capttiin Gingen to

tJitanir, 305; attacked by Clive at

PichanHarkovil, 314; occupies Sri-

rangam temple, 323 ; takes Trichinopoly

town and loses it, 329, 330; toml. of,

338; built the dome over Nathar Shah
mosqne, 339.

Chandavolii, 44 note.

Chandragiri, 52,

48
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Channels, river, 143.

Chapel ac Trichinopoly, 207, 208.
Charcoal, 182.

Chatlramanai hill, 13.

Chattrams, i85.

Chengi-nadn Vallambans, 119.

Ch6ra kingdom, boundary cf, 8, 281

;

origin of the people of, 26
;
position of,

27 ; one of the powers of Sonthorn India,

28 ; valour of the rulers of, 28, 29

;

conquered by Karikal Chola, 20 ; Cbola
conflicts with, 29, 30 , ruler invited to

the Chola sacrifice, 30 ; invaded b3' the
Chalukyas, 32

;
joins the confederacy

against the Pallavas, 32 ; Chola king
marries a princess of, 34, 42; Eajaraja's
victories over, 35 ; rebellions in, 37

;

Chola wars with, 38, 39 ; rebellion in, 42
;

blessed by Auvaiyar, 109; Karfir
supposed to be the capital of, 270

;

V^ttaimangalam founded by the ruler
of, 276.

Cheroots, 173.

Chettis, 282, 285, 287, 363.

Chidtimbaram, temple covered with gold
by Parintaka Chola, 34 ; title of
' Rajaraja ' given him by the temple
authorities at, 35

;
pith obtained from,

169 ; bridge over the coleroon near,
181 ; nature of the deity in, 288, 323
note ; festival at, 312.

Chidambaram Chetti, 269.

Chief Court at Pudukkottai, 367.
Chikka Deva Eaya, 58, 232.
China bangles, 175.

Chinna Andavankdvil, 168, 269.
Chinna Dharapuram, 270.
Chinna Inti Tdttiyans, 122.
Chinna Muthalapaiti, 298.
Chinnar river, 182, 303.

Chinnavalaiyam, 349.
Chintalavadi, 278.

Chintamani, 193.

Chintamani cemetery, 337.
Chintamani odai, 148.

Chintz-stamping, 165, 166, 269.
Chiruta-palli, 2.

Chloritic schists, 14.

Chloroxi/lon Sicietenia, 154,

Chddas,' 27, 29, 45.

Chokkandtha Nayakkan, 56, 57, 329, 337.
Ch61a-Ariimdli, 35 note.

Chdla-Pandyae, 13.

Chdla rock, .340.

Cholam, 134, 139, 141, 221.
Chdlamparai, 340.

Chdiapuram Chottis, 100, 101.
Chdhfl, boundary of their kingdom, 8, 9,

281 ; liistory of, 26-48 ; recent inscrip-
tions of, 49 ; (lisappf-ar from history,

61 ; Auvftiyar's hles-iiiig on, 109 , anicuts
built by, 144 ; revenue system of, 209

;

their connection with Kar6r, 270, 272,
273 ; Palayasongadam ])eliev(>d to have
b«on their capital, 282 ; their capital at
Uraiydr destioyed, 339, 340 ; their

capital at Gangaikandapuram, 347 ;

inscriptions of, 348, 349, 350, 356 ; their

connection with Pudukkottai State,
356.

Ch616ndra-8imhachaturv6dimangalam, 43.
Cholera, goddess of, 89, 90, 125

; patients
abanloued by the Malaiyalis, 127 ;

deaths during the 1877 famine from,
192 ; statistics of deaths from, 196.

Chdliya Chettis, 92.

Chdliya Paraiyans, 131.

Chdliya Vellalans, 100, 101.

Choliyans, 324.

Choultries, 185.

Christ Clmi'ch at Trichinopoly, 76, 337.
Christians, 74, 203, 238, 362.

Chrome ore, 18.

Chnckley-pollam, 331 note.

Church of England, 74.

Cigars, 177.

Civil Justice, 250, 367.

Claudius Cossar, 270.

Clays, 355.

Cleveland, General, 33G.

Climate, 10, 355.

Clive, Lord, his part in the Carnatic
War, 65, 66 ; his supposed residence

at Trichinopoly, 206, 336 ; drives

D'Auteuil into Eanjangudi, 304
;

reduces Pich&ndarkdvil, 314 ; his fight-

ing at Samayapuram, 316 ; bombards
Srirangam temple, 323 ; his letters

to the Pudukkottai Raja, 359.

Clock-tower at Trichinopoly, 266.

Clogstoun, Mr., 255 note.

Clnb (European), at Trichinopoly, 257,

336.

Cobra, 15.

Cochin-China, 26.

Cochineal, 163, 164.

Cocoanut tree, common in the district,

19 ; avenues of, 20 ; thatch made of the

leaves of, 81 ; omens observed in the
cultivation of, 138 ;

planted in the
reserved forests, 155 ; mats made of

the leaves of, 102 ; ropes made fi-oni

the fibre of, 170 ; carving on the shells

of, 170 ; ropes made from the flower

sheath of, 171 ; oil from, l7l ; sheila

used in soap manufacture, 174 ; export
of nuts, 176.

Coimbatore district, western boundary of

the district, 1 ; bounded by the cauvery,

6 ; Amaravati river flows through, 7 ;

cattle from, 20, 21, 22 ;
])ony-broeding

in, 24 ; conquered by Aditya Clidla I,

33 ; Uppiliyans in, 115 ; timber import-

ed from, 155 ; carpets sent to, 162
;

soap exported to, 174 ; river navigation

in, 182.

Coimbatore town, 247.

Coins, of Rajaraja I, 42 ; local names of,

179 ; Roman, 270, 356 ,- found at

Samayapuram, 319 ; and the Golden
Rock, 331 ; of Udaiyarpdlaiyam, 351 ;

of Pndukkdttai State, 360, 373.
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Coleroon river, described, 5 ; Nandiyar
falls into, 9 ; S.P G. mission stations on
the north of, 77 ; iri-i'iaticn from, 143 to

150, 220, 226 ; padugaisoi, 154; ferries

across, 181 ; bridge over, 181, 182 ;

navigation in, 182 ; railway line from,
183 ; Uooda in, 193, 194, 195, 314 ; water
oonservcd, 262 ; French suhiiors drown-
ed in, 314 ; channels from, 348.

Colleges, 203, 204-208, 369.

Colombo, export to it of cattle, sheep and
goats, 23, 277, 346 ; cloths, 165

;

jewellery, 1G9 ; oil and cake, 172 ;

scents, 173 ; and bangles, 175 j rope
imported from, 171.

Conjeeveram, Ch61a country extended
beyond, 27 ; Pallava occupation of, 31 ;

Pallavas driven back to, '-^2
; Chdla

capital, 34 ; important city, 42 ;

Ch^ra king marches to, 46 ; taken by
the Pindyas, 49 ; its connection with
the right and left hand factions, ^12,

93 ; Vanniyans lived in, 111 ; Malaiydlis

came from, 130 ; Vaira Perumal of

llatnagiri came from, 285 ; earth lingam
at, 323 note j founder of Udaiyar-
palaiyam estate came from, 350,

Coorg, 35, 36.

Cope, Captain, 64.

Copper, 18, 107, 175.

Copper snlphate, 166.

Coral reefs, 15, 16.

Comwallis, Lord, 71, 234.

Corundum, 18, 19.

Cotton, cultivation of, 139, 1-iO ; weaving
of, 157, 159

;
pressing of, 176, 346

;

trade in, 176 ; weights for seeds of, 177,

Cotton. Sir Arthur, 144, 149.

Cotton, Mr. J. J., Infcriptiona on Madras
Tombs by, 337.

Cowl pvrakudis, 212.

Cows, 22, 23,

Cretaceous rocks, 14.

Crillon, M., 324.

Crime, 252-254, 368 ; of Kalians, 107 ;

Sudtumdns, 109 ; Pallis, 111 j Uralis,

112 ; Valaiyana, 114 ; Keddis, 118;
Pallans, 129. .

Criminnl castes, 252.

Criminal gargs, 258.

Ci'iminal Justice, 251, 367.

Crops, i-otation of, 136, 140.

Crystals, 169.

Cuddalore, 15, 17, 69, 324,

Cuddapah, 169,

Cultivation methods, 136, 139, 140.

Canliffe, Mr. Brooke, 15.

Curtains, 269.

Cyclones, 189,194, 355,

Cxav of Kiissia, 321, 337.

Daooity, 252, 258.

Dakthiaan6tt4ua, 100.

Dalbergia Sissoo, 154,

Dalton, Cajjtain ; his attack on D'Auteuil
6o, 304 ; lelt by Lawrence at Trichiuo-
poly, 66, 67 ; Cauvery bridge dedicated
to, 182; his description of Uttatur, 305;
his action near Uctatur, 305, 306 ; his

attach on Srirangam, 323 ; iielps Law-
rence in the fiist siege of Trichinopoly,
331 ; hia attack on Uyyakondan-tiru-
malai, 342.

Dalton's battery, 68, 333, 335, 336,
Dalton's Memoir, 304.

Damalcheruvu pass, 63.

Dancing-girls, 97, 113, 117.

Uandayudliapani, 288.

Danish mission, 76.

Darga. See Mosque.
Dasara, 372.

Diisaris, 258.

Dasavarman, 39.

Date trees, , 155.

D'Auteuil, 65, 301, 306, 316,
D^er, spotted, 21, 354.

Deities, 88-91.

Delhi, emperor of, 344 ; exhibition at,

169, 170.

De'Nobili, Robert, 74.

Density of population, 73.

Disai kdval, 256-

Deva Kaya IT, 49.

D6vad4nam, 280, S37.
D6vanampat.Tam, 351.

D^vanfir, 300.

D^varraalai, 278,. 279.

D'^vastanam, 369,
Dhara, 42.

Dharma Varma, 288,

Dharmapuri cattle, 20, 21.

Diam' nd Jubilee Park, 266.

JJichrostachys cinerea, 154,

Digestive system, diseases of, 197.

Dinavasi Amman, 302,

Dindigul town, hid^-s and skins exported
to, 23 ; besiegud by Mysore troops, 54;
Tirumala Nayakkan's dream at, 56;
Chauda Sahib's brother appointed gov-
ernor of, 62 ; Srirangam oooupied hy
Mysore troops from, 69; bell-metal
vessels of, 168; leather imported from,
172 ; tobacco and cheroots of, 173 ; road
to, 180, 182 ; railway to, 183,

Dipavali, 85, 152.

Dispensaries, 76, 200, 261.

Distance, measures of, 179.

District Board, roads managed by, 180

;

tolls and ferries leased by, 181; leper
hospital for-nerly assisted by, 201; ses-

sional school established by, 204; local

affairs managed by, 260.

District Court. 77, 250.

Diet riot Jail, 201, 259.

District Judsje, 250, 257.

District kival, 256,

District Magistrate, 251.

District Munsifs, 250.
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Divi-divi trees, 155.

Divisional charges, 242.

Diwan in Council, Fudukkdttai, SBi.

Di'wan Pefhkar, 3G-4.

Dodson, Rev. T. H., 207.

Dodson printing press, 176.

Dogs, wild, 2-4.

Dolls, 170.

Double crop, 232.

Drainage. 261, 263, 265.
Draupadi, 92, 294.
I ress, 82.

Dncka, 141.

Dupleix, 66.

Dyeing, 163, 167.

Ear, diseases of, 199.

E:\rthquakes, 195.

Earth-salt, 244.

East India Distilleries and Sngar Fac-
tories Co., Ld., 247.

Edayapa^ti, 174, 277.

Edayatti, 110.

Education, 203-203, 369.

Edward v II, 336.

Ejanga E&yan, 291.

Ekadasi festival at Srirangam, 322.

Ek6ji, 58, 329.

Elseoganitrus, 84.

illakuriohi, 346.

Elam, 28.

Elamadichi, 89.

Elamandi-, 183, 325.

Elava ur, 269.

Elephantiasis, 199.

EUore, 32.

Elunaiseiam rock, 331.

Embroidery, 161.

Emigration, 73, 151, 193.

Enteric fever, 198.

Eraiyur, 301.

Erappu Mohanfir, 297.

Uriolxna Hoolceriana, 171.

Erode town, 180, 183.

Erra GoUa Tottiyans, 122.

Ernmaipst'i, 18.

Ernmarappatti, 269.

Erumbi-BvaianQ, 326, 331.
F.ryth'oxijlon monogijnum, 154.

Esamalui hill, 302.

Esanai, 118.

Esanak6nai, 106
iWim, 148.

Ettarai K6ppa, 106.

Ettarai K6ppu Valaiyans, 114.

Ettu ceremony, 99.

Ev^enia iambolana, 154, 322.

Excise, 366.

Exports, Chapter VI pasaim.

Ey, diseases of, 199.

E^re Coote, Sir, 70, 71, 335, 359.

P

Factions, 92.

Fakirs, 338.

Fakir's rock, 67, 331, 332, 333.

Fakir's tope, 67, 332.

Famines, 57, 58, 188-193, 355.
Farm lat^ourers, IM.
Farms, 210.

Fauna, of the cretaceoiis age, 14. 15, 16,
17 ; existing, 20-25.

Fawcett, Mr, F., 253 note.

Feistmantel, Dr., 14.

Ferishta, 46.

Ferries, 181.

Festivals, domestic, 85 ; public, 91 ; at
b'amayapuram, 318 ; Srirangara, 322 ;

at Putt6r, 341; and at Nathar Shah
mosqne, 338.

Fever, 5, 192, 196, 198.

Finance, in Padukkottai State, 364.
Fire-walking, 92.

Fish, 4, 25, 340.
' Five Rocks,' the, 331.

Flagstaff at Trichinopoly, 339.
Flints, 17, 18, 19.

Floods, 189, 193-195, 265.
Flora, 19.

Fodder grass, 155.

Food, 84.

Foote, Mr. E.Bruce, 17.

Forbes, Professor Edward, 15.

Forests, 3, 5, 153-156, 366.

Forts, 291, 330, 335.

French, the, their part in the Carnatic
wars, 64-70 ; their connection with
Turaiytir estate, 293 ; their attack on

Ranjangudi, 303, and tJttatiir, 306

;

deserters from, 3J6, 317, 321; their

fights at Srirangam, 323 ; and Trichino-

poly, 331-335 ; their dealings with
Ariyalur, 345 ; and Udai^arpalaiyam,
352.

French Rock, 330-333 passim.
Fruit trees, 19, 194.

Follers' earth, 163, 164, 174.

Funeral ceremonies, 98 ; among Uppili-

yans, 116 ; Maravans, 121 ; Ma'aiyalis,

128 ; Pallans, 130 ; and Padaiyachis,

131.

Fusiliers* Mess, 336.

Gajab&hu, 26 note.

Gall-nut, used in dyeing, 163, 164,166;
painting, 169 ; and tanning, 172.

Game, 24, 26.

Games, 86.

Ganapati, 89.

Gandaraditya Ch6la, 35.

Gandharvuk6ttai, 363.
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64ndivatirtham, 352.

Ganga-Pallavas, 30, 32, 33, 35G.

Ganj^aikandapuratn, 27, 37, 91, 3i7.

Gan^ai-konda-Ch6la, 37, 31-7.

Gan!;iikon<la-Ch61a|)uratii, 38, 42, 47, 347.

Gangakunda, 347.

Gangapuri, 3t7.

Gangas of Mynorf, 3 t, 3G, 42.

Gangfg, 9, 100, 347, 348.

Garnet, 14, 18.

Garndamangalatn, 16, 18, 19.

Gasterojioda, IG.

Gautamiputra. 31 note.

GeologfVi 12-17.

(tingee, Nnyakkan rulers of, oH ; attacked
by Golconda and taken b}-^ Bijapur, 54

;

(Jhokkanatha's expedition against, 57 ;

Maratha power in, 59, 60 ; advance of

Naair Jang to, 64 ; Linga lleddi Hefeat.s

tbo freebooters from, 292 ; taken by
the Mnghals, 351.

Gingelly, cultivation of, 134, 139; oil

from, 164, 165, 172, 177; oil-cake of,

172; trade in, 182.

Gingen, Captain, 64, 303-30G, 314, 323.

Glass-ware, 174, 175, 177.

Gnana Vdlvipntran, 115.

Gneisses, 12, 13.

Ooa Mission, 74, 270, 362.

Goauese merchants, 167.

Goats, numerous in the district, 22
;

dfScribeH, 23; excinded from forest

reserves, loG ; tanning of skins of, 172;
export of, 177.

G6karn4svara, 373.

Golconda, 53, 54, 59.

Golden Rock, fighting near, 67, 68, 330-
332 pai'Sim

;
jail at the foot of, 259

;

name given by Orme and Cnmbridge to

the Fakir's Rock, 67, 331, 332.

Goldsmiths' weights, 177.

Gooty, 279.

G6pa Timma, 49.

Gordon, Woo irofife & Co., Messrs., 19.

Gdsha, 79.

Graham, Mr., 234.

Grams, 139, 140.

Grand Anient, 6, 47, 143-145, 181.

Granier de Falton, Father Louis, 75.

Granite, 12, 13, 182,367.
Grazing grounds, 23, 156.

Grazing- tax, 211.

Great iSonthern of India Railway Co., 183.

Green vitriol, 163, 164.

Ground-nut, 139, 140, 176, 3G3 ; oil from,

177 ; oil cake of, 172.

Growth of population, 73.

Gnava tree, 19.

Guha Vellalans, 163.

Guinea-worm, 198, 355.

Qvilhadams, 157.

Gnrtikkals, 100.

Gnruvalappark6vil, 347, 348.

Guzarati bullocks, 20.

G^psTim, 18.

Haidar All, war with, 70, 71; converts to
Islam made by, 78 ; revenue system of,

232; takes Kardr, 271; and Ndmakkil,
299; temples demolished by, 307 ; 8ri-
rangam handed over to, 324 ; his attack
on Trichinopoly, 335 ; restores Ariy.ildr
and Udaiyarpalaiyam, 345; Kilanilai
occupied by, 371.

Hanuman, 289, 299. 305.

Hardu'ickia binata, )54.

Hares, 8G.

Ilarihara 11, 48.

Ilarrison, Lieut., 33+.

Hatscll. Mr. William, 351.
Uavinodu-V'alanadu, 29 note.
Heber, Bishop, 76, 3.37.

IIcMip-druga, 248.
Hides, 177.

Hill villagos, 225, 226.
Hills 2, 154.

Hindus, 74, 79, 81-131, 203.
Hindustani, 73, 78.

History, of the district, 26-72; of Puduk-
kottai State, 355-360.

Holy places, 80, 91.

Horse-gram, 139.

Hospitals and dispensaries, maintained by
missionary bodies, 76, 77; account of,

200-202 ; at Kardr, 261 ; at Triohiuo-
poly, 266 ; in Pudiikkottai State, 369.

Hottur, 36.

House building, 176.

House-tax, 245, 261.

Household vessels, 167, 177.
Houses, 81, 126.

Hoysala Ballalas, eiftablished themselves
near Sri'rangaiu, 45 ; inscriptions of, 46,

284, 350 ; Vijayanagar founded by a
former feudatory of, 48 ; Kannandr
founded by, 315 ; their connection with
Trichinop'dy town not clear, 328.

Hoysalesvara, 315.

Hultzsch, Dr., 26 note, 32, 33 note.
Human sacrifice, 4.

Humidity, 10.

Hunting, 86.

Hurricanes, 193, 194.

Hussaiuul-mnlk, 210, 213.

Hyaenas, 24.

Hyderabad, 158.

Ibbandi sheep, 23.

Ibrahim Nabi, 79
Ichi tree, 20, 81.

Idaiyans, 362.

Idols, 168.

Ilamagans, 362.

Ilavu %vood, 170.

Iluppai tree, 19,24; oil, 271, 172, 174j
oil-cake, 172.
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Iluppdr 0i6ganam. 250.

Iluppur village, Tulava VoUakns in, 101 ;

projected cliunnpl near, 150; weaving

at, 157,158, 159; dyeing and stamping

at, 165; described, 310 j road through,

363.

Impartible Estates Act, 237, 280, 283.

Implements, agricultural, 141.

Imports, Chapter VI pasdiin.

Ina Kuravans, 253, 258.

luam Commission, '238.

Inam land, 147, 236, 238.

Inam villages, 228, 365.

Income-tax, 249.

Indian antiquary, 308.

Indigo, cultivated on wet laud. 134

;

refuse used as manure, 136; wild

variety used as manm-e, 141 ; used in

dyeing, 163-167 ; and in painting, 169.

Indra, 371.

Industrial schools, 160, 171, 203, 204.

Industries, 157-176, 259, 327, 363.

Inga dulcis, 154, 155.

Inscriptions at Allahabad, 31 ; Anbil, 49
;

Arpakkam, 44; Gangaikor.da-Chi51a»

puram, 47, 348 ; Hottur, 36 ; Jam-
bnkesvaram temple, 315; Kalahasti,

34; Kardr, 272; Kilappalavur, 349;
Kudimiyaraalsi, 371 ; Lalgudi, 33,312;
Mah^ndragii i, 37 ; Melappaluvdr, 350 ;

Nellore, 46 ; Periyavaikkal head, 288

;

P^ttaivattalai, 314; Rabnagiri, 284;
Samayapm-am, 318, 319; Sendalai, 33

note; Somdr, 31; Sri'nivasanallur, 289 ;

Srirangam, 45, 49, 321,323; Suchindrai.i,

34 ; TillaisLauani, 33 note ; Tinnevelly,

47 ; Tiruchonduiai, 325 ; Tirukkalikkun-

ram, 34 : Tirukkattnpp illi, 45 ; Tiramala-

vidi, 350 ; Tiruppalatturai, 48, 49 ; 'I'lru-

vadi, 46 ni.te ; Tiruvellarai, 325; Tiichi-

nopoly, 21, 48, 328, 3.S9, 310; Ukkal,

S5 note; Uttatiir, 307 ; Uyyakondan head-

sluice, 314 ; Uyyakondan-tirumalai, 347j

and at Venjamaii GiidaWr, 275.

Inscriptions in Ceylon, 42; and Puduk-
kottai State, 355, 356, 357.

Inscriptions of Achj^uta, 49 ; Aditya

Ch61a I, 33 ; Aditya Chola II, 35

note; the ChddiB," 29; the Ch61as,

209, 272, 289, 314, 321, 34S, S49, 350,

356; Ganga-Pallavas, 30, 356; Gautarai-

putra, 31 note ; G(jpa Timma, 49

;

Harihara II, 48 ; tho Hoysalas, 321,

323, 350; Kampana Udaiyar, 48;
Krishna Raya, 49 ; Kulas6khara Chera,

4{j jioto ; Kulasekhava P4ndva, 47;
KuloftungaChdla 111,47, 289, 311,340;
Mah<?ndravarman I, 31 ; Maravarman
Sundara-Pandya I, 45 ; Narasimha-
varman I, 31 ; tho Nayakkans, 340;
Nripatunga, 33 ; tho Pallavas, 32, 339,

356; the Pandyas, 275, 321, 323, 339,

34-8, 350, 356 ; Parantaka Chula, 321
;

Rajaraja I, 42; Kajarija III, 288;
Eaj^iadra Ch<51a, 38 ; R^jeudra D6va, 39

;

the R&shtrakdtas, 35 ; Rudradaman, 31
note; Saluva Samgama Devauiaharaja,

49 ; Simhavislinu, 31 ; the IJdaiyar-

palaiyam zamiudars, 352 ; tho Vijaya-

nagar kings, 321 ; Vira Sdmesvara, 284
;

Virdpaksha, 348.

Irattamandalam, 39.

Irattipadi, 40.

Iron ore, rocks containing, 13 ; used in

dyeing, 163, 164 ; and painting, 169

;

export of, 182 : in Pudnkkottai State,

354.

Iron sand, 1C3, 164, 169.

Irrigation, in Chola times, 29, 37, 47 ; for

plantains, 138
;
present arrangements,

143-150; in Pudukkottai State, 362.

Irrigation cess, 146, 231, 233, 236.

Irulans, 302.

Irumbddippatti, 23, 277.

Irumbuli tree, 154.

Irungaldr. gi-anite near, 12; mission work
in, 77 ; mission hospital in, 77, 200,

industrial school in, 204.

Ivory, pictures on, 169.

Jabbalpnr rocks, 14.

Jack tree, 19, 325.

Jaggery, weights for, 177.

Jails, 259, 368.

Jaimiui Samagas, 311.

Jainism, 31, 80 ; relics of, at Mahaflana-
puram, 282 ; Pettaivattalai, 314 ; Tiru-

verumbur, 326 ; and Jayankonda-Chdla-
puram, 349 ; in Pudukk6ttai State, 355,

371.

Jallikats, 21.

Jambuk6svaram, temple at, 91, 315, 322,

323; basket work of, 171.

Janaka, 318.

;

Jatavarman Sundara-Pandya I, 46.

i Jatavarman Sundara-Pandya II, 46.

I

Jatkas, 363.

Jayankonda-Chola, 35 note.

I

JayankondaChdlapuram, Paraiyan settle-

I ment near, 77 ; Jain remains in, 80

;

I weaving at, 158, 159; brass vessels

I

made near, 167 ; union, 260 ; described,

1
3^^:

I Jayasimha II, 38.

i

Jayasimha (Chalukyan prince), 39.

I

Jesuits, their work in the district, 74, 76;

I
college maintained by, 204; lettei'S of,

210; at Karur, 271 ; at Trichinopoly,

! 327, 362.

I

Jewellery, 83, 169.

I

Jewels, 253, 320.

Jiqinas, 328.

J6uagans, 78.

Justice, administration of, 250-259.

Justice of the Peace, 251.
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Kaohi (Jhinna Nallap])a Kilakka T(jla

Udaijar, 351.

Kachi Nallappa Kalakka Tdla UJaiyar,
351.

Kdchumannu, 175.

Kadambu, 170.

Kadambark6vil, 280, 284.

Kadankorapnllam, .314.

Kadarnm, 38.

Kidaramham t^afb, 210, 211, 21 1, 217.

Kadavangudi Uralis, 112.

Kadavur estate, 148, 237, i7P, .'ilO.

Kadayakudi grant, 357 note.

Kadiiyfir, 103.

Kadnkkai tree, 154.

Kaduvotti, 286, "287.

Kaik6lan8, caste god of, 91 ; vows of, 92;
belong to lol't hand faction, 92, 93;
bards among, 104 ; Walaiyalis trace
tlieir origin to, 124 ; weaving of. 160.

Kailis, 157, 160.

Knjand modu, 318.

Kaladis, 369.

Kalahasti, 34, 174, 175. 323 note.

Kalakam, 28.

Kalaranipattu, 302.

Kulattiir darga, 80.

Kales l)6va, 46.

Kaliamman, 89, 125, 341.

Kalinea, 36,41, 42,289.
Kallai, 280.

Kallakkudi, 16.

Kalians, Pulikkulam bullocks kept by, 21
;

descendants of the Nagas, 26 ; orna-
ments of. 84 ; bnll-baiting by, 86

;

favourite deity of, 89 ; caste panchaynts
among, 93 note ; marriage cnstora.s of,

95 note, 96 ; call themselves Vellalans,

102; described, 106; social position of,

106, 109; traditional origin of, 120;
crime of, 252 ; kdval system of, 254-2f 8

;

Karfir garrisoned by, 271 ; worship the
Ondi Karuppu god on the Kettaimalai
hill, 313: numerous in Pudukk-'^ltui

State, 360.

Kalpatti village, 13, 18, 185.

Kalraj'an bills, 4

.

Kaly^ni, 36.

Kamakshi, 292.

KainaKshi Ammal, 308.

Kamakshi Amman, 288.

Kamalalayam, 299.

Kam;inay:ikkanpalaiyam, 106.

K^mandi, 85.

Kambavanayakkaniir, 279,

Kamela powder, 1()3.

Kanimalans, their relation to Musalmans,
79; belonir to loft hand faction, 92;
Paraiyans will not accept meals from,
130; metal-work of, 107; musical in-

struments mado by one of the, 170
;

wood and stone carving of, 170; science
of house building cultivated by, 176.

Kampana Udaiy&r, 48.

Kampli,38.
Kanakasabhai Pillai, Mr., 26, 27, 29, 328

note.

Kandratirtham tank, 148.
Kangayam cattle, 20, 21.

Kangayampalaiyam, 103.

Kanivala Hrahrnans, 87.
Kauiyala Vellalans, 100, 102.
JCa/ifca/- limestone, IS, 19.

Kannadiya Tppiliyans, 115.
Kannauur, 81, 109, 2S7, 315.
Kannappa Nayanar, 1 1 1.

Kannarapalaiyam, 167, 168, 343, 31'"'.

Kannimar, 139, 278.
Kanvar, 298.

Kapila water-lift, 148.

Kapila (sage), 297.

Kapilamalai, 297.

Kapili powder, 163, 164.
Kar.-vdikulam, .349.

Karai, 18, 176, 301.

Karaikkiittau Vellalans, 100, 102.
Karai poctanfir river, 8. 13. '..•'8, 143.
Karambakudi, 159, 163, 167, 363.
Karan, 320.

Karavillikombai forest reserve, 155.
Karikal Cliola, 28.

Karikal (of Chola dynasty), 340.
Karikottan tree, 154.

Kariyainanikkam, 167.
Karkattan Vellalans, 100.
Karnams, -41, 242.

Karpura Ohettis, 115.

Kartikai, 85.

Karukkakkarichi, 356.

Kdrumat-udai tree, 154.
Karumpnrattans, 3*12.

Karunada Ifuttayya Nayakkan, 279.
Karniujdli, villag(\ 106 ; tree, 154.

Karuppan, resides in village boundary
stones, 81 ; favourite god of the Kalians,
89, 108, 313 ; at Molianur, 297.

Karnppattur, 168, 280.

K'aruppnr (Kaiui- taluk), 119.

Karuppur (rdaivarpahiivam taluk), 165,
160, 1H7, 169, 343.

Karnppns, 278, 313.

Kardr taluk, 232, i:40, 268-270.
Karur town, on the Amaravati river, 7 ;

granite near, 12 ; fair for sheep and
goats at, 23 ; Government stallion

stationed at, 24 ; besieged by Chanda
Sahib, 62 ; its vicissitudes during the
Mysore wars, 70, 71 ; mission work in,

78 ; Mftriyamman shrine in, 90 ; manure
used near, 142 ; weaving factory at,

160, 162 ; carpet manufacture at, 161

;

cloth-dyeing and chintz-sfainping at,

165 ; brass vessels made in, 167 ; paint-

ing ill, 169; stone-polishing at, 170;
idols made near, 170; basket-work of,

171; tobacco Uaf obtained from, 173;
bangles made in, 174

;
printing press ia,

176 ; technical school at, 176 ; road
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through, 180, 182; mnnicipality, 181,

261; railway station, 183; proposed
railway to Peramb ildr from, 185

;

rainfall iu, 188; compulsory vaccination

in, 198; hospital at, 200 ; schools in,

204 ; divisional officer at, 243 ; liquur

shops at, 248; district mansif at, 250 ;

bench cour- at, 251 ; water-supply

uud drainage of, 261; described, 270-
273.

Karnrar, 273.

Karuvandaraya-Bommad^va, 91, 117.

Raruvattar river, 8.

Karavidacher, 349.

Kasan tree, 154, 156, 165, 166.

Kat-Bava-Pallivasal, 80.

Katlai, 163, 277.

Kutlai Selavu, 241.

Kattaikalaisvami, 326.

Kattapuli, 181.

K4tt4ri, 278.

Kattu kitli, 257.

Kattu Pallis, 111.

Kattubava, 370.

Kattubava Palliv&sal, 370.

Kattuputttir, school at, 204; mitta, 237,

242 ; union, 260 ; described, 287.

Kattavaris, 148.

Kdval system, 238, 254, 255.

Kdvaljor, 254, 255, 346.

Kavalkaran, 252.

Kavalkaran Kuravaus, 253.

Kavarai Uppiliyans, 115, 116.

Kavaraipalaiyam, 174, 175, 343.

Kavarais, 78, 92,169, 171.

Kavaru river, 181.

Kav4ra muni, 7.

Kaveri river. See Cauvery river.

Kaveripatnam, 27. 28, 29, 282.

Kavinad tank, 362.

Kavinadu, 358.

Kaye, Mr., 15.

Kayittu k6l, 173.

Kerala, 34.

Kerosine oil, 171, 172.

Khkn Sahib canal, 182-

Kil-nadu Vallauibans, 119.

Kila V6ppankuli, 3 I.9.

Kiliikanavay village, 13.

Kilambil, 90. 311.

Kilaiiilai, 358, 359, 363, 370.

Kilappaluvur, 188, 2t3, 260, 349.

Kilavan of Ramnad, 357.

Kilayur, 349.

Kiliydr, 68.

Killivallavan, 30.

Kilpatrici^, Captain, 182.

Kinf,'-Empnror, 321, 336.

Kirainl.ur. 167, 2S(;.

Kiranur (Kulittalai taluk), 13.

Ki'rantlr (Pudnkk6ttai State), 167, 363,

364.

Kiriman^i, 163.

Kistvaens, 3Ul, 355.

Kocchennigannan, 30.

Kodamnrti river, 148 182.

Kodikkal Vellalans, 100, 102, 138, 313.
KcdinEral drain, 148.

Kodiyddu,, 23.

KodukkdjpuU tree, 154, 155.

Kodumbalur, 355, 374-

Kodumudi, 247 note.

Kdiltirumalam, 311.

Kdilur tor-s-ent, 4.

Kokkilli, 30.

Kolar, 41.

Kolattur taluk, 364, 365, 368.

Kolattdr (Perambaliir taluk), 109.

Kolattur (Trichinopoly taluk). 183.

Kolhtpnr, 38.

Kolinji, 141.

KoPaimalai hill, 4.

Kollaimalai hills, described, 2, 3 ; Karai-
pottanar rises in, 8

;
gorge between the

Pachaimalais and, 8 ; detritus from, 11
gneissic rocks in, 12 ; iron ores in, 13
game in, 24; Malaiyamans near, 1(»8

Malaiyalis of, 123-128 ; cultivation on,

140 ; forest on, 153, 154, 155 ; settle-

ment of the villages on, 236.

Kollegal silk, 158.

KoUidam. See Coleroon.

Kolamayamman, 89.

Kdmatis, 128, 139.

Kombai village, 3, 225.

Komharalcku, 163.

Konas^garani; 287.

Konasilam, 287.

Konda podu, 140.

Kondaikatti Vellalans, 100.

Kondak&ranpallam, 9.

Kondaiaanayakkaupatti, 167, 296.

Kondayan-kdttai Maravans, 120.

Koiidi ihettipatti, 298.

Kondiottis, 241.

Konga Paraiyans, 131.

Konga Uppiliyans, 115.

Konga Vellalans, on the KoUaimalais, 5 j

disregard the sanctity of the cow, 23 ;

tattooing among, 84; caste panchayats
of, 93 notes ; marriage customs of, 94,

96 ; funeral ceremonies of, 98 note
;

described, 102-105.

Kongaliiyi, 126.

Kongu coimtry, 33, 46, 272.

Kongu sivalayams, 272, 275.

Konnai tree, 154, 155.

Koppam, 38, 39.

Korai mats, 162.

Kdraikutti, 119.

Kdraiyar river, 9, 181.

Korambus, 14().

Koranguiiiithaiikovil, 289.

Korkai, 43.

Kosavampatti, 174, 207.

Kossmat, Franz, 14, 16.

Kottacheruvu, 274.

Koftagiri, 28.

Kdttaikarai. 28.

Kdttar, 42, 43.

1
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Kovalai Vdykkal, 182
Kdvaudakurichi, 309.

Kdviladi, C8.

Kdyampalli, 159, 2G9.
Kdyilolupu, 321.

Krishna III. 34.

Krishna Raya, 49.

Krishna Udaiyar, 281.

Krishnappa N^vakkan, 307.

Kddal, 39, 40.

KDdali, 39.

Kfidalsangam, 39.

Kudi IcdLalgdrs, 25u.

Kudimaramat system, 147.

Kudukuduppai Tdttiyans, 122.

Kudumiyam-ilai, 35(3, 371.

Kukur, 148.

Knlaiyar river, 182.

Knlauthilamman, 89.

Kiilapandis, 255.

Kulas^khara Ch6ra, 40.

Knlas^khara (three Pandya Kings), 4fi,

356.

Kolittalai kattuv&ri, 150.

Kulittalai taluk, 277.

Kulittalai town, hill near, 2 ; Jain remains
near, 80 ; Kondaikatti Yellalans in, 100
weaving at, 158, 159, 161 ; idols made in

1G8 ; ferry in, 181 ; railway-station, 183
rainfall in, 188; liquor shop in, 248
district innnsif in, 250; anion. 260
described, 280.

Knl6ttunga I, 36, 40, 11, 43, 47.

Kul6ttunga II, 44.

Kulottnnga III, 44, 47, 314, 340.

Kulu Hli, 257.

Kulnmani, 159, 309.

Knmara Krishnappa Ndyakkan, 52.

Kum&ra Muttu Nayakkan, 55.

Knmara Oppilada M>iiavftr&va Navin^r,
346.

Kumarapatti hill, 14
Knmaripalaiyam, 19.

Kumhak6nam, catholic diocese of, 75

;

cloth imported to, 160 ; and exported
from, lu7 ; brass vessels of, 168

;
granite

sent to, 182; Jairs from, 355.

Kumeri cultivation, 140.

Kunattiir, 351.

Kundv, seed, 177.

Kunduva-ndttu-tokkadu Ur4li8, 112.

Knppamma, 88.

Kuppampalaiyam, 298
Kuppanarpatti, 281.

Kuppusami, S8.

Kuravaiis, tattooing among, 81 ; mako rope
from cocoanut fibre, 170; basket-work
of, 171; crime of, 252, 253, 268, 368;
Jcdval syfltcm of, 254, 255, 256.

Kuriohikulam. 17, 18.

Ktiru-kdvalappar, 348.

Kurumba sheep, 22, 23, 162.

Knrumba Valaiyans, 114.

Kurumbalfir, 167, 168, 260, 302.

Kiirumbahs, 29, 162, 302. 309.

49

; localities in which
Padukk(5ttai State,

K6tagiri, 28.

K6tt&dis, 86.

Kdttappar, 68, 311.

La Mission du Mndv^i, 60.

Labbais, 78, 274.

Labourers, farm, 151.

Lace, 158, 159, 204.

L&da Sany&si, 278.

Ladapurnm, 150, .302.

Laddivadi, 296.

Lakshmi Narasimhayya, 299.

Lakyampalaiyau., 298.

Lalgudi talnk, 193.

Lalgudi town, inscriptions at, 33 ; taken by
the Engli.oih, 65; idols made near, 168;
school in, 204 ; deputy tahsildar at, 243

;

union, 260, 261 ; described, 312.

Lally, Count, 69, 324.

Lalp^ttai, 181, 183, 277.

Lamellibranchiata, 16.

Land customs, 249, 360.

Land Revenue administration, 209-243,

365.

Lang, Col,, 272.

Languages, 73.

Laterite, rocks, 12, 17

found, 18, 19 ; in

355, 367.

Law, General, 65, 316.

Lawrence, Major Stringer, his part in the

Carnatic wars, 64-68; on the reverse at

Kfittappar, 311 note, 312 note; on the

action near Muttarasanalldr, 313 ; his

description of Trichinopoly fort, 330; on
the battle of Sugar-loaf Rock, 331 note

;

his action at Trichinopoly, 331, 332 ; his

attack on Dyjakond&n-tirnmalai, 342
;

his letters to the Raja of PudQkk6ttai,

359.

Lazar,etto near Coohin, 266.

Le Fanu, Mr. H., 4, 128, 299.

Lead, 167, 175.

Lease system, 216.

Leatlier work, 173.

Left and right hand factions, 92.

Legislation in Pudutckdttai State, 364.

l.eipzic Evangelical Lutheran Mission, 77,

327, 337, 362.

Leopards, 24.

Leper hospital, 201, 266.

Lepers, 127.

Leprosy, 199.

Leyden grant, 20, 34, 35, 37 note.

Library at Pudukk6ttai, 369.

Limestones, 13, 15, 16, 18.

Linga Rcddi, 292.

Lingams, 383.

Liquid measures, 178.

Liquors, 248.

Litigation, 250.

Liiards, 4.

Local Boards, 260,
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Local self-government, 260-267.

Looaa3, tax-^s on, 366.

Lower Aniout, 25, 145, 181, 347.

Lower secondary school8, 203, 201.

Ltinatii- Asyhiuc, 201.

Lutheran Mission. See nuder Leipzic.

M
Maba buxifolia, 154.

MjcDonell, Mr., 336.

Maken/.ie MS3., authority tor Nayakkan
history, 50 j on the Kadambarkovil
temule, 2S1 ; on the Taraiydr estate,

2^*1 ; on tlttat n-, 307 ; on the Sriraugam
temple, 321 ; transcript of Nayakkan
insjriptioDS in, 340; on the Ariyaldr

est ite, 344.

Maoleane, Dr., 7, 9, 29".

Madhu vanam, 4.

Madhurantaka Gh6\i, 35.

Madras, siege of, 70 ; cloth exported to,

15s ; Silk imp'jrod from, l.'iS ; rubies

imported from, 169 ; mica obtained from,

169 ; soap exported to, 174 ; cotton sent

to, 176 ; cheroots made at, 173 ; road to,

180, 181, 182 ; railway to, 183 ; exhi-

bition at, 355, 363.

Midukkarai, 89, 281, 299.

Madura district-, western boundary of the

diHtriot, 1 ; tj. alis in, 12; Valaivansin,

114; Vallamhans in, 119 ; Maravans in,

120; silk clo hs imported from, 157;

trade in cloths with, 159; carpets and
mats sent to, 162 ; baskets sent to, 171 ;

oil exported to, 172 ; Pinigration to, 188

;

Collector of, 359

.

Madura foot, 199.

Madura Mission, 74, 75, 188.

Madura town, Rajaraja's coins found in, 43

;

taken by Kulottnnga 111,45; Muham-
madan rule at, 46, 48, 54 ; Nayakkan rule

at, 49, 50 ; taken by Nagama Nayakkan,

51; pigodaaud public b iildings in, 55,

337 ; threatened by Mysore, 55 ; ca.ital

of the Nayakkaiis, 56, 33y ; improved

by Tiramala, 56 ; Mnsalmans moved
ajrainst, 56; held out against the

Maratha"*, 59; Chanda Sahib's t>rother

appointed govermir of, 6 '

; revolt in, 64

;

Caidaud sent to ipcovor, 69; Roman
Carbolic head-quai ters at, 75 ; coloured

tbread imported fr.)m, 158; road to,

180, 182; railway lo, 183; village

godless from, 290, 3U5 ; gi-owth of

popii'ation in, 326 ; ancient desert track

t.o, 355.

Madnrui KAlivammaa, 89, 2;;0, 305.

M'd r.ii Viran, 89, 278,

Magi'lh', 29.

Mngali tfralis, 112.

Ma^isrites. 251, 367.

Ma'.fn'j8ia, 18.

Manal)ut Subhahani Hazarat, 80.

Mahad4napuram, 281.

M-ihaddr, 14.

Mahajans, 238.

Mahannr, 297.

Mahendragiri, 37.

Maheudravarman I, 31, 339.

Mahfuz Khan, 63.

M ihogany, 155.

Maladu, 30,

M.lai-kanda Vellalans. 100, 101, 285.

Malai Tambiran, 122.

Mcilaia, 122.

Malaiyalis, on the Pachairaalais. 3, 4 ; on
the KoUaimalais, 5 ; superstitions of, 5 ;

dress ot; 83 ; tattooing among, 84 ; bull-

baiting by, 86 ; caste nanehayats among,
93 notes : mari-iage customs of, 95, 96

;

bottu used instead of tali b}', 97 note,

117 ; funeral ceremonies of, 98 note
;

inferior to Valaiyans, 114, ; described,

123-128 ; did not oopose forest reserva-

tion, 153 ; Pnliyanjdlai market used by,

176.

Malaiyamans, 108.

Malappatti. 168, 170, 269, 275.

Malaria, 3, 196, 198, 355.

MaLva, 312.

Malavanadu, 312.

Malay Archipelago, 35.

Malayalam country, 313.

Malayamarungar, 371.

Malcolm, Mr., 303,

Malik Kafur, 46.

Mallamma, 122.

Mallaitan^ulam, 349.

Mallotus philippinensis. 163.

Aiilwa lillasje. 109.

Mama Jugme, 338.

Mamul kadamai, 365.

Mamundi, 278.

Mamundiyar river, 8.

Manabhar^nan, 38.

Manachanallur, taken by Olive, 65 ; oil

manufacture at, 71, 310; union, 260
;

Kadavdr poligar helps ' ^'adir Sing ' at,

279 ; weaving at, 309.

A/anai sdstra'm, 176.

Manakkal, 169, 309.

Mauamedu, 153, i59, 286.

Manapparai est.a^e, 356.

Manapparai taluk, 282.

Manapparsii town, limestones near, 13
;

cattle fair at, 22 ; market at, 176 ; road
from, 180; railway-Station, 183 ; deputy
taLsildar at, 243 ; described, 282.

Manattattai, 280.

Mnnavdri land, 139, 140.

M ari'ashti root, 160.

Mangnininal, regency of, 60; bnilt the
.Manapparni travellers' bungalow, 282

;

n.id the Uyyakoudan head sluice, 314;
audien e hull of, 338; her attaukon
(Jriai\ arpalaiyam, 351.

Mangoes, li), 155.

Mannai Kudi, 32.

Manuargudi, 180,
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Manoverfchi Jaghir, 365.

Manure, vddandrdyana leaves used as, 20
;

for wot Iniuls, 13fi, 141 ; for dry lands,

141 ; supplied by the Forest department,
156 ; oil cake used as, 172.

llanvetli Uppiliyans, 115.

Marakkayans, 78, 109.

Marathas, 58, 59, 165, 329-333 punsini.

Maravan Tondiman, 330.

Maravans, descendants of the Nagras, 26
;

helped Mysore against the Marathas,
59 ; dress of, 83 ; ornaments of, 83, 84

;

tattooinfr among, 84; food of, 84; mar-
riage cubtoms of, 95 ; call themselves
Vollalans, 102 ; social position of, 107,

109 ; described, 1^0 ; crin-e of, 253.

Maravarman Kulasekhara I, 46.

Maravarman Kulasekhara II, 46.

Maravarman Sundara-Pandya I, 45.

Maravatttir, 18.

Marco Polo, 46.

Margosa, tree, 3 55 j oil, 172, 1 77 ; oil-cake,

172
Man'cha, 278.

Mariyamman, temples of, 90 ; vows to, 92 j

worshipped by Vallambans, 120 ; at

Pappakkalpatti, 284, Omandtir, 288 j

Kilaubil, 311 j Samajapuram, 316, 817,

318, 319.

Mariyayi, 125, 127.

M6rkandeya, 325.

Markets, 176, 263, 266, 319.

Marriige customs, 91, 100-131 passim.
Martanda Bhairava Tondaiman, 361.,

Martin, Father, 189.

Marudaiyar river, 149, 343.

Marndur, 161, 343.

Maruldlis, 87, 341,

Marungapuri estate, ^U'umbn-katti Vella-

lans oommon in, 102 ; rainfall in the

head-quarters of, 188 ; sanad granted to,

237; described, 283; formed part of

Ilupptir estate, 310 ; its connoctiou with
Pudukk6ttai State, 356, 358.

Marungi Ur61is, 112.

Mats, 162, 177, 363.

Mattfii-bullocks, 20, 21.

Mattdr, 301.

Mavureddi, 300.

Mayanur, 277.
Means of commuuicatiou, 180-186, 363.

Measuies, 178.

M^daras, i71.

Medical institutions. See Hospitals.

Medicines, weights for, 177.

Medows, General, 272.

Melakudiyiruppu, 349.

Melanilai, 371.

M^lappaluvur, 349.

M^lappuliydi', 167, 168, 301, 302.
Melia Azadirachta, 154.

MeUa Indica, 154,

M61m)!gam, 300.

M61-nadu Vallambans, 119.

M6l6r, 363.

Memecijlon ednle, 164, 165.
Memorial tablets, 3."i6, 337.
Menkdvaljdrs, 265, 257.
iM<^ru Mount, 339.
Metal work, 167, 269.
Methodists, 362.

M^ttnopatti, 77.

Mica, 14, 18, 169, 354.

Mi itaiy force in Pi;diikk6ttai, State, 360.
Minakshi, (iO, 292, 319. 338.
Minerals. 17-19, a54, 3- 7.

Miscellaneous revenue in Pudubkdttai,
o6'J.

Missionaries, educational work of, 203,
204.

Mittadars, 20, 234.

Mittas, inams in, 240.
Mochai crop, 141.

Mdhandr, l8l, 260, 297.
Mohtarfa, 3b6.
Mohurrura, 79.

Mooie, Mr. Lewis, 10.

Moorachellinoor, 313.
Moriri Rao of Gooty, 63, 65, Qij, 68.
Morupatti, 260, 261, 297.
Mosques, 319, 338, ;i70.

Mottai Vellalaiis, lOO, lul.

M6ttu Nachiyar, 81.

Muchis, 173.

Mudavandis, 105, 123.

Mndukapatti, 300.

Mughals, 351.

Muhammad Ali, 63-71, 210, 303, 338.
Muhammad Hussain Khan, 303.
Muhammadans. See Musalmans.
Mukta Sahib, 273.

Mullai\ar, 38.

Mullu kuli, 257.

Mammudi-Chdla, 36.

Mummudi-l'holapettai, 288.

MunicipfJities, 199, 200, 261-267.

Munro, Sir Thomas, 234.

Mnnsurpett, 65 n<ite.

Mdppans, 109, 241.

Murnlidr, 162.

Musalmans, their first invasion of Southern
India, 46 ; their incursions checked by
the rise of Vijayanagar, 48 ; Madura
tai-en by, 5u

;
proportion to the district

population of, 74 ; described, 78 ; their

relations n-itb Tottiyans, 121 ; cloths

mnde for, 157, 160 ; scents made by, 173;

bangles made by, 174 ; f^'uino caused
by the invasion of, 188 ; education of,

203; revenue administration under, 210-
2!4 ;

grants to religio'^s institutions by,

238 ; their connection with Trichinopoly

,

328-330 ; mosque at, 338.

Museum at Baiigalorc, 316.

Musical instruti ents, 170.

Musiri talak. 210, 286.

Musiri town, Pertyavdykkdl near, 47 } road
through, 180, 182 ; rainfall in, 188;

union, 260 ; described, 288.

Muttai Ravuttan, 115.
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Muttam Tillage, 13.

Muttarasaualldr, 67, 313, 342.

Muttayya Nayakkan, 279.

MuttiriyaiiH, 93 notes, 96, 105, 170.

Mnttn Alakadri Nayaki^an, 56, 329.

Mattn Krishnappa Nayakkan, 52.

JIuttu Virappa Nayakkan, 52, 329, 345.

MattubhupalasMtQudram, 280.

Mattugapatti, 167.

Mnzaffar Jaug, 63, 64.

Mycetoma, 199.

Mysore, Xayakkanruler of, 53; Tiruirala's

wars with, 54, 55 ; Nayakkans attacked
by, 58, 59 ; defeated by the Marathas, 59

;

Trichinopoly invaded by, 60; attacked
by Chanda Sahib, 62 ; Muhammad Ali

helped by, 65 ; disputes with Muh^m-
mad Ali of, 67 ; treachery of the troops
of, 66 ; wars with the rulers of, 70-71

;

trade with, 158, 159, 163 ; Aravakkurichi
fort built by the Raja of, 270 ; Kardr
attacked and occupied by, 271 ; its

counection with Turaiyiir estate, 292
j

Srirangam made over to tiie troops of,

323.

Mysore Wars , 70, 71, 335.

IT

N^chi, village goddess, 126.

Nadans, 107.

Nadir Sinsr, 279.

Nadunattu Valaiyatis, 114.

Naduppatti, 150, 183.
Nddnis, 5.

Ncigai tree, 154,

Nigalapuram, 170, 286.

Nii^ama ydyakkan, 50.

Naprara Vaniyans, 92.

Nagas, 26, 29, 30, 120.

Nagore, 167, 338.

Nagu Bb&rati, 356.

Nainamalai, height of, 5 ; cattle fair at,

22 ; fair for sheep and goats at 23
;

market at, 176 j described, 298.

Nainans, 100, 102.

Nalankilli, 29.

Nalla Golla Tdttiyans, 122. '

Nallandavar, 278.
Nallappa Eeddi, 292.

Nallipalaiyam, 173,297.
Namaddta, 79.

Namagiriammal, 299.
Namai tree, 154.

Ndmakkal taluk, 234, 237, 240, 296.
Namakkal town, hills near, 2 ; gneissic
rocks in, 13 ; limestones near, 13 ;

buffaloes of, 22 ; fate during the Mysore
wars of, 70 j quarrels between Ilindns
and Mnsaltnans io, 79 ; weaving at, 158,
159 ; dyeing in, 163, 164 ; brass vf^ssels

niado in, 167 ; road through, 180
;

railway-station for, 183 ; rainfall at,

188 ; hospital at, 200 ; sohool in, 204
;

divisional officer at, 242 ; district niunuif

at, 250 ; union, 260
;

commandant of

Karui- permitted to proceed to. 271

described, 298.

Nandi, at Kodumbnltir, 374.
Nandivarman Pallavamalla, 32.
Xandiyar Project, 149.

Xandiyar river, 9, 143, 146, 226.
Nandu-tindi Uralis, 112.
Xang&nji river, 7.

Nang-avaram, 86, 283.
Nangavaram Kattuvari, 148.
Nanjai Edaiyar, 260, 299.
Xanjai Mohautir, 297.
Napier, Lord, 205.
Narasimha Pi&ya, 344.
Narasimhasvami temple, 278.
Xarasimhavarman 1, 31,
Narbadda valley, Bagh beds of . 17.
Narttamalai, 80, 356, 371.
Nathar Shah, 338, 340.
Nathar Shah mosque, 80, 338.
Natt Vaykkal, 288.
Nattamans, dress of, 83 ; tattooing among,

84; marriage customs of, 95; social
position of, 106, 107 ; described, 108.

Xattaus, 238.,

Nattu-simai tTralis, 112.
Ndttukkala, 81.

Xattukkdttai Chettis, their women prohi-
bited from crossing Southern VellSr
river, 9 ; dress of, 83; ornaments of, 83,
84 : tattooing among, 84 ; prohibit widow
re-mairiage, 95 note; wedding cere-
monies of, 96 ; social position of, 107,
109; trade of, 160, 168; Hindu temples
restored by, 170, 325 } their strength in
Pudukkottai State, 362.

Nattuvaikkal channel, 263.
Nattuvans, 212, 215 note, 218.
Natural divisions, 2.

IJdval tree, 322.

Navaladiyan, 297.
Navaldr,"302.

Navigation in rivers, 182.
Nawab of Arcot, account of, 61-65; aids

Christian missions, 76, 337 ; zamindars'
relations with, 237; Kardr in the pos-
session of, 272; his connection with
Turaiydr, 293; Eanjangudi, 303 ; Ax-iya-
Idr, 345, 346 ; Udaiyarpalaiyam, 345, 346.
352 ; and Pudukk(5ttai State, 358, 359.

'Nawab'fi Palace ' at Trichinopoly, 337.
Nayakkan of Gingee, 351.
Nayakkans of Madura, history of, 50-62;

revenu^e system of, 210; poligar system
of, 237 ; kaval system datos from the
tinle of, 255; Karilr fell under, 271;
Turaiydr poligar rewarded by, 292

1

mantapanis at Kapilamalai aKCribed to,

297; Trichinopoly lost to, 329; change
of capital of, 329 ; attached importance
to forts, 329 note; their palace at
Trichinopoly, 337 ; inscription! of, 340

;

their counection with Pudukkdttai State
356, 368.
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Naynkkans of Tanjore, 356, 357. Sbf^, 370.

Nayaks, 49.

Nazir Jang, G3, 64.

Nazzars, 213.

Negapatain, visited by St. Francis Xaviei,

74; Roman Catholic College at, 75, 204,.

205; Railway from, 183.

Neiv61i, 13, 14.

Nellikuppam, 247.

Nellore, 20, 21, 46, 13H.

Nelson's iJadxira Countrij, 50, i20, 188,

356, 357.

Ner6r, 273.

Neumayr, Professor, 14.

Nicholson, Sir Frederick, 21.

Nicobar Islands, 38.

Nilgiris, The, 163, I7l.

Ninniyfir rocks, 16, 17.

Nirdnikkam fee, 147.

Niranis, 241.

Niraramba^n tracts, 210-217 passim.
Nitre, 18.

Nityavindda, 35 note.

Nizam of Hyderabad, political positiou of,

61 ; rival claims to the position of,

63 } attacks Mysore, 69 ; aided by the
English against Haidar, 70 ; obtains

Tricbinopoly, 330.

Nolambas, 36.

Nun4 root, 165, 166. 169.

Nunneries, 76.

Nux-vomicn, 154, 36S.

Observatory at Pudnkkdttai, 372.

Occupations, 157-176.

Qohre, 18, 355.

Odakkaraui4, 1S3.

6dams, 181.

Qddes, 14.] , 17« '.

Ohalur, 80.

Oil-cake, 130, 142, 172, 177.

Oil-mannfacturc, 177.

Oil-seeds, 139.

Okkarai, 301.

Olap^ri land, 224.

Olappadi, 18,167,301.
Oldenlandia umhellata, 166.

Oldham, Mr., 265.

Qliphant, Lieut., 283.

Omandfir. 2RS.

Q-uens, 86, 138.

Onddyi, 90.

Ondi Karappu, 313.

Opium, 248.

Oppiladamman, 344.

Oranges, 19.

Oravanddr, 299.
Orissa, 35.

OrlofI: diamond, 321.

Orme, on Chanda Sahibs relations with
Queen Minakshi, 62 ; his spelling of Vali-

kandapuram, 64, 807 ; Samayapnram,

65 ; and Pichandarkdvil, 66 ;
' Golden

Rock' of, 67, 331 ; Karlir described by,

271 ; on Turaiytir estate, 293 ; on
Uttatur, 305; his description of Lal-

gudi, 313 ; his name for the Golden
Rock, 330; Ariyalur poligar occasionally

mentioned by, 345.

Ornamental work, 168.

Ornaments, 83.

Orphanages, 76.

Orupandur, 299.

Ottakovil, 18.

Pachainialais, described, 2 j gorge between
the Kollaimalais and, 8 ;

gneissic rocks
in, 12 ; iron ores in, 13; game in, 24;
Malaiyalis of, 83, 84, 12.3-128; Alalai-

yamans near, 108; cultivation on, 14C;
reservoir at the foot of, 150; forest on,

153, 154, 155 ; malaria in, 198 ; settle-

ment of the villages on, 225.

Pachudaiyampatti, 300. *

Pack-bullocks, 101, 180.

Padaiy&chis, marriage customs of, 94, 95
note, 96;, carpet manufacture of, 101;
crime of, 252; Ari\aldr poligar one of,

344.

Padaltii-, 18, 307.

Paddy, cultivated on the Kollaimalais, o
;

methods of cultivation of, 132-137

;

rope from the straw of, 171 ; chief

export, 176; price during famines of,

189, 190 ; rise in the price of, 226.

Padi kaval, 250.

Padinettam perukktc, 85, 281.

Padugais, 153-lvG passim, 163.

Painting, 169, 177.

Palaeolithic implements, 17.

Palceontologica Indica, 15.

Palai tree, 154,

Palaiyam (Dindignl taluk), 279.

Palaiyani (Perambaldr taluk), 302.

Palamccttah, 75, 162.

Palaya-Jayankonda-Ch61apm-am, 28'^

Palayak6ttai, 103.

Palaya-nadu Vallambans, 119.

Palayasengadam, 80, 282.

Palghat, 163, 168, 169, 171.

Palk's strait, 9.

Palla Kolumayi, 341.

Palla-kuttddis, 129.

Palladu, 23.

Pallans, their i-elation to Mnsalmans, 79

:

separate quarters for, 81 ; dress of, 83 ;

tattooing among, 84 ; men belong to

left hand faction, 92, 93 ; marriage
customs of, 95 ; Malaiyalis trace their

origin to, 124; described, 128; crime
of, 252, 264 ; their strength in Pnduk-
kdttai State, 360.

Pallapalaiyam anicut, 8. 146,

Pallapatti, 260, 274.
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Pallapert, 266.

Pallava Raya Tondiinan, 6b7.

Pallava Kdyas of Pudakkc'ttai, 356, 357,

372.

Pallavan tank, 372.

Pallavas, their origin, 30 ; supiemucj;, 31
;

and decline, 32 ; Chola king captured

by, 45 ; inscniitious of, 328 ; tlieir con-

nection with Pudukkottai, 356.

Pallis, ornaments of, 83 ; belong to left

hand faction, 92 ; social position of, 106,

107, 109, 114, 115; described, llO;

Km'avaus resemble, 254.

Palmyras, small numbers of, 19 ; in forest

reserves, 151, 155 ; baskets made of

leaves of, 171, 325 ; ropes made from,

171 ; at Tiruvarankulam, 373.

Pabii hills, 7.

Palni town, 106, 107, 289.

Paluppar, 349.

Palnvinji Uralis, 112.

Pambalamman, 284.

Pancha Pandyas, 279.

Panchakshara, 274.

Pachaniad^vi, 274.

Panchamas, 81, ISO.

Panohayats, 93, 100-131 passim.

Pandamuttn Pallis, 111.

Pandarams, bury their dead, 98 .;
section

of Velldlans, 100, 102 ; their part in

t^rali funerals, 113 ; mats made by, 163.

P^ndavas, 302.

Pandya succession, war uf, 43, 44.

Pandya Vellalans, 100.

Pandyas, boundary of the kingdom of,

8, 9 ; Non-Aiyan descent of, 26 ; in

Asuka's time, 27 ;
position of the king-

dom of, 27 ;
political condition of, 28

;

defeated by Karikal Chola, 29 ; friendly

to Chdlas, 29 ; conflicts with Cholas,

• 29, 30 ; their king invited to a Ch61a

sacrifice, 30 ; nominal feudatories of

the Pallavas, 31 ; their king marries a

Ch61a princess, 31 ; their coDutry in-

vaded by the Chalukyus, 32 ; combine

against the Pallavas, 32; defeated at

Mannai Kudi, 32 ; Chola country and

Ceylon overrnn by, 33 ;
political condi-

tion in the ninth century of, 33 note ;

Chdla couqaest of, 34; Rajaraja's

victories over, 35, 36; rebellions

among, 37 ; Ch61a war with, 38 ;
Hbdla

conquests over, 39 ; rebellions of, 42,

43 ; t'leir relations with Rajaraja's

successors, 43
;
political condition in the

12th century of, 44 ; their victory over

the Hoysala Hullalas, 45 ; conejuor the

Chdlas, 4-5 ; after Malik Kafur's inva-

sion, 46 ; rule Madura jointly with the

Nayakkans, 49 ; their country oven-un

by the Travancore king, 49 ; Achyuta
marries the daughter of tlie king of, 50 ;

their king dispossessed by a f.'h61a, 50 ;

and later by Nagama Nayakkan, 51 ;

disappear from history, 61 ; Auvaiyar's

blessing on, 109 ; inscriptions of, 275,

348, 350 ; their connection with Tricbi-

nopoly town, 328; fish figure on the

rock due to, 340 ; Uraiyur supposed to

have been destroyed b\-, 340 note ; their

connection with Pudukkottai State, 356.

Panguni channel, 145.

Panidas, 27.

Panjalankurichi, 373.

Panjapatti, 150.

Panjnkkara Chettis, lOO, 101.

Panjuvettis, 78.

Pannaikarans, 241.

Pannaiyals, 128, 130, 151.

Pannirendam Chettis, 282, 285.

Panta Reddis, 96, 97 note, 117.

Pappakkal, 284.

Pappakkalpatti, 284.

Para-kuttadis, 130.

Para-tombans. 130.

Parai, 141.

Paraiyans, on the Kollainialais, 5 ; agri-

cultural settlements for Christians

among, 77 ; dress of, 83 ; tattooing

among, 84 ; food of, 84 ; caste disputes

of, 93 ; marriage customs of, 95, 96

;

their part in Konga Vellalan funeral

ceremonies, 105 ; caste of Anvaiyar's
foster-daughters, 109 ; their part in

urali funerals, 112, 113 ; Pallans claim

superiority to, 128 ; described, 130

;

weaving of, 160 ; crime of, 252 ; at

Tottiyam, 290 ; in Pudukkottai state,

360
;
priest at Peruugaldr belongs to,

371.

Parak6sari-varman, 33 note.

Paramati, 188, 243, 300.

Paranam, 347.

Parantakal, 34, 321, 339, 340 note.

Parantaka II, 35.

Parasurama, 349.

Paravai, 80.

Parent-tongue, 73.

Paris, 70; 75.

Paspalum dilatatwn, 155.

Pasupatisvarasvami, 272.

Patnattu Chettis, 93. 106.

Patnulkarans, 157, 159, 161, 346, 363.

Pattalamma, 122.

Pattdmaniyagdrf, 241.

Pattavans, 90, 115, 126.

Pattatjdin, 255.

Pattukkattu system, 219, 365.

Pattukkdttai, 363.

Payarani Mahalingani, 352.

Peljbles, 14.

P^chi, 278.

Pedda luti Tottiyans, 122.

Penang, 23, 169, 173.

Pcunar river, 28.

Penukonda, 62, 338.

People, 73 to 131, 360.

People's park at Trichinopol^', 266.

P6raiyur, 371.

Perambalur taluk, 210, 301.
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Perambaldr town, Nandiyar river rises

near, 9 ; bvasB vessels made near, 167
;

road through, 180 ; railway to Kardr
from, 185 ; rainfall in, 188 ; anion, 2(50

;

described, 302.

Peramfir estate, 288.

Perattiydr, 108, 313.

PeripUi.<< Maris Erythrnci, 27.

Feriija Purdnam, 31.

Poriya Tirukk6uam, 80.

Poriyapatti, 298.

Perivar valloy, 4.

Periyavdykkal, 47, 288.

Permanent Sel.tlemont, 237.

Perugamani, 80.

Peruiral K6vil surplus, lio.

Peruraalmalni, 291.

Pernnarkilli, 30.

Perundurai, 22.

Pernngulur, 371.

Peruvalai channel, 145, 148.

Peruvalana'.ldr, 310.

P^ttaivattalai, 80, U52, 313.

Ph(vuix dactylophera, 155.

Phosphntic nodules, IS.

Physical des-ription, l-2ri.

Picbandarkdvil, G4, 6G, 70, 314.

Picottiih buckets, 172, 173.

Pidari, 89, 125. 126, 287.

Pig, 24, 354.

Pigot, Lord, 182.

Pillaiyar, temples to, 89; worshipped
before marriages, 97 ; by women, 102:
during lleddi purificatory ceremonies,
119; image bnried by Malaiyalis to

bring rain, 127 ; on the Triebinopoly

rock, 321, 339.

Pillatturai, 300.

Pilldr, 284.

Pilldru tlr41i8, 112.

Pilluvari, 211.

Pindaris, 330.

Pipeclay, 18.

Pista Uy, 163, 164.

Pitchandah,66.
Pith modellinsr, 169, 177.

Pithecolobium saman, 155.

Plhgue, 122.

Plantains, taluks in which grown, 132;
grown on pa^idy land, 136 ; varieties

and methods of cultivation, 137

;

manure for, 141 ; export of. 176 ; grown
at Tiruppangili, 289.

Ploughing-cattle, 177.

Pohle, Rev. C, 76.

Poinciano elnta, 20.

P6kanati Roddis, 93 noto, 95, 98 note, 117.

P61ayaniman, JIS.

Police, 254, 259, 368.

Poligars, 51. 210, 237.

Political Agent for Pudukkotiai. 1, 251,

369.

Pondioherry, Chanda Sahib fled to, 64

;

D'Auteuil arrived at Uttatdi* from, 65 j

surrendered to Eyre Coote, 70; cloth

exported to, 165; bangles exported (o

175.

Pondicherry Mission, 74,

Pondicherry rocks, 15.

Pondnpali Karuppu, 278.

Pongal, 85.

Pongala Keddis, 117.

Ponnaiyar river, 9.

PonnamarAvati, 358, 363.

Ponn6ri Mudalis, 100, 102.

Ponn^ri tank, 149, 348.

Ponniyayi, 89.

Pony-breeding, 24.

Populaxion, 73-131, 3(i(i.

Porpanai-kottai, 37:!.

Porphyritic gneis.=t, 1 I.

i'ortia tree, 20, 141.

Porto Novo, 9, 71, 335.

Porundalur, 171.

Postal arranpenieiitHiii I'lidakkotrni Statt*,

360, 363.

Potstone, 18.

Pdttandr, 260, 300.

Pottery, 176.

Poys^l^svara, 31.3,

Prasanna Vcnkatachala;>ati. 294.
Prat6pa Rudra, 344.

Preston's battery, 33Ci.

Prickly pear, 141.

Printing, 176.

Prithivipa'i I, 33 note.
Prosopis Spicigera, 1.54.

Pterocarpus Marsupium, l.jl.

Ptolemy, 27, 270, 328.
Public health, 196.

Poblio Works in Pudukkottai, 367.
Puckle, Mr., 11, 219, 234.

Puduchavadi, 185.

Pudukkdttai Raja, aids Muhammad Ali
in the Carnatic War, 64 ; head of the
Kalian caste, 107; was arasu kdvaijdr,
255 ; tutelary shrine of, 274 ; house at

Trichinopoly owned bv, 336 : genealogy
of, 361.

Pudukkottai State, boundary of the
district, 1 ; Southern Vollar flows
through, 9; banglo-earth in, 18, 19;
fruit trees in, 19 ; other trees in, 20

;

catt'e of, 20, 21; game animals in, 25 ;

French incursion into, 68; Roman
Catholic mission in, 75 ; Madura
mission stations in, 76; weights and
measures in. 178, 179; arrangements
regarding salt fo>-, 245 ; Justice of the
Peace for, 251 ; described, 354-374.

Pudnkkdttai town, cattle-fair at, 22
;

S.P.G. mission in, 77 ; Lutheran high
school at, 78; weaving in, 157, 158,

159; dyeing in, 16.'?, 164; cloth-dye-
ing and chintz-stamping at, 165,166;
musical instruments made in, 170;
scents made in, 173

;
printing press iu,

176; market at, 176
;
proposed railway

to, 184; medical institutions in, 369 ;

described, 371,
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Pudunilai, 370.

Padapalaiyain, 280, 300.

Padupatti (ilusiri talak), 14.

Puduppatti (Namakkal taluk), 296.

Pudur, 103.

Pagaliir (Kai'ur talnk), 274.

Pagalur (Udaij'arpalairam taluk), 77^
Pulavan, 104, 105.

Pulichi bush, 171.

Pnlik^sin If, 82.

Pulik^sin, 39.

Pulikkulam bnllooks, 2U, 21, 22, 1U7.

Pulippdchi tirtham. 290.

Palivalatn, 80.

Pulivan weir, 148.

Puliyanj61ai market, 17f'.

Pnllambadi, 80, 89.

Fxcnalliddu, 140.

Panal Valaiyans, 44.

Pdndamalli Mudalis. 100, 102.

Pdngudi, 183.

Punjai Edayar, 300.

Punnam, 275.

Purdkudi^, 212.

Puratakudi, 75.

Puratta^i pattam, 139.

Pdrvattu temple, 114.

Pnttanattam, 174.

."uttdr, S.P.G. Mission iu, 77 ; village

goddftss of, 89 ; civil hospital removed
from, 200; -water-supply to, 265;
suburb of Triohinopoly, 327 ; Mess at,

336 ; description of the festival of the
village goddess at, 341.

Pdvalur, 159, 260, .309, 310.

Pdvarnsu tree, 20.

Q
Quartzites, 14.

Qnilon, 35, 36.

Quinine, 198.

Rachandar deitv, 114.

Raghdji Bhdnsla, 330.

Raghundtha Tondaiman, 357. 3.58, 360.

Eagi, 134. 139, 190, 221.

Railway cess, 185.

Railways, 183-185, 194, 363.

Bain tree, 155.

Rainfall, 88, 187, :i55.

RajA'hirdja D6va I, 38, 43,

Rajadhiraja II, 44.

Rdj&ditya Cliula, 34, .35.

Rajahmnndry, 36, 40.

Rajakfisari varman, 33 note, 3."i.

Rajamab6ndra, 39.

Rajaiajal, 29, 35-38. Ml. 47. 347.
Rajaraja II, 44.

RajarAja III, 45, 288.

K&jar&ja (Chalnkya), 10, 11.

R'ijaraja-pAndi-n4du, 43.

Rijasraya, 35 note.

Rajavaikkal channel, 150.
Raj^ndra Chola I, 37, 41, 43, 847.
Mj6ndrd Chdla II, 39.
R&jdndra Chdla III, 45.

R&jmahil rocks, 14.

Rama, 120, 307, 311, 373.
Rama Vijaya, 345.
Ramachandra Nc4yak, 299.
R&raachaudra Tondaiman, 36u.
Ramanujacharya, 323, 324.
Rimasvftmi Mudaliyar, Raid Sir S., 202.
Ram^svaram, 44 46, 51, 52.
R&mi Nayiuar, 344.
Ramnad zamindari, southern Vellar flows

throagh, 9j Setupatis of, 52, 55. 59;
famine in, 189; its connection with
Padukkottai State, 356, 357, 358,

Kanga of Chandragiri, 53, 357.
Eanga Krishna Muttu Vi'roppa N&vakkan

59, 358.

Rangamalai, 5.

Ranganatha, 319-323.
Rangappa, 345.

Rangappa Udaiyar of Pallikonda, 350,
Rangoon, 158.
Rangv,, 175.

Ranjangudi, 6G, 161, :«2, 303, 307,
Rashtrakutas of Malkhed, 32, 34.
Rasipuram, 168,

Katnagiri hill, wolves in, 24 ; temple for
Kaikolans on, 92; Malai-kanda Vel-
lalaus near, 101 ; sanctity of, 280;
Chetti.s' tradition in connection with
282; described, 284.

Rattan boxes, 171.
Ravivarman, 46.

Eavuttans. 78, 80, 138.

Razipalaiyam, 29G.
Eazns, 169.

Read, Captain, 234.
Eeddis, dress of, 83 ; ornaments of, 83, 84

;

castegoddessof, 91; marriage customs
of, 9l., 95 note, 96; social position of,

103, 106.109; described, 117.
Registration, 251, 367.
Kegalations of Pudnkkdttai State. 362

364.

Religions, 74.

Relinquishments, 218.
Remissions. 231.
Rengayi ammsn, 118.
Reserved forest, 153.
Residency at Pudakkottai, ;-i72.

Resident of Tunjore, 359.
Rettaimnlai, 108, if 13, 331.
Revenue sottlementR, 214-2^6.
Revenue systems, 2u9.
Rice, 139, 182.

Right and left hand faotion.«, 92.
Rivers, 5-9, l8L^ 35 I

Road cess, 225.

Roids, made by Queen MaugaunnAl, 60 ;

in the district, mo ; in 1864, 220; in
I'richinopoly cantonment, 264; in
Pudukkdttai State, 363.
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Eock-cut caves, 325, 339, 355, 371.

Roman Catholics, 7-i, 337, 3i6, 3G2, 370.

Hopes, 170, 179.

Rottlera tincforia tree, 1G3.

Bubies, 16'J, 177.

Radradaman, 31 note.

liudrdksham seed, 84.

Eyotwari system, 23i.

s

8.P.C.K., 76.

S.P.G., 76, 327 ; college maintained by,

77,207; hospital maintained by^ 200;

Schwartz belongs to the, 337.

Sabhipati Reddi, 287.

Sacrificos of animals, 89.

Sad&siva Brahiiiam, 273, 275.

Sadaya Kavundan, 124.

Sadnra-giiis, 3.

Safdar AH Khan, 61, 63.

Safl'ron root, 163, 164.

Saha-nayanar, 91, 92.

St. John's Church at Tiicliinci)oly, 76, 207,

33a, 337.

St. Joseph's College, 76, 176, 204, 333.

St. Joseph's high school, 336.

Saiyad AH, 310.

SakRiiiakottam. 42,

Sakkiratti, 125.

Sala Sambavan, 130.

Salem district, northern boundary of

Trichinopoly district, 1 ; Paohaimalais

in, 2; Kollaimalais in, 3; bounded by

the Cauvery, 6; Northern Vell&r rises

in, 9 ; cattlo from, 20, 21, 22 ; conquered
by Aditya Chola, 33 ; filk cloths im-
ported from, lii7 ; clcth exported to,

158, 159 ; Musalman weavers from, 159
j

baskets imported from, 171 ; iluppai oil

imported from, 174 ; road to, 180, 182.

Salivahana, 82.

Saliyans, 159.

Salt, 18, 244, 363, 3C6. •

Salt Commission of,] 876, 244, 245.

Saltpetre, made in the district, 19, 176,

246; made by Upp.liyans, 116, 117;
used in chintz-stamping, 166 ; export of,

177, 182.

Saluppai-alagar-kovil, 349, 350.

Saluva-Samgama-D6vamaliaraja, 49.

Saluvas, 49.

S&mai, 139, 1 11.

Samanar, 349.

Sainayariallar, 279.

Samnyapuram, 22, 65, 90,315.
Samayavaiam, 22, 65, 90, 315.

•^amiavaram, 65.

Samudrara, 183.

San Thom6, 75.

Sanads to 7amindars, 237, 238, 359.

Sandal-wood, 154.

Sandstones, 14, 15, 17.

Sani, 347.

Sanitation, 199, 370.

60

Sanskrit, 369.

Santoji 58.

Sapta Kaniiiuiar, 91

.

Sarahn Valaiyans, 114.

Sarama Muni, 3'43, 339.

Sarkjir Pandamaugalain, 300.

Sarkar Press at Pudukkottai, 372.

Sarkar rtorkshop at Pudukkottai, 372.

Sarkarpfilaiyam. 331.

Sarvaditya Chula, 340 note.

Sarvottama Rao, 287.

Satanis, 171.

Satara, 62, 63.

Sati, 117, 122.

Satin-wood, 154.

Sattambdr, 13.

Sattandi Amman, 283.

Saturn, 347.

Satyamangalam, 188.

Savindippatti, 106.

Sayar, 360.

Scents, 173, 177,363.
Schools, maiotained by missionary bodies,

76, 77, 78 ; in the district, 203-208 ;

in Pudukkottai state, 369,

Schwartz, 76, 207, 337.

Second crop, 224. 232.

Sedans, 92, 159.

Seed-bed.s 135.

Selai tree, "i54.

Sellandiyamman, 89, 281, 299.

Sellayi, 89.

Selliyamman, 305, 307.

Sellnkudi, 363.

S^ldr Nadu, 3.

Semhili sheep, 22, 23.

Sembulichai tree, 154.

Kendalai, 33 note.

S6ndamangalam, tape manufacture at,

161 ; brass vessels made in, 167 ;

shoe-making ill, 173 ; bangles made in,

174 ; rainfall in, 188 ; special m;igistrate

at, 251 ; union, 260 ; described, 300.

Sender Bandi, 46.

Sendnrai, 16, 18, 343.

Sengal, 119.

Sengarai forest, 355, 373.

Sengndi Uralis, 112.

H^niyaus, 159, 160.

Seringham, 76.

Seshania grandijlora, 138.

S^shagiri Rao's Mantapam, 320. *

Seshayva Sastri, Sir A., 364, 372.

Sessional School, 203, 204.

Sessions Court at Pudukkottai, 367.

Settikulam, 288,292.

Setupati ^laravans, 120.

Setupatis of Hamr.ad, their dynasly found-

ed by JNluttu Krishnappa Nayakkan, 52;

assist Tiiumiila Nayakkan against

Mysore, 55 ; domestic outbreaks in

their country, 59 ; tlieir connection

with Pudukkottai State, 356, 357 ; and

with Kilanilai, 370; Tirumayam taken

by, 373.
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Seven Pagodas, 350.

Sewapet, 22.

Sewell, Mr. K., 209 note, 297.

Sewell, Rev. Father, 335 note, 336 note.

Shanans, 248.

Sharrock, Kev. J. A., 77.

Sheep, described, 22; penned in the fields,

133 ; dung used in dyeing, 165 ; tanning

of skins of, 172; exi;ort of, 177; destroy-

ed by floods, 194.

Shikar, 114.

Shiyali, 169.

Shoes, 173, 177.

fcikhanatha temple, 371.

Silappadikaram, 355, 374.

Silappillaiydrpiittnr, 287.

Silk, 157, 163, 170, 177.

Silver work, 168,177.

Simhavishnu, 31.

Simon Stylites, 274.

Singapore, 169, 173.

Singhalebe, 37,38, 44; their annals, 43,

356.

Sirngamani, 87, 309.

Siruganur, 18.

Sirukamb.h-, 167, 1P8, 309.

Siravdchur, 89, 170, 3v5. .

Sissoo tree, 154, 155.

Sithai tree, 154.

Sittftkkittn Chettis, 100.

Sittalai, 100, 108, 301.

Sittannavasal, 355, 356, 373.

Sivaganga estate, 9, 119.

Sivaji, 58, 351.

Sivaldr, 282.

Sivandlii plants, 339.

Sirandhi Parana m, 340 note.

Sivapada86khara, 35 note.

Sivaratri, 114.

Skin diseases, 198.

Small cause jurisdiction, 250, 367.

Small-pox, Ranga Krishna ilutta Virappa
Nayakkan died of, 60 ;

goddess of, 89,

90 ; Malaiyalis' treatment of persons

snfTering from, 127; deaths during the

great famine from, 192; statistics of, 197.

Smarta Choliyas, 311.

Sm^rtas, 311.

Smith, Captain Joseph, 09, 293.

Smith, Captain Kiohard, 70, 271, 315.

Snipe shooting, 25.

S'oap, 171, 172, 174.., 177.

Soils, 11, 220.

Sokkai", 280, 284.

Solid measures, 178.

S6mfir, 34, 270 note.

South Arcot district, northern bounlary
of TricHinopoly district, 1 ; mouth of

the Coleroon near, 6 ; bounded by tho

Northern Vellar river, 9 ; cretaceous

rocks of, 15 ; exports to, 23, 1(;2, 172.

Soath Indian Railway, 150, 183, 204, 327.

S(iuaro moiisuroB, 170.

Srinivasanallur, 289.

Sn'ramasamudram, 287.

Srirangam island, position of, 6 ; Aiyar
mouth near the head of, 8 ; military

operations in, 64 to 71 passim ; mode of

formation of, 143 ; bridges in, 181
;

flood damages in, 195.

Srirangam temple, workmen drowned
while building, 7 ; cattle fair during
festival in, 22 ; inscriptions in, 45, 49

;

covered by Pandyas with gold, 46;
improved by Visvanatha N&yakkan,
51 ; })ilgrini roads to, 51 ; sanctity of,

91; Tengnlai-Vadagalai disputes in,

92 ; thousand-pillared mantapam in,

106 ; its sanctity recognized by the

Malaiyalis, 125, 126; cholera during
festival in, 197; theft of jewels from,

313; described, 319.

Srirangam town, tanning in, 23, 172

;

lloysala Ballalas established themselves

near, 45, 46 ; Cli^ra king marches to,

46 ; early Danish missionaries iu, 76 :

painting in, 169 ; carving in, 170 ; dolls

made in, 170 ; musical instruments

made in, 170; basket-work in, 171;
bangles made in, 174; printing in, 176;
municipality, 181, 261 ; compulsory
vaccination in, 198 ; elephantiasis in,

199 ; hospital in, 200, 201 ; school in,

204 ; liquor shop in, 248 ; district

munsif in, 250 ; bench court in, 251 ;

described, 319.

Srivallabha, 39.

Stamps, 249, 366.

Stanley, Lieutenant, 275.

Sthala purana of Srirangam, 321, 322.

Stick-]ac, 103, 164, 174.

Stoliezka, Dr. F., 15.

Stone, 170, 177.

Stones, magical, 310.

Straits Settlements, 159, 100, 102, 165, 107.

Strychnos, 154.

Sub-jails, 259.

Sub-judge, 250.

Sub-i cgistrars, 367.

Subrahmanya temple, 374.

Suchindram, 34.

Sudarmans, 108.

Siidras, 81.

Sugar-cane, 132, 137.

Sugar-loaf Rook, 67, 330-333.

Sugn'va, 4.

Sullivan, Mr., 71.

Snltan Saiyad Bibayya Nathar Shah, 338.

Sultanper,"'30O.

Sumatra, 173.

Sundakkay,288.
Sundara-Pandya, 38.

Superstitions, 23, 86, 127, 142.

Sfira, 2P0.

Sdraraangalam, 247.

Survey and settlement, in Chola times,

42, 47 ; in early Hrit ish period, 216, 218,

219 ; existing, 226 ; of Kardr taluk, 232
;

in Namakkal taluk, 234 ; of inam villages

239, 240 ; of Pudukk6ttai State, 366, '
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Tddamp^ttai-Paluvdr, 159, ;}13.

Tadigaipadi, 3G.

Tayara sci'ds, 163, IGt.

Takkoliiui, Si.

Tdlai plante, 4.

TalaimalHi liills, 2, 5, 13, 2C»1.

Talaivdria, 241, 259.

Talakfid, jJG.

Talakka UraliB, 112.

Talakkodi, 1(32.

Talavakkara Cliuliyas, 311.

Taligai river, 8.

Talikota, battle of, 52.

Taludur, 301.

Taluk boards, 300.

Taluks, 1.

Tamarind, trees, 19, 20, 154, 155; fruits,

163, 177.

Tambapanini, 27.

Tainbrapatii, 27.

Tanibraparni rirer, 50.

Tamburas, 170.

Taoail, 73, 78.

Tamilkalar Uppiliyans, 115.

T4namba-nada Valaiyans, 114.

Tandalkarans, 241.

Tandoui, 275.

Tanf::aclii Amniau, 290.

Tanjore district, boundarj- of Triehinopoly

district, 1 ; buffaloes exported to, 22
;

hides and sskina sent to, 23 ; Valaiyans
iu, 114; Vallambans in, ll'J; silk

cloths imported from, 157 ; trade in

cloths with, 159; carpets sent to, 1G2 ;

mats and korai j^rass imported from,

1U3 ; stone articles exported to, 170

;

oil sent to, 172 ; \ayittu 1<61 used in,

178; protection from famine due to,

193.

Tanjore State, Nayakkan rulers of, 51,

53 ; Musalmans levy tribute from, 54
;

conquered by Musalmans, 56 ; extinc-

tion of the Kayakkan dynasty of, 57 ;

independent of Triehinopoly, 58

;

Mar&tha power in, 59 ; Zulfikar Khin
exacts tribute from, GO ; Muhammad
Ali j^ets aid from, 64, 65

;
jilundered by

Chanda Sahib, 64 ; success of tho
armies of, ^>() ; Lawrence aided by the

Kaja of, 67 ; Eaja cuts short the
supplies to the Enji^lish, G8 ;

present to

Srirangam hospital by the Princess of,

202.

Tanjore temple, bull in, 17; built by
Eajaraja I, 37 ; tem])le at Gangaikonda
Cholapuram similar in design to,

38, 347 ; Lalgudi temple similar

io, 312 ; and Tirumalavadi temple,
360.

Tanjore town, Chola capital, 34, 38, 328,
317; captured by liashtrakd^as, 34;
burnt by tlic Paudyas, 45 ; (akon l<y

the Musalmans, 56, Gl ; Lally's advance
against, 6U ; Schwartz removes himself
to, 76 ; supply of fuel to, 15G ; weaving
methods in, IGO

;
jjaiiiting in, 1G9

;
pith

models made in, 1G9
;
granite sent to,

182 ; railway from, 183 ; arrack ware-
house at, 247

;
pensioned kdvalgdrs in,

256 note ; Turaiyiir poligar retired to,

294
;
poligars of Ariyalur and Udaiyar-

palajyam fled to, 345; Ensign Allan
retreated to, 352 ; Collector of, 35'J

;

road from Pudukkottai to, 363.

Tanks, 148, 193, 194.

Tanning, 23, 172, 177,325.
Tape, IGl.

Taram faisal, 365.
Taram karn'mi, 234.

TatakA, 373.

Tattayyangarpettai, iron ores near, 13
;

weaving at, 158, 159, IGO; special magis-
trate at, 251 ; union, 260 ; described,
300.

Tattooing, 84, 120, 127.

Taylor's Catalogues of Oriental Mss., 50.
Tayuman (Chola king), 340 note.

Ta> umanavar, 340.

Teak, 154, 155.

Technical schools, 203, 204.

Telugu, 73,78,121.
Telungupatti, 171.

Tembaranadu, 225.

TemperatiM'e, 10, 196, 355.
Tenai, 139, 141.

Tengalai Vaislmavas, Smartas resembling,
311, 324.

Tennur, 207.

Tenj)aranadu village, 3.

Tenures in Pudukkottai State, 3G5.
Teppakulam at 'I'richinopolv, 208, 827,

333, 335, 33G.

Terani, 18.

Terkitti nddu Kalians, 107.
Terminalia Chebula, 154, 1G3.

Terminalia paniculata, 154,
Terminalia lomp.ntosa, 154.

Textile industries, 157, 163.

Tibenus Ciesar, 270.

Tiles, 363.

Tillaistanam, 33 note.

Time, measures of, 179.

Timma Raya (Gajapati), 344.

Tiunevelly district, 100, 120, 159, 175.
T'ppanjdl, 117.

Tipu Sultan, -wars with, 71; Ireasonable
correspondence with Muhammad Ali,

72 ; converts to Islam made by, 78 ;

assessments in Kart'ir increased bj-, 232 ;

renting system of, 234 ; inam tenure
disturbed by, 240; temples destroyed
by, 294, 307.

Tirampalaiyam, 106.

Tiruchchindppalliy 2,
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Tiruchendurai, 325.

Tiruynana Sainbandliar, 31, 325.
Tirugokarnam, 355, 373.

Tiru-i'-onsiiraalai, 290.

Tirukkalikkunram, 31-.

Tii-u.-i>arnl.iliyur, 281.

Tiriikkattuppalli, 45.

Tirukkoyilur, 109.

Tinikoranam, 1^8.

Tinimala of Vijrtj-anagar, 279.
TiruLDala, N§.}-akkan, rule of, 52 ;

pala^^e

of, 253, 337 ; aided by the Kadavur
poligar, 279 ; his grant to Kapilamalai
temple, 297 ; changed his capital to

Madura, 329.

Tirumalrti, 357.

Tirumalai Tondaiman, 357.

TirnmLilainamasamiidram, 299.
Tirumalavadi, 350.

Tirnmananjeri, 373.

Tirumangai Alvar, 373.

Tirumangalatn, 1G8, 3U9.

Tiramanjana Pandarams, 2S-4.

Tirumandr, 181.

TiruinayaiLi taluk, 361.

Tirnmayam town, 27-1, 373.

Tirunarayanaporam, 2S9.

Tirupalaitorai, 325.

Tirupati, 275, 357.

Tiruppalatt'.rai, 48. 49, 91, 325.

Tiruppangili, 18, 289.

Tiruj-pattur, 29.'.

Tiruppayar, 302.

Tiruppirambiyam, 33 note.

Tiruppukal, 374.

Tiru-Hsila-palli, 2.

Tiruttalaydi-, 290.

Tii-uttava'tturai, 312.

Tirnvadi, 46 note, 60.

Tiruv&di, <.rant of Kulottunga I at, 42
;

wood-cqrviiig at, 170 ; arrack depot at,

247 note ; saint of, 326
; god brought

from, 350.

Tiruvailam, 34.

Tiruvanaikkaval, 2G2, 319, 322.

Tiruvanilai, 273.

Tirnvanndmalai, 20, 21, 323 note.

Tiruvappur, 363, 373.

Tiruvarankulam, 354, 373.

Tiravellarai, 325.

Tiruvengavasal, 363.

Tiruvengimalai, 279, 281, 290.

Tiraverumbur, 183, 312, 326, 331.

Tirvaipattu land, 365.

Tittakiidi, 247 note.

Tobacco, 177, 363.

Toddy, 248.

Togamalai, 171, 258, 277.

Tolayanattam, 14.

Tolls, 181, 306.

Toiidaimcin lllaindiraiyan, 30.

Tondaimandalam, dis'ricts included in, 30;

taken by Aditya I, 33 ; (^ontjucred by
the Bashtrakiitus, 34; and recontjuered

hy Aditya II, 35; independence of the

feudatory chiefs of, 44 ; Pand3-a inscrip-

tions in, 46 ; conquered by the Musal-
mans, 48.

Tondaimandalam Mudalis, 100.

Tondaimans, side with Muhammad Ali in

tlie Carnatic War, 64; the French mike
an incursion into the country of, 68;
account of, 356 to 361 passim ; ancestral
home of, 370 ; their former place of
coronation, 371.

Tondamana, 356.

Tondi, 184.

Topimalai, 5.

Torauiangalam, 302.

Totemism, 103.

Toitam lard, 1.39, 140, 212 note.

Tottivadi reserve, 154.

Tottiyam, 22. 89, 2S6, 290.

Tottiyans, their relations with Musalmans,
79

;
prefer round houses, 81 ; dress of,

83 ; tattooing among, 8 1 ; eschew alco-

hol, 85 ; bull-baiting of, 86 ; black arts

practised by, 87 ; their caste goddess,

91 ; caste panchayat9,93 notes; marring-e

customs, 95, 96 ; funeral ceremonies,
98 note; and social position, 103, 109,

114; their part in purificatory ceremo-
nies, 113, 119 ; described, 121; connec-
tion of Malaiyalis with, 124; crystals

cut and polished \)y one of, 169 ; their

goddess at Kfranur, 287 ; caste of

Iluppur zamindar, 310.

Tottijappatti, 300.

Towns, 1.

Trade, 28, 157 to 177 passim, 363.

Training schools, 203, 204.

Tramways, 185.

Tranquebar, Ki aion, 76, 77.

Transit duties, 42, 47.

Trap dykes, 14, 18.

Travaucore hills, 7.

Travancore State, Kulottunga I garrison-

ed the border of, 42, 43 ; aggressive
attitude of the king of, 49 ; humbled
by Achyuta of Vijayanagar, 50 ; invaded
by Vitthala Eaja, 50; attacked by
Musalmans, 61.

Travellers' bungalows, 185.

Trichinopoly marble, 16, 19.

Trichinopoly Kock, 264, 326, 327, 339.

Trichinopoly rocks, 16.

Trichinopoly taluk, 309.

Trickiuopoly town, origin of name, 2

;

Can very river bifurcates near, 6;
Mamundij-ar river falls near, 8 ; tv^mper-

ature recorded in, 10 ; tanning in, 23

;

inscriptions in, 31, 33 note, 48, 49;
Musalman kings in, 46, 48; Chola
princes near, 47 ; fort obtained and
impr(jvfd by \'i-,vaii6,llia Nayakkan,
51 ; Tirumala strcngtlieus the fortifica-

tions of, 53; capital of the NayakkanB
removed to, 66 ; attacked by Musal-
mans, 56, 57 ; besieged by tlie Marat-
has, 59; Zulfikar Khan exacts tribute
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from, 60; Chanda Hahib strengtlicns

the fortiticatious of, 02 ; attacked by
the Marafchus, 63; tirst a'lvgv. of, (ii;

Enjflish advance to, 05 ; second sie^i; cf,

60 J
third sief^o of, 70 ; attacked by

Tipu, 71 ; settlement of iho Madura
JlisBion at, 74; not visited by St.

Francis Xavier, 74 ; epi8cot>iil residence

at, 75 ; cathedral in the cantonment
ar, 75 ; schools in, 7."), 2U3, 204 ; work
of Schwartz in, 76 ; Danisli Missionaries

in, 7(i
; J{oin:in Catholic llisbion in, 75,

76; S.P.tr. MiissioT) ill, 77; Wesleyan
Mission in, 7S

;
piniitive police posted

in, 79 ; niosciue in, hO; disputes during
Kamandi festival in, 85; rock temple
in, y] ; manure used near, 142 ; Muni-
cipality, 150, 181, 201, 202, 203 to 207;
fuel d(^p6ts, 156 ; weaving in, 157, 158;
embroidery in, 101 ; dyoing in, 1G3,

164; cloth-dicing and cliintz-stamiiing

in, 165; biass vessels niade in, 167;
rabies sent to, 109; painting in, 169;
pith models made in, 1()9; dolls made
in, 170 ; iron oil-presses in, 171 ; tanne-
ries in, 172 ; cheroots made in, 173

;

shoe-making in, 173 ; bangles made in,

174; Noap made in, 174; cotton [jress-

ing in, 176; printing pi esses in, 176;
liquid measures in, 178 ; roads from,
180 ; boats plying in rivers broken up
at, 183; railway-stations in, 183,184;
South Indian Eailway head-(iiiarter8

at, 18i; proposed railway to Puduk-
kottai from, 184; devastations near,

188; Hoods in, 193,194; temperature
of, 196; cholera in, 197; conipnlsovy
vaccination in, 198 ; elephantiasis in,

199; hospital at, 200; i)rices at, 221;
de]iuty tahsildar at. 213; divisional

oHicer at, 243; arrack ware-house at,

247; liquor shops at, 248; salt inspec-
tors in, 249; courts in, 250; can-
tonment magis-trale in, 251 ; bench
court in, 251 ; sub-registrar in, 251

;

kaval system in, 257; theft in the club
in, 257 ;

proprietors of Kattupputtnr
mittalivein, 287; described, 320-341;
Pudukkottai cooler than, 355 ; fort and
temple builfc with the ruins of Kot'uin-
baliir, 374.

Trichinopoly-Tirukkdyildr railway, 13,

184, 185.

Trisira, 2, 326, 339.
Trisirapalli, 2.

Tulnkka Nachiyfir, ^22.
Tulnva dyuastv, 49.

Tnluva Vellalans, 100. 101.

Tnngabhadra river, 39, 40, 41, 48.
Tuppnlikuli, 254, 260.
Turd, 107.

Turaiyur estate, 237, 291-295.
Turaiyur poligar, 255, 345.
Turaiyur taluk, 210.

Turaiyur town, cattle fair at, 22 ; wild
animals near, 24 ; caste disputes in, 93 ;

paddy cultivation near, 133, 134; dry
crops trrown on wet land ni'ar, 134

;

weaving at, 158; market at, 176; road
through, 180, 182; deputy tahsildar at,

243; liquor shop at, 218; union, 200;
described, 291.

Tiu-aiyur valley, 4.

Turaiyur village (Ti-ichino[)oly taluk), 341.

Turmeric, 132, 137.

Tuvagudi, 256 note.

Tavarankuriohi, 167, 277.

Tuyyn, 328.

Tyaga Drug, 70.

u
Uccliani grant, 357 note.

Uchipillaiyarkovil, 339.

Udaiyans, 95 note, 90 note, 108, 110.

Udaiyar Nayinar, 344.

Udaiyarpalaiyam estate, 09, 237, 294, 350.

Udaiyarpalaiyam poligar, 255, 293, 345,
346.

Udaiyarpalaiyam tal.k, 210, 343.

Udaiyarpalaiyam town, cotton-wealing in,

159; carpet manufacture ia, 161 ; shoe-
making in, 173 ; road throuj^h, 180, 182;
rainfall in, 188 ; uuion, 200; described,
S50.

Udambiyam, 77.

Udayauattam, 158, 343.

Udayendiraui grants, 34.

Uduvatti sticks, 173.

Ugranarasiuiham, 278.

Ujjain, 29 note.

Ukkal, 35 note.

Ulkndis, 212.

Ullalapuram range, 14.

Ullar, 143, 144.

yiuattu Uppiliyans, 115.

Umaiyan, 274, 373.

Umayapurani, 288.

Unions, 199, 200.

Un^il tree, 154.

Unniyur, 286.

Uppar stream, 149, 181, 182.

Upper anient, lisb affect«d bj', 25; irriga-

tion from, 143, 144; bridge carried by,

181; railway-station near, 183; pro-
posal to supply Ponn6ri tank from,
348.

Upper Gondwana rocks, 14.

Upper secondary schools, 203, 204.

Uppidamangalam, 22, 94, 176, 275.

Uppiliyans, tattooing among, 84 ; caste

god of, 91 ; marriage customs of, 94 j

bottit, used by, 97 note ; funeral cere-

monies of, 98 note ; social position of,

106, 109. 114, 128: described, 115;
saUpetre industry in the hands of, 246.

Uppiliyapnram, 170, 286.

Uppu-kachara Uppiliyaus, 115.

Ur scvagans, 241.
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Uraiydr, Chola capital, 27, 30, 49, 328;

burnt by the Pandyas, 45, 340 note;

•weaving at, 157, 15S ; carpet majaufac-

ture at, ICl ; mats made at, 102, 163;

cloth-dyeing and chiutz-stampiug at,

165 ; silver-work in, 1G8 ; stone-polibh-

iug at, 170; school in, 208; water-

supply to, 205; dispensary at, 260;

market at, 260 ; ircarnation of a saint

at. 326 ; industries of, 327, 328 ; suburb

of Trichinopoly, 3i7 ; troops moved to,

• 336; destroyed, 339; desert track to

Madura from, 355.

IJralis, dress of, S3 ; ornaments of, 83 ;

tattooing among, 84 ; hunting of, 80

;

caste panohayats among, 03 note

;

marriage customs of, 90 ; funeral cere-

monies of, 98 note ; social position of,

106, 107, 114, 115; described, 112;

crime of, 252 ; black-mail levied by,

254.

TJrimbaikkarans, 123.

urudaiyampatti, 297.

TJsi pulu, 130.

IJsi tUttal, 136.

ZTsilai tree, 154.

t^ttatnr village, sanctity of the Xandiyar
in, 9 ; cretaceous rocks near, 14, 15, 17 ;

gypsum found at, 18; phosphatic

nodules near, 18; operations during the

Carnatic war in, 04, 65, 00. 70,304;
tittunattu Vellalans found near, 101;

plunder of the country lound, 5:93

;

described, 30.j ; French attack on, 318;

Ariyaliir poligar appointed chief of the

country round, 344.

tttnnattu Vellalans, 100, 101, 307.

Uyyakondan channel, Mamundiyar river

falls into. 8 ; its head-sluice referred to

in a grant of Kulottunga ITI, 47, 314 ;

floods in, 148, 193. 19i ; situation of the

liead sluice ol, 313.

Uyyakondan-tii-nmalai, 07, 333, 341.

Vaccination, 108, 370.

Vadamalaipatti, 300.

Vadamas, 324.

Vadanciroyana tree. 20, 141.

Vadae^ri Uralis, 112.

Vadatarai tree, 154.

Vadavagudi surplun, 141, 145.

Vadavar chaimel, 182.

Vngai tree, 154, 155.

Vaiganallfir, 280.

Vaira Pcramal, 285.

Vaittiir, 18, 174, 363.

Vaiyampatti, 183.

Vajra, 29.

Valaiyans, dress of, 83 ; tattooing among,
84 ; })nnishnieut for unchastity among,
94; marriage customs of, 05, 96 ; allied

to Muttiriyans, 106; social position of,

100,107, 115; described, 114 ; crime of,

252, 369 ; their strength in Padukkdttai
State, 360, 362.

Valanadu, 174, 175, 277.
Valapptir, 125.

Valavandi, 290.

Valavandiyar river, 182.

Vali, 307.
Validiytir, 107, 309.

Valikandapuram taluk, 210. 212.

Valikandapnram village, magnesia found
at, 18 ; fighting near, 64, 303 ; Udaiyan
sub division from, 109 ; described, 307.

Valuottai Maravans, 120.
Vallabhas, 40.

Vallam, 51, 56, 169.

Vallambans, dress of, 83 ; ornaments of,

83, 84 ; tattooing among, 84 ; food of,

84; marriage customs of, 96; social

position of, 107, 109; described, 119;
in Pudukkottai State, 362.

Vallamtotta Vellalans, 119.

Vallavati Kamakshi Nayakkan, 310.

Valluva Paraivans, 131.

Valu Tottiyans, 122.

Valuviidi Valaiyans, 114.

Vanadii-ayanpattanam, 15'^, 343.

Vandamalai-Rangamalai forest I'eserve,

154.

Vangaru Tirumala, 60, 61, 62, 63, 292.
Vaniyans, 171.

Vanniya Valaiyans, 114.

Vanniyans, 110.

Van-payir, 212 note.

Varadarajapuram, 288.

Varagu, straw of, 80 ; cultivation of, 139,
140 ; husk of, 175

;
price of, 221.

Varaguna Pandya, 33 note.

Varappattu, 305.

Vassalur, 300.

Vatamtilesvarar, 349.

Vattangi wood, 169.

Vattardyasamf!, 241.

Vawanen-agraharam, 310.

Vatjalpa[iaru, 13i', 130.

Vayiragaram, 42.

Vayttalai Gfidalur, 309.

Vedans, 123, 124.

V6kili Tottiyans, 95 note.

V^lanandu chieftains, 44 note.

Vellcfdu, 23.

Vellalans, food of, 84 ; age of the bride-

gioom amonj.', 94 ;
prohibit widow re-

marriage, 95 note ; burn their dead, 98 ;

described, ICO ; social ] osition of, 106,

107, 109, 111, 112, 118; carpet manu-
facture (if, 1()1 ; cloth-dyeing and
chintz-stamping of, 165; pith models
made b}', 169; Kuravans resemble,

254 ; Batnagiri temple held sacred by
tho Malai-k&uda ijectiou of, 285.
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Vellalapatti, 13,

Vellamarudu tree, 154.

Vellantaiif<i Amman, 303.

Vellanur, 80.

Vellar river, northern, described, 9

;

cretaceous rocka ncir, 15; irrig;ation

from, 113, 14G, 147, 220.

Vellar river, southern, described, ;

bonndaly of ti.e Chdla kingdom, 28

;

irrigation fro:n, 348, 3t)2 ; referred to

ia old Tamil poem», 356 ; I'wdukkdttai
town in the valley of, 371.

Vellimalai, 5.

Vellore, 52.

Velldr, 288.

Velukurichi, 14.

V61ur (Mnsiri taluk), 28G.
V6l6r (Namakkal talnk), 200, 300.
761dr (Trichinopolj taluk), 342.
Velvilam tree, 154.

V6ma Eeddi, 292.

Vemhddam bark, 165.
Vembu tree, 154.

Vengai, 41.

Vengai tree, 154.

Vengampatti, 108, J 71, 280.
Ven^auur, 308.
Yengarai, 260, 300.
Veng), 36, 39 to 42 passim, 44 note.
Venjamau Gddaldr, 275.
Venkaji, 58, 189.

Venkata, Turaiynr family god and name,
292

Venkatarjimadas Nayndu, Diwan Bahadur,
364.

Venkatrainanasvami, 287.
Venkayya, Rai Bahadur, V., 29 note.
Venmani, 109.
Vennadu village, 3, 225.
Vennamalai, 275.
Vennar, 182.
Vennil, 29.

Ventilago Madraspafana, 105.
Vepam tree, 154.

Veppentattai river, 182.
V6ppdr (Peranibalnr taluk), 18, 308.
Veppm- (South Arcot district), 252.
Veterinary dispensary, 260.
V^ttaimanf^alam, 276,
Vettiijdiis, 241.

Vettiyarvettu, 350.
Vettnkatti taluk, 211.
V^ttuvans, 252.

Vettuvattalai, 313.
Vibhi'shana, 32], 340.
Vijaya, 360.

Vijaya Nripatunga Vikramavarman, 33.
Vijaya Raj^hava Nayakkan, 370.
Vijaya Eaghundtha Pallavarayar Dorai

Raja, M.R.Rv., 364.
Vijaya Raghunatha Raya, 372.
Vijaya Raghunatha Tondaiman, 360.
Vijaya Eanga Chokkanatha Nayakkan,

60, 318, 321.

Vijaja Venkatachala Reddi, 292.

Vijayaditya VII, 40.

Vijayalaya, 33, 328, 340 note.

Vijayanagar kingdom, rule in the district

of, 48-50 ; downfall of, 52 ; revenue
Kystem cf, 210; image bronght from,
3L8; its connection with Trichinopoly
town, 328; Ariyaldr ]>oligar suboi'dinato
to, 314.

Vikrania Chdla, 42, 44.

Vikramailitya II, 32.

Vikramaditya Vf, 39,41, 12.

Vikramam, 80.

Vikran\apura, 315, 316.
Vikriti'svara, 275.

Vilamattur, 302.

Vilandai, 174.

Vilangudi, 18.

Village administration, 37, 47.

Village cess, 241.

Village establishments, 240.
Village mnnsifs, 250.
Villages, '81.

Villai wafers, 173.

Vimaladitya, 30, 40.

Viuiauayakkanpalaivam, 106.
Vi'nas, 170.

Vini rock, 279.
Vi'ra Xarasimha Raya, 351.
Vira Pandya, 35.

Vira Raj^ndra D6va, 39, 42, 43.
Vira Ramanatha Deva, 46, 315.
Vira Somesvara, 4.5, 284, 315, 316,
Vira Tottiyan, 292.
Vi'ra Vanniyan, 110.

Vi'rabhadra!i 290,

Viragaldr, 75.

Virahandr, 168.
Virakaran, 122.

Virak6ialan, 38.

Virak^sarin, 39.

Virali t"ralis, 112.

Vir&limalai, 303, 373.

Vi'ramalai hill, 153.

Vi'ramati, 122.

Vi'ranam tank, 182.

Vi'rappa Nayakkan, 345.

Virasnli, 89.

Virata, 302.

Viratapuram, 302.

Virudupatti, 170.

Virdpaksha, 48, 348.

Visanganattu Kalians, 107, 368.

Vi.tdrippukdrans, 255.

Visvanatha Nayakkan, rule of, 51 ; Kada-
vur palaiyam created by, 279; teppu-
kulam constructed by, 327 ; fortifl-

catious of Trichinopoly improved by,

329; Arij'aldr poli'jrar subordinate to, 344.
Visvanathapuram, 269.

Vital st.itistics, 196-199, 362.

Vitthala Raja, 50.

Volcondah, 64-. 303, 307.
Vf)Inntary irrigation cess, l46.

VondipilikkaranSj 111.

Vows, 4, 90, 91, 318.
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W
Walhonse, Mr. M. J,, 308, 348 note.

Wallace, Mr., 210, 212 note, 214, 21G.

Wand iwash, 70.

Waterfall, 4.

Water-lifts, 148.

Water-supply, 197, 2G1, 262, 2G4.

Wax, 166, 167, 168.

Weaving, 157-163, 204.

Webster, Mr. E. F., 336.

Weights and measures, 177, 200.

Wells, 148, 180, 262, 349.

Wenlook, Lord, 360.

Wesleyan Mission, 78, 272, 327, 337.

Wet cultivation, 132-139.

Wheat, 139.

Whiteside, Mr. W. S., 336.

Widows, dress of, 82 ; ornaments of, 83,

84; re-marriage of, among Konga
Vellakns, 104; Muttirijans, 106;
Kalians 107 ; Udaiyans, 109 ; Pallis,

111; tlralis. 112;" Valaiyans, 115;
Uppiliyans, 116; Reddis, 118; Vallam-

bans, 119; Maravans, 121; Tottiyans,

123; Pallans, 130; Paraiyans, 131.

Wilks, Col., 60, 61, 303, 352

Winds, 10,

Witchcraft, 121.

Woddahs, 141.

Wolves, 24.

Wood, Col., 299.

Wood-carving, 170.

Working plans (for forests), 155.

Workshops, 176.

Wrightia tinctoria, 151.

Xavier, St. Francis, 74.

T
Yaman, temple to, 290.

Yellamma, 91, 118.

Yellow gram, 139, 141.

Y61ur Vellalans, 100, 101.

Y^ndals, 362.

Verrama Eeddi, 292.

z

Zamindaris, 234, 237.

Zapti Pandamangalam, 300,
Zinc, i68, 175.

Zizyphus glahrata, 154.

Zuitikar Khan, 60.
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